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GENERAL EDITOR'S PREFACE 

In my preface to Volume XVII published last year, while regretting the 

delay in the publication of the volumes in the Fort William India House 

Correspondence Series, I assured that every effort would be made to bring 

out the remaining volumes in quick succession. The publication of the 

present volume in the year following the publication of the last is a tangible 

proof of our earnestness in this direction. I hope that we shall be able to 

maintain this progress in regard to the remaining volumes. 

I take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to the Commonwealth 

Relations Office, London, the Government of West Bengal, the Trustees of 

the Victoria Memorial Hall, Calcutta, and the Nawab Bahadur of Murshidabad 

for allowing us to publish certain portraits and paintings in their possession; 

to the Editor, Bengal: Past and Present, Calcutta, for permitting us to use 

Plaisted’s “Map of the Kingdom of Bengali and part of the Provinces of 

Orixa and Bahar”, published in the JournalJ in 1909; and to the Director 

General of Archaeology, Government of India, and his staff for furnishing 

us with photographic copies of the portraits and paintings included in this 

volume. I am also thankful to those members of the staff of this Department 

who have helped me in preparing the volume and in seeing it through the 

press, and to Sree Saraswaty Press Ltd., Calcutta, for their co-operation and 

good workmanship. 

B. A. Saletore 
Director of Archives, 
Government of India. 

National Archives of India, 
New Delhi, 
2 August 1956, 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE records published in this volume comprise letters that passed between 
the Court of Directors and the Secret Committee at London on the one 

hand, and the Council and the Select Committee at Fort William and 
individual members of these bodies on the other, during the years 1757 to 1759. 
There are often long and irregular intervals in the issue of these letters. 
Altogether 74 letters have been included in this volume, 17 of which emanated 
from London and the rest from Bengal. The subject matter of the principal 
letters to and from the Court of Directors is usually dealt with under the 
following heads: (1) shipping; (2) goods from Europe or from one part of 
India to another; (3) investments; (4) trade of India and transactions with 
the country governments; (5) fortifications, buildings and revenues; (6) cove¬ 
nanted and military servants; (7) accounts; and (8) matters concerning the 
Company’s charter. The letters throw light on almost all the important 
aspects of the Company’s affairs in Bengal and also touch upon the changing 
politics of the country at a very critical period of her history. 

In going through these letters one is impressed by the candid way in 
which the correspondence was carried on. The tone of the letters is business¬ 
like and practical. With rare exceptions, the officers of the Company are 
mediocre in talent, poor in attainments and unscrupulous in character. Most 
of them, not excluding a man like Drake, are incapable of thinking and 
expressing clearly. Some of the letters are specimens of clumsy presentation 
and confused thinking, Clive’s letters are generally marked by felicity of 
language, clarity of ideas, and a coherent and convincing way of presenting his 
views, and they make a delightful reading. We shall first survey the political 
and diplomatic events of the period before taking up the other aspects of the 
Company’s activities. 

SURVEY OF POLITICAL EVENTS., 1757-1759 

Capture of Calcutta by the Nawab 

Sirajud-Daulah seized the English factory at Cossimbazar on 3 June 
1756, and that at Calcutta on the 20th. The Nawab resorted to this action 
because the English, in contravention of the established custom of the country, 
had raised fortifications in Calcutta, abused free-trade dastaks, and persisted 
in giving protection to the Nawab’s rebellious subjects. On the fall of 
Calcutta, the English merchants retired to Falta on the Hooghly, arriving 
there on 26 June 1756, and the Dutch supplied them with provisions and 
other necessary stores from their small settlement in the neighbourhood. They 
stayed there for six months without any harm being done to them, or even 
any notice being taken of them, by the Nawab’s Government, and this shows 
that the Nawab did not want to expel them from his country. In faction 
8 September 1756, two months after they had left Calcutta, Raja Manik;Chahd, 
the Nawab’s Governor of Calcutta, ordered a bazar to be opened at Falta for 
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the sale of provisions to the English. What the Nawab wanted was that the 
English should confine their attention only to trade. But the English, even 
when driven to Falta, were not prepared to rest content with trading rights 
only. On 30 July 1756, Major Killpatrick arrived from Madras with a contin¬ 
gent of 200 troops, and subsequently news came that a large force was coming 
by sea for the recovery of Calcutta. The news greatly heartened the 
fugitives. On 18 September 1756, ten days after the bazar was opened by the 
Nawab’s Governor for their benefit, they occupied their little factory at 
Balramgarhi, which had not been seized by the Nawab, and on 25 October, 
they formally declared it as the seat of their Presidency. 

The arrival of Major Killpatrick and the news that further reinforcements 
were on the way compelled Manik Chand to make warlike preparations; 
but these were rather clumsy and half-hearted. The French and the Dutch 
were sounded if they could help the Nawab against the English. 

Calcutta and Hooghly Recovered by the Company 

Admiral Watson arrived at Falta on 14 December 1756, and Clive arrived 
soon after, at the head of the sea and the land forces respectively. On 17 
December, “a letter was then wrote to the Nabob from the Admiral implying 
his design of coming here to re-establish the Company and procure restitution 
of their losses which, it was hoped, the Nabob would be inclinable to grant. 
This letter was wrote with intention to amuse him and prevent his re-inforcing 
the garrison at Calcutta during the delay of the squadron at Fulta [on] account 
of the spring rides”1 The Admiral also secured the neutrality of the French 
and the Dutch. “Then after refreshing the military and sea-men, the squadron 
moved up the river on the 28th December; two days after Buz Budgea 
[Budge-Budge] (a place of great strength) was attacked by the Admiral's ships, 
and about eight in the evening carried by assault. From thence Mr. Watson 
proceeded towards Tannah, and having dismounted their guns, both there 
and at a battery erected opposite to it, he brought his squadron before Fort 
William on the 2 January, and retook the place in less than two hours.”2 

No doubt, the recovery of Calcutta was facilitated by the cowardly conduct 
of Manik Chand; but, at the same time, the Nawab also contributed to it as 
he had not anticipated the arrival of a powerful force from Madras, and even 
when he got the news he did not believe it, as Watts testifies in his letter of 
30 January 1757.3 He had not, therefore, reinforced the garrisons at Calcutta 
and elsewhere, or taken any other precautionary measure. The fact is that 
the Nawab did not cherish any vindictive designs against the English, once 
he had chastised them; and even when they returned in strength, he thought 
that they would supplicate for mercy and this would be the proper time to 
forgive them. That is why he had neither destroyed their settlements, nor 
despoiled their stores, which is proved by the fact that after the recovery of 
Fort William the English found there “a large quantity of export goods” and 
“a very considerable part of the investment” intact.4 

. 1P*178* The pages quoted here and elsewhere where no books or documents are 
cneci reter to tne lext. 

3P. 189. 
3P. 184. 
4Pp. 189 & 198. 
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The Company followed up the capture of Calcutta by a bold declaration of 
war and called upon the neighbouring zamindars to pay their revenues to the 
Company, They then attacked the tort of fiooghiy, which was “blown up 
by Major Kihpatrick, and the town and the gunge etc. were burnt to ashes” 
—a measure intended to strike terror into the JNawab’s troops and to encourage 
malcontents to come over to the Enghsh side.5 These hostile proceedings dis¬ 
illusioned the Nawab as to the intentions of the English, and he gathered an 
army to march on Calcutta. 

Nawab’s Advance on Calcutta 

At this very time information regarding the outbreak of the Seven Years’ 
War reached Calcutta and the official announcement was made on 12 January 
1757, When the news of the Nawab’s advance was received, the Council at 
Fort William urged Admiral Watson to conclude a treaty of neutrality with 
the French at Chandernagore as proposed by them banning hostilities on 
the Ganges; and pending the conclusion of such a treaty they began making 
preparations to take the held, and they hoped “if successful in one decisive 
battle, to end these troubles upon terms both honourable and advantageous 
to the Company in a short time”.6 Their idea was to have a brief, quick 
and successful campaign. In the meantime they heard that the Nawab had 
approached the french to mediate between him and the Enghsh. There¬ 
upon, the Council intimated to the french their terms for an accommoda¬ 
tion with the Nawab. Their terms were: (1) reparation for all losses and 
damages; (2) permission to erect fortifications m whatever part of the country 
where they chose to have a'factory ; (3) restoration of all rights, privileges and 
immunities to their factories; and (4j permission to establish a mint in 
Calcutta.7 These terms were duly forwarded by the French to Khwajah 
Wajid, and it was anticipated that there would be litde difficulty in securing 
these terms, except the one relating to the establishment of a mint.4 Side 
by side with these negotiations, military manoeuvres proceeded apace and 
Clive marched out with his army and encamped on the daranagar plain out¬ 
side Calcutta, where he thought he would be in a position to defend himself 
against the Nawab’s army of 30,000.9 Perhaps, birajud-Daulah wanted to 
test the strength of the Enghsh before he entered into an accommodation 
with them on the terms which had been forwarded to him and which could 
not have been agreeable to him. That is why on 3 February he asked 
the Enghsh to send their agents to meet him at Nawabganj to discuss the 
terms of settlement. But when the Enghsh agents arrived at Nawabganj 
the next day, they found that the Nawab had entered Calcutta with a part 
of his army. Chve had been suspicious from the very beginning. Now he 
was convinced that the Nawab “only meant to amuse them”, and to force 
his hands he decided to make a surprise attack on his camp at night 

5P. 178. 
#P. 179. 
TPp. 179-80. 
1Ibid. 
•IN 1*7- 
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Clive’s Attack on the Nawab’s Camp and the 

Agreement of 9 February 1757 

The English agents, Walsh and Scrafton, met the Nawab in Omichand’s 
garden and represented that “as they expected to have met him at Gonge, 
in a favourable disposition towards a peace with the English, they could not 
but be greatly surprized in finding him entered in a hostile manner into their 
very city, and that, unless he would manifest some desire of a peace by with¬ 
drawing his troops from the neighbourhood of Calcutta, they could not enter 
upon the business they came about”. This was in the nature of an ulti¬ 
matum to the Nawab, who naturally treated the English agents with “no 
small haughtiness”.10 A little later they fled from the camp without taking 
formal leave of the Nawab and informed Clive of what had transpired and 
what they had seen. 

In the meanwhile Clive was finding it difficult to maintain his position 
due to a general desertion of workmen and servants and the breaking up of 
the bazar that supplied him with provisions. In such a situation he was 
left with only two alternatives: either to attack the Nawab immediately 
“while two-thirds of the Nawab’s army were still encamped outside the 
Maratha Ditch”, or to retire “into the fort in disgrace”. He chose the first 
alternative, and with an army of 2,000, including a body of sailors landed by 
Watson for his assistance, entered the camping ground of the Nawab in the 
early hours of the morning of 5 February, though with great difficulty owing 
to a thick fog. The attack had the desired effect, and the next day the Nawab 
moved on to Dum Dum.11 The same day Ranjit Rai, Jagat Seth’s vakil, 

wrote to the English to send their proposals for a settlement, as the Nawab 
was inclined to accept them. 

There is a French version of this affair. According to Jean Law, “It 
was their [English] interest to decide the quarrel in the quickest way, for 
fear we should resolve to take part in it. Accordingly as soon as they saw 
the enemy they purposely spread the alarm in Calcutta. All the women 
were ordered on board the ships. The country merchants and people who 
had entered Calcutta with the English left it, all with the intention of giving 
confidence to the Nawab and encouraging him to approach so that they 
might be more certain of the blows they struck him.” The Nawab fell into 
the snare. He imagined his mere presence would suffice to put the enemy 
to flight, and the present attack would take the same course as that of the 
month of June in the preceding year. He advanced and was soon in posses¬ 
sion of the outskirts of the town. To deceive him more completely, and to 
examine the position of his camp, the English sent deputies the day before 
the attack on the pretext of discussing peace terms. Further on he adds, 
“The next day, the 5 February, at 4 or 5 a.m., in a thick fog, the English, 
commanded by Colonel Clive, attacked the Nawab’s Camp and fell precisely 
upon the tent in which the deputies had seen him the evening before. (I 
heard this from several Moorish officers who were in the Nawab’s army.) 

10 Pp. 199-200. 
11P. 200, 
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Luckily for him he was not there. One of his Diwans, who suspected the 
deputation, had advised him to pass the night in a tent further off/*13 

This account appears remarkable for what it reveals. The fact seems 
to be that there was no sincerity on either side and each was seeking to steal 
a march over the other. Sirajud-Daulah had entered Calcutta with a part 
of his army and was within striking distance of the fort. His intentions were 
clear to everybody. Similarly the English had made their preparations, and 
Clive had persuaded Watson on 21 January 1757 to place a body of sailors 
under his command when he needed them. If Clive had not attacked, the 
Nawab would have done so. The parties by their peace-parleys had been 
seeking an opportunity to outwit each other, and the one who struck first 
and with effect was bound to have an advantage over the other. As it 
happened, Clive, by his quick and daring decision, got the better of the 
Nawab. 

Hill describes this skirmish as “much more bloody than the decisive 
battle of Plassey”:13 the English had lost nearly 200 in killed and wounded, 
while the Nawab’s casualties numbered nearly 1,300. It was not by itself a 
striking achievement; only its effects were remarkable. The Nawab, whose 
nature was a mixture of cruelty and cowardice, took fright and opened 
negotiations for peace. The treaty of 9 February that followed conceded 
almost all the demands of the English. The Nawab had shown that he 
lacked courage and resolution and was afraid of the English. Clive and 
Watson made full use of this knowledge in the months to come. 

War with France and Capture of Chandernagore 

While the English were engaged with the Nawab, there was a great 
danger of the French joining hands with him, for the Seven Years’ War had 
broken out in Europe on 17 May 1756 and had been announced officially in 
Calcutta on 12 January 1757. Fortunately for the Company, as stated above, 
the French were not averse to a neutrality agreement to prevent the war from 
spreading into Bengal, and negotiations were proceeding while Clive secured 
his victory over the Nawab and concluded the treaty of 9 February 1757. 
Now, as the Nawab withdrew from Calcutta, and since no agreement had 
been reached as yet with the French, Clive and the Fort William Council 
thought the time to be opportune to attack Chandernagore and destroy the 
French power in Bengal. They hoped to persuade the Nawab to permit an 
attack on Chandernagore, and Omichand was asked to sound the Nawab on 
the subject. From what Omichand told it appeared that the Nawab was 
agreeable, but subsequently the Nawab wrote to the English forbidding 
hostilities against the French and declaring that he would consider any 
attempt against them as a violation of the treaty lately concluded with him, 
and would be obliged to assist the French with his utmost force.14 There 
was some reason for the Nawab’s change of mind. He was expecting the 

“Hill, S. C. (Ed.), Bengal in 1756-57, vol. m, p. 182, 
“ JHd., vol. I, p. cxlvi, V 
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arrival of French reinforcements, and on their arrival he intended to join 
the French side and punish the Enfriish. He was playing a shrewd eame, 
but his hones did not materialise. The French troous under Bussv did not 
arrive. Moreover, the Nawab .was obliged to ask the English to help him 
against the impending danger from the Afghans. Clive argued that the 
English could not come to his help without reducing the French at Chander- 
nagore, since in the absence of a neutrality agreement there was every 
danger of their attacking Calcutta. These arguments were reinforced by 
open threats, and Watson wrote to the Nawab on 4 March, <fI will kindle 
such a flame in vour countrv, as all the water in the Ganges shall not be 
able to extinguish.”15 The determined moves taken bv Clive for the capture 
of the place and his own circumstances obliged the Nawab to give his un¬ 
willing consent. Accordingly, Chandernagore was attacked and after a 
day’s severe fighting the fort surrendered on 23 March 1757.16 

The Nawab had lost in the second round also. The fall of Chander¬ 
nagore had two important results. When the Nawab’s subjects heard how 
the English battleships had brought their guns to bear on the French with 
deadly effect and brought about the fall of the fort, they were greatly im¬ 
pressed, and his enemies began to intrigue with the English for their 
support. Secondly, the Nawab was deprived of the only ally he could 
depend upon in a trial of strength with the English. The English, easy at 
heart, could now embark upon any new adventure in the dangerous game 
of high politics. * 

Intrigues at Sirajud-Daulatis Court 

The game which culminated in the great revolution of 1757 had already 
started in Murshidabad. The actors who took a prominent part in it were 
primarily the Jagat Seths (Mahtab Rai and Swarup Chand), Mir Jafar and 
Raja Rai Durlabh or Durlabhram. According to Law, the Seths were “the 
originators of the revolution; without them the English would never have 
carried out what they have”.17 They were the most determined as also the 
most resourceful of the Nawab’s enemies. They had been grossly ill-treated 
by the Nawab. The honour and consideration they used to receive from 
Ali Verdi Khan had given place to hatred and humiliation under Sirajud- 
Daulah. They had been bankers to the Mughal Emperors, and “were the 
richest and most powerful” merchants of India. They had helped Ali Verdi 
Khan to overthrow Sarfaraz Khan, and during his reign they had in their 
hands the management of all important business. “Sirajud-Daulah, the 
most inconsiderate of men, thinking it impossible that he could have need 
of these saukars, or that he could have any reason to fear them, never 
showed them the least politeness . . . They could, with time, form a party 
and, even without the assistance of Europeans, put another Nawab on the 
throne.”1® These business magnates, adept in court intrigues, wanted a 
capable military leader to overthrow the Nawab. 

15 Hill, op. citvol. II, p. 273. 
1# P.212. 

17 Hill, op. cit., vol. Til, p. 185. 
18 Hill, op. cit.r vol. HI, p. 175, 
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Next to the Seths came Mir Jafar, who was a near relation of Sirajud- 
Daulah, haring married the sister of Ali Verdi Khan. He was an able 
officer of the armv, and a man of proved loyalty. For many years he had 
been the Mir Bakhski or Paymaster General of the army. “He enjoyed the 

special confidence of Ali Verdi Khan, who, on his death bed, had recom¬ 
mended Sirajud-Daulah to him and made him swear on the Koran never 
to abandon him, . . . Without his support Sirajud-Daulah would never have 

been the Nawab. He alone kept him on the throne.”19 Instead of showing 
him due consideration and respect, Sirajud-Daulah treated him with the 
grossest ingratitude, and “after having addressed Mir Jafar Ali Khan the 

most insulting epithets in full darbar, deprived him of his office of 
Bakshi”.20 Mir Jafar felt outraged and threw in his lot with the Seths. 

Next to Mir Jafar came Raja Rai Durlabh, the Nawab’s Diwan, and a 
military leader of some reputation, who was credited with the capture of 

Calcutta. ‘Re wished, he said, to maintain his reputation; hut after the 
affair of the 5th February, in which the only part he took was to share in 
the flight, he was not the same man; he feared nothing so much as to have 

to fight the English. This fear disposed him to come to terms gradually 
with the Seths of whose greatness he was very jealous. He also hated the 
Nawab by whom he had been ill-used on many occasions.”21 

Besides the above, Sirajud-Daulah had antagonised a number of others 
by.his policy. The spoliation of Ghasita Begam, removal of Mir Jafar to 
make room for Mir Madan, elevation of Mohanlal, which was resented by 

Raja Rai Durlabh, appointment of Raja Manik Chand as Governor of 
Calcutta, which was insulting to men like Umar Khan and his two sons— 

Salabat Khan and Diler Khan—who were soldiers of merit, his hatred for 
Raja Rajballabh, the Diwan of Nawazish Muhammad Khan, because of 

which he had to send away his son Kishanhallabh or Krishna Das to take 
shelter with the English at Calcutta, distrust of Mirza Umar Beg, who was 
a confidant of Mir Jafar in his schemes with the English, ill-treatment of 

Mir Nazir Ali, Ghasita Begam’s favourite, and lastly his shocking behaviour 
towards the Jagat Seths—these earned him, rightly or wrongly, widespread 
enmity in the Court circles. All these men, as Ghulam Husain Khan 

wrote, “wished no better than to be rid of such a Government, by Sirajud- 

Daulah’s death; so that whenever they chanced to perceive any appearance 
of discontent anywhere, or any hatred against the present Government, they 
would send secret messages to the party, with exhortations to find some 
mode of deliverance.”22 

HilFs Views on the Revolution 

Such were the main actors in the drama. Many of them were tried 
hands, having participated in the revolution which had overthrown Sarfaraz 
Khan to make room for Ali Verdi Khan. Owing to their past experience 
they played their roles with a skill that completely outwitted the Nawab. 

"Ibid,, p. 211. 
*°Ibid. 
n Ibid., pp. 190-91. 
** Seif Mutaqherin, vol, J3, p. 193. 
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' Before we proceed with the narrative we may consider how far the fall of 

Sirajud-Daulah was the work of the powerful enemies he had created, and 

how far the revolution was a popular upsurge against an oppressive ruler 

or a Hindu reaction against Muhammadan rule. The view of Law that 

“every one longed for a change, and many flattered themselves it would 

take place”23 is not correct, as only those who had a determining voice 

in the administration wanted a change. It is equally incorrect to say, 

as Hill does, that a deeper cause of the revolution was “the discontent 

of the Hindus towards the Muhammadan Government”.24 Far from 

proving this. Hill has proved the reverse when he writes, “The Nawabs, 

relying as they did for their supremacy on a foreign soldiery, considered it 

wise to hold their warlike followers in check by the employment of up- 

country Hindus in many of the high offices of the State, both civil and 

military, and in the Government of the subordinate divisions of the kingdom. 

These Hindus were especially influential in matters of finance, for the 

commerce of the province was almost entirely in the hands of great 

merchants, most of whom were up-country Hindus, like Omichand and the 

Seths.”25 Since the Hindus were holding key positions in Government, and 

controlled the commerce of the country through their alliance with Govern¬ 

ment, they could not have had anything to complain against the Muham¬ 

madan Government that relied so much on their support. If they had a 

grudge against or showed discontent “towards the Muhammadan Govern¬ 

ment”, why did they choose another Muhammadan, namely Mir Jafar, to 
take the place of Sirajud-Daulah? And it cannot be supposed that by 

choosing Mir Jafar they changed the complexion of the Government from 

Muhammadan to Hindu! If it is suggested that the Hindu peasantry of 

Bengal were discontented, then Hill himself dispels the doubt when he says, 

“I think every student of social history will confess that the condition of the 

peasantry in Bengal in the middle of the eighteenth century compared not 

unfavourably with that of the same class in France or Germany.”26 

Hill thinks he is reinforcing his point when he says, “There was at this 

time a revival of Hindu feeling coincident with the gradual weakening of 

the Muhammadan power throughout India as a whole and, more parti¬ 

cularly, in Bengal. Thus, we find that the partisans of the British were 

almost all Hindus or proteges of the Hindus”,27 like Mir Jafar. The argu¬ 

ment is unconvincing, for if they had thought in terms of a Hindu revival, 

they were unlikely to conspire to overthrow one Muslim Nawab in favour 

of another, and, again, they would have thought of the Marathas, who were 
near at hand, and not of the British. 

The fact is that those who wanted a different Nawab did not think in 

terms of a Hindu revival or the overthrow of an alien, that is, Muhammadan 

Government. They were just a few disgruntled, self-seeking, ambitious men 

who wanted power, and as Sirajud-Daulah was becoming too masterful and 
they were losing their power and importance, they wanted to overthrow 
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him. The English came in handy at this juncture, and it was a most for¬ 
tuitous combination of parties, pursuing the same objective. 

Company’s Intrigues with Mir Jafar and the Battle of Plassey 

The facts become clear as we pursue the course of events. Within a 
short time after he came to the throne in 1756, Sirajud-Daulah had made 
himself unpopular with a number of his officials and courtiers as described 
above. These people had watched with surprise and fear his early successes 
in his undertakings, and could see no way of overthrowing him. But, after 
the recapture of Calcutta by the English, the burning of Hooghly Fort, the 
defeat of the Nawab in the skirmish of 5 February 1757, the fall of Chander- 
nagore, and the treaty that followed, they came to feel that the assistance 
of the English would be most useful in effecting their purpose. Soon after 
his arrival at Falta, Clive came to know that many prominent men in the 
Nawab’s Government wanted to overthrow him, and he immediately made 
contacts with them. On 26 December 1756, Clive wrote to Mir Nazir Ali, 
the paramour of Ghasita Begam, “Your sufferings cannot be greater than 
those of the English; however (thank God) there is now a prospect of gain¬ 
ing satisfaction for aU our losses. Your Vakeel will be able to inform you what 
great things the English have done in other parts, and I am hopeful the 
force we have brought will enable us to do the like here, especially if we 
are so fortunate as to have your assistance.”28 On 8 January 1757, he wrote 
to the Jagat Seths, "I write you this letter of friendship that you may 
endeavour to settle all affairs for your master’s interest, your own and the 
Company’s.”29 To Khwajah Wajid, he wrote the same day, “You have always 
been esteemed amongst our most hearty friends, nor do I doubt but you will 
use your interest with the Nawab that these troubles may be ended by a peace¬ 
able and happy accommodation.”30 These efforts of Clive to win over the 
Nawab’s courtiers were not in vain, for Renault, the French Governor of 
Chandernagore, referring to the English attack on the Nawab’s camp on 5 
February 1757 and the treaty that followed, wrote, “The ministers of the 
Nawab, almost all of whom were partisans of the English, desiring only to 
make peace, profited by this occasion to bring the Nawab to it, and he, 
forced by the mutinous disposition of his generals and by the fear of a 
Pathan invasion, found himself, contrary to his own wishes, obliged to 
consent and even to submit to extremely hard conditions.”31 During the 
Anglo-French conflict culminating in the fall of Chandernagore also, the 
partisans of the English at the Nawab’s Court were busy using their 
influence against the French. 

The three months that followed the fall of Chandernagore to the battle 
of Plassey were a period of hectic intrigue and activity. The English 
were anxious to eliminate altogether the French influence in Bengal. They 
demanded from the Nawab the surrender of all French factories and of all 

3* Bengal and Madras Papers, vol. II, Colonel Clive's Correspondence, letter no. 7, 
** Ibid., letter no. 9. 
*® Ibid., letter no. 10. 
** Hill, op. cit., vol. HI, pp. 246-47, 
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Frenchmen in Bengal with their effects. The Nawab could neither resist 
this demand nor accept it with good grace. On 16 April Law, with his 
Frenchmen, left the Court of Murshidabad for Patna. The feelings of the 
Nawab and the English on this occasion were greatly embittered by mutual 
recriminations, and the way was prepared for Plassey. On 20 April the 
Nawab, in an outburst of anger, expelled the English agent from his Court, 
although he sent him a robe of honour the next day. The English, how¬ 
ever, were not deceived. They were aware that the Nawab was in active 
correspondence with Bussy and Law against them.32 Apprehensive of the 
arrival of Bussy, they threw in their lot with the courtiers of the Nawab 

•who were actively conspiring against their master.33 On 1 May Clive 
informed the Council that he had received two letters from .Watts, dated 
26 and 28 April, informing him that “Jaffir Ally Khan had sent for Coja 
Petrouse and given him to understand that most of the Nabob's principal 
officers were tired of his Government and ready to desert him and set up 
another, if we would countenance and support the confederacy with the 
assistance of our troops; that if we approved of this scheme he desired our 
demands of what monies, lands &c. would induce us to engage in the 
business/’34 The confederacy was composed of Mir Jafar, the Jagat Seths, 
Rahim Khan, Raja Durlabhram, Bahadur Ali Khan and others. Even 
Ghasita Begam was up against the Nawab and spending money freely in 
furtherance of the conspiracy.35 The terms were settled and on 17 May the 
Calcutta Council were informed that their terms were acceptable to Mir Jafar. 
Accordingly, on 19 May, the treaty was signed and sealed by the Admiral 
and the members of the Committee. In the meanwhile, a forged treaty to 
hoodwink Omichand was also prepared. On 11 June Mirza Umar Beg handed 
over the treaty in Persian executed by Mir Jafar, and also brought assurances 
from him that “there would be very little difficulty in effecting a change of 
government, and that . . . Jaffir Aly Khan would be punctual in performing 
every article of his agreement.”36 After the preliminaries were thus settled, 
Clive commenced his march on 13 June. The same day he sent a letter to 
the Nawab stating that he was coming to Cossimbazar as directed by the 
Council in order to “put our disputes to arbitration before Juggut Seat, Rajah 
Mohun Lai, Meer Jaffer Khan, Rajah Roy Dulub, Meer Murdun and the 
rest of your great men, and if it shall appear I have deviated from the treaty, 
I bind myself to give up all my demands”.37 On the previous evening Watts 
with his party had fled from the Court on the pretext of visiting a country 
house. 

On 19 June Mir Jafar sent a letter to Mirza Umar Beg revealing the 
military dispositions ordered by the Nawab. On the 20th, after the capture 
of Katwa, Clive wrote to the Raja of Birbhum, Raja Asaduz-Zaman Khan, 
to join him on the eve of the coming battle. The Raja was an enemy of the 
Nawab and professed “strong friendship” for the English. Thus, backed by 
the enemies of the Nawab, all of whom, except the Jagat Seths and Rai 

83 Pp. 237-39. 
33 P. 226. 
** P. 225. 
35 Hill, op. tit., vol. I, p. clxxxiii, note 6. 
38 P. 227. 
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Durlabh, were Muslims, Clive marched on to Plassev on 22 June, and the 
historic battle was fought on the next day. On the held of battle, Mir Tafar 
and Rai Durlabh remained inactive. Of the Nawab’s friends, Mir Madan 
was killed in the fight and Mohanlal gave a good account of himself bv his 
courage and fidelity. The Nawab, observing the treacherous conduct of Mir 
Jafar, called him and appealed to him to preserve the honour of the house 
of Ali Verdi Khan at that hour of great danger. In response to the Nawab’s 
earnest appeal, the perfidious Mir Jafar advised him to stop the battle for 
the day and order Mohanlal to retreat. That was the end. The retreat 
became a rout, and soon everyone, including the Nawab, fled, with the 
British in hot pursuit. Only the confederates remained on the field to 
discuss the further plan of action. 

On the evening of 24 June Mir Tafar arrived near the city of Murshida- 
bad. That verv night the Nawab fled with his wife and a few trusted 
servants. Mir Kasim was sent in pursuit. The Nawab was taken prisoner 
near Raimahal on 30 Tune, having been betrayed by a Muslim fakir. He 
was brought to Murshidabad on 2 July and that very night brutally murder¬ 
ed by one Muhammad Beg at the command of Mir an, son of Mir Tafar. 
The brutality of the son gave a finishing touch to the treachery of the father. 

Thus perished Siraiud-Daulah by the hand of violence, betrayed by his 
own kinsmen and co-religionists whose only motive was mean self-interest. 
Thev joined hands with Raia Durlabhram and the Seths, who had personal 
grudge against Sirajud-Daulah. Sirajud-Daulah had enemies on all sides, of 
whom the most powerful, as also the most resourceful, were the English. Had 
he not made the English his bitterest enemies, he would not, perhaps, have 
been driven to destruction so quickly. But during the few months that he 
ruled he had. following the policy of his grandfather, reposed more confi¬ 
dence in the Hindu officers of his Government. That was his sin in the eves 
of his kinsmen like Mir Tafar. In this dark episode of treachery, the fidelity 
of men like Mohanlal, Mir Madan, Rajaram Singh and his brother Kalyan 
Singh, throws a gleam of pleasant light. But the support of the Seths and 
the adherence of the English to the opposite side more than counterbalanced 
the strength of the Nawab’s supporters, and to aggravate the situation the 
Nawab was an inexperienced youth of twenty. His resolution could be easily 
shaken and his emotion of fear easily excited. When he succeeded his grand¬ 
father his good luck was envied by many and his arrogance was detested 
by all. Even a childless widow like Ghasita Begam, his mother’s sister, 
spared no pains to encompass his fall, and his own father-in-law Mirza Iredj 
or Irajud-Din Khan abandoned him at the moment of his defeat and humilia¬ 
tion, even though he “lay his turban at his feet”.58 

Mir Jafar*s Treaty with the English 

The upshot was that Mir Tafar Khan, “the author of all these evils and 
troubles”,30 succeeded as Nawab. He attained to a position of which the bul¬ 
wark was the power of the English, a fact which he was very slow to realize. 

** Seir Mutaaherin, vol. H, p. 234, 
231, 
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One of the pressing tasks that faced the Nawab immediately after his instal¬ 
lation was that of fulfilling the terms of his treaty with the English, the 
substance of which, in the words of Clive, was as follows: 

“1st. Confirmation of the mint and all other grants and privileges in 
the treaty with the late Nabob. 

2nd. An alliance, offensive and defensive, against all enemies whatever. 

3rd. The French factories and effects to be delivered up and they never 
permitted to resettle in any of the three provinces. 

4th. One hundred lack of rupees to be paid to the Company in consi¬ 
deration of their losses at Calcutta and the expenses of the campaign. 

5th. Fifty lack of rupees to be given to the English sufferers at the loss of 
Calcutta. 

6th. Twenty lacks to Jentoos, Moors &c., black sufferers at the loss of 
Calcutta. 

7th. Seven lacks to the Armenian sufferers. These three last donations 
to be distributed at the pleasure of the Admiral and the gentlemen of the 
Council including me. 

8th. The entire property of all lands within the Moratto Ditch which 
runs round Calcutta to be vested in the Company, also six hundred yards 
all round without the said Ditch. 

9th. The Company to have the zemindarry of the country to the south 
of Calcutta lying between the lake and the river and reaching as far as 
Culpee, they paying the customary rents paid by former zemindars to the 
Government. 

10th. Whenever the assistance of the English troops shall be wanted 
their extraordinary charges to be paid by the Nabob. 

11th. No forts to be erected by the Government on the river side from 
Hughly downwards. 

12th. The foregoing articles to be performed without delay as soon as 
Jaffeir Ally Khan becomes Subah.’m 

In conformity with the terms of the treaty Mir Jafar gave the Company 
as a gift, free of all obligations, the town of Calcutta and some of the adjoin¬ 
ing villages. He also gave them in zamindari right the 24-Parganas, lying 
south of Calcutta. 

The restitution money, together with the fifty lakhs which he had 
promised to pay the Company’s army and navy by way of reward, came to 
a total of 227 lakhs of sicca rupees. Since this sum could not be paid at 
once because the treasury contained only 150 lakhs, it was agreed that one 
half of the stipulated amount should be immediately paid, two-thirds in 
money and one-third in gold and silver plates, jewels, etc., and the other half 
discharged within three years in three equal annual instalments. A mint 
was permitted to be established at Calcutta. “Mandates from the Nabob 

40 Pp. 232-33, 
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were issued for the freedom of the English trade throughout the province, 
but permitting it only under the usual passport of the Company’s dustuck, 

and without exemption from the former prohibitions of dealing in any 
commodities excepting such as were imported or were purchased to be ex¬ 

ported to sea.”41 Indeed so promptly and willingly did the Nawab fulfil his 

part of the stipulations that the Select Committee wrote to the Directors on 
20 August in these terms: “We have the further pleasure to inform you that 
the Subah acquits himself of his engagement to our entire satisfaction.”43 

In their letter of the same date the Select Committee observed that “profound 

tranquillity” reigned in the country, and the new Subah seemed “firmly es¬ 

tablished in his Government being a humane prince and much esteemed 

by his subjects”.43 

Rule of Mir Jafar: Main Trends 

But the tranquillity of the country and the security of the Nawab were 

only imaginary. They were, in fact, the precursors of a period of violent 

disturbances that shook the foundations of society and government in Bengal 

and ruined her economic system. For the next quarter of a century Bengal 

was to witness scenes of destruction and disaster. With Mir Jafar’s accession 

the flood-gates of corruption and confusion were opened. Not only the 

English merchants but also his own subjects sought to defy his authority. 

The partisans of Sirajud-Daulah rebelled against him in various parts of the 
country and stopped payment of revenues. The English indulged in the 

forbidden trade in salt, betel-nut and tobacco. Shrewd and unscrupulous 

fortune-seekers, both English and Indian, poured into the countryside and 

abused the privilege of dastaks, which the Company could issue only in 
respect of goods exported by sea or imported into the country. The sources 

of revenue were as a result depleted. The army could not be regularly paid 

or properly equipped, and it was in a chronic state of disaffection. Taking 

advantage of the disturbed conditions Shujaud-Daulah, Shahzada Ali Gauhar 

and the Marathas threatened the country. This was the situation which 

Mir Jafar and Clive had to face, and it will be seen how adroitly Clive 

managed the situation and established the authority of the Company in 
Bengal. 

We may note at the outset four important developments which charac¬ 

terized the reign of Mir Jafar during the period under review. The first 

was the widespread prevalence of an inland private trade in which the Com¬ 

pany’s servants and their agents freely participated, utilizing the privileges 

attached to the Company’s dastaks to cover their illicit transactions. The 

second was Clive’s active interference in the disputes between Mir Jafar and 
the zamindars and officers whose relations with him were strained either 

because of their attachment to the cause of Sirajud-Daulah in the past or 
owing to conflicts that arose subsequently. His policy in this respect fostered 

41 Orme, R., A History of the Military Transactions of the British Nation in Indostan, 
rot jr. 188; 
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a spirit of defiance and contempt towards the Nawab''s authority among his 

prominent subjects and created a sort of sphere of influence for the Company 

within his territory. The third was the initiation of a scheme of military 

assistance to the Nawab to quell internal disturbances and ward off external 

attacks in return for the payment of a subsidy, and this in later years deve¬ 

loped into the system of subsidiary alliance. The fourth was the gradual 

alienation of his territories by the Nawab in favour of the Company, either 

in lieu of the money which he had agreed to pay according to the terms of 

the treaty or for military assistance which he received from time to time. 

The cumulative effect of all these developments was that the revenues of the 

Nawab were ruined; his military power completely collapsed; his civil autho¬ 

rity was paralysed, and his territories passed bit by bit into the hands of 

the Company. On the other hand, the Company, which was just a trading 

corporation, acquired territorial interests and ambitions, and its servants 

became king-makers. These developments may now be considered in detail. 

Illicit Inland Trade 

In regard to the illicit inland trade differences between the English and 

Mir Jafar arose soon after the latter's accession to power. To make the 
best use of the vast advantages gained by the treaty with the Nawab, the 

Company's servants took to inland trading in salt and other articles. In 

carrying on their business, conscious of their military strength, they made 

improper use of dastaks granted to the Company exempting them from pay¬ 

ing duties on merchandise intended for purposes of external trade. Since 

Indian merchants were not exempt from these duties, this unequal and un¬ 

fair competition tended to give the Company's servants a virtual monopoly 

in the trade of these commodities. On 10 September 1757 Umar Beg Khan, 

Faujdar of Hooghly, complained to Clive that three boats laden with salt 

and other effects allegedly belonging to the Company were sailing without 

dastaks. “The Company never send salt;" he wrote, “therefore I have not 

let the boats pass on your account. I am willing to submit to the loss of 

duty on one or two boats with salt. But the salt merchants complain and 
want to leave off the business. Mr. Watts and others that know the customs 

will inform you the Company never trade in salt. There are Tellingees in 

every boat ready to quarrel. The Governor of Chandernagore has wrote me 

to pass such boats as have Tellingees.”44 The fact was that the land from 

Calcutta to Kulpi granted to the Company was, by virtue of its maritime 

situation, favourable to salt manufacture. As soon as the Nawab's orders 

were issued for the transfer of these lands, the English merchants began 
freely to trade in salt manufactured in the Company's Zamindari. The 

Council at Fort William, which was well aware of this growing tendency 

among their servants, had desired the Resident at Murshidabad to request 
the Nawab to permit trade in the hitherto forbidden commodities. In their 
letter dated 20 August 1757 they informed the Court; “The President re¬ 

membering something of a machulka exacted from Mr. Slackhouse, when 

Chief of Cossimbazar, not to trade for [in] salt or goods and grain not 

Bengal and Madras Papers, vol. II, Colonel Clive’s Correspondence, letter no. 212A. 
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designed for exportation, and of a prohibition of the Government forbidding 

our winding off or purchasing the head letters only of raw silk, we have 

desired the gentlemen at Muxadabad to have the above mentioned mackulka 

and prohibition made null and void, as we are not restrained in these parti¬ 

culars by the phirmaund ”*5 This indicates the mind of the Council. They 

were in favour of the Company’s servants participating in inland trade not 
merely in salt, betel-nut and tobacco but in all articles, including “salt or 

goods and grain not designed for exportation.” 

There were two circumstances which favoured this development. There 

was a “great flow of private money obtained by the revolution”,46 which 

could be profitably employed, and also the Company had been permitted by 

the Nawab to acquire 40 bighas of land wherever they wanted, to build a 

factory. These gave a tremendous impetus to the expansion of the Com¬ 

pany’s trade and contributed to unrestrained indulgence in illicit private 

trade by the Company’s servants. A network of the Company’s factories 

and sub-factories was built at convenient spots, and the people of Bengal 

saw with bitterness their country exploited to swell the earnings of the 

Company, their servants and their hirelings. There were loud complaints 

both from the Nawab and his people. The Council at Fort William was 

informed by the Company’s servants at-Murshidabad in their letter dated 
27 August 1757 that they had received complaints “of natives carrying on 

a considerable trade without dustacks under English colours”.47 The 
gumastahs of the Company were mostly to blame for this, and very often 

they were doing this at the instance of their principals—agents and members 
of the mofussil factories. Their petty tyrannies are too well known to be 

described here. But it was difficult for the Nawab’s Government to restrain 

them in view of the sanad granted to them by the Nawab himself. Accord¬ 
ing to the sanad, the Nawab instructed his officers thus: “The Company’s 

gomastahs shall buy or sell the Company’s goods without the interruption 

of the delolls, unless the Company’s gomastahs chuse to employ them. You 

are to assist them on all lawful occasions whenever they buy or sell. Whoever 

acts contrary to these orders the English have full power to punish them .... 

Take care that no one wrong or oppress the Company’s gomastahs. You are 

not to require or stop their boats on pretence of the katbarra or other duties 

on boats, whether they be the Company’s own boats or boats hired by their 

gomastahs”** When the Nawab’s servants refused to pass the goods of 

persons in the employ or protection of the Company, the Company’s officers 

did not hesitate to employ force and they claimed the right to punish the 

Nawab’s servants in terms of the sanad. Such consequences resulting from the 

Nawab’s sanad were inevitable at a time when power was slipping from his 

hands, and he was not the master of his own house. It was also too much to 

expect the junior servants living far away from their homes to remain satisfied 

with Rs. 400/- a year as their salary, inclusive of all allowances, especially when 

the means of making easy money were at their disposal. Very often the senior 

servants of the Company seem to have led the way. In a letter to the Court 

45 P. 243. 
44 P. 414. 
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of Directors, Pearkes, a member of the Calcutta Council, is mentioned to have 

had “very large outstanding concerns7’ at Dacca, for the settlement of which 

he sought a temporary transfer there, which request was admitted by the 

Council.49 The Directors were partly to blame for this situation because they 

had permitted private trade in the past and their servants had grown accus¬ 

tomed to trading on their own account. In consequence of the “load of 

complaints .... strongly and repeatedly urged by the Nabob”, the Court 

of Directors looked into the matter, and found that the dastaks had been 

“scandalously prostituted to the great prejudice of our revenue, equally in- 

equitous and detrimental to the Nabob73.50 They instructed the following proce¬ 

dure to be adopted in respect of the use of dastaks: “We . . . order that the 

Custom Master do in future keep the register of dusticks, and no dustick [be] 

granted but on oath made by the party demanding the same that the goods 

or merchandise specified be and are on his own proper account, and that he 

does not directly or indirectly therein cover the property of any of the natives 

of Bengal, free merchants or any others, excepting our investment contractors 

bringing down our goods (but not their own) and our covenanted servants, 

that the King or Moor's Government be not defrauded of their just duties 

and revenues.”51 

The Council at Fort William had also taken certain steps to check the 

abuse. On 10 January 1758 they informed the Court, “As a means to prevent 

the abuse of dustucks and the exactions of chowkeys, gauts etc., we have 

established a number of dustacks peons with badges carrying a Persian 

inscription signifying their being the Company's servants. With every dustak 

one of these peons is sent who is responsible for the goods passing free of all 

duties and impositions, and after delivering the goods, the peon is ordered 

to return the dustack to the President to be cancelled that no further use 

may be made of that dustack. We have rated the dustacks five rupees each, 

in order to defray the additional expense.”52 Again, in March 1759, the 

Court of Directors expressed their dissatisfaction with the steps taken to 

correct the abuses, and ordered, “The persons under our protection having 

a right to English colours and abusing that privilege by smuggling should 

have their goods forfeited to the Company as an equitable recompense for 

the danger their dishonest actions bring us into by embroils with the Govern¬ 

ment. Those again who have no right to our colours and carry on such 

illicit practices should also be seized by you and delivered up to the 

Government.”53 

In spite of these orders and regulations illicit trade continued to flourish. 

Sometimes private merchants sought the protection of the Company in order 

to participate freely in this trade. The Directors, coming to know of this, 

advised the Council at Fort William against giving the Company's protection 

“indiscriminately”,54 But all was in vain. It was impossible to stop the abuse. 

People knew that the Nawab's Government had little military power. When 

49 P. 359. 
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Vansittart took over, he observed that the Nawab’s people “slight him 
imagining that with us they will be sure to find protection”.55 

Reconcilialioti and Settlement: Clive's First 

Expedition to Bihar 

We may now pass on to consider Clive’s policy. Clive wanted the 
Government of Mir Jafar to be firmly established; but he found two great 
obstacles in the way of securing that objective. The first was the presence 
of three parties of Frenchmen led by Law, Courtin and Sinfray respectively, 
who had been at large ever since the fall of Chandernagore, ready to foment 

disaffection and create disturbances in the country. The second obstacle was 
created by disaffected chieftains in three different parts of the country, name¬ 

ly, Midnapore, Purnea and Patna. The junction of these two elements would 
have been disastrous, and Clive took prompt measures to prevent such a 

contingency. On 6 July 1757 he sent Major Coote with a fairly strong detach¬ 
ment to drive Law% who was at Patna, out of the country. Ramnarayan, the 

Deputy Governor of Patna, had allowed Law to remain there even after the 
fall of his patron Sirajud-Daulah, perhaps to have his assistance in a revolt 
he was hatching against Mir Jafar. His plans were completely upset by the 
prompt action taken by Clive. By the time Coote arrived at Patna on 26 
July, Law had been dismissed and was leaving the country. Ramnarayan 

welcomed Coote, assured him of his friendship for the Company and supplied 
him with a reinforcement of troops when Coote started in pursuit of Law. 

Coote proceeded as far as Chapra, which he reached on 2 August, but 

returned because Law had crossed the frontier and found protection with 
the Raja of Benares. As regards Courtin, Clive wrote, “Mons. Courtin, who 
went off from Dacca with a few men, having rambled far beyond the Nabob’s 

limits, returned towards Purnea in the late troubles. I have used all means 
to have him taken, but fear he has got out of our reach.” Soon after he 
surrendered to Scrafton. Sinfray and his party were taken “in the Beerbhoom 
Country in their way to Purnea” by a detachment sent by Clive.56 Thus 
Clive got rid of the French in Bengal, removing thereby one of the main 
obstacles to the consolidation of the new Government. 

As regards the second obstacle referred to above, the chiefs principally 

disaffected and in a state of rebellion were Rajaram Singh at Midnapore, 
Hazir Ali Khan and Achal Singh at Purnea and Raja Ramnarayan at Patna. 

According to Clive, their grievances could be “very well attributed to the 

Nabob’s own imprudence”. He observed, “Rajah Ram’s two brothers, after 
being invited to Muxadabad, were imprisoned, which was quite sufficient to 
deter him from surrendering himself as he intended. Meer Azisse was 
appointed to the government of Purnea to the general satisfaction of the 
people, but soon laid aside for Coddam Hussain Cawn, a relation, it is true, 
of the Nabob, but tyrannical, rapacious, and odious to the last degree to the 
Purneans. As for Ramnarayan, after he had made his submission and the 

Nabob had sworn to continue him in his government, apparent measures 

a 
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were taken for his overthrow/''57 Nor was this all. The Nawab had started 

suspecting his own Diwan Rai Durlabh and the Jagat Seths, who had support¬ 

ed trim in gaining the throne. “The Prime Minister Roy Dulup Ram,” wrote 

Clive, “who was one of the chief instruments of the Nabob’s and had 

received in return solemn assurances of continuing his Duan, was suspected 

to be engrossing the power in his hands and rather to have encouraged the 

drree rebellions than endeavoured to suppress them. It is very certain that 

Roy .Dulup had a powerful party in the state, and more than probable that 

he took measures to strengthen it according to the common policy of all 

Duans. However this might be the Nabob’s jealousy of him was carried to 

such a height that Surajah Doulah’s brother, a young lad and almost an 

idiot, was suddenly cut off on a surmize of Roy Dulup’s intending to make 

him Nabob and having sent his own brother to Chandernagore to engage 

me in the design, which is altogether groundless. Roy Dulup no sooner 

knew of this sudden execution and the motive for it, than he began imme¬ 

diately to fear for his own life, and open hostilities might possibly have 

ensued if we had not been a check to each party.”58 Such was the internal 

condition of the government of the new Sub ah within six months of his 

accession. He had three disaffected chieftains to deal with and his own 

,Diwan to conciliate. 

The disaffection of Raja Ramnarayan and Rajaram Singh assumed special 

significance since their territories bordered on Oudh and Orissa respectively, 
from where Shujaud-Daulah and the Marathas were casting covetous eyes 

on Bengal, already distracted by the recent revolution. Indeed, after Law 

had taken shelter with Shujaud-Daulah, an attack from Oudh was expected 

at any time. This is clear from a letter from Mir Jafar’s agent at Shujaud- 

Daulah’s Court to Umar Beg Khan in which he says, “If on account of the 

rains you forbear coming to Patna, depend on it they (Shujaud-Daulah and 

Raja of Benares) will fall on you .... The Rajah of Benares has wrote 

several times to Shujaud-Daulah to enter the country or that Patna is 

empty.”59 Ramnarayan was, of course, expected to cooperate with them to 

serve his own ends. Since at this time ten French ships arrived on the 
Coromandel Coast, even Clive thought that “Mons. Bussy may perhaps 

endeavour to conclude an alliance with Shujaud-Daulah and come this way.”60 

Therefore the problem before Clive was to take all possible care to settle 
promptly the government of the country and compose the differences of the 

Nawab with his own officers and conciliate rebels like Ramnarayan and Raja¬ 

ram Singh. In a letter to the Nawab dated 30 September 1757, he pointed out 

the dangerous consequences of an alliance between the French and Shujaud- 
Daulah, “especially if the Bihar and Midnapore countries were not settled”. 

And, therefore, he impressed upon the Nawab the need of conciliating Raja¬ 

ram Singh and Ramnarayan rather than of employing force against them.61 
Owing to the rebellion in Pumea and. “some bad designs at Patna” he wrote 

to the Nawab on 2 October 1757 that he should take the field as soon as 
possible: “Now that troubles are coming on and that you must march to 

57 P. 257. 
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the north, you should leave no enemies behind you. For that reason I would 
have you make [up] matters with Rajaram[’s] Hircarrah.”62 That was Clive’s 
advice to the Nawab about Rajaram and Ramnarayan. With regard to Rai 
Durlabh and the Seths he advised him to adopt a similar course. In the 
same letter he wrote to him, “If you value your own safety and honour in 
all things follow the advice of the Seths and Rai Dullub Ram, and all will 
end welL”G* 

Having tendered this advice to the Nawab, Clive proceeded to exert his 
influence on the chiefs to bring about a reconciliation. He had already 
opened correspondence with Rajaram Singh, who was willing to submit, 
provided his brother and nephew were released and he himself was pardoned 
by the Nawab. Rajaram met Clive on 6 November and, accompanied by 
him, went to Murshidabad “on promise of Nawab’s pardon and our protec¬ 
tion”.64 At Murshidabad Clive introduced Rajaram Singh to Miran, Mir 
Jafar’s son, in* the absence of the Nawab, and setded their differences. This 
unlinked “the chain of the three rebellions, the chiefs of which had held a 
correspondence and were connected together”. He visited also Raja Rai 
Durlabh at Murshidabad and persuaded Jbim, with a promise of his personal 
guarantee against all mischief, to meet the Nawab, who was at RajmahaL 
Since he was ill at the time Durlabhram promised to follow him after 
he had recovered. Clive left Murshidabad on 30 November and came up 
with the Nawab at Rajmahal on 3 -December. Durlabhram joined him 
on 24 December and on the 30th a conference took place between the Nawab, 
Durlabh Ram and Clive, at which “the Nabob and Roy Doolub made a 
solemn renunciation of all their former suspicions and animosity”.65 The 
rebellion in Rurnea, headed by Achal Singh, was easily quelled. On Clive’s 
coming to Rajmahal some of the Nawab’s troops crossed the river and entered 
Purnea. On this the rebels quitted their entrenchments and dispersed, but 
some of their chiefs were overtaken and made prisoners. 

There was now only the rebellion of Ramnarayan at Patna to be dealt 
with. Clive had already written to namnarayan on 9 November offering his 
good offices to bring about a reconciliation between him and the Nawab. 
After the reconciliation of Durlabhram, Clive and the Nawab left Rajmahal 
and proceeded towards, Patnav On 1 January 1758 he invited Ramnarayan 
to meet him. “I am fully convinced,” he wrote, “of the Nabob’s good inten¬ 
tions towards you, and the friendship that he has for you, and that he will 
continue you in your government ... We shall march tomorrow and I 
shall be in the van of the army; when you come I myself will go with you 
to the Nabob and be security for you.”66 After this Ramnarayan did mot 
hesitate to come. He met Clive on 25 January 1758 and the Nawab on the 
following day, and he was received with the attention befitting his rank. 
The Nawab’s march to Patna was then resumed. On 5 February the English 
troops under Clive, who were forming the van, entered the city of Patna 
and* subsequendy, at the request of the Nawab, took up quarters at Banki- 
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pore, about five miles from the city. Then started a series of intrigues- to 
isolate Ramnarayan from the English and degrade him from his position. 
But Clive was not to be deflected from his resolve, nor would Durlabhram 
desert Ramnarayan. The intrigues of the parties would have continued for 
long. But news was received at the time that Shujaud-Daulah intended to 

.invade Bihar in co-operation with the Marathas and the French under Law, 
and that Shiva Bhat had come from the Marathas to demand from the 

.Nawab the arrears of chauth amounting to 24 lakhs. These developments 
forced a speedy settlement of all outstanding issues. On 23 February 1758 
the Nawab held a darbar and announced the appointment of his son as 
'Nawab of Patna and of Ramnarayan as his deputy in actual charge of 
'administration. To this darbar also came, on Clive’s assurances of pardon 
and “safety, two of the refractory chieftains of Bihar—Sundar Singh, who had 

. been -fighting with Kamgar Khan in Birbhum, and Pahlawan Singh, whose 
territory lay on the borders of Bihar. The third rebellion also ended 
peacefully, not a shot having been fired. 

, But this was not all. Clive helped to reconcile other chiefs also to the 
new regime—Muhammad Asaduz-Zaman Khan, Zamindar of Birbhum,67 

.and Hafizullah Khan, son of Sarfaraz Khan.68 By these activities Clive 
had, within six months after the battle of Plassey, firmly established the 
political influence of the Company in the country. 

The rebellions had also shown the increasing dependence of the Nawab 
hn the military resources of the Company. Under the terms of the treaty 
concluded with Mir Jafar, the Company was to assist the Nawab against all 

'his enemies, and whenever such assistance was sought the Nawab was to 
pay all* ** the extraordinary charges. On the strength of this, die Nawab 

'asked for military help when some of his troops ordered to take the field 
against the rebels refused to do so until the arrears of pay were cleared. 
As described above, Clive joined the Nawab at Rajmahal with an army of 
500 Europeans and 1,500 sepoys. He, however, refused to proceed further 
until parwanas were “given by the Nabob on the Rajah of Burdawun, the 
Phowsdar of Hughly and the Zemindar of Ingelie for the payment of the 
great part of the first year’s money agreed to be paid by the Nabob, account 
the balance due from him to the Company, navy, army and sufferers”.69 
-Tlie Nawab had to yield, though the money he had to pay for the main¬ 
tenance of the Company’s troops, together with the sums he already owed 

J(to the.Company, was leading the .country into bankruptcy. Apart from 
this his military prestige was sinking day by day owing to his increasing 
.dependence on the Company’s military forces. This, together with the 
.decline , of political power, gradually reduced the authority of the Nawab 
both in extent and effectiveness until he was no more than a . nominal ruler. 

Peace Interlude 

After the restoration of order in Bihar there followed a short period of 
comparative peace: from May 1758 till the invasion of the Shahzada next 

*T Bengal and Madras Papers', vol. H, Colonel Clive’s Correspondence, letter nos.' 183, 
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year the Nawab did not have any need for seeking the help of the 

Company’s forces. The outstanding events during these few months in the 

court of Murshidabad were the overthrow of Durlabhram and the appoint¬ 

ment of Raja Rajballabh in his place, the rise of Nandakumar to importance^ 

and the suppression of disaffection among'the troops for arrears of pay, and 

the dismissal of Khwajah Haji from the post of Mir Bakhshi and the 

appointment of Muhammad Khan in his place. In Calcutta these months 

were spent in some useful and constructive work—in raising a new army 

and erecting new fortifications in the place of old Fort William. The 

English army at Plassey, consisting of 1,000 Europeans and 2,000 sepoys, had 

been reduced to 450 Europeans and 1,250 sepoys by November 1757, due to 

excessive debauchery and unhealthy climatic conditions.70 This loss was 

made up by enlisting fresh recruits in September 1758. Out of these, 500 

Europeans and 2,000 sepoys were sent to the Northern Circars under Col. 

Forde on 9 October 1758/1 By February 1759 the Company’s forces’ at 

Calcutta numbered 420 European infantry, 102 artillery and 2,000 sepoys.72 

This small number made the Council press the Directors for augmenting 

their military strength/ In their letter to the Secret Committee dated 31 

December 1758 they wrote that there was '“no other way to preserve the vast 

acquisitions we have made or to support our present influence but by cons- 

tandy keeping a respectable force”.73 That influence was so great that even 

from the Imperial Court at Delhi the. Vazir wrote to the President of the 

Calcutta Council either to make the Subah of Bengal pay the King’s 

revenues regularly or to act as the King’s Diwan for the provinces of Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa.74 

Ali Gauhar’s Invasion and Clive’s Second Expedition to Bihar 

At this time when the Company’s military strength at Calcutta wa§ 

very weak came the alarming news that Shahzada Ali Gauhar, better known 

under his later title of Shah Alam II, who had been for sometime "in arms 

against his father or rather the Vizier, his father’s Minister”,75 had invaded 

Bihar with an army of 30,000. The Shahzada had been encouraged to under¬ 

take the expedition by Balwant Singh, Raja of Benares, Sundar Singh and 

Pahlawan Singh of Bihar, and Kamgar Khan of Purnea. Muhammad Quli 

Khan of Allahabad also joined him. He had asked for the help of the 

Marathas, and even written to Clive to join him! To meet this threat 

Clive left Calcutta on I March 1759 with 450 Europeans and 2,500 sepoys, 

confident of expelling him "provided the Nabob’s people keep firm to him”/* 

Clive’s apprehension came true. The Nawab’s own troops, whose pay was in 

arrear and who had been suffering under a series of exactions and injustices, 
broke out into a state of mutiny and refused to march unless Clive wnuld 
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interfere and guarantee them redress and regular payment/7 Clive did his 

best to arrange an accommodation and, with Miran at the head of the greater 

part of the Nawab's army, started from Murshidabad on 13 March. Assur¬ 

ing himself of the loyalty of Ramnaravan, he reached Patna to which the 

Shahzada had laid siege. The arrival of Clive synchronized with the depar¬ 

ture of the most powerful member of the confederacy, Muhammad Quli 

Khan, due to the capture of Allahabad by Shujaud-Daulah. That meant 

the collapse of the confederacy. The Shahzada abandoned the siege and 

was subsequently defeated by Clive on 29 March. He was reduced to such 

a pitiable plight that he had to beg of Clive for some money, and Clive 

sent him 500 gold mohars to enable him to pay his way back. By April 

the Shahzada had retreated from B;har, and the threat of invasion was at 

an end. To punish those who had supported the cause of the Shahzada, 

Clive pressed on to the country of Pahlawan Singh and Sundar Singh in 

order to reduce them into submission. On 27 May, he wrote to say that the 

Shahzada had been a long while clear of the Nawab's dominions, that 

Pahlawan Singh had agreed to submit on any reasonable terms and that the 

other Bhojpur raias had agreed to nay ten years' arrears of revenue to 

Ramnaravan.78 Having thus cleared Bihar of all the disturbers of peace and 

covered himself with glory, Clive returned to Calcutta in Tune 1759. The 

Nawab, overpowered by a sense of gratitude, gave Clive the 24-Parganas 

as ja$ir in recognition of his services. As for the Company, the expedition 

led to a tightening of their financial grip over the Nawab, and military 

domination over his territories was complete. 

Defeat of the Dutch 

After the invasion of the Shahzada had been repulsed and order restor¬ 

ed in B’har, the Company had to face trouble from another quarter. Tak¬ 

ing advantage. of large drafts of troops sent to the Northern Circars, and 

possibly encouraged by an anti-British party at Murshidabad headed by 

Miran, the Dutch brought a “fleet of seven vessels with 300 Europeans and 

600 Malay troops” to the mouth of the Hooghly and “seized various small 

English craft”, and thus gave the English a casus belli. Fortunately for the 

English Col. Forde returned at the nick of time from the Northern Circars 

flushed with victory over the French, and prevented the Dutch from mow 

ing up the riyer Hooghly. A land engagement at Bedarrah followed on 

25 November 1759, and Forde completely defeated the Dutch. Thus ended 

the last challenge to English supremacy in Bengal before Clive's departure 
for home early in 1760. 

Return of Clive 

In February 1760 Clive sailed for England. During his three years of 

service in Bengal he had achieved great things for the Company. But of all 

his achievements his scheme of rendering military assistance to the Nawab 

on a subsidiary basis, combined with his policy of affording protection to 

Tf Broome, op. citp. 252. 
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his prominent chiefs and officers, contributed most to the firm establish¬ 

ment of British rule in Bengal The Calcutta Council had regretfully 

written to the Secret Committee on 31 December 1758 that if more rein¬ 

forcements did not arrive from England “so fair an opportunity of making 

the Company all in all in the rich kingdom of Bengal should be lost”.7* 

But even before the reinforcement arrived in October 1759 their ambition 

of being “all in all” in Bengal was well-nigh realized through the outstand¬ 

ing ability of Clive and the deplorable incapacity of Mir Jafar. When Clive 

left, the old army was, in the words of Vansittart, “found to be increased 

fortyfold . . . , a fortification fit to command an empire succeeded to the 

old fort or factory at Calcutta, and an alliance was made with the Nabob 

of the province by which the Company became his protectors and sole 

defenders of the country instead of being a factory of merchants trading 

under his permission and good pleasure”.*0 

Judging of the period as a whole one is impressed by the lack of firm¬ 

ness, self-confidence and discipline on the part of the Nawab’s Government 

and the remarkable fortitude, aggressiveness and daring on the part of the 

Company’s servants. The political atmosphere was surcharged with intrigue, 

avarice, treachery and double-dealing, and indeed all those vices which are 

associated with a corrupt and crumbling administration. In this background 

it is a relief to read the life and work of men like Clive and Watson. Not 

that they were less selfish or less intriguing, but they showed a noble disdain 

of all that was mean or that lacked the higher appeal of national 

interest. In the character of Clive one also discerns that element of digni¬ 

fied detachment and domineering ambition which was responsible for all his 

devoted service and deeds of valour in the interest of Ms employers. 

A comparison of the attitude of the Court of Directors to the political 

problems of the day with the policies pursued by their servants in Bengal 

shows that in spite of their lapses, the servants of the Company had a better 

understanding of the situation in Bengal and took a more realistic view of 

the matters affecting the interests of the Company than the Directors. 

Their sole aim was to secure a firm foothold in the country, and, if possible, 

to attain a dominating position in the Government of the Sub ah by the 
entire exclusion of the French and the Dutch. Their conduct in dealing 

with the country Government is characterized by a fine mixture of caution 

and daring as well as a sense of surpassing self-confidence that triumphed over 

tribulations and carried them from success to success to the very pinnacle 

of power and prestige. Where the Directors were suspicious and hesitant, 

their servants never faltered. With a clear comprehension of the main issues 

of the situation before them, they always acted boldly with a view to pro¬ 
mote the interests of the Company. And be it said to their credit that in 

spite of the numerous petty faults that the Directors pointed out, they were, 

in the long run, right, undeviating in their, country’s cause and loyal to 
their masters. 

*• P. 393. 
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CONSTITUTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

The Calcutta Council and the Select Committee 

The management of the Company's affairs in Bengal was vested, during 

the period under review, in a Council and a Select Committee. The latter 

had come into existence by the order of the Directors, dated 11 February 

1756.81 Corresoonding to these two bodies there were the Court of Directors 

and a Secret Committee in London. When the news of the loss of Calcutta 

reached the Directors, they were unable to determine who was to blame 

among their servants in Bengal. Therefore, they vested the Government 

at Fort William in a President and a Council of eleven members, all named 

in the Court's letter. The first three in the list, Robert Clive, if in Bengal, 

William Watts and Major Tames Kilpatrick, were to act as Presidents, each 

for a month by rotation. The Court also named the first five persons on the 

list to constitute the Select Committee, and the members composing the 

Committee were "to preside monthly in turn as directed with respect to the 

general Committee".82 These instructions contained in their letter dated 3 

August 1757 reached Calcutta on 20 Tune 1758, but these were countermanded 

by their subsequent letter dated 11 November 1757 which also arrived the 

same day. By the first instructions the Government at Fort William was 

vested in a President and Council of eleven members, with Watts, 

Manningham, Becher and Holwell who headed the list and were to act 

as President and Governor, each for a term of four months by rotation. 

Clive had not been mentioned in the list, presumably on the presumption 

that he was no longer in Bengal. But, taking the prevailing circumstances 

and the eminent services of Clive into consideration, the four gentlemen 

nominated to be President and Governor by rotation unanimously resolved 

to renounce their position in favour of Clive. Clive, therefore, became the 

sole President and Governor from 26 Tune 1758, pending directions from the 

Court.83 At the same time the Select Committee was reconstituted with 

the four persons mentioned above as permanent members, and Major 

Kilpatrick as a fifth member to be present only when military affairs were 

under consideration. The four permanent members of the Select Committee 

were to preside over the Committee for four months by rotation as in res¬ 

pect of the Council.84 

The composition of the Select Committee as laid* down in November 

1757 was revised by an order of the Gourt dated 8 March 1758, according to 

which Clive was added to the Committee as the chief and constant presid¬ 

ing member. By .a subsequent order of 11 April the temporary member 

was taken away and the Select Committee was henceforth "to consist of 

five persons" only, including the President Clive. By an order of the Court 

dated 23 November 1759, the Committee was ■ again reconstituted and it 

was to consist of “Col. Clive, if on the spot, or the President for the time 

being, CoL Eyre Coote, Messrs. Charles Manningham and William 
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Frankland, if they are on the spot. Captain James Barton and Mr. 

P. Amyatt”.85 Vacancy or vacancies due to death or absence could be filled 

up “as the President for the time being and the rest of the Select Committee 

shall think fit” 86 The duties of the Select Committee were to be “the tran¬ 

sacting and negotiating matters with the European and Indian powers, so 

far as secrecy is absolutely necessary and not otherwise”. And in these 

matters they were to correspond with the Secret Committee of the Court of 

Directors.87 

The Council .also underwent some changes in its composition by the 

orders of the Court dated 8 March, 23 March and 11 April 1758. According 

to these orders Clive was appointed “sole President and Governor of Fort 

William” with a Council of twelve members.88 By their order dated 23 

November 1759 the Court appointed Vansittart to take the place of Clive after 

he left for England and reduced the strength of the Council from twelve to 

eleven.88 The salary of the President was fixed at Ks. 24,000/- per annum, with 

a personal allowance of £1,000 per annum to Clive alone in recognition of 

his distinguished services.90 The duties of the Council comprised “ordering, 

governing and managing all the Company’s affairs at Fort William in Bengal 

and all its dependent places and settlements, with as full power and authority 

as the Presidents and Councils of Bengal have been usually invested with”.91 

The Court of Directors and the Secret Committee 

Above the Council and the Select Committee at Fort William there were 

the Court of Directors and the Secret Committee in London. The Court 

consisted of 24 members, annually elected by the General Court of Proprie¬ 

tors from among those who held at least £2,000 of the Company’s stock. 

The Secret Committee was formed annually by the Court from among its 

members. During the period under review, it consisted of the Chairman 

and the Deputy Chairman of the Court and two or three other members. 

Letters from the Court dated 27 April 1757, 3 August 1757, and 1 November 

1758, refer to three additional members, and letter dated 23 November 1759, 

to two additional members, of the Select Committee.92 Three members 

were to be present to form the quorum.93 The Court was the general exe¬ 

cutive body, while the Secret Committee disposed of matters requiring 

special attention and secrecy. The powers of these two. bodies vis-a-vis the 

Council and the Select Committee at Fort William were complete and abso¬ 

lute, subject to the bye-laws, regulation^ etc. of * the Court of Proprietors. As 

regards the authority vested in the Secret Committee, the Court of Directors 

ordered, “All instructions, orders and directions, this Committee or the 

85 P. 169. 
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Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send, must 
be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons to 
whom they are directed.”94 

Attitude of the Court towards the Council and the Servants of the Company 

in Bengal 

The Court in its relations with the Council and their servants in general 
was vigilant, suspicious and critical. A few instances will bear this out. 
When the Directors got information that two of their servants “of consider¬ 
able rank actually received from Kissendass upwards Rs. 50,000 for our pro¬ 
tecting his person against Suraja Doulah”, they called it a piece of “villainy”, 
and ordered a strict and immediate inquiry giving the matter priority over 
every other concern of the Council.95 After a proper enquiry the Council, 
however, found that the charge was baseless.96 On another occasion with 
a view to maintaining effective control over the disbursement of the Restitution 
Money, they directed the Council, to furnish “exact accounts of every per¬ 
son’s losses, whether English or other inhabitants, in the late capture of 
Fort William, and what has been paid to each of them, in particular, by way 
of indemnification for the same out of the moneys granted by the Nabob 
for that purpose”.97 In the matter of purchasing saltpetre from Omichand 
they suspected there was some “sinister affair very materially affecting your 
characters as well as the Company’s interests”, and ordered the Council to 
explain their conduct “by the first opportunity”.98 They were amazed that 
their settlement in Bengal should be of so little profit to the Company, and 
they attributed it to “the luxurious, expensive and idle manner of Hfe, which 
has too much prevailed for many years before the late calamity among all 
ranks of our servants, the genuine [general] effects of which have been 
inattention and negligence in most and dishonesty in many”.99 They were 
very critical of the conduct of their junior servants who often lived beyond 
their means in trying to maintain a standard nearly resembling that of their 
seniors, although their salaries ranged from £20 to £40 only a year. They 
rightly observed that “the indigence of our junior servants may too often 
be the effect of their vices and imitation of their seniors”. Therefore, they 
ordered “that no writer, whatsoever, be permitted to keep either palankeen, 
horse .or chaise during his writership, on pain of being immediately dismiss¬ 
ed from our service”.100 

The Directors often felt dissatisfied with, and passed severe strictures on, 
the general conduct of administration in Bengal. “The settlement of 
Calcutta has long wanted a reform in almost every branch,” they wrote on 
3 March 1758, “and disobedience to our orders, the practice for some years 
past. This, together with gross omissions and a total inattention to business, 
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h&d [have] thrown our affairs into great confusion and that you may 
be convinced we are not too severe in our assertions, we shall here instance 
a few facts and many others will follow in the course of these remarks. 
For these eight years no records of Quarter Sessions have been trans¬ 
mitted us, nor the remarkable tryal of Mr. MacGwire for the mangling 
of Mr. Plaistead. . . . The registers of appeals have not been much better con¬ 
ducted and those with the Mayor's Court Registers often omitted. To add 
more is unnecessary.”101 Later on, in the course of the letter, they observed, 
"The Secretary's office has . . . been very badly managed; your consulta¬ 
tions for several years past wrote in such a vile manner as not to be legible: 
in many places indexes often omitted; the registers . . . either not punc¬ 
tually kept up or transmitted us. In short the business in every branch at 
your settlement has been conducted in such a loose and negligent manner 
as to reflect shame on those in trust with our affairs. You our Governour 
and Council must set the example of order, method and application.”103 
On one occasion, when the Council failed to send any report of their activities 
for the period of one month that elapsed between the drafting of their letter 
and the departure of a foreign ship carrying it, they observed, “From the 
lights at present before us there appears such flagrant instances of weak 
management, such gross neglects of our interest, that were the facts properly 
established would oblige us to animadvert on your conduct in the severest 
terms.”103 Besides, in the matter of accounts, they detected irregularities; 
in matters of contract, they discovered fraud; and naturally they were dis¬ 
satisfied and suspicious. Referring to an irregularity detected by the audi¬ 
tors in respect of bills of exchange involving Rs. 29,744-11-3, they wrote, 'This 
matter must be fully explained to us, as we cannot, at present, see it in any 
other light than as a great irregularity in your accounts.”104 Of the "plunder 
and booty taken from the late Nabob and from the French”, they did not 
find any satisfactory account in the consultations of the Bengal Council.105 
Again, when yielding to pressure the Council paid to the army and the 
navy an advance of prize-money amounting to Rs. 26,24,484-6-0 in part pay¬ 
ment of fifty lacs which Mir Jafar had promised them as a reward, the Direc¬ 
tors were furious. In the first place the Nawab had not paid the stipulated 
sum, and in the second place the Council had not taken the Directors' per¬ 
mission to make the payment. Consequently the Directors disapproved of 
their action and censured them, more particularly because the “treasury 
was drained”, and the Council was soon after reduced to “the necessity of 
borrowing”. On the top of this, the Council had drawn bills on the Company 
in England to the amount of Rs. 14,47,472-5-0, which the Company could not 
conveniently pay. Resenting this bitterly the Directors wrote, “How cruel, 
how barbarous then, was this conduct and usage to employers who have 
lately treated many of you with the greatest lenity and indulgence.”106 

The Bengal Council generally received those censures with the utmost 
forbearance. It was only when the Directors, in their letter of 23 March 
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1759 referred to above, showered upon them a volley of censures, unusual in 
their asperity, that they lodged a strong protest. They wrote, “The diction 
of your letter is most unworthy [of] yourselves; and us in whatever relations 
considered, either as masters to servants or gentlemen to gentlemen. Mere 
inadvertencies and casual neglects arising from an unavoidable and most 
complicated confusion in the state of your affairs has been treated in such 
language and sentiments as nothing but the most glaring and premeditated 
frauds could warrant. Groundless informations have without further scru¬ 
tiny bore with you the stamp of truth, though proceeding from those who 
had therein obviously their own purpose to serve, no matter at whose expence. 
These have received from you such countenance and encouragement as must, 
most assuredly, tend to cool the warmest zeal of your servants here and 
everywhere else.”107 The members of the Council paid dearly for this pro¬ 
test, for the Court ordered the dismissal from the Company’s service of all 
those who had subscribed to it.108 

The Company as Zamindar 

From 1698 onwards the Company held the zamindari of Calcutta, Sutanati 
and Govindapur on an annual rent of Rs. 1,194-14-5, to be paid to the Nawab 
of Bengal. They enjoyed the right of collecting rents from the ryots, and of 
imposing petty taxes, duties and fines, and exercised certain civil and criminal 
jurisdiction. The Company’s servant in charge of these functions was called the 
Zamindar, and in 1700 the designation was changed into Collector. His 
Indian assistant was called the Black Collector. In 1750 the Directors 
appointed J. Z. Holwell as their “perpetual Zamindar” and a member of 
the Council. He had promised to “encrease their revenues double to what 
former Zamindars had done”, which had “seldom or ever exceeded 60,000 
rupees per annum”. To gain his object he “set out with converting most 
bodyly punishments into fines”, and also made use of etlach to increase the 
revenues.109 

In judicial matters there often arose conflicts between the Zamindar 
and the Mayor’s Court in regard to their respective jurisdictions. The 
Zamindar, “not being satisfied with the unlimited power he was already 
invested with”, claimed jurisdiction over every Portuguese and Armenian and 
all those who were not born of European parents. But the Mayor’s Court 
maintained that “only such as were born and looked on as Moghul’s sub¬ 
jects” were excluded from their jurisdiction.110 There is a reference to such 
a dispute in the letter from the Court of Directors to the Council, dated 
25 March 1757, paras. 129-36.111 

On 14 April 1757, the Council, realizing the “very complicated nature” 
of the Zamindar’s office, divided it into four distinct branches. The first 
branch was the Zamindar’s office, whose function was the collection of 
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ground-rents, octrois, Company's revenues from farms, etc. The second 
branch was the office of the Clerk of the Market, “who was to regulate the 
price of provisions and stamp the weights, measures, etc”. Thirdly, there 
was “an Aridge Duckle Court for hearing and determining all disputes of 
Meum and Tuum between the natives before cognizable by the Zamindar” 
And, lastly, there was the Cutcherry “for taking cpgnizance of matters and 
disputes of a criminal nature”. The last mentioned courts were, in the 
beginning, composed of a member of the Board and five junior servants of 
the Company, and the members of the Board'undertook the duties of the 
courts by rotation. This system was tried for three months, but “as the 
fluctuating state of the office delayed the business and rendered the decisions 
tedious”, it was decided that the Zamindar, and in his absence the Deputy 
Zamindar, should always preside over these courts.112 

On 3 March 1758 the Court of Directors ordered certain changes to be 
introduced in the judicial administration, which are succinctly described in 
paras. 96-100 of the letter. In brief, differences and disputes between castes, 
hitherto adjudged by the Zamindar, were now to be heard by arbitrators 
appointed by the Governor, and the opinions tendered by them were to be 
confirmed by the Governor “with such fines as he shall judge proper”. The 
fines imposed were to be paid to the injured party and no part of it was to 
be taken to the Company's credit. In cases wherein the fines imposed exceed¬ 
ed Rs. 200, there was to be a right of appeal to the President in Council. 
All disputes as between natives concerning property of the value of Rs. 20 
and above, and all other civil cases hitherto under the Court of the Cutcherry, 
were to be tried by a bench of five persons, composed of Company's servants 
below the rank of a member of Council. In all cases where the property in 
dispute was worth over hundred rupees, there was to be a right of appeal to 
the President in Council. Criminal cases, both in respect of Indians and 
Europeans, were to be tried by Justices of the Peace; but when trying 
Indians they were to be styled Zamindars. There was to be a right of 
appeal to a bench of three Justices, which was to meet thrice a week.113 
The plan put forward by the Court was adopted with certain alterations 
in matters of detail.114 

Revenue and Customs 

In their letter dated 3 March 1758 the Court of Directors ordered the 
abolition of the tax on marriages, fishing boats etc., and of the practice 
of farming certain bazars and markets. They fixed the general customs on 
both imports and exports at 4 per cent leaving the Council at Fort William 
the discretion to charge more or less on particular commodities. They 
ordered the establishment of two custom houses with two Custom Masters. 
The principal custom house was to be established by the river side and 
all sea imports and exports were to be collected there, and the head of 
the office was to be called Sea Custom Master. The other custom1 house 
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was to be established at the extremity of the Company’s bounds as contiguous 
to the Grand Trunk Road as possible, and at this post duties were to be levied 
on all goods introduced into Calcutta or sent out to other parts of India. The 
head of this post was to be designated Land Custom Master. To prevent 
smuggling, the Court ordered guard boats to patrol the river every night, 
and on land European guards were to go their rounds from ten at night 
to five in the morning throughout their boundaries.115 All these regula¬ 
tions were adopted by the Council, except that in respect of certain com¬ 
modities they fixed the customs duty at 2 per cent instead of 4 per cent 
as ordered by the Court.116 

Police and Military Establishments 

With regard to the military and police establishments, the Directors 
abolished paiks, baksaris (Indian matchlockmen), kotwals, etc., and fixed 
the military contingent at 500 Europeans and 500 Indians, with the pro¬ 
vision that the number of Indians might be increased at the discretion 
of the Council. The Collector, the Custom Masters, the Bakhshi, the Ware¬ 
house Keepers and other officers were to have the services of Indian soldiers 
to the extent of their requirements, and their services were to be utilised 
also for guarding the subordinate factories. They were to be changed every 
month for purposes of discipline. Although they were to obey the 
particular officers whom they served for the time being, they were to remain 
under the command of the Company’s chief military officer, and to defend 
the settlement of Calcutta in time of need.117 The strength of the army 
was substantially augmented by fresh recruitment later on and by the 
arrival of a King’s battalion of nearly 1,000 men and officers under Col. 
Coote in 1759.118 Towards the end of 1759 there was an army of 1,200 
Europeans and 7,500 sepoys.119 

The capture of Calcutta by Sirajud-Daulah had been rendered easy 
partly by lack of proper supervision over military . stores—there was at 
the time of the attack only 700 maunds of gunpowder, one-third of which 
could not be used.120 There was, therefore, need for reform in this 
direction. The Court of Directors ordered a standing committee composed 
of the Major, Engineer, Storekeeper, and Gunner to be formed to test gun¬ 
powder, which was to be manfactured locally.121 Another Committee 
composed of the Major, Engineer, and Master Attendant was also to be 
established to examine the general defences of the settlement every three 
months or oftener. They were “to examine and survey our magazines, the 
fortifications, ramparts, guns, carriages, platforms, arms, granary, in short, 
take under their consideration and inspection even the most minute articles, 
and constantly to remark to the Board all defects and deficiencies”.122 
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Marine Establishment 

The marine establishment of the Company was of great importance. 
As its management was not very satisfactory, the Directors made the follow¬ 
ing regulations: (i) The Master Attendant was to be the head of this branch 
assisted by the Deputy Master Attendant, Pilots were to be under the 
immediate orders of the former and, in his absence, of his Deputy. The 
Master Attendant was to get all the Company’s vessels repaired, and keep 
a diary 6i all the vessels coming in and going out. He was to address the 
Board of Directors annually, and to be very particular as to the condition of 
the marine, the docks and the yards, and of all matters relating to his depart¬ 
ment. He was to go down the river as often as he judged it necessary and 
to report his observations to the Board. He could entertain and dismiss 
officers and sailors below the rank of pilots, subject to the control of the 
Council, (ii) All marine stores were to be under a store-keeper and kept in 
a separate warehouse properly. Fresh stores were to be purchased only 
when the Master Attendant certified that they were necessary.123 

Mint Establishment 

In 1717 John Surman had obtained a farman from Emperor Farrukhsiyar 
which, among other things, granted the Company the right to establish a 
mint. But due to the unfavourable attitude of the Subahdars, they could 
not establish one in Bengal until Sirajud-Daulah granted them the privilege 
by the treaty of 9 February 1757, Thereupon they procured people from 
Murshidabad who could work a mint and also appointed a committee 
consisting of Frankland and Boddam “to assay the fineness of the silver 
for the sicca standard, to ascertain the charge of coining, the method of 
conducting the mint to the greatest advantage for the Company”.124 On 4 July 
1757 the Committee informed the Board that they had coined four thousand 
siccas from Mexico dollar bullion, but further progress was held up owing 
to the revolution which led to the overthrow of Sirajud-Daulah. After 
Mir Jafar had confirmed the privilege it was decided to conduct the manage¬ 
ment of the mint on the Madras pattern, according to which the Company 
was to levy a duty of 5 per thousand on all coins struck in the mint for 
private parties, who were to' pay in addition 20 per thousand as the 
charge of coinage and 10 more to the Mint Undertaker for his 
trouble. The Company’s bullion was to be charged the net expenses 
of coinage only. Frankland and Boddam were appointed Mint Masters 
or Undertakers. Specimen siccas were sent to Murshidabad for approval. 
After they were approved the Nawab announced by beat of drums, and the 
principal shroffs gave assurance by a muchalka, that the Company’s siccas 

“shall be received the same as Muxadavad siccas,f. In order to test the force 
of the Nawab’s orders and proclamation, 80,000 siccas were sent to Cossim- 

, bazar for investment.125 By their order of 3 March 1758 the Court ordered 
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certain drastic changes in the management of the mint. It was to be work¬ 

ed on the basis of contract, and the contract was to be given preferably to 

a number of “families of opulence and character” who would pool their 

resources for the purpose. A Mint Master was to be chosen from among 

the Company’s servants below Council rank. He was to receive all bullion 

and permit delivery of coined money. A duty of 2l/2 per cent on the 

contractor’s prices was to be collected on all the silver that was minted and it 

was to be distributed as follows: one per cent to the Company, y2 per cent 

to the Mint Master, and one per cent to the Governor for the time being. 
The duty to be levied on the coinage of gold was left to the discretion of 

the Council. Bullion brought into Calcutta was to be minted in the Com¬ 

pany’s mint only. If anybody wanted it to be minted elsewhere he was to 

take the bullion out only after paying a duty of l/2 per cent.1*6 

TRADE AND INVESTMENT 

Investment was die most important concern of the Company, though 

we have chosen to deal with it at the end. The subject may be dealt with 

from two points of view: first the mediod or manner of investment, and 

secondly, the value of investment. 

With regard to the method of investment the Directors, in their letter 

of 3 March 1758, wrote that they were satisfied with the “provision of invest¬ 

ment in and about Calcutta by gumashtahs on the plan which subsisted 

before the troubles”, and asked die Council to encourage weavers to settle 

in and around Calcutta and in the 38 villages of their zamindari.127 In the 

mofussil goods were directly purchased for ready money at the aurangs 

through the Company’s gumashtahs and sorted and classed at the kotha or 

the Company’s godown before being dispatched to Calcutta for shipment. 

This system was being followed since the abolition of the dadney system, 

according to which a part of the value of the goods to be purchased was 

advanced to the brokers and the rest of it paid when the goods were deliver¬ 

ed. The Directors, while approving of the direct ready-money purchase 

and kotha system, strictly enjoined, “In future when any purchases are to 

be made for ready money and the goods to be purchased are sorted for 

prization or comparing with the musters ... as many gentlemen as .can be 

collected of the Council and even the President ... do attend the cottah 

on that service and carefully inspect the assorting such goods for the better 

fixing the real value thereof.”128 They ordered a reduction of expenses at the 

subordinate factories, required that a smaller number of covenanted servants 

should transact business there at a moderate allowance, and strictly., forbade 

“the least parade of soldiers,, fortifications or even the appearance of military 

strength.”129 The servants- of the Company . were allowed the benefit of 

private trade “provided it does not.prejudice the Company, which we shall 

leave to your , care and prudence to judg$ and restrain whenever you find 

126 Pp. 79-80. 
m P. 60. 
128 P. 61. 
129 Ibid. 
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occasion for it.5’130 The Directors considered that the deputation of a few 

junior servants to the different cloth aurangs annually by rotation would 
prove beneficial and recommended it to the Council.131 They ordered the 
stationing of a Chief, a Second and two writers at each of the factories at 

Cossimbazar, Dacca and Lakshmipur, and a Resident and a writer at 
Balasore.132 

To these orders the Council suggested certain modifications based on 

experience. As regards the ready-money purchase system they wrote that 
they had been obliged “to permit our people to <. dvance the weavers a trifle 
on their former prices and to be less strict in "he prising of their cloth in 
order to procure the full of your orders”.133 With regard to sending junior 

servants by rotation to the aurangs, they observed that the scheme, though 

salutary, could not be adopted unless they had a larger number of servants, 

and therefore they postponed it for some time.134 With regard to conduct¬ 

ing their business at Cossimbazar the Company's agents there considered 

the following more advantageous: “First, that three gumashtahs be appoint¬ 

ed for the provision of silk piece goods. Next, that three others be sent to 

the aurangs where gurrahs were manufactured for the provision of that 
article. Thirdly, that either a warehouse be built at Puddapar with proper 

conveniences for carrying on the silk business or that an order be procured 

from the Nabob to forbid any silk being wound off on that side of the 

river.”135 The above suggestions were acceptable to the Council at Calcutta, 

but they considered it inadvisable to make any public application to the 

Nawab for an order to interdict the sardars to wind off silk at their own 

houses. The Company’s agents at Cossimbazar, therefore, entered into an 

agreement with the Dutch and other principal merchants of the place to 

the effect “that none should in future give any silk to be wound off by the 
sardars at their own houses”.136 

The Directors did not turn down these suggestions, but they insisted on 

the business at the subordinates being conducted “on the frugal plans” laid 
down in their letter of 3 March 1758, and noted with satisfaction that the 
Company’s transactions were “gradually arising from confusion into some 
order and method”.137 

With regard to the value and variety of investment, much depended 

upon the political condition of the country. Writing on 20 August 1757 the 

Council complained, “Hitherto we have not been able to make any great 

progress in the investment of this season. The delay made by the late 

Nabob in performing his treaty and returning our goods seized by his orders, 
the apprehensions we were under of a fresh rupture, and the want of 

sufficiency of cash to supply to aurangs with any large sums of money, were 
all of them so many impediments to our commencing the provisions of our 

1,0 Ibid. 
181P. 62. 
188 P. 61. 
,aP. 334. 
188 P. 335. 
185 P. 336. 
186 Ibid. 
I8rP. 138. 
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investment/'138 The following table139 will, however, give an idea of the 

investment for 1757, mostly for cloth through the gumashtahs. 

Santipore Rs. 1,68,500 Golaghar Rs. 20,800 

Katra Rs. 64,000 Bur an Rs. 1,04,800 

Khirpai Rs. 2,48,675 Sonamukhi Rs. 1,01,220 

Malda Rs. 3,52,450 Haripal Rs. 1,54,645 

Harial Rs. 3,11,970 Calcutta Rs. 1,69,720 

Buddal Rs. 71,670 

The gumashtahs at these aurangs were supplied with certain amounts 
of money between September and December 1757. By November 1757 Dacca 

was supplied with one lakh of rupees, and the factory at Patna, restarted the 

same year, was supplied with a lakh also.140 Cossimbazar gradually assumed 

its normal activities after the revolution. Figures for Balasore, Lakshmipur 

and Jugdea are not given, but mention is made of certain amounts of money 

invested there. 

For the years 1758 and 1759 investment figures of factories only are 

available, and these are as given below: 

Patna 

Dacca 

Lakshmipur 

Balasore 

Cossimbazar 

1758141 

.. C.Rs. 2,12,432 14 0 

.. C.Rs. 4,67,050 0 0 

.. C.Rs. 32,775 0 0 

... C.Rs. 75,330 0 0 

and 100 gold mohurs 
... C.Rs. 9,23,353 12 9 

and 5 gold mohurs 

1759142 

C.Rs. 2,07,307 7 3 

C.Rs. 1,59,603 14 3 

C.Rs. 1,66,185 0 0 

C.Rs. 10,942 7 6 

C.Rs. 8,59,674 10 9 

Since the table does not give the full amounts invested, it may be taken as 

roughly indicative of only the approximate volume of investment for the 

years. It is seen from a letter to the Court dated 27 February 1758 that the 

gumashtahs and subordinates were supplied with Rs. 17,87,423-10-3 and goods 
to the value of Rs. 12,72,721-9-3.143 In 1759 owing to the undisputed prestige 

and power attained by the Company, larger investments were secured than 
for some years before.144 

In all these places the Company purchased cotton or silk goods. Cossim¬ 

bazar was the chief centre for silk. The Directors were not satisfied with the 

quality of silk cloth produced, and in their letter of 25 March 1757 they 

wrote, "The faults complained of have been many, but the principal has been 

that in the same skein it is common for the silk to rim part of it single, part 

double, treble and even quadruple, all which should run single; the manner 

of its being sent has been in bales, the fineness of which was always intended 

to be particularized by their being marked with the letters A, B, C, D, E, the 

188 P. 241. 
188 P. 267. 
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141 Pp. 338-39. 
143 P. 441. 
143 P. 311. 
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first the finest and so progressively to the E, the coarsest; but it now perpe¬ 

tually happens that there is not that regard to the letters which there should 
be, and which was formerly, it being very common to have many of the 

bales of the fine letters coarser than those of the inferior letters and some D 
and E finer than B and C.”14S One Richard Wilder, a silk expert, was sent 

by the Court from England to instruct the silk winders so that such com¬ 
plaints did not recur. 

Different varieties of silk, which were generally known by the place of 

their origin, are referred to in the correspondence: Rangpur, Kumarkhali, 

Radhanagar, Guzarat, etc. Sometimes descriptions such as Novemberbund 

Sortment are used to indicate the period of winding on which depended the 

quality of the silk produced. As regards cotton goods there were the dorias, 
tanzebs, kashidas, sannoes, baft as, etc. Cotton goods received from Dacca 

and Lakshmipur in 1758 and 1759 were regarded as “extremely good”, 

while those received from Patna as of a “very inferior quality”. Both cotton 

and silk goods received from Cossknbazar, Kumarkhali and Radhanagar were 

of high quality. It is mentioned that silk goods known as rumali, ihilmili 

and saifur “were very good and superior”.146 Radhanagar silk was strong 

and even and was expected to make an impression in Europe.147 

Besides cotton and silk goods, there are frequent references to the supply 

of stick-lac, red-wood and opium, the latter intended for the China market.148 

Saltpetre was one of the most important articles of investment as it was 

needed for manufacturing gunpowder. At the beginning of the period under 

review, Khwajah Wajid held the monopoly, the entire quantity of saltpetre 

being obtained from Bihar. In 1756 the Dutch had tried to purchase the 
monopoly but had failed. The Fort William Council was anxious to secure 

the monopoly, because of the importance of the ardcle, and the great 

demand for it both from the other Presidencies and the Court of Directors, 

the latter being, under the terms of the Charter, required to supply 500 tons 

of saltpetre every year to the British Government.149 During the Patna 

expedition of Mir Jafar (December 1757 to July 1758), Clive took advantage 

of the prevailing circumstances and persuaded the Nawab to grant the mono¬ 
poly to the Company in perpetuity. On their success in obtaining the mono¬ 

poly the Fort William Council wrote, “We have reason to believe that nothing 

but his fear of the English, and the assistance he might have occasion to 

demand of us in case of any exigency, induced him to comply with our 

petition for that grant.” Under the terms of the agreement the Company 

was to pay annually Rs. 15,000 to the Nawab and Rs. 10,000 to Ramnarayan, 

and also deliver every year 20,000 maunds of saltpetre to the Nawab for his 
own use.150 

Large quantities of saltpetre were regularly supplied to Madras and 

Bombay and also to England.151 The importance of this article in the 

145 Pn -32 

148 Pp. 336-37 & 440-41. 
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triumph of the English over the French in the South is seen from the follow¬ 

ing observations of the Select Committee in their letter to the Court dated 

31 December 1758: “The plenty of money and provisions with which we 

can at all times supply the gentlemen at Madras will enable them to carry 

any of their designs whereas the total want the French are in of both and 

without any visible means of redress renders it almost impossible for them 

to undertake anything of moment .... Over and above this want of money 

we are well assured there is a great scarcity of gunpowder among them and 

this is an article they have little hopes of being relieved in except from here, 

as we have the whole of the saltpetre in our hands.”152 

We may also make a passing reference to the goods imported into Bengal 

during this period. These goods consisted mostly of woollens, carpets, broad¬ 

cloth, copper, lead, iron and Madeira wine. With the increase in the number 

of Europeans in Calcutta and other settlements in Bengal, the demand for 

Madeira wine also began to increase. Before the revolution in Bengal 

woollen goods did not sell well, and the Directors expressed their great dis¬ 

appointment.153 After the revolution the Company’s servants, backed by the 

influence and authority which they enjoyed, made special efforts to increase 

the sale of these goods in Bengal, and the expulsion of the French also helped 

them much. The Court of Directors, in their letter dated 23 March 1759, 

expressed their satisfaction at the attention paid by the Fort William Council 

to promote the sale of woollen goods and also “to encrease the vend of copper 

and other staple commodities by sending them to Patna, Cuttack, and other 

places”.154 From the Court’s letter dated 23 November 1759, it is seen that 

“near 1,000 bales of cloth, 50 bales of long ells, 250 tons of copper, 40 tons of 

iron and 5 tons of steel” were expected to be sent to Bengal, and there was 

more cloth in this consignment than was ever sent to that Presidency.155 
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LETTER DATED 25 MARCH 1757 

War declared against France on 18 May 1756—Personnel of Secret Com¬ 

mittee—Shipping news—Export of lead, wine, copper, and woollen goods— 

Importance of saltpetre—Abuse of dastaks-—Conditions in Calcutta—Appoint- 

ment of Company’s servants—Dispute between Mayor’s Court and Holwell— 

Admiralty Court regulation—East Indies squadron— A sericulturist sent to 

Bengal 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. We sent you by the ships Boscawen, Norfolk and Warwick a letter 

containing some general notices and directions under date of the 29th of 

December last, and a short letter of the same date was sent by the Warwick 

with a duplicate and triplicate thereof by the Boscawen and Norfolk, which 

related only to the Warwick and particularly the Madeira consignment on 

her; but lest by any accident those letters should miscarry or not come to your 

hands before this, we shall, instead of sendings copys, recapitulate the most 

material passages as they will properly fall under the usual heads and method. 

2. We are to acquaint you then that our letters to you last season were 

of the 10th of October, 1755, by the Delawar, the 3rd of December by the 

Marlborough, and the 11th of February following by the ships Chesterfield 

and Walpole. 

3. By the several ships which have arrived in the course of the last season 

we have received your general letters of the 11th and 29th of September, the 

24th November and 8th December, 1755, the 5th and 26th of January, 23rd of 

February and the 4th of March, 1756, together with the several letters from 

the President and others which were transmitted in the respective packets. 

4. From the accounts we gave you last season of the situation of publick 

affairs, an open war between the British and French nations might easily be 

foreseen; it has proved so in the event, His Majesty having proclaimed war 

against France on the 18th of May last, which was returned in a very short 

time after on the part of the French King. Some of His Majesty’s declara¬ 

tions are now sent for your information, but we hope you have had intelli¬ 

gence thereof long before this reaches Bengal by the dispatches sent imme¬ 

diately overland by His Majesty’s ministry and ourselves, by the Tryton 

man-of-war and our own ship the Prince Henry packet, the first of which left 

England on the 17th of July and the other the 5th of August. 

5. All due obedience must be paid to the orders and directions of the 

Secret Committee or any three of hem by he President, those gentlemen 

who form he Select Committee, or any other person or persons to whom hey 
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shall think proper to issue them, in as full and ample a manner as if they were 
signed by the Court of Directors for the time being. The gentlemen who 
compose the Secret Committee under the present direction are Peter Godfrey, 
John Payne, Christopher Burrow, Roger Drake and Jones Raymond, Esquires, 
the two first named gentlemen being the present Chairman and Deputy Chair¬ 
man to the Court. 

6. Before we proceed to give you the necessary informations and direc¬ 
tions in the usual method, we must premise that the many difficultys and 
embarrasments attending the late arrival of our shipping in general, together 
with those arising from the present situation of publick affairs, unavoidably 
prevent our being so full in this letter as we could wish; the greater therefore 
must be our confidence in and dependance upon your good conduct and 
management, and we hope your good sence, animated by a dutiful zeal to 
serve the Company, will supply the defect of particular instruction in every 
instance that comes before you of any material consequences. 

First, of shipping 

7. The names and destination of the several ships taken into the Com¬ 
pany’s service this season are as follows: 

Ships Tons 
Onslow .. 499 Thomas Hinde St. Helena and China 
Sandwich 
Triton 

.. 499 

.. 499 
John Purling 
Francis Harris 

i 
>• 
j 

China directly 

Boscawen .. 499 Benjamin Braund 
Norfolk 
Tavistock 

.. 499 

.. 499 
Pinson Bonham 
Benjamin Jenkins » Fort St. George & China 

Princess Augusta .. 499 Thomas Baddison 
Falmouth ... 499 James Dale St. Helena and Bencoolen 
Warwick ... 499 Nicholas Webb Madeira & Coast and Bay 
Ilchester ... 499 John Tedd 
Worcester ... 499 Edward Tiddeman 
Grantham ... 499 John Oliver i- Coast and Bay 
Fox ... 499 Alexander Hume 1 
Elizabeth ... 499 Robert Burdett j 
Prince Edward ... 499 James Haldane Persia and Bombay 
Hawke ... 499 Richard Drake 
Latham ... 499 John Foot 

Bombay York ... 499 Peter Lascelles > 
Lord Anson ... 499 Edward Lord Chick 

8. Besides Which we purchased a vessel for an advice boat and called her 
the Prince Henry packet, and have given the command of her to Captain 
John Mumford. She sailed from the Downes as has been beforementioned 
on the Sth of August last for Fort St. George, on purpose to give notice of the 
war with France. 

9. The ship Onslow for St. Helena and Limpao in China sailed from 
Spithead on the 3rd of December. . 

10. The Sandwich and Triton for Canton directly With the whole" 
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consignment of woollen goods intended for that market this season, the 

Boscawen, Norfolk, Tavistock and Princess Augusta for Fort St. George and 

Canton, the Warwick for Madeira and the Coast and Bay, together with the 

Falmouth for St. Helena and the west coast of Sumatra, were all dispatched 

from hence on the 1st of January, but having suffered a long detention from 

contrary winds and unavoidable incidents, they did not sail from England on 

their respective voyages until the times mentioned in the accompanying list. 

11. The ships llchester, Worcester, Grantham, Fox and Elizabeth for the 

Coast and Bay, with the Prince Edward for Persia and Bombay, are now under 

their dispatches, by the first five of which you will receive this letter. 

12. The Hawke, Latham, York and Lord Anson for Bombay will be dis¬ 

patched about the 25th of March. 

13. The supracargos appointed to transact the Company’s affairs in 

China are viz., 

For the ships Sandwich and Triton Messrs. Thomas Liell, Henry 

Revell, Mann Horner and Robert John Harrison. 

For the Boscawen and Princess Augusta Messrs. Thomas Thomson, 

Hillary Torriano, John Mapletoft and William Feake. 

For the Norfolk and Tavistock Messrs. Mordecai Walker, Nathaniel 

Garland, Thomas Sandys and Thomas Smith. 

For the Royal Duke, expected at Canton from the Malabar Coast, 

Messrs. Liell, Thomson, Walker, Torriano and Garland. 

For the Onslow Mr. Samuel Blount, who proceeds on her from 

England, and Mr. James Flint now in China. 

For such ship or ships as shall or may arrive at Canton in the year 

1757 from any of the Company’s settlement in India, other than those 

beforementioned, Messrs. Liell, Thomson, Walker and Smith. 

14. We send as usual a list of the arrival and departure of the Company’s 

shipping, in the former of which you will observe the Denham from Bengal 

and the Earl of Holdernesse from Limpao dose the rear, being the only ships 

we had to expect, and although the late arrival of our ships in general 

has greatly embarrassed us, yet we must think the Company extremely happy 

in the return of such a number without any attack from the enemy. 

15. The freighters of silver, coral and other licensed trade have executed 

the usual agreement that if any ship or ships on which such articles are laden 

shall proceed to Bengal without touching at Fort St. George, or on the other 

hand arrive at Fort St. George and do not proceed to Bengal, that the Presi¬ 

dent and Council at either place may forward the same agreeable to the 

original consignment on any of our European ships at the risque of the said 
freighters, but without any further charge to them. Although this is only a 

repitition of the annual and customary clause, yet under the present circum¬ 

stance of a French war it may require your more particular notice. 

16. The commanders of many of the ships arrived the last season having 

kept us in a long suspence by keeping their packets on board until sent for, you 

are therefore in future upon the dispatch of every ship to give positive orders 
to the commander that, immediately upon his arrival at any port pa Great 

Britain or Ireland, ho is to send his packets to us pndertbe care <?f an officer 
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he can confide in, we mean all the packets he is entrusted with, book packets 
excepted which may be kept on board as usual until his arrival in the river 
Thames; if their bulk is such as will render the bringing them up very incon¬ 
venient, the packets which contain your advices and the usual and necessary 
papers must, for the conveniency of carriage, be made up by themselves or 
at least be as little encumbered as possible by the addition of private letters 
or any thing else which may too much encrease their bulk. 

17. Upon some late disputes with the owners of our shipping, we have 
found it highly necessary to make a small but very material alteration in the 
charterparty, to which we particularly refer, wherein you will find that instead 
of the word monsoon that of passage is substituted with the addition of the 
ships making all reasonable attempts to get about the Cape of Good Hope so 
as to gain her passage home the same season. We had always looked upon the 
words “saving the monsoon” and “getting the passage about the Cape of Good 
Hope the same season” to be sinonimous terms, and meaning the same thing, 
until a late verdict given in the Court of King’s Bench in the case of the ship 
Scarborough has shewn to our cost that the law determines otherways, for 
according this verdict a ship may lose her monsoon, that is the North East 
wind may be actually spent, and yet she may gain her passage, notwithstand¬ 
ing which the owners would be entitled by law to the four months’ demorage 
if not dispatched on or before the 31th January old stile. 

18. Although by this alteration we are put on a more equitable footing, 
as you may deliver dispatches to the commanders whenever you are ready, 
we do not mean thereby to distress the owners, and we most earnestly recom¬ 
mend it to you for the future to use your best endeavours to give as early dis¬ 
patches as possible to every ship that comes from your Presidency, that even 
the hazard of losing a passage may be avoided, as well as the damage the 
cargoes often receive from bad weather in rounding the Cape, the conse¬ 
quences] of late dispatches. 

19. You were advised in our letter of the 11th of February 1756 that we 
had revived the encouragement therein mentioned for the commanders to 
endeavour to get about the Cape of Good Hope if dispatched from Fort St. 
George or Bengal after the 3rd of March. Upon the beforementioned altera¬ 
tion in the charterparty it has been again laid aside and consequently the 

clause is left out of the instructions. 

20. You will observe we have inserted a new clause in all our com¬ 
manders’ instructions to prevent their making use of their letters of marque1 
otherwise than for their defence in case they are first attacked, to prevent 
as much as possible enterprizing people endangering our property, and em¬ 
broiling us with the country Governments in India. This instruction, how¬ 
ever, is not by any means meant to invalidate the stipulations in the charter- 
party as to the right the Company have to employ the ship as well in a warlike 
manner as in affairs of commerce; and you are accordingly to insist upon such 
right, notwithstanding any objections which may be raised to the contrary. 

21. We are sorry to say we have been informed of very great remissness 
in our pilots during the last war, which had it sooner come to our knowledge 
we should have resented in a proper manner. We understand it was a common 
practice with them to look out for any thing they could meet with in 
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Ballasore Road, or otherways, to get the charge o£ any foreign or country ships 
which first came in their way, for which they demanded and received an 
exorbitant price. By these means our ships, which at that season were daily 
expected to arrive, were totally neglected, insomuch that our commanders have 
been obliged to put a confidence in and trust the care of their ships to an 
enemy’s pilot. We therefore direct that you give strict orders to our pilots, 
that some of them do constantly keep on their proper stations off Point 
Palmiras at the season our ships are expected until they all arrive and care¬ 
fully attend upon them until they are safe at their moorings. 

22. When any of His Majesty’s ships leave India they will, we imagine, 
touch either at Madagascar or the Cape of Good Hope, perhaps at both. If 
any of them take their departure from Bengal, we would have you inform from 
time to time the Admiral or Commander-in-Chief that he can have little 
dependance upon being supplied with fresh provisions at St. Helena, as we are 
assured by the Governour, the island is so much exhausted they cannot 
afford to kill more than one small bullock a week to supply their market. 
You must therefore most earnestly recommend it to them to refresh their 
people at one or both the beforementioned places, and likewise take on board 
as much live provisions as they can for the rest of the voyage home, also as 
much fewel as may be necessary, the island being almost exhausted of wood. 

23. We have introduced a new clause into our commanders’ instructions 
by which they are directed to supply their ships before their departure from 
India with as much fewel as will serve for their homeward bound voyage, 
allowing for an extraordinary stay at St. Helena or elsewhere, that they may 
not be under the necessity of distressing the island in this particular; they 
are also directed for the same reason to stock themselves with live provisions* 
We recommend it to you therefore to remind every commander dispatched 
from Bengal of his carefully complying with his said instruction. 

24. In order to prevent as much as lyes in our power illicit trade, you 
are strictly to observe our former orders on this head, and we do direct that 
you do seize and dispose of on the Company’s account all goods in private 
trade landed from any of our Europe ships which have not been licensed by 
us, and you are to transmit us a particular account of the said goods and what 
they [...] for, together with an exact detail of the whole transaction. 

25. We have left it to jhe discretion of our President and Council at 
Fort St. George either to detain the Warwick for an early dispatch from thence 
or to forward her to you according to circumstances: observing, however, that 
if the first is determined upon as the properest measure, the wine and other 
consignments for your Presidency are to be forwarded by the earliest and 
safest conveyances that offer. 

26. As soon as the ships the Itches ter, Worcester, Grantham, Fox and 
Elizabeth have delivered the few consignments laden for the Presidency at 
Fort St. George, and such part of their treasure is coined or exchanged into 
rupees as you have given notice may be necessary, the President and Council 
have directions to dispatch them to you without loss of time, being apprized 
that their early arrival in Bengal is of great importance to the Company. 

27. As there were but four ships consigned to the Coast and Bay last 
We cannot hut suppose they will be all returned to Europe, and in 
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such case you and our servants at Fort St. George will have the less difficulty 
to provide cargos for the six ships proceeding thither this season, but as in the 

present unhappy situation of a French war many circumstances may frustrate 
your best intentions, we can only recommend it to you, in concert with our 
other Presidencys, to use your best endeavours that they may be all returned 
to us as early in the same season they arrive as possible; the places from 
whence they are to be laden and the times of their dispatch must likewise 
be left to your prudence and determined upon according to circumstances. 

28. Should through any unforeseen events one or more of our ships be 
prevented from returning home the same season, you are, in concert with our 

other Presidencys, to employ them in such a manner as will be best for the 
Company's interest, having a particular regard to their earning as much 
towards defraying the charge of their demorage as possible, the rate of which 

you will observe by the charterparty to be extremely heavy in time of war. 

29. The beforegoing directions and recommendations to be extended to 
the assistance of Bombay Presidency with respect to the ships consigned 

thither, so as that their return likewise the same season may so far as depends 
upon you [be] facilitated, or those detained in India employed to the best 
advantage. 

30. With the assistance of saltpetre we are in hope every ship will have 
her charterparty tonnage laden and, rather than any should be detained in 
India for another season, we would have them dispatched accordingly with 
the charterparty tonnage only, but if you can load a further quantity of 
goods [on] each ship it will be more acceptable; provided it does not prevent 
the dispatch of any other, and that such surplus tonnage does not render the 
ship unfit in any degree from defending herself properly in case of being 
attacked by the enemy. 

31. The Deputy Governour and Council at Fort Marlborough are directed 
to give the Falmouth her charterparty tonnage with the usual additional 
quantity for wastage ; a[nd] with respect to surplus tonnage she is to have as large 

a quantity as can be spaired consistendy with the reserve to be made for a ship 
either from you or Fort St. George, which reserve is not to exceed trim hundred 
and fifty tons; but if they shall have certain advice that no ship will be sent to 
them as aforesaid, in such case they are to give the Falmouth as full a loading 
as she can take in without being pestered and any way rendered incapable of 
defence in case of being attacked. As the Deputy Governour and Council 
are in a great measure to be guided by the advices they receive from Fort 
St. George or Bengal, and that they are in the meantime to give you an account 
of the pepper they have reason to expect every season, you are to concert the 
necessary measures with the Presidency of Fort St. George for a ship's pro¬ 
ceeding accordingly from one or the other setdement to the West Coast, or 

if one of our Europe ships does not go thither, that as early advice be given 
thereof as may be, that the Falmouth may have a loading accordingly. 

32. The quantity of saltpetre to be laden on every ship is to be as much 
as can be taken in consistently with the beforementioned circumstances of not 
preventing thereby the dispatch of others, or being rendered incapable of a 

1 proper defence in case of an attack. 

33. The return of all our expected shipping the last season from the 
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several parts of India (although late) is very advantagious to the Company, 
and your conduct in particular with respect to the disposition of those in which 

you were concerned has given us much satisfaction, as the measures taken in 

concert with our other Presidencys has fully answered our expectations. The 

great advantage of returning all our shipping the season of their arrival, 

if practicable, and that very early, is so obvious and has been so frequently 

inculcated it is unnecessary to say any thing further thereon than that it is 

an object you must never lose sight of when circumstances will permit. 

34. In this time of great danger we must recommend it to you to pro¬ 

portion the value of each ship’s cargo as nearly equal to others as you can, and 

if it can be so contrived the latest dispatched ships should be of the lest value, 

and although we do not disapprove of so valuable cargos being laden on the 

Denham, yet considering her late dispatch, the condition of the ship, and how 

indifferently she was manned, the risque the Company run was rather too 

great. 

35. We find for expedition sake the usual surveys upon the Saint George 

and Denham were dispensed with. It is true no bad consequences have 

attended this omission but we must recommend it to you strictly to observe 

the general practice of the Company in this particular manner, especially where 

ships have been detained an extraordinary] time in India as was the case 

of the said two ships. 

36. Your late Master Attendant Mr. Plaisted’s2 behaviour to you very 

justly drew on his suspension, and Captain David Graham does at present, 

by your appointment, fill that post. We most readily confirm the same, 

having received from many gentlemen here a very satisfactory character of 
him. 

37. In case of Captain Graham’s death or absence we shall leave it to you 

to appoint the best qualified person you can find to the post of Master 

Attendant in his room provisionally, until you receive our further commands, 

as we shall always reserve the confirmation of the person appointed to that 

office to ourselves. 

38. Captain Graham having represented to us that two of our sloops 
namely the Fort St. George and Calcutta are very old and want more repairs 

that [than] they will be worth, and that he had proposed to you to have 

two new sloops built at Bombay, and that instead of having them rigged 

with one mast they may be rigged as schooners, we do approve of his scheme, 
and if upon tryal it answers expectation this new method is to be continued. 

We must suppose you have already apply’d to the President and Council of 

Bombay for two new sloops, but if you have not it must be done as soon 

after the receipt of this as a conveyance offers. 

39. Upon a further representation in the said letter from Captain 

Graham, we think it necessary to direct that in future no marine stores shall 

be sold out of our stores to private shipping but with the consent of the Master 

Attendant for the time being, who is always to signify, before any are parted 

with the private persons, whether they are or are not wanted for the 

Company's use. 

40. We shall take under our consideration next season what Captain 
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Graham mentions likewise with respect to our sending out mooring chains, 
and spars, for schooner's pole masts. 

41. A lascar named St. Jago who came to England in the Stafford, on 

the request of the owners of that ship, now returns to Benga] on the Elizabeth. 

[.] consideration of his having lost both his legs here, we have agreed to 

allow him four current rupees a month during his life, which you are hereby 

authorized and directed to pay him accordingly. 

Secondly, of goods from Europe or from one part of India to another 

42. The principal consignment to you on the Warwick consisted of about 

one hundred tons of lead, besides which we gave directions to our correspon¬ 

dents at the island of Madeira to load on the said ship for your Presidency one 

hundred and fifty pipes of wine; for the particulars as well of one as the 

other consignment we refer you to the invoices in her packets, but we must 

inform you that considering the great demand for wine at Fort St . George 

we could not avoid giving our President and Council there liberty to detain (as 

we have done for some time past) fifty pipes, part of the said one hundred 

and fifty, cautioning them at the same time not to stop more on any account 
whatsoever, and not even that quantity or any part of it without a real 

necessity. 

43. In consequence of the 42th paragraph of your General Letter of the 

11th of September 1755 relative to the leakage of Madeira wine, and of some 

complaints of the same from our Presidency at Fort St. George, as well as of 
the [short] gauge of the casks (a particular, which although you have not men¬ 

tioned we make no doubt there were the same reasons for), we have made the 

strongest representations thereon to our correspondents at Madeira, and we 

hope with good effect, but in order to prevent as much as possible any future 

complaints, we have concerted and agreed with them, that the wines shall 
be upwards of a year old before they are shipped, by which they will be better 

assured of the quality, and as the fermentation by that time will be in a great 
measure over, it will in some degree prevent the leakage so much complained 

of. They are likewise to take particular care that the casks are made up to 

hold completely one hundred and fifteen gallons each, and before shipping 

them they are to call upon the captain either to see every cask gauged and full 

himself or depute one of his officers for that purpose. They are to draw out 

certificates of the particulars of such gauge to be signed by themselves and the 

captain or his officers aforesaid, one of which is to be sent to us, one delivered 

to the captain, and the others forwarded to Fort William and Fort St. 
George. All the Company's wines for the future are to have our mark burnt on 

each cask, as it has been intimated that some of our commanders have had 

their pipes made up to guage considerably less than the company's standard of 

one hundred and fifteen gallons, and as it is possible that such casks may have 

been delivered in lien of some of the company's, it may in some measure 

account for the short gauge so frequently complained of from Fort St. George, 
to prevent which in future the marking the Company's casks only as before- 

mentidned will be very useful. And we have further given positive directions as 
you will observe by Captain Webb's instructions that he does not ship or suffer 

to be shipped upon his own account or that of any of his ships's company any 
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pipe or pipes of wine but what shall contain the full quantity of one hundred and 

fifteen gallons each. These precautions will be continued every seasori\3ffd 

we desire you will let us know what effect they have by sending to us a vetyll 

particular account from year to year of the condition of the wines consigned 

to you for our information and having justice done with, if there appears 
reason to apply for it. 

44. You are to observe that the commander and ship's company of the 

Warwick have the usual indulgence of twenty pipes of wine. 

45. Although all the treasure by the Warwick and the four Coast and 

China ships was consigned to the President and Council of Fort St. George, yet 

it being our intention that as considerable a remittance should be made out 

of it to you as can possibly be spared, we have given the necessary directions 

thereupon and we hope you will in good time receive the benefit of it 
accordingly. 

46. These ships, the Ilchester, Worcester, Grantham, Fox and Elizabeth 

are first to proceed to Fort St. George in order to deliver some few consign¬ 

ments which could not be got ready in time for the first sett of ships or which 

were not able to take in, but the bulk of their cargoes as well treasure as goods 

are consigned to you, for the particulars of which we refer you to the respective 
invoices and bills of lading. 

47. We have acquainted our President and Council of Fort St. George 

accordingly that they are to detain these ships as little as possible, and no 

longer than may be necessary for coining [or] exchanging such part of the 

treasure into rupees as you shall intimate to them may be necessary for carrying 

on your investment and the other current expences of your settlements; having 

also acquainted them that the said treasure, being principally intended as we 

have consigned it for Bengal, we have added a strong injunction that they 

are not to detain a dollar of it more than is really and absolutely necessary for 

our [service] upon the coast of Choromandel. 

48. Upon the presumption that you will desire part of the said treasure to 

be exchanged or coined, we have sent the several invoices first to Fort St. 

George which are to be forwarded upon each respective ship to you together 

with an account of what the President and Council detain, if any, and what 

alterations [are] made by shipping rupees in lieu of bullion taken out. 

49. The woollen consignment by these ships for your Presidency consists 
of about six hundred and sixty bales of cloth, three hundred and sixteen 

bales of long ells, and seven hundred and ninety pieces of yard and half wide 

long ells in seventy nine bales. The consignments to Fort St. George do not 

exceed one hundred and forty bales of cloth and twenty bales of long ells. 

Those to Bombay will be about fourteen hundred bales of cloth but no long 

ells, over and above five hundred and forty six bales of cloth, four hundred and 

four bales of long ells containing ten pieces in each, forty bales of shalloons 

and some few other particulars which are laden on the Prince Edward for the 
Gombroon and Bussorah markets. 

50. It is necessary you should be informed that we have intimated to the 
President and Council at Fort St. George that if they should be under any 

difficulties in the disposal of their woollen goods and are assured they may go 
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off to greater advantage in Bengal or at Bombay, in such case they are to con¬ 

sign them accordingly, agreeable to the advices they shall receive horn either 

Presidency; we have great hopes however that they will not be under the 

necessity of making use of this expedient, when it is considered how small the 

consignment to them is the present season, and that none were sent them the 

former year. 

51. It is with much concern we observe that woollen goods have for some 

time past proved so heavy an article, not only as disappointing the Company 

in their particular views of profit but impeding their more general and 

national design of vending large quantities in Bengal; however, as your last 

advices give us an account of your having in a manner cleared your godowns, 

we are in hopes to find your following sales have proved more advantageous, 

and as we have frequendy expressed how much we have at heart the extention 

of this branch of our commerce, we shall expect you will exert yourselves in 

promoting it equal to our wishes and the utmost of your power; in the mean 

rime we cannot but approve of your disposing of the ordinary red and poppin- 

jay sortments although at a very small advance upon the invoice price, 

but we must add that we shall depend upon your never putting up the 

woollens in future under the established rate of fifteen per cent advance upon 

the invoice price without an apparent and unavoidable necessity for such 

a measure. 

52. In part of the copper consigned to you on the ships Worcester, 

Grantham, llchester and Elizabeth there is about thirty tons in small bars 

in imitation of Japan copper, notwithstanding which consignment we have 

given leave to the President and Council at Fort St. George to take out a 11 or 

any part thereof if they judge it will come to a good market there. You will 

be advised by them of what is done in consequence of this liberty. 

53. We hope to find the engagement for Captain Buchanan’s making 

gunpowder will in the event prove what you assert, that it will be the most rea¬ 

sonable in price as well as the securest method for having it of a good quality, 

but we cannot help observing that this matter does not seem to have had a due 

consideration, as die very day he delivered in his proposals to the Board they 

were immediately agreed to, and it does not appear any previous steps were 

taken to examine into them. 

54. By your letter of the 4th of March we observe you had just received 

a very welcome remittance of one hundred and twenty thousand rupees from 
Bombay. We shall not only lay our commands upon that Presidency for 

sending to you from time to time what they can spare, but we shall, by the 

shipping consigned thither this season, enable them as far as the present 

circumstances will admit to comply with such our commands. 

55. In your letter of the 4th March you mention Mr. HolwelTs3 having 

made a minute in relation to establishing a residency at Agra, and a motion 
to send some small adventures of our staples to the inland marts, such as 

Radnagore, Cutwa, Maulda and other aurungs under the conduct and manage¬ 

ment of our junior servants; you transmit us the minute and motion and 

promise to give your sentiments upon the last by the advices of next season. 

We must therefore defer giving any directions thereon, until we have received 
your sentiments agreeable to your promise, 
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Thirdly, of investments 

56. We now transmit to you the annual lists of the investment to be pro¬ 

vided at Fort William and its subordinate settlements, in which we have made 

such observations as we judged necessary for your information and guidance, 

to all which you must give due attention, and strictly follow the several direc¬ 

tions therein also contained. We could have been glad it had gone by the 

Coast and China ships, but the lateness of the sale arising from the detention 

of our homeward bound shipping and the many difficulties which the present 

general situation of affairs have thrown in the way prevented it. We 

hope, however, it will come to your hands in time to answer the main 

of our intentions, especially as we must suppose you made a beginning early 

in the season. 

57. The method of conducting the Calcutta investment by gomasiahs 

under the direction of a committee of warehouse meets with our entire appro¬ 

bation ; the only objection it seems at present liable to, is the hazard run by 

trusting the gomastahs, many of them at least, with money and goods to rather 

too large an amount, as appears by the accounts you transmitted to us by 

the Denha?n. We should be glad the business could be carried on with smaller 

advances, but as you assure us you have given the strictest attention and have 

taken every precaution in your power to prevent our estates being embezzled 

or bad debts, we must depend upon the faithful continuance of your care in 

this most important branch of the Company's affairs, and that whenever and 

wherever you find it practicable, you will reduce the amount of the advances 

to the gomastahs to such a compass as will prevent any considerable loss. 

58. The great utility of having a large quantity of saltpetre ready at our 

several Presidencies is evinced by the return of all our expected ships, as well 

those of the last as the preceeding season, by the assistance of that article; 

the number of ships proceeding to India this year together with the demand 

for it in this time of war, makes this measure extremely necessary to be con¬ 
tinued ; you are therefore to make a provision accordingly to the amount of two 

thousand tons or thereabouts upon the best terms and conditions you can, in 

doing which we must entirely depend upon your care and attention, and we 

must here give it as a hint that, if it is possible, some other merchants should 

be encouraged to make their proposals to you, as the most effectual method 

for lowering the price, the whole dealing in this article seeming at present to 

be engrossed by Omichund4, who will consequently always set and bring you 
to his price. * 

59. Upon turning your eyes upon the list of shipping and upon consider¬ 
ing the advices received from our other settlements, you will very easily know 

what quantities of saltpetre will be necessary for the assisting in loading home 

the several ships from each, and you are accordingly to supply them at such 

times and by such conveyances as shall be most convenient as well to them 

as you, observing that it is our intention to have laden in the whole from 

Bengal and the other settlements together, on the ships to be dispatched in 

the season of the year 1757, to the amount of the beforementioned two 
thousand tons or thereabout. 

60. The dearness and debasements in the quality of the investments at the 

subordinate settlements, together with the frequent disappointments in quan- 
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tities, the bad debts contracted, and many other causes of complaint induced 

us to express our apprehensions in a pretty strong manner and occasioned 

the directed enquiries in our General Letter of the 31st January, 1755. We find 

our servants at Cossimbuzar and Dacca have in their letters to you, which were 

intended for our inspection, shewn a great concern at our censures and endea¬ 

voured to evince they have, according to times and circumstances, used their 

best and faithfullest endeavours to serve the Company. We own we have no 

particular reason to suspect their integrity; on the contrary, Mr. Watts5, in 

particular, stands well in our esteem. But still the enquiries we directed 

were very necessary, and the methods of conducting their investments wanted 

much to be regulated, both which the gentlemen of your Supravising 

Committee have assured us they would take under their consideration after 

the dispatch of the shipping then on hand. As we may therefore very soon 

expect the result of their enquiries and your sentiments and proceedings 

thereon, it is unnecessary and premature to give any directions on this head 

until we have seen them. 

61. We cannot help thinking that your plan of providing the Calcutta 

investment may be easily and very usefully introduced at the subordinates, 

Cossimbuzar in particular, which we recommend to your most serious consi¬ 

deration. At the same time you are to turn in your thoughts what Mr. Watts 

and his Council has intimated as to appointing a broker, and upon the whole 

determine upon such methods as will be the safest and least expensive to the 
Company. 

62. Whether the expences at Cossimbuzar may not be greatly reduced 

is a point which falls likewise very naturally under your consideration, and as 

we cannot but think it feasible,- we shall expect that you do accordingly put 

that settlement upon a different and more saving footing than it is at present. 

The like attention must be had to the expences of the other subordinates, 

but more particularly that at Dacca, which likewise may be regulated much to 
the Company’s benefit. 

63. The goods received from Dacca this season are considerably amended, 

more especially the stitched sortments such as the tanjeebs, terrindams, and 

doreas, particularly the latter; this we must do our servants the justice to own ; 

at the same time we cannot avoid remarking that the defence made by the late 

Mr. Clerembault6 and his Council upon our just and repeated complaints of the 

badness of their investments for some time past is very slight, and by no means 

satisfactory, and that part especially which respects Mr. Wogan we think 

plainly shews they were not ignorant of his illicit manner of trading; however, 

as Mr. Clerembault is no more, we shall instead of further animadversions only 

say that we hope the future good conduct of our servants at that settlement 
will make amends for what is past. 

64. You have stated so many objections against Mr. Baillie’s proposal for 

renting the pergunnah of Luckipore, that it does not seem to be a measure 

proper to be carried into execution; however, if upon further consideration 

you find the advantages will be great and you are thoroughly satisfied that the 
umbrage it may give the neighbouring phousdar and zemindars can be 

entirely avoided, and that you [run no] risque of embroiling our affairs with 

the country Government, [we] say in such cases we shall leave it to your 
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discretion to do herein as shall appear upon the whole to be most for the 

Company’s interest. 

Fourthly, of the trade of India and transactions with the 

country Governments 

65. As the affair of Deepchund’s deposit7 falls more properly under the 

eighth head, we shall there give you the necessary directions for bringing it to 

an issue. 

66. It is with much concern we observe in your detail of transactions with 

the country Government, that every circumstance and opportunity affords pre¬ 

tences for exactions. It is impossible for us to mark out any precise rules for 

your conduct; in general we can only say, that you are to be jealous in pre¬ 

serving our phirmaund, rights and privileges, and when any sums of money 

are demanded, or any oppression endeavoured to be laid upon our trade or 

otherways, that you will obviate or settle them upon the best terms you can, in 

doing which our great dependance must be placed on your sense and care. 

“'67. Among other many unreasonable demands, that made upon you for 

the Cotmahs’ effects is of a very pernicious nature, as it tends to render our 

protection of no effect, and subjecting the English flag to contempt; we find 

this affair was not brought to an issue upon the coming away of your last 

advices, but we hope your steadiness and resolution will disappoint 

Hookumbeg8 in his oppressive and lucrative views and confirm the rich natives, 

who reside in the Company’s limits, that their persons and effects will be secure. 

68. A further instance of very unfair proceedings appears in the affair 

of the chokeys, for after you thought our trade was sufficiently and effectually 

secured from their oppressions by ample grants from the Nabob, a pretence 

was set up of an equivalent to be made for those leased out under the 
pachowtrah drogha, amounting to about twelve thousand rupees, which we 

find was left to Mr. Watts and his Council to settle with Hookumbeg, with a 

caution, and indeed a very proper one, that it should not be made a president 

for the like demand from his successors. We hope to hear that this affair has 

been settled accordingly, and here we must add that, as many of these oppres¬ 

sions take their rise from great abuses in the dusticks, we shall depend upon 

your regulating them in such a manner as will most effectually prevent all 

pretences for complaint in future. 

69. We observe that upon Hookumbeg’s making a peremptory demand 

for sicca rupees two thousand three hundred, on account of the sugar pur¬ 

chasers, you had empowered the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar to pay him that 

sum, this is another instance of oppression which is now become in a manner 
annual. You must use your best endeavours to prevent its being established 

as a custom, and we do expect that you will take care to collect from those per¬ 
sons who have the benefit of that trade all impositions it is the occasion of. 

70. We cannot as yet see sufficient reasons for dispensing with the recom¬ 

mendations in (nir letter of the 31th of January 1755, with respect to the im¬ 
portation of your ships and vessels at foreign ports upon the coast of Choro- 

mandel; at the same time we do assure you that we have given and shall give 

the necessary directions to our President and Council of that Presidency to 
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give you all the assistance in their power to facilitate your business there in 

general, and in particular that you may not in future have any reason to com¬ 

plain of the want of boats, and as we are willing to give all reasonable liberty 

of trade consistently with the interest of the Company’s revenues, you may 

depend upon our resuming the consideration of this affair whenever we are 
assured it is a real grievance. 

71. The 105th paragraph of your letter of the 8th of December 1755 is of 

so very extraordinary a nature that we could never have expected from any 

of our servants who had the least regard to decency; it is no other than a 

tacit request to trade with new comers for your own private benefit to the 

apparent prejudice of the Company, though you do not vouchsafe to think the 

last the case. If any of the Prussian ships want the usual assistance of water, 

provisions or real necessaries, they are to be supplied according to the custom 

of nations in amity one with the other, but you are on no pretence whatsoever 

to have any dealings with them or give the least assistance in their mercantile 

affairs, for it is a very bad argument that because the French and Dutch 

Companys’ servants make no scruple to provide and sell them such sortments 

of goods as they are in want of, that therefore you only are sufferers; if they 

have so litde regard to the interest of their employers, the more is the [reason] 

we expected juster sentiments of duty from you. 

72. As our servants upon the west coast of Sumatra have not hitherto 

been in any degree of equality upon a footing in respect to the trade and other 

emoluments with those in the other parts of India, we have in our letter to 

them by the Falmouth under date of the 29th of December last agreed to give 

them the encouragements therein mentioned, which we think proper here to 

insert word for word for your information, and we strictly charge you to 

observe and comply with the same for their benefit and advantage so far 

as you have, or may have, any concerns or connections in trade or otherways 
with them viz., 

“Having maturely considered the situation of our servants upon the West 

Coast establishment with respect to the hardships they lye under in their trade, 

and being very desirous that they should carry on the same as much to their 

advantage as any other of our servants whatsoever, and at the same time 

having a view, by a reasonable encouragement, to encrease the Company’s 

revenues rather by promoting an extensive trade than levying heavy duties, 

we have thought proper to direct that the regulations made by the President 

and Council of Fort St. George in their letter to you under date of the 21th 

October 1754 be annulled and they are accordingly hereby declared void, and 

in lieu of them the following regulations are hereby ordered and directed to 
take place and to be observed upon the receipt of this letter, and that they may 

take effect in the other parts of India, we shall communicate them with the 

necessary injunctions to our Presidencies at Fort St. George, Bombay, and Fort 
William. 

“The Company’s servants upon the establishment of the west coast of 

Sumatra and all persons there under the protection of the Company are to 
have the liberty of resorting to, and trading at, all and any of the Company’s 

settlements in the East Indies, and at all other places within the Company’s 
limits, in as full, free, and extensive a manner as the rest of the Company’s 

servants and others residing under their protection at their Presidencies and 
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other settlements do at present, they paying the Company’s duties at all such 
places, according to the usual and customary methods and rates established at 

such places. 

“The trade upon the West Coast is to be reciprocally and in like manner 
open and free to all the rest of the Company’s servants in the East Indies, 
and all such persons as trade under the Company’s protection. 

“That all the persons described above residing the west coast of 
Sumatra, who shall resort or trade either themselves or their agents to Fort St. 
George, Fort William, Bombay and their respective dependancies, are to buy 
and sell publickly or privately as they themselves shall chuse, to deal freely 
and without restraint with whoever they shall think proper, and if contrary 
to this article they shall be oppressed or injured by any person or 
persons whatsoever, such person or persons, let their rank be what it may, 
will incur our highest displeasure, and shall certainly feel the weight of our 
resentment. 

“All persons trading to the west coast of Sumatra are reciprocally to have 
the freedom of trading as described in the preceeding article. 

“That with respect to the trade upon the West Coast, the following regu¬ 
lations be observed viz., 

“That a duty of two per cent be ad valorem levied and paid on all goods 
imported from any parts of the East Indies of what kind soever, except 
as hereafter otherways provided for, and in order to ascertain the said 
duty the goods so imported are to be rated at ten per cent under the 
market price. 

“No duties are to be levied on Europe commodities manifested in England 
and indulged by us, as they principally consist of necessaries and provisions 
for the use of our servants. 

“That instead of a prohibition of Buggese, Java, Bally, Atcheen, Padang 
and such kinds of clouting or piece goods, a duty of fifteen per cent ad valorem 
be laid on them, rating the same at ten per cent under the market price. 

“That all other imports as benjamin, camphire, swallow^ tobacco, gongs 
&ca pay a duty of five per cent ad valorem, except gold, silver, rice, paddy, and 
provisions of all kinds, that the value of such goods be estimated ten per cent 

under the market price. 

“That goods meant by the preceeding article when re-exported from the 
West Coast within the year (having the package entire) to any of the Com¬ 
pany’s settlements in India shall have a drawback of three per cent, in consi¬ 
deration of the fresh customs they are to pay to the Company. 

“That the above duties be collected at all the settlements upon the West 
Coast subordinate to Fort Marlborough. 

“That for the better securing the Company’s duties all goods laden on the 
West Coast for any parts of India, or on the contrary, from any parts of India 
to the West Coast, shall be regularly manifested at the several and . respective 
places they are laden, and certificates thereof signed by the Company’s Govern- 
ours. Chiefs and other proper person ox persons. • 

“That whoever shall land goods without making a proper entry of theta 

n—z 
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shall forfeit the goods so landed, one half to the informer, and the other 

half to the Company. 

“That all private merchandize laden on board the Company’s sloops or 

other vessels be regularly manifested and pay a freight to be collected by the 

Sea Customer viz., two per cent to and from Batavia and one per cent to and 

from any of the Company’s settlements on the West Coast. 

“That private merchandize shipped on board the Company’s vessels for 

Fort St. George or any other of the Company’s Presidencies or their subordi¬ 

nates be likewise manifested to pay freight there, and that the captains or 

masters of such vessels receive no goods on board without a permit signed by 

the Secretary, and the said freight shall be ascertained before such merchandize 

is shipped and regular certificate thereof signed by the Company’s Governour, 

Chiefs or other proper person or persons. 

“It being our intention that our servants on the West Coast should have 

the liberty of importing goods from any parts of India, and the beforegoing 

regulations being made in consequence thereof, the order therefore contained 

in the letter from the Presidency of Fort St. George of the 21th October 1754, by 

which all piece goods imported on the West Coast are prohibited, except such 

as were manifested at Fort St. George, is at an end. 

“In the said letter of the 21th October 1754, opium, iron and salt are 

entirely reserved to the Company and all other persons are prohibited from 
trading therein; with respect to opium and iron, the prohibition is from hence¬ 

forward to cease, and you are at liberty to trade therein as formerly; 

as to the sale of salt it is still to be reserved to the Company, but 

our servants are to be at liberty to purchase any quantities that can be spared 

for exportation, they paying for the same after the rate of forty dollars for 

a coyan ” 

73. The beforegoing regulations are not calculated solely for the benefit 

of our servants upon the West Coast, but that the trade there shall be open to 

all other persons therein mentioned, in as full a manner as at all our other 

setdements; you are to take care therefore that as far as we have any concerns 
therein, they are carried into execution accordingly so as may best answer our 

intentions. 

74. The general situation of affairs and the necessary directions in this 

time of danger, as well with respect to the French as your concerns with the 

country Government, will be communicated by the gentlemen of the Secret 

Committee to the President and the rest of the gentlemen of the Select 

Committee at Fort William. 

75. Your care and vigilance is not to be confined to your Presidency only, 

but must in this dangerous juncture extend to the general interest of the 
Company wherever and whenever it is in your power to be of service; for this 

purpose a good harmony must be kept up with our other Presidencies that you 

may mutually assist each other, and here it is necessary you should be inform¬ 

ed that we have reminded our Governour and Council of Fort St. George 

of the defenceless condition of our valuable setdements in Bengal, and have 

accordingly recommended it to them to give such assistance as may tend so far 

as lyes in their power to their preservation whenever there appears a necessity 

for it. 
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Fifthly, of fortifications, buildings and revenues 

16. The death of Colonel Scott, and the want of able people for under¬ 
taking such an important work as the fortifying Fort William, has almost 
totally disconcerted our designs, but we have some prospect of engaging in the 
Company’s service a gentlemen of tried abilities and known skill as an 
engineer, but this at present we can only hint for your information,* in the 
mean time as the war with France justly alarms us, and we cannot but be 
apprehensive that your settlement may be liable to an attack, we empowered 
the Secret Committee to give some directions on this head which they com¬ 
municated to the President in a letter dated the 25th of May last by His 
Majesty’s ship Triton, also by the Prince Henry packet, in duplicates by each 
ship with directions for their being forwarded to Bengal from the places where 
those ships were first destined, which letter we hope will have long since come 
to the President’s hands; however we shall now in general adopt the same 
what follows. 

77. We are to inform you then that as we cannot at present think 
of any person so fit and capable in all respects to fortify Fort William 
in an effectual manner as Captain John Brohier, our present Engineer 
upon the coast of Choromandel, we hope, in consequence of the orders sent 
by the Committee of Secrecy, he has or will be able to proceed accordingly 
to Bengal. 

78. Since the death of Colonel Scott we observe the affair of the fortifica¬ 
tions has fallen under the directions and thoughts of different people, whose 
sentiments are accordingly various, and in particular Mr. Simpson seems to 
think that gentleman’s planns inconvenient and expensive ; this with all other 
opinions must therefore be well weighed and considered by you previous to 
your engaging in any expensive works. 

79. Notwithstanding the directions in our General Letter of the 11th 
of February 1756, on being informed of the death of Colonel Scott, to suspend 
the carrying into execution that gentleman’s plan, the President, in concert 
with the Select Committee and with you as our General Council, are when 
necessary to concert with Captain Brohier the proper measures for imme¬ 
diately rendering our settlement at Fort William defencible against the French 
or any other European force ; he is to be furnished with any plans and projects 
of the late Mr. Robins as well as Colonel Scott’s that are procurable; he is to 
have all necessary informations, intelligence and advice, from all which he is to 
consider of and form a plan for a fortification which according to the best of 
his judgment will be effectual in the present conjuncture as well as for the future 
at die least possible expence; after the President, in concert with the Select 
Committee and you as our General Council when necessary, have well considered 
the said plan, together with an estimate of the time, expence, materials and 
workmen necessary to compleat it, if you approve thereof, you are to carry the 
same forthwith into execution, in the manner and method laid down in our 
several letters of late, particularly such as were given during the time of 
Colonel Scott. * 

80. Captain Brohier must, whenever the fortifications and works are 
under consideration, have a seat and a voice at the Council Board, and agree¬ 
able: to the method at Fort St. George, you sue to appoint a standing 
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committee to consider of ways and means for carrying on the works with 

oeconomy and to the greatest advantage as well in providing materials 

as in all other branches; such a committee must constantly subsist, and 

Captain Brohier must be always a member of it, and they are to report their 

proceedings from time to time to the Council Board for your information 

and are to carry into execution all such directions as you shall think proper 

to give them. 

81. By the death of Colonel Scott we were deprived of the estimates of the 

expences of the works projected by him, but we shall expect by the earliest 

conveyances all such as may be necessary for our information in the works to 

be constructed and carried on under Captain Brohier, as well as the plans, 

drawings and sections of them; these we should have been glad to have been 

furnished with, before giving positive directions for beginning the said works, 

but as the present dangerous juncture will not admit of such a necessary pre¬ 

caution, we must recommend it to you to begin with such part of the plan as 

will be of the most immediate use and may be of future utility, even upon the 

supposition that we should not approve of the whole of Captain Brohier’s 

intended plan or project. 

82. As during the proceedings in this work, as well as previous to the 

undertaking them, many things may occur in which great secrecy will be 

necessary, such therefore are to fall under cognizance of, and be transacted 

by, the Select Committee to be communicated to you when they shall judge 

it safe and proper. 

83. The beforegoing directions are given upon the supposition that 

Mr. Brohier can be spared to proceed to you, but if contrary to our expecta¬ 

tions he does not come to Bengal, you are then, with the best assistance you 

have or can procure from such persons as are best qualified in the engineering 

way, only to set about such works as are immediately necessary for the defence 

of the place, in which you are to have a view to their utility when a future 

regular plan can be formed by such person as shall be appointed by us for 

that purpose. 

84. In case Captain Brohier is or shall be in Bengal for the before- 

mentioned purposes, he is still to be our Engineer General upon the coast 

of Choromandel, and likewise to have the benefit of his artillery company, 

the pay and appointments for both which you will be informed of by the 
President and Council at Fort St. George and it must be paid to him 

accordingly by you; when we are apprized of his services in Bengal we shall 

duly consider them, in the mean time all his extraordinary expences must be 

paid. 

85. In our letter of the 31th January 1755, you [were] directed to make 

and transmit to us your remarks upon Mr. HolwelFs state of the revenues 
therein mentioned and among other things to point out the advantages and 

disadvantages of the present plan and what alterations and regulations you 

thought necessary to be made, as well for the ease and benefit of the people 

as the advantage of the Company. Upon this we find it was referred to a 
committee to examine into the same and to report, accordingly a report we 

find was made on the 16th of February 1756, containing a statement only 

of what was well known [...] viz., the revenues of 1751 compared with 
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Mr. Hoi well’s for 1753, adding that it was all they imagined it requisit for 
them to do as they esteemed any thing else the business of the Board; this 
report is mentioned to be read on that day’s Consultation, but not a single 
observation made or resolution formed thereon; we are unwilling to suppose 
this any other than an inadvertency, and in consequence shall depend upon 
your next letters bringing satisfactory answers to our beforementioned 
directions. 

86. It is true that the committee, in a report to the Board on the 2d 
November previous to the sale of the farms, recommended the taking of the 
dutys upon some articles for the benefit of the poor, which produced a 
regulation with regard to a ferry, but this has but a small connection with 
the enquirys directed, does not invalidate what is mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. 

87. The difference in the amount of the Zemindary revenues, between 
the two cutcherry years you mention, of rupees 21349-4-3 is more than 
accounted for by the difference of the credits from the gunge and the export 
duty on grain owing as it is represented to the excessive dearness of grain at 
Baker Gunge; under such circumstances we must always leave it to your 
discretion to keep the duty of the gunge in your hands or otherways as shall 
be most for the general good of the inhabitants as well as the Company. The 
prospect of a plenty of grain the succeeding seasons affords some hopes 
however of seeing this branch of our revenues in your next statements in a 
more advantagious light. 

88. Upon your representing that the 5 per cent duty on sale of houses 
created universal clamour and is esteemed very burthensome, and that 
therefore it will be more eligible to relinquish it, we do assure you and in 
course all the inhabitants of Calcutta that we have a tender regard to their 
ease and do therefore consent that the said duty be laid aside; at the same 
time we cannot avoid taking notice of the Insolent behaviour of Captain Durand 
as tending to such a contempt of our authority as ought never to be borne; 
your denying him therefore the Company’s protection was a very proper 
measure, more especially as we know of no license he has ever had to reside 
in any place in India, but we hope it will induce others to behave to you with 
the decency in future as may prevent any further complaints of this or any 
other kind where our authority is struck at through the sides of you our 
representatives; if Captain Durand continues to misbehave you have our 
directions for sending him home immediately, as you are likewise any other 
person or persons who shall be guilty of any kind of insolent behaviour and 
contempt of your authority. 

89. By your letter of the 23th of February 1756, you seem to expect our 
directions for resetling Patna factory by these ships, although at the same 
time you acknowledge you could not give your final judgment upon the 
advantages of such a measure without informing yourselves of some very 
material matters therein mentioned, which you say you had not then time 
sufficient to do. We observe that on the 22th December you directed some 
statements to be drawn out necessary to form a judgment on this affair, they 
were laid before you on the 9th of February, on the 16th Mr. PearksV minute 
is entered1 orr Consultation referring to some accounts stated by him, the last 

C5®a4mtion yoH have- transmitted ro us wasMdoa 23dv tte same 
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month when your General Letter was dated, on which day not a word is 

entered relating to the Patna affair. We mention these particulars to shew 

that as a Board you have not examined the said accounts (which appear upon 

a general view of them to be in some respects fallaciously stated) or even had 

this affair under your consideration in such a deliberating manner as the 

importance thereof and our commands of the 31th January 1755 required, 

and in consequence your sentiments, as expressed in your before mentioned 

letter, are clashing and confused. It is impossible therefore to give you any 

final orders for resetling Patna this season, but we direct that you take a 

careful view of the accounts beforementioned, together with your whole 

proceedings, and give us distinctly and clearly your opinions jointly or 

seperately and the reasons that induc[e] you for such opinions, whether it will 

be advantagious to settle at Patna or not, and if you are for resetling, to give 

us the whole of the plan which according to the best of your judgment it 

will be proper to proceed on, as well pervious to your taking posession as 

afterwards. 

90. As you have pointed out a method for setling the assamysf accounts, 

we recommend it to, and do empower, you to proceed upon and finish the 

same as a previous step necessary to be taken before resetling Patna, provided 

it can be done at no great expence. Another very material measure is the 

fixing the durbar as well as all other country Government charges upon a 

certain and easy footing which you are likewise previously to treat upon, and 

you are to consider what number of people will be necessary to carry on the 

business at Patna, and the expence which will attend the same upon the most 

frugal plan you can think of, and in course very different from the old method ; 

your adjusting these points will greatly conduce to our sending final direc¬ 

tions with respect to this settlement. 

Sixthly and seventhly, of covenant and military 

servants & their accounts 

91. We have chosen Mr. Edward Barwell to be a writer upon the Bengal 

establishment and he accordingly took his passage on the ship Warwick. 

92. As you have for the present a sufficient number of writers we have 

not chosen any other for your Presidency this season than Mr. Barwell 
aforesaid. 

93. We now transmit to you, according to annual custom, lists of all 

such persons as have our permission to reside in the East Indies under the 

Company’s protection, who proceed accordingly on the ships of this season. 

94. We insist upon all our covenant servants executing fresh covenants 

as they come of age, and giving the usual security according to their rank 

in the service agreeable to our repeated orders, and particularly of the 11th 
of February 1756, and we expect that you do see the same punctually 

complyed with. Although you have had a sufficient number of blank cove¬ 

nants sent you from time to time, yet to prevent all excuses we now transmit 
you twenty four by these ships. 

95. We are very sensible that if such unbecoming behaviour as 

Mr, Plaisted’s was to be passed over without a proper resentment, it would 
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lessen you in the eyes of the whole settlement, and render your authority as 

a Board and our immediate representatives contemptible; your suspending 

him from our service therefore was a very right measure. Although we have 

a due sense of Mr. Plaisted’s former services and have a good opinion of his 

honesty, yet there appears such a turbulence in his temper that we cannot 

think will be for the interest of, or advantagious to, the Company to let him 

return to India (from whence he voluntarily came after his suspension) and 

therefore have not complyed with his request for that purpose. 

96. Mr. William Me Gwire10, who came to England by your permission 

under the apprehension of Mr. Plaistead’s doing him ill offices with us, does 

by our permission now return to his station at your Presidency, his absence 

being not on any account to be a prejudice to his standing; it is necessary 

however to inform you that Mr. Me Gwire was called before us when sitting 

as a Court, and was acquainted from the chair that the above permission 

was granted him in consideration of your representations of his good 

behaviour since the rash action he had been guilty of against Mr. Plaisted 

and the Court's expectations from thence of his never giving cause of future 
complaint. 

97. We cannot quit this subject without observing that, could the deposi¬ 

tions taken before you as a bench of justices have been produced to you 

previous to your writing the 163rd paragraph of your General Letter of the 

7 th December 1754, much trouble might have been avoided on every hand, 

but to our great surprize they are therein said to be lost. We mention this 

principally to caution you against trusting to your memory in future by taking 

care that all law proceedings are deposited in places where they may be 

always readily found. 

98. When the directions were given in our General Letter of the 24th 

January 1753, that no person who by his standing was of Council at Fort 

William should continue Chief of any subordinate settlement, and for shifting 

the junior servants from one settlement to another, we thought they were 

measures that would answer very good purposes, but we are since well satisfied 

that many inconveniencys will flow from a continuance of those regulations. 

We do therefore hereby repeal them, and we do henceforward leave it to you 
to employ our covenant servants in such places for such times and in general 

in such a manner as according to the best of your judgment will be most for 

the interest of the Company, having a strict regard to their qualifications for 

their present employs and their being in the way of gaining experience to fill 

the superior stations they may gradually advance to, with ability and 

reputation; you are to observe however that this general direction is not 

intended to break into the equitable rule of promoting our servants 

according to seniority in the service, when there is no reasonable objection to 
the contrary. 

99. Being sensible that the post of Head Assistant at the cutcherry 

requires a close attention as well as good qualifications, we do not at present 

disaprove of your annexing thereto the same salary as is allowed several 

deputies in the other offices, that is to say five hundred sicca rupees a year, 

but we defer our entire confirmation of the same until you have transmitted 

to us your remarks upon the state pf the Zerryndary business as mentipnetj 

nncjer the 5th head, 
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100. We must here acquaint you that for the future you are not 

to create any new salarys or allowances or make any additions to old 

customary ones without previously stating to us the reasons for any necessity 

of such salarys or allowances and having our consent for the same; we 

mean this principally with respect to our covenant and military servants, being 

sensible that in other employments and in extraordinary cases you must 

have some latitude which we hope you will make use of with frugality and 
discretion. 

101. You have handed to us a pretty extraordinary request of Mr. Pearks’s 

for an additional salary to support as he term[s] it the dignity of his station ; it 

being merely transmitted without a single observation of yours upon it, we 

see no reason for deviating from the established rules of the Company, and 

therefore Mr. Pearks is to have no additional allowance either as one of the 

Council or for his present employ as Accountant. 

102. We take it for granted that upon the receipt of our letter of the 

11th February 1756 Mr. Baillie11 who you took into Council upon the demise 

of Mr. Clerembault again quitted it and we confirm the orders we then gave 

that Mr. Baillie be not admitted to have a seat in Council without our 
particular orders. 

103. We could have wished Mr. Frankland12 had continued in his post 

of Assistant Export Warehouse Keeper until the arrival of our last season’s 

letter, as we apprehend the notice we there took of him and the allowance 

we ordered to be made would have been inducements for his continuing 

therein, until some other person could have been qualified for it. He is still 

to have his option of his returning to that post if he thinks fit, but if that is 

not his choice some person of a superior rank to Mr. Nathan Drake is to be 

appointed, as we cannot think, from his standing in the service and for that 

reason only, he can be properly qualified for a post of so much importance 
to the Company. 

104. You are strictly to observe our orders of last season not 
to allow to any other Assistant Export Warehouse Keeper than 

Mr. Frankland the two thousand rupees a year there mentioned without 
our express leave. 

105., We have no objection to your giving all fitting encouragement to 

Mr. John Knox senior, one of your assistant surgeons, or of his succeeding 

to any vacancys that may happen after such have been provided for who 

have prior recommendations from us, provided he continues to behave to 
your satisfaction. 

106. It hath been represented to us that one Dumbleton,13 acting as an 

attorney, was principally concerned in bringing the affair, in an extra-judicial 

manner, of Sarah Shaddow before the Mayor’s Court. We do not find that 
he resides in Bengal with leave from us, or under our licence; if that is the 

case and you find him inclinable to foment disputes, and of a litigious dispo¬ 
sition, you may send him home to Europe. 

107. We have acquainted the President and Council at Fort St. George 

that as we must attend to the security of our settlements in Bengal as well as 

to their Presidency, we could not comply with a proposal they made us for 
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having all the military sent out on the Coast and Bay ships enlisted for Fort 

St. George, to be afterwards drafted as they could spare them for Bengal, 

because when once they are incorporated with their troops, we were very 
apprehensive they would not easily part with them. The recruits therefore 

now sent in the ships Ilchester, Worcester, Grantham, Fox and Elizabeth are 

destined for Bengal, and as your garrison is extreemly wTeak, wTe have recom¬ 

mended it to the President and Council at Fort St. George to let them all 

proceed accordingly if possible to you, but if the service on the coast of 

Choromandel should be distressed without some of them, we could not avoid 

leaving it to their discretion (as we have done for some time past) to detain so 

many as are unavoidably necessary only, which recruits so to be detained are 

to be esteemed from thenceforward as belonging to the Fort St. George 

establishment. 

108. We send as many recruits on these ships as we can raise and they 

can conveniently carry, but as we cannot at this juncture, when the demands 

for the national forces are so great, ascertain their number until the time almost 

of the ships’ actual departure, we must refer you to the lists in the respective 

packets. 

109. You must, whenever there is a necessity for assistance, apply to the 

President and Council of Fort St. George who have our strong recommenda¬ 

tions to afford it, by draught from their troops or in such manner as will most 

effectually answer the purpose. 

110. As after all we are but too sensible of the very great weakness of 

your garrison, and the little prospect of putting it in a respectable condition 

by recruits from hence or Fort St. George, we must depend upon 

your raising as many Europeans in Bengal to strengthen it as can possibly 

be procured. 

111. For the reasons you give we do not disapprove of the permission given 

to Captain Fenwick to come to England; we shall give him leave to return 

to his station and duty in one of the ships of next season. 

112. As you represent Captain Lawrence Withrington to be the only 

person at your Presidency qualified to take charge of the artillery company 

vacant by the death of Captain Jasper Leigh Jones, we approve of your granting 

him a commission to command the same, as we perfectly agree in sentiments 

that it is of the utmost importance to keep up the practice and exercise of the 

artillery at this juncture in particular, and he is to continue in ye comand provi¬ 

sionally until you have our further orders. 

113. We observe that directions are given to Messrs Amyatt14 and 

Boddam15 to form a sett of regular books at Luckipore and Bulramgury, to be 

transmitted annually instead of the then method of keeping their accounts, but 

if the intent of your directions is only to bring on the former ballances upon 

the books from the time of your order it will not be satisfactory; for as those 

ballances have been increasing for several years, and no accounts given 

of the particulars which makes up the same, we direct that the whole 

of the accounts may appear upon the books that are to be formed, that we 

may thereby know our charges and how the several particulars have been 

disposed of. v 

114. Upon examination of the ballances of Cossimbuzar and Dacca 
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factories brought upon your general books ending April 1755, they stand as 
follow: 

Cossimbuzar factory for 

ballance by their books ... Rs. 1 1,26,246 10 0 

Difference of former books 40,706 0 6 
Tents and cannants sent 1751 not 
accounted for 428 12 0 

— — 11,67,381 6 6 

Dacca factory for 

ballance by their books Rs. 8,56,216 3 3 

Difference of former books 9,026 11 9 

AUiballies returned them in 1748 147 4 3 

A large budgerow sent thither ... 1,768 0 0 

Musters of cloths sent in 1752 and 

1754 not credited us for 79 3 0 
— — 1,994 7 3 

Rupees 8,67,237 6 3 

The difference of former books at Cossimbuzar factory of rupees 40,706-0-6 

and at Dacca factory of Rs. 9,026-11-9 have continued the same ever since the 

books ending 1748, from which time the accounts of those factories appear to 

have been properly adjusted, except as to the rupees 428-12-0 sent Cossimbuzar 

and rupees 1,994-7-3 sent to Dacca; it is therefore necessary to enquire what is 

become of the above differences, and the reasons why those factories have not 

charged themselves therewith. 

115. By our auditors’ remarks now transmitted to you it appears that bills 

of exchange were granted in August 1754 to the amount of rupees 1,87,812-9-0 

at which time there was but rupees 1,58,067-13-9 paid into the Company’s cash 

and the remaining sum of rupees 29,744-11-3 was not paid in until September 

and brought to account in October ; this matter must be fully explained to us, 

as we cannot at present see it in any other light than as a great irregularity in 

your accounts, or unfaithful conduct in drawing upon us without having pre¬ 

viously received a valuable consideration contrary to custom and our standing 
rules and orders. 

116. By the same remarks it appears that rupees 3,327-8-0 have been paid 

to the Hughly Phousdar for the annual piscash more than was paid in the 

preceeding or former years, which we apprehend to be a mistake by paying it 

twice over, or otherwise is a new charge that we are not apprized of; you must 

explain this to us and if it is an overcharge see that justice is done us. 

117. Your writing business has been better executed in the several books 
and papers received this season than for some time past, and fewer mistakes 

have appeared in the bills of exchange, but there is still great room for amend¬ 
ment in both, and we particularly desire you will recommend the writing the 

general books and consultations, general letters and all other books and papers 

of consequence in plain, full, round hands like what is practised here and at 

Fort St. George and Bombay, and not in the same loose hand which is too 
generally used at your Presidency. 
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118. We must observe to you that many heads may be curtailed on your 
general books by substituting the office instead of the person, the former never 
alters, and when a trust is delivered over from one servant to another it may 
be expressed in the journal; you are accordingly to regulate your books agree¬ 
able to this intimation. 

119. The institution of your Committee of Accounts, agreeable to our 
commands, is a measure it is with great pleasure we observe has been already 
productive of some good regulations, and as the proceedings of that Com¬ 
mittee hitherto appear very satisfactory, we shall depend upon their continu¬ 
ing such an application to the business that comes before them as will fully 
answer our expectations; there is one thing however they are deficient in and 
that is the reporting the amount of the several accounts they examine, which 
[in] general we observe are omitted, but for the future we ex[pect] that the 
amounts together with the ballances be in future mentioned both in their 
reports and on the face of your consultations for our better information. 

120. Your constituting committees of accounts at Cossimbuzar and 
Dacca meets with our approbation, and we recommend it to your care to see 
that they do the duty expected from them. 

121. We shall agreeable to your promise expect your book of standing 
orders by the next ships. It is unnecessary to comply with your request for 
our making a new digest of them, because as they are in the nature of a body 
of laws some will like them be according to times and circumstances obsolete, 
others useful on particular occasions, and many in the very nature of them 
permanent ,* your judgment therefore must determine which are in force, and 
which not. 

Eighthly, concerning the Charter 

122. In answer to the 93d paragraph of your letter of the 8th December 
1755 relating to Deepchund’s deposit and Coja WazeedV6 application to have 
it paid to him, we have advised with council upon it, and the papers relating 
to this affair being extreemely voluminuous, and His Majesty’s Sollicitor General 
who is our Standing Council being so engaged that we could not expect to 
receive his opinion and directions in time to return you an answer by the 
present shipping, and Mr. Hoskins an eminent Council at the Chancery Bar 
haying been formerly consulted upon the appeal to the King in Council and 
being thereby acquainted with the whole of this transaction, we thought proper 
to advise with him upon the present occasion and herewith we transmit you a 
copy of his opinion to which we direct you to conform. 

123. In consequence of this opinion you are to provide two persons (whom 
you are to indemnify as they shall require) one of which must apply for 
administration to Mr. Cole, and the other for administration to Mr. Goddard, 

124. As soon as these administrations are obtained, you must cause a bill 
to be filed in the Mayor’s Court, according to the form we send you herewith, 
in the names of Deepchund and Wazeed against yourselves as our President 
and Council, and against the persons to whom the administrations to Cole and 
Goddard shall be granted, and you and they are to be put in your several 
answers the forms of which we send you herewith. 
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125. When the answers are put in, as no proofs will be necessary, as all 
the facts are stated by the bill and admitted by the answers, the cause may be 
set down to be heard upon the bill and the answers, and the court may decree 
the deposit to be paid to Deepchund, he making satisfaction for what if any 
thing may be due to him from us. 

126. If any of the facts are mistated in the bill or answers, or any 
other circumstances have occurred which have not come to our knowledge 
and may be material to the case, the bill and answers must be altered in these 
respects, and particularly if the Company have no demand on Deepchund 
then so much of the bill and of your answer as has relation to such demand 
must be struck out of the one and the other. 

127. And in order to keep Wazeed from making any application to the 
durbar in the meantime, it may be proper to advise him and Deepchund with 
your proceedings, and to let them know that the forms of our laws make them 
necessary, but that you are in hopes soon to have the deposit at liberty, and 

that you will do them all the justice you can as soon as you have it in your 

power. 

128. We have considered of the 134th and subsequent paragraphs of 
your General Letter of the 8th February 1755 in relation to a dispute between 
the Mayor's Court and Mr. Holwell as Zemindar, occasioned by a decree of his 
in cutcherry between Mr. Demondtaguy and his wife and Sarah Shadow. 

129. We are sorry to find questions arise between the Mayor’s Court and 
the Zemindar about matters of jurisdiction ; if both parties would confine them¬ 
selves to what properly belong to each, these disputes might be avoided, but 
we have not at present time to consider their several powers so as to give parti¬ 
cular directions thereon. 

130. With respect to the matter immediately before us in regard to the 
cause between Demondtaguy and his wife and Sarah Shadow, and Mr. Holwell’s 
decree in cutcherry, it seems to have been irregularly taken up by the 

Mayor’s Court. 

131. A court of justice cannot take cognizance of any thing that happens 
unless it comes before them regularly in their judicial capacity in the ordinary 
and common form and course of proceedings, notwithstanding every member of 
the court may in his private capacity know and be acquainted with the fact 
and may in his own private judgment either approve or condemn it. 

132. The first thing that appears in the proceedings of the Mayor’s Court 
is a petition from Demondtaguy and his wife to be appointed guardians to 
Sarah Penis, a minor. 

133. The Mayor’s Court ought to have proceeded upon this petition, and 
upon the hearing of it should either have dismissed the petition or appointed 
the guardians as prayed; instead of this the Court, officiously and by a kind of 
intuitive knowledge, ask why Sarah Shadow, who made no application and 
whose name does not before appear, did not petition for the guardianship, and 
upon this the Court was informed of the proceedings in the cutcherry, and 
that the reason she did not apply was that she was afraid of incurring the dis¬ 
pleasure of the Zemindar. The Mayor’s Court upon this information and 
without any kind of proof as to the facts alledged take upon them to act in the 
nature of complainants, in a matter wherein they also intended to be judges* 
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and order Mr. Holwell to pay unto the Accountant General the value o£ certain 

particulars which he as judge in the cutcherry had ordered to be delivered over 

unto Demondtaguy and his wife, which order had been complied with. 

134. The whole of this transaction we apprehend to have been irregular, 

there being no complaint depending before the Court nor any evidence pro¬ 

duced upon which they could ground such proceedings. They were intro¬ 

duced from the private knowledge of the members, and the information of 

Mr. Dumbleton, and the orders made in consequence were without a proper 

foundation, and without hearing of the parties interested therein but seem 

calculated on purpose to create a dispute between the Mayor's Court and the 

Zemindar in a matter of jurisdiction, and that in a manner it was not possible 

to receive a proper determination so as to avoid a like dispute in any 

other case. 

135. The proper method for the Mayor's Court to have taken was to 

have appointed a guardian, and if sufficient matter had judicially appeared 

before them that the minor had suffered any injury, they might so far have 

taken notice of it, as to have recommended it to the guardian to have 

brought a bill in the name of the infant against the proper parties, stating the 

fact, the proceedings and decree in the cutcherry, and praying to have the 

particular things or the value of them paid or delivered over for the infant's 

benefit under the direction of the Court. 

136. To this bill Mr. Holwell and all the other parties must have made 

their proper defences, and issue being joined and witnesses examined, the 

whole merits of the case would then properly have come before the Court and 

whatever order the Mayor's Court had then made, if Mr. Holwell or any other 
party had thought himself aggrieved, such party might have appealed to the 

Govemour and Council and so on to the King and Council, and the whole 

merits of them with the proofs in support of them appearing upon the face 

of the proceedings a proper decree might have been pronounced such as would 

have been final and would probably have put a stop to future questions of 

this kind. And if any case of the like kind should hereafter arise, and it 

cannot otherwise be settled, which we had rather it should, this method must 

be pursued. 

137. In answer to the 145th paragraph of your General Letter of the 8th 

December 1755. 

138. The tryal of the persons you mention for the murder of Captain 

Thomas Moore should have been had by virtue of the commission of the 5th 

of His present Majesty, which is grounded upon the Acts of Parliament therein 

mentioned, and which directs these tryals to be according to the civil law and 

the rules and methods of the Admiralty. By the civil law no juries are re¬ 

quired, but the commissioners acting upon such tryal under the before- 

mentioned commission, upon hearing of the evidence for the prosecution and 

for the prisoner, are by a majority of voices to determine whether a prisoner 

is guilty or not of the matters for which he stands accused, and this method 

must for the future be persued in all tryals for the offences mentioned in this 

Charter committed upon the high seas. 

139. The tryal of the syrang, tindall and lascars if tryed at all should be 

by virtue of His Majesty's commission and in the manner above prescribed. 
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and though pirates are considered as enemies to all nations and countrys 

whatsoever and are therefore not entitled to the benefit or laws of the country 

to which they may belong, and may therefore be tryed and if found guilty 

executed by virtue of His Majesty’s commission, yet as such a proceeding 

may involve us and our affairs with the country Governments, we must leave 

you to act in this matter as upon mature consideration and taking in all 

circumstances you in your own discretion shall think fit. 

140. We do not find that you have transmitted to us the consultations 

upon this matter to which you refer in this paragraph but we are of opinion 

that the Zemindar cannot take any conizance of offences committed upon the 

high sea. 

141. We have considered of the several questions proposed to us in your 

147th paragraph to which we shall give our answers in the order you have 

ranked them. 

1. We are of opinion you are not authorized by His Majesty’s Charter 

for establishing the several courts of justice in India to grant letters of marque 

in case of a war between Great Britain and other European nations. 

2. Such offences as are mentioned in ye commission of the 5th of His 

present Majesty and which may happen to be committed upon the high seas 

or within the Admiral’s jurisdiction, must be tryed by the commissioners in 

the manner directed'by that Charter, with the interposition of a grand or petit 

jury, and such commissioners may proceed to sentence of death if the nature 

of the case requires it. 

All criminal offences committed at land must be tryed before the com¬ 

missioners of oyer and terminer upon indictments found by a grand jury, and 

the prisoner must be found guilty or acquitted by the pettit jury. Actions for 

assault or other matters of a private nature arising on ship board or at sea 

between man and man may be tryed by the Mayor’s Court in the same manner 

as other actions of the like nature arising at land are tried and determined. 

3. When a court of admiralty is held and the business for which it was 

more immediately called is finished, so that there is nothing further to be done, 

the court should be continued by adjournment to some future [date] and 

so from time to time to be kept on foot by adjournment, and in case sentence 

is passed by a court of admiralty and no warrant issues for execution, a sub¬ 

sequent court of admiralty composed of such persons as are described in the 

Charter, though not consisting of the same identical persons as the former, 

or other court, may sign a warrant for execution of the sentence pronounced 
by the former or other court. 

4. If a warrant for execution is signed and afterward circumstances 

come to light in favour of the prisoner, we are of opinion that the same persons 
who signed the warrant for execution, or not less than a like number of the 

justices, may respite the execution of such warrant for a certain time not longer 

than the next sessions, and then the matter should come before the commis¬ 

sioners or justices who may either order another warrant for execution to be 

signed or give the prisoner such further respite as under the circumstances 
of the case shall appear to them to be reasonable. 

5. If a prisoner is condemned by the laws to suffer death the Court 

may suspend the issuing of a warrant for the execution of the sentence but 
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they cannot alter the punishment, nor suffer the prisoner to go at large, but 
must continue him in custody till the King’s pardon can be obtained. 

142. Great preparations are making for carrying on the war between 
the British and French nations with the utmost vigour, and the French have 
been very industrious in fitting out the armament at Port L’Orient for the 
East Indies, mentioned in our short letter of the 29th of December last, which, 
we have been since informed, is more considerable than therein advised. We 
shall avoid entering into particulars here, as agreeable to our desire the Secret 
Committee will from time to time communicate to your Select Committee 
whatever occurs on so interesting a subject. 

143. His Majesty has been graciously pleased to order a squadron to 
proceed to the East Indies under the command of Commodore Charles 
Steevens consisting of the following ships viz., 

Rates Ships Men Guns Captains 
3d Elizabeth 480 70 Richard Kempenfelt 
— Yarmouth 520 70 Robert Frankland 
4th Weymouth 420 60 Nicholas Vincent 
— Newcastle 350 50 Thomas Howard Huchenson 
6th Queenborough 160 24 George Legge 

which squadron sailed the seventeenth instant; what further relates to this 
squadron will come from the gentlemen of the Secret Committee to your 
Select Committee. 

144. Should the Admirals Wattson and Pocock have left India, then 
Commodore Steevens, or the Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty’s squadron 
for the time being, is to have the allowance of forty shillings a day, paid to 
him to defray the expence of house rent and for keeping a table, in die like 
manner as was directed with respect to Mr. Wattson, and in general the 
directions then given as well with regard to the civilitys to be shewn to Admiral 
Wattson and the officers of his squadron as the transactions with them on 
business are to be your guide in all affairs with Commodore Steevens and the 
squadron under his command whenever there is occasion for their being in 
Bengal. 

145. For the benefit of stowage we have directed all coils of cordage from 
five inches inclusive and upwards belonging to us to be uncoiled, but as some 
of the owners have objected to this from an apprehension of their being 
charged with the short weight that may happen on delivery, we have agreed 
not to make such charge on them, provided each rope has two fagg ends and 
a white thread in one strand of every rope, but do you however apprize us 
of the deficiency in weight for our information. 

146. The raw silk from Bengal having been great[ly] complained of by 
the buyers here for some years past, we send by the ship Elizabeth Mr. Richard 
Wilder to examine into the causes of its being bad, and as he has been conver¬ 
sant in raw silk during his whole life, and is a perfect judge of it from the 
worm to its being made fit for the weaver, we direct that you send him with 
all convenient expedition to Cossimbuzar that he may be on the spot where 
silk is produced and give his advice and opinion in what manner the abuses 
may be rectified; the faults complained of have been many, but the principal 
has been that in the same skain it is common for the silk to run part of it 
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single, part double, treble and even quadruple, all which should run single; 
the manner of its being sent has been in bales, the fineness of which was always 
intended to be particularized by their being marked with the letters A, B, 
C, D, E; the first the finest and so progressively to the E the coarsest, but it 
now prepetually happens that there is not that regard to the letters which 
there should be, and which was formerly, it being very common to have many 
of the bales of the fine letters coarser than those of the inferior letters and 
some D and E finer than B and C, and there has been great difference in the 
quality and fineness of the same letters and have sold accordingly at the 
Company’s sales. These are errors which must be looked into and rectified 
or the Company must drop the importation of this article ; at the two different 
seasons of the year when the raw silk is produced Mr. Wilder will then have a 
full opportunity of seeing what has occasioned these complaints and may give 
his opinion and advice thereon, not only to the Company’s servants but to the 
Nati[ves] who raise the silk, and as there are various sorts produced in Bengal, 
he will inform you fully which will be most suitable for our market, and can 
give every direction relative thereto in the fullest and clearest manner, and 
it will be for our interest that you have the closest attention to his opinion 
in this affair. At his coming away from Bengal, we would have him leave 
with you in writing the remarks that he shall have made upon this article in 
the clearest manner for the instruction of you, and your successors, and 
copies thereof to be sent to us by different conveyances, and we direct that 
he continue in Bengal till the year 1749 [sic] and that he depart thence so 
as to be at Madrass in a proper time that year to take his passage on such 
ship as the Company shall appoint to receive him there, to carry him to China 
to execute such orders as he shall receive from the Court of Directors who have 
entered into a contract with him for a term of years, copy of which we now 
send in triplicate for your information and observance. 

147. You are to signify our pleasure to Mr. Wilder in writing with respect 
to his proceeding for China as beforementioned so as to prevent any dis¬ 
appointment. 

148. As you on the spot will be much better able to furnish Mr. Wilder 
with the necessary hints, observation and instructions to answer our intentions 
than we can possibly do, we expect that you will accordingly give him the 
utmost assistance in your power. 

149. You will observe by the agreement with Mr. Wilder he is to be 
allowed the clear yearly sum of four hundred pounds, for the term of five 
years, or as long as he continues in the service, but you will likewise take 
notice that the said four hundred pounds a year is to be paid by us in England 
and therefore no part thereof is to be advanced or paid him in India. 

150. During Mr. Wilder’s residence in Bengal you are to pay him for his 
subsistance and instead of diet money, after the rate of ten pounds 
sterling for every calendar month, to commence from his arrival, and you are 
to take care that he at all times be provided with a convenient and suitable 
apartment wherever he shall be resident. 

151. Over and above the allowances aforesaid you are to discharge all 
the expences he shall be at in going from place to place by sea or land* as 
well as all extraordinary expences incurred by him in the execution of his 
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trust, which said expences, not having been otherwise before paid him, are to 

be paid on his certifying the particulars to you under his hand, on making 
oath to the truth thereof if required. 

152. Upon his departure for China you are to provide him a convenient 

and suitable passage on one of the Company’s ships or other good conveyance 
that offers for Fort St. George, and you are to furnish him with every thing 

necessary for his voyage to China, or a sum of money in lieu thereof accord¬ 

ing to the agreement. 

153. You are to signify to the President and Council at Fort St. George 

the business Mr. Wilder is proceeding upon to China, and that it is our pleasure 
they afford him all necessary accommodations during his stay at Fort St. 

George and facilitate his passage for China as much as in them lyes; that 

our said President and Council may the better know what assistance Mr. Wilder 
will want from them it will be proper for you to inform them what neces¬ 

saries or moneys you have supplied him with for the voyage. 

154. You are to keep an account of all moneys advanced and paid to 
Mr. Wilder, and you are to transmit attested copies thereof from time to time 

to us as conveyances offer. 

155. It has not been convenient to us to send a great quantity of treasure 
by the Coast and China and now by the ships for the Coast and Bay, for the 

service of our Presidencies of Fort St. George and Fort William than what 
is specified in the respective ships’ invoices, but we intend to send such a supply 
to Bombay as we believe will enable the President and Council there to make 

you a considerable remittance, and shall accordingly give particular and 
positive directions for that purpose. 

156. Having with great attention considered the state of the Zemindary 
during the tune it has been under the management of Mr. Holwell, it is 
apparent to us from the accounts you have transmitted that our revenues in 
Bengal have been greatly encreased, and this has been done without imposing 
any new duties or oppressing the poor; if it had been otherways you would 

and ought to have given us the necessary informations; with respect to the 
judicial part of his office we must take it for granted that he has acted with 
the greatest integrity and lenity, and there appears nothing to the contrary 

upon the face of your consultations where we must have found them, had 
there been any reasons to have appealed from his decrees. 

157. Considering therefore the great service Mr. Holwell has already done, 

and the further services we have the greatest reason to believe he will render 
the Company, we do agree to allow him an additional salary of four thousand 
current rupees a year to his former one of two thousand rupees, making together 
the sum six thousand current rupees a year, to commence from the date of 
this letter; the salary is to be paid him so long as he continues in the post 
of Zemindar and is to be in lieu of all fees and perquisites whatsoever, hut it 
is dur pleasure he continue in the rank and standing in Council he shall be 
in at the time this letter shall come to your hands and not to rise to a higher 

station therein without our further orders. 

158. In case of the death or coming away of Mr. Holwell you are Mot 

to allow the said additional four thousand rupees or any part thereof to any 
person that shall succeed to the post of Zemindm. 

n—3 
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159. We have so frequently and strongly recommended the incouraging 
the inhabitants and in particular the releiving the poor and preserving them 
from oppressions that we need only say we shall depend upon you as well 
as Mr. Holwell to take all prudent and necessary measures to answer our 
good intentions. 

160. It has been said that the number of people at Calcutta have of late 
been gready diminished, we shall be glad to be informed whether this is the 
case or not; you are therefore to make an enquiry into the same, and if you 
find it so, you are to give us the reasons according to the best of your judgment 
for such decrease. 

161. And as great complaints have been made for some time past of the 
decay of trade in Bengal, you must likewise give us your thoughts hereupon 
and what you apprehend to be the true reasons thereof. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

P. Godfrey / John Payne / R. Drake / M. Impey / Christo. Burrow / M. 
Western / Cha. Gough / Thos. Rous / Lau. Sulivan / Henry. Savage / John 
Dorrien / Stephen Law / Will. Barwell / John Manship / Hy. Crabb Boulton / 
N. Newnham Junr. / J. Raymond. 

London, 25th March 1757. 

2 

LETTER DATED 27 APRIL 1757 

James Mace appointed Chief Engineer in Bengal Presidency—Personnel 
of the new Secret Committee. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. Since closing our General Letter of the 25th of March we have enter¬ 
tained Mr. James Mace, a gendeman of great abilities and experience as an 
engineer, to be our Chief Engineer at the Presidency of Bengal, as also Captain 
of the artillery company, but as he did not arrive from Gibralter time enough 
to take his passage on one of the Coast and Bay ships he proceeds by the 
way of Bombay in order to get to his proper station as soon after as the season 
will permit and a good conveyance offers; what further relates to this gende¬ 
man and his employment will be mentioned in a short letter by the way of 
Bombay. 

2. Since the dispatch of our beforementioned General Letter there has 
been a new election of Directors of whom the following gendemen are ap¬ 
pointed the Secret Committee with the same powers as the last vizt., John 
Payne, Laurence Sulivan, Christopher Burrow, Peter Godfrey and Jones 
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Raymond Esqrs., the two first named gentlemen being the present Chairman 
and Deputy Chairman to the Court. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

John Payne / Lau. Sulivan / P. Godfrey / J. Raymond / Thos. Rous / Thos. 
Phipps / Henry Plant / Heny. Savage / John Browne / Geo. Dudley / Timothy 
Tullie / John Dorrien / Maximn. Western / John Raymond / Hen. Hadley / 
Charles Chambers / Cha. Gough / G. Steevens / Christr. Burrow. 

London, 27th April 1757. 

3 

LETTER DATED 4 MAY 1757 

Chief Engineer to build defences for Fort William and to have a seat 

at the Council while the work is in progress. 

OUR President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. In our last General Letter of the 25th of March wee hinted to you 
that wee had some prospect of engaging in the Company’s service a gentleman 
of tryed abilitys and known skill as an engineer, wee are now to inform you 
that wee have actually entertained Mr. James Mace to be our Chief Engineer 
at the Presidency of Bengal, but as he did not arrive from Gibralter time 
enough to take his passage to you on the Coast and Bay ships he proceeds 
by the way of Bombay in order to get to his propper station as soon after as 
the season will permit and a good conveyance offers; in the meantime wee 
have given directions to the President and Council at Bombay to take the 
advantage of Mr. Mace’s thoughts, projects and assistance during his stay 
at that Presidency. 

2. In the present scituation of a French war wee could not but have some 
apprehensions of Fort William being attacked by. the enemy, but as upon 
the death of Colonel Scott wee were at a loss for a fitt and capable person to 
put it in a propper state of defence, wee fixed upon Mr. Rrohier for that 
purpose if he could be spaired from his duty on the Choromandel Coast and 
accordingly in our said General Letter wee sent you the necessary directions 
for proceeding upon the works; whether that gentleman may have been with 
you is very doubtful, but if it happens that he is at Fort William upon the 
arrival of Mr. Mace, he is as soon after as may be convenient to return to 
Fort St. George after he has given such information, advice and assistance 
as may be of use to Mr. Mace. 

3. Mr. Mace having no seperate powers from us as Engineer, he is to act 
under your direction. You are therefore to give him the necessary orders 
from time to time and furnish him with copys of such parts of bur hmms 
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and your own proceedings as may be useful to him and of whatever else may 
be material for his information. 

4. In general wee sent you our directions for the works at Fort William 
upon the supposition of Mr. Brohier’s conducting them; they will serve in 
the present case with little variation. Wee shall therefore proceed upon that 
plann in what follows:— 

5. Since the death of Colonel Scott wee observe the affair of the forti¬ 
fications has fallen under the directions and thoughts of different people 
whose sentiments are accordingly various, and in particular Mr. Simpson 
seems to think that gentleman’s planns inconvenient and expencive. This 
with all other opinions must therefore be well weighed and considered by you 
previous to your engaging in or carrying on any expencive works. 

6. Notwithstanding the directions in our General Letter of the 11th of 
February 1756, on being informed of the death of Colonel Scott, to suspend 
the carrying into execution that gentleman’s project, the President in concert 
with the Select Committee and with you as our General Council are when 
necessary to concert with Mr. Mace the propper measures for immediately 
rendering our settlement at Fort William defencible against the French or 
any other European force; he is to be furnished with any planns and projects 
of the late Mr. Robbins’ as well as Colonel Scott’s that are procurable and 
likewise such as may be formed by Mr. Brohier; he is to have all necessary 
informations, intelligence and advice, from all which he is to consider of and 
form a plann for a fortification which according to the best of his judgement 
will be effectual in the present conjuncture as well as for the future at the least 
possible expence. After the President in concert with the Select Committee and 
you as our General Council when necessary .have well considered the said 
plann together with an estimate of the time, expence, materials and workmen 
necessary to compleat it, if you approve thereof, you are to carry the same 
forthwith into execution in the manner and method laid down in our several 
letters of late, particularly such as were given during the time of Colonel Scott. 

7. In forming all schemes and projects, you are constantly to bear in 
mind that the charges and expences attending the carrying them into execu¬ 
tion are not to be defrayed out of a publick treasure but are to be borne by 
a sett of merchants out of the precarious profits of trade. This distinction 
if duly attended to will be the means of preventing heavy, improper and all 
unnecessary expences by suiting your projects to the circumstances as well 
as the intentions of the Company. The object you are never therefore to, 

lose sight of must be that of confining your works to a contracted plan and 
avoiding those great designs hitherto projected by making such fortifications 
only as may be defended with a reasonable number of men against any enemy. 

8. Should you upon the arrival of Mr. Mace have previously agreed to 
and proceeded upon a plann of Mr. Brohier’s, yet the same is to be reconsidered 
and such parts thereof adopted or left out or a new one formed in the manner 
before directed, in which you are to desire Mr. Brohier to give an assisting 
hand if he is on the spot, as well to explain his own as to give his thoughts 
upon any new proposals. 

9. Mr. Mace must, whenever the fortifications and works are undet 
consideration, have a seat and a voice at the Council Board, and agreeabll 
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to the method at Fort St. George you are to appoint a standing committee 
to consider the ways and means for carrying on the works with oeconemy 
and to the greatest advantage as well in providing materials as in 
all other branches. Such a committee must constantly subsist and Mr. Mace 
must be always a member of it, and they are to report their proceedings 
from time to time to the Council Board for your information and are 
to carry into execution all such directions as you shall think propper 
to give them. 

10. Wee shall expect by the earliest conveyances the necessary planns, 
drawings, sections, estimates of the expences and other particulars necessary 
for our information with respect to the works to be constructed and carried 
on by Mr. Mace under your direction; these wee should have been glad to 
have been furnished with before giving possitive directions for beginning the 
said works, but as the present dangerous juncture will not admit of such a 
necessary precaution, wee must recommend it to you to begin with such part 
of the plann as will be of the most immediate use and may be of future 
utility even upon the supposition that wee should not approve of the whole 
of Mr. Mace's plann or project. 

11. As during the proceedings in this work as well as previous to the 
undertaking them many things may occur in which great secrecy will be 
necessary, such therefore are to fall under the cognizance of and be transacted 
by the Select Committee to be communicated to you when they shall judge 
it safe and proper. 

12. Wee have agreed to allow Mr. Mace in full consideration for his 
services as the Company's Chief Engineer of the Presidency in Bengal the 
salary of three hund[red] pounds a year sterling and, in consideration of the 
services he may render the Company during his residence at Bombay as 
before hinted, wee have further agreed that it shall commence upon his arrival 
at that place; what part of his salary therefore may be paid him there the 
President and Council will give you advice of as they have our directions for 
that purpose. 

13. Although it is no part of our agreement with this gentleman to find 
him an house or an apartment, yet wee would have you accommodate him 
upon his arrival or as soon after as may he conveniently done if you can 
possibly spair one; hut it is not intended that the Company should be at any 
expence in hiring an apartment for him. 

14. If Mr. Mace is at any extraordinary expences in the execution of his 
office of Engineer, they are to be born and paid by the Company; as you 
must he the best judges of what are to he deemed so, wee shall leave the same 
to your determination. 

15. Besides the office of Engineer, wee have granted a commission to 
Mr. Mace to be captain of our artillery company in Bengal lately commanded 
by Mr. Jasper Leigh Jones deceased and at present held provisionally by 
Mr. Lawrence Witherington ; he is to take upon him the command immediate¬ 
ly upon his arrival and his salary of £200 a year as captain is accordingly to 
commence .from that time. This company is in all respects to continue upon 
the footing of the establishment of die k?th of June 1748 a$gd onr subsequent 
orders* 
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16. Captain Witherington is according to your agreement with him to he 
restored to his rank in the battallion. 

17. We have lent to Mr. Mace the sum of two hundred pounds sterling 
to be repaid out of his salarys as Chief Engineer and captain of the company 
of artillery or out of the effects he shall carry with him or be afterwards 
possessed of, according to the tenor of the bond which you will receive by the 
way of Bombay in the ship on which he takes his passage from thence; you 
are accordingly to receive the same in such a manner as may not any way 
distress him. 

18. Having furnished Mr. Mace with several mathematical instruments 
and other particulars according to the enclosed list, they are always to be 
looked upon as the property of the Company and whenever he leaves Bengal 
they are accordingly to be delivered to you. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

G. Steevens / P. Godfrey / Timothy Tullie / Thos. Phipps / Geo. Dudley / Thos. 
Rous / Heny. Savage / John Payne / J. Browne / Christo. Burrow / John 
Manship / Henry Plant / Hen. Hadley / Charles Chambers / Lau. Sulivan / 
Rob. Jones / M. Impey / Maximn. Western / Cha. Gough / John Dorrien. 

London, 4th May 1757. 

4 

LETTER DATED 3 AUGUST 1757 

Receipt of news of the loss and recapture of Calcutta—Disapproval of 

dictatorial powers given to Clive by the Madras Government, though confident 

that he would not exercise them to the prejudice of the Company—Appoint¬ 
ment of a new Council with President changing every month and of a Select 

Committee of five members—Dismissal of Drake for the loss of Calcutta— 
Advice to reach an accommodation with the Nawab. 

T O Robert Clive Esqr. (if in Bengal), William Watts Esqr., James Kilpatri[ck], 
Messrs. Chas. Manningham, Richd. Beecher, Paul Richard Pearkes, 
William Frankland, Matthew Collett, William Mackett, Peter Amyatt, 
and Thomas Boddam, the. General Committee for conducting the Affairs 
of the United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East 
Indies at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. On the 4th of June wee received by the ships Edgecote and Portfield 

from Bombay and the Chesterfield from Fort St. George the melancholly news 
of the loss of Fort William and the rest of the Company's settlements in 
Bengal; on the 22nd of July Mr. Holwell who arrived at Plymouth in the 
Syren sloop gave a most agreeable turn to our thoughts by bringing advice 
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of the recapture of Fort William by Admiral Wattson’s squadron and the 
forces under the command of Colonel Clive. Besides the General and Select 
Committee letters by those conveyances wee have received the several seperate 
addresses of many of our servants in Bengal relative to the beforementioned 
event. 

2. Upon the arrival of the Syre?i wee determined to send forthwith some 
directions more immediately necessary for the conducting the Company's 
affairs which wee now do by the Expeditio[n] packet, burthen 55 tons, of which 
Capt. James Barton goes commander. 

3. The readyness of Admiral Wattson1 to give all the assistance in his 
power for the recovery of our settlements and his conduct and behaviour in 
general merrit our utmost gratitude and thanks, and if he is in Bengal you are 
to signifye the same to him in the genteelest manner. 

4. Although we do not propose by this conveyance to make any observa¬ 
tions, yet the extensive and dictatorial powers given by the Select Committee 
of Fort St. George to Colonel Clive are too striking to pass unnoticed, and not¬ 
withstanding wee are well satisfied from the moderation of that gentleman he 
will make no use of them to the Company's prejudice, yet wee cannot avoid 
saying they were powers which no one person in the world ought to be vested 
with and the Governor and Council of Fort St. George or the Select Committee 
had no authority whatsoever to grant. 

5. Upon duly considering the scituation of affairs in Bengal and the im¬ 
possibility of forming a true judgement at present on the conduct and 
behaviour of our servants in the late troubles, wee have determined to suspend 
for the present the method of conducting the Company’s affairs by a President 
and Council and wee do accordingly hereby revoke- and make void the com¬ 
mission sent by the Chesterfield dated the 11th February 1756 and wee do 
direct that for the present and until wee are enabled to grant a new commis¬ 
sion the undernamed persons be upon sight hereof a committee which is to 
have the same power and authority as the President and Council have been 
usually invested with and are to manage and transact the Company's affairs 
accordingly viz., 

Robert Clive Esqr., if in Bengal 
William Watts Esqr. 
Major James Kilpatrick,2 but never to 

rise higher in this Committee 
than third in station 

Mr. Charles Manningham3 
Mr. Richard Recher4 
Mr. Paul Richard Pearkes 
Mr. William Frankland 
Mr. Matthew Collett5 
Mr. William Mackett6 
Mr. Peter Amyatt 
Mr. Thomas Boddam. 

6. If Colonel Clive should be returned to his station upon the coast of 
Choromondel as wee have reason to believe will be the case, then Mr. 
Manningham is to take place of Major Kilpatrick as se§pnd in rank, land M 
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of the recapture of Fort William by Admiral Wattson’s squadron and the 
forces under the command of Colonel Clive. Besides the General and Select 
Committee letters by those conveyances wee have received the several seperate 
addresses of many of our servants in Bengal relative to the beforementioned 
event. 

2. Upon the arrival of the Syren wee determined to send forthwith some 
directions more immediately necessary for the conducting the Company’s 
affairs which wee now do by the Expeditio[n] packet, burthen 55 tons, of which 
Capt. James Barton goes commander. 

3. The readyness of Admiral Wattson1 to give all the assistance in his 
power for the recovery of our settlements and his conduct and behaviour in 
general merrit our utmost gratitude and thanks, and if he is in Bengal you are 
to signifye the same to him in the genteelest manner. 

4. Although we do not propose by this conveyance to make any observa¬ 
tions, yet the extensive and dictatorial powers given by the Select Committee 
of Fort St. George to Colonel Clive are too striking to pass unnoticed, and not¬ 
withstanding wee are well satisfied from the moderation of that gentleman he 
will make no use of them to the Company’s prejudice, yet wee cannot avoid 
saying they were powers which no one person in the world ought to be vested 
with and the Governor and Council of Fort St. George or the Select Committee 
had no authority whatsoever to grant. 

5. Upon duly considering the scituation of affairs in Bengal and the im¬ 
possibility of forming a true judgement at present on the conduct and 
behaviour of our servants in the late troubles, wee have determined to suspend 
for the present the method of conducting the Company’s affairs by a President 
and Council and wee do accordingly hereby revoke- and make void the com¬ 
mission sent by the Chesterfield dated the 11th February 1756 and wee do 
direct that for the present and until wee are enabled to grant a new commis¬ 
sion the undernamed persons be upon sight hereof a committee which is to 
have the same power and authority as the President and Council have been 
usually invested with and are to manage and transact the Company’s affairs 
accordingly viz., 

Robert Clive Esqr., if in Bengal 
William Watts Esqr. 
Major James Kilpatrick,2 but never to 

rise higher in this Committee 
than third in station 

Mr. Charles Manningham3 
Mr. Richard Becher4 
Mr. Paul Richard Pearkes 
Mr. William Frankland 
Mr. Matthew Collett5 
Mr. William Mackett6 
Mr. Peter Amyatt 
Mr. Thomas Boddam. 

6. If Colonel Clive should be returned to his station upon the coast of 
Chorombndel as wee have reason to believe will be the case, then Mr. 
Manningham is to take place of Major Kilpatrick as second in rank, and in 
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case of vacancy’s by death or absence in the stations of first and second the 
next in turn below the Major are to fill up such vacancys. 

7. Colonel Clive, Mr. Watts and Mr. Manningham are to preside in the 
said committee for a month each in their turns, but in case of the death or 
absence of any of the said gentlemen the first and second for the time being 
are to preside alternately. 

8. Wee further direct that the following named persons be a select 
committee to manage and transact affairs upon the plann laid down in our 
General Letter of the 11th of February 1756 viz., 

Robert Clive Esqr, if in Bengal 
William Watts Esqr. 
Major James Killpatrick, but never to 

rise higher in this committee 
than third in station. 

Mr. Charles Manningham 
Mr. Richard Becher 

9. As it is proposed this committee should always consist of five persons, 
in case therefore of the death or absence of any of the beforementioned, 
Mr. Frankland is to fill up such vacancy, and the gentlemen composing this 
committee are to preside monthly in turn as directed with respect to the 
general committee. 

10. The difficulty wee are under to determine absolutely to what causes 
in general and to whose misconduct in particular wee are to ascribe the 
immence loss the Company as well as their servants and private merchants 
have sustained in that of their settlements in Bengal hath determined us to 
wave fixing for the present a President and Council, but the publick voice 
running so strong against the late President Mr. Roger Drake Junr,7 and the 
great inveteracy which the Nabob hath conceived and expressed (whether 
justly or injuriously) against that gentleman, as has been represented by 
Admiral Wattson from a letter he had received from the Nabob and hath 
allso appeared by that to President Pigot at Fort St. George and wee have 
since been informed of from Colonel Clive, these reasons have laid us under a 
necessity of leaving Mr. Drake out of the committees beforementioned. 
Should it be in that unhappy gentleman’s power to give us any further lights 
into his conduct so as to set it before us in a more favourable view than it 
appears at present, and can so far justify himselfe with the Nabob as to clear 
himselfe from those imputations by which he hath incurred his displeasure, 
wee shall always be ready to do him justice. 

11. By the last advices from Bengal wee have some reason to flatter 
ourselves that the Nabob has listned to pacifick measures and that he has 
agreed to reinstate the Company in their possessions, rights and privileges and 
made an ample restitution for the losses wee have sustained and the immence 
expences wee have and shall be put to. Should an accommodation not be 
entirely agreed to upon the receipt of this, pacifick measures must if possible 
be the foundation you are to build on as the best means for promoting the 
commercial interest of the Company and avoiding the heavy expences which 
a state of war must necessarily produce and the Company at this juncture 
are so little able to bear. 
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12. Wee entirely agree with you in the inutility of having garrisons, 
numerous factorys or buildings which may require a large expence in¬ 
subordinate settlements; if therefore a pacification has been perfected with, 
the Nabob you must provide that part of your investment which is produced 
in the different parts of the country at a distance from Calcutta upon the most 
frugal planns you can devise, consistent with the necessary security. 

13. Upon a perusal of the diary during your residence at Fulta wee 
observe many heavy expences; some of them were in the nature of your 
scituation most certainly unavoidable but there are others which too evidently 
shew the little regard had to that frugality which ought most strictly to be 
attended to in the present circumstances of the Company, and wee do direct 
that you do not make any extraordinary allowances or payments for the 
future without our express leave or at least without giving the most convincing 
and satisfactory reasons for the necessity thereof. 

14. Should the gentlemen of our Secret Committee think propper to send 
any orders or instructions they are to be strictly attended to and obeyed ; 
that Committee under the present direction consists of John Payne Esqr., the 
present Chairman of the Court, Laurence Sulivan Esqr., Deputy, together 
with Peter Godfrey, Christopher Burrow and Jones Raymond Esqrs. 

15. In the year 1755 a cipher was sent in duplicates to the President 
Mr. Drake by the Eastcourt and Duke of Dorset as the same cipher was sent 
to the other Presidencys. If it has fallen into the hands of the French or 
others who's inclinations or interest might induce them to make an ill use 
of it, the consequences might be very bad ; you must therefore make a strict 
enquiry whether it shared the fate of the other books and papers or not, and 
if it is in being and recoverable the Select Committee must keep possession 
of it until wee appoint a President who must then have the care of it as was 
directed at the time it was sent out. 

16. If the cypher is certainly lost you must advise the Presidencys of 
Fort St. George and Bombay thereof that they may not correspond any more 
in that cipher either with us or any body else. 

17. Upon the supposition that you have lost your seals wee shall send you 
new ones by the next conveyance. 

18. In the first paragraph you are advised of the arrival of the Edgecote, 
Port field and Chesterfield. The ships Suffolk, Houghton and Godolphin 

from China arrived at Leith on the 24th June but for further particulars wee 
refer you to the accompanying list of the arrival and departure of shipping. 

19. Wee have taken into our service this season twelve ships and stationed 
them according to the accompanying list. You will observe that there [are] 
only two for the Coast and Bay viz., the Hardwick and London ; wee have 
deferred taking up any others until wee have some further news from you. 

20. Upon the arrival of this sloop in Bengal Capt. Barton quits die 
command to Mr. George Beer, his chief mate, in which you are accordingly 
to confirm him. You are without loss of time to put her in compleat order 
for her return to England, and after having sent aboard your dlspafcdhes 
containing a full account of your scituation and of all affairs material ifoi: oiir 
information you are to give the commander orders to proceed # F#t St, 
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George for the like advices from that settlement and then make the best of his 
way to England. 

21. Wee must leave it to the discretion of the Select Committee to give 
such directions to the commander as may facilitate his passage as well as prevent 
his falling into the hands of the enemy, and if he should be under the 
necessity of calling at St. Helena he is to stay there no longer than to refresh 
the people and then make the best of his way on his voyage without waiting 
to come in company with any other ship. The commander must be furnished 
with the signal and instructions on putting into St. Helena which have been 
transmitted by the Secret Committee to Mr. Drake by the last ships consigned 
to Bengal. 

22. This vessel being intended only for a packet wee have put on board 
her nothing more than is necessary for the voyage; however if any of her 
stores can be spaired you may take them out for the use of the settiement. 

23. We have delivered Capt. Barton 539 ounces foreign silver for the use 
of this vessel during her voyage; if he offers to pay the same or any part 
thereof you may receive it into our cash, he rendering you an account of any 
proportion of it which may have been expended, or should it be necessary 
to continue the same on board for the vessel's use homewards you may suffer 
it to be placed in the commander’s hands who in that case is to account with us 
here for the value of what he shall receive from Capt. Barton. 

24. Being fully satisfied of the ability and quallifications of Capt. James 
Barton in marine affairs wee direct that immediately upon his arrival he be 
appointed the Master Attendant and serve the Company in that station under 
your direction. 

25. The services of John Smith your Deputy Master Attendant and 
Alexander Scott your head pilot having been represented to us as very extras 
ordinary and that they have been very instrumental in the retaking Fort 
William by safely conducting up the river the capital ships of Admiral 
Wattson’s squadron on the expedition, and having besides the character of 
being equal to any trust in the seaway, wee in justice to their merrit 
recommend your employing them accordingly in such a manner as may be 
useful to the Company and advantagious to themselves, and in case of the 
death or absence of Capt. Barton they are to succeed each in his turn to the 
post of Master Attendant. 

26. The Select Committee were advised by the last letters from hence 
that the French had been very industrious in fitting out a number of ships 
at Port L’ Orient for the East Indies consisting of twelve of the Company’s to 
be joined by six large ships of the King’s and two frigates, on board of which 
about 4000 land forces were to be embarked under the command of Mr. Lally.8 
Wee are concerned to say this information is in the main too true, for the 
publick papers mention the sailing of seventeen sail from Port U Orient under 
the command of M. D’Ache on the 30th of April with 3000 regular forces 
destined according to common report for the East Indies. 

27. Wee do hereby direct that your latter Commandant Capt. Minchin® 
be for his late behaviour dismissed the Company’s service and sent home by 
one of the first conveyances. 

28. The forces sent to your assistance from Bombay has rendered that 
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settlement in too defenceless a condition in case of an attack by the French 

and wee cannot but be greatly apprehensive for its safety. If therefore you 

are come to a pacifick accommodation with the Nabob and have not already 

returned all or the greatest part to Bombay, wee must earnestly recommend 

your sending them back by the first good conveyances, reserving only such 
part as is absolutely necessary for your garrison, 

29. If Admiral Wattson should be gone from Bengal you must take care 

to forward all the letters addressed to him by this conveyance to wherever he 
is with the greatest care and expedition. 

30. Since writing thus far Mr. George Beer is taken so ill as to render 

his proceeding the voyage impossible; wee have therefore appointed Mr. 

Thomas James mate of the expedition in his room, who is accordingly to have 

the command of that vessel when Capt. Barton quits it as mentioned before 
with respect to Mr. Beer. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

James Creed / John Payne / John Manship / Lau. Sulivan / Cha. Gough / P. 

Godfrey / G. Steevens / Christo. Burrow / John Raymond / J. Raymond / 

Charles Chambers [ M. Impey / John Dorrien / M. Western / Thoms. Rous / 
Henry Plant / Rob. Jones. 

London, 3rd August 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 3 AUGUST 1757 

Duplicate of No. (4) above. 

T O Robert Clive Esqr. (if in Bengal), William Watts Esqr., Major James 

Kilpatrick, Messrs. Charles Manningham, Richard Beecher, Paul Richard 

Pearkes, William Frankland, Matthew Collett, William Mackett, Peter 
Amyat and Thomas Boddam, the General Committee for conducting the 

Affairs of the United Company of Merchants of England trading to the 

East Indies at Fort William in Bengal. 

If by any accident the Expedition packet boat or the advices she is charged 

with miscarry and Captain James Barton should notwithstanding reach Bengal, 

wt have thought it proper to make the following extracts from our General 

Letter to you dated this day and deliver them to him to be secreted in the 

best manner he can, upon sight whereof you are to pay a due and most 

punctual obedience. 
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N.B. Here were entered paras. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 24 of the General Letter to the 
abovementioned gentlemen of the 3rd August 1757. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

(Signed) 

James Creed / John Payne / John Manship / Lau. Sulivan / Cha. Gough / P. 
Godfrey / G. Steevens / Christo. Burrow / John Raymond / J. Raymond / Charles 
Chambers / M. Impey / John Dorrien / M. Western / Thos. Rous / Henry 
Plant / Rob. Jones. 

London, 3rd August 1757. 

6 

LETTER DATED 11 NOVEMBER 1757 

Caution against French tactics—Personnel of Secret Committee—Shipping 

news—Commission of supracargoes—“Casual ships”—Despatch of woollen 

goods—Necessity of saltpetre—Prohibition of despatch of slaves and male¬ 

factors to St. Helena—Advice to reach an accommodation with Nawab—Dis¬ 

posal of captured French ships—Appointment of Council, Select Committee, 

and Rotation Government. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. Our last General Letter was dated the 25th of March, and went by 
the Ilchester, Worcester, Grantham, Fox and Elizabeth; by three of the said 
ships we writ a short letter of the 27th of April, to acquaint you we had 
entertained Mr. James Mace to be our Chief Engineer and captain of the 
artillery company in Bengal; we writ to you again in triplicate under date 
of,the 4th of May last by the Bombay ships, relative only to the works at 
Fort William, as they were to be carried on by Mr. Mace, who took his passage 
on one of the said ships. 

2. Upon receiving the news of the loss of our settlements in Bengal, and 
the recovery of them again, we immediately dispatched the Expedition packet 
with a short letter dated the 3d of August, a duplicate whereof is now sent by 
this conveyance on the Hardwicke. She left the Downes on the 14th of the 
same month, but had the misfortune to be taken by a French privateer the 
29th, and was carried into Vigo in Spain, where Captain Barton and all the 
ship's company were s,et at liberty; although the packets were destroyed, some 
material parts extracted from the said letter and signed by us were preserved, 
and the captain and his son are gone forward with them overland, by the 
way of Aleppo and Bussorah, 
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3. On the 4th June we received by the Chesterfield a General Letter 
dated at Fulta the 17th September 1756, also letters from several of our 
servants in Bengal. At the same time the Edgecote and Portfield from 
Bombay brought us several others. On the 22 of July we received from the 
Syren sloop your General Letter of the 31st of January last, together with the 
packets from your Select Committee, and by the Kings Fisher we received 
your General Letters of the 23d of February and the 10th of April, also letters 
from the Select Committee; the same conveyances brought us also Colonel 
Clive’s letters. 

4. We take this opportunity, by the Hardwicke> of sending some informa¬ 

tions and such directions as are more immediately necessary on the extra¬ 
ordinary revolution in our affairs in Bengal, and must defer our general 

directions and advices until the dispatch of the ships intended for your 
Presidency. 

5. We cannot but be under some uneasiness on account of the great 

armament which sailed for India from Port L’ Orient last spring, as mentioned 

in our letters that season and in that of the 3d of August by the Expedition 

packet, but we flatter ourselves that by the timely notice sent to our several 
settlements such measures have been taken as have and will frustrate the 
intentions of the enemy, not only against our other Presidencies, but yours 
likewise by their assistance; the probability of Commodore Steevens’s getting 

to India before it, and the disappointment the French Islands must meet 
with for the provisions and necessaries which the late blow at Chandernagore 

has cut off, are circumstances, we hope, have contributed to prevent any great 
danger on our part. It is too early in the season to get any information of 

what ships and force are intended from France this year, but as attempts 
will certainly be meditated and probably to reestablish the French Company 
in Bengal, we can only, for the present, recommend it to you to be on your 
guard to defend, according to the best of your ability, our trade and settle¬ 
ments, and prevent, if possible, their getting a footing again in any part of 

the kingdom. 

6. Our Committee of Secrecy this season is composed of the following 
named gentlemen, viz., John Payne Esqr., the present Chairman of the Court, 
Laurence Sulivan Esqr., Deputy, together with Christopher Burrow, Peter 

Godfrey, and Jones Raymond Esqrs., whose directions and instructions or any 

three of them are to be duly observed. 

7. The several ships taken into our service this season and their stations 
are as follows viz., 

Ships Tons Commanders Consignment 

Hardwicke . 499 John Samson. Coast and Bay 
Prince Henry . 499 Thomas Best .... St. Helena and limpo 
Osterley . 499 * Frederick Vincent . . , China directly 
Rhoda . . . 499 John Me Nemara . . . - I 
TiLbury . 499 Roger Mainwaring . . . 

Britannia . 499 John Blewitt ..... Fort St. George and 
Winehelsea . . 499 Thomas Howe .... * China 
Shaftesbury . . 499 Cornelius Inglis . . . . 

Prince of Wales 499 Wffliam Roberts . . . . 1 
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Warren . . . 

London . . . 

499 

499 

Alphonsus Glover 

Richard Alwright 
* \ Coast and Bay 

. . . ^ St. Helena and Bencoolen Egmont . . . 499 John Venner . . 

Drake , . . 499 Benjamin Fisher 
* ‘ *1 
. . . i True Briton . . 425 Thomas Crichton 

Prince George . 499 Lorenzo Collins . . . . f Bombay 

Bombay Castle. 499 Richard Doveton 
1 

• • -j 

8. The Hardwicke is now under dispatch, and as has been before- 

mentioned, brings you this letter; the Limpo ship and that for China directly, 

together with the ships for Fort St. George and China will leave England 

about the middle of December, the Coast and Bay ships with the St. Helena 

and Bencoolen one the end of January, and the Bombay ships about the end 

of March; these are the times we have determined upon, and unless such a 

series of contrary winds as our ships met with last season should set in and 

unexpected hindrances occur, we hope the several ships beforementioned will 

proceed on their voyages according to our intentions. 

9. We refer you to the accompanying lists for the times and places when 

and where the several ships from the different parts of India and China have 

arrived this season, to which likewise you are referred for the departure of the 

Company's outward bound shipping. 

10. Finding it inconvenient, as well on account of the hazard as from 

other reasons, to send a ship to Madeira this season, we have determined not 

to order one thither for wine until the next season. 

11. We are building for the Company’s service a three deck ship of four 

hundred tons burthen to carry twenty four guns and men answerable. She 

will be named the Dispatch and is to be commanded by Captain William Cooke. 

She will be launched in a short time. Although she will be able to carry 

sufficient cargos to render her useful and profitable to us, yet our principal 

view is to employ her as an advice vessel; her destination is not yet determined 

upon or the time of dispatch. 

12. The method of transacting the Company’s affairs in China by a 

number of separate commissions having been found inconvenient and dis¬ 

advantageous in many respects, we have this year appointed one sett or 

commission only consisting of twelve supracargos, four of whom are to be 

deemed chiefs, four seconds and four thirds, which twelve supracargos are to 

be a council for managing the Company’s affairs in China and take rank in 

the order hereafter mentioned viz., 

Chiefs 

Mr. Henry Palmer . 

John Burrow . 

George Mandevile 

Thomas Lockwood 

Seconds 

Robert Maokett .   5th 
Alexander Hume . 6th 

Richard Peisley . 7th 

William Mackenzie .  8th 

First in Council 

2d 

3d 

4th 
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Thirds 

Joseph Harrington . 9th 

Francis Wood .... 10th 
John Hull . 11th 

James Flint ... 12 th 

13. Notwithstanding the beforementioned persons are all included in one 
commission, yet we have divided them so as to transact the Company’s affairs 

both at Canton and Limpao. Messrs. Palmer, Burrow, Lockwood, Mackett, 

Hume, Peisley, Harrington, Wood and Hull are accordingly to act at Canton, 

and Messrs. Mandevile, Mackenzie and Flint at Limpo. Although the 

Canton and Limpao supracargos will be at different places, still, as before 

observed, they are members of one commission and council and, as far as 

circumstances will admit, either in person or by correspondence in writing 
are to co-operate for the general benefit of their employers. 

14. The Osterley, Captain Vincent, which will proceed directly to Canton 
with the woollen consignment, the Prince Henry for Limpao, the Rhoda, 

Tilbury, Britannia, Winchelsea, Shaftesbury and Prince of Wales bound first 

to Fort St. George and thence to Canton, also the Hawke expected to arrive 

at Canton from Bombay in the year 1758, as likewise all such ships as shall in 

that year arrive or be at Canton from any of the Company’s settlements in 
India destitute of supracargos, customarily called casual ships, are all to be 

under the management of the said Council. 

15. Messrs. Lockwood and Peisley are now at Canton, Mr. Flint is at 

Batavia, where the Prince Henry will be ordered to take him aboard, to join 

Messrs. Mandevile and Mackenzie who proceed on that ship. 

16. Messrs. Mackett, Hume, Harrington and Hull proceed singly on the 

ships bound first to Fort St. George and thence to Canton. 

17. The China Council will have directions to take upon them the 

management of what are called casual ships as beforementioned; should you 

therefore by any unforeseen accidents be at a loss to dispatch home, with the 

assistance of our other Presidencies, all the ships on your hands without 

recourse to China, such are to he deemed casual ships, and are to be 

dispatched to Canton accordingly, and consigned to the said Council with 

a cargo on each ship to as large an amount as you can spare, not amounting 

to less in treasure and goods, if you have any of the latter, than twenty 

thousand pounds. 

18. If the Hardxvicke should take in her loading in Bengal, you are to 
observe that by the charterparty agreement she carrys half kintlage in iron, 

upon the apprehension of a scarcity of saltpetre; however if a sufficient 

quantity of saltpetre can be had you are not only to make up the charterparty 
proportion, hut you are to load as much more as she can conveniently carry 

consistent with her bringing home the more valuable parts of a Goast and 

Bay investment, and so as not to render her unfit for defending herself 

properly in case of an attack 

19. The beforegoing directions with respect to the Hardwicke will serve 

as a rule for die other ship to he laden home from the Coast and Bay, unkss 
you hear further from us, having a regard however to the proportion of iron 
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kintlage stipulated for in each ship’s charterparty, if any, but you are to take 
notice that the other Coast and Bay ships will carry no iron kintlage. 

20. The quantity of goods to be laden on the Coast and Bay ships, over 

and above the charterparty tonnage, must depend upon circumstances, and we 

shall accordingly rely upon your discretion, in concert with our other Presiden¬ 

cies, to load and dispatch home the several ships which are and may be on 

your hands in such a manner as shall appear most for the Company’s interest 
in general. 

21. The present circumstances render it difficult, if not impossible, to 

give any precise orders with respect to your conduct for providing tonnage for 

the West Coast surplus pepper; we must therefore depend upon your care and 

discretion for managing this branch of affairs in the best manner you can in 

concert with the Presidency of Fort St. George, bearing this in your mind that 

only one ship in a season proceeds directly from hence to the West Coast, and 

if it is possible we would always have such ship be fully laden, but this will 

greatly depend upon directions from Fort St. George when all circumstances 

have been duly considered, and of which you will have proper notice from time 

to time. 

22. We have found it necessary to introduce some new clauses into the 

commander’s instructions (as you will observe in Captain Samson’s in case the 

Hardwicke comes to Bengal) with respect to destroying the packets entrusted 

with him in case of danger from the enemy, the sending them up to us from 

the first port they arrive at in Great Britain or Ireland unless you have any 

extraordinary and particular reasons to the contrary, to prevent the messengers 

delivering any private letters whatsoever until their arrival at the East India 

House, and to conceal all intelligence until the packets are delivered. For 

fuller information you are referred to the said instructions, which you are upon 

the dispatch of every ship to remind the commander to observe. 

23. You will observe by a new clause in the commanders’ instructions 

that they are to take receipts for all the packets they are entrusted with by us 
and the Secret Committee to be produced to us upon their return home, that we 

may be satisfied they are all delivered. You are therefore hereby directed to 
cause receipts to be given accordingly. 

24. The Chief and Council of Anjengo having ordered ten Mallabar 

men to be transported to St. Helena as slaves (who had been officers to the 

King of Travencore), five of them soon after their arrival desperately hanged 

themselves, and the survivors threaten to destroy themselves rather than sub¬ 

mit to any kind of work. We mention this instance only, though we could 
point out others, to prevent your sending such kind of people, delinquents or 

malefactors of any sort to that island, as the Governour and Council have 

represented that the having such desperate fellows upon the island may be 

attended with bad consequences. This is a general order to all our 
settlements. 

25. We are providing the woollen goods intended for the several parts 
of India and China this season. Those for your Presidency will be about two 

hundred and twenty bales of cloth, besides which we shall consign to the 

President and Council of Fort St. George about four hundred and thirty seven 

bales of cloth and one hundred bales of long ells, which two last articles are 
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to be forwarded to you if they have not disposed of their old stock of woollens. 

The export to other places will be nearly as follows viz.. 

For Fort St. George: two hundred and thirty one bales of cloth and 
ten bales of long ells, exclusive of the beforementioned four hundred and 
thirty seven bales of cloth and one hundred bales of long ells. 

For Bombay; thirteen hundred and sixty five bales of cloth, one 
hundred and thirteen bales of long ells and three bales of camblets and 
alepines. 

For Gombroon and Bussorah: eight hundred and forty three bales of 
cloth, two hundred and ten bales of long ells and twenty five bales of 
shalloons. 

For Canton: two hundred and fifty one bales of cloth, three hundred 
bales of long ells and two hundred and forty pieces of hairbines, serges 
and camblets. 

For Limpao; forty bales of cloth and sixty bales of long ells. 

26. The President and Council of Bombay will be directed to forward to 
you such a quantity of broad long ells as they cannot dispose of, it appearing 
by their last advices that a very large quantity remained unsold. Had it not 

been for this circumstance, we should have complied with their indent which 
was for double the quantity we proposed as above to send this season to 
Bombay. 

27. We shall send you this season as large quantitys of other merchandize, 
goods and stores for sale and use as we have tonnage for, and as some part of 

them will probably be laden on the Coast and China ships, Fort St. George 

Presidency will forward them as conveyances offer. 

28. Notwithstanding the treasure by the Hardwicke as well as the several 
other particulars of her cargo are consigned to Fort St. George, yet we have 

signified to our President and Council that it is our meaning however that 

such a part thereof, as are wanted for our service in Bengal and they can 
possibly spare, are to be sent to you accordingly, and this they are to observe 
as a rule with respect to future ships' cargos consigned to them unless they have 

directions to the contrary. 

29. The taking of Chandernagore1 must have been the means of very 
largely supplying you with ordnance and naval stores, and possibly of assisting 

Fort St. George in some particulars; we shall therefore in the quantitys to be 

sent from hence this season have a regard accordingly to that supply. 

30. Being informed that His Majesty's ship the Kent was not in a 

condition to return to England and is probably condemned, if that happened 
in Bengal, we hope you have taken the opportunity of requesting the Admiral 
to spare the Company her guns, upon being accountable to the Government for 
the value of them. Should the Kent not yet be condemned, you must bear this 
hint in mind if such an event does happen to that or any other of His Majesty's 

ships. 

31. We hope that the consignments for your Presidency which fell into 
the hands of the Governour and Council at Fort St. Goerge, on your late, 
calamity, have since been all transmitted to you upon the re-establishment of 
our settlements, and whatever else you may have wanted; we have intimated 

U—4 
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the same to Fort St. George, that they may know it is our pleasure they should 

have a constant attention for sending you such supplys from time to time as 
are necessary for the service of the Company. 

32. As we cannot by this conveyance give you any particular directions 
with respect to the investment, the list sent last season must for the present 
be your guide, and you are in general to comply therewith as nearly as you 

can, agreeable to your situation and circumstances; you are likewise if possible 

to continue the method, which has been found so advantageous to the Com¬ 
pany, of providing the investment at the aurungs by gomastahs, under the 

direction of a committee of warehouses. 

33. With respect to saltpetre you are to provide in the best manner, and 
on the most reasonable terms you can, a sufficient quantity for the several 

ships to be sent home, not only from your Presidency but likewise from Fort 

St. George and Bombay, to which places we must depend upon your care for 

forwarding the' necessary proportions, as the demand for saltpetre is very great 

and the Company are by their charter obliged and do now actually deliver to 

the Government five hundred tons a year; all our ships are to have as much 
laden on them as they can conveniently bring, without interfering with more 

valuable investments; for this purpose we would have you, if possible, provide 
to the amount of two thousand tons in the whole, agreeable to our directions 

last season as well as the preceding ones. 

34. The French armament mentioned in the introduction to this letter 
would have given us more pain had we not hopes that Commodore Steevens 

would get to India before it could be made use of greatly to our prejudice, to 
which adding the probable circumstance of a want of provisions and other 

supplys it will meet with on arriving at the French Islands by the late blow in 

Bengal, we say we have great hopes the enemy’s designs have been baffled. 

35. It is impossible to give you any precise directions for your conduct 

with respect to the Nabob, as the manner of acting must vary according to 

circumstances. We must therefore depend upon your prudence and care to 
act for the best in the various events as they occur, having a particular regard 
however to the recommendations in our last letter to pursue as much as 

possible pacifick measures with him, and to endeavour to convince him that it 

is his as well as the Company’s interest to be always on good terms. 

36. The security of your Presidency will greatly depend upon the 

assistance of the Company’s other Presidencies. Therefore the mutual har¬ 

mony we have so often recommended must be carefully cultivated as the 
best means to protect and defend the Company’s possessions, trade and 

privilege ; the good effects of their endeavours for the re-establishment of our 
settlements in Bengal are very apparent, and we have reason to expect they 
will continue their attention and care. 

37. We are under great obligations to Admiral Watson and in our letter 
of the 3d of August we directed you to signify the same to him (if in Bengal) 
in the genteelest manner, and as Colonel Clive has had a great share in the 

several transactions in Bengal, which have been so greatly to the Company’s 

advantage, you are to inform him that we have a thorough sense of his good 
services. 

38. Though contrary winds and other incidents prevented Admiraj^ 
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Pocock2 from being present at the retaking of Fort William, we are not without 

a due sense of his zeal for our service, evinced by the manner he exposed 

himself at the capture of Chandernagore, and we do direct you to return 

him our thanks and assure him of our most grateful sense of his good 
services. 

39. The agreement made with Admiral Watson before his departure from 

Fort St. George that all plunder and booty to be taken from the Moors in the 
expedition at Bengal should be deposited until His Majesty’s pleasure was 

known was certainly a very prudent and proper measure, and we have the 

satisfaction of informing you that His Majesty has most graciously confirmed 

this agreement by letter patent, in consequence of which the Company are 

fully entituled to the said moiety by way of compensation for the great 

damage which they have sustained and of their great expences in the said 

expedition. We have sent to Fort St. George, by this conveyance, one of the 

said original grants, which is to be kept by the President and Council there or 

forwarded to you, wherever it may be wanted; for the more effectual carrying 

the said agreement into execution we propose to send another by one of the 

next ships, which being received at Fort St. George, one may then be deposited 

there and the other in Bengal. Whether we were under any necessity 
of applying to the crown in this case, or whether our charter may not have 

vested a right to captures of that nature as well as ships taken by those acting 

under our commission, we will not attempt at present to determine, but for 

our information and your better government in future those points are now 

under the consideration of our greatest lawyers, and their joint opinions shall 

be forwarded to you by the latter ships. 

40. We apprehend the Company have a right to the whole of the prize 

taken from the French by Commodore James called the Is Indien} and you 

ought to have taken charge of the same, but as we find he proposed to carry 

her to Fort St. George, we hope our servants there have seen this affair in a 

proper tight and secured the produce thereof until they heard from us; in 

our next advices we intend to send directions not only on this case, but likewise 

in what manner our servants axe to act with respect to captures in general. 

41. We writ you a short letter under date of the 4th of May last by the 

Bombay ships to advise you of our having appointed Mr. Mace our Engineer 

for the Presidency of Bengal and giving some directions for the constructing 

proper works at Fort William; we see no reason for deviating therefrom, on 

the contrary the permission obtained from the Nabob and some other cir¬ 

cumstances seeming to favour the plan, you are to proceed thereon agreeable 

to the said letter, a copy of which as likewise of Captain Mace’s instructions 

we send by this conveyance, although we hope that gentleman and the originals 

will have reached you long before this can come to hand. 

42. You have desired copies to be sent you of a great number of books 

and papers, as you advise us all those at Fort William, ware destroyed on the 

capture of that place by the Nabob; we have given directions accordingly, and 

you will receive copies of all such as are apprehended to be material and neces¬ 

sary by the latter ships, but we having reason to believe some of the books 

and papers of the latest dates have been returned to you by order of the Nabob, 

you ought to have sent a list of such to m which would have been the means 
of saving much trouble; however, you must not fail 4f transmitting by the 
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first conveyances for our information an exact list of all the books and papers 

which have been recovered. 

43. You are to give us a particular account, agreeable to our letter of 

the 3d of August, whether the cypher which was in Mr. Drake’s custody 

shared the fate of the other books and papers or not; if it was saved a corres¬ 

pondence is to be carried on with whomsoever it may be necessary according 

to the original directions, with this addition that every letter for the future 

must be signed by the persons sending the same (not in cypher) but in the 

usual manner of writing their names by which method we shall be satisfied of 

the authenticity of every letter, and prevent impositions; should the cypher 

be really lost, you must write to the President of Fort St. George to send our 

President of Fort William for the time being a copy in the most secure manner, 

and instead of advising our said President and the President of Bombay not 

to correspond any more in that cypher, as directed in our said letter of the 

3d August, we revoke that direction, and you are to acquaint them all their 

letters in cypher are to be signed in the usual manner of signing as before 

directed with respect to letters from your Presidency. 

44. By the latter ships we shall send you directions for the general 

conduct of affairs; in the meantime you are to proceed as near as possible 

upon the plans which have been laid down, particularly with respect to keeping 

our cash, selling goods at publick sales, making investments at the aurungs, 

appointing committees to inspect and take care of the various branches of 

business, and in particular for auditing all accounts previous to their passing 

the Council Board; in short, whatever measures may be found useful in 
points of oeconomy, or any other ways evidently tending to the interest of the 

Company are to be zealously pursued. 

. 45. By our letter of the 3d August last by the Expedition packet, a 

duplicate whereof accompanys this, and the most material parts of the said 

letter signed by ourselves which Captain Barton is proceeding with overland, 

you will observe we appointed a committee to transact and manage the Com¬ 

pany’s affairs in Bengal as therein mentioned. We have since writing that 

letter had time to consider, with great care and attention, in what method it 

will be best in the present critical situation to have them conducted, and are 

come to a determination that they shall be conducted and carried on by a 

President and Council in the manner hereafter mentioned, and we do accord¬ 

ingly revoke and make void the directions in the said letter of the 3d of August, 

so far as relates to the appointment of the said committee, and in lieu thereof, 

do hereby ordain, constitute and appoint the following named persons to be 

the President and Council for ordering, governing and managing all the 

Company’s affairs at Fort William in Bengal, and all its dependant places and 

settlements with as full power and authority as the Presidents and Councils 

of Bengal have been usually invested with viz., 

William Watts Esqr. 

Charles Manningham Esqr. 

Richard Becher Esqr. 

John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. 
Major James Kilpatrick who is never to rise higher during this 

Council than fifth in station 

Mr. Paul Richard Pearkes 
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Mr. William Frankland 
> Mr. Matthew Collett 

Mr. William Mackett 
Mr. Peter Amyatt 
Mr. Thomas Boddam 
Mr. Richard Court3 

46. Mr. Watts, Mr. Manningham, Mr. Becher and Mr. Holwell are to 
be each of them President of the said Council and Governour of and for all 
the Company’s affairs in Bengal for the term of four months ; Mr. Watts is 
to have the first term to commence upon the receipt hereof, upon the expiration 

of which first term of four months then Mr. Manningham is to he President 
for the like term and in this manner they are to succeed each other alternately. 
On Mr. Manningham’s taking the chair Mr. Watts is to take place as second, 
upon Mr. Becher’s taking the chair Mr. Watts takes rank as second, 

Mr. Manningham as third and so on. 

47. As Mr. Court behaved very well and suffered much in the late 

calamity, we have, in consideration thereof, advanced him to the Council, but 
you are hereby directed not to take any other person or persons into Council 

until it’s reduced under die number of nine exclusive of the Major, that is to 

say of ten with him. 

48. We not only most earnestly recommend, but we positively order and 

direct, that you act together with a zeal suitable to the present situation of 
affairs and the greatest harmony and friendship one with another as the best 
means to promote the common good of the Company and of recommending 

yourselves to our future favour. 

49. It being necessary in the present situation that there should be a Select 

Committee to transact affairs with the country Government and other 
matters which require secrecy, we do hereby direct that the following persons 

be a Select Committee accordingly viz., 

William Watts Esqr. 
Charles Manningham Esqr. 

Richard Becher Esqr, 
John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. 
Major James Kilpatrick when military affairs are under consideration 

and then only. 

50. Mr. Watts, Mr. Manningham, Mr. Becher and Mr. Holwell are to 
preside alternately in the said committee for four months, in the same manner 

as before directed with respect to the Council. 

51. The committee is to consist of four persons only, except when military 
affairs are under consideration, then it will be five by the addition of the 

Major as mentioned above. 

52. The Select Committee are to proceed upon the plan of our General 
Letter of the 11th February 1756, but they are to observe that the principal 
objects of their business are to be the transacting and negotiating matters with 
the European and Indian powers, so far as secrecy is absolutely necessary and 

not otherwise, also the concerting the necessary plans and measures for military 

operations to be laid before the President and Council for their determination 
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and ordering them to be carried into execution, if approved of ; that committee 

will easily judge of such, whereof the nature and circumstances require secrecy 
and that they should not be immediately made publick; in such they are to 

use their discretion and reserve as a part of their province as a Select Committee, 

and correspond with our Secret Committee accordingly thereupon; in general 

nothing is to be concealed from the President and Council but what in it’s 
nature and circumstances ought to be really secret, and might be prejudicial 

to the Company, if discovered, for a time at least; in consequence, whatever 

matters and transactions are not of a secret nature must stand upon your con¬ 
sultations and be advised to us in your General Letters, and the rest must be 

communicated by the Select Committee to our Secret Committee. 

53. Mr. Hoi well will proceed to his station in one of the latter ships. 

54. We are sensible of the sufferings of your Secretary, Mr. Cooke, in 

the late calamity, and do therefore recommend it to you to favour him when¬ 

ever an opportunity offers. The behaviour of Mr. William Ellis4 and Mr. John 

Cartier5 and some particular circumstances attending them have not escaped 

our notice ; we therefore recommend them also as proper objects for the 

Company’s favour in such manner as you shall find may be conveniently 

conferred on them. 

55. Among the writers Messrs. John Burdett, Henry Lushington and 

George Gray deserve our notice for their sufferings and good behaviour; we 
therefore direct that they have two years of their time given them and that 
they take rank accordingly. 

56. We can but express our satisfaction in regard to the behaviour of 

several of our servants, who, after the retaking of Fort William, acted as 

voluntiers and behaved very well in that station. 

57. In our letter of the 25th of March last you were advised we had 

appointed Mr. Edward Barwell to be a writer on the Bengal establishment. 
We have thought fit to remit two years of the five he was to serve in that 

station, which you are to take due notice of, and he is to rank next below 

Francis Charlton. 

58. We have chosen and appointed the following writers to serve the 

Company on the Bengal establishment who are to be ranked in the order 

they are here named viz., James Bart[on?], Charles Bennett, Nicholas Smyth, 
Thomas Woodward James Ha [. . . .], John Wollaston, Russell Skinner, 

William Steers, Cha. Harrington, Thomas Washington Winter, Oliver Webb, 

Hillary Van Neck Torriano and Richard Barwell; as many of these young 
gentlemen will take passage on the Coast and China ships, we have given 
directions to the President and Council of Fort St. George to forward them 
to you by the first conveyances, and in the mean time accommodate them 
during their stay at that place. 

59. Upon the recommendation of the President and Council of Fort St. 

George as well as that from you, and supposing it will be agreeable to Admiral 
Watson, we do agree to the Revd. Mr. Richard Cobb’s being fixed as one of 
the Company’s chaplains and we leave it to him to make his option either 

for the Presidency of Fort St. George upon the Reverend Mr. Palk’s leaving 
it, or to continue in Bengal to fill up one of the vacancys at your Presidency, 

and he is to succeed accordingly either at one or the other. 
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60. We have been acquainted that Captain Mills and Dickson, the 

commanders of two country ships, behaved extremely well in the defence of 

Calcutta, and were among the other unfortunate people thrust into the Black 

Hole from whence however they happily escaped with their lives. We therefore 

recommend it to you to take notice of them as persons we have a regard for, 

if any thing offers for their advantage in the seafaring way in the Company’s 

service. 

61. We have appointed the following persons to be cadets in the 

Company’s forces upon the Bengal establishment who are to be preferred, if 

they behave well, in the order they are here named viz., Thomas Davis, 
Solomon Parisod and George Buck, the two first of whom now take their 

passage on the Hardwicke. 

62. John Baptista and twelve lascars who came home in the Syren having, 

in a petition they presented to us, alledged that when they were engaged at 

Calcutta for the voyage the Master Attendant promised, for their encourage¬ 

ment, they should be paid in England two months’ pay over and above their 

monthly pay, but as no such promise appears either in your letters of consulta¬ 

tions or upon the examination of Captain Jones, we have only paid them their 

monthly pay. However, you are to make a strict enquiry into their allegation, 

and if you find it to be true, we would have them paid the said extra pay of 

two months as they shall respectively apply to you for it. For your better 

information we enclose a copy of the said petition. 

63. Since writing the beforegoing, we have taken up another ship for 

Fort St. George named the Pitt lett for 600 tons to carry 250 men with 50 guns, 

whereof Captain William Wilson goes commander; her time of dispatch is 

to be the same as the Coast and China ships. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

John Payne / Lau. Sulivan / P. Godfrey;/ Christr. Burrow / J. Raymond / 

Charles Chambers / John Manship / Thos. Rous / Heny. Savage / Rob. Jones / 

John Dorrien / Cha. Gough / G. Steevens / John Browne / Maximn. Western / 

Hen. Hadley / Timothy Tullie / James Creed / Geo. Dudley. 

London, 11th November 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 3 MARCH 1758 

Censure of Company’s servants—shipping news—Supply of bullion to 

Madras and China—Manufacture of gun powder—Disposal of unlicensed 

goods—Investment through gomashtas—suggestion of ways for business m 

settlements in Bengal—Non-maintenance of garrison at Kasimhazar or sub¬ 

ordinate settlements—Payment of allowance to covenanted servants—Staff for 

subordinate settlements—-Residence of junior servants at cloth aurasgs-^ 
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Pleasure at fall of Chandernagore and treaty with Siraj-ud-Daulah—Proposal 
to secure confirmation of the treaty by the Mughal Emperor—Advice to 
demolish French fortifications at Chandernagore—Suspicions about Roman 
Catholic priests—Residence of Armenians within the Company's territories to 
be encouraged—Disapproval of attachment of Omichand’s estates—Exclusion 
of the French from Bengal—Appreciation of services of Watson, Pococh and 
Clive—Frugality in construction of fortifications and buildings—Transmission 
of annual returns of gun powder and military stores—Accounts of covenanted 
and military servants. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. The ship Hardwicke which sailed from Spithead on the 18th of 
December carried our last General Letter of the 11th of November 1757, a 
triplicate thereof goes by the way of Fort St. George in the Rhoda, and a 
copy by the Pitt, and for fear of a miscarriage, we now send a duplicate of the 
said letter by the Warren, and a copy by Condon. 

2. In that letter we sent you some informations and general directions 
for the conduct of our affairs, and in particular we appointed a Pesident and 
Council in the manner therein mentioned. We shall now proceed to communi¬ 
cate our further pleasure with regard to the affairs committed by the authority 
of that letter to your conduct and management, and give you the orders and 
directions which shall appear to be necessary at this most critical juncture. 

3. As on the late capture of Fort William all your books and papers are 
said to be lost and destroyed, and in consequence you must be at a loss in 
many respects for rules of conduct and proper informations, we now send you 
copies of our letters to you for several years past, and previous to them copies 
of standing orders; you will also receive many copies of your own books such 
as consultations, general books and indeed of whatever you have desired, we 
have thought necessary, and could be got ready; for the particulars of which 
you are referred to the lists of the packets. 

4. As our settlement in Bengal may in its present condition be looked upon 
as if it was in its infancy, we shall take the opportunity therefore to lay down 
some plans, and such new rules of conduct in many material cases, as we hope 
will render it of more consequence to the Company than it ever has been, even 
in its best condition. We cannot help here remarking that it is a most 
amazing thing to consider that a settlement so abounding with industrious 
inhabitants and flourishing in its trade (for a number of years at least) should 
produce so little profit to the Company. This cannot easily be accounted for 
other ways than horn the luxurious, expensive and idle manner of life which 
has too much prevailed for many years before the late calamity among all 
ranks of our servants, the genuine effects of which have been inattention and 
negligence in most and dishonesty in many. 

5. The present juncture requires very different behaviour; the circum¬ 
stances of the Company, and your own circumstances as individuals, make a 
reformation absolutely necessary. We therefore most earnestly call upon our 
superior servants to be careful, industrious and, in particular, to avoid parade 
and shew, and live with the utmost frugality and oeconomy, to be constantly 
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attentive to the conduct and behaviour of the inferior servants, to keep them 
strictly to their proper business and from living beyond the limits of their 
circumstances. In the course of this letter we shall keep in view this plan, and 

give our further sentiments with respect to persons and things in the order 
they arise. We must add that this is a point of time at which your utmost 
efforts for the service and general good of your employers are more than 
ordinarily required. [That] you may act herein with an united force, we most 
earnestly recommend the greatest harmony and friendship among the members 
of vou our Council, and although differences in opinion on many occasions 
are unavoidable, nay even necessary, yet such differences are not to interrupt 
the harmony we recommend but are to be entered on your consultations for 
our notice in a plain and fair manner, without the least mixture of personal 

resentment or altercation. 

First, of shipping 

6. In our last letter you was informed we were building for the Company’s 
service a ship of about 400 tons, which it was intended should be called the 
Dispatch; we have since then named her the Admiral Watson, in compliment 

to that brave and deserving officer. She is now proceeding to Persia with a 
considerable cargo for that market from whence she will go to Bombay. 
If before her return for England there should he any occasion for sending her 
your way, the President and Council will give you the necessary informations. 

7. Besides the ships mentioned in our last, we have taken up the Pitt for 
600 tons, to carry 250 men and 50 guns. Captain William Wilson commander. 
Although she is one of the ships consigned to Fort St. George and China in a 
mercantile way, it is our intention to make the proper use of her as a ship of 
force, and for that purpose we have constituted and appointed the commander 
thereof, the said Captain Wilson, commodore of all ships and vessels freighted 
by or belonging to the Company now bound to the East Indies and all such 
as he may meet with or join in the whole course of his voyage outward bound, 
in the East Indies, China or elsewhere, within the limits of our charter, and 
homeward bound, until his arrival in England and being directed to protect 
and defend as much as lays in his power all such ships and vessels; the com¬ 
manders of the Company’s ships, whenever they are in company with the said 

commodore, are to follow all such orders, directions and instructions which 
he shall think proper to give them for the purposes aforesaid. These are the 
general powers with which our said commodore is invested, [but] he is still 

to act under the direction of the Company’s agents agreeable to charterparty 
and his instructions. In case of the death of Commodore Wilson, the person 
who succeeds to the command of the Pitt is to be the Company’s commodore, 

and is to be regarded and obeyed as such accordingly. 

8. Although the destination of the Pitt is for Fort St. George and China 
as before observed, and you may possibly have no connections with her, yet 
we have thought proper to give you the beforegoing information, that you may 

make the necessary use of, if there happens to be any occasion for it. , 

9. Mr. John Hull, who, you have been advised, was appointed one of our 
supracargoes for China, cannot, on account of his had state of health, proceed 

thither ,* that commission therefore consists of the eleven other persons. ' 
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10. Being under the present circumstances satisfied of the utility of having 

some of our supracargoes reside this season round in China, we have accord¬ 

ingly directed Messrs. Thomas Lockwood, Robert Mackett, Richard Peisley 

and Francis Wood to continue at Canton for the year 1759 for certain purposes 

mentioned in their instructions not material for your informations; however 

your being apprized of such a residence may be necessary, especially if you 

should have occasion to send to Canton at any time a ship or ships described 

in our last letter under the name of casual ones. 

11. The ships Warren and London by which you will receive this letter 

are first to call at Fort St. George to land a part of His Majesty's battalion 

there, as also some consignments; but as the bulk of their cargoes are intended 

for your Presidency, we have given positive directions for their being forwarded 

to you with as much dispatch as possible. 

12. In settling accounts with the owners of several ships which have been 

consigned from Bengal to Bombay and particularly of the ship London, it is 

observed, there has been a very considerable difference in the weight of the 

sugar consigned from the former to the latter place, and that the commanders 

have represented to the Governour and Council at Bombay that it chiefly arose 

by taring the bags when new and dry at Bengal and at Bombay with the sugar 

penetrated into diem, which has induced us to repay the owners what they paid 

for said deficiency; now in order to prevent this in future, if any sugar shall 

be consigned as beforementioned, the gross tare and nett weights must be 

put into the invoice at Bengal, and at Bombay the sugar must be weighed 

gross and compared with the invoice gross weight, and the deficiency charged 

accordingly. 

Secondly, of goods from Europe or from one part of India to another 

13. Having in our letter by the Hardwicke given you a general view of 

the consignments of woollen goods for the several parts of India and China, 

and to your Presidency in particular, we have accordingly laden on these ships, 

the Warren and London, the intended proportion for the Bengal market as will 

appear by the invoices and bills of lading. 

14. To the said invoices you are likewise referred for the particulars of 

the several other goods and stores intended for sale, as also for use, with all 

which you are as fully supplied as the tonnage for Bengal and other circum¬ 

stances would admit of. 

15. By the Hardwicke we consigned to the President and Council at Fort 

St. George twenty chests of treasure; by the Pitt we sent them in silver and 

gold to the amount of about the value of thirty chests of silver, and five chests 

of silver on each of the other six China ships. Although this was not so large 

a supply as we could wish, yet, agreeable to our repeated directions to that 

Presidency, we shall depend upon your being assisted with a necessary and due 

proportion thereof. 

16. What treasure is consigned to you by these ships will appear by the 

invoices to which we refer; we shall only take notice that we cannot avoid 
giving the President and Council of Fort St. George a discretionary power to 

detain a part thereof for the expences and investment at that Presidency, if it 

is absolutely necessary, but not otherwise. 
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17. The said President and Council are directed to attend to the advices 

they receive from you with respect to sending your treasure, coined or in 

bullion; the latter no doubt will be most eligible in many respects, especially 

by saving much time, if in consequence of your late treaty with the Nabob a 

mint has been set up at Calcutta; you are accordingly to send the earliest 

notice from time to time to Fort St. George in what manner the treasure is to 

be forwarded to avoid as much as possible the detention of any ships intended 
for Bengal. 

18. Should the convoy under which the Fort St. George and China ships 

proceed call at the island of Madeira, we have desired the Company’s corres¬ 

pondents there to lade on the Company’s! ships one hundred and forty pipes 

of wine in the whole or such a proportion thereof as they can take in, consigning 

the same to the President and Council of Fort St. George, and the said President 

and Council have directions to forward to you a large proportion thereof, as 

far as a moiety, if it can be possibly spared. 

19. You must take care to supply in the usual manner, by every ship, our 

island St. Helena with the proper stores agreeable to the indents you receive 

from thence. We shall only remark that they have a new channel for supplies 

of sugar, we mean from the West Coast; the Oxford delivered to the amount 

of fifteen thousand pounds weight, so that it seems if an abatement is made in 

any articles from Bengal it should be in sugar, but then the one ton per cent 

every ship is obliged by charterparty to [carry] must be made up in other 

articles. 

20. We observe by your consultations of the 14th of February you had 

ordered the powder mills at Perrin’s to be repaired, and that Major Kilpatrick 

was to supravise the making of gunpowder with the same gratuity which was 

allowed to Captain Buchanan in our letter of the 25th March last; we gave you 

our sentiments upon the agreement with that gentleman, and expressed our 

hopes that it would, agreeable to your assurances, prove a beneficial one to the 

Company; your late misfortunes have prevented our being convinced thereof 

by experience; we can therefore only say that as the manufacture of gunpowder 

at your settlement is of great importance at this time in particular, we must 

recommend and leave it to your prudence to have it made of the best quality 

and in the cheapest manner you can, either by contract or otherwise, as shall 

be found most advantageous. As you have all the materials on the spot and 

cheaper than in any other part of India, we are well satisfied that, with proper 

management, sufficient quantities may be produced not only for our settlements 

in Bengal but for our other settlements, those on the coast of Choromandel 

at least, and we direct that the powder be ever proved by a standing committee, 

to consist of the Major, Engineer, Storekeeper, and Gunner, whose reports are 

to be signed, delivered the Board and entered upon consultations with such 

remarks as may appear necessary. 

21. It falls properly under this head to inform you that it is our will 

and pleasure and express orders, that you do sell all goods and merchandize 

whatsoever at publick sales in the manner practiced before the capture of the 

settlement, and as laid down in our several standing orders on this subject 

Your own experience, with the books and papers mentioned in the beginning 

of this letter to be now sent, will sufficiently furnish you with all necessary 

informations. 
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22. In order to reduce the price of copper and put an end to the too good 

understanding we suspected among the dealers therein, and having also a 

large quantity of that article laying at Fort St. George when our last letters 

from them were dispatched, we have greatly decreased our investment thereof 

by this year’s shipping. 

23. We have met with some insinuations (which, had they amounted to 

something more like proofs, we should have made a further enquiry into) that 
it hath encouraged the officers of some of our ships to take on board that com¬ 

modity unlicensed and for their own account; being determined to prevent such 

daring breaches of their oath and obligation, and to show our highest resent¬ 

ment to those guilty of them, if you have any regard to our future favour, you 

are on the arrival of the several ships to cause the strictest search and enquiry 

to be made for that commodity by every possible method and, in case of a 

discovery, not only to seize th$ same, but even grant rewards to discover the 

proprietor, and report impartially the result of such enquiry to us by the first 

ships, and you are hereby strictly enjoined to attend to and carry into 
execution our former orders for the discovery of and seizure of all unlicensed 

goods in general. 

Thirdly, of investments 

24. We now send you in a seperate article as usual a list of the investment 

to be made at our settlements in Bengal, the necessary directions, observations 

and informations being therein sufficiently expressed; you are as strictly to 

attend to, and comply with them, as if they were here inserted. 

25. The provision of tire investment in and about Calcutta by gomastahs 

on the plan which subsisted before the troubles was so beneficial to the Company 

that we cannot think of a better. You are therefore to pursue that method with 

every addition that can be suggested and shall be found reasonable for its 
improvement; in particular we earnestly recommend your giving every 

possible encouragement to bring the weavers to settle in and about the 

neighbourhood of Fort William on both sides the river, particularly into the 

thirty eight villages lately acceded to us by the treaty with the Nabob, that 

as many articles as possible of your investment may be provided in and near 

the principal settlement particularly with respect to some of the Dacca, 

Cossajura and Santipore sortments, which we are satisfied may be attempted 

with good success as well as the coloured sortments of the Calcutta 

investments. 

26. The providing the investment as before directed at the aurungs must 

not however in the least abate your endeavours to procure as large a propor¬ 

tion of every sortment of cloth you possibly can by ready money contracts. 

We have this method likewise much at heart, and we expect you will pursue 

it with zeal and attention, and give every possible encouragement to make it 

answer our well founded expectations of success, 

27. Though the method you have adopted and have hitherto for some 

time past successfully carried on for purchasing goods at the several aurungs 
hath reduced that part of the business of the cottah which relates to the prizing 

of goods there (since the dadney merchants have been laid aside) to that of 

ready money goods only, that still becomes a material object of your attention, 
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upon which subject we must observe to you that though the methods prescribed 

are very proper, in directing that the President and Council should themselves 

attend on those occasions, we have had but too much reason to believe that if 

it hath been complied with it hath been more for form sake than for that of 

making a real and careful inspection whether the assorters or junior servants 

in the cottah have done their duty; we do therefore strictly enjoin that in 

future when any purchases are to be made for ready money, and the goods to 

be purchased are sorted out for prization or comparing with the musters, diat 

as many gentlemen as can be collected of the Council and even the President 

(when unavoidable business does not call for his attendance elsewhere) do attend 

the cottah on that service, and carefully inspect the assorting such goods for 

the better fixing the real .value thereof. 

28. We have long complained of the heavy expences of the subordinate 

settlements, the neglects and mismanagements of our servants there as well 

with respect to the providing the investments as in many other particulars, 

which it would be unnecessary here to repeat, as we are determined to fall 

upon other measures, we mean by having the business carried on at each 

settlement by a smaller number of covenant servants at a certain moderate 

allowance without the least parade of soldiers, fortifications or even the appear¬ 

ance of military strength, and it is with satisfaction we find by your letter of 

the 31st of January 1757 that you adopt this plan as the result of experience to 

be in general of the most utility to the Company. 

29. We therefore direct that in future you maintain no garrison or 

military force at Cossimbuzar or any other of the subordinate settlements, 

and that no more Europeans or others are kept there than you shall find really 

useful in the commercial affairs, that our covenant servants have no greater 

or larger allowances at such settlements than are hereafter mentioned which 

are to be in lieu of all fees or perquisites whatsoever. We do not mean how¬ 

ever they should be precluded the benefit of trade, provided it does not prejudice 
the Company, which we shall leave to your care and prudence to judge of and 

restrain, whenever you find occasion for it. You are to attend in a very 

particular manner to the durbar charges, charges general, and charges of 

merchandize of each settlement and reduce and settle them upon the best 

and lowest terms possible. The excesses in these articles are some of the 

principal objects we have had so much reason to complain of as greatly 

injurious to the Company. 

30. As the business at Cossimbuzar, Dacca and Luckipore will we 

apprehend be pretty near equal, we would have it conducted at each of those 

settlements by a Chief, a second and two writers and no more; at Ballasore1 
there is to be only a Resident and one writer ; at all which places they are to be 

lodged in the factories or houses belonging to the Company. In regard to the 

several appointments we refer you to what relates thereto under the seperate 

head of general rules, instructions and orders. 

31. We would have you as much as possible cause the investments to be 

carried on at the subordinates upon the same plan as that at Calcutta, without 

the intervention of merchants, delolls or brokers by whom the Company have 

so severely suffered, and here it is necessary to acquaint you that we expect 

the utmost endeavours be used to recover as much as possible of the outstanding 

debts due from them, those at Cossimbuzar in particular. 
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32. The sending annually in rotation a few of our junior servants to 

reside at the different cloth aurungs, we are satisfied, would be attended with 
most useful consequences both to themselves and the service; it would save 

them from a habit of idleness and examples of extravagance they are too much 

liable to in Calcutta; they would soon acquire the country language and a 
knowledge in cloth from its first principles, and be a check upon the gomastahs; 

by this measure our young servants would acquire an early aptitude to business, 

and we shall have a constant succession of trained servants for the business of 

the cottahj and in time the whole or the greatest part of the investment might 

be provided by them to the exclusion of the gomastahs, which would be a 
very great and desireable improvement of your present plan; what encourage¬ 

ment such junior servants should have by way of trade at such aurungs, you 
will be the best judges of, and may regulate so as will give proper encourage¬ 

ment to them, at the same time as to prevent interfering with our investments. 

We leave the whole of this to your consideration and carrying into execution 
according to the best of your judgements. 

33. From what we writ last year we must suppose you have been making 

some enquiries as to the utility and manner of a resettlement at Patna.2 In 

order to prevent any further loss of time we leave it to you, if you are convinced 

it will be for the Company's interest to settle again there, to send one senior 
servant under the degree of Council and one writer thither upon the most 

frugal plan to make the necessary enquiries for carrying on business to advan¬ 
tage, and under your directions to make a beginning, but on no account to 

launch out into schemes of trade. You are to represent to us in the most 

explicit manner the state of affairs at that place, together with your opinion 

thereupon and wait for our further orders. 

34. We must also leave it to your consideration whether it may not be 

for the Company's advantage to have a settlement at Agra, we mean only a 

Resident with a writer or two for his assistance to live in an hired house at 
a very moderate expence; if you are of opinion it is a proper measure, you 

must give us your thoughts thereupon, form a plan for such a residence and 

wait for our further orders, unless the advantages are evident and the 

expences small, in which cases you are at liberty to make a tryal without 

waiting longer. 

35. Although we have mentioned both Patna and Agra under this head 
of investments, we are well apprized that the value to the Company will depend 
in a great measure upon the facilitating the vend of woollen goods, 

copper, lead and other European articles, in particular the two first; this 
therefore must fall under your consideration as a very material object of your 

attention. 

36. If it is possible to come to an agreement with the Dutch so that there 

should be but one purchaser for saltpetre either at Patna, Calcutta or elsewhere, 
it would be attended with considerable advantage to them as well as this 

Company, but then this agreement must be settled between the Presidencies 
and at the same time conducted with great secrecy. Your Select Committee 
are therefore hereby directed to sound and treat with a committee of the Dutch 

Presidency at Hughly3 upon this point and report at a proper time their 

proceedings to you as a Board in order for your determination and final 

directions. 
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37. The badness of the raw silk has been of late the occasion of constant 

complaint, and unless it is provided cheaper and better, that once valuable 

article can have no share in our trade. In order to put it on a better footing we 

last year sent out Mr. Wilder, a person extremely well qualified for that purpose. 

On him therefore we must have a great reliance for striking out the best rules 

and methods; there is one thing however we recommend to your and his con¬ 

sideration for carrying into execution, which is that a small portion of putney 

be annually provided at the putney aurungs on the best terms and sent down 

to Calcutta to be wound off under the inspection of Mr. Wilder, if there ; if he 

is not, then under some of the Board of whom the Export Warehouse Keeper 

is to be one; by these means you will be able to form a near estimate of the 

price which ought to be given for raw silk at Cossimbuzar, as well as be better 

able to give the necessary directions as to the manner of having it wound; we 

must also recommend it to you to give our servants at Cossimbuzar directions 

to get as large a proportion of raw silk wound at the factory under their eye 

as possible. 

Fourthly, of the trade of India, transactions relative to the French} 

the country Government &ca. 

38. It is with the utmost pleasure we see the deplorable situation of the 

Company's affairs greatly retrieved by the taking of Chandernagore from the 

French, and a treaty of pacification with the Nabob, in general we believe 

as advantageous and honourable as could then be stipulated. We could have 

wished for the sake of the many unhappy sufferers that some compensation 

had been agreed to for the private property taken and destroyed [at] the 

capture of Fort William. This is so interesting a matter that we cannot think 

you have or will omit the making the proper applications to the Nabob, if 
you have the least probability of succeeding, taking care however not to 

involve the Company’s affairs by such applications. 

39. Although it is evident the apprehensions of the English force operated 

very strongly upon the Nabob and possibly induced him to execute a treaty 

more advantageous to the Company than he would at another time have 

agreed to, yet when he reflects upon the mutual advantages resulting from it, 

we flatter ourselves he will punctually observe it. On your parts you must 

take every opportunity of cultivating a sincere and lasting friendship with him, 

the securing of which is one of the great objects on which the success of our 

affairs in Bengal almost entirely depends. 

40. We could be glad that the said treaty had the confirmation of the 

Great Mogul4, and if ever an opportunity offers for that purpose we recom¬ 

mend it to you to use your best endeavours to procure it. Whether since 

the revolution at the court of Delhi, this is a practicable measure you are the 

best judges, and will shape your conduct according to circumstances. 

41. In order to engage and conciliate the Nabob as much as possible to 

the Company, we have writ a letter to him, and accompanied it with a present, 

consisting of several curiosities and particulars as by the enclosed account, 

which we hope will prove agreeable. You are to take the first opportunity 

of presenting both the letter and the present with all the marks of deference 

and respect necessary on such an occasion, but with as much oeconomy 
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as little parade as possible; in consequence the person or persons to be em¬ 
ployed herein must be left to your discretion. 

42. The Nabob's consenting to your attack of Chandernagore was a very 

happy circumstance, and as the French we make no doubt will make some 

efforts to retrieve their affairs in Bengal, you will make the best use of it to 
prevent any future connections between them. 

43. The entire demolition of the fortifications at Chandernagore we hope 

has been long since effected agreeable to what Colonel Clive writes us in his 

letter of the 16th of April; if not, it must be done without loss of time, that 

the French may not ever have the advantage again of a place of that force 

in case of their return to Bengal. 

44. And here it is proper to inform you that we have very lately received 

certain intelligence that part of the great armament you have already been 

informed sailed from Port L/Orient for the East Indies the last spring is put 

into Rio Janeiro on the coast of Brazil, to refresh and recover the sick people, 

which were very many. The ships which are put in at this place are seven 

large ones with a great number of men on board, although they had lost many 

in their passage ; they were left there the end of August and proposed to pro¬ 

ceed on their voyage the month following. 

45. All our setdements have been so well apprized of this armament, to 

which adding the probability of Commodore Stevens getting to India before 

it, we are in great hopes this formidable effort will in a great measure be 

frustrated. With respect to Fort William we shall depend upon your having 

put it into the best posture of defence and that you will take all possible 

care for its security. 

46. We cannot approve of your so generally interdicting the exercise of 

die Roman Catholick religion within the whole bounds, as such a step may be 

attended with many inconveniency, but if any priest is troublesome or sus¬ 

pected of doing any thing prejudicial to our affairs, we would have such an one 

immediately dismissed and not permitted to reside any where within the 

bounds. As to Fort William itself it will be a prudent measure so long as 

the French war subsists not to suffer any persons professing the Roman 

Catholick religion, priests or others, to reside therein, and this you are stricdy 

to observe. 

47. You mention that you should consider of some regulations with 

respect to admitting die residence of the Armenians and black merchants 

within our bounds. We hope you have taken no steps to discourage the in¬ 

habitants in general, and as to the Armenians we apprehend no bad conse¬ 

quences from their residence, on the contrary many advantages flow from it, 
which we would have you encourage as much as possible. 

48. It appears upon your consultations of the 2Cth of January last that 

Omichund’s conduct had been such as to give room to suspect he had been 

direcdy or indirecdy concerned in involving the settlement in the late troubles, 

and you therefore agree to attach his estate and effects till some determination 

could be come to. It is true the former part of his conduct was suspicious, 

but not so far as appears to us in a degree to warrant the sequestration of his 

estates and effects, and his behaviour since seems to have been with a sincere 

intention to serve the Company. As we do not find any proceedings in thus 
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affair since the 20th January, we must suppose you have dropt the further 
prosecution of it, but if it has been resumed we hope you have gone no further 

than the strictest justice will warrant, 

49. We observe by Colonel Clive’s letter of the 16th of April last that the 

Nabob had started a difficulty as to driving the French out of the province 
on account of the injury it would be to the Mogul’s revenues, upon which the 
Select Committee agreed that if the French subordinates were delivered up to 
us, the English Company would annually make good to the Circar the loss 
of customs on the French trade so long as they should be kept out of the 
country, and that to obviate another difficulty started about the debts owing 

by the French to his subjects, an offer was made of half of what might be 
found at their subordinates. The last measure we can have no objection to, 

but the other we apprehend will make us liable to unlimited demands. We 

hope this measure has been and will be well considered and adjusted in the 
most advantageous and unexceptionable manner, as well as consistent with the 

great object of keeping the French out of the province. 

50. Upon the Select Committee’s minutes under date of the 12th of 

March, we find a letter there taken notice of from Mr. Watts, that Omichund 
had mentioned to the Governour, Colonel Clive and himself, that Roy Runget5 
acting as vackeel in getting the three lack of rupees (towards indemnifying 

the Company) expected the same allowance of ten per cent as they used to 
get on payment of all money to the Nabob, which if he remembers right 
was assented to; however lest he should be mistaken he requested immediate 
directions. This being the last minute in the book, the resolution there¬ 

upon does not appear, hut we have taken notice of it on purpose to acquaint 
you that if this claim has been complied with in its full extent, it is a further 
mark of your lavishing the Company’s money in a very extraordinary degree. 

51. You have been already directed to signify the high sense we as a 

Court of Directors entertain of the services of Vice-Admiral Watson and 
Vice-Admiral Pocock. We have now the pleasure of informing you, that 

at a General Court of the Proprietors of the East India Company held on the 
21st of December last, it was unanimously “Resolved that the thanks of this 
General Court be given to Vice-Admiral Watson and to Vice-Admiral Pocock 

for their eminent and signal services to this Company.” 

52. If those gentlemen or either of them should be in Bengal or else¬ 

where in India where they can be writ to, you are to inform them of the 

said resolution, and at the same time let them know how much pleasure it 
gives us to transmit so agreeable a testimony of their great merit. 

53. It is with equal pleasure we also transmit another unanimous reso¬ 
lution of the same Court with respect to the services of Lieutenant Colonel 

Clive which is to be immediately communicated to him viz., 

“RESOLVED that the thanks of this General Court be given to lieutenant 

Colonel Robert Clive for his eminent and signal services to this Company.” 

Fifthly, of fortifications, buildings and revenues 

54. We were so particular in our directions with respect to rendering Fort 

William defensible in our letter of the 4th of May las t which went 

n-5 
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our Engineer Mr. Mace, that we have nothing further to add thereto, than only 

by way of hint to recommend to your and Mr. Mace’s consideration whether 

the works now subsisting, by being strengthened and improved as much as 

their nature and situation will admit of, may not render them sufficiently 

defensible and tenable without erecting a new fort or citadel, the expence of 

which will be immense and no benefit result from it probably during this 

French war; should you and Mr. Mace be of this opinion, the expence of a 

new fort will be saved, and no fresh cause for alarm be given die Moor’s 

Government, which notwithstanding the late treaty it might occasion. 

55. As we entirely agree with you in opinion that there is no utility in 

having garrisons at the subordinate setdements and which our late mis¬ 

fortunes have fully evinced, you are therefore to suffer no buildings to be 

erected or repaired, but such as are really necessary for the residence of the 

few servants we purpose to have at them, and mercantile purposes only, that 

the heavy expences we have hitherto laboured under for buildings and repairs 

may be reduced within the most moderate bounds. 

56. In the several buildings it may be necessary to erect for the general 

purposes of the settlement you are to be as frugal as possible. The Council 

room and three or four adjoining ones are to be handsome though not ex¬ 

pensive, all other apartments and buildings are to have as little bestowed upon 

them as may be consistent with the uses they are intended for. 

57. You must take care that the apartments for our junior servants are 
not upon the ground floor and in damp situations, as has been generally the 

case and fatal to many of them; let them be plain but convenient and as con¬ 

tiguous to the general scene of business and the respective places of their 
employs as may be. 

58. We are told that the buildings formerly made use of as a theatre, may 

with a little expence be converted into a church or public place of worship; 

as it was built by the voluntary contribution of the inhabitants at Calcutta, 

we think there can be no difficulty in getting it freely applied to the before- 

mentioned purpose, especially when we» authorize you to fit it up decently at 

the Company’s expence as we hereby do. 

59. If you should not be fully in possession again of Bulramgurry6, we 

would have a lookout house at least preserved and a flag hoisted there as usual 

lest the French should take possession of it, and when affairs are settled in 

Bengal it must then become an object of your most serious consideration as a 

place that will contribute much to the enlargement of the investment. 

60. Chittagong has been represented to us to be so conveniently situated 
for trade, and might be advantageous to the Company in so many other 

respects that were our affairs in general in a more favourable situation than 

at present, we should be tempted to. order an immediate settlement there. 

At present we would confine our views to getting leave for hoisting a flag by 
way of preserving a right thereto, so as to preclude the French or any other 

European powers from any pretensions to that place, and we direct you will 
make the necessary applications for ah exclusive liberty if possible of hoisting 

a [flag] accordingly, at least that we have the liberty of settling etc., flag there, 

notwithstanding any privileges the Nabob may grant to other nations, and 

you are to give us your thoughts upon the advantages of trade, situation and 
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otherways, of such a settlement, the charges of carrying it into execution, 
together with whatever else occurs to you material for our information, that 

if it shall appear an object worthy of our attention we may send you the 
necessary orders thereupon. 

6L Had your fortifications and works been ever so strong and formid¬ 

able, what could they have availed without having a sufficient stock of gun¬ 

powder and your artillery and military stores in proper order? How much all 
this was neglected in the late capture of the place has appeared beyond all 

contradiction; in order as much as possible to prevent such negligence in 

future we positively direct that you do annually make a return by the first 

ships of your stock of powder, and of all sorts of ammunition and military 

stores upon hand, together with the condition of the same, and you are furdier 

directed to cause frequent surveys to be made thereof, and cause the gun¬ 

powder to be turned as often as necessary that you may be satisfied they are 

at all times in a condition for service, copies of which surveys must likewise 

be transmitted for our information. 

Sixthly and seventhly, of covenant and military servants 

and their accounts 

62. In our last letter you were informed of the names of the thirteen 

writers we had appointed for the Bengal establishment; James Barton, the 

first upon the list, is with his father Captain Barton who are on their way 

overland as mentioned in that letter, five took their passage on the Hardwicke, 

two went by the Fort St. George ships and the remainder proceed on these ships. 

63. We now according to annual method send you a list of free merchants, 

seafaring people and others who have our leave for residing in the East 

Indies under the Company’s protection. 

64. We are sensible the late calamity has reduced many persons to 

extreme poverty, in particular we have been informed that the widow and 

three children of our late Chaplain, Mr. Mapletoft, are in great distress. We 
therefore recommend the case of this family to your consideration, as like¬ 

wise any other real and great objects of charity arising from the same cause, 

and give them such relief as may be necessary for their support, in doing 

which you are to be as sparing as the nature of the several cases will admit, 

constantly bearing in mind the present circumstances of the Company which 

will not allow of any expence that can be possibly avoided. You are to transmit 

to us annually a full account of your proceedings herein with your reasons 

for giving or continuing any charities, that we may be satisfied whether they 

are bestowed upon proper objects and may send our orders accordingly. 

65. Mrs. Elizabeth Dod having been permitted to send nineteen hundred 

and eighty two ounces of foreign silver by the Grantham for the use of her 

son John Dod, writer at your settlement, who being dead, she has desired it 

may be secured and disposed of either by you or our servants at Fort St 

George. If the said silver should be in Bengal you are to receive the same 

accordingly into the Company’s cash and give a set of certificates for the 

amount thereof payable to her as administratrix to the deceased; 

66. Mr. Edward Wharton having also becu permitted to send seven 
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hundred and forty seven ounces of foreign silver by the Walpole to Nathan 

Drake, late a writer at your settlement, also since deceased, has made the like 

request. If this also shall be in Bengal you are to receive the same into our 

cash and give a sett certificates for the amount payable to Mr. Edward Wharton 
as administrator to the said Nathan Drake. 

67. In the 54th paragraph of our letter by the Hardwicke we recommend¬ 

ed Messrs. Cooke, Ellis and Cartier as proper objects of the Company’s 
favour; we think proper to repeat it again in this place that you may be 

assured we shall be well pleased to find they are favoured in such manner as 

may be convenient. 

68. If the situation of the Company’s affairs should be such as to have 

detained Colonel Clive in Bengal until the receipt of this letter, it is our plea¬ 

sure and orders, notwithstanding any former directions, that he continue to 

be the Commander in Chief of all our forces, that he be always of Council in 

which his rank is to be next to the presiding President for the time being and 

that he do preside at, and be the chief member of, the Select Committee. 
These directions are to be in force so long as Colonel Clive’s stay in Bengal 

shall be found necessary for the good of the Company. 

69. As all the ships this season for your side of India are so fully taken 

up in carrying a battalion of His Majesty’s troops to Fort St. George, we have 

no other way of fixing the military establishment at your Presidency than 

by draughts from our own forces on the Fort St. George establishment, and 

indeed this seems to be very practicable as upon the arrival of that battalion 

we flatter ourselves there will be a sufficient strength upon the coast of 

Choromandel. 

70. The garrison at Fort William we would have consisted of five hundred 

Europeans at least, officers included; we have accordingly directed the 

President and Council of Fort St. George to draught off such a number of the 

troops on that establishment as will make up and compleat the said number 

of five hundred effective Europeans at least, which are from thenceforward to 

be fixed on the Bengal establishment. Those already in Bengal [we] suppose 
will make part of that number, the rest we have given directions to be sent 

as soon after the arrival of His Majesty’s troops as possible. 

71. We have directed the President and Council of Fort St. George to 

consider also whether it may not be necessary to supply you with a body of 

good seapoys, and if it is, to send a proper number accordingly as far as you 

shall inform them may be wanted and they can spare or assist you with. You 

must therefore take care to apply to the said President and Council for as 

many as you shall judge necessary for our service in Bengal; this is on a suppo¬ 

sition that you cannot get as good people in Bengal. 

72. As we must suppose the military regulations which we sent you 

under date of the 17th June 1748 are lost in the late calamity, you will find 

copies thereof among the several other copies of papers now transmitted to 

you; to them therefore we refer you and direct that you conform as near 
thereto in the forming your present establishment as circumstances will 

admit of. 

73. We have had great reason to complain of our servants at Fort St 

George for carrying that allowance to the troops when they are in the field 
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called batta to an extravagant degree of profusion, and have given them 
express directions to reduce and settle it upon the most reasonable footing: 
we apprehend some allowance of this kind is introduced among the troops in 
Bengal, but to what extent we are not at present informed. However, it is 
necessary you should be apprized that we expect and direct, if such allowance 
has been introduced, you do regulate and reduce it in the best manner and as 
low as possible, in doing which you are to make an allowance for the great 
difference in the price of provisions at Fort St. George and with you, so that 
way [what?] may be deemed an equitable allowance there would be extra¬ 
vagant in Bengal where all the necessaries of life are so much cheaper, and 
we further direct that batta be never allowed but when the troops are in the 
field in actual service, and that no allowance thereof be made to any officer 
or officers or any other person or persons whatsoever in a double capacity. 

74. We observe by your consultation of the 26th of January you agreed 
that a militia should be formed and established under the command of Major 
Kilpatrick with proper rules and regulations; this resolution meets with our 
entire approbation and we hope has been effectually carried into execution; 
if not, no time must be lost as the safety of the settlement may greatly depend 
upon so useful a measure. 

75. For the reason already given, we cannot send you any military 
recruits this season, but we have appointed Thomas Davis, Solomon Parisod, 
George Buck and John Bath[oe] to be cadets in the Company’s forces upon 
the Bengal establishment, who are to be preferred if they behave well in the 
order they are named. Two first went on the Hardwicke, as you have been 
already advised, the other two go in the Warren. 

76. Captain Thomas Fenwick who had your permission to come to 
England on furlow for the re-establishing his health after a dangerous fit of 
illness, now returns to his duty and station as captain of a company upon the 
Bengal establishment, and you are to observe his absence is not to be prejudice 
to his rank. 

77. We have appointed Mr. Robert Millagan to be a lieutenant of the 
first company on the Bengal establishment wherein a vacancy shall happen 
upon or after his arrival, and a commission is to be granted him thereupon 
accordingly. In the mean time, he is to have and receive, until such vacancy 
shall happen, the pay usually allowed to a lieutenant, and he is to do duty as 
a supernumerary lieutenant whenever and wherever it may be necessary. 

78. As the very being of our settlements in Bengal will greatly depend 
upon our forces being at all times under the command of a capable and good 
officer, which it is with great pleasure we observe is the present case with 
respect to Major Kilpatrick and who, we hope, will long fill that station, yet 
in case of a vacancy of the post of Major of our garrison by his death or any 
other event, it is our pleasure that Paul Philip Poller De Bottens Esqre our 
Major at Fort St. George who was originally on the Bengal establishment have 
Ms option of succeeding to such vacant Majorship at Fort William, but if 
Major Polier rather chuses to stay at Fort St. George, then it is our pleasure 
and directions that Captain John Calliaud7, at present likewise on the Fort St. 
George establishment, do remove from thence and succeed to such vacant 
Majorship on your establishment. Jn c&se therefore of % yacancy you ap f 
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send immediate notice thereof to Fort St. George that one or other of those 

gentlemen may set out to take the command of our forces in Bengal without 

loss of time. 

79. Our late misfortunes in Bengal have fully evinced, by the incapacity 

of the late Commandant Minchin, what little regard ought to be paid to 

seniority in the military line, on so important an occasion as the command 

of our forces for ever so short a time. Therefore, in case of a vacancy by 

the death or any other event of Major Kilpatrik, you are to appoint the most 

capable and unexceptionable officer to fill that important post provisionally 

until Major Polier or Captain Calliaud arrives to succeed agreeable to what 
is beforementioned. 

80. Should neither of those gentlemen succeed, then such capable and 

unexceptionable officer must continue to fill that post until we signifie our 

further pleasure to you, and this you are to look upon as a standing rule 

whenever there is a vacancy. 

81. Major Polier, by our express orders to the President and Council 

at Fort St. George, was not to have a constant seat at the Council Board, but 

to be always called thereto when military affairs are under consideration, 

or when he had any thing to propose in the military way, at which times he 

was to have a vote and take his seat therein next below the second. This 

must be observed as a rule also in Bengal with respect to Major Polier and 

all future Majors. As Major Kilpatrick by our appointment is standing third 

in Council this rule is not to affect him. 

82. It is with concern we are obliged in this place to take notice of a 

very extraordinary letter addressed to us by Major Kilpatrick under date of 

the 15th August 1756, which reflects on us for a partial conduct in regard to 

him which we certainly have given no occasion for. The nomination of a 

Major at our three Presidencys is what we always have and shall continue 

to reserve to ourselves. Had seniority prevailed, we think Captain Campbell 

had pretension to succeed at the time of the appointment of Major Heron 

and the nomination of Captain Kilpatrick who thereby took rank of Captain 

Campbell, occasioned the return of the latter, whose complaints were strongly 

represented to us by persons of the highest rank here, and would perhaps 
have been in some degree relieved, had not our high opinion of Colonel 

Lawrence persuaded us that there were some sufficient reasons which induced 

him to prefer Major Kilpatrick, which last, had he had the patience to have 

waited the arrival of our letter to you of the 11th of February 1756, would 

have found his various complaints quite groundless; with respect to his com¬ 

plaints about allowances mentioned in another letter of the 15 of January 

following, he is certainly mistaken or misinformed, as it was always our inten¬ 

tion that he should have the same appointment with all other Majors at our 

other Presidencies, nor do we know of any other instance of any thing more 
paid to any former Major than the sum of two hundred and fifty pounds 

a year except Colonel Scott, who, contrary to our knowledge and first inten¬ 

tion, did receive an additional pay of fifteen shillings a day, which we signified 

our disapprobation of in the strongest terms and ordered to be discontinued 

in future to any succeeding Majors, as well as of the most unwarrantable 

liberty you took in continuing the like allowance to Captain Minchin who 

succeeded as Commandant 
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83. Major Kilpatrick may be assured we retain a very just sense of his 
services, and it hath been far from our intention to show the least slight to 

him, but do not find it in our power to distinguish him by a larger allowance 
than those made to Major Sir James Foulis and Major Polier. 

84. The safety of the place and the proper management of the garrison 

depend so much upon the soldiers being constantly under the eye of their 
officers that wTe would have you, as soon as you conveniently can, cause 
barracks to be erected for them in such place or places as may best answer 

the purpose. Your Engineer must be accordingly consulted and employed on 
this occasion. 

85. As we take it for granted you have re-established the hospital, you 

are strictly to observe the orders we gave for the better regulation thereof in 
our General Letter of the Sth of January 1752 [sic] and in particular that part 
wherein one of the Council is directed, in turn once a week or oftener if neces¬ 

sary, do visit the hospital, and report to the Board whether the surgeons are 
regular in their attendance, and give all the relief in their power to the sick, 
that they are kept clean and have the proper provisions. We know this has 

not been observed as it ought to have been ; that we may know therefore you 
do your duty regularly in this respect, we insist upon your entering upon your 
diary every such visitation together with such proceedings as may result 
thereform. 

86. As the allowing of sick quarters for the military leaves a dangerous 

opening for faggots, you are on no account to admit of such a practice, and 

indeed if the hospital is properly managed there will be no pretence for it. 

87. Lieutenant Nathaniel Jacobs, who had served the Company several 
years in the military in Bengal and whose pay, though absent, has for some 
particular reasons been continued, informed us that the same was stopt by 
you on the 1st of September 1756. We have agreed to pay him here in future, 
therefore no further payment on that account is to be made in Bengal. We 
have paid him the arrears from the said 1st September, but if any thing has 
been paid by you from that time to his attorneys, you are to advise us of 
the same that we may recover it again, he having given security for that 

purpose. 

88. Upon the application of Dr. Baillie, the father of Captain Hugh 

Baillie at present in die seafaring way at your Presidency, representing the 
sufferings and late behaviour of his said son and who has acted as a volunteer 
in the Company’s service since the retaking as well as during the attack of 

Fort William, we have agreed to consideration thereof to give him his option 
of residing in India under the protection of the Company by free merchant’s 
indentures, or to be provided for in our service in the seafaring way if you can 

find an employment for him in that manner. You are to inform us which 
he makes his choice, and if it is the latter, we recommend it to you to fix 
him in such station as may render his services useful to the Company and at 

the same time be satisfactory to himself. 

89. Mr. Anselm Beaumont, who hath resided for several years past at 
our settlements of Fort William, is represented to us as having carried On a 
considerable trade there with great honour, and that his behaviour in the 

course thereof hath been such as tended to the advantage of the Company fry 
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the example it afforded to others. We being inclined to listen to the repre¬ 

sentations of his friends in regard to the great losses he hath sustained in 

the late general calamity which hath befallen that settlement, as well in 

regard to the loss of [his] own effects as of the consignments and effects, entrust¬ 

ed to him by his friends, in order to excite his industry and give him a better 

opportunity of retrieving his shattered fortune, we do direct that he be enter¬ 

tained in our service as a factor, and do take rank next after Mr. George 

Gray Junr. 

90. Among the many objects of our regard and compassion whose 

fortunes have been reduced from opulent to distressed circumstances, none 

are entitled to a greater share of it than our late President Mr. Drake. Un¬ 

informed as we still continue in regard to the secret springs and source, of our 

late misfortunes at Bengal, we have been very tender in charging particular 

misconducts on particular persons. But by how much the more we had to 

expect from the conduct of gentlemen we thought fit to preside and have 

a principal concern in the conduct of our affairs, by so much the greater 

was our disappointment that some measure was not thought of and carried 

into execution for preventing that ruin which befell us and our servants, 

and which we can but think might have hindered its coming to the extremity 

we have experienced. 

91. The superior rank and situation of Mr. Drake hath been so far his 

greater misfortune, as having' exposed him more particularly to obloquy 

abroad and the resentment of gentlemen at home, and diverted the course 

of that favour which hath been extended to others in inferior stations. 

92. We being desirous of lessening as much as we can consistently 

the weight of his misfortunes, by permitting him to continue in India, 

if it is agreeable to him, to adjust his private affairs and regulate his 

transactions in trade, for the better enabling him so to do, we direct that 

he be continued in our service and to remain as and at the head of the 

Senior Merchants and with their appointments without interfering in the 

Company's affairs. 

General Rules, Instructions and Orders, which from their connections are 
* necessary to he kept together, although consisting of various branches, and 

and therefore ranged under this separate head 

93. The settlement of Calcutta has long wanted a reform in almost every 

branch, and disobedience to our orders, the practice for some years past. 

This, together with gross omissions and a total inattention to business, had 

thrown our affairs into great confusion, and that you may be convinced we; 
are not too severe in our assertions, we shall here instance a few facts and 

many others will follow in the course of these remarks. For these eight years 

no records of Quarter Sessions8 have been transmitted us, nor the remarkable 
tryal of Mr. MacGwire for the mangling Mr. Plaisted. Had we in this case 

been publickly called upon, such an omission would have brought cruel reflec¬ 

tion upon the Company. AU presentments by Grand Juries9 have by this 

means been sunk, and matters possibly of great importance hid from us. 

The registers of appeals have not been much better conducted and those, with 

the Mayor’s Court10 registers, often omitted. To add more is unnecessary, 
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94. We have now with some trouble framed such a system for your 

better government as must in our opinion produce considerable and lasting 
advantages to us and all our subjects at Calcutta, and in a few years render 

it a greater and flourishing colony, provided these our orders are carried into 
execution with that zeal, application and fidelity which you owe to your 

employers. And we here make this positive declaration to all our servants 
from the highest to the lowest, that whoever dares to break through, deviate 

from, or neglects the several rules here laid down, shall most assuredly be 

dismissed our service, excepting however such parts as you our Govemour 

and Council may deem impracticable or detrimental, and in these cases you 
are to assign us your reasons, full and explicit, 

95. It appears to us the clearest method to range our regulations under 

distinct heads, and therefore we will begin with that most extensive branch 

the Zemindary. This post with great part of its power we judge fit to abolish 

or rather separate, and in its stead we substitute an office, the head of which 

must be called Collector of Rents and Revenues under whose management 
are to be the following articles: 

Ground rent 

Duty on sale of houses 

Do sale of sloops and boats 

Do sale of slaves 
Pettahs 

Ground overplus 
Glass makers’ farm 

Vermillion do 

Fire work do 

Tobacco shops do 

The thirty eight villages ceded to us by the Nabob or whatever may 
be those acquisitions. 

96. These are all the powers of the Zemindary that are to exist under 

the Collector. The damar and oakum farm seems to he a heavy tax upon 

the trader. If we are right in this conjecture strike it off the list, and we also 

direct the following alterations: 

First: All farms in future are to be put up to public sale by our Gover- 

nour and Council and not by the Collector. 

Secondly: Regular books are to be kept of the revenues etc. by the Col¬ 
lector and transmitted us annually. Monthly accounts are to be delivered 

the Board and the ballances punctually paid into the treasury. 

Third: The Zemindar heretofore determined all differences and disputes 

betwixt the casts and fined at his pleasure, and such fines composed the 

etlack. We now order that the aggrieved in all cases apply by petition for 
redress to the Govemour. He in the margin of each petition must name 

arbitrators and -underwrite it to our Collector to have the same carried into 
execution, and reported back to him. The Collector then, in obedience to this 

order, is to summon the arbitrators, direct a speedy decision, and when they 

return their opinion the Collector is to deliver it to die Govemour who con¬ 

firms it with such fine as he shall judge proper, and this deep?? is to be placed 

Damar and oakum farm 
Sallamy on new sloops and boats 

Commission on mortgage bonds 

Duty collected on the out towns 

Duty on burthened oxen 

Bang shops farm 

Red lead do 

Salt do 

The arrack farm. 
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in the Collector’s registry; but the fine must in future be paid to the party 

injured, and no part is to be brought to our credit. If the fine should at 

any time exceed two hundred rupees and the mulcted think themselves 

aggrieved, they are to appeal to our President and Council. 

Fourth: In the measurement of ground, the directive part is to dwell with 

the Collector. He receives all applications to build, plan or enclose, and must 

issue his orders to the Surveyor of the Works (whose appointment and duty 

will be hereafter explained) for measuring AB so many square yards of ground, 

describing the spot. The Surveyor must return the Collector his report in 

writing, who is then to register the same, when it becomes the [szc] of the 

annual collections of the revenues. 

97. We are next to consider those powers of the Zemindary that remain, 

and notice to you such parts as we mean to abolish for ythe ease of the poor 

and general good of Calcutta. 

98. The civil authority for determining all causes of property between 

the natives above twenty rupees are to be vested in five persons. The members 

you are to name from our servants below Council, one of which is to preside 

as judge for a year only, and then another is to be elected. These several 

appointments are to be made by our President and Council, who are to remove 

them when the service requires it, and fill up all vacancies as may offer by this 

means, deaths or other [ways]. Rules of practice and tables of fees you are 

to settle for them and we should think it would be best, they nearly correspond 

with the methods practised by our Mayor’s Court, for we have no very favour¬ 

able ideas of etlack, moriamnts etc., at least we wish to see them mitigated. 

If lenity does not increase the evil, the same we say of fines. However, 

these matters are left entirely to your discretion; lesser articles it’s needless 

to particularize, as we shall close this head with observing that all civil cases 

heretofore in the jurisdiction of the Court of Cutcherry are now to dwell with 
these persons. In all matters where the dispute exceeds one hundred rupees, 

the parties, if they esteem themselves aggrieved, may appeal by petition to 

our President and Council. The registers are to be faithfully and exactly 

kept up and transmitted us annually. 

99. In criminal cases where the Indians are delinquents, the following 

methods we judge will answer every end of the Zemindary. Let the cogni¬ 

zance of all crimes dwell with our justices of peace, three of which are to sit 

thrice a week, and take their rotation, (our President excepted), and that 
justice may at no time stop, appoint one of them the judge for a month, this 

also in a rotation, who may daily determine all slight offences, and fine small 

sums, but in all matters of consequence that may offer in such days as the 

justices do not sit, he is directly to summon a quorum to decide them, and 

should the parties punished or fined by the acting judge esteem himself injured, 

he may appeal to the quorum for redress. But as the laws of England do not 

authorize to determine offences and inflict such punishments as are warranted 

by our phirmaund or rather tolerated by the Mogul Government, you are in 

this capacity to stile them zemindars, and your acting justice, the monthly 

zemindar. You must appoint one of our servants clerk to the zemindars, 
a registry must be faithfully kept up, their proceedings signed, and on every 

rotation lists of fines with their reasons for levying them laid before the Board 

for your approval. 
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100. Another power that will partly fall under these justices is that of 
Catwall. The Major or Commanding Officer (as will be shewn under the 
military head) is to order parties of soldiers to patrole the night through, who 
are to seize all disturbers of the peace, vagrants or criminals. These are to be 
confined until the morning, and then they are to be delivered to the sitting 
justice, who, if they are Indians, will try them as zemindar, and if Europeans, 

as one of His Majesty's Justices. For you will observe that this regulation for 
the quorum and monthly judge is meant by us to extend their jurisdiction to 
both; and thus connected, there will be less confusion, than if other justices 
were to hold a distinct branch. We need not point out that their proceedings 
in different capacity should be kept separate—the same clerk serving both. 

101. The following are what we order to be abolished, as we never mean 
to derive advantages from methods that may burthen or distress the inhabi¬ 
tants, and they are grievances that appear to us in that light, and you are to 
bear this general remark in mind that wheresoever the inhabitants continue 
injured, or your trade clogged and prejudiced, as it’s our intention to redress 

the whole, you are to point out the same for our examination and future 

directions, viz.. 

Chest makers farm Tax on marriages 
Caulkers farm Do on fishing boats 

Vending tea cattys and old iron do Do on sealing weights and measures 
Pattamar farm Do on tom toms 
Duty on old timber and plank Licence for treats. 

102. The undermentioned farms can no longer subsist because the col¬ 
lection of all duties relative to food, raiment or trade will fall under the head 

of customs, viz., 

The Gunge buzar Sambuzar and new buzar 
Soota Nuty market John buzar and 

The Great buzar Barthotta buzar 
Baagbuzar etc., seven farms Ram buzar 
Govindpore market eta, three farms Dee Galcutta and buzar 
Dee Calcutta market Calcutta ferry boats 

103. And thus having distinguished where the remaining powers of the 
Zemindary exist, we are next to consider the important articles of customs. 

104. We are fully persuaded the grossest abuses have for a long time been 
committed, and we fear connived at, and that we have been annually de¬ 
frauded of the greatest part of our duties. Our sentiments with some regula¬ 
tions were transmitted you in 1756, but as we intend now to make a thorough 

change in this branch by adopting a plan which we please ourselves must 
operate to our benefit and the advantage of the fair trader, those alterations 
are to be disregarded, and you are to adhere strictly to the orders we shall 

now lay down. 

105. Those farms where duties were collected on food, raiment neces¬ 
saries and merchandize being now set aside, customs are to be collected on 

every article that comes into or goes out of Calcutta. To enumerate such is 
unnecessary, perhaps impracticable. The general' customs at Madras is ive 
pet cent; at Bombay four three quarters on imports and exports, aM at 
Galcutta, in consideration of your present distresses, we order <mly four per 
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cent to be levied. Your own discretion will guide you to charge more or less 
on particular commodities. On vegetables, oranges, limes, poultry etc., neces¬ 
saries for the inhabitants in Madrass two and half per cent is charged, and at 
Bombay two per cent only. But then on articles whose exports or imports 
may affect the settlement higher duties are levied. For instance all kinds of 
grain imported pays three per cent, exported six per cent; salt brought in 
three and half per cent, carried out twenty per cent; coconuts, copia, onions, 
timber, chunam, three and half, exported nine; horses and mules six and 
ophium imported nine per cent. In like manner you are to regulate the duties 
on particular articles as circumstances at Calcutta may direct. Rice, we think, 
may be fixed at four or three per cent on import and less in time of scarcity. 
But the exports, it’s our opinion, should never be under seven or eight per cent, 
for as this is a large and often a very profitable trade, high duties will be the 

securest method to keep your settlement in a state of plenty. 

106. the methods our Custom Master must pursue, are those practised 
at Bombay or Madrass. The former seems by much the clearest, and in this 
packet are the custom books for one year, of each Presidency, where you 111 
observe the duties are daily entered, each entry containing in one column 

line, the proprietor, from whence, and imported or exported to, the ship oi 
vessel’s name, the several species of goods, their weight or measure, the rates 
and amount customs; monthly accounts are to be laid before the Board, the 
ballances punctually paid into our treasury and the Annual Books trans¬ 

mitted us. 

107. As your bounds are extensive and the consulage abolished, there 

will be a necessity of having two custom houses and two Custom Masters. 
The principal custom house must be by the river side. We find there is a 
house of ours very suitable for this purpose which if not sufficiently commo¬ 
dious must be made so, as also large and convenient landing places. All sea 
imports and exports are to be collected here and the head of the office is to 
be called Sea Custom Master. All goods, merchandize and bullion imported 
at Calcutta are to be landed here and no where else. Whoever transgresses 
must be dismissed our service—if Europeans, sent to England, and the goods 
forfeited—one half to our use, the other moiety to the informer. The same 
penalty shall fall on those who presume to land any one article without per¬ 
mission first obtained. The party must apply to the Custom Master signi¬ 
fying the particulars and declaring himself accountable for their duties. 

108. The other custom house should be erected near the extremes of 
your bounds, and most contiguous to the great thoroughfar[e] from the 
continent. Here duties are to be levied on all goods introduced to Calcutta 
or sent out to the continent, observing however that no goods are to pay us 
double customs unless the property is changed. At every entrance to the 
town our Custom Master should have small guardhouses or chowkeys, all 
articles whatever to be brought to this custom house and no where else, and 
the offenders- to suffer in such cases the penalties already mentioned. The 
person who presides in this branch you are to call Land Custom Master and 
the books are to be kept and transmitted in the same manner as directed with 
respect to the Sea Custom Master. 

109. As we cannot be too cautious in the prosecution of smuggling, the 
Se$ Custom Master may, if you think it expedient, have guard boats assigned 
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him from the marine to patrole the river nightly, and as you shall, under 
the military regulations, order European guards to go their rounds from ten 

at night to five in the morning throughout your boundaries, we shall hope 
these iniquitous practices will be cut off, and do you promise a tempting share 

of all seizures to these officers and their people. 

110. Let all ship’s passes, when signed and sealed, be delivered to the 

Custom Master and by him to the commander, a method that will prevent 

any persons departing before our customs are paid. 

111. So soon as you have agreed and settled our duties to be collected 

on all articles, let them, together with our orders and penalties annexed, be 

transcribed in large legible letters in the several languages and signed by our 

Governour. Let such be framed and hung up in the most conspicuous places 

at our custom house, that every one may know the duties to be paid and the 

penalties he may suffer. 

112. As the carrying into execution this great and important plan will 

require steadiness and strict application, we shall place the principal part with 

Mr. Becher depending upon his integrity and the exertion of his abilities in 

every shape without favour or partiality. He may rely upon our supporting 

him in his duty, and we hope he will merit this mark of our confidence. He 

is accordingly appointed our Sea Custom Master. What regard appointments 

relative to this branch will be found in the following part of this letter. 

113. Lastly, it’s our express orders that duties are collected on all goods 

brought into town under your dusticks agreeable to the general rates you may 

settle, as also on all goods the Moguls, Armenians etc., foreigners shall bring 

in for exportation on your freight ships or otherwise, for it’s our meaning that 

none shall be exempt from paying our full duties on every article brought 

into or carried out of the settlement. 

114. Surveyor of the Works is an officer we now appoint to have cogni¬ 

zance of the following matters: with the Collector he will be so far connected 

as to be under his orders in the measurement of ground for building or plant¬ 

ing as already set forth; and no measurement but through him shall be 

allowed. It must be his province to take care no incroachments are made on 

the public roads, no structures erected that in the opinion of our Engineer 

will obstruct the guns of your fortifications, or be a dangerous shelter to an 

enemy, for no consideration must induce you to suffer such evils again. 

115. All publick buildings, repairs, enclosures etc., must be under his 

immediate direction, the orders are to be issued to him from your Board, 

he is to indent for all materials to the Buxey, who is to deliver you his monthly 

accounts, such accounts as to value and quantities being first approved and 

undersigned by the Surveyor, and where he dissents his reasons are to be 
assigned. The payments of all workmen is still to dwell with the Buxey, but 

they are first to be mustered by the Surveyor and these muster rolls signed 
must be delivered to the Board as vouchers to the Buxey's accounts or you are; 

not to pass them. The person whom we deem in all respects most equal to 
this trust is Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted. He is accordingly entertained Surveyor 

of your works and takes passage on one of these ships. 

116. Our late determination in regard to the impropriety of penmtti^: 

Mr. Plaisted to return to Bengal, and our appointment o£ him so soon rfcesT 
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to the post of Surveyor of the Works upon our present plan of regulations, may 

seem to require some little explanation of our motives thereto. 

117. Though he was absent from, yet being unhappily greatly involved 

with many others sufferers in the general calamity of that settlement, our 

compassion hath in great degree effaced our resentment in regard to his late 

haughty behaviour which had occasioned it. His character in point of inte¬ 

grity being unimpeached, we entertain hopes of a very differing behaviour 

in other respects in future. Should we be disappointed there and he behave 

in the execution of his office with insolence or indecency, you are to suspend 

him from our service. But during his good behaviour therein, we do direct 

that he be paid the annual salary of eighteen hundred current rupees in full 

of all perquisites, emoluments and allowances whatever. But remember that 

you are able to justify yourselves in all instances where severities are exercised 

towards him or others, and the remarkable cruel treatment of Capt. Graham 

is here mentioned to show you that we will resent such arbitrary measures. 

118. The general books for these many years have been swelled to an 

enormous size by the muldplicity of useless heads. This together with the 

liberties you have taken of creating innumerable entries for the private 

convenience of individuals have rendered them intricate and confused. We 

have now made many alterations and amendments too long to be inserted here. 

Therefore they are under No. in this packet and signed by our Auditor, 

and we positively direct you to keep strictly up to those rules. When these 

books are curtailed and modelled in the manner now prescribed, no new 

heads are to be opened but with the permission of our President. And as 

your books have been generally basely copied, entries frequently erased, 

postings omitted, with other unpardonable irregularities, the person found 

culpable in any of these instances together with him who signs as examiner 
shall assuredly feel our resentment. 

119. The Secretary’s office has, in like manner, been very badly managed, 

your consultations for these several years past wrote in such a vile manner as 

not to be legible; in many places, indexes often omitted, the registers as 

already noted either not punctually kept up or transmitted us. In short the 

business in every branch at your settlement has been conducted in such a 

loose and negligent manner as to reflect shame on those in trust with our 
affairs. You our Governour and Council must set the example of order, 

method and application; the junior servants should be taught obedience and 
kept strictly to their duty, the negligent admonished, and where admonition 

fails, suspend them the service until our pleasure is known. The Madrass 

method of indexing their consultations is so plain and intelligent that we 

direct you to put the same in practice, one of those for your guidance is 

enclosed in this packet. 

120. The military establishment in general we do not mean to alter, but 

some regulations are necessary. The Europeans in garrison at Calcutta, we 
have already told you, are to consist of five hundred men. The Indian 

soldiery or seapoys be five companys of one hundred men each, but if more 

are found necessary we do not limit you ; these to be under our Major equally 

with the Europeans. The principal officers of the Indian companies to be 

appointed by our President, the inferior by the Major, the whole subject to 

the controul and directions of our Governour and Council when they see cause 
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to interfere. As we have abolished pike men, buxerries, Catwall etc., these 
country soldiers are to serve the following purposes. The Collector, Custom 

Masters, Buxey, Warehouse Keepers and every other officer will require a 
certain number agreeable to the nature of their department; this is to be 

settled and the allotments fixed in Council without any further charge to us 
than their pay as soldiers; the whole are to be at the Major’s call in all 

emergencies to defend the settlements ; and in order that discipline may be 
kept up they are all to be changed monthly, but we must further observe 

that during the time these soldiers are at those offices, they must only obey 

the orders of those they are under, excepting as above observed in times of 
danger. 

121. As we mean to have no Europeans soldiers in future at any of our 
subordinates, the guards that may be judged sufficient for the protection of 

our factories must also be draughted from these soldiers, and thus we have 
laid down rules that will ease us of a heavy expence, and the soldiers conti¬ 
nued equally useful for your defence. 

122. The Catwall’s power being destroyed, our Major must in future 

appoint a European guard with an ensign to patrole constantly from ten at 
night to five in the morning. The extent of those bounds you are to direct, 

but be particularly careful that the river side, and all entrances to the town, 

be well inspected for reasons already given. Every offender is to be confined 

by the Major until the morning. Criminals and rioters are to be sent with the 

evidences to our sitting justice, but spies and smugglers are to be examined 
by our Governour and by him reported to the Board. 

123. The mint is our next great object as we make no doubt but the 
grant has long since been ratified by the Nabob. We shall here lay down the 

necessary rules for conducting it with reputation and advantage. 

124. This branch must be by contract, one month’s public notice or 

more to be given, that you will receive proposals in writing and sealed for the 

coining of gold and silver, the lowest bidder to have the contract. Each 

party to put down the price of one hundred ounces of gold and silver of every 
specie that has or may be brought into Calcutta; this will clearly enable you 

to determine the preference. They are previously to be acquainted that the 
mint house and its repairs shall be at our expence, every other charge what¬ 

ever on the contractors’ account. As the coinage will be a great trust, we 
apprehend none but persons of large capitals or credit will offer themselves, for 
you must exact security in a sum equal to the amount you may judge will 

at any one time dwell in the mint. If two or more distinct families of opulence 

and character could be brought to join in their proposals, and should obtain 

the contract, it would be pleasing to us for many reasons. And for your 
better guidance we transmit you under No. what is allowed us for the 

several species coined in the mints of Bombay and Madrass. When the 

contractors are chose, and the prices of bullion fixed, you are then to enter 
upon the following regulations: a Mint Master must be appointed from our 

servants below Council, whose business will be to attend all receipts of bullion, 
and issues of rupees; no person is to send silver or gold to the mint but by 

application in writing to the Mint Master expressing species a*vd quantities, 

who then must give Ms order to the contractors fear receiving the same, amd 
when such bullion is coined, a second order from the Mrot must 
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be obtained for delivery of the rupees. These methods pursued will prevent 

our being defrauded of our duties. 

125. The coinage you are to collect on all silver is two and half per cent 

upon the contractors’ prices, which you are to appropriate in the following 

manner: one per cent bring to our credit, one per cent we indulge our 

Governour for the time being, and half per cent to the Mint Master as an 

encouragement to discharge this trust with fidelity and application; but if 

this coinage should raise the silver to a higher rate than at Bombay where the 

like duties are collected, you are then to lower the coinage until you give the 

trader equal to what he receives at our other Presidencies. Otherwise we 

cannot expect this mint to flourish. And in this case let our duty be one per 

cent and what may remain divide to our Governour and Mint Master in the 

above mentioned proportion. 

126. The Mint Master is to enter in one book the persons, species, if 

silver or gold, they deliver to the mint, their amount, the coinage duty, and 

the several payments; in another book the receipt and delivery of all the 

Company’s silver; monthly accounts of each are to be given into the Board, 

and the Mint Master in the same distinct manner is to transmit us those 

distinct accounts annually, which are to be signed by him. We settle no 

duties on the coinage of gold; it’s left to you; and you have liberty to lessen 

them in such manner as may preserve the credit of your mint. 

127. It will require great care and circumspection that the rupees are 

kept up to their standard, and it’s not in our power to send you a capable 

Assay Master. However if our Governour will frequently, in a private manner, 

deliver a few rupees of different coinages to goldsmiths intirely independant 

of the contractors, their assays will be a better check upon the mint than any 

person we can procure here. Your Secretary must also annually take 

himself of four different coinages forty rupees, from each’ ten promiscuously. 

These are to be sealed up separately and transmitted us to be assayed at 

the Tower. 

128. We will suffer no bullion imported at Calcutta to be coined or sold 

elsewhere. It shall be coined in our mint only, and those who do not chuse 

to do this may carry or return the same to the place it came from. But as 

this indulgence may be abused and under pretence of carrying it back, may 

convey it to our European or other neighbours, we order that all such bullion 

shall pay us a duty of half per cent when exported. And for the better know¬ 

ing what gold and silver is brought into Calcutta, our Sea Custom Master 

must certify to our Mint Master the persons and quantities imported; and 

though bullion pays no customs, still let the same be entered on our custom 

books as regularly as merchandize. 

129. Protections were originally intended to secure our property and 

meant by us to be granted our contractors, brokers and other useful persons 

connected with our affairs, and to none else. . But for many years they havp 

been given indiscriminately, too often we fear, to serve private purposes. To 

remedy this great evil in future, we order that every merchant craving .our 

protection shall present a petition to the Governour and Council setting forth 

his motives, or pretensions for such favour; if his request is granted, the 

reasons are to be assigned on your consultations. He is then to be registered 
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by the Secretary and list of those who have our protection with a proper des¬ 

cription to be transmitted us annually, 

130. There never surely was a time when the situation of the Company’s 
affairs or that of their servants of all ranks as well as of those who are resident 
in India under the Company’s protection so loudly called for a general re¬ 
formation. If that regard (which we really look upon to be due) is to be paid 
to the truth of your representation of the distressed situation of our once 
flourishing settlement of Fort William, no attempts should be neglected for 
restoring it to something like its former lustre, and necessity must now enforce 

what prudence would always have suggested to those who attend to her 
dictates. Should the oeconomy we recommend to our servants of all ranks be 
as general as their situation requires, it must banish that false shame which 

is too often the attendant of those of weak minds, whose ill judged [...] in 
an inferiour situation in regard to rank or fortune put them upon following 
the examples of their superiours in either, in their vicious or luxurious indul- 
gencies ,* but not to incur a censure formerly passed on us on a like occasion, 
though we are endeavouring rather to recommend and persuade where we 

are authorized to command, we will only add that we doubt not but our 
servants who are disposed to reflect will be very sensible before we close our 

letter that we are not acting on arbitrary or parsimonious principles, but on 
such which have equally for object the true and lasting interest of the Company 
and that of every individual servant acting under them, and that such of them 

who show the greatest zeal and readiness for conducting the affairs under 
their several departments in order to establish our general plan under the 
directions now given will be most entitled to our future favour and protec¬ 
tion and will not fail to receive proofs of our attention thereto. 

13 L It was our intention to have struck off the various articles of allow¬ 

ances to our servants from the President to the writer and have fixed one 
general appointment to each rank for salary, diet money etc., but the short¬ 

ness of the time before the dispatch of the ships not permitting us to digest 
the references and observations we must of course have made on those of our 
other Presidencies, we have determined to let the several allowances remain 
on the foot they have for some time subsisted from the gentlemen of Gouncil 
to the factor. But as we are sensible that our junior servants of the rank of 
writers at Bengal are not, upon the whole, on so good a footing as elsewhere, 

we do hereby direct that the future appointment to a writer for salary, diet 
money and all allowances whatever be four hundred current rupees 
per annum, which mark of our favour and attention properly attended to 
must prevent their reflections on what we shall further order in regard to 
them as having any other object or foundation than their particular interest 

and happiness. 

132. There is no part of the 80th paragraph of our General Letter of the 

23rd January 1754 per Denham, York and Norfolk and Anson that does not 
merit your particular attention, one of which we are determined to enforce 
from a persuasion that the indigence of our junior servants, which may too 
often have been the effect of their vices and the imitation of their seniors, 
hath not a little contributed to increase that load of complaints which have 
been so strongly and repeatedly urged by the Nabob in regard to the abusfe 

dusticksj a practice we have ever disclaimed and are detOTnined show 

ns 
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in future the strongest marks of our resentment to such as shall be guilty of, 

and do most positively order and direct (and will admit of no representation 

for your postponing the execution of) that no writer whatsoever be permitted 

to keep either palankeen, horse or chaise during his writership, on pain of being 
immediately dismissed from our service. 

133. You are also to observe that we will not in future admit of any 

expences being defrayed by the Company either under the head of cook rooms, 

garden or other expences whatever, and which we have lately observed on 

the face of our books, whether for the emolument of the Governour or any 

other person and which are not mentioned in the list of salaries, appointments 

etc., annually transmitted to us, as that is to be your present rule and 

standard for the whole to be paid each gentleman from the senior in 

Council to the junior factor, except in the particular instances herein 

after mentioned. 

134. How desirous soever we may be to enforce our recommendations for 

©economy in general, we do not purpose to retrench what shall, upon mature, 

consideration, appear to us reasonable for the decent support of each station 

in our service, or that of the four gentlemen in particular who are to preside 

alternately in establishing our settlement of Fort William on the plan now 

laid down, and do in consequence thereof direct and appoint that Messrs Watts, 

Manningham, Becher and Holwell be allowed during the time that each of 

them shall preside two thousand current rupees per month for a table and 

all other allowances whatsoever as President, exclusive of the standing appoint¬ 

ment assigned to each in common with the juniors who are of Council. And 

as the rotation will afford such intervals from that charge as to admit of those 

gentlemen their being employed in other of the most important branches of 

our affairs, we do direct that Mr. Watts as senior have the option either of 

taking upon him either the office or employ of Import Warehouse Keeper or 

Buxey 3 that Mr. Manningham do continue in that of Export Warehouse 

Keeper, that Mr. Becher be appointed Chief or Sea Custom Master and 

Mr. Holwell do take upon him either of the employments of Import Warehouse 

Keeper or Buxey which Mr. Watts shall decline. In order to encourage those 

gentlemen to exert themselves in the most faithful and diligent discharge of 
their respective offices, as well as to enable them the better to support their 

rank in Council, we further appoint to each of them during their continuance 

in their several destined employments a salary of four thousand current rupees 

per annum, but on this express consideration that it is to be taken in full 

satisfaction for all emoluments whatever that have been formerly received 

or enjoyed by any who have held any of those posts either as perquisites, 

gratuities or any other denomination whatsoever. And it is our further pleasure 
and intention, if any one or more of the gentlemen shall, during their conti¬ 

nuance in either of those offices, receive any other gratification than such their 

salary in any shape whatsoever, that they be, upon proof thereof, immediately 

suspended from the Company’s service. 

135. It is also our will and meaning that in case of the death, absence 

or removal of either of those gentlemen the salary hereby annexed to the 

office held by him be not allowed to such of Council whom you may appoint 
to succeed thereto, as we shall reserve to ourselves the confirmation of such' 

your appointment as well as the consideration of the future salary we shall 
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think proper to annex thereto. And in regard to the vacant place of such 

gentlemen as of rotation do succeed to the Presidency, it is not to be filled up 

except by orders from this Court. 

136. The conduct of Mr. Paul Richard Pearkes during the time of the 

attack on Fort William, the hardships he underwent in continuing to dis¬ 
charge his duty m the defence thereof until the Nabob became master of the 

place, enutles him to some particular mark of our regard, and do therefore 

direct that he be appointed Accountant with a gratuity annexed to that post 

of current rupees one thousand per annum. 

137. Should Mr. William Mackett accept the Chiefship hereinafter 

appointed him, Mr. Peter Amyatt is to take upon him the post of Land Custom 

Master, but should Mr. Mackett decline the said Chiefship, Mr. Amyatt is 

hereby appointed thereto, and in that case Mr. Mackett is to be Land Custom 

Master. Whatever gentleman undertakes it, may be assured that a proper 

recompence shall attend his acquitting himself with zeal and integrity of the 

duty thereof. But before we fix the sum, shall desire to be informed by you 

when you can form a judgement of the trouble attending it and of what you 

may think an adequate allowance for the same. You will observe to do the 

same in regard to that branch of the Zemindary, which is to be conducted in 

future by an officer to be called Collector of the Revenues, which will be a 
post of considerable consequence when the Company is put into possession of 

the thirty eight districts or villages formerly granted to us under the Mogul's 

phirmaund, and lately confirmed and ceded to us by the treaty with the Nabob 

Sourajee Doulet, and which post we would have filled up by such gentleman 

of the Council as you shall judge most equal to the trust. 

138. We approve of your continuing the gratuities annexed to the several 

employments of Sub-Import and Sub-Export Warehouse Keeper, Sub-Accoun¬ 

tant, Sub-Treasurer, Accountant-General, Accountant for keeping the deposit 

accounts and Secretary. The gratuity made to Mr. Frankland as Sub or 

Assistant Warehouse Keeper was on account of his standing in Council as well 

as the particular services done by him on the alteration some time since made 

by carrying on the investment at the aurungs and was ordered to cease upon 

his quitting that employ, but if it should [.....], as we apprehend it may, a 

more laborious engagement than others called Assistants in the other 

different branches of our business, we give you a liberty of extending the 

gratuity of the Sub-Warehouse Keeper to current rupees one thousand. In 

regard to such other departments which have subsisted and are still necessary, 

and to which we have made no appointments, we leave them to be filled up at 

your discretion, hoping you will direct your choice to the most deserving and 

best qualified of our junior servants for their respective employs, and that 
neither partiality or private friendships or connections will have an influence 

m your denominations in respect thereof. 

139. In regard to our subordinates we have already intimated to you our 

resolution that every thing tending to show or parade should be entirely 

abolished, and that even the appearance of a military force is to be laid aside, 
but shall submit to your determination die number of peons that are absolute¬ 

ly necessary for protecting our factories, and for preventing or repelling any 

attempts for plundering or insulting the same, recommending to your parti¬ 

cular attention the keeping the quantity of money or effects at eadh of them 
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as low as possible, as a discouragement in the first instance to attempts of 

that nature. 

140. Having determined to confine the expences of each subordinate 

within reasonable, but at the same time decent bounds, we shall admit of no 

expences to be passed to the Company's account on the general books of each 

factory than what will be herein after specified, that of maintaining the peons 

and what regards the sending of goods etc., from one place to another excepted, 

and do repeat that the number of our European covenant servants to assist at 

each settlement be as small as the nature and course of their business can 

possibly admit of. 

141. The number of gentlemen appointed to the rotation of President 

requiring a new appointment to the several Chiefships of our subordinate 

factories, we do direct therefore that Mr. Frankland be appointed Chief of 

Cossimbuzar unless the Chiefship of Dacca be more agreeable to him, in which 

case he is to make his option, and Mr. Collet be appointed Chief of such of 

the two subordinates as Mr. Frankland shall decline. 

142. Mr. Mackett is to be appointed Chief at Luckipore unless his conti¬ 

nuance at Fort William be more agreeable to him; in that case it is our 

intention that he be appointed Land Custom Master, and Mr. Amyatt is to be 

Chief at Luckipore. In regard to Bullramgully you are to appoint a Resident 

of a rank below the Council, with such junior servants as you shall think 

absolutely necessary for conducting the business of that factory which we 

think may be extended and rendered more considerable. 

143. Whatever gentlemen, whether of the rank of Council or below it, 

who are Resident at our subordinates are to receive the same appointments 

there, which they would [have] been entitled to at Fort William, and no other 

except in the case herein after provided for, or herein before excepted in regard 

to peons etc. 

144. For the better accommodation of each factory we do hereby direct 

and appoint that the Chief of Cossimbuzar be allowed annually the sum of 

four thousand current rupees for the keeping of a table and in full of any 

other emoluments or allowances whatsoever, and that the further sums to be 

allowed to the Chiefs of our other subordinates be expressly on the same 

conditions, viz., to the Chief of Dacca current rupees three thousand, to that 

of Luckipore two thousand five hundred current rupees, and the Chief or 

Resident at Bullramgully twelve hundred current rupees per annum. And 

we are further to explain our intentions in regard to these several appoint¬ 

ments, that such allowances for table expences is given in order that the junior 

servants at each factory should partake thereof. Nevertheless, if there should 

be a want of that harmony we should wish to preserve and maintain between 
our senior and junior servants or that it should for any other reasons be more 

agreeable to one or both parties to diet apart, we do direct that in such case 

the Chief shall allow and pay [out of] sum granted to him to each junior servant 

above the rank [of] writer thirty current rupees per month, and to each writer 

^twenty?] current rupees per month, to diet themselves. 

145. These regulations we have thought it absolutely necessary to adopt, 

in hopes thereby to put an end to the exorbitant expences incurred of late 

at our subordinate settlements, and at Cossimbuzar in particular, where we 
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had so recent an instance of the little use of a garrison that hath determined 

us to permit no European soldiers at any of our subordinates. All our heavy 

cannon with most of the military stores must be withdrawn to Calcutta, but 

if you should be of opinion that a few small carriage guns of one or two 

pounders are necessary against sudden attacks of the mob, such may be kept 

and those only. The garrison and factory charges have of themselves been 

a load the Company can no longer support, without including the further one 

of bad debts which have been contracted within a few years. We do not limit 
these remarks to one factory only ; Jugdea factory very lately furnished us 

with an instance of abuse in the case of Messrs Baillie and Playdell11 hereto¬ 
fore animadverted upon by us. 

146. Before we close upon this head, we must most earnestly recommend 

to the gentlemen of the Committee of Accounts that they be very attentive 

to the various articles of durbar charges, charges of merchandize, and presents, 

which we fear have been carried to much too high a pitch, that where they 

cannot be abolished, they may at least be greatly restricted, and no new in- 

croachments permitted, and in regard to the last article (presents) they must 

always be applied for to the Presidency, the Chief pointing out what may be 

most agreeable; the complying therewith must be submitted to your dis¬ 

cretion, in full persuasion that a very differing plan of oeconomy than we have 

heretofore experienced will be pursued therein. 

147. Dusticks have been scandalously prostituted to the great prejudice 

of our revenue, equally iniquitous and detrimental to the Nabob. Many just 

regulations have at times been ordered but never executed, so cheap has our 

authority been held; however as we are determined never in future to pardon 

disobedience, we shall once .more attempt to lay down such rules as will 

prevent abuses and preserve an harmony with the Mogul Government, for 

this perhaps may have been one of the fatal crimes of your late calamities. 

148. We therefore order that the Custom Master do in future keep the 

register of dusticks, and no dustick granted but on oath made by the party 

demanding the same that the goods or merchandize specified be and are on 

his own proper account, and that he does not directly or indirectly therein 

cover the property of any of the natives of Bengal, free merchants or any 

others, excepting our investments contractors bringing down our goods (but not 

their own) and our covenanted servants, that the King or Moor’s Government be 

not defrauded of their just duties and revenues, that the said oath be tendered 
by our Custom Master, who shall attest the same at one comer of the dustick 

before it is presented to the President for his signing and sealing. And in all 
respects when if does not clash with our present plan of regulations, you are 

to adhere strictly to the rules and orders laid down in our letters per Somerset 

and Pelham dated the 17th June 1748. 

149. A* declaration "must be drawn up from your repeated standing orders 
against the abuse of dusticks and let the same be published in the different 

languages by the usual method of affixing at the fort gate, thereby to evince 

the Government that such abuses 'were not only contrary to our knowledge 

but to our repeated injunctions and orders on that heath 

iSQr. The Marine Branch has hitherto been greatly confused, and tOotmich 
divkfcd with few or no checks ; in the 'most material* parts. The Bombay 
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methods have been so well digested that better cannot be adopted. You are 
therefore to adhere to the following rules: 

First, the Master Attendant is to be head of this branch. The person 

you are already acquainted is Captain James Barton, from whose abilities 

and known good character we have reason to expect strict justice will be 
exercised towards us and no imposition to the trader. 

Second, a Deputy Master Attendant must in future be appointed who, 

in the absence of the Master, is to execute this trust, but he is not to be ranked 

or esteemed one of the pilots ; this duty is to be occasionally only, when you 

or the Master Attendant may [.] necessary. This post you are also advised 
we have filled up in Mr. John Smith. 

Third, experienced pilots are of such consequence that too much caution 

cannot be used. Every pilot elected must be by the Master Attendant, who 

with the two senior pilots are to examine him and report their opinions to the 

Board for your confirmation. The pilots are to be under the immediate 

orders of the Master Attendant and in his absence the Deputys. 

Fourth, all marine stores are to be under your Storekeeper and kept 

in a seperate warehouse, he taking great care they are not on their landing 

exposed to damage, or pilferage, but he is to make no sales to private traders, 

until the Master Attendant certifies they will not be wanted for our service. 

No stores are to be purchased for our account by the Storekeeper or Master 

Attendant, but the latter is to acquaint you in writing with the qualities and 

quantities wanting. The Board is then to receive sealed proposals and the 

lowest offer to be accepted, when the Master Attendant’s duty will be to care¬ 

fully inspect that such stores have no exception, and if they are defective 
they are not to be received and he is to assign his reasons in writing. 

Fifth, as our Master Attendant is to have the repairing of our vessels, 

we likewise direct that he pays all persons in the Marine Department, and to 

secure sufficient checks to these important branches, we order the following 
regulations: 

That all masters or pilots of our vessels are to indent to the Master Atten¬ 

dant for such stores as may be wanted, who examining the same issues his 

warrant to the Storekeeper for delivery of the whole or part as he the Master 

Attendant shall see necessary. The warrants he must enter, and make the 

several masters account to him for the use of them, and the Storekeeper is 

to deliver his issues of marine stores to the Board monthly. 

The wages of people from the pilot down to the lascar are to be settled 

by the Board assisting yourselves with the judgement and advice of the Master 
Attendant in writing. 

All persons employed on the Company’s vessels or other works belonging 

to the Marine are to be mustered daily, going and coming, by the Storekeeper’s 

Deputy and the Master Attendant’s Assistant, who are to sign them jointly, 

and the muster rolls are to be delivered you as vouchers for the Master Atten¬ 

dant’s payments. These several rules strictly attended to, will prevent our 
being injured either by negligence or design. 

Sixth, the Master Attendant must keep regular books, bring on every 

vessel, boat, its burthen and dimensions with their value, crediting the Store- 
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keeper all receipts of stores, and debting [sic] the vessels and boats when 
disbursed, to enter all charges, wages, repairs, occasional pay to workmen, and 
every expence minutely. His accounts are to be delivered the Board monthly, 
and his books transmitted to us annually. But that you may be at no loss 
in point of form we send in this ship's packet a sett of the Bombay Marine 
Books for your guidance. 

Seventh, for the transacting so large a share of business as we now allot 
our Master Attendant, and with that order and method we expect, he must 
be accommodated with a convenient house, and such as will best suit this 
purpose is left to your discretion to provide. We also order him an Assis¬ 
tant, the best qualified from among our writers, and this is the person that 
with the Storekeeper’s Assistant is directed to muster the daily -workmen and 
sign the musters. This Assistant is also to pay the sailors’ wages monthly 
on board the vessels, or when they are at Calcutta; he is to call them over 
as named and rated on the Marine Books, and report to the Master Attendant 
whatever appears defective or irregular. 

Eighth, the Master Attendant is to keep a diary, noting all our vessels 
going in and out, where to, whence from, and to what end employed, accidents, 
losses, alterations, improvements or whatever else may be thought worthy our 
observations, transmitting the same to us yearly. 

Ninth, he is annually to address us, and to be very particular as to the 
condition of the Marine, the docks, yards and on all other matters relative to 
his department, remarking upon the charges, with his reasons for the increase 
or decrease, and pointing out to us such amendments as may appear to him 
necessary. It is nevertheless our intention that such address shall be pre¬ 
viously laid before your Board, that, if any thing should occur to you either 
by way of objection to or remarks on any part thereof, you may by the same 
conveyance transmit the same to us in order for our forming a truer judge¬ 
ment on taking the whole into consideration. 

Tenth, he is to go down the river so often as may be judged necessary 
to survey the river, examine the buoys and shifting off the sands and to report 
his observations to the Board. He is also to enter such in his diary. 

Eleventh, he is to take care that the Company’s vessels laying before 
Calcutta have the best births, and all other vessels are to he birthed by his 

directions and in his absence by the Deputy. 

Twelfth, the Master Attendant or Deputy is to survey all sloops and vessels 
that may be hired to carry the Company’s goods, to look into the character 
of the masters, and if he judges proper may order a pilot on hoard. 

Thirteenth, he is to make no alterations in the cabbins, or accommodations 
in our vessels, nor in any other shape but by applying to the Board, delivering 
in his estimates, which you are to allow or reject, as it may square with your 
opinions, hut one thing we fix, that no sloop shall carry more than six guns. 

Fourteenth, he is to go down the river, on dispatch of every ship belong¬ 
ing to the Company, to see they are not too deep and lumbered, and if the 
ship exceeds eighteen feet six inches when she sails from Ingellee, he is 
authorized and directed to take out as much from between decks as he judges 
necessary and to write us of his proceedings. Yon are to signify these our 

btders to the commanders of our ships, always in duo time that no excuse may 
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be pleaded on their part. And we are farther to remark that as the arrival 
and dispatch of our ships by Council or others load us with an annual expence 
of many thousand rupees to defray their expences, we now order that all 
packets received and delivered together with all final dispatches shall pass 
through our Master Attendant only or his Deputy. Let him muster the ship’s 
company, enclose receipts for the packets to our Secretary and write him what 
may be necessary. While he is on these several services, he is to be allowed 
six rupees a day, and if his Deputy four rupees ; but be you careful his time 
is not loitered away, and this charge encreased upon us beyond reason. 

Fifteenth, near the departure of our annual ships the Master Attendant 
is to deliver the Board an indent of what stores are wanted from England, 
distinguishing those for sale and use. The Storekeeper must likewise deliver 
in the list of marine stores remaining, noting in the same manner such as are 
for sale or use, and these are to be punctually transmitted us. 

Sixteenth, the Master Attendant must have a watchful eye over the 
behaviour of our pilots. It’s a matter of great importance to us and the 
traders, and therefore it seems absolutely necessary that the power of suspend¬ 
ing them should dwell with him, but he must state their case with his opinion 
[to] the Board, when you are to determine upon dismissing or restoring them. 

Seventeenth, all officers of vessels below the pilots and all sailors are to be 
entertained by our Master Attendant and dismissed by him when they mis¬ 
behave, subject however in all instances to your controul and orders whenever 
you see proper to interfere. . . 

Eighteenth, the salary of our Master Attendant is to be one hundred and 
fifty rupees per month, his Deputy’s eighty rupees per month, and this to be 
fn full for all allowances whatever excepting the allotments already made when 
they are on surveys and dispatches. 

Nineteenth, for the encouragement of a capable carpenter and boatswain 
for the marine yard, we permit their pay to be forty five current rupees per 
month each. 

Twentieth, you are to take effectual care to have sufficient quantities of 
timber anti Other material articles always ready for the use of the marine, 
and for that purpose you are to take all opportunities of purchasing the same 
where they can be most conveniently had, even before they are wanted, that 
there.may be a constant supply in our stores, it being our intentions that 
neither the Master Attendant or any other person shall furnish us with timber 
or other material articles out of their own private stock. 

- Twenty first, but if upon any'extraordinary occasion there shall be a "want 
of timber etc., and you are under the necessity of making use of the Master 
Attendant’s or any other person’s, you may agree for such a quantity as'may 
be necessary, provided the price does not exceed fifteen per cent upon the 
prime cost, our meaning being that we-expect they make no large profit, though 
at the same time we would not have them suffer in their private fortunes by 
serving us, . . , , 

' Twenty second, you ate to take particular care that the Master Attendant 
does not exact larger allowances for work ddne on private ships and vessels 
than are - reasonable, and in case any complaint shall be made of that kind 
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you are to regulate and settle the same in any equitable manner, between the 

complainant and the Master Attendant- 

Twenty third, it has been intimated to us that our sloops may be repaired 

at Ballasore under the inspection of the Resident twenty or twenty five per 

cent cheaper than at Calcutta, and without loss of time be again in the road 

on service, whereas by their return to Calcutta six or eight days are lost and a 

frequent deficiency of sloops in the road is the consequence. Whether this is 

a practicable and proper measure we cannot say. Therefore the Master 

Attendant must make a strict enquiry into it and report his opinion thereon 

to the Board, and if you find it a useful measure you may carry it into execu¬ 

tion as far and in such manner as you shall think proper. 

151. As a supplement to these our general regulations we offer the fol¬ 

lowing as matters of great importance to your consideration: 

152. Our servants at Bombay farm out the tobacco at thirty one thousand 

rupees per annum, though hardly a blade of tobacco grows upon that island. 

The arrack is farmed at thirty thousand rupees, when great part of the toddy 

is imported, and their coconut trees at twenty four thousand rupees. At 

Madrass the beetle is farmed for eight thousand pagodas per annum. Now, 

as you are in possession of considerable tracts by the cession of thirty eight 

villages, surely some great and profitable revenues may be raised, there will be 

a large field for exercising your abilities, since the consumers of those articles 

at Calcutta by a very moderate computation treble the inhabitants at either 

Presidency. It should seem that methods similar to those practised at Bombay 

might be adopted. 

First, the farm is put up to sale in Council and given to the highest bidder. 

Second, the rent is proportioned into twelve equal parts and paid monthly. 

Third, all tobacco, arrack etc., brought into the town but by the farmer 

is forfeited, one half to the informer, the other moiety to the farmer. 

Fourth, the Custom Masters and all officers at the entrance to the town 

seize for the farmer. 

Fifth, the farmer is aided by the Collector of Rents and Revenues in all 

instances where he is injured. The payments are made to him, and it’s his 
province in particular to support and protect the farmer or call upon him if 

he does amiss.. 

Sixth, the farmer erects as many shops as he pleases with the Collector’s 

licence, and provided they are in such place as you judge proper. No person 

whatever is suffered to vend tobacco etc. 

Seventh, they are to pay customs in common with others. 

Eighth, the articles are interchanged, signed by the farmers and on the 

part of the Company by the Secretary. 

153. If these regulations are admitted, those pitiful farms of tobacco shops, 

bang shops etc., now existing will of course be abolished, and if the inhabi¬ 

tants plant tobacco, coconuts, beetle of should they now be planted they must 

be deeply taxed, or rather as at Bombay a certain proportion of then: produce 

is thrown to the farmer, and previously known, raises the value of the farm, 

for if this method is not strictly enforced it will not only embarrass you but 

greatly depreciate your farms. However we must' farther remark, that: this 
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tax is not carried so far as to discourage plantations; a medium is observed— 

you are at liberty to raise plantations of coconuts, beetle and tobacco on oui 

accounts and farm them out. Your example may perhaps prompt the inhabi¬ 

tants to do the like. But remember that your leases do not exceed seven years 

(coconuts excepted) because the value of our lands to us must in some degree 

keep pace with their improvements. 

154. The chief articles we imagine may be thrown into farms are tobacco, 

coconuts, arrack and beetle. To these may be added ophium imported for 

consumption (what is for foreign markets to be under no restriction); if there are 

others your own discretion will direct. 

155. If these several improvements take place, and your regulations of 

customs are established, there will be a necessity of enclosing your town to 

prevent clandestine practices, and this leads us to mention the ditch dug 

in the Moratta troubles for your defence but never compleated. We are told 

there remains about a mile to bring it to the river, and the finishing this will 

be a sufficient security. But as the work will greatly strengthen Calcutta 

against an Indian enemy, we will hope that the inhabitants may be brought to 

bear a share of the expence. However if the whole burthen should fall upon 

us, and upon a computation the sum appears too heavy, in such case transmit 

us the estimate and forbear until you hear from us. 

156. Let there be an exact measurement made and sent us of the territory 

lately annexed, encourage all useful people to reside among you, and be not 

lavish of the ground in building and gardening, allow only what may be 

convenient, and if such a reform is judged right in the town of Calcutta, and 

a new measurement necessary, make the regulations immediately, for former 

allowances, encroachments or indulgences must be no rule now. 

157. Since the foregoing we have been informed that by cutting the 

ditch from Dum Dum to Perrin's Garden it would incircle Calcutta and render 

your settlement very strong. This we mention for your notice. 

Supplement 

158. The Edgecote in her late voyage from Mocha run aground in the 
Streights of Babelmandel by which the ship and cargo were much damaged. 

She afterwards refitted at Bombay where enquiry should have been made into 

the occasion of her running aground, and as some inconveniencies arise 

from that omission, we think it proper to direct that it be a standing order in 

Bengal as well as at all our other settlements that in case an accident of any 

sort shall happen to any of the Company’s ships an enquiry be made into it, 
if in port immediately, if at sea then on her first arrival, which enquiry shall 

be particularly entered on your consultations for our information. 

159. Notwithstanding the reservation in our General Letter of the 31st 

January 1755, by which we had the liberty of stationing Mr. Charles O’ Hara 
at any of our Presidencies, we do hereby direct that he do continue and be 

fixed on the list of covenant servants upon the Bengal establishment according 

to his station and standing, but we do reserve to the Company the right of 

his services in the capacity of an engineer whenever there may be occasion 

for them in Bengal of which you are to take due notice. 
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160. A memorial in behalf of the Royal Prussian Company established 

at Embden has been presented to us desiring the piece goods of the manufac¬ 

ture of Massulipatam valued at two hundred thousand Arcot rupees saved 
out of the Prince Henry of Prussia stranded near Bengal river and now in the 

hands of that Company’s agents in Bengal, may be imported hither on some 

of our ships on payment of a reasonable freight for the same. We have signi¬ 

fied to the Prussian Company’s attorney here that we cannot comply with the 

request for importing those goods in the manner desired, but as the said 

memorial is recommended in the strongest manner by His Prussian Majesty’s 

Minister, we have informed him that we would give you directions to purchase 

the said goods of their agents if they are proper for our trade and can be had 

on good and reasonable terms, or in case the said agents shall dispose of 
them in India and are desirous of remitting the produce thereof to Europe 

that you should receive the same into our cash and draw bills upon us for the 

amount at the usual rate of exchange. You are therefore hereby directed 

to comply on our behalf either to receive the goods or the produce thereof in 

the manner beforementioned, taking very particular care that you do not 

purchase the goods unless they are quite proper for us, and can be had on very 

reasonable terms. 

161. The having exact calculates of the quick stock sent us from every 

settlement is of the utmost importance, as without them we cannot form the 

annual accounts we are directed by the by-laws of this Company to state. You 

must therefore without fail send us by every ship an account of the quick 

stock of your Presidency brought up to the day of the dispatch of such ship, 

and in the method directed from time to time from hence, particularly in our 

General Letter of the 30th August 1749. As we must suppose you have no 

copies of former accounts by you, we now send you copies of those we received 

by the Denham which are the last transmitted to us before the capture of 

Fort William, 

162. It was very natural to suppose that you would transmit to us as 

near a calculation as could possibly be made of the loss we sustained in the late 
calamity, and the more so as it appears on your consultations of the 7th of 

December 1756 that you came to a resolution that such an account should 

be drawn out. We shall therefore expect such an account by the next ships, 

but if you have omitted the same, you are positively ordered to set about it 

immediately and transmit it to us by the first conveyance after the receipt of 

this letter. 

163. Having the interest of our settlements upon the west coast of 

Sumatra greatly at heart, we have ordered our Deputy Governour and Council 

to keep up a correspondence and mutual intercourse not only with their 

superiours at Fort St. George, but also with you and our Presidency of Bombay, 

and as we expect each Presidency will do everything in its power to assist, 

supply and support [our] said settlements as may he most for the Company’s 

interest, and [the] situation of affairs will allow, you are therefore to attend to 

the applications that shall be made to you from time to time by our said 

Deputy Governour and Council for the purposes aforesaid, and let the welfare 

of these settlements be one of the great objects of your care, 

164. To supply the place of those lost in the late misfortune* we now send 

you exemplifications and copies of the charter of the 26th of BEs present 
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160. A memorial in behalf of the Royal Prussian Company established 
at Embden has been presented to us desiring the piece goods of the manufac¬ 
ture of Massulipatam valued at two hundred thousand Arcot rupees saved 
out of the Prince Henry of Prussia stranded near Bengal river and now in the 
hands of that Company’s agents in Bengal, may be imported hither on some 
of our ships on payment of a reasonable freight for the same. We have signi¬ 
fied to the Prussian Company’s attorney here that we cannot comply with the 
request for importing those goods in the manner desired, but as the said 
memorial is recommended in the strongest manner by His Prussian Majesty’s 
Minister, we have informed him that we would give you directions to purchase 
the said goods of their agents if they are proper for our trade and can be had 
on good and reasonable terms, or in case the said agents shall dispose of 
them in India and are desirous of remitting the produce thereof to Europe 
that you should receive the same into our cash and draw bills upon us for the 
amount at the usual rate of exchange. You are therefore hereby directed 
to comply on our behalf either to receive the goods or the produce thereof in 
the manner beforementioned, taking very particular care that you do not 
purchase the goods unless they are quite proper for us, and can be had on very 
reasonable terms. 

161. The having exact calculates of the quick stock sent us from every 
settlement is of the utmost importance, as without them we cannot form the 
annual accounts we are directed by the by-laws of this Company to state. You 
must therefore without fail send us by every ship an account of the quick 
stock of your Presidency brought up to the day of the dispatch of such ship, 
and in the method directed from time to time from hence, particularly in our 
General Letter of the 30th August 1749. As we must suppose you have no 
copies of former accounts by you, we now send you copies of those we received 
by the Denham which are the last transmitted to us before the capture of 
Fort William. 

162. It was very natural to suppose that you would transmit to us as 
near a calculation as could possibly be made of the loss we sustained in the late 
calamity, and the more so as it appears on your consultations of the 7th of 
December 1756 that you came to a resolution that such an account should 
be drawn out. We shall therefore expect such an account by the next ships, 
but if you have omitted the same, you are positively ordered to set about it 
immediately and transmit it to us by the first conveyance after the receipt of 

this letter. 

163. Having the interest of our settlements upon the west coast of 
Sumatra greatly at heart, we have ordered our Deputy Governour and Council 
to keep up a correspondence and mutual intercourse not only with their 
superiours at Fort St. George, but also with you and our Presidency of Bombay, 
and as we expect each Presidency will do everything in its power to assist, 
supply and support [our] said settlements as may be most for the Company’s 
interest, and [die] situation of affairs will allow, you are therefore to attend to 
the applications that shall be made to you from time to time by our said 
Deputy Governour and Council for the purposes aforesaid, and let tjie welfare 
of these settlements he one of the great objects of your care. ; . 

164. To supply the place of those lost in the late misfortune, we now send 
you exemplifications and copies of the charter of the 26th rf His present 
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Majesty for holding courts of justice in the Company’s settlements, of the 

commission for trying pirates, and of the necessary authorities empowering 

the appointment of courts martial, with the several books of instructions and 

papers relative thereto, which will more particularly appear in the lists of the 

packets to which therefore you are referred. 

165. You must make use of every conveyance to send home all the French 

prisoners taken at Chandernagore, or any other places since, and you are to 

give orders to the commanders of every one of our ships to receive as many 

as they can conveniently carry, and you are to desire the captains of His 

Majesty’s ships on their return to bring as many as they can. 

166. As we have already given directions for your entirely demolishing 
Chandernagore, we expect you will carry the same effectually into execution 

and you are further directed to demolish all fortifications and works belong¬ 

ing to the French taken or which shall be taken since the capture of 

Chandernagore. 

167. We do now comply with your repeated requests in taking off the 

prohibition that confined your trade to the Choromandel Coast to Madrass 

only. You shall in future be under no other restrictions than our servants of 

Madrass. These our orders shall be now signified to that Presidency .and we 

hope you will merit this indulgence. 

168. In the course of your consultations after the loss of Fort William and 

its subordinates we should have been pleased to have found some few instances 
of your parsimony in the distressed situation of the Company as well as parti¬ 

cular persons, and a backwardness to come into an approbation as well as the 

discharge of many demands made upon us, for the convenience and support 

of those residing under our protection as our own servants to counter ballance 

the many we can but look upon as lavish and profuse. This remark is more 

particularly confined to the hire of vessels, where every thing that hath been 

demanded seems to have been immediately agreed to; to point out particular 

instances would be a task as irksome as the time for the dispatch of these ships 

and the immense load of extraordinary business which hath of late occurred 

will little admit of. 

169. Nothing seeming more extraordinary in that respect than in the 
case of the ship Doddaley, we cannot pass it over in silence. That she was 

taken up for the preservation of the Company’s effects and settlement may, 

and we believe is true, but the contract does not appear on which a demand 

is made on the Company for sixty four thousand rupees, the owners do 
not appear, the legality of the demand was not admitted by all the members 

of the Council, though the majority thereof ordered a certificate to be granted, 
for any thing that appears to us the greater part of that majority might be 

interested in the event, and there is a circumstance very strongly favouring 

that suspicion, which is the omission of a very remarkable letter, on the occasion 

which was delivered in, relative to that and some other points, which hath 
been laid before us (a copy of which goes in the packet) and nothing of it 

appears on the face of your consultations"; as nothing should pass there, in the 
course of which debates arise and minutes, letters or any other kind of evidence 

Re produced,-which’is not properly noticed thereon'or entered after the con¬ 

sultation, “so the sinking and withHoldixig ’from us such lights must naturally 
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raise doubts in our minds, in regard to the motives thereto. We shall 
therefore expect, before so considerable a demand is discharged, that 
the whole of the affair be clearly and distinctly stated, as well 
in regard to the contract as the owners of the ship, and by whose directions 
the ship so soon [goes to] her station near the fort. 

170. The other transaction is of a differing nature and relates to the sum 
of twenty two thousand rupees said to be paid into our cash for bills of ex¬ 
change on the 6th June, which we think was that on which the news of the 
taking of Cossimbuzar and the Nabob’s being in motion towards Fort William 
reached you. This transaction lay dormant till the 6th of August following, 
when a certificate tvas granted for that sum, on the Sub-Treasurer his certi¬ 
fying that such a sum had been so paid in. If it had been paid in, the Com¬ 
pany’s cash should have been credited for it; if it had such credit, why 
were not the bills it was said to be paid in for granted? From whence, except 
his memory, could the Sub-Treasurer have certified the payment? If the asser¬ 
tion or even a certificate from a junior servant is to be admitted as evidence 
to charge the Company with a sum of money, to what may not we be exposed? 
If such consequences had been attended to, we think you never could have 
permitted a certificate to be granted; and what reason have we to believe, 
admitting it’s being in the treasury, that it might not and was not lying there 
with further sums we understand to have been deposited there for greater 
security to the proprietors? And might not the demand made on the 6th 
August be an expedient thought of to load the Company with this loss? 
Before payment is made or interest notes granted, these two points we 
expect to be truly and clearly stated, and transmitted to us for our 
determination thereon. 

171. Through the whole course of your consultations we find no parti¬ 
culars of the various, and very great demands made upon you, as well as 
masters of ships as others for various stores and supplies furnished you and 
the inhabitants of Calcutta, as well as during the siege as at Fulta and since. 

172. For our further satisfaction and that we may he better judges of the 
reasonableness of those demands, you are to transmit us copies of all hills 
delivered in, as well as those which payment was ordered of as those for which 
certificates were granted amounting to rupees five hundred and upwards. 

173. In answer to the 36th paragraph of your General Letter of the 31st 
January 1757, we are truly concerned for the unhappy situation of such of the 
inhabitants as have suffered by the loss of our settlement, and we believe many 
of them have been ruined thereby and incapable to discharge the whole of 
their debts. The case of such persons we acknowledge to be very deplorable 
indeed, and wish it was in our power to relieve them. This, you are yourselves 
sensible, cannot be done without the interposition of the legislature by making 
a particular law upon this occasion. Any attempt for that purpose would in 
bur opinions be attended with unsurmountable difficulties. The particular 
cases of the sufferers are not stated, nor any evidences, offered in support of 
what is desired, nor can the creditors have an opportunity of being heard in 
opposition to their debtors and the general scheme of a bankrupt law is liable 
to so many objections that we are satisfied any application to Parliament for 
such a law would be fruitless and ineffectual And we are inclined to believe 
£ns& if the persons who have been rendered insolvent by* means nf thi litfe 
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troubles will make a candid and fair discovery of their estate and effects and 

will throw themselves upon their creditors they will meet with all possible com¬ 

passion and humanity, and by taking this method we think such persons as 

deserve it will most probably obtain discharges from their creditors as is 
frequendy done here and most commonly with success. 

174. We perceive by several of your consultations that application was 

made to you by persons who are possessed of bonds or notes of the Company 

to have duplicates or attested copies given them of such bonds and notes, and 

that you granted them accordingly. It does not appear to us for what purpose 

these duplicates or copies were desired, nor why you should give them, the 

original bonds or notes being actually produced to you, otherwise you could 

not have given attested copies of them. And we do not see why attested 

copies should be given, unless the copies were meant to serve as evidence 
against the Company. In such cases where [the] original bond or note may 

be lost or pretended to be lost, all [it] can serve to shew is that a bond or 

note, a copy of which is produced, did once exist, but as we understand all 

the bonds or notes pass by indorsement, the copy of the note is by no means 

an evidence that the original is lost or that it continued to be the property of 

the person who produces the copy, as the original may have been paid away for 

a valuable consideration, and may be got into other hands who may after¬ 

wards demand it of us, and thus the Company will stand exposed to pay the 

same twice over. For these reasons we direct you forthwith to call in all such 

duplicates and copies and that you do not upon any pretence grant any more 

for the future. 

175. We likewise observe by the consultation of the 26th January you 

proceeded to pay the interest due on the Company’s bonds and notes. This 

was after the place was retaken from the Nabob, and as we understand all 

our books and accounts were lost, what evidence was there to direct you, or 

how did it appear what interest was due upon each respective note? Possibly 

your method might be to indorse upon the bonds and notes all payments of 

interest and if so, that you calculated the interest from the time of the last 
indorsement. We desire to be satisfied of this fact, and we likewise direct you 

to send us exact copies of, the forms of your bonds and notes, as we are some¬ 

times at a loss for want of them, and if at any time hereafter you make any 

alteration in such forms, send us copies of the forms so altered. 

176. It is now [not] improbable that in the late troubles some persons may 

really have lost their bonds or notes and others may pretend to have done so, 

and that applications may be made to you for payment or to have new ones 

granted in the place of such as may be alledged to have been lost. In either 

of these cases we direct you not to pay any of them or give new ones, but 

receive the application and strictly enquire into the same and put the [parties] 

upon making the best proof they can of their case and of all circumstances 

relating thereto, and transmit the same to us with the whole evidence that 

has come before you and your opinion upon each case, and we will then return 

our orders what shall be done with them. 

177. With respect to such debts as we may owe or that may be owing to us, 

we are sensible the adjusting of them will be attended with difficulty, and we 

stand exposed to fictitious and unjust demands, as all our books and accounts 

are lost; we must therefore recommend to you the strictest care and attention 
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in die setding and adjusting of these accounts, and we shall therefore give you 

some hints which, with what may occur to yourselves, may contribute to the 
better settling of them. 

178. If any person demands a debt as due to him from the Company, 

you are to require such person to deliver you his account; you are then to 

examine into it, and for your greater satisfaction in such cases where you think 

it necessary you must call upon such person to produce to you all his own 
books and entries relative to this account with the proper vouchers to support 

it. If he complys with this and gives you all such other satisfaction you think 

proper, you must then proceed to the settling of the account in the best 

manner you can. If any one refuses to produce his own books and accounts, 

or to suffer you to inspect them, or to give you all the satisfaction in their 

power, in all these cases you must suspend settling such accounts and must 
exhibit a hill in the Mayor’s Court to compel such persons to set forth their 

accounts upon oath and to pray they may produce and leave in court their 

original accounts and entries for your inspection and to have liberty to take 

copies of such parts as you please and for such other satisfaction as you think 
necessary. 

179. The same method may be taken with respect to such persons as may 

be debtors to the Company. If they will voluntarily produce [their] own original 

accounts and entries, you may from thence and such other information as 

you may procure be able to settle an account with such persons. If they refuse 

to produce their books you must apply to the Mayor's Court to compel them 

to it by filing a bill for that purpose. But we would not be understood that 

you should file bills in the Mayor's Court unless in such cases only where the 

pa[rties] refuse to produce their books, or give you any other reasonable satis¬ 

faction you may require, or in such cases where you apprehend some fraud 

or imposition is meant or attempted, and as it may so happen that some of 

the persons who may be indebted to the Company may be possessed of some 

of the Company's bonds or notes, in all such cases, you must insist upon ah 

such bonds and notes being delivered up to you, and if such bonds or notes 

amount to less than is due to us, you must accept them in part of the debt and 
give credit accordingly. If they amount to more than die Company's debt 

you must take up the bond or note and pay the party the difference or give 

them a new bond or note for it. 

180. As the treasure by these ships unavoidably consists of gold which 

we are sensible is not so proper for Bengal as silver, we have recommended it 

to the President and Council of Fort St. George to exchange as large a part 

of it as they can into bullion or rupees agreeable to such notices as they will 

doubtless be masters of from you, and we have strongly recommended it to 
them that the treasure so to be forwarded be to as large an amount as possible. 

181. His Majesty having been most graciously pleased to order the 

Grafton of 70 and the Sunderland of 60 guns to proceed to the East Indies to 

join the squadron already there, they accordingly sailed with several of our 

ships under their convoy as by the accompanying list. 

182. We have appointed Captain Alexander Zeigler and Captain James 

Spears to be captains on the Bengal establishment. They are m succeed m 

the order we have named them to the first companys wherein vacancies by 
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death or otherways of the captains thereof shall happen upon or after their 

arrival, and commissions are to be granted them thereupon accordingly. In 

the meantime, they are to have and receive, until such vacancies shall happen, 

captain's pay and they are to do duty whenever and wherever you shall order 

them and their services are wanted. If there is room in the Warren and 

London one or both will proceed to you in these ships, otherwise they will take 

their passage on the Bombay ships, and from thence get a conveyance to 

Bengal. 

183. Captain Zeigler was appointed by ourselves a captain on the 

Bombay estabhshment by a commission bearing date the 12th February 1752, 

and Captain Spears had a captain's commission granted him by the Gover- 

nour and Council of Fort St. George on their establishment dated the 22nd 

April 1754. We therefore direct that Captain Zeigler and Captain Spears do 

take rank upon our Bengal establishment according to the beforementioned 

dates, notwithstanding the dates of the commissions which are to be granted 

by you on vacancies happening as heforementioned. 

184. James Lawrell, who was chosen a writer for Fort St. George, having 

gone through a course of instruction in the Royal Academy at Woolwich, 

and been recommended for having made a progress there in the qualifications 

for a knowledge of fortification, as you are in want of people of this turn, 

we have thought proper to transfer him to your establishment, and he is accord¬ 

ingly to take rank as a writer next after Richard Barwell. If he shall be found 

capable of rendering us service in that branch under our Engineer, he is to be 

employed‘therein and encouraged according to his merit, but his being thus 

to be employed must not prejudice his rank on the civil list. 

185. We shall not enter upon the disputes that have lately passed betwixt 
our Resident at Bussorah and Messrs. Gee and Baldrick, because our Gov- 

ernour and Council at Bombay have determined them, though with some 
partiality towards Mr. Shaw. But we are sorry to see Mr. Baldrick's name so 

soon again in those quarrels, and we continue in the same sentiments of 

returning that gentleman to England if his behaviour is not cleared up to 

your satisfaction, and we once more declare, to you, that if those free mer¬ 

chants or others dare to spurn at our authority, and misbehave to those 

entrusted with our [affairs] we shall assuredly withdraw our protection from, 
those [offenders]. But there is a heavier charge exhibited by Mr. Shaw against 

Mr. Baldrick, that he has defrauded us of our consulage at Bussorah to the 

amount of three hundred tomands; this must be strictly and immediately 

enquired into, and if he is found guilty, recover the same and send him to 

England. 

186. As we have lately been in a state of hostility with the Nabob of 

Bengal, and as it was doubtful whether our former grants were sufficiently 

explicit with respect to such booty and plunder etc., as might be taken by our 

land or sea forces from any of our Indian enemies, or in the course of a national 

war with any European power, we were advised and have accordingly applied 

to His Majesty who, by his letters patent under the great seal of Great 
Britain dated the Nth day of January in the thirty first year of his reign, 

has been graciously^ pleased to grant to the Company for their own use (under 

the exceptions therein mentioned) all such plunder and booty etc., as our land 

and sea forces may take from our enemies by sea or land, and also such 
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territories as we may acquire by treaty, grant or conquest; and we send you 
by the Warren one of the grants under the great seal, and a copy thereof by 
the said ship, and another by the London, to which for your fuller information 
you are referred. 

187. You will observe that the Company in virtue of the said grant are 

entitled to the whole of the plunder and booty which shall be taken in wars, 
hostilities or expeditions by the Company’s land or sea forces, but as we 

are willing to give all reasonable encouragement to our said forces, we do agree 
and accordingly direct that the plunder or booty so taken be divided into two 
parts, one part or moiety whereof is to be given among the captors and the 

other part or moiety is to be carried to the credit of the Company, excepting 
in land operations you are to observe that cannon, ammunition and military 
stores of all kinds are not to come into the division, but are to belong entirely 

to the Company. But if any ships shall be taken, the value of the ship cargo, 
ammunition, stores and every thing belonging thereto, are to be equally 
divided between the Company and the captors as before directed. As to the 

manner of dividing the moiety allotted for the captors and the proportions 
of each and every person concerned according to their several ranks and 
stations in the service, we must leave it to your discretion to act therein in 

such a manner as shall appear to you upon the whole to be most reasonable 
and equitable, sending us an account in every instance how and in what 

manner you distribute the same, distinguishing therein how much to each 
commission and warrant officer, and how much a piece to each private man. 

And as it is proba[ble] the plunder is divided which was taken by the King's 

and Company’s forces upon the late expedition for recovery of our settlements 

in Bengal, under the agreement previously entered into by the Governour and 
Council of Fort St. George and the King’s forces, whereby one moiety was 
to belong to the captors, if it was divided in Bengal, we desire you will send 
us a particular account how the proportion which belonged to our forces 

was distributed and that you will also procure and send us the account in what 

manner the King’s forces distributjedj among themselves the proportion which 

belonged to them. 

188. By the said grants all plunder or booty taken in wars, hostilities or 

expeditions where any of His Majesty’s forces by land or sea shall be appoint¬ 
ed and commanded to act in conjunction with the ships and forces of the 

Company is reserved for distribution in such manner and proportions as the 

King shall think fit. In consequence all such plunder or booty or the produce 
thereof must be kept entire. Previous therefore to any expeditions, you are to 

make an agreement with His Majesty’s officers that the same be delivered into 
your possession or the produce thereof, giving us an exact account of the same 
that we may make the necessary application to His Majesty for the division 

thereof, presuming that as His Majesty will be graciously pleased to grant 

one half of such plunder or booty to the Company as he has done by letters 
patent of the 19th of September last in consequence of the agreement made 
between the Governour and Council of Fort St. George and the King’s forces in 
the expedition against the then Nabob of Bengal and that the other half will 
be set apart for the use of the captors, in order to facilitate our application 
therefore for obtaining such a grant or grants, it will fee necessary for you, 
previous to all and any expeditions, to make a particular agreement as was 

H—7 
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done in tlie beforementioned case with His Majesty’s officers, that one moiety 

of all plunder and booty taken, where the King’s and Company’s forces act 
jointly as aforesaid, be set apart or reserved for the Company, and the other 

moiety for the use of captors, and it will be necessary also that you make 

particular agreements in what manner and in what proportions the captors’ 

moiety is to be divided among the King’s and Company’s forces, in which the 

plan we presume proceeded upon in the beforementioned agreement with His 

Majesty’s officers may be your guide, unless a better and more equitable one 

can be substituted in its room. Lest you should not have a copy of the said 

agreement, we have given directions to the President and Council of Fort 

St. George to send you as soon as possible copies thereof for your information 
and guidance. 

189. In the case of the capture of the French ship called L’Indien by 

Commodore James, we must suppose that if she was brought to Bengal you 

have secured the ship and cargo or the produce thereof, but as on the suppo¬ 

sition of her being French property, the same cannot be divided before she 

has been legally condemned in the High Court of Admiralty here, you must 

cause the necessary depositions to be taken of the people belonging to the 

LTndien to prove her to be French property, which together with the original 

books and papers belonging to the ship must be transmitted to the Court of 

Admiralty, and some of the people of the said ship whose evidence may be 

strongest to prove it French property must be sent also to give evidence for the 

same purpose. As this ship was taken by the Company’s forces only, we pre¬ 

sume the King will grant the whole of the capture to the Company, in which 

case it is our intention that one moiety shall be set apart for the use of the 

Company, and die other moiety be divided among the captors. But we shall 

give more particular directions when such a grant is obtained, and you are posi¬ 
tively directed not to make any division without our express orders. 

190. We have entertained another cadet Samuel Feake to serve the 

Company on their military establishment in Bengal, who is to proceed by the 

way of Bombay, and is to rank and be preferred, if he behaves well, next after 

John Bathoe mentioned in the 75th paragraph of this letter. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

John Payne / J. Raymond / Christr. Burrow / M. Impey / John Manship / John 

Raymond / Rob. Jones / John Dorrien / G. Steevens / Charles Chambers / John 
Browne / M. Western / Hen. Hadley / Thos. Saunders. 

London, 3d March 1758. 

8 

LETTER DATED 8 MARCH 1758 
Thanks to their servants for their services—Disapproval of fortification of 

subordinate settlements—Supply of technical advice to the Nawab for fortifica¬ 

tions—Congratulatory letter and presents for Mir Jafar—Congratulations to 

Clive on appointment as Governor and President of Fort William and its 
dependencies. 
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O UR President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. On the 14th of last month Captain Macleshin of the Diligent schooner 

arrived at this house from Limerick, in Ireland, with the unthought of, but 

most agreeable, news of the late revolution in Bengal and delivered us the 

several packets he was entrusted with, in which were the following letters 

(besides duplicates etc., of those of former dates, the originals whereof had been 

received by other conveyances) viz.. 

From yourselves under date of the 20th August 1757. 

From Colonel Clive to us of the 22nd August, and to our Secret Com¬ 

mittee 26th July (in quadruplicate) and 6th and 22d August. 

From your Select Committee to our Secret Committee dated the 14th 

July and 20th August, Also 

From Major James Kilpatrick of the 10th August. 

From Captain John Brohier of the 8th June (in duplicate) [and] 22d 

August, and 

From Mr. William Perceval, late Chief of Vizagapatam, of the 8th 

August 1757, all addressed to us. 

2. Before the arrival of the said advices, we had finished the General Letter 

to you under date of 2d instant, and were upon the point of dispatching these 

ships, which on this occasion we deferred, that we might have some time to 

consider what directions should be given on this happy reverse of fortune. 

The first thing was to reconsider our said General Letter, which we have 

accordingly done and are thereupon firmly of opinion, that the present 

situation of affairs does not require any material alteration in the plans, rules 

and regulations therein laid down for the better management of our affairs : 

we do therefore positively insist upon their being observed and carried into 

execution as far as possible. The directions for restraining luxury and 

enforcing diligence and economy are far more necessary at the present 

juncture of sudden affluence than under your late melancholy and depressed 

situation, that the rising race of our servants, who can have no reason to 

presume upon making their fortunes by such extraordinary events, may set 

down carefully and diligently to the Company’s as well as their own affairs in 

the usual mercantile tracts; and the directions given with respect to the 

carrying on the business at all the subordinates without parade, military forces 

and at the most moderate expence are equally necessary and must be strictly 

observed. 

3. Your conduct and behaviour in general in bringing about the late 

revolution, and the great advantages resulting therefrom to the Company 

deserve our grateful acknowledgement, and we do accordingly return our most 

sincere and hearty thanks to all and each of you for the same, as likewise to 
all other our servants, both civil ^and military, for the services they have 

rendered us on the occasion in their several situations and stations. 

4. In consideration of the eminent and repeated services Colonel Robert 

Clive has done to this Company and in particular for the share he had in 

bringing about the late glorious and advantageous revolution in Bengal, we 

have appointed him to be sole President and Govemour of Fort * William, in 
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case it shall suit his health and convenience to continue in India, and he 

is accordingly hereby empowered and directed, in concert with the several 

gentlemen mentioned in the 45th paragraph of our General Letter of the 11th 

of November last who are to be of Council in the order they are named, to 
govern and manage all the Company's affairs at Fort William in Bengal and 

its dependancys with as full power and authority as the Governour and Council 

of Bengal have been usually invested with. 

5. Colonel Clive as Governour is on course to be added to the Select 

Committee appointed by our letter of the lldi of November of which he is to 

be the chief and constant presiding member. 

6. In case Colonel Clive shall be desirous of returning to England and 

accordingly leaves India or of his decease, then the rotation of the four gentle¬ 

men who are to preside alternately as President and Governour and in the 

Select Committee is immediately to take place in the manner mentioned and 

directed in our said General Letter of the 11th of November. 

7. You will observe in the 134th paragraph of our letter of the 3d instant 

that the four gentlemen there mentioned are to be allowed, during the time 

that each of them shall preside as Governour and President, two thousand 

current rupees per month for a table, and all other allowances whatsoever as 

Governour and President. This is to be understood as an allowance during 

their said presiding only, and not to be paid them so long as Colonel Clive 

continues the Governor and President. 

8. According to the plan mentioned in the preceding paragraph the 

annual allowance of a Governour and President amounts to twenty four 

thousand current rupees. This allowance, therefore, is to be paid to Colonel 

Clive, and although we are satisfied that gentleman will serve the Company 

from principles of honour and gratitude, yet as a testimony of our regard for 

the great services he has rendered the Company, he is to have an additional 

allowance after the rate of one thousand pounds a year, which being a personal 

favour to him only is not to be drawn into a president for the future. 

The said annual sums of twenty four thousand current rupees and one 

thousand pounds are to be in full of all allowances whatsoever. ~ 

9. We proceed to make some remarks and give some directions in 

consequence of your advices now before us, which we shall do pre [.,.] much 

in the order they lie. 

10. Captain Macleshin in the Diligent arrived at Limerick in Ireland 
and came from thence with surprizing expedition, and discharged his trust 

very much to our satisfaction. We had thought of returning this vessel again 

to you from that place, but the liberty you have given him of taking on board 

an adventure is such an obstacle as has entirely set. aside our intentions, as 

all vessels on which goods are laden for England must by law import here. 

However it leads us to lay down this as a standing rule that you are not in 
future to allow or suffer any goods for trade to be shipped on any small vessel 

dispatched to us with a view only of bringing advices. 

11. Your allowing several purchasers of goods at your sales a salvage of 

what was found (on your reestablishment) of the sortments they had purchased 

and paid for was certainly an equitable measure, and it was as equitable not 

to comply with Mr. Cruttenden's1 request to be paid the ballance of his 
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purchase of broad cloth lost in die factory in consequence of your opinion 

that the goods in the factory which had been paid for were at the risk of the 

purchaser though not taken away at the late capture of the settlement, 

12. You acquaint us you propose to establish your mint upon the same 

footing with that of Madras, but as there are many objections to the method 

in practice at that settlement, we would not have you adopt their plan, but 

you are to conduct it agreeable to the rules and regulations laid down on this 
head in our before mentioned General Letter of the 3d instant. 

13. We observe you have anticipated our directions for settling at Patna, 

and that some of our servants were actually there. We expect our business 

will be conducted at that place with the utmost frugality. The plan therefore 

laid down for that purpose in our last letter must be as nearly complyed with as 
possible. 

14. You did very right in advising the other Presidencys not to send you 

any money or bullion until they heard further from you, as it would certainly 

be very imprudent to increase our risk by adding to the great sums you had 

and expected to have in your treasury. For the same reason the treasure 
which we intended for Bengal on the ships Warren and London is now wholly 

consigned to the President and Council of Fort St. George. 

15. As all the treasure we send to Fort St. George this season is not 

adequate to the amount of the annual expences of that Presidency and the 

investments we hope for from thence, in order therefore the farther to lessen 

our risk in Bengal you are to supply them from time to time with what 

money they shall stand in need of, not only sufficient for those purposes but 

also for sending from thence to China on the Company’s account the following 
season, where it will prove of great service. Our Presidency of Bombay must 

also be supplied if remittances are wanted there or may be of use. 

16. We see no reason for altering our sentiments with respect to the 

fortifications to be constructed at Fort William, since we writ to you on this 

head on the 4th of May last, by our Engineer Mr. Mace, who, in several conver¬ 

sations with the proper committee here, is fully apprized thereof; we shall 
only add that as it is our meaning to have a compact place of strength at 

Calcutta, the size of it must be such as not to require more than one thousand 

Europeans at the utmost to defend it properly, and as even this number 

cannot without great difficulty be depended on, it would he more agreeable 

to fix the plan of your works upon the supposition of a garrison as much below 

the said number of one thousand men as may be consistent with the safety 

of the settlement. 
17. The carrying on our business at the subordinate settlement without 

erecting fortifications, having garrisons or running into expences for shew 

and parade, according to the plan laid down in our letter of the 3d instant, 

is so agreeable to our sentiments, as well as yours previous to your last advices, 

that we can by no means listen to your proposal for fortifying Cossimbuzar, 

or any adjacent spot [at] the Company’s expence, and you are not to proceed 
on this project; [if] the Nabob is desirous of erecting fortifications at Cossim¬ 

buzar, Rajamaul or elsewhere at his own expence, and to be garrisoned by 

his own people, you may oblige him with all convenient assistance of engineers 

for planning the works and instructing his people in the carrying than ob. 
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provided it does not impede the great object of putting Calcutta in a proper 

posture of defence, which must first engage your care and attention. 

18. In answer to your request to have the post of Major of your garrison 

filled up on the coming away of Major Kilpatrick, you will observe that we 

had made a provision in our letter of the 3d instant for such a contingency, 

and either Major Polier or Captain Calliaud will accordingly succeed thereto. 

19. We shall look out for two worthy clergymen to fill the vacancys 

occasioned by the death of your chaplains and send them to Bengal by the 

first opportunitys. 

20. In the circumstances of a flowing cash more than sufficient for your 

investments and charges, you did very right in giving notice diat no interest 

would be allowed on the Company’s bond after the 1st October 1757 and that 

all bonds tendered for payment should be immediately discharged. We shall 

expect to hear by your next advices that you have called in all the bonds 

without waiting for their being tendered and paid all or the greatest part of 

that debt. 

21. As the receiving money into cash under the beforementioned 

circumstance for bills of exchange is entirely for your own interest and of such 

others as pay money in on this account, without any advantage to the Company, 

on the contrary making them liable to great risk in case of any unfortunate 

event, the resolution therefore you came to for drawing bills at 90 days sight, 

but not to be payable before one twelve month from the acceptance and 

allowing interest after the ninety days are expired, was not calculated so much 

for the Company’s interest as it ought to have been. We direct that in future 

and until you receive orders to the contrary, that all bills be drawn payable 

in twelve months after the time of acceptance and not before, but that the 

proprietors of the bills be allowed interest on the same on the expiration of 

six months from the time of acceptance at the rate of three per cent per annum, 

which is the rate of interest you agreed upon with respect to the bills you 

proposed to draw on the coming away of the Marlborough. 

22. You mention the application made to you by Mr. George Williamson 

and others who had money in the Company’s hand at interest and lost their 

bonds. In answer to this paragraph we have only to refer you to the directions 

given on this subject in our letter of the 3d instant which are so full and 

explicit as to need no further addition for your information how to act in 

such cases. 

23. In our letter of the 3d instant we lamented the situation of the many 

unhappy people who had lost their property on the capture of Fort 

William, and had no relief from the treaty concluded with the late Nabob. 

In compassion to their sufferings, we recommended your applying to them 
on their behalf for relief, if you had the least probability of succeeding. It 

is with great pleasure we find that the late happy revolution and your care 

have produced what we had very little reason to expect from the late Nabob, 

a grant from the present Nabob of such large sums to make good the losses 
of the several inhabitants as are we are satisfied much more than sufficient 

to indemnify them even with interest thereon. Although the Nabob gives 

the Company a crore of rupees, yet when the immense expence of main¬ 
taining the settlement at Fulta, the military charges of our forces from Fort 
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St. George and Bombay, and the hazard those Presidencvs have been exposed 

to, by drawing them off from thence, the charges of fortifications and 

rebuilding, replacing stores, encrease of our garrison, the loss of a season’s 

investment, if not more, and many other obvious particulars are taken into 

the account, it will appear that the Company will still be considerable sufferers. 

It is highly reasonable therefore if the several inhabitants are paid, out of 

the money stipulated in the treaty with the Nabob for that purpose, the full 

amount of their respective losses, together with interest thereon, that all the 

surplus should be applied to the Company’s use. We shall expect to hear vou 

have acted in this manner, and that such surplus has been accordingly 

deposited in our cash, and we direct that you observe this as a rule for your 

conduct in the distribution of any further sums of money on this account. 

We do not intend by this to break in upon any sums of money which have 

been given by the Nabob to particular persons by way of free gift or gratuity 

for their services. It is the surplus of the sums we mean which are agreed 

to be paid by the Nabob in the 5th, 6th and 7th articles of the treaty with him. 
It is thought proper here to acquaint you that such surplusses, whatever they 

are, we propose to expend in such a manner as will tend to general utility and 

security of the settlement. They are therefore to be reserved for our further 

orders; and you are hereby directed to transmit us for our information, exact 

accounts of every person’s Ioss[es], whether English or other inhabitants, on 

the late capture of Fort William and what has been paid to each of them in 

particular by way of indemnification for the same out of the moneys granted 

by the Nabob for that purpose, 

24. From various reports that have reached us there is a distinction said 

to be made by you of private property, which in our opinion does no way 

square with the rules of justice and equity, and that is, the exclusion of 

Portugueze, topasses and other Christian natives from any share of the money 

granted by the Nabob. Now most certainly those poor unhappy people are 

comprehended under the 6th article of the treaty, and we hope have shared 

accordingly notwithstanding what has been reported. 

25. Captain Brohier’s indent for military stores is a very great one. We 

shall endeavour to provide as large a proportion as the present situation of 

publick affairs will admit of, and send them to you by the earliest and all 

conveyances. We shall also, agreeable to your request, give positive orders 

to the President and Council of Fort St. George to detain no part of them 

there. 

26. We are under the greatest difficulties in raising recruits. However, 

we shall use our best endeavours to send you as many as can be procured and 

there are conveyances for, of which we shall give you notice from time to 

time. It is mentioned to us that a corps of two thousand Europeans at least 
is necessary for our service in Bengal, but as it is almost impossible that you 

can at any time have such number from the various difficulties that occur 

in transporting them, to instance in no others, you must form your designs 

and schemes upon what forces you may reasonably expect and not depend 

upon numbers which it will be impracticable to send. 

27. The late Nabob having deservedly met his fate, what was mentioned 

therefore in our last with respect to the letter and present intended for Mm 

is on course void, * 
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28. As we are under high obligations to the present Nabob, we have writ 

him a congratulatory letter and accompanied it with a present by the ship 

Warren consisting of several curiosities and particulars according to the 

enclosed account, both which you are to present in such a manner as may 

be most agreeable and expressive of our real regard and esteem. 

29. Mr. Richard Wilder, who took passage on the Elizabeth in order to 

regulate your silk investment, will h[ave] had time enough to execute the 

instructions he was charged with. You are to acquaint him he is to take 

care agreeable to his instrucdons to proceed from Bengal so early in the year 

1759 that he may get to Fort St. George in a proper time to take bis passage 

to China that year on one of our ships which will be appointed for that 

purpose. 

30. We have already directed the fortifications of Chandernagore to be 

totally demolished, if they should not have been so already in consequence 

of what Colonel Clive had wrote us on that subject; we must now submit to 
your consideration and determination whether the white town of Chander¬ 

nagore should not likewise be demolished. 

31. A memorial has been presented to us by Mrs. Mary Campbell, widow 

of Captain Dugal Campbell who was killed at the attack of Budg Bujee, 

praying that we would interpose in her behalf, that she and her fatherless 

child may be considered in the distribution of the allowance made the troops 

by the present Subah of Bengal. Although you have not given us the least 

intimation as to the manner of distributing the Subah’s bounty, yet we cannot 

suppose you have omitted to take some care of the familys of those persons 

who have unfortunately lost their lives in the service, although previous to 

the defeat of the late Nabob. We shall therefore expect to hear that they have 

been considered as in justice they ought to be in the said distribution, and 

in course that a reserve has been made among others for Mrs. Campbell. You 

arc therefore to send us exact accounts of the proportions allotted to the 

several persons and what parts thereof are to be paid here in England. 

32. In some degree to comply with your pressing request for 'men and 

stores we shall consign to you two ships extraordinary, viz., the Prince 

George, captain—Lorenzo Collins, and the Bombay Castle, captain— 
Richard Doveton, having, for this purpose, altered their stations from 

Bombay for the Coast and Bay. They are accordingly getting ready with all 
possible expedition. 

33. In lieu of the said two ships we have taken up two ships more, and 
stationed them for Bombay, viz., the Eastcourt, captain—Arthur Evans, and 

Stretham, captain—Charles Mason, burthen 499 tons each. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

|ote Payne / J. Raymond / Christo. Burrow / M. Impey/John Manship 
John Raymond / Rob. Jones / John Dorrien / G. Steevens / Charles Chambers 
Jefaa Brown / M. Western / Hen. Hadley / Thos. Saunders. 

London, 8th March 1758, 



Robert Clive 
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Enclosure 

Sir, 

Our sentiments of gratitude for the many great services you have rendered 

to this Company together with the thanks of the General Court have been 

hitherto conveyed through the channel of our General Letter. But the late 

extraordinary and unexpected revolution in Bengal in which you had so great 

a share of action both in the cabinet and the field merits our more particular 

regard, and we do accordingly embrace this opportunity of returning you our 

most sincere and hearty thanks for the zeal, good conduct and intrepidity 

which you have so eminently exerted on this glorious occasion as well as for 

the great and solid advantages resulting therefrom to the East India Company. 

We earnestly wish your health may permit your continuance in India 

for such a further term as will give you an opportunity of securing the founda¬ 

tion you have laid, as likewise to give your assistance in putting the Company’s 

mercantile and civil affairs on proper and advantageous footing upon the 

plans now transmitted. 

For this purpose, as well as in consideration of your [eminent] services, 

we have appointed you Governor and President of Fort William in Bengal 

and its dependencies in the manner mentioned in the General Letter by this 

conveyance to which we have annexed an additional allowance of one thousand 

pounds a year as a testimony of our great regard to you. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

John Payne / Lau. Sulivan / J. Raymond / Christo. Burrow / M. Impey / John 

Manship / Thos. Phipps / John Raymond / Rob. Jones / John Dorrien / G. 

Steevens / Charles Chambers / John Browne / M. Western / Hen. Hadley / 

Timothy Tullie / Cha. Gough / Thos. Saunders. 

London, 8th March 1758. 

The Hon’ble Robert Clive Esqr. 
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LETTER DATED 23 MARCH 1758 

Replacement of the Rotation Government by a President and Council. 

0OR President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. Since signing our letters of the 3d and 8th instant, a quarterly 

General Court of the proprietors of the East India Company hath been hdkl, 

when they came to the following resolution, viz.. 
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At a General Court of the United Company of Merchants of England 

Trading to the East Indies, held at their house in Leadenhall Street, on 

Wednesday the 15th March 1758. 

"‘RESOLVED that the appointed rotation of four governours for Bengal 

as successors to Colonel Clive be immediately abolished, and that each of the 
Company’s principal settlements continue to be as heretofore governed and 

directed by a President and Council.” 

2. In pursuance of which resolution we do hereby abolish and annul the 

said rotation of four persons appointed to succeed alternately by our General 

Letter of the Ilth November last by the Hardwicke, and which was confirmed 

by our letter of the 8th instant, and therein ordered to take place on the 

death or absence of Colonel Robert Clive, whom we then appointed to be 

the sole President and Governour of Fort William, which appointment we 
now confirm, and for the more effectual carrying into execution the said 

recited order or resolution of the General Court, we do ordain, constitute and 

appoint the following named persons to be in conjunction with Colonel Clive 

of Council, for ordering, governing and managing all the Company’s affairs 

at Fort William in Bengal, and all its dependent places and settlements with 

as full power and authority as the Presidents and Councils in Bengal have 
been usually invested with viz., 

William Watts Esqr second in Council next after our said President 
Robert Clive Esqr. 

James Kilpatrick Esqr as Major and third of Council and to remain so 
without rising to a superior rank therein. 

Charles Manningham Esqr fourth 
Richard Becher Esqr fifth 
John Zephaniah Hoiwell Esqr sixth 
Mr. Paul Richard Pearkes seventh 
Mr, William Frankland eighth 
Mr. Matthew Collet ninth 
Mr. William Mackett tenth 
Mr. Peter Amyatt eleventh 
Mr. Thomas Boddam twelfth 
Mr. Richard Court thirteenth 

3* In case of the death or absence of Colonel Robert Clive, Charles 

Manningham Esqr is hereby appointed to succeed to the chair, and we do 
direct that he be then President and Governor of Fort William accordingly. 

4, In case of the death or absence of Charles Manningham Esqr, John 
Zephaniah Hoiwell Esqr is hereby appointed to succeed to the chair, and we 

do direct that he be then President and Governour of Fort William accordingly. 

5. And in the case of the death or absence of Col Robert Clive, Charles 
Manningham and John Zephaniah Hoiwell Esqrs, Richard Becher Esqr is 
hereby appointed to succeed to the chair, and we do direct that he be then 
President and Governour of Fort William accordingly. 

4 Colonel Clive as President or the President for the time being is in 
course to be of the Select Committee as appointed by our letters of the 11th 

of November last and the 8th instant, of which he is to be the chief and constant 
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presiding member. And in case of a vacancy or vacancies therein bv death 

or absence of any member or members thereof, they are to be filled up by 

such person or persons as the President for the time being and the rest of the 
Select Committee shall think fit. 

7. All other orders and directions in regard to conducting the Company’s 
affairs contained in our several letters of this season are hereby confirmed, 

as well as what relate to the various appointments and allowances, except that 

the allowance of one thousand pounds a year mentioned in the 8th paragraph 

of our letter of the 8th instant as an additional and personal allowance to 
President Clive is not to be continued to his successor. 

8. Should any alterations be necessary in regard to appointments in the 

different branches of the Company’s business, they will be considered of and 

our orders in consequence thereof transmitted by the ships Prince George and 

Bombay Castle, which are getting ready with all possible dispatch. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

John Payne / Christ. Burrow / J. Raymond / M. Impey / Thos. Saunders / John 

Manship / Maximn. Western / John Dorrien / G. Steevens / Charles Cham¬ 

bers / Hen. Hadley / John Browne / John Raymond / Rob. Jones/Janies Creed. 

London, the 23rd March 1758 

10 

LETTER DATED 11 APRIL 1758 

Confirmation of the constitution of Fort William—Personnel of Select and 

Secret Committees. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. By the General Letter of the 23rd ultimo you were advised that a 

General Court had abolished the rotation of four governours and in conse¬ 

quence thereof several alterations were then made by the majority of the last 

Court of Directors. The 5th instant came on a new election and we, having 
maturely weighed and considered the conduct and merit of individuals, do 

hereby anull and make void every appointment made by the Hardwicke’s 

letter of the 11th November with those by these ships of the 8th and 23rd 

ultimo (Colonel Clive’s excepted) and do now constitute and appoint the 

establishment for our Presidency at Calcutta to wit. 

2. That Colonel Clive be our Presklent and Governour with the emolu¬ 
ments heretofore mentioned, and in case of the death or absence of Colonel 

Clive, William Watts Esqr is hereby directed to be the President and Gorememr 
with a salary of two thousand rupees per month in full of all allowances 

whatever, and Mr* Charles Manningham is hereby appointed to succeed to 
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the chair on the death or absence of Mr. Watts when the rank of our servants 
is to stand as follows, each to rise and succeed in his turn viz., 

Colonel Clive President 
William Watts Esqr second 

Major James Kilpatrick third and to remain so without rising 

to a superior rank therein. 
Charles Manningham Esqr fourth 
Mr. Richard Becher fifth 
Mr. Paul Richard Pearkes sixth 
Mr. William Frankland seventh 
Mr. Matthew Collett eighth 
Mr. John Zephaniah Holwell ninth 
Mr. William Mackett tenth 
Mr. Peter Amyatt eleventh 
Mr. Thomas Boddam twelfth 
Mr. Richard Court thirteenth 

3. In our letter of the 8th March several gentlemen of Council are named 
to chiefships and likewise posts at Calcutta, but as these nominations in 
your present critical situation may put you under difficulties, and we may 

possibly coniine servants to one place when they may be more properly 

employed for our service, we therefore relying upon your integrity and 

experience do revoke all our former nominations to chiefships and the posts 

at the Presidency and comit the whole to your direction, remarking only that 

great care must be taken to have faithfull and capable servants at Cossim- 
buzar best known and most agreeable to the Nabob. 

The Select Committee is to consist of five persons, namely 

President Clive 
Mr. Watts 

Major James Kilpatrick or the Major for the time being. 
Mr. Manningham and 
Mr. Becher. 

And m case of a vacancy or vacancies therein by death or absence of 
any member or members thereof, they are to be filled np by such person or 

SaUthMctfilPreSldent f°r ^ Ume being and the rest of ^ Select Committee 

4.. The gentlemen of the present direction who are appointed the Secret 
Committee for the ensuing year are Laurence Sulivan, Roger Drake, Christo¬ 

pher Burrow, Nathaniel Newnham Junr and Henry Plant Esqrs and three of 
whom are a quorum. ^ 

We are. 

xour loving friends, 

Rous/Fredk. Pigou/G. Rooke / Hen 
Boulton / Cha. Cum / John Boyd / Thos. Phipps / Het 

Barwdl / Timothy Tullie / Geo. Dudley / John Harrison/ 

Savage / Hy. 
Plant / Will. 

Hth April 1758 
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LETTER DATED 12 MAY 1758 

Supply of muskets, armours and men—Officers of artillery company not 

to succeed to vacancies in non-artillery companies—Precaution to be adopted 

in time of siege and after. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. The several letters we have writ to you by the ships of this season 

were under dates o£ the 3rd of August and 11th of November 1757, also of the 

3d, 8th and 23rd of March and the 11th of April, which four last letters were 

sent in duplicate by the Warren and London and you will receive triplicate 

and quadruplicate of them by the ships now under dispatch, Prince George 

and Bombay Castle, 

2. The intention of sending to Bengal the said two ships Prince George 

and Bombay Castle is, as we mentioned in our letter of the 8th of March, in 

some degree to comply with your pressing request for men and stores. 

3. With respect to military stores we have used our utmost endeavours 

to provide as many as possible though under the present situation of publick 

affairs they are not in proportion to our intentions and wishes. For the parti¬ 

culars we refer to the accompanying invoices and the bills of lading, as also 

for the several other articles consigned to you on these ships. 

4. Among them you will find some musquets and armours stores intended 

for the use of our settlements on the west coast of Sumatra which are distin¬ 

guished in the respective invoices, and we would have you take the first 

opportunity of a safe conveyance to forward them to the Deputy Governour 

and Council at Fort Marlborough who are much in want of them. 

5. The Prince George will bring you a compleat company consisting of 

about one hundred men exclusive of officers raised by Captain Robert Delaval 

who has our commission for commanding the same, and on the Bombay 

Castle we send upwards of sixty recruits to be incorporated among the rest 

of our forces on the Bengal establishment. 

6. On these ships we also send the following young gentlemen who are 

to serve the Company as cadets in our forces on the Bengal establishment and 

are to be preferred in the order they are named next after those you have 

been advised of in the former letters if they behave well viz., Samuel Feake, 

Daniel Smith, Charles Vaughan, Dudley Davis, Francis Mellish, William 

Brooke, John Hackett, James Corneloup, Charles Gardner, Charles Perry and 

Theodore Winckelbleck. 

7. The officers who take their passage on these ship® appointed to serve 
on our Bengal establishment are Captain Alexander Zeigler, Captain James 
Spears, Captain Hugh McKie and Captain Robert Delaval, lieutenant 
Christian Hasendever and Lieutenant Frederick Cob Pitman, also Ensign 

Gilbert Ironside. 

8. We hare already in our General Letter of the 3d of March give® 
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you our directions with respect to Captains Zeigler and Spea[rs] to which 
therefore you are referred. 

9. Captain McKie is to be captain of that company which shall first 
become vacant upon and after his arrival at Fort William next after and 
when Captain Spears shall have been provided for and a commission is to be 
thereupon granted Mm accordingly. In the meantime, he is to have and 
receive, until such vacancy shah happen, captain’s pay and he is to do duty 
whenever and wherever you shall order him and his service is wanted. He 
is to take rank of Captain Delaval. In other respects the date of the com¬ 
mission you are to give him upon his succeeding to a vacancy will determine 
Ms rank, except only that he is always to take post and rank in preference 
to and before Captain Gibert Carter (who is an officer on our military 
establishment at Bombay), as often and whenever it shall happen they 
are or may be engaged in service or roll on any tour of duty together, he 
having been superseded at Bombay as we are well assured without cause by 
die said Captain Carter. 

10. W e have given Captain Delaval a captain’s commission to command 
the company he has raised and is embarked as before mentioned on the 
Prmce George. His pay is to commence [upon] his arrival at Fort William, 
and he is to take post and rank as captain from the time of Ms arrival afore¬ 
said, ana next under Captain McKie. You are to take notice that as Captain 
Delaval has raised this company in Ms own country and at his own expence 
he is not to be removed from the command of it, 

11. Lieutenant Christian Hasenclever is to succeed as lieutenant to the 
first vacancy that shall happen in any of our company upon and after Ms 
arrival at Fort William, and you are thereupon to grant Mm* a commission 
accordingly, the date whereof is to determine Ms rank. In the meantime 

he is to have and receive, until such vacancy shall happen, lieutenant’s pay' 
and he is to do duty whenever and wherever you shall order him and Ms 
services are wanted. 

12. Lieutenant Frederick Cob. Pitman has our commission to be 
lieutenant of the btforementioned company raised by Captain Delaval His 
pay is to commence upon his arrival at Fort William, and he is to take post 
and rank as lieutenant from the time of his arrival aforesaid and next under 
Lieutenant Hasenclever. 

13. We have also given a commission to Gilbert Ironside appointing him 
ensign of. the ^“ioned company raised by Captain Delavah His 
pay likewise is to commence upon his arrival at Fort William, and he is to 
ute p<*» and rank as an ensign from the time of his arrival at Fort William 
aforesaid and next after the last person who shall have been appointed an 
easign m our forces there before such his arrival. PP “ 

3!st Ln^T dimfma given “ *e General Letter of the 
"k for ^ officers of our artillery company to succeed to 

miUtary companies, we are convinced, if those 
jweamas take place, chat company will never answer our intentions as the 

who would in such case be introduced Into that corps wffl be eeS 
f y. unexperienced and not qualified in artillery affairs. We do therefore 
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do remain in their own corps, but this by no means to prejudice their rank 

with respect to the rest of our forces which is to be according to the date of 
their respective commissions. 

15. In order to introduce as many experienced officers into our said 

artillery company as possible, we applied for that purpose to His Grace the 

Duke of Marlborough, Master General of His Majesty’s Ordnance, who has 

accordingly been pleased to give discharges to Diederick Adolph Wilmers, 

Paul Nedrick and George Frederick Kaylor belonging to the regiment of 

artillery, who are recommended to us as persons capable of being good officers. 

We have therefore appointed them lieutenant fireworkers in the company 

of artillery on the Bengal establishment, and they now take their passage in 

the Bombay Castle. Their pay is to commence on their arrival, and they are 

to be advanced as vacancies happen in the said company, in the order they 
are named according to their merit and good behaviour. 

16. The President and Council of Fort St. George have desired that we 

would give orders to confine the trade of the West Coast to our servants there, 
and prohibit all vessels from your Presidency and Bombay from trading 

thither, but as we see no reason for deviating from the directions and regula¬ 

tions we gave and made last year for a reciprocal freedom of trade, instead 

therefore of complying with the said request, wTe confirm those orders and 
regulations, being fully satisfied our servants on the West Coast will find their 

advantage in as well as that they will prove of general utility. 

17. It may be necessary for your information that by the appointment 

of Colonel Clive to the Government of Fort William, station of second in 

Council of our Presidency of Fort St. George became vacant. We have there¬ 

fore thought proper to appoint Mr. Robert Orme to be second in Council 
there, and in case of the death or coming away of Mr. Pigot he is to 

be succeeded as Governour and President of Fort St. George by the said 
Mr. Orme. 

18. Since what we writ to you in the 189th paragraph of our General 

Letter of the 3d of March with respect to the captain of the French ship 

called Ulndien, we have received by the Walpole a letter from Captain James 

containing a very full detail of the whole affair and his proceedings thereon, 

also the depositions of two of the lieutenants taken before Governour Pigot, 

Mr. Powney, Mr. Orme and Mr. Smith in the capacity of His Majesty’s justices 

of the peace for the town of Madrass, to prove that the said ship Ulndien 

with her cargo was at the time of her being surrendered to Capt James the 

property of the East India Company of France. We have laid the whole before 

Council for their opinion in what maimer we are to proceed, but as none 

of the said ship’s books and papers have been transmitted to England or any 

persons belonging to the ship sent to prove before the Court of Admiralty 
her being French property, it is doubtful whether the said depositions only 

will be sufficient to procure a condemnation. BE therefore it lies in your power 

to cause the original books and papers to be transmitted to us, or to send any 
persons belonging to the ship for the purpose aforesaid, you are to do it by 
the first conveyance, also authenticated copies by another conveyance keeping 

the like also by you. In the meantime if the ship and cargo or the prodwe 

thereof should be in your hands you are to secure the same* and cma&e so 
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do remain in their own corps, but this by no means to prejudice their rank 

with respect to the rest of our forces which is to be according to the date of 
their respective commissions. 

15. In order to introduce as many experienced officers into our said 
artillery company as possible, we applied for that purpose to His Grace the 

Duke of Marlborough, Master General of His Majesty's Ordnance, who has 
accordingly been pleased to give discharges to Diederick Adolph Wiimers, 

Paul Nedrick and George Frederick Kaylor belonging to the regiment of 

artillery, who are recommended to us as persons capable of being good officers. 

We have therefore appointed them lieutenant fireworkers in the company 

of artillery on the Bengal establishment, and they now take their passage in 

the Bombay Castle. Their pay is to commence on their arrival, and they are 

to be advanced as vacancies happen in the said company, in the order they 
are named according to their merit and good behaviour. 

16. The President and Council of Fort St. George have desired that we 

would give orders to confine the trade of the West Coast to our servants there, 

and prohibit all vessels from your Presidency and Bombay from trading 
thither, but as we see no reason for deviating from the directions and regula¬ 

tions we gave and made last year for a reciprocal freedom of trade, instead 

therefore of complying with the said request, we confirm those orders and 
regulations, being fuily satisfied our servants on the West Coast will find their 

advantage in as well as that they will prove of general utility. 

17. It may be necessary for your information that by the appointment 

of Colonel Clive to the Government of Fort William, station of second in 

Council of our Presidency of Fort St. George became vacant. We have there¬ 

fore thought proper to appoint Mr. Robert Orme to be second in Council 

there, and in case of the death or coming away of Mr. Pigot he is to 

be succeeded as Governour and President of Fort St. George by the said 

Mr. Orme. 

18. Since what we writ to you in the 189th paragraph of our General 

Letter of die 3d of March with respect to the captain of the French ship 
called Ulndien, we have received by the Walpole a letter from Captain James 

containing a very full detail of the whole affair and his proceedings thereon, 

also the depositions of two of the lieutenants taken before Governour Pigot, 

Mr. Powney, Mr. Orme and Mr. Smith in the capacity of His Majesty's justices 

of the peace for the town of Madrass, to prove that the said ship Ulndien 

with her cargo was at the time of her being surrendered to Capt. James the 

property of the East India Company of France. We have laid the whole before 

Council for their opinion in what manner we are to proceed, but as none 
of the said ship’s books and papers have been transmitted to England or any 

persons belonging to the ship sent to prove before the Court of Admiralty 
her being French property, it is doubtful whether the said depositions only 

will be sufficient to procure a condemnation. BE therefore it lies in your power 
to cause the original books and papers to be transmitted to us, or to send any 

persons belonging to the ship for the purpose aforesaid, you are to do if by 

the first conveyance, also authenticated copies by another conveyance keeping 

the Ilk© also by you. In the meantime if the ship and cargo or A© produce 

tfasareof should be in your hands yon are to sec®© At same, and make no 
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do remain in their own corps, but this by no means to prejudice their rank 

with respect to die rest of our forces which is to be according to the date of 
their respective commissions. 

15. In order to introduce as many experienced officers into our said 

artillery company as possible, we applied for that purpose to His Grace the 

Duke of Marlborough, Master General of His Majesty's Ordnance, who has 

accordingly been pleased to give discharges to Diederick Adolph Wilmers, 

Paul Nedrick and George Frederick Kaylor belonging to the regiment of 

artillery, who are recommended to us as persons capable of being good officers. 
We have therefore appointed them lieutenant fireworkers in the company 

of artillery on die Bengal establishment, and they now take their passage in 

the Bombay Castle, Their pay is to commence on their arrival, and they are 

to be advanced as vacancies happen in the said company, in the order they 

are named according to their merit and good behaviour. 

16. The President and Council of Fort St. George have desired that we 

would give orders to confine the trade of the West Coast to our servants there, 

and prohibit all vessels from your Presidency and Bombay from trading 

thither, but as we see no reason for deviating from the directions and regula¬ 

tions we gave and made last year for a reciprocal freedom of trade, instead 

therefore of complying with the said request, we confirm tiiose orders and 

regulations, being fully satisfied our servants on the West Coast will find their 

advantage hi as well as that they will prove of general utility. 

17. It may be necessary for your information that by the appointment 

of Colonel Clive to the Government of Fort William, station of second in 

Council of our Presidency of Fort St. George became vacant. We have there¬ 

fore drought proper to appoint Mr. Robert Orme to be second in Council 

there, and in case of the death or coming away of Mr. Pigot he Is to 

be succeeded as Governour and President of Fort St. George by the said 

Mr. Orme. 

18. Since what we writ to you in the 189th paragraph of our General 

Letter of the 3d of March with respect to the captain of the French ship 
called UIndien, we have received by the Walpole a letter from Captain James 

containing a very full detail of the whole affair and his proceedings thereon, 
also the depositions of two of the lieutenants taken before Governour Pigot, 

Mr. Powney, Mr. Orme and Mr. Smith in the capacity of His Majest/s justices 

of the peace for the town of Madrass, to prove that the said ship UIndien 

with her cargo was at the time of her being surrendered to Cape James the 

property of the East India Company of France. We have laid the whole before 

Council for their opinion in what manner we are to proceed, but as none 
of the said ship's books and papers have been transmitted to England or any 

persons belonging to the ship sent to prove before the Court of Admiralty 
her being French property, it is doubtful whether the said depositions only 

will be sufficient to procure a condemnation. K therefore it lies in your power 

to cause the original books and papers to be transmitted to its, or to send any 

persons belonging to the ship for the purpose aforesaid, you are m do hbf 

the first conveyance, also authenticated copies by another conveyance keeping 

the like also by you. In the meantime if the ship and cargo or p*od»ee 

thereof should be in your h^ntis you are to secure the" same*, and. 
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division thereof until you have our further directions agreeable to our [said] 

General Letter of the 3d of March. 

19. In order to guard as much as lies in our power against those striking 

calamities that have befell us in the captures of our settlements of Madrass 

and Bengal, we have appointed a succession of capable officers to the chief 

command of our military. Still as these must be governed by the civil branch, 

we cannot deem our setdements in that state of security as they must be if 

the military powers could operate without such controul in times of danger. 

We therefore, having with great attention well weighed the important subject, 

do now lay down the following rules to all our Presidencies, and which you 

our Governour and Council must strictly adhere to. 

20. That whensoever it shall be your misfortune to have the settlement 

attacked by any enemy whatever, the powers of the Governour and Council 

are so far as respects its defence then to be suspended, and the sole authority 

shall be vested in our President, the Major, the Engineer, the Master Attendant 

for die time being and the next most capable military officer to be appointed 

by the said persons. And should there happen in choosing such officer to 

be an equallity of voices, in such case the Governour and Council are to appoint 

the person, and diese are to he the military government in this exigency, and 

whoever is defective in his duty must be tryed by a general court martial. 

And we lay it down to you in a standing rule, that no fortification be given 
up without a breach made and standing one assault, unless you are in want 

of ammunition and provisions. This military authority is to exist no longer 

than whilst the enemy is before the place and the settlement in danger, but 

when it’s restored to a state of safety, this military government is then 

immediately to be [dissolved], the President and Council are to reassume their 

own powers and our affairs are to be conducted by the same authority as now 
exists. But should it ever be your misfortune to be reduced to extremities and 

the said military power under the necessity of compromising with the enemy, 

we direct that such treaty or agreement be considered and digested by our 

Governour and Council, and it must receive their approbation. As Colonel 

Lawrence is, according to our former appointment, Commander-in-Chief under 

the Govemours and Councils of all our forces in the East Indies, if therefore he 
shall happen to be at Bengal he is to be one of the said military government 
and take rank next to the Governour, 

21. We have already laid down some directions respecting the powder 

and ammunition and the surveying of our military stores, that they are always 
good ami sufficient, but we now judge it necessary to place this important 

mist with a committee, who are accordingly every three months or oftener 

if you judge it necessary, to examine and survey our magazines, the fortifica¬ 
tions, ramparts, guns, carriages, platforms, arms, granary, in short take under 

their consideration and inspection even the most minute articles, and constantly 

to remark to the Board all defects and deficiencies, it being our meaning 

md mtentma that our settlements should be kept in all respects in a state 

of defence, and provided with ammunition and provision. We will therefore 

quantities of ammunition (particularly powder) or military stores 

garrisCH1 t0 otiler PIaces without a report first made ftol 
g* X?5 assigniBg reasons for their approval or disapproval, 
me whole of their transaction are to be entered on your consultations, but 
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for [our] observation let them be transmitted to us seperately. And we appoint 
the Major, Engineer and Master Attendant for the time being to be this 
committee. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

Lau. Sulivan / R. Drake / N. Newnham Junr. / Christo. Burrow / Henry 
Plant / Cha. Cutts / G. Rooke / Hy. Crabb Boulton / Heny. Savage /Timothy 
Tullie / John Harrison / Hen. Hadley / Fredk. Pigou / John Raymond / John 
Browne / John Manship / John Dorrien / G. Steevens. 

London, 12 May 1758, 

12 

LETTER DATED 1 NOVEMBER 1758 

Council’s weak management and gross neglect—Personnel of new Secret 
Committee—Intentions of French Navy—Despatch of Royal George and am¬ 
munition to Fort St. George—Specification of exports to India—Risks of des¬ 
patching bullion—Dispatch of saltpetre. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. Our last General Letter was dated the 12th May 1758 and went in 
triplicate by the ships Prince George and Bombay Castle a triplicate whereof 
you will receive by this conveyance. 

2. On the 11th September we received by the Lisbon Mail a triplicate of 
your General Letter by the Marlbrougk brought by a Portuguese ship called 
the Neustra Senhora dos Prazares dated the 10th January. As the Marl- 
broughy nor indeed any one of our ships are yet arrived from any part of India 
or China, we have received no other letter from Bengal but the beforementioned 
one since the 12th of May, and here we cannot avoid expressing our surprise 
that you did not write a short additional letter by the said Portuguese ship to 
give us an account of your transacdons from the 10th January to the time the 
said Portuguese ship left Bengal which was upwards of a month after a period 
in which we make no doubt some very interesting events happened. 

3. We now send the Duke of Dorset with this letter containing some 
general advices and directions necessary for your earliest information. The 
most material and what principally occasions this despatch is our resolution 
for not sending any treasure either to you or our Presidencies of Fort St, George 
or Bombay this season as will be mentioned in the sequel of this letter., The 
Diligent sloop is now also under dispatch for Bombay with advices for that 
Presidency of the like purpose with this, yet for fear of any accident happening 
to the DtHgeni car that by any accident the Duke of Dor$0% should otoiem 
Bengal before she has been at Fort St. Geoige, jem are to mkeN tfae 

Mr-8 
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opportunities of conveying to die Presidents and Councils of both, our said 

Presidencies such parts of this letter as may be proper for their information 

and in a particular manner what respects our resolution as to treasure. 

4. We shall pass over the beforementioned triplicate of your letter by the 

Marlborough until your consultations are received and well considered because 

from the lights at present before us there appears such flagrant instances of 
weak management, such gross neglects of our interest that, were the facts 

properly established, would oblige us to animadvert on your conduct in the 

severest terms. However, we are willing to hope that many things may be 

cleared up more to our satisfaction and your credit. 

5. The gendemen whom we have appointed to be the Committee of 

Secrecy this season are Laurence Sulivan, the present Chairman of the Court 

of Directors, Roger Drake Esqre Deputy, Christopher Burrow, Nathaniel 

Newnham and Henry Plant Esqres, three of whom are a quorum. The instruc¬ 

tions and directions the said Committee may think proper to send are to be 

stricdy observed and complied with by all and every the person or persons 

to whom they are directed. 

6. The war with France is still continued widi great vigour and we have 

the pleasure of saying that, by the steady conduct of our Government and the 

superior force and success of the British Navy, that of France is greatly reduced 

and the remainder confined in a great measure to their ports ; their commerce 

likewise is at the lowest ebb. The only efforts of consequence the French make 

by sea and seem to be most [intent] upon are the East Indies where also we 

flatter ourselves, from the early intelligence which all our settiements have 

had of the naval and land forces under the command of Messieurs Dache and 

Lally and the great loss as we have been informed those forces have met with 

by sickness, they will make no great impression. We have lately received 

intelligence from Ilia Grande at the [Brazils] that in the month of May last 

four large French ships were at that place being part of a fleet of eleven which 

sailed together from France and that the said four ships were waiting for the 

remaining seven in order to proceed in company to the East Indies. Whether 

they had any one or what number of land forces on board we are not informed, 

nor whether any other French ships sailed last season for India. 

7. We have made applications to His Majesty’s ministers for some ships 

to proceed to the East Indies to reinforce the fleet now there and we flatter 

ourselves from the favourable reception we met with our request will be 

complied with as far as may be consistent with the general service of the 
nation in any other parts of the world. 

8. It is our intention to supply all our settlements this season with as 

tnany recruits and with as large quantities of military stores as our ships can 

conveniently carry. With the respect to the recruits we are under great diffi¬ 
culties in raising them but our utmost endeavours shall be exerted to send 

as possible which we hope will be at least sixty on each ship. 

9. We have so often and pressingly recommended your being on .your 

guard that we need only refer you for the same to our several letters since the 

of the war and we shall rest assured that there will be no care 
wmmA m y&w pans to frustrate as much as lays in yonr power all attempts 
of die emmj wherever they may be directed. 
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10. We have taken into the Company’s service this season twenty one 
ships and stationed them in the following manner viz.. 

Ships Tons Commander Consignment 

Duke of Dorset 499 B. Forrester Coast and Bay 

Earl of Holderness 499 3L Brooke 1 St. Helena and 
Delawar 425 J. Quallett j Bencoolen 

Essex 499 G. Jackson 
Valentine 499 W. Fernell 
Pocock 499 T. Debuke Fort St. George 
Denham 499 W. Tryon and China 
Suffolk 499 K. Lewin 
Oxford 499 W. Webber * 

Walpole 499 F. Fowler ] 
Canton 

Hector 499 J. Williams ] 

Edgecote 499 J. Pearse j 
Madeira, Coast 

Chesterfield 499 E. Carter and Bay 
Calcutta 499 G. Wilson J 
New Ship 499 G. Lindsay ] 

, Limpo 
Stormo?it 499 H. Fletcher J 

Harcourt 499 W. Webber ^ 
Clinton 499 J. Nanfan = 
Griffin 499 T. Dethick . Bombay 
Godolphin 499 W. Hucbinson j 
Houghton 499 C. Newton j 

11. Besides the before mentioned ships in freight we shall send to India 
this season the ship Royal George which we have lately built on the Company’s 
account, burthen 400 tons, carrying 80 men and 20 guns. 

12. We have it also in our intentions to send to India the Prince Henry 

packet and the Syren and Diligent sloops or some of them to such places and 
on such services as circumstances and the situation of affairs may render 
necessary, the latter of which is now under dispatch for Bombay. 

13. The Duke of Dorset and Earl of Holderness, the first for the Coast 
and Bay and the other for St. Helena and Bencoolen, are now likewise upon 
dispatch. The six Fort St. George and China ships will be dispatched about 
the end of November, the two direct Canton ships and the two Iimpo ships 
and the Calcutta for Madeira and Coast and Bay about the middle of December, 
the Stormont and the New Ship, Captain Lindsay, for the Coast and Bay the 
beginning of February and the five Bombay ships towards the end of March. 
In order to avoid as much as possible the danger of having the supplies for our 
island St. Helena and the West Coast intercepted by the enemy we have 
determined that the two ships destined for those places shall leave England at 
different times. The Earl of Holderness therefore will be dispatched as 
before mentioned and Delawar about the middle of December. 

14. The Company’s own ships will be dispatched at such tunes as shall 
be found most convenient. 

15. As you may be assured we shall use our upaost 
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several ships away by the times before mentioned, you may pretty well form a 
judgment as to their arrival at their destined ports in general and of those in 
particular which fall to your department and may be the better able to make 
the necessary dispositions, as well for the securing as much as lies in your 
power the safety of their import as the forwarding their dispatch without 
loss of time according to their several destinations. 

16. The arrival and departure of the Company’s shipping will as usual be 
sent you in lists certified by our Secretary to which therefore you are referred. 

17. Lists of free merchants and all other persons who shall obtain our 
leave to reside in India will likewise be transmitted in the same manner. 

18. That you may have a general idea of the intended export on the before 
mentioned ships as well for the several parts of India and China as to your 
Presidency in particular, we are to inform you that a considerable part of the 
tonnage will be taken up by the passage of military recruits and the extra¬ 
ordinary quantity of military and other stores indented for. The number of 
recruits and particulars of the stores for the service and use of the Fort William 
Presidency you will be fully informed of by the lists and invoices which will 
be transmitted by the respective ships. 

19. The Government will send nearly in equal proportions on the 6 Coast 
and China ships 273 tons of naval and 310 tons of vitualling stores for the use 
of His Majesty’s ships and about 25 tons of cloathing for Colonel Draper’s 
battallion, all which are to be delivered at Fort St. George. 

20. We have mentioned above that a considerable part of the tonnage 
will be taken up with military stores; the cannon shot, shells etc., intended for 
your Presidency only will amount to 550 tons and those for Fort St. George 
580 tons. 

21. The mercantile part of our export will consist principally of wollen 
goods, copper, lead and iron. The two latter articles for our Presidencies being 
in smaller quantities than usual are rather intended to supply the necessity 
our settlements may be in for them than with a view of trade; you will be the 
best: judges of what use ought to be made of those consigned to you and we 
shall accordingly depend upon your acting therein for the best. 

22. The intended export is in general proposed to consist of about the 
undermentioned quantities viz., 

For Bengal 

832 bate of cloth, 162 bales of long ells of 20 pieces in each and 200 bales do 
of 10 pieces in each and one bale of flannels for cartridges to be shipped viz., 

370 bate on the Duke of Dorset 
408 on the Stormont 

417 on the New Ship, Capt. Lindsay. 
3^0 tons of copper viz.* 

It® terns on the Stormont 

100 „ „ „ New Ship, Capt. Lindsay 
70 „ „ „ Duke of Dorset and 
50 » „ „ Calcutta 

40 urns of lead and 40 tons iron to be laden in equal quantities on the ships 
Dm&e &f Dorset and CdaMa. 
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For Fort St, George 

630 bales of cloth, 2 bales of flannels for cartridges and 300 tons of copper 
to be equally divided on the six Coast and China ships, 40 tons of lead to be 
equally divided on the two ships Pocock and Oxford, and 40 tons of iron to be 
divided in like manner on the ships Valentine and Pocock, 

For Fort Marlbrough 

Sundry goods, stores and some merchandise as will appear by the abstracts 
of the two ships’ invoices which will be transmitted to Fort St. George from 
hence and to the amount of about £40,000 in treasure. 

For Bombay and Persia 

1357 bales of cloth and 150 bales of longells containing 20 pieces of longells 
each for Bombay, 100 bales of longells containing 10 pieces each and 445 bales 
for Tombrook, and 150 bales of longells of 10 pieces each and 394 bales of doth 
for Busorah, all which bales will be consigned to the President and Council of 
Bombay in equal proportions on the 5 Bombay ships. The quantities of 
copper, lead and iron for this Presidency are not yet determined upon. 

For Canton 

221 bales of cloth and 300 bales of longells of 20 pieces each bale of longells 
to be equally divided on the Walpole and Hector, also 100 tons of lead on 
each ship and to the amount of about £ .... in treasure in the whole, 
partly to be laden on the said two direct ships and the rest on the ships which 
are to call first at Fort St. George. 

For Limpo 

134 bales of doth, 73 bales of longells of 20 pieces each bale of longells and 
7 bales of brusseletts containing 150 pieces to be equally divided on the 
Edgecote and Chesterfield; also 100 tons of lead on each ship and to the 
amount of about £ ... in treasure on the whole. 

23. The Calcutta, Capt. George Wilson, is to call at Madeira to take in 
350 pipes of wine which Messrs Chambers will consign in equal quantities to 
our Presidendes of Fort William and Fort St. George viz., 175 pipes of each; 
out of the quantity consigned to you the President and Council of Fort 
St. George have liberty to detain 50 pipes and no more on any account what¬ 
soever, and we have acquainted them that they are not to detain that quantity 
or even any part thereof unless it is really necessary and more wanted at Fort 
St. George than in Bengal. 

24. You will observe that in the heforegoing general account of our intend¬ 
ed export there is no mention made of treasure to be sent to Bombay, Fort 
St. George or Bengal. We are therefore to inform you that as we have deter¬ 
mined to send you no bullion and to either of our Presidencies this season, 
it is necessary you are apprised of our motive. The great risk our drips must 
run from the French who are so powerful and numerous hi the Indian seas 
is our principal inducement but, we have the satisfaction of a better reason to 
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support this resolution, for by an estimate framed to the year 1760, allowing 
largely for the expences and incidental charges of Bombay and Madras, we 
find that those setdements will not only be able to return all their ships but that 
Bombay will be in circumstances to aid Madrass if it is necessary with a very 
considerable sum. 

25. We can be under no apprehension that you will fail in the want of 
bullion at Calcutta. On the contrary, we have every reason to expect that you 
will be in a condition to assist Madrass, should their enormous expenses 
demand greater supplies than we have allowed for, because your Select Com¬ 
mittee under date of the 14th July 1757 advise us in the following words: 

“In this place we must beg leave to remark that Juggut Seat’s determina¬ 
tion the Company are to receive for 3 years successively the sum of 16 laacks 
and two thirds of rupees in space [sic] which, with the sale of your annual 
imports and the amounts^of bills of exchange that we shall be under a 
necessity of granting, will'be full sufficient we imagine for the respective 
investments of those three years without obliging the Company to run 
the risk of any bullion for the supply of this Presidency till that term of 
years is expired”. 

Since which you have received into our cash no less than £167,000 and give 
us room to fear by your unintelligible letter per Marlbro’ that considerable 
sums will be drawn upon us in the like manner by the latter ships. 

26. To prepare therefore our Presidencies for the relief of each other we 
now dispatch the Diligent snow to Bombay and the Duke of Dorset to Madras 
and your settlement. Our directions are for our Governor and Council of 
Fort St. George, if they should be under difficulties, to draw upon Bombay 
for the sums they may require but lest for unforeseen events they should not 
be m a situation to answer the demand from Madras, you are to supply them 
to the utmost of your power if called upon, as a failure may bring that 
important settlement to great distress and danger. We send this early notice 
that you may be prepared to make such remittance as the President and 
Council of Fort St. George shall be under the necessity of requesting and that all 
necessary measures may be concerted and setded between you accordingly 
as soon as possible. b " 

27. In our before-mentioned estimate we recon [reckon] upon having all the 
„ Pf,we lately taken into our service returned home from our several 
ftwdenaes die same season they arrive in India except two of the Bombay 
ships one of which »tso proceed to China and the other to Mocha the following 
season. But as m the present situation of affairs and the events and dis- 
W^«ts which may happen it is impossible to give any particular direc- 

J*®* f*** 23 to ^ values of their cargoes, we must therefore 
1 Pmdeoce to dispatch home and assist and concert the necessary 

rah our other Presidencies for dispatching home all or as many of 

T* Jj! ** SeaSOtt they “ra,"e 38 P^We. If yon are able to load more than 
J* tharterparty tonnage on the several ships, such surplus tonnage is to be 

Wgpoaly wanted, i£ tberefene you are deficient in other goods to complete 

"*^***""**>**70* arelosMes to S as 
WK& more, as each ship can coaveniendy carry, taking care that such surplus 
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does not render her unfit for defence against any attacks in the voyage home. 
But as we rather apprehend circumstances will not admit of loading up any 
surplus tonnage and being desirous to avoid the excessive expence of a war 
demurrage, we would have you, rather than keep any ships or ship a year 
round, dispatch them home even though they should be dead freighted so far 
as 100 tons each ship, but then care must be taken that all our shipping be as 
equally and fairly on a footing as possible. 

28. Should you not be in a condition to supply the demands of the 
President and Council of Fort St. George (which however we hope will not be 
the case), you are to encourage the paying as much money into our cash for 
bills to be drawn upon us on the usual terms as may be necessary for this 
present occasion only and if no more, but if that neither should fully answer 
the purpose, we make no doubt you will pursue such measures as will be most 
for the general interest of the Company, as a disappointment may be pro¬ 
ductive of bad consequences. You must give us the earliest advices of your 
proceedings on this important affair, the most material parts whereof must 
be in cyper, if you have an opportunity of forwarding them to Persia to be 
sent overland. 

29. We acquainted you last season that we had formed ah our supra- 
cargoes then chosen into one set or commission. Being fully satisfied of the 
utility of this method we have determined to continue in the same. We have 
accordingly this year appointed one set or commission composed of 10 persons, 
to be deemed in point of rank with respect to the whole body of supracargoes 
employed by the Company, three chiefs, six seconds and one fourth, which said 
ten persons are to transact and manage the Company's affairs in China as a 
council in which their rank is as follows: 

Chiefs 

T. Lockwood Chief in Council 
T. Fitz Hugh 2nd n 31 

R. Wood 3rd « 93 

Seconds 

R. Mackett 4th 93 33 

S. Devisme 5th n 93 

F. Kinnersley 6th 31 93 

F. Wood 7th 71 33 

J. Flint 8th 33 33 

R. Torin 9th 33 » 

A fourth 

T. Thomas 10th 33 33 

30. Notwithstanding the before mentioned supracargoes are all included 
m one commission and are formed into one council, yet we have directed 
Messrs. Lockwood, R. Wood, Mackett, Devisme, Kinnersley, F. Wood and 
TfeotiKis to manage and transact the Company's affairs at Canton and 
Messrs Fitz Hugh, Flint and Turin are to do the same at Iimpo. Although 
thus divided, they are but one council or commission as before observed and 
are ti act accordingly by concerting aU necessary and pettier measures for the 
general benefit oS ’the whole concern as circumstances may require and oppor¬ 
tunities offer* 
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31. The ships which are to be now under the management of such of the 
said supracargoes as shall be at Canton are viz., 

32. The Walpole and Hector bound directly to Canton with the whole 
quantity of woolen goods intended this season for that part of China. 
Messrs Richard Wood and Kinnersley take their passage on the Hector and 
Messrs Devisme and Thomas on the Walpole to join as soon as possible 
Messrs Lockwood, Mackett and Francis Wood who in consequence of our 
orders were to continue in China the year 1759. The following ships bound 
first to Fort St, George and then to Canton, viz., the Essex, Valentine, Pocock, 

Suffolk, Denham and Oxford, also the Drake from Bombay in the year 1759, 
or in case of any accident happening to the Drake some other ship in her stead. 
And whereas it may happen that a ship or ships may arrive at Canton from 
some of the Company’s settlements in the year 1759, for the management 
whereof no supracargoes have been named or appointed by the Court of 
Directors, customarily called casual ships, such ship or ships are also to be 
taken charge of by our supracargoes beforementioned or such of them as 
shall be at Canton. 

33. The ships Edgecote and Chesterfield proceed direedy for Limpo on 
which Messrs Fitz Hugh and Torin take their passage separately in order 
to join Mr. Flint at that place, who are to take upon them the management of 
those ships. 

34. The ships Essex, Valentine, Suffolk, Pocockr Denham and Oxford 

are to proceed as before observed first to Fort St. George to land the soldiers 
and passengers and deliver the several consignments mentioned in the respec¬ 
tive invoices and bills of lading. We have earnesdy recommended it to the 
President and Council of Fort St. George to give them all the assistance therein 
possible that they may prosecute their voyage for Canton without loss 
of time as their early arrival there will be of the utmost importance to the 
Company. 

35. The China trade has been gradually improving and in consequence 
become one of the principle objects of the Company’s attention, and although 
the number of ships destined for that service are very considerable, yet more 
might be employed. If, therefore, you or any other of our Presidencies should 
have ships in your hands at any time which for want of goods cannot be des- 
pached home, such ship or ships must be consigned to our supracargoes at 
Canton with a cargo amounting at least to £20,000 and as much more as can 
possibly be spared. Such ship or ships will come under the denomination of 
casual ones as before described and will be accordingly taken care of. 

36. Having found it for the interest of the Company to have a residence 
of some of our supracargoes at Canton the year round we have accordingly 
continued this method by ordering Messrs Lockwood, Mackett, Kinnersley and 
Frauds Wood to be die resident supracargoes until the year 1760. Their 
business will be to receive the surplus stock after the investments for the several 
ships at Canton in the year 1759 have been completed, together with what may 
fee remitted from any of our Presidendes and invest the same agreeable to 
the Sections we dial give them against the arrival of the ship the following 
season and in general to take care of the Company’s affairs there until the 
appointment of another annual commission or set of shpracargoes on the spot 
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to take the management of any of our ships which it may be necessary or 
thought proper to send thither from any of our settlements. 

37. You will observe by the lists of ships taken up that we send two to 
Fort Marlborough this season viz., the Earl of Holderness and the Delawar; if 
they arrive there safely they may possibly be sufficient to bring home all the 
pepper on hand. But as you and the President and Council at Fort St. George 
will have later intelligence from thence than we can have, wTe must leave it to 
you and them to take the proper steps to provide tonnage for the surplus 
pepper if any such there shall be. 

38. In order to prevent as much as possible the commander of our ships 
carrying out or bringing home any persons without license, you will observe 
we have inserted a new clause in their instructions by which they are directed 
on their arrival in the Downs outward bound to send us a list of all the passen¬ 
gers on board and in case they shall afterwards receive any others before their 
departure from England to send us a list of them also and on their arrival at 
their consigned ports in India they are further directed immediately to send a 
list of them to the Governor and Council and on their return to England or 
any port in Europe they are to transmit us an account of such as took their 
passage from India for Europe. We hope these checks will answer our inten¬ 
tions and in order thereto you must call upon the commanders for their lists 
of passengers from Europe, also of those from India and carefully transmit 
them to us for our information. 

39. It not being practicable to send you by this early conveyance a list 
of investment, especially as no ships are arrived from you this season, we can 
only refer you to our last which is in general to be the plan by which you 
are to be regulated until we are able to form and transmit to you an exact list 
accompanied with such observations and directions as shall appear necessary. 

40. As saltpetre is greatly wanted here and we shall expect a considerable 
quantity on every ship to be dispatched from our three Presidencys, as well in 
aid to their tonnage as to supply the present demand, you must make an early 
and sufficient provision of that article upon the best terms you can, not only 
for the ships to he laden home from Bengal but also to supply our Presidencies 
of Fort St. George and Bombay by all and the first conveyances with what 
they shall want or may indent for, and if any ship or ships shall be sent to 
Fort Marlborough to fill up for England, care must be taken that proper quan¬ 
tities are laden on such ship or ships. 

4L If Mr. Richard Wilder, who went from hence in the Elizabeth to 
regulate your silk investments, should be in Bengal when this comes to hand, 
you are to remind him of proceeding to Fort St. George agreeable to Ms ins¬ 
tructions to be there so early in the year 1759 that he may be in time to take 
passage for Canton in one of the China ships, we having given the necessary 
orders for that purpose to the President and Council there. 

42. We have chosen Mr. Henry Goodwin to he a writer on the Bengal 
establishment. As he had our permission to proceed to Fort St. George last 
season on the Pitt, he is accordingly to be deemed a writer of that season 
and take big standing next below James Xawrell and his five years’ servitude is 
to commence accordingly from the time of the arrival of the other writers. 

43. We have chosen and appointed 10 more young gendemen to serve 
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the Company as writers on the Bengal establishment who are to rank in the 

order that are named viz., E. Clough, W. Wilkins, E. Gulson, W. Eyton, T. 

Frist, R. Brown, T. Forbes, W. Drake, J. Graham and J. W. Holwell. The 

last named person went to India last season with his father. His time of 

servitude, however, is not to commence the sooner on that account but he is to 

be on the same footing as the other beforenamed young gentlemen who will 

take their passage on the Company’s ships of this season. 

44. The recruits sent in this ship are intended for your settlement and a 

list of their names is enclosed. 

45. On this ship we likewise send the following named gentlemen to 

serve as cadets in our forces on the Bengal establishment who are to be preferred 

if they behave well in the order they are here named viz., J. Selbeck, R. Eales, 

J. Willis, J. Latour and J. Smith. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

T. Tullie/J. Manship/C. Cutts/J. Creed/H. Hadley/H. C. Boulton / G. 

Steevens / H. Savage / J. Raymond / G. Dudley / J. Harrison / L. Sulivan / 

G. Rooke / R. Drake / W. Barwell / C. Burrow / J. Boyd / T. Rous / J. 
Browne / J. Dorrien. 

London, 1st November 1758. 

13 

LETTER DATED 23 JANUARY 1759 

Reinforcements for Bengal from England—Details of wine—Advice to 
despatch treasure to China to improve trade—Fixation of exchange rate for 
Spanish dollar during war—Pay and allowances of chaplains and bricklayers— 
Procedure for treatment of Kings troops. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. Hie Duke of Dorset in company with the Earl of Holderness and 
Diligent sloop sailed from Spithead on the 20th November, by which ship we 
sent a General Letter under date of the 1st November and by the same convey¬ 
ance went also a letter horn our Secretary advising the arrival of the several 
skip® therein mentioned, duplicates of both which we now send you. As for 
the times of the arrival of our several ships in England, we refer you to the 
accompanying lias. 

2. As we intend to write very fully upon the affairs of your Presidency by 
the ships to be dispatched in February, we shall in this letter confine ourselves 
to tech mattes only as are necessary for your previous information. 

3. IBs Majesty has been most graciously pleased to order the Mowing 
tewed ships to proceed to the East Indies to reinforce the squadron there; and 
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it is proposed they should leave England about the middle of February when 
our Coast and Bay ships will proceed with them viz.. 

Ships Guns 

Lennox 74 
Duke of Aquitain 64 
York 60 
Falmouth 50 

4. Having found it impracticable to raise recruits for our military or 

likely to do it in any degree adequate to the demands from our several Presi¬ 

dencies for them and in particular for yours where it is so very important to 

have a considerable land force. His Majesty has been further most graciously 

pleased to assist the Company with a battalion of his troops consisting of about 

1,000 men including officers which it is our intention should be employed in 

Bengal, as we are in hopes our Presidency of Fort St. George will not he under 

the necessity of detaining any of them, considering the force they must have 

upon the arrival of Colonel Draper’s Battallion and that what recruits can be 

raised for the Company’s forces will be sent thither by every conveyance that 
can be spared from other service. 

5. The better to accommodate so considerable a body of men as also to 

find a passage for our own recruits we do in addition to the freighted ships 

employ two of the Company’s viz., the Royal George and the Prince Henry 

packet, and we shall be under the necessity likewise of taking up another ship 

to proceed to India and be disposed of there on a plan similar to those whereon 

the Hardwicke and Doddington in the years 1754 and 1755 were entertained. 

6. The Houghton, one of the Bombay ships, is getting ready to sail with 

the men-of-war and our Coast and Bay ships in order to proceed to Bengal 

with a part of the said battallion, which service being performed she is then to 

go to Bombay according to her first destination. 

7. The Essex, Valentine, Pocock, Suffolk, Denham and Oxford designed 
for China are bound first to Fort St. George each of which ships carry as large 

a proportion of the said battallion as they can conveniently accommodate to 

be landed there and re-embarked for Bengal on the first conveyances that offer 

and can be contrived. 

8. The Calcutta and RoyaJ George carry our own recruits only for Fort 

St. George. They are then to be employed in bringing you as large a part of 

the battallion as they can conveniently carry, we mean that pan to be landed 

out of the China ships consisting of about.men. 

9. The remainder of the battallion will, as before observed, be embarked 

on the men-of-war and our latter ships. 

10. You were advised in our last letter that the Calcutta .was to take in 

350 pipes of wine at Madeira. We are now to inform you that as we have 

thought proper to put more recruits aboard that ship for Fort St. George than 

we at that time had reason to expect, we have for their better accommodation 

determined to lessen that quantity of wine and have accordingly given direc¬ 

tions to our correspondents to load but 200 pipes unless a further quantity cm 

be conveniently stowed. One moiety of the wine so to be laden will be con¬ 

signed to the President and Council of Fort St, George and die otter moiety 
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to you without detaining any part thereof at Fort St, George, having thought 

it expedient to revoke the liberty we gave the Governor and Council for detain¬ 
ing the 50 pipes mentioned in our last letter. As soon as the recruits are 

landed at Fort St. George, the wine and other consignments intended for that 

place are delivered, and as many of His Majesty’s troops are embarked as may 

be convenient, die Calcutta is then to be ordered for Bengal as soon as possible. 
What other consignments are on board for your Presidency will appear by the 

invoice and bill of lading. 

11. Our own ship the Royal George, having likewise as beforementioned 

recruits on board for the Company’s forces at Fort St. George, as soon therefore 

as they are delivered together with the consignments for that Presidency, she 

also is to be dispatched to you with as many of His Majesty’s said troops as can 
possibly be accommodated with a passage. 

12. It being our intention to have the Royal George employed in such a 

manner as may be most for the Company’s service at any of our settlements 

and, if it shall appear really necessary and conducive thereto, that she may be 

detained a season extraordinary in India, you and our other Presidencies, 

whatsoever she may happen to be destined or employed, are therefore to act 
according to circumstances and the best of your judgment, observing in 

general that if it shall be thought proper to return her home the season of her 

arrival or the following one it be early enough to prevent the loss of her 
passage. 

13. "Wherever she arrives or from whatever place she shall be dispatched 

she must be vitualled and put in the best condition in every respect for pro¬ 

ceeding from port to port and for her return to England. This must be done 

at the Company’s expense and the proper accounts transmitted to us. 

14. Our principal object is that she may be useful in bringing us early 
intelligence of what is transacting in this critical and dangerous time in the 

different parts of India. You must make her therefore subservient to this 

purpose as much as possible not only by sending us a detail of the affairs of 
your Presidency but by collecting what you can from others. 

15. At the same time that she is intended for the purpose of bringing 
advices, she is of a burthen to carry goods sufficient to earn the expenses of her 

voyage; a cargo therefore is to be laden on her according to discretion. If 

the dispatches she is charged with are important and require expedition and 

consequently may run more hazard, in such case the cargo must not be very 

valuable. But if on the contrary there is no necessity of her running greater 

hazards than our other shipping, then it may be to a larger ammount; hut 

the whole, as it is said before, must be left to the discretion of the Company’s 

servants at such places where she happens to be, as must her being directed to 
call at St Helena or running through without touching he determined by the 

Gkmraor (in his secret orders) from such place from whence it shall be thought 
proper to dispatch her. b 

14 We have informed the President and Council of Fort St George that 
me very extraordinary and large draughts, which have been made upon us 

by you and the Presidency of -Bombay as will be more particularly spoke to 

hereafter, has thrown m into so many difficulties that we are under the almost 

necessity of starving the only profitable trade the Company has, 
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we mean that to China, unless they are in a situation to give a seasonable 
assistance, an assistance which we shall fully depend upon as derived from you. 

Instead of the considerable quantity of treasure usually sent on China ships, 

the Essex, Valentine, Pocock, Suffolk, Denham and Oxford have no more 

than 10 chests each in full confidence of such assistance. Therefore we have 

directed our said President and Council to add ten chests of treasure more of 

£1000 each chest to the China stock of each of the ten ships at least. But if 

they can encrease it further even so far as that each of the said ships shall 

carry 30 chests to China, it is earnestly recommended to them as a very signal 

service to their employers, and sure we are, if you have done your duty, they 
cannot fail of supplies fully sufficient to comply with our said directions. 

17. If contrary to all expectations, the President and Council of Fort St. 

George should have no treasure to spare on the arrival of the beforementioned 

six China ships, but have good reasons to believe they shall thereafter have 

remittances from you, although to [too] late that season to send to China, and 

that thereby they can load home one or two of them or that they can be loaded 

home by you from the Bombay side, in such cases they are to detain one or 

two of the said ships accordingly for such purpose, but then they are to take 

the treasure out of such detained ships and'to reconsign the whole of it to our 

supracargoes at Canton. 

18. Whereas the payment of money into the Company’s cash at Canton 

for bills of exchange to be drawn on the Court of Directors according to the 

methods practised at our Presidencies may be mutually beneficial to the Com¬ 

pany and private persons at this time in particular, we have therefore empower¬ 

ed and directed Messrs T. Lockwood, R. Mackett, F. Kinnersley and F. Wood, 
our resident supracargos until the year 1760, to receive any sum or sums of 

money from any person or persons whatever not exceeding in the whole £50,000 

and grant bills of exchange upon the Court of Directors for the same, payable 

at ninety days’ sight, valuing the tale at 6/8. But If that should not be sufficient 

encouragement to induce persons to pay their money into our cash there in 

time of war, we have further directed them to grant bills for money so to be 

paid in at the rate of 5/- sterling for every Spanish dollar, estimating 100 dollars 

to weigh 88 oz. 13 dwt. This measure would be particularly useful this sea¬ 
son on account of our sending out so small a quantity of treasure as before 

observed and although you may not be apprised in time to make remittances 

through this channel by the said ships, yet we hope your agents at Madras 

will do it for you. However, you are to make this measure as public as may 

be necessary and give all the encouragement thereto you can, that we may be 

benefited by it the following season. 

19. As you have in store an anchor or two of each sort from 23 to 32, both 

inclusive, we direct that you send as many of them as you can spare to Fort 

St. George where they are greatly wanted, but from the extraordinary tonnage 

of military stores both for that Presidency and yours it is impracticable to 

vmd those heavy articles or to comply with your indents for lead and iron. 

Of these latter we have only ordered sudd quantities as we judge immediately 

necessary for your own use, and as we may be under the same difficulties next 
season you are to be careful in putting up any of those articles to sale if it is 

to be avoided. 

2®. We have laden on the ships V<denti$%e, Essex and Pooock 186 barrells 
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of gunpowder, that is to say, 60 on each ship, which being to be taken out at 

Fort St. George, the President and Council have our directions to forward 

them to you by the first safe conveyances. 

21. In our last letter you were informed we had chosen ten young gentle¬ 

men to be WTiters on the Bengal establishment as therein named and ranked. 

We are now to acquaint you that several of them take their passage on the 

Calcutta. 

22. We have chosen and appointed the Rev. Mr. John Moore and Mr. John 

Cape to be the Company’s chaplains on the Bengal establishments. The first 

named gentleman takes his passage on the Calcutta, the other will proceed 

upon the Stormont or one of the other later ships. We have lent to each of 

the said gentlemen £100, which is to be repaid out of their growing salaries 

agreeable to the tenour of their bonds enclosed by the ships on which they 

take passage. 

23. In lieu of the complicated allowances which our chaplains have had 

from custom out of our cash and from the Buxey, and to reduce the same to 

plain and certain appointment], each of our said chaplains and all others from 

henceforward who may succeed them are to be paid out of our cash at the 

usual time of paying the salaries of the Company’s covenant servants after the 
following rates viz., 

Salary as usual after the yearly rate of £ 50 0 0 
Gratuity as usual 50 S3 Sf 

For house rent if no appartment can be allotted then 

the usual yearly rate of 30 ss ss 

And in lieu of the allowances in the Buxey’s accounts 

for diet, servants, wages and all the various articles 

which have crept in by custom and conivance, the 
anual sum only of 100 ss ss 

24. The said yearly sum of £230 sterling is to be paid each of our chaplains 

at the usual time of payment and you are hereby positively ordered to make 

them no other allowances as from the Company in any shape or on any pretence 

whatever* Both Mr. More and Mr. Cape have had this matter very clearly 

explained to them previous to their being chosen, which it is right to mention 
that you may be apprised of its being a mutual agreement. 

25. Mr. Carter having signified to us by a letter from Fort St. George 

dated the 10 March last that you being in want of a clergyman had prevailed 

im the Rev. Henry Butler to stay in Bengal and requesting we will send another 

to Fort Mmlbrough in his room (which by the way is not taken notice of in 
any letter of yours to us), you are to acquaint Mr. Butler that having before the 

receipt erf Mr* Carter’s letter filled up both the vacant chaplainships in Bengal, 

we cannot comply with the request made on his behalf and that he is, therefore, 

aocordii^ly to his original appointment to proceed by the fast convenient oppor¬ 
tunity to Fort Marlbrough. 

26. Besides tire persons entertained to serve the Company as cadets in the 
Company’s forces upon the Bengal establishment mentioned in our letter by the 

Dmke of Dorset and who took their passage on that ship, we have entertained 
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the following viz., E. Evans, J. Price, T. McLaren, F. S. Ward, J. McKellan, 

R. March, T. Aston, G. Scott and W. Look who are to be preferred, if they 

behave well, in the order they are named, next after those by the Duke of 

Dorset. Evans, Price, and Mackellan proceed on the Calcutta and R. March 

and W. Cook on the Royal George, who are to be forwarded to you by the 

President and Council of Fort St. George either by those ships or as they 

arrive if any other conveyances offer; the rest will take their passage on the 
latter ships. 

27. Mr. Brohier having represented to us by his letter under date of the 

10 January the great want of able brick-layers for the better carrying on the 
works at Fort William, we have accordingly entertained Thos. Braiding and J. 

Daw as master bricklayers on the Bengal establishment at the salary of 90 
pounds sterling a year each, to commence on their arrival, to be under the 

immediate direction of the Engineer only, also Charles Bonwick apprentice to 

Thomas Braiding for the remaining term of his apprenticeship (which will 

expire the 21st March 1761) at the yearly salary of £60 to be paid to his said 

master, to commence likewise on his arrival in Bengal, and at the expiration of 

his said apprenticeship to be employed at such salary to be paid to himself as 

you shall think he deserves, if he chooses to remain in India. These three 

bricklayers take passage on the Royal George and are to be sent you by our 

orders to the Governor and Council of Fort St. George either by the said ship 
or the first conveyance that offers. 

28. Robert Boulton, who went to Bengal as a cadet per ship Walpole, 

having as we are well informed behaved in a very extraordinary manner, we 

direct he be sent to England by the first ship dispatched from your settlement 
as one of the charterparty passengers. 

29. You were advised last season that His Majesty had been pleased to 

send a battallion of foot to the East Indies under the command of Lieut. Colonel 

Draper and as that battallion was more immediately intended foe the service 

of the Company at our Presidency of Fort St. George we presume upon its 
being at that place. 

30. His Majesty, as observed in the former part of this letter, has been 

further most graciously pleased to assist the Company with another battallion 

of his troops to proceed to the East Indies in the ships of this season, and as 
our Presidency of Fort William appears from your several letters to be in a 

great want of a military force, this last battallion is therefore destined for the 
service of the Company in Bengal. 

31. The last named battallion consists of about 1,000 men officers included 
formed into nine companys under the command of Lieut. Colonel Eyre Coote 
and the Majors W. Gordon and R. Gordon. 

32. As it is intended by His Majesty the battallions should serve the 

Company in the most effectual manner, we are well assured that the command¬ 
ing officers will have instructions and directions to cooperate with you in every 

measure tending to the interest of the Company, and as to those gentlemen 

themselves, we make no doubt but they will avoid all altercations ami embrace 
every opportunity of pursuing their instructions with cheerfulness and alacrity 

for the good of die service in general, more particularly as we have agreed to 
put the battalfien upon the same footing exactly whir respect ip accomodation. 
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pay and allowances as Colonel Draper’s with which that gentleman and all his 

officers were highly satisfied. 

33. And on your part we expect and direct that you take the utmost care 

to cultivate and preserve a good harmony and agreement between His Majesty’s 
and the Company’s troops. You are to carry it with great civility to the 
Lieutennant Colonel to treat all the officers in a gentleman like and friendly 

way and in general your behaviour is to be such as will best contribute to 
engage them readilly and willingly to cooperate with you in every measure for 

the common benefit of the service. 

34. Major Robert Gordon takes his passage on the Essex on which ship 

and the Valentine, Pocock, Suffolk, Denham and Oxford, are embarked three 
entire companys which are to be landed at Fort St. George from whence they 
are to be forwarded to Bengal as has been before observed by the first good 

conveyances. 

35. The other commanding officers with the rest of the battallion will 

follow in His Majesty’s squadron and our own ships Ajax, Stormont and 

Houghton. 

36. We pay here to the commanders of our own ships for dieting at their 

respective tables the sums of fifty pounds each for the Lieut. Coll, and the two 
Majors and for all the other commissioned officers thirty pounds each. We 
also pay here the owners ten pounds a head for the diet and accomodation of 
the private men and all others and have laid in some brandy on every ship to 
be duly distributed amongst the soldiers in proper quantities from time to time 
as may best lend to their refreshment and support. We also direct that the 
surgeon of each ship (except that on which the surgeon of the battallion pro¬ 
ceeds) do attend upon and take as proper care of all the officers and private 
men as of their own ship’s company, and to encourage the said surgeons thereto 
they are to have the like head money as is usually allowed for our own recruits. 
Orders for this purpose are accordingly given to the President and Council of 
Fort St. George to pay for those landed there and you are to pay the surgeons 
of those ships belonging to the Company which bring the troops directly to 
Bengal. 

37. To these instructions we add in each commander’s instruction a very 
strong injunction to afford both the officers and private men all suitable acco¬ 

modations, behaving with politeness to the first and the utmost humanity to 
the latter that there may be no occasion given for discontent. Fort St. George 
Presidency is, therefore, upon the arrival of the ships with them to make a 
strict and particular enquiry into the behaviour of the commanders that their 
ships* companies in this respect and report the same to us and you are to do 
the same upon the arrival of the ships in Bengal as we are determined highly 
to resent any ill usage they may meet with. 

38. As the commanding officers will be at some extraordinary charges for 
house rent and the expenses of their table when in India we have agreed to 
allow to Lieut. Collonel Coote £400 a year, to Major William Gordon £200 
a year, and to Major Robert Gordon £200 a year, to defray the expense of 
house rent and entertaining their officers at such times as they shall think 
fit, which said allowances are to commence upon the arrival of those gentlemen 
respectively in Bengal and dootinue during their being in His Majesty’s service. 
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in India and are to be in consideration of all expences whatsoever excepting 
batta in the field. 

39. For the better encouragement of the officers and soldiers of this 

battallion we have determined to put them on the same footing with respect 
to pay as the Company’s own forces. You are therefore hereby directed to pay 
them out of our cash the difference between His Majesty’s and the Company’s 
pay in the following manner, viz., 

s d 
To the Captain of each company 

„ Lieutenants „ 

„ Ensign 

„ Sergeants each „ 
„ Corporals „ „ 

„ Drummers „ 

„ Private men „ „ 

a day 

40. You are also to pay the following persons the allowances set against 
their names as follows, viz., 

To the Chaplain of each battallion 
„ Surgeon 
„ Adjutant „ „ 

„ Quarter Master of each battallion 
„ Surgeon’s Mates of each battallion 

s d 

1 — a day 

1 - „ 
1 — „ 
1 - „ 
- 10 „ 

41. It is our meaning that the King’s troops should not only be equal in 
pay to the Company’s but that they should also be upon the same footing as to 

allowances in the field. 

42. With respect to the garrison it was represented to us when Colonel 

Draper’s Battallion went to Fort St. George that His Majesty always allows 
his troops here fire and candle. If this is allowed our own troops at that 

Presidency, that battallion was to be allowed it, and whatever the practice is in 
this respect there it must be a rule for you to proceed by and you are to accom¬ 
modate them in the best manner you can with barracks or other convenient 

places to lodge in when they are not in the field. 

43. We acquainted the President and Council at Fort St. George that 

when Colonel Draper’s Battallion are in the field the officers and men are to 
have exactly the same allowances as the Company’s troops whatever they are, 
but as that allowance called batta hath been carried to a very great degree of 
profusion there, we positively directed the President and Council to take a 
review of all their late appointments of it and to reduce it as much as possible so 

that it might be settled upon a reasonable and equitable footing. Tins Colonel 
Draper was apprized of, and we have reason from his very candid behaviour to 
flatter ourselves he would give all the assistance in his power to facilitate so 
necessary a measure. Whatever batta so adjusting was to be paid the Company's 
forces was to be allowed and paid equally to His Majesty’s and litis is 
to be the rule you are to go by with respect to the King’s forces in Bengal, in 
order to which we shall give directions to the President and Council of Fort 
St. George to transmit you exact accounts of such allowances for your guidance 

n—9 
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both with respect to our own and the King’s forces, for at present we are entirely 

at a loss to know upon what footing our own troops are in Bengal as to any 

allowance above the stated pay. 

44. You are to observe both with respect to pay and batta that no 

allowance be made to any officer or officers of whatever rank or any other person 

or persons whatsoever either in our own or the King’s forces in a double capa¬ 

city, excepting the Adjutant and Quarter Master and them only, who on account 

of their extraordinary expenses are to be paid in a double capacity, that is as 

lieutenant and Adjutant and lieutenant and Quarter Master. 

45. We have been informed that when the King’s troops take the field 

here they are allowed at the public expense forrage, wood and straw. Whether 

this is the case with the Company’s troops on the coast of Choromandel we are 

not apprised and it may be for aught we know included in that allowance 

called batta. But of this you will also receive the necessary information from 

our said President and Council by which you are to guide yourselves. 

46. An application has been made to us by one of the captains of Colonel 

Adlercron's regiment for payment of 27/8 pagodas per month which he says was 

an allowance made at Fort St. George to the other captains of that regiment 

as an equivalent to them for the advantages the captains of our own troops 

have in clothing their companys. It is necessary, therefore, to acquaint you 

that it never was our meaning to have such an allowance made nor were the 

President and Council of Fort St. George in any shape warrented to do it and 

the reason we take notice of it here is that no such kind of allowance be made 

to His Majesty’s officers in Bengal, 

47. Should the King’s forces at any time be in want of stores and 

necessarys on His Majesty’s account, you are to advance to the commanding 

officer or officers such sums of money as they may desire you to advance for 

those purposes, for which you are to take bills of exchange to be drawn on such 

commanding officer or officers for the amount; of the sum so advanced at the 

rate of six shillings and six pence per weighty dollar upon the proper public 

officers in England payable to us at 30 days’ sight, taking four bills of the same 

tenour and date and transmit them to us by different conveyances. 

48. And you are hereby positively directed to adjust all accounts any ways 

relative to the King’s troops with the proper officers and procure bills as before 

mentioned for what shall appear due to the Company on the balance of such 

accounts or at least let them be so authentically certified that we may not be 
put to the trouble of litigating such accounts in England. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

L. Sullivan / C. Burrow/N. Newnham / H. Plant/J. Creed / J. Manship / 

J, Boyd / J. Raymond / T. Phipps / CL Cutts / T. Rous / H. Savage / G. Dudley / 

G. Rooke / J. Dorrien / P. Browne / G. Steevens / J. Harrison / T. Tullie / 
F. Pigou / H. CL Boulton. 

Dondcrn, 23 January 1759. 
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LETTER DATED 23 MARCH 1759 

Shipping news—Disapproval of transfer of French officers from Chancier- 

nagore to Pondicherry—Clandestine trade in copper, lead and iron—Approval 

of despatch of copper to Patna—Procedure for dispatch of saltpetre to England 

—Condemnation of Pear kef association with saltpetre contract—Advance of 

money to Portuguese agents—Advantages of employing King's troops— 

Protection to commerce and colonies—Company's servants prohibited from 

holding landed properties—Abuse of dastacks—Reprimand for disposal of 

booty—Emphasis on development of trade—Accounts of Company’s servants. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. We have already writ to you this season two letters. The first of them 

was dated the 1st November 1758 and went in triplicate by the Duke of Dorset, 

Royal George and Calcutta. The other, under date of the 23rd January 

following, was also sent in triplicate by the Calcutta, Royal George and Essex, 

and you will now receive copys of both by the Ajax, Stormont and Houghton. 

2. The several letters we received from you in the course of last season 

were by the Prince Henry packet and the ships Marlbrough, Warwicke and 

Elizabeth under dates of the 12th and 27th of September 1757, the 10th, 13th 

and 23rd January, and 28th February 1758. By those conveyances were like¬ 

wise received letters from your Select Committee to the Secret Committee of 

the 23rd January and of the 2nd March 1758; also letters from Coil Clive of 

the 23rd of December 1757 and the 18th Feb. following and a letter from 

Mr. Brohier to the said Committee dated the 23rd of January. 

3. We shall now proceed under the usual heads to give you such further 

informations and directions in addition to those in our last General Letters 

as appear necessary and make some observations upon the letters received 

as well as those addressed to our Secret Committee agreeable to the intimation 

in our letter of the 11th November last as to us the Court of Directors. 

First, of shipping 

4. Our Secretary by our direction in a short letter dated the 10th 

November by the Duke of Dorset gave you a general account of the arrival 

of some and the hering {sic] of others of our returning ships. We are now more 

particularly to inform you that His Majesty's ship the Colchester which left 

St. Helena on the 16th July with the following ships under her convoy, viz., the 

Marlbrough, Warwicke, Elizabeth, Norfolk, Princess Augusta, Falmouth, 

Caernarvon, Royal Duke, Onslcm, Sandwich and Triton after a very tedious 

passage and met with a hard gale of wind on the 8th October which separated 

some of them from the convoy. However, all except the Caernarvon and 

Falmouth happily got safe to Cork and Kinsale in Ireland on the 25th of the 

same month* 

5. The CmOmarwm unluckily fell in with a French squadron returning 
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from Quebec and was taken but we have the pleasure of informing you that 

she was soon after retaken by die Somerset, one of the ships belonging to 

Admiral Boscawcns squadron which was also on its return from Louisburgh. 
and was carried to Milford Haven. 

6. The Falmouth in a sickly distressed condidon arrived at Glenock near 
Glasgow in Scodand on the 6th November. 

7. Of the ships Prince Edward, Lord Anson and York which sailed from 

St. Helena on the 20th August the two first named got safe to Limerick in the 

river Shannon in Ireland on the 2nd November but the York was unfortu¬ 

nately stranded and wrecked near the mouth of that river. The people were 

all saved but the cargo except a few bales of Surat goods and some others of 
little value is entirely lost. 

8. It has been extremely fortunate for the Company that the arrival of 

their ships at the several before-mentioned places should be so very late in the 

season, and the more so for their long detention there for convoy and other 

incidents, as the time of their arrival in England must from their respective 

situations be different. We refer you therefore to the accompanying lists for 
all information in this particular. 

9. There are so many difficulties occur to prevent our ships coming to 

their moorings in the river Thames from Ireland, Scotland or wherever else 
they go to after they leave St. Helena and in consequence of our orders as they 

now stand the book packets are to be kept on the board until they get to 

their said moorings, by which means we are deprived of making use in time 

of your diarys, accounts and many material books proper to be inspected 
before the dispatch of our shipping for India, which from what is before 

mentioned you may observe is the case this year in a very particular manner. 

To remedy therefore this great inconvenience you must in future, so long as 

the war continues, give positive orders to every commander you dispatch to 

send us the book packets as well as all others he is entrusted with from the 

first port he arrives at, whether in England, Scotland or Ireland, with the care 
and precautions mentioned in our instructions to them. 

10. The ships Essex, Valentine, Pocock, Sufolk, Denham, and Oxford 

bound first to Fort St. George and then to China, the Calcutta for the island 
of Madeira and then to Fort St. George and Bengal, the Royal George for 

Fort St. George, also the four direct ships for Canton and Limpao, Hector, 

Walpole, Edgecoie and Chesterfield, after a tedious detention by contrary 
winds, left Spithead on the 16th February. 

11. You were informed in our last letter that three companys of the 
battallion of His Majesty’s troops were embarked on the six first named ships 

which were to be landed at Fort St. George and from thence forwarded to you 
by the first conveyances that offered. 

12. The remainder of the battallion as was also intimated in the said letter 
now proceeds on His Majesty’s squadron and our ships the Ajax, Stormont, 

and Houghton the commanders of which three last are under orders to pro¬ 
ceed directly for Bengal and we apprehend also that the men-of-war will do 

the same that the troops may be landed without difficulty or loss of time. As 
soon as you hear of the arrival of all or any of the said ships you must take 

ifee necessary measures for disembarking the troops as soon and as conveniently 
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as possible, especially those from the men-of-war, that they may not be detained 
or be under the necessity of proceeding further up the river than Admiral 

Cornish thinks fit. 

13. In our letter of the 23rd January you were acquainted that the 

surgeons of each of our ships except that on which the surgeon of the batta- 
liion proceeds were to be allowed the usual headmoney for taking care of the 

soldiers. Having since directed the surgeon of the Houghton, on which the 

battallion surgeon proceeds, likewise to take care of the soldiers on board that 

ship he is also to be paid the same headmoney as the others. 

14. With these ships we also send you the Prince Henry packet on which 

are embarked some recruits for our own troops on the Bengal establishment 

with military stores and other consignments agreeable to her invoice and bill 

of lading. 

15. With respect to the returning home the several ships we gave the 

same general directions for your conduct in our letter of the first of November, 

to which we have only to add that it is possible our settlements on the West 

Coast may be able to afford some assistance towards loading home a ship 

more than the Earl of Holderness and Delawar, but of this you will be best 

judges by the intelligence you and the Presidency of Fort St. George shall 

receive from thence. We throw it out rather as a hint to he made use of 

according to circumstances than as a direction and shall accordingly depend 

upon your making the proper use of it. 

16. You have been already informed that the Houghton was originally 

intended to proceed directly for Bombay but that in order to accomodate 

part of the battallion with a passage we were under the necessity of altering that 

destination and ordering her to proceed first to Bengal. As soon, therefore, 

as the troops are landed and the cargo consigned to you is delivered, you are to 

forward her to the President and Council at Bombay either with a proper cargo 

either on the Company's account or on freight or partly one and the other as 

shall appear to be most advantageous to us, taking care to dispatch her in time 
for being returned home from that side the same season she arrives in India 

and here we must acquaint you that we shall certainly depend upon your 
sending by the Houghton to Bombay as considerable a quantity of saltpetre as 

she can wTell carry in order to alleviate the great expense you are continually 

putting us to by freighting that article on country ships. 

17. As to the Prince Henry packet she may be either returned to us imme¬ 

diately from either one or other of our settlements, kept in India for a time or 

sold for account of the Company any of which methods shall appear to be best 

but we would rather have her employed in the service of the West Coast from 
yours or Fort St. George Presidency unless it may be necessary to dispatch her 

to us without any particular advice. As this vessal comes first to Bengal you 

must upon considering. all circumstances determine upon what may be done 

with her and if you are of opinion it may be more to our advantage to send her 

to either of our other Presidencys for those purposes you are to do so 

taking care to send copy of these our directions along with her fear our 

guidance together with the inventory contract with the crew and other 

necessary papers. 

18. The Prince Henry during her being employed mmt be situated, 
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fitted, repaired and be put in a proper condition at all times for performing 

the services she shall be employed in* This must be done at the Company's 
expense and the proper accounts transmitted to us, as likewise from one settle¬ 

ment to another when and as often as it may be necessary for the information 

of our servants at such other settlements. 

19. In order to prevent a needless expense of powder on board the ships 

in the Company’s service we have made some new regulations by which the 

commanders are allowed to make no other salutes with guns than those therein 

mentioned. Upon all other occasions they are to salute with cheers according 

to their own discretion and the present rules of the Navy. We now transmit 

for your information a printed copy of the said regulations. 

20. In adjusting the accounts of damage and short delivery with the 

commanders of our Europe ships, we observe yon have not strictly regarded 

the stipulations in the charterparty for valuing the rupee at the current 

exchange allowed the Company's covenant servants. You must in future 

carefully observe the same and settle such accounts agreeable to the rules 

therein mentioned. 

21. In settling accounts with the owners of the ship Denham they demand¬ 

ed Arcot rupees 197.5 for passage of Dr. Fletcher from Bengal to the Negrais, for 

diet of two people who were sent on board at the Negrais as prisoners and for 

wood, water etc., for 20 invalid passengers from that place to Bengal, which we 

refused to allow as having no account of these transactions. Captain Meard 

informs us that he delivered his bill to you and that you offered him one hundred 

Arcot rupees which he would not accept and Mr. Cooke told him this affair 

ought to have been adjusted at Fort St. George, the Negrais being subordinate 

to that sctdement. As he was despatched directly from your place to England 

you should have given us what information you could whether the demand was 

reasonable that the owners might have had justice done them, but as no allow¬ 

ance has been made and they still persist in their claim you must give us the 

best information that can be done at this distance of time that they may be 

allowed what is justly due to them in a future account. 

22. We observe you gave a gratuity of 50 rupees a head to the seamen 

of the Marlbrough for their good behaviour when employed at Dum Dumma. 

We are never backward in gratifying our people when they behave well but 

you are to be very cautious in your bounties because precedents are not easily 

got ova:. Instead of giving the money abroad, the usual method has been to 

promise sailers in our name one, two or more months' pay as their services 

merited* This would not only secure relief to their families at home but be a 

tye upon their conduct during the voyage and is a practise we recommend 
on any future occasion. 

23. Your sending away the late Directors, officers—civil and military—and 

inhabitants of Chandernagore to Pondicherry was a most injudicious step and 

the very reasons assigned make strong against you, for if a French squadron was 

to have come against Calcutta how soon in such case would there [these] 
persons have returned in aid. Besides, respecting Madras how impolitic was 

it to strengthen the enemy on that coast. Those people were your prisoners, 

consequently on an attack would have been confined in such manner that you 

might be in no danger from them and if the settlement had been taken it would 
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have been of little consequence to us whether they were released there or 

brought from Pondicherry. But what deserves particular notice is the expense 

you put us to upon this account which appears extravagant and unreasonable. 

45,000 Arcot rupees to carry a few men from Bengal to Pondicherry (for 

numbers staed [sic] behind) and 45,000 current rupees to be paid if the French 

seized or detained the vessel, which really proved to be the case, is such an 

uncommon sort of contract that we direct that you will transmit to us the 

names of the proprietors of this ship Restitution and we do expect that in all 

such lucrative transactions the parties appear before the Board, the bargain be 

there publicly discussed and the whole entered on consultation for our observ¬ 

ance or rather in all such cases public notice should be given that you are 

ready to receive sealed proposals and without bias the lowest offer to be* accept¬ 

ed. This is our method of doing business for the Company in material affairs 

and you will do well to act with the same care and circumspection. 

24. Your sending to us the Diligent schooner with the important news 

of the revolution in Bengal meets with our entire approbation and you may be 

assured of always having it by giving us material information by every channel 
in your power. 

25. The Revenge, you say, being ordered by Admiral Pocock to proceed 
to Bombay, you had applied to him for directions to the commander to take 

in some saltpetre for the use of that Presidency and you accordingly loaded 

on her 800 bags. If the Revenge was discharged from His Majesty’s service 

she ought to have fallen immediately under your direction and have been 

properly loaded for our account to Bombay and instead of 800 she ought to 

have carried 2000 bags of saltpetre, for it is very hard that we should be paying 

a high freight for this article and our own ships go empty or filled by the 

commanders. We shall give the necessary orders to Bombay upon this head 

that you may have it in your power to pay a due regard to our interest. 

26. It gives us much concern to observe that the Ilchester and Worcester 
should lie by the walls when at the same time you inform us they might have 

been employed so as to have saved the heavy charge of their demurrage. The 
reason you give for this detention is the expectation of an attack from the 

enemy and that you might therefore have the assistance of the said ships and 

their crews is case of such an event. If this was really a case of necessity 

and appeared so to you on the maturest deliberation we cannot help submitting 

to it but at the same time we must remind you of our frequent directions 

for despatching home or employing our ships in such a manner as may prevent 

or alleviate as much as possible that heavy and generally unprofitable expense 

of demurrage and we expect you will constantly make this one of the principal 
objects of your attention and care. 

27. In your letter of the 28th February you say Mr. Ralph Leychester 

acquainted you he had been informed that a quantity of copper, lead and iron 

had been clandestinely landed from on board the Warwick, Grantham and 

Elizabeth arid that he desired your orders to trace out the quantities and who 

the purchasers were, that by making a proper example of them others might he 
deterred from doing the Hie. You add that upon this you had revised satw 

carders to prevent illicit trade but not the least notice is taken at your endea¬ 

vours at a discovery either of the person to whom the said copper* lead and 

iron belonged or of the purchasers* Whether any proceedings on this affair 
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stand on your consultations we know not as they reach no further than the 

26th December. If when they come it shall appear nothing further has been 

done tending to such discovery, we shall have reason highly to resent your 

conduct, and here it is proper to acquaint you that we shall expect in future the 
strictest regard to all our former orders for the discovery of illicit trade and 

seizing on the Company’s account all such as shall be found, and giving us 

future and regular accounts of all your proceedings thereon. Let Mr. 

Leychester be acquainted that his conduct on this occasion is highly approved 

by us and that as he has thus distinguished himself to be a very worthy and 
deserving servant he may depend upon our favor. 

28. To the beforegoing paragraph we think it highly necessary to add 

that we call in particular upon the Import and Sub-Import Warehousekeepers, 

Mr. Becher and Mr. Culling Smith, to give us a full account of their conduct 

in this affair as it was their immediate duty, and if we find they prevaricate and 

endeavour to conceal any persons concerned or material circumstances from 

our knowledge, they may depend upon being dismissed the Company’s service. 

Secondly, of goods from Europe or from one part of India to another 

29. In our two last letters you have a general account of our export This 

season to the several parts of India and China. Upon writing the first we 

had but little prospect of either raising recruits in a sufficient number for the 

Company’s own forces or being assisted by the Government with the battallion 
now going to Bengal, and consequently there would have been room enough 

in our shipping to have taken in the whole of the export we intended for your 

Presidency, but as the accomodating the troops with convenient room so as 

to prevent death and sickness in their passage is an object of the greatest 

importance, at this time in particular, we have been under the necessity of 

detaining for some other conveyances many of the goods we intended to have 

sent you, especially bulkey articles. We shall not here particularise them 

because you may on comparing the several invoices with our said letters be 

easily informed how far we have fallen short of our first intentions; to them 
therefore you are referred. 

30. For the reasons beforementioned and the late arrival of our ships 

we have been prevented complying this season with your indent for woollen 

goods but we hope the ensuing year we shall fully make good the present 

deficiency. We must here add that it gives us pleasure to observe you are 

attentive to promote this important branch of our trade as also in endeavour¬ 

ing to encrease the vend of copper and other staple commodities by sending 
hem to Patna, Cuttack and other places. 

31. Our settlement of Fort Marlbrough, depending upon Madras alone for 
stub articles as they cannot subsist without, has either through accident or 

neglect been brought into the utmost distress. To prevent such evils in 

future we last year ordered our Presidency of Bombay to send thither a vessel 
annually with salt and other articles and we now direct that you in like manner 

pnocureai^ keep erne or two proper vessels constantly in that tract supplying 

ataaettkmnt with rice and opium annually and such other articles as he 
Deputy Govemorand Coimcd shall regularly indent for and this intercourse 

m m ^ between you and our said servants directly free of all cloggs 
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and difficulties with Madrass where this vessel or vessels are not to touch 

unless you or our servants on the West Coast find it any time necessary or 

convenient. The vessels on their arrival at Fort Marlbrough are to be under 

the orders of the Deputy Governor and Council who will be directed if there 

are returns proper to load them back for our account. 

Thirdly, of investment 

32. We now transmit to you a list of the investment to be made in Bengal 

the ensuing season. The late arrival of our shipping unavoidably renders it 
incomplete, as thereby we are deprived of making many remarks which 

necessarily occur upon an inspection of and sale of the goods and which must 

therefore be deferred to another opportunity. However, the general direc¬ 

tions are pretty complete and are to be carefully complied with. 

33. The necessity of our other Presidencies being always in possession 

of a considerable quantity of saltpetre to enable them with more ease to load 

home the several ships on their hands is so apparent that we need only to 

remind you of loosing no opportunities of continuing your care to supply them 

in the most effectual manner. 

34. With respect to the quantities of saltpetre to be laden on each ship 

for Europe we have already this season given some general directions to which 

we refer and indeed under the present circumstances none but general directions 

can be given as it is impossible for us to forsee what proportions of goods you 

and our other Presidencies may be able to provide for the despatch of our 

shipping in general. 

35. In the 34th paragraph of your letter of the 10 of January you 

inform us of your agreement with Omichund for 58,000 maunds of saltpetre 

at the rate of six Arcot rupees the factory maund and in the 61st paragraph of 
the same letter you deny Mr. Pearkes had contracted at Patna for 51,000 

maunds at Rs. 2. 14 As. sicca per factory maund. This is a very striking cir¬ 

cumstance, especially when it is considered that by that happy revolution you 

had it in your power to command the market and to purchase all or any 

quantities of saltpetre wanted without the intervention of the black people, 

but your giving such a great price to Omichund and at the same time (we 

are informed) checking Mr. Pearkes in his purchases seems to be so very extra¬ 

ordinary and we are afraid a sinister affair very materially affecting your 

characters as well as the Company's interest, that we do positively direct that 

you do fully explain the whole to us by the first opportunity. 

36. In your letter of the 28 February you intimate that the indifference 

of the investment in respect to former years and its dearness take their rise from 
the late troubles. There is certainly great weight in what you say and we shall 

make all due allowances thereon, but at the same time we cannot help observing 

that upon the late happy revolution you had such a flow of money that you 

might have commanded the market and we think in consequence thereof have 

made an earlier and as well as a better investment, and indeed we are induced 
to think in this manner if what we have heard with respect to the Portuguese 

ship Neustra Senhora dos Prazeres is true, which is that a very valuable cargo 

of fete goods was provided for her at Calcutta and that the money with which 

it was purchased was lent to the Portuguese agents or supracargoes by our 
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own people. The goods o£ which this cargo was composed might have been 

brought up for the Company’s use and would have been a most acceptable 

piece of service. This if true was doing the highest injustice to your employers 

and we direct that you make a strict enquiry into this and acquaint us with 

all the circumstances together with the names of such persons whether in our 

service or under our protection who appear to be in any respect concerned 

therein. 

37. In your said letter you say that having the early months to begin your 

purchases for the ensuing year and a sufficiency of money to supply the calls 

of the gomastahs and the subordinate settlements, there is the greatest reason 

to flatter yourselves with making a very satisfactory investment for the next 

ships. We most earnestly hope you have effectualy succeeded in your endea¬ 

vours, for there never was a time in which a large return of goods from Bengal 

was more wanted than now to enable us by their produce to carry on in a 

proper manner the circulation of our trade which has been of late greatly 

obstructed by many heavy difficulties, expenses and disappointments. 

38. We gave you such full directions last year for the manner of conduct¬ 

ing the Company’s affairs in general and particularly with respect to that 

important one the investment that, instead of making observations upon your 

letters now before us containing a detail of your transactions gradually arrising 

from confusion into some order and method, we shall refer you to our said 

directions which are as nearly as possible to be observed and complied with, 

especially for carrying on the business at the subordinates on the frugal plans 

therein laid down. 

39. For the reasons given in the 61st paragraph of your letter of the 10th 

January we flatter ourselves that with prudence and economy a factory at 

Fama may prove very beneficial to us and do therefore acquiesce with your 

resettlement there. For the present, however, you are still to conform to the 

orders we gave in our letters last year of the 3rd March as to the frugality to 

be observed and to represent to us in the most explicit manner *the state of 

affairs at that place together with your opinion thereupon. When we have the 

whole with your remarks before us we shall send you our determination as to 

the continuing or otherwise at that settlement. 

Fourthly, of the trade of India and transactions relative to the French, 
the country Government etc. 

40. You were 
$b^$aSedfrw 
at tide 

in our letter of the 1st November that eleven 

few: the East Indies and that part of them had called 

We have since been informed by a letter dated 

that the said fleet consisted of twelve 

s and for China carry- 

to belong to the 

, Chef df escadre. 
Grande in a sickly con- 

JJ Actife, Le Lustre; 
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Company’s ships—Le Comte d3 Argenson, Le Bourbon, Neptune, V Elephant, 

La Fortune, La Balaine, La Fidelle. The three last named were sailed before 
the date of the said letter but the other seven were then there. 

41. We are not informed whether the said ships had any land forces on 
board; but from the silence of the beforementioned letter in this particular 
we are induced to hope they had not any considerable number, at least not 
enough to give uneasy apprehensions, if our settlements have been so happy 
with the assistance of His Majesty’s land and sea forces to make a good stand 
against those under the command of Mr. Lally. 

42. We are ignorant of the ships and forces the French design for India 
this season, but we flatter ourselves from the present low condition of that 
nation that neither can be considerable. However you must be constantly on 
your guard that you may be as ready in all events as circumstances can 
possibly admit of. 

43. If the beforementioned force under Mr. Lally has made no impression 
of consequence in Bengal and the troops His Majesty has been most graciously 
pleased to grant the Company arrive in safety, we have strength sufficient to 
baffle any future effort and effectually protect our settlements and commerce. 

44. It gives us great pleasure to observe by your latest advices that the 
Nabob’s troubles were at an end and that there was a seeming good prospect 
of a settled tranquility in the province. The best understanding with the 
Nabob on your parts is so essentially necessary at all times that we shall 
depend upon your cultivating and preserving it by every method that prudence 
can suggest and is consistent with the real and true interest of the Company. 
It is with equal satisfaction we take notice likewise that the Nabob has, in 
order the better to secure the payment of the several sums of money stipulated 
in the treaty with him, agreed to the mortgage of the revenues of several 
countries to be paid to you monthly as they arise and we flatter ourselves that 
the whole debt will by these means be soon fully discharged, but should any 
interceptions arise from unforeseen events we must depend upon your utmost 
care to remove all difficulties and secure and expedite] the payments, as the 
Company were never in a situation to make such a scource [course?] in the 
highest degree necessary as at this time. 

45. Our having the [grant] of a mint at Calcutta is a considerable 
acquisition [which] with good management [cannot] fail of being highly 
advantageous] to the Company and we [.] with satisfaction your 
[..] circumspection in seeding it]. We must at the [same time] [.] you 
that it appears to [.........] plan is in some re[..The rules and refgulations] 
laid down in our [.season must be [..] without deviation 
[.] are satisfied [.....] improper. [...] you are 
at [...,.assigning to us the reasons which induce you to deviate from 
any part of our plan. 

46. You must take the utmost care to keep up the reputation of the 
mint by causing the standard weights and fineness of die coins to be most 
strictly observed. We have received in your packets by the Marlborough and 
Elizabeth some Calcutta sicca and mohiers, upon which you will mm reeeive 
in a separate paper some remarks made by our Aoooimtaiit and to which 
therefore yob are referred. 
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47. Although they are unavoidably imperfect as you have not informed 

us or mentioned anywhere that we can find what the [stajndard for them 

should be, [you] must therefore send us [at] the first opportunity the [latest] 

account of ‘ the standard [of] your coins with respect to weight and 

fineness, particularly the sicca rupees and gold mohurs, which you are to 

transmit us from time to time with ou[.] assays, we may know in what 
manner you keep up to the standard and consequently the reputation of 

the mint, 

48. We are glad to find Mr. Frankland employed in surveying the large 

[districts] granted us by the Government. His indefatigable endeavours [to] 

serve the Company we have frequently experienced and as a valuable servant 

he [claims] our esteem. We please ourselves this survey will [.] to us 

correct and so distinct [.] we may be enabled to give [.] and explicit 

directions for the improvements of such [.] and we hope lucrative acqui¬ 

sitions]. Be careful that able and worthy men are appointed to trusts [of] 

such great importance, the management thereof must not center in one 

person. It is of too extensive a nature and might run you into equal diffi¬ 

culties and confusion, with that complicated branch now abolished, the 

Zemindarv. Above all be attentive in fixing proper checks though it may not 

be in the power of any to wrong us. 

49. We do not [sic] approve of our flags being hoisted at Cuttack provided 

it subjects us to no embroils with country powers, but we will have no 

house or factory built there at our expense. But if this, in our opinions, 

should appear necessary, explain your motives for and the utility of such 

settlement in the most explicite manner when we will give you our directions 

thereon. 

50. You did very right in forbidding Europeans holding the farms of any 

lands, towns or villages within the Company’s boundaries, nor do we much 

approve of it within our own jurisdiction. However, as it may sometimes 

possibly prove of public advantage to have moneyed men not in our service 

to be competitors, we do not lay you under restrictions to such persons, but 

we absolutely and positively forbid covenant servants holding any lands, 

towns or villages directly or indirectly within or without our jurisdiction or be 

interested in any contracts with the Company, for such shall assuredly forfeit 

our services. Our reasons for this restraint must be so obvious that an expla¬ 

nation must be unnecessary. We are further to remark that the late troubles 

at Tellidherry which proved almost fatal to that settlement took rise from a 

dispute with our linguist and the prince of that country relative to lands he, the 
linguist, held at Mount Dilly. Therefore should any of the natives or inhabi¬ 

tants who hold posts in Calcutta or under our protection possess territorys 

without our limits, they are in all difficulties which may arrise with respect to 
such property to settle them as Indians, but under no sanction as subjects to 

the Company, for it is our posidve direction that the affairs of such persons shall 
not embarrass or envolve ours. 

51. The declaration you made to the Government that you would protect 
no goods In boats carrying English coflours] which had not dusticks and 

pefrmits for] the same was right and just, but you should have gone further. 

The persons under our protection having a right to English colours and abusing 

that priviledge by smugling should have their goods forfeited to the Company 
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as an equitable recompense for the danger their dishonest actions bring tis 

into by embroils with the Government- Those again who have no right to 

our colours and carry on such illicit practices should also be seized by you and 

delivered up to the Government. Concerning the abuse of dusticks and the 
means for preventing the same we have in our former letters said so much 

that a repetition becomes needless and we have only to add that we shall 

expect you will most heartily exert yourselves to put a stop to this shameful 
practice. 

52. The details of your transactions with respect to advancing out of our 

cash to the navy and army the Nabob's donation to them as contained in the 

several paragraphs under the head in your letter of the 10th January 1758 

falls more naturally under the head of accounts. We, therefore, refer you to 
that part of our letter for our sentiments upon your conduct in these 

transactions. 

53. You not having in your letters taken the least notice of your pro¬ 

ceedings with respect to the produce of the plunder and booty taken from the 
late Nabob and from the French, we have had recourse to your consultations 

and we are sorry to say with very little satisfaction. We, therefore, find that 

on the 14 January 1757, Messrs Drake and Watts appointed the Company’s 
agents for taking charge of reprisals of Moors [and their] effects which might, 

in consequence of the agreement made between the Governor and Council of 

Fort St. George and the gentlemen of the navy, be deposited for His Majesty’s 

pleasure, but it does not appear that those gentlemen took any one step in this 

affair, at least none stand on your consultations or else where that we can 

find. It is true that in the course of them for the year 1757, it appears that 
at different times you purchased of the agents for the captors (gentlemen of the 

navy) goods, ammunition and stores on our account for a considerable amount, 

as well what were taken from the Moors as the French, and upon the 20th of 
December the agents for the capture of Hugley pay into your treasure Rs. 29,000, 

account the half of the reprisals agreed to be deposited, but how or in what 

manner this sum arises we are entirely at a loss and it is evident you gave 

very little if any attention to this affair. Messrs Doidge and Pye, two of 
the said agents, are lately arrived in England, and from the very small deposit 

made as before mentioned we cannot but suppose the Company is entitled to 
a larger sum, but for want of information we shall be greatly at a loss in 

making the necessary applications. Upon the whole you have been extremly 
negligent in this affair, and although we are afraid it may be too late, we do 
direct that you send us by the first opportunity a statement of the particulars 

and amount of aE the plunder and booty taken both from the Moors and 

French, the manner it was disposed of and the proportions divided by the 
captors and what was deposited with you. In fine, we expect a [.], explicit 

and satisfactory accou[nt] of aE your transactions on this head. 

54. The same inattention is evident also with respect to the prize called 

UIndien taken by Commodore James in the Revenge upon the Malabar Coast, 

for it stands upon your consultations of the 8th August 1757 that the cargo 
having been disposed of in Bengal and the Company having as you were advised 

a Haim to part of the said prize as may belong to the Company by custom and 

that no dividend be made till that is settled. So far you did right but to our 
very great disappointment not one step more was taken, at least nothing more 
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appears either in your letters or consultations, [This] affair likewise must 
be fully and dearly represented and due attention and obedience paid to 
what we writ last year upon this affair. 

Fifthly, of fortifications, buildings and revenues 

55. We esteem it a fortunate incident that we have given you our senti¬ 
ments so fully by the last year's ships on the subject of fortifying your sub¬ 
ordinates because we conceive you would not presume to go on with your 
extensive scheme of fortifying Cossimbuzar, and we cannot avoid remarking 
that you seem so thoroughly possessed with military ideas as to forget your 
employers are merchants and trade their principal object, and were we to adopt 
your several plans for fortifying, half our capital would be buried in stone walls. 
But your reasons for erecting a fort at Cossimbuzar by no means coincides 
with our opinion. You say “that a fortifyed place near the capital of the 
soubahship would be of use in preserving our influence at the durbar and 
checking any designs that the Government might in future conceive against 
us”. But is this a prudent or a practicable scheme to erect such a fortress and 
have such a garrison contiguous to the Nabob's residence as to keep them 
constantly in awe of us? We say, in the first place, it would be a most impolitic 
step and would render you odious and in the next it is an impossibility to sup¬ 
pose you could defend yourself against the whole power of the country at such 
a distance from Calcutta and cut off from all resources. Subordinates must 
always derive their security from the influence and power of the capital settle¬ 
ment. We are ready and willing to put Calcutta into that respectable condition, 
and when you are once in a situation to call that Government to account for 
any acts of injustice (which we hope will soon be) our property will be as secure 
in the factory at Cossimbuzar as it would in a fort on Birampore plain and our 
credit and influence more extensive and esteemed, and therefore you 
are not to deviate from the rules laid down to you last season respecting 
the carrying on our affairs at Cossimbuzar and our other subordinates 
without the least parade of soldiers, fortifications or even the appearance of 
military strength, 

56, By Mr. Brohier’s letter and estimate addressed to our Secret Committee 
it appears that the erection of the citadel of Calcutta only, inclusive of the town 
and enclosure, will cost us 1*911,569 current rupees, an enormous sum indeed. 
We wish you had mentioned what number of men would be required to garrison 
it, for however willing we may be to bear an extraordinary expense for the 
security of this settlement and its acquisitions, yet a number of soldiers are 
seldom to be procured, and if His Majesty had not graciously condescended to 
give us one thousand men we should not have been able to have sent you any 
considerable assistance this season. From your representation] and the 
judgement we form of the too extensive work, we sent you double the number 
of mm as was first settled for your garrison and this we will endeavour to keep 
up. More [men can] not be expected, we mean [Europeans], for other troops 
must be [left] to your own prudence and discretion to enlist as many as you shall 
feted absolutely necessary. As the weeks ought not to be of greater extent [than]* 
cm be defended by a moderate garrison, even less than we have mentioned if 
fmibie* you must, therefore, have a particular regard to the directions on 
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our letter of the 4th of May 1757 and the instructions given at that time to 
Mr. Mace for confining your works to a contracted plan. But are these forti¬ 
fications and works to be erected and carried on, a large garrison maintained and 
the town enclosed at our sole expense? Do not the property and estates of the 
community receive the same security and protection as ours? Is there the 
example of any government that ever existed where the people did not contri¬ 
bute a proportional share? Yet this has never been so much as considered 
by you but, on the contrary, we are charged with the full value of every house 
that is pulled down to make room for these fordficadons (notwithstanding you 
could not but well remember the positive directions we gave to this purpose in 
our letter of the 29th November 1754). In the government of Mr. Boen the 
Town Hall of Bombay was built and the merchants cheerfully agreed to an 
additional tax of one per cent on their trade until the Company was reimbursed 
the expense, and by this contribution their church and customs houses were 

erected in Governor Law’s time. It was very wisely judged for the preservation 
of that island to strengthen it with a ditch and remove all houses and cocoanut 
trees to a proper distance from the fortifications. Individuals, it is true, were 

paid their value by the Company, which was right and equitable, but then the 
community submitted without a murmer to be taxed until the whole of this 
expense was repaid us. However, to the praise of our servants at Bombay in 
this instance they have set a recent example, for by our last letters we have 
the pleasure to find that in consideration of the great and expensive works now 

carrying on for putting that island into a state of security they had assembled 
the inhabitants who willingly consented not only to a fresh duty on their trade 

(the customs already 4^4 per cent) [but] also upon all their lands. Similar 
measures, judicial and equitable, merit your most serious atten[tion], else the 
load may be too great for us, and neither in reason [or in] justice ought we 
to bear it. 

57. Mr. Brohier [in] his letter to our Secret Committee expresses himself 
to be under great difficulties for want of assistant engineers, and Mr. James 
Macdonald whom he brought with him as such to have declined that service. 
If we are not mistaken die same person is preferred by you to be the master 
of our powder mills with a handsome stipend annexed to his post. It, there¬ 
fore, appears to us a very strange step, the rewarding a man for refusing his 
duty and distressing our service. These things ought always to be explained to 
us because whoever refuses to act in his own department forfeits our service, 
for if once our servants assume to accept or reject as shall best suit their 
interest and inclination there is an end to order or obedience. We there¬ 
fore positively forbid such removes in future. Engineers shall be kept in their 

own line, nor shall the officers in the train of artillery be changed unless it is 
for persons of superior experience and abilities in that branch. If their lucra¬ 
tive prospects are confined by such restrictions (which we must suppose), set 
forth the reasonable allowances that will put them near upon a level in point 
of advantages with our military, for we had rather bear an encreased expense 
than have these important branches filled with disqualified persons and which 
must often happen by the methods you now suffer to be pursued. 

58. Mr. Brohier having been very pressing to be supplied with master 
bricklayers, we have accordingly used our best endeavours to engage some 
which will be more particularly mentioned under the 6th head. 
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59. You will find your request for building a custom house anticipated in 

our plan of regulations sent you last year. 

60. In the 122 and 123 paragraphs of your letter of the 10th January you 

give an account of your regulating the Zemindary. But as we have entirely 

abolished the same, what you have done in that and all other respects must 

give place to the orders and directions in our said letter of regulations. 

61. We very much approve of the demolition of Chandernagore and also of 

your resolution of tendering that setdement to the Nabob. 

Sixthly and seventhly, of covenant and military servants and accounts 

62. In our letter of the 1st of November we informed you of our appoint¬ 

ment of eleven writers upon the Bengal establishment and their rank. H. 

Goodwin and J. W. HolweU are already in India, William Eyton, Thomas Trist, 

William Drake, and John Graham took passage on the Calcutta. The other 

five now proceed on these ships viz., E. Clough, W. Wilkins, E. Gulson, R. 

Browne and Thomas Forbes. 

63. You have been also informed of our appointing two chaplains upon the 

Bengal establishment viz., the Reverend Mr. John Moore and Mr. John Cape. 

The first named took his passage in the Calcutta and the other goes in the 

Stormont. 

64. As any of our covenant servants attain the age of twenty one years 

they are to execute [fresh] covenants, which being done are to be returned to 

us prope[rly] witnessed, for which purpose we have already sent and shall con¬ 

tinue to supply you with [.] ones. As this is to be a stan[ding] and invaria¬ 

ble rule we shall expect that you will take care that it [is] strictly complied 

with. 

65. When a writer advances to the station of a factory an additional 

security is req[uired] to be given for the faithful discharge] of his duty and 

further security is to be given as he advances [.] station, of which 

every servant must be apprised from time to time that! he may write to [his] 

friends in England to give such security accordingly. This [also] must be a 

standing rule. 

66. We enclose for your present information a list of the names of such 

persons who are to execute fresh covenants as also of those who are to procure 

their friends to give additional security for them. 

67. We have used our best endeavours to get some able master brick¬ 
layers to proceed to Bengal to be assisting in and carrying on the works. You 

were advised in a letter writ to you by our order under date of the 10th 

November from our Secretary that we had entertained John Raper at the 

salary and for the time therein mentioned and he accordingly took passage 
cm tire Duke of Dorset. 

68. By our letter of the 23rd January you were likewise informed that we 

had sent you in the Royal George two more master bricklayers viz., Thomas 

Brading and James Daw, also Charles [Bonwick] apprentice to Bradding. [But] 

we are now to acquaint you that Thomas Brading being sick was put ashore 

at Portsmouth together [with the] said apprentice.. If [they.] on any of these 
ships [..] give you notice. 
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69. We have [.] Mr. Plenderleath leave [.] to Bengal to practice 
[.] a surgeon and having [.] good character of [.] recommend him 
to [.] such in the Comp [.] in case of a vacancy [.....] approve 

him after .] have been already [.] succeed (if any such...} 
shall be provided [.]. 

70. In [.] of the sufferings and [.] in the late troubles 

[.*] Burdel Lushing [.] we gave them by our direction last 
season two years of their time by which means Ralph Leychester was 
superseeded but as from what has been observed under the first head of this 

letter it appears Mr. Leychester has great merit, we do, therefore, direct that 
he be re-placed on the list of covenant servants according to his original 
standing which is the next below Samuel Middleton. 

71. In your letter by the Diligent you mentioned your having, on the 
great scarcity of covenant servants, employed Thomas Hewitt in the Secre¬ 
tary's office as a monthly writer with the same allowances as our own servants. 
We recommend him to be made a covenant servant. Although this is a door 

that it is with very great reluctance we are ever induced to open, yet consi¬ 
dering the present [.] of servants, we shall for this [time] comply with 

your request and do hereby appoint the said Thomas Hewett a covenant 
writer upon the Bengal establishment to serve in that station five years from 

the time of your receiving this letter and to be ranked the next after the last 
of the writers we have appointed this season, that is to say, next below John 
W. Holwell. Mr. Hewitt is to execute the covenants sent for that purpose in 
the packet by the ship Ajax which are to be returned to us and he must write 
to his friends in England to give the usual security fox Mm. 

72. We direct that Richard Bar well, one of the writers on your establish¬ 

ment, instead of the station he now stands in upon the list, be ranked the next 
below John Woolaston. 

73. The Pesident and Council at Bombay having informed us by their 
General Letter of the 8th April 1758 that the commander of the Betsey, a ship 
in wMch Mr. Pearkes is concerned, had proceeded to Muscat and elsewhere 
under a Dutch pass and colours, and that he had put the sMp under the protec¬ 
tion of the Dutch at Surat, wMch Mr. Pearkes by a letter to the Direetore, 
approved of and desired he would assist the captain in the disposal of the cargo, 
all which, together with the bad consequences that may result from such a 
conduct, having been fully represented to you by our said President and 
Council, we shall say that the best constru[ction] that can be put thereon [.] 
that it is extreemly weak a[nd] ill judged, and if Mr. Pearkes should at any 
time give occasion for a complaint of this kind again he may depend upon our 

resenting it Mghly, 

74. As by this confduct] the President and Council of Bombay were 
deprived of the means [of] collecting our duties on [the] Betsey7s cargo which 

they have also fully represented to you and desired you to recover [tire] 
amount of Mr. Pearkes, [we] shall expect to hear by your next letters tbgk 
request has been complied with; but if contrary to our expectation that shall 
not appear we [insist] upon Mr. Pearkes immediately .paying the smI W 

as he values our future favour. 

75. We are now to animadvert upon your conduct in 

n—io 
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loans to the navy etc., and your management in these and some other instances, 

we shall here mention, appear to us amazingly weak, inconsistant and highly 

injurious to our interest, measures that have filled us with astonishment 

because we had conceived the most favourable opinion of your abilities and 

real attachment to your employers, consequently could never suspect that 

you would bring such distresses upon us as were never before experienced 
by thh Company. But what increases our resentment and agravates your con¬ 

duct is that you foresaw those difficulties and yet plunged us as deep as 

possible. For, turne to your letter per Dilligent and read what you say, nay 

what you concluded, that you would for those several reasons there assigned 

draw bills upon us in the most sparing manner, “but all to be payable at 

12 months’ sight with interest of 3 per cent after 90 days”. Go on then to your 

next letter per Marlbrough. Give it a careful perusal. Judge if any person 

of commonsense could possibly comprehend from any part of it that you had 

altered that judicious resolution, and next examine your consultations and 

you will know these determinations were never revoked. How cruel, how 

barbarous then was this conduct and usage to employers who have lately 

treated many of you with the greatest lenity and indulgence. If you had 

studied to ruin our credit worse measures could not have been adopted, 

because you lulled us into a state of false security, else we might have been 

much better prepared to answer your unwarantable draughts, for the dupli¬ 

cate of the Marlbrough’s letter readied us long before that ship arrived in 

Ireland. But we in ourselves were confident until the bills were produced that 

they were drawn at 12 months’ sight. From your consultations we gather little 

although they have been strictly scrutinised. The few debates and resolutions 

are short, confused and incoherent and upon the whole they seem to infer a 

necessity of granting bills as the treasury had been drained by that extra¬ 

ordinary step of advancing our money to the army and navy. But was that 

a just reason for drawing those bills? You must be condous to yourselves 

it was not, for your then President proposed the borrowing money at five per 

cent and we are satisfied you could have had any sums upon almost any terms. 

However, giving his weak argument all the weight you could wish, does the 

shaddow of a reason appear for granting those bills at ninety days? You do 

not even attempt a justification either on your consultations or in your letters, 
and your first resolution for 12 months stands unrevoked. 

76. Can we, therefore, possibly draw any other conclusion than that indivi¬ 

duals were to be gratified to our great detriment, for, supposing you had been 

distressed for money, would not President Clive have thankfully accepted your 
bilk upon us for any sum payable in 12 months, with interest after 90 days, 

rather than risked a large part of his fortune with foreigners, subject to deduc¬ 

tions and payable at distant periods? And indeed we must add that if any 

person merited our indulgence it was certainly due to President Clive. 

77. In consultation you agree to grant bills to the coral traders, possessors 
of Company’s bonds, ^esaotes of deceased persons, debts due in England, the 

tsstate of Admiral Watson, small sums for necessaries and these only. This is 

repeatedly and solemnly determined but totaly disregarded. It pains us to 

tteow out such, a train of thoughts and reflections against you and all corro- 

barated under your own hands, for, did you not grant bills to the officers of the 

Captain Speke, Colonel Ford, Captain Fraser etc., to a great amount? 
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Can these by the most strained inference be brought within the meaning of 

your resolutions? At the same time we are to remark the appearance of some- 

gross partialitys. How came these gentlemen to be gratified and the estate of 

Major Kilpatrick (who had been a valuable and meritorious servant) included 

in your plan to be rejected and how do you reconcile the excluding 

Mr. Cruttenden to favour those persons—a gentleman who had served us up¬ 
wards of 25 years? In short, in many other instances you seem to have acted 

like men divested of your understanding. We shall single out but one only and 

which we require you to explain and that is in sending large quantities of bullion 

by shipping to Madras and at the same time drawing upon Madras for 
100,000 rupees. 

78. The advancing large sums to the navy and army is a measure that we 

can by no means approve, and you should have confined your reply to these 
gentlemen to this single point that you had not authority to use the Company’s 

money but for their own service. This honest and fair answer must have satis¬ 

fied any reasonable men. It was certainly a fact, for your lending our money 

was clearly an unwarrantable liberty. But we are ashamed to see how super¬ 

ficially this important point was discussed, no estimates framed of future 

demands for your investments, currency of business, extensive sums for forti¬ 
fying Calcutta, garrison and incidental charges, so that in a little more thap 

a month it was found that our treasury was drained and you under the neces¬ 

sity of borrowing. To this we must add that the methods you look to for paci¬ 
fying the officers of the navy by giving them jewels and cloth and thereby 

making the Company liable to the loss that we think must necessarily arise 

thereon was a further instance of your disregard to the Company’s interest 
and it is highly disapproved of by us. 

79. Your consultations reach only to the 25th December 1757, although 

the last ship sailed from Bengal the 13th March. This is inexcusable and 

carries an ill appearance. Thus your motives for many material transactions 

are kept from our knowledge, nor can we, if such measures are continued, ever 

have a true state of our affairs before us. You know it is expressly contrary to 
our standing orders, nor is it posable to assign one good reason for this great 

neglect. However, as we formerly had cause to complain of such mismanage¬ 

ment, the rules laid down to you by our last year’s shipping renders it un¬ 

necessary to enlarge here. To them therefore you are particularly referred. 

80. Your conduct and through your means in a great measure that of our 

President and Council at Bombay in drawing upon us for so large sums is hardly 
to be forgiven, because by gratifying individuals without the necessity of our 

affairs requiring it they and you have sacrificed the Company’s interest, for 

there never was a period equal to the present distress brought on entirely by 

these steps, though fortunately for us our difficulties are almost surmounted. 
In order, therefore, to guard against such evils in future we lay down to you 
and our other Presidencies the following standing orders, and we shall nwaW 

any deviation from them as a breach of your covenant with us, for which you 
must expect to be respectively answerable. 

81. That bills of exchange beyond £20,000 in one year shall at no he 

granted from your Presidency, unless by unforseen accidents your hwsawis 
or the currency of business oblige you to extend it. In stirh nom** 

leave it to your discretion proportioning the draughts to jam wants- 
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82. In such case, if your necessities should require £100,000 in one year or 

more, we would rather, if practicable, a credit was obtained in India even 
though we suffer by interest until we can reimburse you. 

83. But if you are obliged to draw upon us and the sum exceeds £50,000, 

let all bills so exceeding £50,000 to whatever amount be made payable twelve 

months after sight and no interest to be allowed, but in lieu thereof allow the 

proprietors an equitable consideration as it may be best adjusted and this in 

the way of exchange by raising the values of rupees to them upon that occa¬ 

sion only, that we may have no cloggs whatever at home, for indeed bills of 

exchange carrying interest have not a creditable appearance. 

84. It is some satisfaction to us that the President and Council of Fort 

St. George comprehended the importance of this subject totally neglected by 

you and Bombay and, in consequence, their draughts upon us were very incon¬ 

siderable, for whenever the circulation of our capital is obstructed our difficul¬ 

ties must multiply upon us. We find it erroneously conceived that if a cargo 

is returned us, suppose in value £100,000, it will suffice to clear bills drawn upon 

us for the like sum by such ship. But this is an impossibility as we could 

never come into money from the sale of such cargo before the bills would be 

due, and in the present instance, from the long stay of our ships in Ireland, our 

bills were tendered and due even before the ships reached England. It is also 

supposed that our China ships, some of which generally arrive early and are 
rich, might aid us and remove the difficulties but neither would they be any 

relief to us as the Company tie themselves down to particular times of sailing 

so that even their cargoes cannot he sold soon enough to assist us. 

85. This must be plain to you that we can seldom be in a condition to 
answer large draughts at a short date. Formerly indeed we might, but our 

fortifications, large garrisons and other military expenses have and continue 
to swallow immense sums. 

The Nabob of Arcot s debt, another heavy load, and the detention (during 
war unavoidable) distresses us beyond measure for we now furnish annually 

the cargos of twenty ships or more with very little aid from returns of the 
preceeding year. But when we add to all this, what is really the total amount 
of the invoices of all the cargoes, both from Bengal and Bombay on the late 

ships, falls very short of the amount of the bills drawn upon us by the ships on 

which such cargoes are laden, it cannot hut inevitably increase our distress as 
wdi as further expose the conduct of you and our servants at Bombay. 

86. You seem to adopt an opinion that some persons, more particularly the 
coral traders, have from custom a right to pay their money into our treasury 

bow at Bengal. There never was any regular permission granted, but they as 
very beneficial traders were indulged remittances with our entire approbation 

so long as it suited our affairs to accommodate them. Fort St. George Presi¬ 
dency indeed held a liberty of obliging the coral traders and as the permission 

was not revoked it stood in force at that place although by their obligation to 
the Company, a form whereof we now transmit for your information, they 
had expressly no right to demand it. We are still willing to oblige those gentle- 
mm and all others under our protection so long as such occasional 

doeaimeffl^^uscrp^judicwusylmtatd^sametime we are to declare for 
your tamer observance that mo person or persons shall be suffered to pay money 
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into our cash beyond what the Company’s occasions shall absolutely require 
as before mentioned. 

87. We are surprised at the omission you mention of money being paid 

into our treasury for bills intended by the Delayer and which you say were 

never signed on account of the troubles. It is equally strange you should not, 

at any time after, not even in the letter wherein you take notice of this omission, 
describe those bills for our information. 

88. You will observe by what we said last year with respect to the claim 

made by the owners of the Dodaly that we were not satisfied with that transac¬ 

tion and that we expected, before so considerable a demand was discharged, 
the whole of that affair was clearly and distinctly stated to us, but you have been 

beforehand with us by paying the said owners the sum of CRs. 57,283.2 for the 

cotton landed from that ship in order, as it is said, to make her capable of 

acting defensively and offensively against the enemy at the time Fort William 
was taken. Upon turning to your consultation of the 23rd May we find the 
resolution for paying that money was far from being unanimous and even in 

that consultation there appear from the opinion of some of the members of 

your Board sufficient reasons at least to have deferred the payment until you 

had received our directions. Notwithstanding your having thus discharged the 

same we shall expect that you will comply with our last year’s orders by sending 
a full and explicit account of this affair as then directed because we will mot 

allow of your discharging that sum until we have received the said account. 

89. You used a proper precaution in granting and wording the certificates 

you gave to those persons who had lost their interest notes at the capture of 

Calcutta, and whenever application is made to us we shall order a strict 

examination and do them justice if their demands appear to be well grounded. 
In the meantime as you were furnished last year with copies of many books 

and papers, amongst which were those of your cash accounts, you must make 
a very strict enquiry into every such claim and report die whole to us by the 

very first opportunity, together with your opinion thereon for our own guidance 

and determination. 

90. The several books and papers sent last year and those you will receive 
by these conveyances will put it in your power to make every adjustment, and 

the true method with the subordinate settlements, warehouses and in all other 
instances, will be to bring cm every original balance, set off the several losses 

by crediting each head and debiting account compensation of money and goods 

received from the Government, and when this is completed the difference will 
be seemingly our loss and gain, but that there may be no deception in choosing 

such an extraordinary head, let account compensation of moneys and goods 
received from the Government be charged with your Fulta donations, and all 
other expenses for the support of the inhabitants, the restitution, with many 
other such extraordinary payments. In short, debit this head with every 

charge consequential to the loss of Calcutta excluding die demofition of houses 

and the erection of your new fortifications, but then you should charge Ae oH 
ami we apprehend the dbse of dus account will be no very great sni& m our 

Savour. 

91. With regard to your request Sot our orders as to the ddbts due from 

the dadney mmksms at they are 
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originally upon the books until you give us a clear and satisfactory information 

as to all the circumstances of those accounts and what the sums are which are 

said to be collected by the late Nabob and whether it appears equitable to 
make any deduction for the same. In the meantime you must collect in as 

much as you possibly can of the said merchants' debts which shall appear 

to be reasonably due to us. 

92. The appointing of thirteen persons to make an equitable distribution 

of the Nabob's donation was a right measure for freeing you from reflections 

but surely every demand should have been established upon oath. The 

account before us is rather dark and confused, for it seems to us the coral 

traders were allowed the market price it was supposed their coral would 

yield. By the same rule of equity our consulage and duties should first have 
been deducted. If this was not done you neglected our interest. The 

encrease of 15% to their estates for ...... months, in our opinion, was much 

beyond reason and 5% to the commissioners, a lavish allowance. Respecting 

the surplus our sentiments were given last year and from which we shall not 

depart. 

93. We do not find by the said account any notice taken of Deepchund’s 

deposit, where in all reason we expected it should appear, but we expect to be 

informed you have taken proper care to secure the amount of it out of the 

Nabob's donation for indemnifying private property, as this deposit must 

certainly be looked upon in that light and lay only in our hands until the 

disputes between the representatives of Messrs Coal's and Deepchund’s could 

be settled. If this is not done we positively direct that the said deposit be 
immediately replaced. 

94. Your consultation lately received reaching no further than the 

26th December 1757 is a real disappointment to us and your excuses for it 
are very unsatisfactory, for when you are informed of the sickness of any 

person employed in such a material service he should have been instandy 
replaced, and although we are sensible you were in some want of assistance, 

yet we are satisfied you might have found a hand or two for this work as it 
was nothing more than mere copying and we expect you will take due care 

to prevent our making any complaints of this nature again. 

95. We cannot avoid observing in this place that there appears great 

confusion, irregularity and omissions upon the face of your consultations book 
now before us. As they are too many to be pointed out, we shall only take 

notice that in the dispute between you and the gentlemen of the navy with 
respect to advancing out of our cash what remained due to them from the 

Nabob on account of his donation, you have only entered their letters without 
one of your own or that from the Nabob which gave rise to them. If they 
were designedly omitted, it is unfair, and if owing to negligence, inexcusable, 
as in either case we are deprived of the full information which an affair of 

such consequence requires. Instead of any other animadversion, we refer you 
to a careful inspection of the consultations themselves, and as you cannot 

but be convinced of the truth of what we say, we shall thereupon, and by a 
careful observance of the many standing orders on this head, expect you will 

gtve us no reason to complain again of irregularities and omissions. 

We last year sent you copies of many books and papers and by these 
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ships we send you abundance more, agreeable to your request, as well as what 

we apprehended might be useful to you, for the particulars of all which you 

are referred to the lists of the respective packets. 

97. We are not a little surprised to see the unreasonable opposition made 

by Mr. Douglas to the manner you proposed of paying his bond to him and 

should have expected that a gentleman in his situation would have been the 

last to have laid us under any difficulties, even if he had the strict law upon 

his side which in this instance we apprehend he has not, for as we suppose 

the condition of the bond is to pay him the money he lent us generally without 

specifying in what kind of coin such repayment shall be made, we certainly 
have a right to make the payment in any specie that shall be the established 

current money of the country at the time we pay it, and as you made the 

tender in the current money of the country, we think you acted properly upon 

the wThole. Mr. Douglas" behaviour upon this occasion appearing to be 

insolent as well as frivoulous and tending to set an example of obstinacy and 

opposition, which every person in the like situation of enjoying the benefit 

of our protection as free merchants should avoid, we would have you there¬ 

fore inform the said Mr. Douglas that we do not think him any longer worthy 

of the Company’s protection and that he leaves India in a year from the time 

you notify this our directions to him. 

98. In this packet you receive our Auditor’s examination and observa¬ 

tions upon the debt at interest as stated in your general states of the 4th March 

1756 received per Denham, 6th January 1758 per Marlbrough, and 28th February 

1758 per Elizabeth, whereby you will find that this debt has been continualy 

represented in an improper light. For instance, in March 1756 the debt is 

said to be decreased rupees 348,042-12-3 but no notice is taken of the fresh 

notes granted to that time which amount to rupees 100,286-15-6. The sum 

paid off to 23 February 1756 appears to be rupees 234,858-5 so that the true 
decrease is no more than rupees 44,571-5-6. In your state January 1758, you 

mention the new bonds granted to 30 September 1757 to be rupees 481,159-2, 

whereas it appears by your treasury accounts from May 1755 to February 1756, 

the cash account at Fulta from June to December 1756, your General Books 

from January to April 1757 and your treasury accounts and consultations from 

May 1757 to February 1758, that this increase amounts to rupees 615,150-2-6. 

Your deduction rupees 77,526-14 for notes paid off from January to April 

1757 appears to consist of interest as well as principal by your General Books. 

This is highly irregular because the interest is not added to the amount of 

the debt. The further deduction of rupees 1,166,255-13 for notes paid off to 

the 6th January 1758 appears to be only rupees 504,484 principal. Nor can 

your sum be any way made up even if the interest paid to that time is added 
to the principal. The payment of rupees 1,588,313-13-6, mentioned in your 

state February 1758, appears to be only rupees 906,811-5-6 principal, so that 

instead of the debt at interest being reduced to rupees 1,059,488-14 the true 

amount thereof appears to be rupees 1,820,972-6-9. 

99. Beside the above difference in your general states of die debt 

at interest, we observe that several persons have been paid larger sun^. than 
their credits on the books begining January 1757. Those payments are 

explained in the Auditor’s observations herewith sent and appear to have 

arrisen for want of due credits being* given for interest at the times wbro fresh 
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notes were granted. The omissions in the consultations of the particular times 
when any endorsements of principal or interest have been made, also the times 
for which the interest subsists and the blending the interest upon different 
notes, together with the want of proper references from the treasury accounts 
to the pages of the consultations when the notes are granted (many of which 
appear to be antedated) have rendered this examination very difficult and 
tedious. Your treasury accounts differing from your consultations by 
frequently omitting the mention of notes transferred or fresh notes being 
granted when the interest which is accrued is converted into principal, has 
been another cause of the present mistakes. By our Auditor's remarks sent 
you the last year you had full instructions for properly stating the debt at 
interest, which we hope you have pursued, whereby we may see the adjustment 
of the whole debt with the particular interest due to each person to the 
1st October 1757. You must also be careful that references be always inserted 
in your journal to the pages of the books which are the foundation of each 
entry, as well relating to the debt at interest as every other transaction. 

100. Many of you are persons of approved characters and abilities and 
as such stood high in our esteem. We are, therefore, willing to attribute part 
of the chain of irregularities, omissions and deviations from our interest, 
pointed out in the course of this letter, from the amazing and sudden transi¬ 
tion from uncommon distres and misery to an affluent situation. We also 
make allowances for conducting the affairs of a colony emerging out of confu¬ 
sion into some regularity and order which must engage your attention. In 
fine, our inclinations strongly lead us to wish to find you faithful as well as 
able servants and that the very gentle admonitions and animadversions in this 
letter, considering all circumstances, may excite you to a just and studious 
discharge of your duty. But if, contrary to our expectations, your conduct 
should not be entirely reformed we shall be under the indespensible necessity 
of doing ourselves justice. 

101. On His Majesty’s having been graciously pleased to grant the Com¬ 
pany the battallion of troops under the command of Lieutennant Colonel 
Eyre Goote, as is particularly mentioned in our letter of the 23rd January last, 
it will be necessary to make some regulations in the military system of our 
Bengal Presidency, and although we apprehend this battallion will be a 
sufficient force and had some thoughts of depending upon it alone for the 
defence of our settlements in Bengal, yet upon considering well all circum¬ 
stances we have determined to keep up a body of troops in the Company’s pay 
which, however will be necessarily fewer than we ordered in our letters last 
session* 

M2. We, therefore, direct that our own troops upon the Bengal establish¬ 
ment do consist of 300 Europeans and no more, exclusive of those in the 
artiEery company, officers included. These are to be formed into three com- 
panys of an equal number in each. 

103. One of these companys is to be commanded by the Major, the second 
by Captain Fenwick, the third company is to be that under the command of 
Captain Delavel which was. raised by himself and proceeded to Bengal last 
season. 

JOi, With respect to die subaltern officers and private men you are to 
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reserve out of the number that shall be with you on the receipt of this letter 

so many as will be necessary to complete this new establishment who are to 

be all Europeans. The remainder are to be sent to Fort St. George and Bombay 
in such proportions as, from the advices you may have from those Presiden¬ 

cies, may appear to be most wanted, as such of the recruits likewise now sent 

by the Prince Henry who are not wanted are to be forwarded thither in like 

manner. 

105. You are also to reserve a sufficient number of men to complete the 

artillery company under the command of Captain Mace agreeable to the 
establishment, 

106. The Commander-in-Chief of these our own forces upon the Bengal 

establishment under orders and directions of your own Governor and Council 

is to be Lieutennant Colonel Eyre Coote, His Majesty having permitted him 

to receive such commission from the Company. Colonel Coote is to have no 

salary or emoluments from us as commander of our forces, but in considera¬ 

tion that he generally declines annexing any lucrative advantages to this 

appointment, we order that he be accomodated with a handsome and con¬ 

venient house at our expense and that in all respects he be treated in a kind 

and genteel manner. With regard to his allowances as commander of 

the King’s forces they are to be made agreeable to the directions in our letter 

of the 23rd January last. 

107. We direct that Mr. P. P. Polier de Bottens be Major of these our 

own forces under the command of Colonel Coote. 

108. The [.] Government, in case of an attack as explained and 

directed in our General Letter of the 12 May 1758, are to be the following 

persons, and these only: President Clive or the President for the time being. 

Colonel Coote or the Commander-in-Chief for the time being. Major Polier 

or the Major for the time being, Captain Mace or the Engineer for the time 

being and Captain James Barton. The reason for appointing the last named 

gentleman is on account of the high opinion we entertain of his abilities to 
serve us in such an exigency, but in case of his death or absence you are 

to add the next most capable military officer below the Major in the manner 

directed in our said letter of the 12th May. 

109. Colonel Lattfrence being according to our former appointment 

Commander-in-Chief under the Governors and Councils of all our forces in 

the East Indies, if therefore he shall happen at any time to be in Bengal, he 

is to act accordingly in all and every instance as Commander-in-Chief, notwith¬ 

standing any of the beforegoing directions and to be second in the Government 

mentioned in the preceeding paragraph. 

110. As we esteem Colonel Lawrence devoted to our interest and have a 

high opinion of his military qualities, we direct that in case of the death or 

absence of Colonel Coote he have the sole appointment of the Commander-in- 

Chief for your establishment until our further pleasure can be known. Of 

this Colonel Lawrence is advised in our letters to the President and Council 

of Fort St. George by these conveyances and whoever he appoints muse on no 

pretence whatever he set aside by you. 

111. The great advantage and benefit that must anise to ns by eo&nectmg 

the King’s and w forces tinder one commander is obvious and leaves 
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no room to employ Colonel Ford, nor can we say that the conditions you made 

with that gentleman are at all agreeable to us. On the contrary, we order you 

never to do the like again and we must add you were under no necessity for 

taking such a step as we well know that President Clive pointed out a gentle¬ 

man of great military abilities, a servant of our own, to fill that post. 

112. You have already had directions with respect to Colonel Lawrence’s 

rank in Council and at the Select Committee whenever it may happen that 

he shall be in Bengal which are to be punctually observed. 

113. Whenever you deliberate on military affairs or any matters relative 

thereto, Colonel Coote is constantly to be of Council both at the Council Board 

and in your Select Committee and to have a voice therein. His rank is to 

be next to Colonel Lawrence, if he happens to be in Bengal, otherways next 

to the President. 

114. In the like manner Major Polier is likewise to be called to the Council 

and the Select Committee on military affairs and then only and have a voice 

therein. His rank is to be next below the second in Council for the time being. 

115. Having a very good opinion of Captain William Ingram, who quits 

His Majesty’s service to enter into ours and now takes his passage on the 

Houghton for Bengal, we do direct that he succeed to the first vacant captain’s 

commission which shall happen after his arrival in the before mentioned three 

companys and take rank next after Captain Delavel. In the meantime and 

until such vacancy shall happen, he is to have pay as a captain after the rate 

of 10/- a day and is to be employed when and wherever it shall be necessary 
for the service of the Company. 

116. We observe from the last return of the military transmitted us by 

Colonel Clive that you had no less than thirteen captains to about 670 Euro¬ 

peans. This is a heavy expense and we have encreased it by sending you the 

last year and this four captains to succeed to vacancies, so that by our present 

regulations for the reduction of our own forces to three companys as before 

mentioned we shall have, including Captain Delavel who carried out his own 

men, fifteen supernumerary captains. In order to be relieved from this weight 

and avail ourselves of the service of these officers, we direct that the four 

captains from Madras be returned to their establishment and one from 

Bombay sent thither. Messrs Zeigler and Mackey 4ho belonged originally 

to Bombay are to be ordered to their standing on that establishment as the 

reasons for their discontent will no longer exist, and as we are in want of good 

officers at the last named settlement you are to send thither two or three of 
these supernumerarys, the rest you are to send to Madras or keep with you 

as shall appear best for our interest and convenience. The same measures 

you are to pursue with the several supernumerary officers below the rank of 
captain. 

117. As trains of artillery and men in that important branch may be 

much wanted in Bengal we shall order from Bombay to your Presidency all 
dm can be spaired. 

118. We now send some cadets for our own troops who are to be preferred 
in the order we name them if they behave well viz., John Stables, Thomas Colby 

George BurgaH, Peter Me Lachlin, Christoper Theophilus Chaigneux, 

^ Lewis, but if any of them by the reduction erf our .military 
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establishment cannot be provided for in Bengal they are to be sent and 
recommended for preferment to our other Presidencies." 

119. By these ships we have writ to the President and Council of Fort 
St. George to send to you Major Polier who, as before observed, is to be Major 

of our forces on the Bengal establishment instead of his present situation as 

such upon the coast of Choromandel. You are, therefore, to forward our 
packets thither and desire the President and Council to send him as soon as 

they can conveniently. As we have already settled his rank and in what 

manner he is to be consulted on military affairs in the preceeding paragraphs, 

we have only to add he is to have the clothing of the first company, that his 

allowance as an occasional Councillor, Major of our forces and captain of a 

company, be £250 a year and have the appointments for diet, servants, wages 

and palankeen usually annexed to the station of third in Council, which salary 

and appointments for the said several stations of an occasional Council, Major 
of our forces and captain of a company, are to commence upon his arrival 

and are to be in full consideration for his services in the said several 
departments. 

120. In case of the death or absence of Major Polier you are to appoint 

an officer who you shall judge to be best qualified to succeed him provisionally 

until our further pleasure is known, as we are determined to reserve the filling 
up of the post of Major to ourselves. 

121. Notwithstanding what we have here said as to confining the military 

establishment of the Company’s own forces to the number of three hundred 

Europeans and no more (exclusive of the artillery company), our meaning is 

that the forces in Bengal including the King’s and Company’s should be never 

less than one thousand Europeans. In case then any accident should attend 

any part of the battallion you are in such a case to make a sufficient reserve 
out of the supernumerary officers and men. 

122. We have entertained William Welber as Assistant Engineer In 

Bengal for the term of five years at the pay of seventy four pounds sterling 

a year, which is to be in full for salary, diet money, and all other allowances 
whatsoever, to commence upon his arrival, and you are accordingly to pay 

the same as it becomes due. This young gentleman being recommended to 

us as exceedingly well qualified for the purpose we send him. We hope he 

will be of good use to the Company. 

123. We have been greatly at a loss on the Company’s account as well 

as to answer the frequent applications of particular people for information 

with respect to persons belonging to our military service in Bengal, and this 

for want of your sending us muster rolls of the several companys which you 
have of late totally neglected. We therefore direct that you send us by every 

conveyance exact and regular muster rolls of every company in our service 

containing the names of all the officers and men in each with their age and 

when entered. You are to give an exact account therein of the deaths, dis¬ 

charges, desertion and entry of new men from time to time together wife any 

other informations which may render these muster rolls as complete as possi¬ 

ble, the whole to be signed by the proper officers. 

124. Our President Colonel Clive has sent us from time to time since his 

feeing in Bengal a regular return of our military force* As smh returns are 
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extremely necessary for our information you are to take care that the com¬ 

mander of our own forces for the time being send them to us by every 

conveyance. 

Supplement 

125. You were informed in our letter of the 23 January that the squadron 
proceeding to the East Indies was composed of the four following named ships, 

but as we did not at that time know who was to have the command or the 

names of the captains of the several ships, we are now to acquaint you that 

His Majesty has been pleased to appoint Admiral Cornish to take the command 

of the said ships, a gentleman whom we are satisfied will do every thing in 
his power to serve the Company. 

The Lenox 74 guns ... Cornish 

Duke of Aquitaine 64 „ ... Hewett 

York 60 „ ... Pearse 

Falmouth 50 „ ... Hughs 

126. This squadron being intended to strengthen His Majesty’s naval 

force already in the East Indies and to be employed and act in such a manner 

as shall best tend to the protection of the Company’s trade and setdements, 

you are upon its arrival in Bengal river to give Admiral Cornish intelligence 

with respect to the rest of His Majesty’s fleet in order to facilitate his joining 

it when proper, the situation and force of the enemy and to concert with him 

the necessary measures for the good of the service in general as circumstances 
and the situation of affairs may require. 

127. The principal intention of this squadron proceeding first to Bengal 

is to bring you about 200 soldiers of Colonel Coote’s battallion and to give 

convoy to the Company’s ships Houghton, Stormont and Ajax, on which is 
embarked the remainder of the battallion. 

As the King’s ships will not proceed far into Bengal river, you are, upon 

the first notice of their arrival, to find means to take the troops out of them 

with the utmost dispatch that the Admiral may lose no time in pursuing the 
further objects of his commission. 

128. You are to behave in a friendly and obliging manner to Admiral 

Cornish and with civility to the several captains, agreeable to the directions 

which you have had on former occasions with respect to your behaviour in 
general to His Majesty’s sea officers. 

129. You will observe by the manifests of private trade of some of the 

ships of this season, particularly the Ajax and Houghton, that the commanders 
are indulged in carrying out trading guns, shot, and flints to the amount of 

mxMJt £40DJ for the purchase of provisions in case they shall happen to touch 
at Madagascar bat it is cm this express condition that if they do not touch 

th^re they are to deliver the same to you or the Governors and Councils of 

mm of our other Presidencies, at which place so ever they shall first arrive, 
at the prime cost Therefore your are to call upon each commander accordingly 
to comply with the said condition. 

addition to the directions already given with regard to the Prime 
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Henry packet, we further order that in case she remains in India the comman¬ 
der and officers are to have the liberty of continuing in the Company's service 
or come home as charterparty passengers or as officers in our freighted ships 
if they can get berths and in general we recommend them to be encouraged 
according to their behaviour, 

131. It appearing that large quantities of piece goods by the ships lately 
arrived are very much damaged and principally of the fine sorts, in order to 
prevent as far as lies in your power the like misfortune for the future, you are 
to make it a standing rule to point out in writing to the commander of all 
our ships laden by you the bales which contain the fine sorts of goods and give 
them directions to stow them in such a manner as may render them the least 
liable to be damaged, 

132. We are informed from good authority that two of our servants of 
considerable rank actually received from Kissendass upwards of 50,000 rupees 
for our protecting his person against Suraja Douiah, If this iniquitous tran¬ 
saction should be proved what an account have these men to render here and 
hereafter, for according to human conjecture it was the foundation of your 
late bloody calamities. The justice you owe to these murdered inocents, to 
your employers and to your own characters, will not suffer us even to surmise 
that you will screen such villany. You will, therefore, examine strictly and 
immediately into the truth of this report, give the enquiry preference to every 
other concern, and use every justifiable method with Europeans and natives 
to come at the knowledge of facts, and should any be found guilty, 
dismission from our service must not only instandy follow but a prosecution 
in our behalf for damages sustained must be commenced against him or them 
in the Mayor’s Court and whatever precautions can be used for the security 
of our demands we expect upon this occasion will be put in force. 

133. Upon receipt of this letter we direct that Captain James Barton be 
appointed of Council at Fort William and to rank upon your establishment 
next to Mr. Mathew Collet, having a high sense of bis integrity and resolu¬ 
tion as well as of his attachment to the Company and we also direct that 
Captain Barton be a member of the Select Committee. 

134. Although we have directed that Colonel Coote is to be of Council 
on military affairs only, yet we do further order and direct that when you pro¬ 
ceed upon the examination of affairs relative to the ship Restitution, 

Mr. Leychester’s information, the saltpetre contract with Omichund and what 
we have directed with regard to Kissendass, in all these cases Colonel Coote is 
to be of Council as he is also in every other matter which may be necessary to 
be enquired into from the first commencement of the troubles in Bengal. 
These enquiries we positively order to be set about without the least loss of 
time after the receipt of this letter and you are to give us a full, dear and 
circumstantial account of all your proceedings herein for our information. 

135. Since what we have already mentioned with regard to the Restitution, 

it has been intimated to us that the commander Captain Durand returned to 
Calcutta with his pass, and the ship proceeded on the voyage without him and 
it is further said that only two Englishmen were left; in charge of her. 

136. Being informed that the prize money belonging m the eiSaexsrni 
people of Hk Majesty’s ship the King Fisher k still in Bengal, if the agents 
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apply to pay in the whole or any part thereof into our cash at Fort William, 
you are to receive the same and give bills of exchange upon us for the amount, 

137. Since writing the beforegoing we find that advices have been received 
at the French Court from Pondicherry giving an account of Mr. Lally’s taking 
Fort St. David on the second of June last, that there had been two engagements 
between the British and French fleets off that coast and by what can be 
collected from the said accounts they turned out in our favor and it 
appears further that Fort St. George was safe in the beginning of September. 
Although we have received no accounts of these events either from thence or 
any other of our settlements, the French mention so many circumstances as 
to leave very litde doubt of the truth of them in general. It seems to us that 
our fleet remains master of the sea and as we have good reason to hope that 
the Grafton and Sunderland men-of-war with the several ships under their 
convoy, together with the Pitt and the whole of Colonel Draper’s battallion, 
reached Madras in September, that they will be able to stand their ground. 
All that we can now say is that we must depend upon your prudence and 
endeavours to conduct our affairs in such a manner as shall appear most for 
the interest of the Company according to the various exigences and circum¬ 
stances which may occur in the present critical and dangerous situation and 
in concurring and joining with our other Presidencies for mutually assisting 
each other from time to time according to the best of your abilities. 

138. We do hereby order and direct that Mr. William Ellis be one of the 
Council at Fort William and he is accordingly upon his arrival to take his 
seat therein next below Mr. R. Court. 

We are, 

Your loving friends, 

H. Savage / G. Dudley / G. Steevens / G. Rooke / L. Sulivan / T. Rous / C. 
Burrow/H. Plant/J. Manship/F. Pigou/T. Tulhe/H. Hadley/H. C. 
Boulton / T. Phlps / C. Cutts / J. Dorrien / J. Raymond / J. Harrison. 

London, 23rd March 1759. 

15 

LETTER DATED 23 MARCH 1759 

Despatch of reinforcements. 

OuR President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

I. You were informed by our last letter of the 23rd January last which 
went by the way of Fort St. George that His Majesty had been graciously 
pleased to grant a battallion of his forces to proceed to the East Indies under 
die command of Lieutenant Colonel Eyre Coote, three companys whereof 
weaat cm the Coast and China ships, which were to be immediately forwarded 
** JW* first conveyances the President and Council of Fort Sl George 
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could provide. We are now to acquaint you that the remainder of the said 
battallion are embarked on His Majesty's squadron under the command of 
Admiral Cornish and our ships the Ajax, Stormont and Houghton under his 
convoy- The said squadron consists of 

The Lenox 74 guns Admiral Cornish, Capt. R. Jocelyn 
Duke of Aquitaine 64 „ „ „ „ Hewett 
York 60 „ „ „ „ Pearse 
Falmouth 50 „ „ „ „ Hughes 

2. The principal intention of this squadron’s proceeding first to Bengal 
is as before mentioned to bring you about 200 of Colonel Coote’s battallion and 
give convoy to the ships on which the remainder are embarked. Having 
write very fully by our own ships upon this affair we take the opportunity of 
sending this short letter by His Majesty’s ships, lest by any accident one or 
more of them should arrive before the rest of the fleet, chiefly to advise you 
that as the King’s ships will not proceed far into Bengal river you are upon 
the first notice of their arrival to find means to take the troops out of them 
with the utmost dispatch, that the Admiral may loose no time in pursuing 
the further objects of his commission. 

3. This squadron being intended to strengthen His Majesty’s naval force 
already in the East Indies and to be employed and act in such a manner as 
shall best lend to the protection of the Company’s trade and settlements, you 
are upon its arrival to give Admiral Cornish intelligence with respect to the 
rest of His Majesty’s fleet in order to facilitate his joining it when proper, the 
situation and force of the enemy, and to concert with him the necessary mea¬ 
sures for ihe good of the service in general as circumstances and the situation 
of affairs may require, being fully satisfied that gentleman will do every thing 
in his power to serve the Company. 

4. You are to behave in a friendly and obliging way to Admiral Cornish 
and with civility to the several captains agreeable to the directions which you 
have had on former occasions with respect to your behaviour in general to 
His Majesty’s sea officers. 

We are. 

Your loving friends, 

H. Savage / G. Dudley / G. Steevens / G. Rooke / J. Manship / F. Pigou / T. 
Tullie / H Hadley / H. C, Boulton / L. Sulivan/T. Rous / C. Burrow / H. 
Plant/T. Phipps/C. Cutts/J. Dorrien/J. Raymond/J. Harrison. 

London, 23rd March 1759. 
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LETTER DATED 23 NOVEMBER 1759 

French interference with shipping—Personnel of the Secret Committee—Rein¬ 

forcements—Despatch of surplus pepper to China direct—Non-payment of 

wages to passengers proceeding to England on Companys skips—Fixation of 
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de771 urragc to owners of ships—Accounts of exported goods Observation on the 

conduct of Robert Orme—Personnel of Select Committee—Nomination of 

Vansittart as successor to Clive. 

OUR President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. It being necessary to convey some general informations to our several 
Presidencies previous to the sailing of the ships of this season, we have fitted 
out the Syren snow for that purpose, burthen about one hundred tons, carrying 
about twenty six men, whereof Captain Thomas Warren hath the command. 
She proceeds first to Anjengo when the letters intended for you and Fort St 
George will be delivered to the Chief and Council of that settlement in order 
to be forwarded by them by the first safe conveyance. 

2. The last letter we writ you went by the Ajax, Stormont, Houghton 

and Prince Henry packet under date of the 23rd of March last which with our 
former letters of that season, we hope, have come safe to your hands long 
before this can reach you. 

3. By Captain Paschoud we received two short letters from you dated 
the 26th August and 22nd October with one from the Select Committee of the 
10 November and by the Ilchester and London your advices of the 31 December 
1758, 8th January 1759, also those from the Select Committee under date of 
the said 31st December, whereon our sentiments except on those points requir¬ 
ing our immediate attention will be conveyed to you by the succeeding ships. 

4. The Grantham from Fort St. George (unfortunately for the Company) 
fell into the hands of and was taken by the French in roundings off the Cape 
of Good Hope on the 4th of January last where Captain Oliver came to a 
resolution to touch though expressly against his orders. We defer an abso¬ 
lute determination upon his conduct until we hear what he has to say in his 
defence but from what at present appears we cannot avoid observing we think 
him highly culpable. 

5. The Ilchester dispatched home by you met with a violent storm in the 
latitude of 20 south. Her distress was so great in every respect that Captain 
Ward and his officers thought it absolutely necessary to put into the Cape of 
Good Hope to refit. This, it is true, is contrary to the orders he received but 
the case is widely different from that of the Grantham and we have good reason 
to believe that upon a strict examination it will fully appear to be an act off 
prudence and highly necessary for the preservation of the ship and cargo. 

6. By the loss of the Grantham and the misfortune which has attended the 
Ilchester, we were until the arrival of the last and Admiral Watson deprived 
of the advices we had reason to expect the two former would have long since 
brought us. With respect to those by the Grantham, as they were all thrown 
over board, we were obliged to wait for duplicates before we could have a full 
detail of affairs upon the Ghoromandel Coast, having only a few letters by the 
way of Bombay relative to the engagements between the English and French 
fleets, the loss of the Fort St. David and some other military operations as to 
your Presidency. Having received those letters only we have already mem 
tinned, we must therefore fey this conveyance as before observed confine 
ourselves to some general informations. 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and die Zcypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holder ness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13 th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holder ness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Os ter ley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
die several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gendemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a li& of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French, ^ut as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
cm with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty^s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavmirs to carry 
into execution as the only method for retrieving dheir reputation asad ^ 

tt-11 
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7. Three French ships of wax, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Gape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about die 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holder ness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkiand man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on die 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holder ness. 

8. It since appears fay accounts brought by the Prince Henry’s long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the I5th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the I6th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Gape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gendemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and Ilchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a liA of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know "the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French, $ut as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen.. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty's 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost end^votars to carry 
into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation a!nd 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is .an invasion of these 
His Majesty’s kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 
annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 
KBs Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 
raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 
particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 
every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 
recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 
assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 
Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 
in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it. 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 
Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 
Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 
whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 
or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 
must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

16. The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz., 

Ships 

Onslow 

Triton 

Warwick 
Caernarvon 
Princess Augusta 

Norfolk 
Duke of Richmond 

Royal Duke 

Latham 
Lord Mansfield 
Falmouth 
Prince Edward 

[Neptune] 
[York3 
Lord Anson 
Sandwich 

Tons Commanders 

499 T. Hinde 

499 F. Harris 

499 J. Delawar 
499 N, Huchinson 
499 T. Baddison 

499 B. Bonham 
499 P, Godfrey 

499 B. Pigou 

499 J. Foot 
499 A. Macleod 
499 J. Dale 
499 J. Haldane 

499 J. Purling 
499 P. Lascelles 
499 E. Chick 
499 A. Quick 

Consignment 

Coast & Bay 

St. Helena & China 

* Fort St. George & 
China 

Bencoolen & China 

St. Helena & Coast 
& Bay 

- Coast & Bay 

- Bombay 

17. We have also fitted out the Syren sloop, burthen about 100 tons, carry¬ 
ing 26 men, whereof Thomas Warner hath the command and is intended for 
an advice boat for the purpose, and she is accordingly now under dispatch* 
When this service is performed the President and Council of Bombay have ft 

discretional power to employ or dispose of her in such manners as they shall 
think most for the Company's interest* 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 

and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 

of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 

April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 

French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 

hazard in failing into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 

Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Qsterley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 

of the same month. They all fortunately getting dear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 

On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 

April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 

arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 

got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a li^t of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know ‘the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important 

point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to Mess His Majesty’s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to carry 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation 

n—n 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zcypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holder ness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 

escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 

August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henrys long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 

of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 

On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 

exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 

the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a list of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 

that of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty’s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours m caarry 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation Sind file 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about die 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 

of Holder ness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13 th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 

April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 

French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holder ness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osier ley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscmven and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 

but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 

locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 

windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 

the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 

the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and Ilchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a lidt of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know "the 

condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. $ut as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty^ 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adept a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to cmrf 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation afe} 
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7. Three French ships of wax, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 

and the Zcypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 

of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 

April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 

French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 

vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providendal 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Qsterley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getdng clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 

but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 

exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 

arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 

Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 

got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a list of them. 
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demurrage to owners of ships—Accounts of exported goods—Observation on the 

conduct of Robert Orme—Personnel of Select Committee—Nomination of 

Vansittart as successor to Clive. 

Our President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

1. It being necessary to convey some general informations to our several 
Presidencies previous to the sailing of the ships of this season, we have fitted 
out the Syren snow for that purpose, burthen about one-hundred tons, carrying 
about twenty six men, whereof Captain Thomas Warren hath the command. 
She proceeds first to Anjengo when the letters intended for you and Fort St 
George will be delivered to the Chief and Council of that settlement in order 
to be forwarded by them by the first safe conveyance. 

2. The last letter we writ you went by the Ajax, Stormont, Houghton 

and Prince Henry packet under date of the 23rd of March last which with our 
former letters of that season, we hope, have come safe to your hands long 
before this can reach you. 

3. By Captain Paschoud we received two short letters from you dated 
the 26th August and 22nd October with one from the Select Committee of the 
10 November and by the llchester and London your advices of the 31 December 
1758, 8th January 1759, also those from the Select Committee under date of 
the said 31st December, whereon our sentiments except on those points requir¬ 
ing our immediate attention will be conveyed to you by the succeeding ships. 

_4. The Grantham from Fort St. George (unfortunately for the Company) 
fell into the hands of and was taken by the French in roundings off the Cape 
of Good Hope on the 4th of January last where Captain Oliver came to a 
resolution to touch though expressly against his orders. We defer an abso¬ 
lute determination upon his conduct until we hear what he has to say in his 
defence but from what at present appears we cannot avoid observing we think 
him highly culpable. 

• "I^e Chester dispatched home by you met with a violent storm in the 
“m“de of ?? so“th- ^er Stress was so great in every respect that Captain 

ar mid his officers thought it absolutely necessary to put into the Cape of 
ope to re t. This, it is true, is contrary to the orders he received but 

the case is widely different from that of the Grantham and we have good reason 
to believe that upon a strict examination it will fully appear to be an act of 
prudence and highly necessary for the preservation of the ship and cargo. 

n iA By ^ IoSS °f ^ Grantham and the misfortune which has attended the 
/Chester, we were until the arrival of the last and Admiral Watson deprived 

W„^hrdT1CeSu;reuhad reaS°n t0 CXpect ^ two former w°uld have long since 
“f "f Wlth resFct t0 those by the Grantham, as they were all thrown 

dethl^rij6 WCre °K t0 Wait for duplicates before we could have a full 
wav of Bomba A?* * C Coromandel Coast, having only a few letters by the 
flelts t0c e ^agements Betwe&i the English and French 

^ F°rt SL David 801116 other tnilitary operations as to 
^^Fr^tacy. vmg received those letters,only we have already mem 
S* mmaSt therefore. % this conveyanoe as before -observed confine, 

general inf allocations. 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holder ness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13 th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry’s long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Os ter ley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected slapping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and Ilchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a lisfc of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French, ^ut as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to Mess His Majesty's 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours m carry 
into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation' the 

II—11 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is .an invasion of these 
His Majesty’s kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 
annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 
His Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 
raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 
particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 
every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 
recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 
assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 
Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 
in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it. 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 
Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 
Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 
whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 
or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 
must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

16. The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz.. 

Ships Tons Commanders Consignment 
Onslow 499 T. Hinde Coast & Bay 
Triton 499 F. Harris St. Helena & China 
Warwick 499 J. Delawar 

Fort St. George & 
China 

Caernarvon 499 N. Huchinson 
Princess Augusta 499 T. Baddison 

Norfolk 

Duke of Richmond 
499 
499 

B. Bonham 1 
P. Godfrey / 

Bencoolen & China 

Royal Duke 499 B. Pigou St. Helena & Coast 
& Bay 

Latham 499 J. Foot 
Lord Mansfield 499 A. Macleod 

- Coast & Bay Falmouth 499 J. Dale 
Prince Edward 499 J. Haldane 
[Neptune] 499 J. Purling 
[York] 499 P. Lascefles 

■ Bombay Lord Anson 499 E. Chick 
Sandwich 499 A. Quick 

17. We have also fitted out the Syren sloop, burthen about 100 tons, carry- 
m§ whereof Thomas Warner hath the command and is intended for 
as advice boat for the purpose, and she is accordingly now under dispatch, 
wliea this service is performed the President and Council of Bombay have a 
discretional power to employ or dispose of her in such manners as they sha$ 

taost for the Company’s interest. 
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18. Our ship the Admiral Watson is also preparing lor sea, of whose 
destination you will hereafter be informed in our advices to follow this 
season. 

19. The times intended for the departure of the several ships in the 
beforegoing list are as follows viz., 

The Onslow for the Coast and Bay and the Triton for St. Helena and China 
about the end of November, the Warwick, Caernarvon and Princess Augusta 

for Fort St. George and China, also die Norfolk and Duke of Richmond foi 
the west coast of Sumatra and China about the middle of January, the ships 
Latham, Lord Mansfield, Falmouth and Prince Edward for the Coast and 
Bay about the middle of February and lastly the Bombay ships, new ship— 
Captain Purling, new ship—Captain Lascelles, Lord Anson and Sandwich in all 
the month of March. 

20. We have earnesdy recommended it to the President and Council oi 
Fort St. George to have every thing in readiness to unliver the China ships and 
for forwarding them to Canton with the utmost dispatch possible to prevent 
the great disappointment and great expenses attending the loss of their passage. 
Though this may not immediately concern you, yet we think proper to mention 
it that if, in consequence of our last year s recommendations and what is said 
in the sequel of this letter, you shall furnish any treasure for the China trade, 
it may be remitted to Fort St. George in time. 

21. You will observe by the beforegoing list there are two ships consigned 
to Fort Marlbrough and China. They are to take in for the Canton market 
all the pepper on hand on the West Coast, and as the sending all surplus pepper 
to China is a method we intend annually to pursue, we therefore give 
you this early notice that in future neither you nor our Presidencies of 
Fort St. George and Bombay are to send any ships to the West Coast to 
complete or take in any part of their cargos for Europe, that our plan may 
not be disconcerted. We have mentioned Bombay not having sent any ship 
for that purpose but merely to prevent it, we do not hereby mean to 
discourage or prevent any ships or vessels proceeding to the West Goast 
with stores, necessaries and on trade, the point we aim at being only to reserve 
the surplus pepper for our China trade which we mention to prevent being 
mistaken. 

22. You will observe also that we have not appointed any ship of this 
season to come home directly from the West Goast. What pepper, therefore, 
shall remain and be collected in after the departures of the before mentioned 
two China ships is to be reserved there for the two ships we shall send out 
next year. If opportunity offers we would have you give the Deputy Governor 
and Council at Fort Marlbrough the earliest notice of our intentions and 
likewise that as no ship according to this plan will be dispatched directly home 
next year from thence, they must send us their letters, books, papers and 
accounts by the way of China, Bengal, Fort St. George car Bombay, as safe 
conveyances offer. 

23. You will observe in the charterparties of the ships taken up this season 
a new clause with respect to the adjustment and payment for damages and goods 
lost or undelivered to which you are particularly to attend* By the said clause 
it is agreed that the amount of such damage and short delivery shall not be 
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paid and made good in India but shall be paid by the owners to the Company 
in London upon demand, upon their producing to the owners a true account of 
the adjustment in India of such loss or damage, although the ship shall or may 
happen to be lost before her arrival at or shall not return in safety to the port 
of London. It is hereby agreed also that the owners shall not be charged with 
any sum of money in respect to goods damaged either in the outward or 
homeward bound voyages but such as shall by the condition and appearance 
of the package thereof or by some other reasonable proof appear to be ship 

damage. 

24. You are accordingly, in adjusting such accounts of damage and short 
delivery, to be particularly careful in describing every circumstance for 
our information and the owners" satisfaction and you are strictly to comply 
with the letter and meaning of the charterparty so amended in adjusting the 

damage. 

25. As the owners are to be accountable to the Company for such adjusted 
accounts of goods, damaged and wanting, although the ship shall not return 
in safety to the port of London, you are, besides the account which is always 
to be sent by the ship concerned, to forward duplicate and triplicate thereof by 
the next safe conveyances, which two last are not to be copies but are to be signed 
by the same persons and in the same manner as the first, as they may to all 
intents and purposes operate as originals. ^ 

26. In the charterparty of every ship taken up this season there is a clause 
whereby it is agreed that the Company shall pay or allow to the owners the 
sum or value of £10 sterling for each passenger who shall be ordered on board 
by any of the Company’s agents or servants from any of their settlements or 
places of trade in the East Indies, reconing [reckoning] or valuing the rupee* 
pagoda and dollar at the rate of the usual and customary exchange allowed to 
the Company’s covenant servants in such settlements or places of trade, to be 
paid as aforesaid on the shipping of each such passenger. You are accordingly to 
comply with the said agreement by paying or causing to be paid to the com¬ 
mander of every ship before their departure from Bengal or any of its subordi¬ 
nate settlements the sum of £10 for each such passenger. But no such allowance 
or payment is to be made for such seamen or other persons which the Company's 
agents may, by virtue of an agreement in charterparty, put on board to com* 
plete the ship’s complement of men, for such passengers as are also agreed in 
the said charterparty to be brought home without any allowance to be made 
to the owners for the same. 

27. The owners of the shipping employed in the Company’s service 
complaining that they have frequently been obliged to pay wages to persons 
who have been ordered on board as passengers only, under the pretence of their 
having assisted In navigating the ships, whereas In fact they have hardly touched 
a rope or done any of the ship’s business, in order to prevent any demands 
of this kind in future, you axe hereby to cause each passenger you order or 
permit to proceed to England on any of our ships to sign ah instrurnent before 
he embarks that he will not demand any wages for the voyage home, and you 
axe to forward every instrument so executed in that ship’s packet on which such 
passenger proceeds home. 

A new agreement is- made with the owners with respect to the^ 
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demurage of the Bombay ships as you will observe by an additional clause in 
their charterpartvs by which in case the said ships shall not receive their last 
dispatches outward bound before the first day of May and by reason thereof 
they shall not (all due diligence being used) gain the inward passage to Bombay; 
in such case the demurage for their detention in India shall commence at the 
end of ten months from the time they shall have received their last dispatch 
for their departure from England (whether they shall have then arrived at their 
port of discharge in India or not) instead of the time stipulated in the former 
part of the charterparty for the commencement of their demurage. It is 
further agreed that the owners of such ships shall be paid one shilling a day 
for each passenger for all the time on and after the end of six months from 
the day the said ships shall have received their last dispatches for their depar¬ 
ture from England as aforesaid until the time the said ships shall actually 
arrive at their port of discharge in India. We have pointed out this clause 
for your particular notice that, should any of the Bombay ships be in the 
circumstances therein mentioned, you may regulate your conduct accordingly 
with respect to dispatching them home so as to avoid our paying more demu¬ 
rage than is really necessary. You are to observe also that all such Bombay 
ships which receive their last dispatches from us before the first of May com¬ 
mence their demurage in the usual manner in four months after their arrival 
at their consigned ports. With respect to allowing one shilling a day before 
mentioned to die passengers you are to leave the payment thereof to us, for 
which purpose you are to send us exact lists of all which are landed that we 
may adjust those accounts with the owners. This particular clause regarding 
the ships for Bombay is communicated to you for your information lest they 
should by any unforeseen accident fall under your direction, that you may 
act in conformity thereto. 

29. The stores, provisions, and necessarys for His Majesty's naval and 
land forces will take up a considerable share of tonnage in our shipping this 
season to the amount of 800 tons and upwards. The recruits for our own 
forces will also require a large proportion of tonnage, to which adding what 
must be necessarily and at this time unavoidably engaged for the great 
quantity of military and naval stores for our several settlements, there 
will not be room for such an export on our mercantile account as we 
could wish. However, we shall send as much as the ships allowing for 
the several before mentioned items can take in and it will consist principally 
of woolen goods, copper, lead and iron; the two last articles will be in 
small quantities as they are chiefly intended for use, we mean what Is 
intended for our Presidencies. With respect to treasure we shall, for reasons 
to be hereafter mentioned, send only what may be necessary for our invest¬ 
ments in China and on the west coast of Sumatra. The intended export 
therefore exclusive of the several stores and necessaries before mentioned will be 
fitearly as follows, viz.. 

For the Presidency of Fort St. George; 

200 bales of cloth 
250 terns of copper and 
40 tons of iron 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is .an invasion of these 
His Majesty’s kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 
annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 
His Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 
raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 
particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 
every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 
recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 
assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 
Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 
in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it. 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 
Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 
Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 
whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 
or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 
must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

16. The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz., 

Ships 

Onslow 

Triton 

Warwick 

Caernarvon 

Princess Augusta 

Norfolk 

Duke of Richmond 

Royal Duke 

Latham 

Lord Mansfield 

Falmouth 
Prince Edward 

[Neptune] 
[Y<Zk] 

Lord Anson 
Sandwich 

Tons Commanders 

499 T. Hinde 

499 F. Harris 

499 J. Delawar 
499 N, Huchinson 
499 T. Baddison 

499 B. Bonham 
499 P. Godfrey 

499 R. Pigou 

499 J. Foot 
499 A. Macleod 
499 J. Dale 
499 J. Haldane 

499 J. Purling 
499 P. Lascelles 
499 E. Chick 
499 A. Quick 

Consignment 

Coast & Bay 

St. Helena & China 

^ Fort St. George & 
China 

Bencoolen & China 

St. Helena & Coast 
& Bay 

j* Coast & Bay 

Bombay 

17. We have also fitted out the Syren sloop, burthen about 100 tons, carry¬ 
ing 26 men, whereof Thomas Warner hath the command and is intended for 
an advice boat for the purpose, and she is accordingly now under dispatch. 
When this service is performed the President and Council of Bombay have a 
discretional power to employ or dispose of her in such manners as they shall 

most for the Company’s interest. 
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lb. Our ship the Admiral Watson is also preparing for sea, of whose 
destination you will hereafter be informed in our advices to follow this 
season. 

19. The times intended for the departure of the several ships in the 
beforegoing list are as follows viz.. 

The Onslow for the Coast and Bay and the Triton for St. Helena and China 
about the end of November, the Warwick, Caernarvon and Princess Augusta 

for Fort St. George and China, also the Norfolk and Duke of Richmond lot 

the west coast of Sumatra and China about the middle of January, the ships 
Latham, Lord Mansfield, Falmouth and Prince Edward for the Coast and 
Bay about the middle of February and iasdy the Bombay ships, new ship— 
Captain Furling, new ship—Captain Lascelles, Lord Anson and Sandwich in all 
the month of March. 

20. We have earnesdy recommended it to the President and Council of 
Fort St. George to have every thing in readiness to unliver the China ships and 
for forwarding them to Canton with the utmost dispatch possible to prevent 
the great disappointment and great expenses attending the loss of their passage. 
Though this may not immediately concern you, yet we think proper to mention 
it that if, in consequence of our last year s recommendations and what is said 
in the sequel of this letter, you shall furnish any treasure for the China trade, 
it may be remitted to Fort St. George in time. 

21. You will observe by the beforegoing list there are two ships consigned 
to Fort Marlbrough and China. They are to take in for the Canton market 
all the pepper on hand on the West Coast, and as the sending all surplus pepper 
to China is a method we intend annually to pursue, we therefore give 
you this early notice that in future neither you nor our Presidencies of 
Fort St. George and Bombay are to send any ships to the West Coast to 
complete or take in any part of their cargos for Europe, that our plan may 
not be disconcerted. We have mentioned Bombay not having sent any ship 
for that purpose but merely to prevent it, we do not hereby mean to 
discourage or prevent any ships or vessels proceeding to the West Coast 
with stores, necessaries and on trade, the point we aim at being only to reserve 
the surplus pepper for our China trade which we mention to prevent being 
mistaken. 

22. You will observe also that we have not appointed any ship of this 
season to come home directly from the West Coast, What pepper, therefore, 
shall remain and be collected in after the departures of the before mentioned 
two China ships is to be reserved there for the two ships we shall send out 
next year. If opportunity offers we would have you give the Deputy Governor 
and Council at Fort Marlbrough the earliest notice of our intentions and 
likewise that as no ship according to this plan will be dispatched directly home 
next year from thence, they must send us their letters, books, papers and 
accounts by the way of China, Bengal, Fort St. George or Bombay, as safe 
conveyances offer. 

23. You will observe in the charterparties of the ships taken up this season 
a new clause with respect to the adjustment and payment for damages and goods 
lost or undelivered to which you are particularly to attend. By the said danse 
it is agreed that the amount of such damage and short delivery shall not be 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is .an invasion of these 
His Majesty’s kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 
annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 
His Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 
raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 
particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 
every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 
recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 
assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 
Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 
in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it. 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 
Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 
Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 
whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 
or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 
must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

16. The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz., 

Ships 

Onslow 

Triton 

Warwick 

Caernarvon 

Princess Augusta 

Norfolk 

Duke of Richmond 

Royal Duke 

Latham 

Lord Mansfield 
Falmouth 

Prince Edward 

[Neptune] 
[York] 

Lord Anson 
Sandwich 

Tons Commanders 

499 T. Hinde 

499 F. Harris 

499 J. Delawar 
499 N, Huchinson 
499 T. Baddison 

499 B. Bonham 
499 P. Godfrey 

499 B. Pigou 

499 J. Foot 
499 A. Macleod 
499 J. Dale 
499 J. Haldane 

499 J. Purling 
499 P. Lascelles 
499 E. Chick 
499 A. Quick 

Consignment 

Coast & Bay 

St. Helena & Chin* 

Fort St. George & 
China 

Bencoolen & China 

St. Helena & Coast 
& Bay 

j* Coast & Bay 

\ Bombay 

17. We have also fitted out the Syren sloop, burthen about 100 tons, cafry^ 
mg 26 men, whereof Thomas Warner hath the command and is intended for 
an advice boat for the purpose, and she is accordingly now under dispatch. 
When this service is performed the President and Council of Bombay have * 
discretional power to employ or dispose of her in such manners as they 
mink most for the Company’s interest. 
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18. Our ship the Admiral Watson is also preparing tor sea, of whose 

destination you will hereafter be informed in our advices to follow this 

season. 

19. The times intended for the departure of the several ships in the 
beforegoing list are as follows viz.. 

The Onslow for the Coast and Bay and the Triton for St. Helena and China 

about the end of November, the Warwick, Caernarvon and Princess Augusta 

for Fort St. George and China, also the Norfolk and Duke of Richmond for 

the west coast of Sumatra and China about the middle of January, the ships 

Latham, Lord Mansfield, Falmouth and Prince Edward for the Coast and 
Bay about the middle of February and lastly the Bombay ships, new ship— 

Captain Purling, new ship—Captain Lasceiles, Lord Anson and Sandwich in all 

the month of March. 

20. We have earnestly recommended it to the President and Council oi 

Fort St. George to have every thing in readiness to unliver the China ships and 
for forwarding them to Canton with the utmost dispatch possible to prevent 

the great disappointment and great expenses attending the loss of their passage. 

Though this may not immediately concern you, yet we think proper to mention 

it that if, in consequence of our last year’s recommendations and what is said 
in the sequel of this letter, you shall furnish any treasure for the China trade, 

it may be remitted to Fort St. George in time. 

21. You will observe by the beforegoing list there are two ships consigned 

to Fort Marlbrough and China. They are to take in for the Canton market 

all the pepper on hand on the West Coast, and as the sending all surplus pepper 

to China is a method we intend annually to pursue, we therefore give 

you this early notice that in future neither you nor our Presidencies of 

Fort St, George and Bombay are to send any ships to the West Coast to 

complete or take in any part of their cargos for Europe, that our plan may 

not be disconcerted. We have mentioned Bombay not having sent any ship 

for that purpose but merely to prevent it, we do not hereby mean to 

discourage or prevent any ships or vessels proceeding to the West Coast 

with stores, necessaries and on trade, the point we aim at being only to reserve 

the surplus pepper for our China trade which we mention to prevent being 

mistaken. 

22. You will observe also that we have not appointed any ship of this 
season to come home directly from the West Coast. What pepper, therefore, 

shall remain and be collected in after the departures of the before mentioned 

two China ships is to be reserved there for the two ships we shall send out 
next year. If opportunity offers we would have you give the Deputy Governor 

and Council at Fort Marlbrough the earliest notice of our intentions and 

likewise that as no ship according to this plan will be dispatched directly home 
next year from thence, they must send us their letters, books, papers and 

accounts by the way of China, Bengal, Fort St. George or Bombay, as safe 

conveyances offer. 

23. You will observe in the charterparties of the ships taken up this season 

a new clause with respect to the adjustment and payment for damages and goods 

lost or undelivered to which you are particularly to attend. By the said clause 

it is agreed that the amount of such damage and short delivery shall not be 
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paid and made good in India but shall be paid by the owners to the Company 
in London upon demand, upon their producing to the owners a true account of 
the adjustment in India of such loss or damage, although the ship shall or may 
happen to be lost before her arrival at or shall not return in safety to the port 
of London. It is hereby agreed also that the owners shall not be charged with 
any sum of money in respect to goods damaged either in the outward or 
homeward bound voyages but such as shall by the condition and appearance 
of the package thereof or by some other reasonable proof appear to be ship 
damage. 

24. You are accordingly, in adjusting such accounts of damage and short 
delivery,, to he particularly careful in describing every circumstance for 
our information and the owners" satisfaction and you are strictly to comply 
with the letter and meaning of the charterparty so amended in adjusting the 
damage. 

25. As the owners are to be accountable to the Company for such adjusted 
accounts of goods, damaged and wanting, although the ship shall not return 
in safety to the port of London, you are, besides the account which is always 
to be sent by the ship concerned, to forward duplicate and triplicate thereof by 
the next safe conveyances, which two last are not to be copies but are to be signed 
by the same persons and in the same manner as the first, as they may to all 
intents and purposes operate as originals. 

26. In the charterparty of every ship taken up this season there is a clause 
whereby it is agreed that the Company shall pay or allow to the owners the 
sum or value of £10 sterling for each passenger who shall be ordered on board 
by any of the Company's agents or servants from any of their settlements or 
places of trade in the East Indies, reconing [reckoning] or valuing the rupee* 
pagoda and dollar at the rate of the usual and customary exchange allowed to 
the Company's covenant servants in such settlements or places of trade, to be 
paid as aforesaid on the shipping of each such passenger. You are accordingly to 
comply with the said agreement by paying or causing to be paid to the com¬ 
mander of every ship before their departure from Bengal or any of its subordi¬ 
nate settlements the sum of £10 for each such passenger. But no such allowance 
or payment is to be made for such seamen or other persons which the Company's, 
agents may, by virtue of an agreement in charterparty, put on hoard to com* 
plete the ship s complement of men, for such passengers as are also agreed in 
the said charterparty to be brought home without any allowance to be made 
to the owners for the same. 

27. The owners of the shipping employed in the Company's service 
complaining that they have frequently been obliged to pay wages to persons 
who have been ordered on board as passengers only, under the pretence of thek 
having assisted in navigating the ships, whereas In fact they have hardly touched 
a r<^e or done any of the ship's business, in order to prevent any demands 

this kind in future, you are hereby to cause each passenger you order or 
permit to proceed to England on any of our ships to sign ah instrument before 
. embarks that he will not demand any wages for the voyage home, and you 

are to forward every instrument so executed in'that ship's packet on which such 
passenger proceeds home. * 17 

A new agreement is made with the owners with respect to tfefcj 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 

of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke> Osierley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
die several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a lirft of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty's 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to camif 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their repufatioii Ad the 

n—n 
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vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 

passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 

Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Oslerley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the I5th 

of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 

locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 

exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the I6th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gendemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 

got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 

we now send you a lislt of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important 

point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 

shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty's 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 

scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to carry 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation and the 

n—ii 
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7. Three French ships o£ war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 

April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 

vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 

Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 

but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the dmes of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 

Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 

we now send you a li& of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know "the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French, ^ut as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 

shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen, 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty’s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most dfesperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to cany 
into execution as the only method for retrieving thek reputatioe sffid tl# 

h—n 
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7. Three French ships o£ war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zcypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Euro ri 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where the 
Were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May The Earl 
of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narr 1 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. . ' 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry’s long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after! 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. & 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena bad equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company's as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a li& of them. 

12. His Majesty's ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty's land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. $ut as the result of the ^plications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty’s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use heir utmost endeavours to carry 
into execution as the only method for retrieving heir reputation t£hd the 

n-ii 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns the Svren «f » 
and the Zcypher of 30 called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about tire 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The S 

0( Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coasf the Si 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty “ 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 

trench ships and bemg drove by them from the island bore away d England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August iast fiy dns unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 

hazard in Ming into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them m the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. < • 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry’s long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Harvke, Osterley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 

the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen aad Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the fornr arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th Tune 

but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after’ 

On bemg apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper' 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 6 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 

Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 

the gendemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of dunng their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a lidt of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know The 

condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to. oppose 
at of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important 

point wUl be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee,'* 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen.. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that die war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majest/s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most 

scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavepH^dari* 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their repetaaoHV^Bdtite 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 
on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy's hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 
Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy's three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company's as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and Ilchepter had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 
we now send you a lisit of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 
the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty's land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 
shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty's 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperile 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavbmw ca&ty 
into execution as the only method for retrieving their 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about the 17th February last where they 
Were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 

April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 

vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 
passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry3$ long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 

Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 

locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-o£-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 

the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 

we now send you a list of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 

the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know 'the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French, ^ut as the result of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 

shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty’s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 

scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to carry 

into execution as tide only method for retrieving their reputation ; the 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is .an invasion of these 

His Majesty's kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 

annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 

His Majesty's naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 

raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 

particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 

every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 

recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 

assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 

Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 

in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it. 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 

Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 

Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 

whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 

or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 

must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

16. The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz., 

Ships 

Onslow 

Triton 

Warwick 

Caernarvon 

Princess Augusta 

Norfolk 

Duke of Richmond 

Royal Duke 

Latham 

Lord Mansfield 
Falmouth 

Primce Edward 

[Neptune] 
[York] 

Lord Amscm 
Sandwich 

Tons 

499 

499 

499 

499 

499 

499 

499 

499 

499 

499 
499 

499 

499 

499 
499 
499 

Commanders 

T. Hinde 

F. Harris 

J. Delawar 

N. Huchinson 

T. Baddison 

B. Bonham 

P. Godfrey 

B. Pigou 

J. Foot 

A. Macleod 

J. Dale 

J. Haldane 

J. Purling 

P. Lascelles 
E. Chick 
A. Quick 

Consignment 

Coast & Bay 

St. Helena & China 

Fort St. George & 

China 

Bencoolen & China 

St. Helena & Coast 

& Bay 

Coast & Bay 

Bombay 

«* ^ *»p. bra*. «lH»t 100 tons, carry 

m adtrke boat ^ c0'Sm“d “d “ »telded 
When this service is acco,^^7 now under dispatch, 
discretional nmn.-i v ^>crfcfla€d the President and Council of Bombay have a 

jjjQgj. employer dispose of her in such manners as they shaft 
oao* mow for the Company's interest. 3 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is an invasion of these 

His Majesty’s kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 

annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 

His Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 

raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 

particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 
every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 

recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 

assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 

Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 

in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it. 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 
Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 

Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 

whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 

or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 

must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz., 

Ships Tons 

Onslow 499 

Triton 499 

Warwick 499 

Caernarvon 499 

Princess Augusta 499 

Norfolk 499 

Duke of Richmond 499 

Royal Duke 499 

Latham 499 

Lord Mansfield 499 

Falmouth 499 

Prime Edward 499 

[Neptune] 499 

[York] 499 
Lord Anson 499 

Sandwich 499 

Commanders 

T. Hinde 

F. Harris 

J. Delawar 

N, Huchinson 

T. Baddison 

B. Bonham 

P. Godfrey 

B. Pigou 

J. Foot 

A. Macleod 
J. Dale 

J. Haldane 

J. Purling 

P. Lascelles 
E. Chick 

A. Quick 

Consignment 

Coast & Bay 

St. Helena & China 

Fort St. George & 
China 

Bencoolen & China 

St. Helena & Coast 

& Bay 

Coast & Bay 

Bombay 

K ™e^J°n!"ed bmben about 100 tons, CMty- 

cr*of 
fcr the Com^SZ * ba m 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St. Helena on or about die 17th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 
April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 

give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 

vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 

passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 

Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry's long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osterley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 

the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawen and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 

Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 

locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 

windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 

April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 

arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 

the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 

Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 
got information of during their stay at that place. But lest you should not, 

we now send you a hit of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 

the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. But as the result - of the applications on this important 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 

shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty’s 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desparate 

scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to cany 
into execution as the only method for retrieving their re^taticm' sffid the 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is .an invasion of these 

His Majesty’s kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 

annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 

His Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 
raise a suffident number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 

particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 

every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 

recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 

assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 

Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 

in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 
selves with meeting it, 

15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 
peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 

Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 

whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 
or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 

jnust be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 
to whom they are directed. 

16. The ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 
the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz.. 

Ships Tons Commanders 

Onslow 499 T. Hinde 

Triton ■ 499 F. Harris 

Warwick 499 J. Delawar 
Caernarvon 499 N, Huchinson 
Princess Augusta 499 T. Baddison 

Norfolk 499 B. Bonham 
duke of Richmond 499 P. Godfrey 

Royal Duke 499 B. Pigou 

Latham 499 J. Foot 
lord Mansfield 499 A. Macleod 
Falmouth 499 J. Dale 
Prince Edward 499 J. Haldane 

[Niftune] 499 J. Purling 
[York] 499 P. Lascelles 
Lori-Anson 499 E. Chick 
Sandmich 499 A. Quick 

Consignment 

Coast & Bay 

St. Helena & China 

Fort St. George & 

China 

J. Bencoolen & China 

St. Helena & Coast 

& Bay 

1 Coast & Bay 

r Bombay 

17. We haveasofittedout the Syren sloop, burthen about 100 tons, carry 

ing 26 men,w tfeoi Thomas Warner hath the command and is intended foi 
an advice boat or the purpose, and she is accordingly now under dispatch. 

When this service is performed the President and Council of Bombay have a 
discretional power to employ or dispose of her in such manners as they shall 
jgnk most fur the Company’s interest. 
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7. Three French ships of war, the Achilles of 64 guns, the Syren of 32 
and the Zeypher of 30, called at the Cape of Good Hope from Europe and 
sailed from thence to St, Helena on or about the 17 th February last where they 
were cruizing to intercept our shipping so late as the 25th May. The Earl 
of Holderness storeship arrived at St. Helena the 13th March having narrowly 
escaped the enemy. She sailed from thence for the West Coast the 25th 

April. The Faulkland man-of-war appointed by the Lords of Admiralty to 
give convoy to our returning shipping of this season was chased by the said 
French ships and being drove by them from the island bore away for England 

on the 16th May without calling there and arrived at Portsmouth the 2nd 
August last. By this unhappy circumstance our ships were exposed to great 
hazard in falling into the enemy’s hands. Their greatest security lay in the 
vigilance and good lookout of their respective commanders or by a providential 

passing them in the night, the last was certainly the case of the Earl of 
Holderness. 

8. It since appears by accounts brought by the Prince Henry’s long boat 
that our four early China ships, the Prince Henry, Hawke, Osier ley, and 

Tavistock, had been chased from the 4th to the 6th May from the island by 
the above mentioned French cruizers, also the Boscawe?i and Fox on the 15th 
of the same month. They all fortunately getting clear made for the Bay of All 
Saints, the four arrived there the 24th May and the two last the 6th June, 
but to our misfortune the enemy’s three ships imported there three days after. 
On being apprized thereof, we immediately had recourse to the proper 
measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 

locked up. 

9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 

windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 

exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 

April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 

arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 

Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 

the gentlemen who were passengers on the ships Grantham and llchester had 

got information of during then stay at that place. But lest you should not, 

we now send you a lidfc of them. 

12. His Majesty’s ministers are fully informed of the said naval force of 

the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 

condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 

that of the French. But as the result of the applications on this important; 
point will be more proper to be communicated by the Secret Committee, we 

shall therefore accordingly leave it to those gentlemen. 

13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 

on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty’s 

arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 

scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to carry 

into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputation aiid the 

II—11 
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measures for removing the difficulties our ships lay under from being thus 
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9. A long boat our Governor of St. Helena had equipped to cruize to 
windward of and communicate to the expected shipping the danger they were 
exposed to from the said three French ships was taken by them on the 16th 
April, having been only eight days out. 

10. By the list enclosed you will be fully apprised of the times of the 
arrival and departure of our shipping since the date of the last advices. 

11. We make no doubt you will, before this comes to hand, be informed of 
the several French ships, as well Company’s as men-of-war, which were at the 
Cape of Good Hope in the course of the late season, as also of some others, which 
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the enemy as also of their strength by land. They likewise well know the 
condition of His Majesty’s land force and squadron that is in India to oppose 
that of the French. hut as the result of the applications on this important 
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13. And here it may be necessary to acquaint you that the war is carried 
on with great vigour in all parts and it hath pleased God to bless His Majesty's 
arms with such good success as has induced the enemy to adopt a most desperate 
scheme, which they think necessary to use their utmost endeavours to carry 
into execution as the only method for retrieving their reputatioh12^1 
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valuable aquisitions we have made from them, which is an invasion of these 

His Majesty's kingdom. The preparations to prevent the same as well as to 

annoy them in every accessible quarter has found so full an employ both for 

His Majesty’s naval and land forces that it is found extremely difficult to 

raise a sufficient number of men to encrease and recruit both and the latter in 

particular, where many are yet wanting for the respective corps, notwithstanding 

every practicable method is used for the purpose. 

14. It obviously follows that the Company must be greatly at a loss to raise 

recruits for Fort William and our other settlements. However, you may be 

assured we are using our utmost endeavours to raise in England, Scotland and 

Ireland as many as our ships can conveniently carry, and if being indefatigable 

in so interesting and material a measure can promise success, we flatter our¬ 

selves with meeting it. 
15. The gentlemen who compose the Secret Committee this season are 

Peter Godfrey Esqre, Chairman of the Court of Directors, John Boyd Esqre, 

Deputy Chairman, Henry Crabb Boulton and Charles Cutts Esqrs, three of 

whom are a quorum. All instructions, orders and directions this Committee 

or the Committee for the time being shall at any time think proper to send 

must be duly observed and complied with by each and every person or persons 

to whom they are directed. 

16. Tire ships taken up and to be employed in the Company’s service to 

the several parts of India and China this season are as follows, viz.. 

Ships Tons Commanders Consignment 

Onslow 499 T. Hinde Coast & Bay 

Triton 499 F. Harris St. Helena & China 

Warwick 

Caernarvon 

499 
499 

J. Delawar \ 

N. Huchinson 
Fort St. George & 

China 
Princess Augusta 499 T. Baddison ) 

Norfolk 

Duke of Richmond 

499 

499 

B. Bonham 1 

P. Godfrey / 
• Bencoolen & China 

Royal Duke 499 B. Pigou St. Helena & Coast 

& Bay 

Latham 499 J. Foot 1 
Lord Mansfield 
Falmouth 

499 

499 
A. Macleod ! 
J. Dale j 

- Coast & Bay 

Prince Edward 499 J. Haldane j 

[Neptune] 499 J. Purling | 
fYork] 499 P. Lascelles 

/ Bombay Lord Anson 499 E. Chick 
Sandwich 499 A. Quick 1 

17. We have also fitted out the Syren sloop, burthen about 100 tons, carry¬ 

ing 26 men, whereof Thomas Warner hath the command and is intended for 
an advice boat for the purpose, and she is accordingly now under dispatch. 

Wtea this service Is performed the President and Council of Bombay have a 
discretional power to employ or dispose of her in such manners as they shall 
think most for the Company’s interest. 
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18. Our ship the Admiral Watson is also preparing for sea, of whose 

destination you will hereafter be informed in our advices to follow this 
season. 

19. The times intended for the departure of the several ships in the 
beforegoing list are as follows viz.. 

The Onslow for the Coast and Bay and the Triton for St. Helena and China 

about the end of November, the Warwick, Caernarvon and Princess Augusta 

for Fort St. George and China, also the Norfolk and Duke of Richmond for 

the west coast of Sumatra and China about the middle of January, the ships 

Latham, Lord Mansfield, Falmouth and Prince Edward for the Coast and 

Bay about the middle of February and lastly the Bombay ships, new ship— 

Captain Purling, new ship—Captain Lascelles, Lord Anson and Sandwich in ail 
the month of March. 

20. We have earnestly recommended it to the President and Council of 

Fort St. George to have every thing in readiness to unliver the China ships and 

for forwarding them to Canton with the utmost dispatch possible to prevent 

the great disappointment and great expenses attending the loss of their passage. 

Though this may not immediately concern you, yet we think proper to mention 

it that if, in consequence of our last year's recommendations and what is said 

in the sequel of this letter, you shall furnish any treasure for the China trade, 

it may be remitted to Fort St. George in time. 

21. You will observe by the beforegoing list there are two ships consigned 

to Fort Marlbrough and China. They are to take in for the Canton market 

all the pepper on hand on the West Coast, and as the sending all surplus pepper 

to China is a method we intend annually to pursue, we therefore give 

you this early notice that in future neither you nor our Presidencies of 

Fort St. George and Bombay are to send any ships to the West Coast to 

complete or take in any part of their cargos for Europe, that our plan may 

not be disconcerted. We have mentioned Bombay not having sent any ship 

for that purpose but merely to prevent it, we do not hereby mean to 

discourage or prevent any ships or vessels proceeding to the West Coast 

with stores, necessaries and on trade, the point we aim at being only to reserve 

the surplus pepper for our China trade which we mention to prevent being 

mistaken. 

22. You will observe also that we have not appointed any ship of this 
season to come home directly from the West Coast. What pepper, therefore, 

shall remain and be collected in after the departures of the before mentioned 
two China ships is to be reserved there for the two ships we shall send out 

next year. If opportunity offers we would have you give the Deputy Governor 
and Council at Fort Marlbrough the earliest notice of our intentions and 

likewise that as no ship according to this plan will be dispatched directly home 

next year from thence, they must send us their letters, books, papers and 

accounts by the way of China, Bengal, Fort St. George or Bombay, as safe 

conveyances offer. 

23. You will observe in the char terparties of the ship taken up this season 

a new clause with respect to the adjustment and payment for damages and goods 

lost or undelivered to which you are particularly to attend. By the said clause 

it is agreed that the amount of such damage and short delivery shall not be 
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paid and made good in India but shall be paid by the owners to the Company 

in London upon demand, upon their producing to the owners a true account of 

the adjustment in India of such loss or damage, although the ship shall or may 

happen to be lost before her arrival at or shall not return in safety to the port 

of London. It is hereby agreed also that the owners shall not be charged with 
any sum of money in respect to goods damaged either in the outward or 

homeward bound voyages but such as shall by the condition and appearance 

of the package thereof or by some other reasonable proof appear to be ship 

damage. 

24. You are accordingly, in adjusting such accounts of damage and short 

delivery, to be particularly careful in describing every circumstance for 

our information and the owners* satisfaction and you are strictly to comply 

with the letter and meaning of the charterparty so amended in adjusting the 

damage. 

25. As the owners are to be accountable to the Company for such adjusted 

accounts of goods, damaged and wanting, although the ship shall not return 

in safety to the port of London, you are, besides the account which is always 

to be sent by the ship concerned, to forward duplicate and triplicate thereof by 

the next safe conveyances, which two last are not to be copies but are to be signed 

by the same persons and in the same manner as the first, as they may to all 

intents and purposes operate as originals. , 

26. In the charterparty of every ship taken up this season there is a clause 

whereby it is agreed that the Company shall pay or allow to the owners the 

sum or value of £10 sterling for each passenger who shall be ordered on board 

by any of the Company’s agents or servants from any of their settlements or 
places of trade in the East Indies, reconing [reckoning] or valuing the rupee, 

pagoda and dollar at the rate of the usual and customary exchange allowed to 

the Company’s covenant servants in such settlements or places of trade, to be 

paid as aforesaid on the shipping of each such passenger. You are accordingly to 
comply with the said agreement by paying or causing to be paid to the com¬ 

mander of every ship before their departure from Bengal or any of its subordi¬ 

nate settlements the sum of £10 for each such passenger. But no such allowance 
or payment is to be made for such seamen or other persons which the Company’s 

agents may, by virtue of an agreement in charterparty, put on board to com* 

plete the ship’s complement of men, for such passengers as are also agreed in 

the said charterparty to be brought home without any allowance to be made 
to the owners for the same. 

27. The owners of the shipping employed in the Company’s service 

complaining that they have frequently been obliged to pay wages to persons 

who have been ordered on board as passengers only, under the pretence of their 
having assisted in navigating the ships, whereas in fact they have hardly touched 
a rope or done any of the ship’s business, in order to prevent any demands 

of this kind in future, you are hereby to cause each passenger you order or 

permit to proceed to England on any of our ships to sign ah instrument before 
he embarks that he will not demand any wages for the voyage home, and you 

are to forward every instrument so executed in that ship’s packet on which such 
passenger proceeds home. * - * i 

A new agreement is made with the owners with respect to the 
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demurage of the Bombay ships as you will observe by an additional clause in 

their charterpartys by which in case the said ships shall not receive their last 

dispatches outward bound before the first day of May and by reason thereof 

they shall not (all due diligence being used) gain the inward passage to Bombay; 

in such case the demurage for their detention In India shall commence at the 

end of ten months from the time they shall have received their last dispatch 

for their departure from England (whether they shall have then arrived at their 

port of discharge in India or not) instead of the time stipulated in the former 

part of the cliarterparty for the commencement of their demurage. It is 

further agreed that the owners of such ships shall be paid one shilling a day 

for each passenger for all the time on and after the end of six months from 

the day the said ships shall have received their last dispatches for their depar¬ 

ture from England as aforesaid until the time the said ships shall actually 

arrive at their port of discharge in India. We have pointed out this clause 

for your particular notice that, should any of the Bombay ships be in the 

circumstances therein mentioned, you may regulate your conduct accordingly 

with respect to dispatching them home so as to avoid our paying more demu¬ 

rage than is really necessary. You are to observe also that all such Bombay 

ships which receive their last dispatches from us before the first of May com¬ 

mence their demurage in the usual manner in four months after their arrival 

at their consigned ports. With respect to allowing one shilling a day before 

mentioned to the passengers you are to leave the payment thereof to us, for 

which purpose you are to send us exact lists of all which are landed that we 

may adjust those accounts with the owners. This particular clause regarding 

the ships for Bombay is communicated to you for your Information lest they 

should by any unforeseen accident fall under your direction, that you may 
act in conformity thereto. 

29. The stores, provisions, and necessarys for His Majesty’s naval and 

land forces will take up a considerable share of tonnage in our shipping this 

season to the amount of 800 tons and upwards. The recruits for our own 

forces will also require a large proportion of tonnage, to which adding what 

must be necessarily and at this time unavoidably engaged for the great 

quantity of military and naval stores for our several settlements, there 

will not be room for such an export on our mercantile account as we 

could wish. However, we shall send as much as the ships allowing for 

the several before mentioned items can take in and It will consist principally 

of woolen goods, copper, lead and iron; the two last articles will be in 

small quantities as they are chiefly intended for use, we mean what is 

intended for our Presidencies. With respect to treasure we shall, for reasons 

to be hereafter mentioned, send only what may be necessary for our invest¬ 

ments in China and on the west coast of Sumatra. The intended export 

therefore exclusive of the several stores and necessaries before mentioned will be 
nearly as follows, viz., 

For the Presidency of Fort St. George: 

200 bales of cloth 

250 tons of copper ami 

40 tons of iron 
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For the settlement at Fort Marlbrough : 

to the amount of about £.in treasure, 60 tons of iron and ten tons of 

steel principally for sale, besides which we shall send on the ships consigned 
to that place sundry stores and provisions which will appear in the 

abstracts of the invoices we shall transmit to Fort St. George. 

For the Presidency at Fort William: 

near 1000 bales of cloth, SO bales of long ells, 250 tons of copper, 40 tons 
of iron and 5 tons of steel. 

For the Presidency at Bombay and its subordinates: 

for the Bombay market 1110 hales of cloth, 275 bales of long ells, 390 tons 
of copper, 40 tons of iron and ten tons of steel ; 

for Scinde market 168 bales of cloth and 55 bales of long ells ; 

for the Gombroon and Bussorah market about 600 bales of cloth and 60 
bales of long ells which sixty bales contain only 10 pieces each. 

For China: 

538 bales of cloth 

600 „ „ longells 

180 tons of lead and treasure to the amount of about £ sterling. 

30. Considering the hazard attending a ship’s going to Madeira this 

war, but principally for want of tonnage for more necessary articles, we have 

not appointed any one of this season’s ships to call at that island for wine. 
However, should it so happen that any of the Coast and Bay ships by being 

under the orders of convoy touch there, we will give directions for their 
taking in on the Company’s account what they can conveniently stow. 

31. We last season gave you our reasons for not senduag treasure to any 
other places than China and the west coast of Sumatra; the like reasons 
weigh equally with us this year as the President and Council of Bombay have 

already drawn upon us by the Latham and Admiral Watson to the amount 

-and ,further draughts are expected by the next ships, all which 
added to their quick stock must necessarily amount to a large sum. You like¬ 
wise have drawn upon us largely by the llchester and we are well assured much 

larger draughts are expected by the following ships, to which adding the 

moneys you have received and will receive from die Nabob you must certainly 
be in possesion of a great surplus stock, notwithstanding what is said in the 

Zffith paragraph of your letter of the 31st December 1758 by the said ship. 

Hus being the case we give you this early notice of sending no treasure this 

year but to Fort Marlbrough and for the China trade that the necessary 

measm-es may be concerted with our other Presidencies for supplying that of 

St\CtOCf TOl1 have no other recourse but the assistance from 
you and Bombay) with what treasure may be wanting for their investment, 
mthrary and factory expences and other necessary disbursements. If you can 

ifinkif!* SUCh/U1'?er SUPPlies “ may enable ns to extend our China trade 
it wdl he doing the Company a most signal piece of service. We pointed out 
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this measure so particularly and strongly in our letters last season that we have 
only to recommend it to you to pursue that plan against the arrival of the 
China ships at Fort St. George to as large an amount as your circumstances 

will admit of. 

32. We have continued the method adopted for two seasons past of con¬ 
ducting our trade to China by a council and have appointed the following ten 
persons to manage our affairs there the ensuing season, viz., 

Mr. Thomas Lockwood / Mr. Samuel Blount / Mr. Henry Revell / Mr. Francis 
Kinerslev / Mr. Francis Wood / Mr. James Flint / Mr. John Searle / Mr. Mann 
Harner / Mr. Robert John Harrison / Mr. Alexander Fraser. 

And as it is our plan always to have a Resident there you will never be 
at a loss for negotiating or keeping up a necessary correspondence with Canton 
in every instance that may be for the advantage of the Company. 

33. Captain Paschaud has laid before us a list of all the artillery and 
military stores you are in possession of. He has also given us his sentiments 
upon what further quantities are wanting for your fortifications, works and 
other services in addition to the considerable quantity sent last season. And 
as we find the demand for such artillery and stores is very large, we have set 
about providing all that the present situation of public affairs will admit of and 
shall send as large a proportion by this year’s shipping as they can conveniently 
carry; the rest must be reserved for the ships of the following season. 

34. The indents for other articles as well for use as sale received and 
expected will in general be complied with as far as the tonnage to be engaged, 
the occasions for our other settlements and the time for the provision of the 
articles requisite will follow [allow]. 

35. Having laid before the General Court which was held on the 20 June 
last such advices as we were at that time masters of, relative to the military and 
naval operations upon the coast of Choromandel, especially the two engage¬ 
ments between the British and French fleets, they unanimously came to the 
following resolutions, viz.. 

Resolved that the thanks of the Court be given to Vice-Admiral Pocock 
for his repeated eminent and signal services to this Company in the East 
Indies. 

Resolved that the thanks of this Court be given to Rear Admiral 
Stevens for bis good services to the Company in the East Indies. 

36. The said General Court directed us to acquaint those gendemen with 
the above resolutions which we accordingly now do with the greatest pleasure 
in separate letters by this conveyance which are to be delivered to them when¬ 
ever they happen to be at your Presidency, We send in the packet copies 
for your information. 

37. Although the loss of Fort St. David cannot avoid giving us much 
concern, on the other hand, from what we have learnt from the gendemen who 
are come from the coast of Choromandel and by other informations, we have 
the satisfaction of observing that Mr. Lally’s troops are so much reduced as 
not to give us pain for the safety of Fort St. George, whose works ate represent¬ 
ed to be in the best condition and the garrison in good spirits asnd numerous 
enough to repel the enemy, especially as it is headed by such able and good 
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officers as Iieutennant Colonels Lawrence and Draper. And It is with the 

greatest satisfaction we observe from the advices and accounts received from 

thence by the way of Bombay, since writing the above, that as far as they 

relate [?] affairs, our apprehensions had been well grounded in that the 

enemy’s schemes had been defeated with great bravery and that the supply 

of men from our China ships had enabled their troops to take the field. 

38. It gives us great pleasure to observe that the good terms you were 

upon with the Nabob and the profound peace in Bengal has afforded you an 

opportunity of making a diversion by an expedition to Golcondah. We flatter 

ourselves it has proved a seasonable and successful one and be the means not 

only of lessening the influence and power of the French in those parts but 

greatly distressing them, especially as the country powers seem with good 

reason to be heartily tired of their conduct and behaviour. The only thing 

that gives us any concern is the defenceless condition our settlements in Bengal 

were in on the departure of the troops. But as we make no doubt this point 

was maturely considered, we hope your care has prevented any ill consequences 
resulting therefrom. 

39. Although by the loss of the Grantham packet we are deprived of the 

proceedings and sentiments in consultation of the President and Council of 

Fort St. George upon Mr. Robert Orme’s conduct, we have had sufficient infor¬ 

mation to convince us that it has been extremely bad. We are acquainted 

instead of coming forward for England from the Cape he proceeds to the 

French Islands on board one of their ships. What his name [sic] and 

designs may be in this step we are at a loss to guess, but upon the 

whole we are satisfied he is a very unfit person to continue in India. If, 

therefore, he should come to Bengal or any where within your jurisdiction, 

you are hereby positively ordered to send him to England by the first con¬ 

veyance and signify these our orders to the other Presidencies for their strict 
compliance therewith. 

40. Observing that so many gentlemen of superior stations on your estab¬ 

lishment have resigned our service, and that others are preparing to leave it, 

we have ^ thought it expedient to engage some persons well experienced in 

business in some measure to supply that defect and have accordingly appointed 

them factors to be ranked under our Presidency at Fort 'William in the 
following order, viz., 

John Read/Peter Downes/James Philip Lyon / Walton Stevens / Francis 
Hare/Joseph Jey Kell/John Wood/Henry Hall / William Boddle and 
M. Beits. 

^ we appoint them to take their station on the list next under 
. Thomas French and that such their rank be constantly observed by their 

hang at no time hereafter superseeded by any one who does now or shall stand 
below mem without our express directions in that behalf. 

41. Messrs Read, Lyon, Wood, Hall and Bolts will proceed on the ships 

season and as the others are in India the covenants to be executed by 
them will he transmitted in the packets by the ships consigned to Bengal. 

TO?2* o C fi.ntertaine<J ^ Henry Huchinson, Gideon Ferrand,- 
Wtifeam Round, Benjamin Ashwood, William Lambert, Marmaduke Collins, 
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and James Ashburner to be ranked as writers on your establishment in this 

order and they will proceed to their stations accordingly on the ships of this 
season designed for Bengal. 

43. The merit and abilities of Captain Carnac have been represented to 
us in so high a light as we think proper that upon the receipt of this letter he 

be appointed our Major upon the Bengal establishment—his commission will 

go by our next ships—[on] the terms and with the appointments mentioned 

in the 118th paragraph1 of our letter of the 23rd March last on our confirming 
that post on Mr. Polier. 

• 44. As several circumstances have occasioned an alteration of the 

members whom we have directed should compose the Select Committee, we 

do now appoint that it do consist of Colonel Clive, if on the spot, or the Presi¬ 

dent for the time being, Colonel Eyre Coote, Messrs Charles Manningham and 

William Frankland, if they are on the spot. Captain James Barton and Mr. P. 
Amyatt. 

45. Mr. John Robinson, appointed a factor at Bencoolen, now takes his 
passage via Bengal where, if he chooses to reside as a free merchant, he has 

our permission, but to signify to you our intentions, or depart by the first con¬ 
veyances that offer from Bengal to Bencoolen. 

46. As it may be inconvenient to Mr. Walton Stevens (nominated a factor 
on your establishment) to move directly from Madras he has our permission 
for remaining there some time to settle his affairs. 

47. We have entertained John Eyres, Daniel Fabart, William Fuller, Isaac 

Humphreys and James Kelly cadets for Bengal to rank in the foregoing 
order next to such who went last season and to succeed as ensigns in our 

military as vacancies shall happen therein. They all proceed on the ship 
Onslow. 

48. Mr. William Ellis appointed of Council at Fort William by our letter 
of the 23rd March now proceeds to his seat at your Board on the ship Onslow. 

His commission in the military line of course is vacated* nor is he to 

be allowed any pay or other consideration from his leaving Bengal. But if 

any gentleman had a right to such indulgence it certainly is Mr. Ellis who is 
forced to England by an accident that highly merited our favor. 

49. We are astonished at the allowances to Mr. Macguire and Fenwick 

who were suffered by you to come to England upon their private affairs and 
therefore we positively order they refund the sums you paid them from the 

departure to the return to their station. And now we are upon the subject, 

we shall tell you that unless very good reasons are assigned we will in future 

allow neither rank or standing to our civil or military servants that may return 
with your permission. 

50. We have the satisfaction of informing you that on the 6th instant, since 
the former part of this letter was written, our ships Worcester, Prince George, 

Bombay Castley and True Britton arrived safely at Kinsale. They sailed from 
St. Helena 20 August last and left no ship there, 

51. We did not intend by this dispatch to meddle with the succession, but 
considering the great number of our servants returning with aad without due 
notice, reflecting also upon the uncertainty of our next ships' departure in 
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proper time from various incidents that may possibly occur, we cannot delay a 
matter of such infinite importance to our interest. 

52. We, therefore, nominate and appoint Henry Vansitart2 Esqre to be 
our President and Governor at Bengal on the departure of Colonel Clive and 
our Council, viz., 

Lieut. Colonel Eyre Coote 

Peter Amyat third and in case of the death of Mr. Vansittart to succeed to 
the Government. 

Major John Carnac in military affairs only 
William Ellis 
William Brightwell Sumner 
James Barton 
John Zepheniah Holwell 
William Macguire 
Charles Stafford Playdell 
Luke Scrafton 
Stanlake Batson. 

And we direct that you instandy dispatch an express to Madras noticing to 
the Governor and Council these our orders in favor of Mr. Vansittart as we 
do ourselves by this conveyance. 

53. But m case of Colonel Clive’s remaining in the Government of Bengal 
on the receipt hereof, then we direct that Mr. Vansittart do take place as third 
next to Colonel Coote, Major Carnac to be fourth, Mr. Amyatt fifth, and the 
others of the above Council to rank under the last named gentleman in the 

Your loving friends, 

G. Steevens/C. Baron/W. Thornton/F. Barrington/I 
Raymond / E. Pigou / S. Harrison / T. Waters / 

Boyd / H. Boulton / C. Cutts / J. Harrison / G. Dudley / J. Brow 
B. Walton / R Hadley / R. Smith. 

Seward / J. 
Godfrey / J. 
/G. Rooke / 

London, 23rd November 1759. 

17 

LETTER DATED 7 DECEMBER 17591 

Dispersed by Hawke of French fleet planning to invade England. 

OUR President and Council at Fort William in Bengal. 

""J*- ultimo by our snow Syren 

is enclosed S to °f letter 
better and several of ^ 29th T ^ °£ ^°Ur ®enera^ 
8* of March last with two letterJ^ 1 ^mrj> ^ February and 5th and 

- - - *• **8dl “"*■» 
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For the particulars of the consignments to your Presidency of 
r goods, merchandize, and stores by this ship the Onslow you are referred 
accompanying invoice and bill of lading. 

The three French cruizers, which we informed you had locked up our 
mg China ships in the Bay of All Saints, arrived at Brest the beginning 
ember, having left the Bay and our six ships there about the middle of 
t last. 

We gave you in our last letter some account of the state of public 
and can now with the greatest pleasure further acquaint you of the 
mal success His Majesty’s arms have been crowned with in the defeat 
spersion by the British squadron under Sir Edward Hawke of the 
s grand fleet from Brest commanded by the Marquis Conflans composed 
ost all their ships at that time fit for sea and designed to cover their 
nd desperate attempt of an invasion of these kingdoms which this 
ant and decisive victory must have quashed and will thereby timely 
is Majesty’s naval forces a greater scope to pursue other national objects 
is hoped at length compel the enemy to submit to moderate and equit- 
rms of peace, se[e]ing, besides various other losses and repulses, their 
, now reduced to a very low ebb, has in many actions met with such 
conquest and destruction from the superior conduct and spirit of His 
y’s officers and forces. 

u are, however, to continue to be vigilant and active in your own defence 
noyance of the enemy as we have contributed and are employing our 
efforts for your support therein. 

At the earnest entreaty of the friends of Mr. Thomas Lane, a writer 
ras, we have permitted him to remove to Bengal, and he is to be placed 

upon your establishment agreeable to the time he commences as 
at die former place. 

We have appointed George Samuel Fryer a cadet in our forces on the 
establishment on the usual terms and to take his rank next under the 
the three cadets advised to be entertained in our letter dated the 

timo. 

We are. 
Your loving friends, 

rison / G. Rooke / R. Smith / J. Raymond / J. Bosanquet / F. Pigou / 
:ers / C. Baron / S. Harrison / R. Gildard / B. Walton / P. Godfrey / J. 
H. Boulton / C. Cutts / H. Hadley / R. Seward / W. Thornton / G. 
/ F. Barrington / J. Browne / G. Stevens. 

, 7th December 1759. 
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LETTER DATED 8 JANUARY 1757 

ecapture of Calcutta by Watson—Its transfer to President and Council. 

the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble the United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

le Sirs, 

As we deem it of the utmost importance to the Company to transmit 
[vice of our re-establishment by every channel in our power, we have 
1 the gentlemen at Fort St. George to forward this packett via Bussorah, 
e is any conveyance under dispatch from thence to the Gulph of Persia, 
rise to send it under cover to the President and Council of Bombay to 
warded to Europe. 

We have now the pleasure to inform you, Hon’ble Sirs, that Fort 
n was retaken by Admiral Watson on the 2nd instant, and the next 
livered up by him to your President and Council with the guns, military 
and effects, publick and private, for the benefit and on the behalf of 
oprietors. In your warehouse was found a considerable quantity of 
goods, with which we purpose to dispatch home the Delawar some 
lis month if possible. We shall likewise endeavour to return the Wal- 
ld Marlbro’ to Fort St. George with as much saltpetre as we can pro- 
» be dispatched home from thence. 

That this important intelligence may reach you as early as possible, 
preparing the Syreen sloop to proceed to England with it and hope 

ter away from hence in eight or ten days. By her and the Delawar we 
ddress you more particularly and remain with the greatest respect. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 
Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Drake Junr./Wm. Watts/James Killpatrick/Richd. Becher/J. Z. Holwell. 

Tlliam, 8th January 1757. 

2 

LETTER DATED 25 JANUARY 1757 

Ipatrick’s request for restoration of old salary and a brevetskip. 

e Hon’ble the Court of Directors feu: the Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company oi Merchants of England trading to the East Bodies. 
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May it please Your Honours, 

1. In my letters from Fulta of August the 15th and September the 19th 
1756, I endeavoured to represent to you in [as] few words as possible the 

cruel situation your affairs were then in [in] this part of India. I have now 

the pleasure to congratulate Your Honours on the agreeable change which 

has since happened and on the prospect there now is of soon seeing every 
thing resettled. 

2. I will refer Your Honours to Colonel Clive for returns and particulars 

in all your military affairs, as he has here now the chief command and has 
undertaken to inform you of every thing. 

3. What was done since I last had the honour of writing to you, and 

before the arrival of the squadron, was litde more than in keeping up a 

correspondence with some principal people in the country which answered 

almost all our intentions in gaining of time and having provisions supplyed 

to us while we were obliged to remain inactive. But of this, with the parti¬ 
culars of all our transactions, you will have an exact account in the General 

Letters. Your Honours are to be the sole judges of our conduct, and I am 

hopeful you won’t find that we have acted amiss. One thing which I am 

sure of is that many of your servants here seem to have your interest truely 

at heart and would do to the utmost of their power to promote it. I can 

answer for myself at least, as I am persuaded that no man in this way could 

go further; and I am also well convinced, so far as I am able to judge from 

what I have yet seen, that there are others, and in particular Your Hon’ble 
President here, who is perfectly attached to your interest. 

4. I received the commission you were pleased to honour me with, as 
a very great mark of your favour and esteem and shall do every thing in 

my power to make you ever thing [think] that you have not bestowed it 

unworthily, though I must own it gives me some concern to observe that you 

Aouldhave thought proper so much more to have lessened my allowances 

man what you had ever done to any former Major in Bengal, so that you 

have left me little more than barely my Major’s pay which is but five shillings 
a day more than that of a private captain, though I have to support the 
bank [rank] of third in Council and Commander of the Bengal troops. 

* am not Sreat*y interested nor desirous of extraordinary allowances 
pmkm i&e this; hut what has been given to others in the 

station before me, I think, in some measure, is but my right and due, 
as I hope you will never find that I have done or will do less for your 

seraoe tkm any whom you have formerly employed and I can assure Your 

the £250 which I still hope you will order to be payd me is not 

rf S"“fOT °D,e Wh° would suPP°rt as he ought the character 
rftbe station m which you have plated me, for you must be very sensible 

^ °f my way to do anything in trade, or to enjoy any post 

^ aEy 0tk“ advantaSes’ as all the civil councillors can, 

^ 136 pleased t0 COnsider of as abo of the 
IO 1Q my last concerning getting me a brevet from 

Sa &£j& r?t*r W1S? Prove fOT the benefit of your service if you 

Sp*' colmQ7 and my attachment *> 
pm i*te*fc* «r other'be <* more use to you in having 
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the command, than one of equal bank [rank] in His Majesty’s service without 
those advantages. 

6. I have suffered greatly in my health since I last had the honour of 
addressing you by fatigues and bad accommodation which has affected my 

wounds so much that the doctors have strongly advised my going home. 
However, while I am at all able I am resolved not to leave the country at a 

time like this, though I thought it necessary to let Your Honours know so 
much, least I should he obliged to quit before even I can be honoured with 

an answer to this; which I will certainly wait for if my health will permit. 

Having the honour to be with the greatest respect and sincerest attachment, 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your Honours’ most obedient and most humble servant, 

James Killpatrick. 

Camp near Fort William, 25th January 1757. 

P.S.—Though I mentioned to Your Honours in the above that Collone! 
Clive would send you general returns of the whole, yet I think it my duty 
also to send particular returns of the Bengal troops, which I here now have 
the honour to enclose you being as above. 

3 

LETTER DATED 26 JANUARY 1757 

Arrival of forces under Watson and Ciwe—Watson's demand for repara¬ 
tions from Nawab—Capture and destruction of Hooghly—Proposal of treaty 
of neutrality with the French—Proposals for strengthening Fort William— 

Fort William Council's protest to Fort St. George Council against grant to 

Clive of certain powers—Clive's refusal to surrender powers to Fort William 

Council. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. Copy of our letter transmitted under cover to the President and 

Council of Fort St. George to be forwarded via Bussorah [is] enclosed. We 
shall, in this address, give you a summary account of our proceedings since 
our appointment by the Walpole's packet. < 

2. By that ship we received a letter from.the Select Committee of Fort 

St. George importing the following particulars: that His Majesty^ squadron 

and the Company’s ships Marlbro’ and Walpole were then upon i 
sailing for Ballasore road, that they had embarked on 

officers included, 109 of the train and 940 
Robert Clive Esqre, that they had sent 490,000 rupjees on i 

Vol. H—12 
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the expences of the expedition consigned to Col. Clive, that they had 
directed him to apply to us for plans of a treaty to be made with the Nabob 
and of military operations, but had empowered him to deviate from the whole 

or part of such plans if he thought them inconsistent with tire Company’s 
interest, and that they had directed him, in case they should recall him, to 

return with his troops leaving as many as he may judge sufficient for the 

defence of Calcutta. 

3. The Protector and Lapwing brought us another supply of seepoys. 

4. Upon the arrival of Admiral Watson and Col. Clive we judged it 

proper and necessary to give them an invitation to our Committee. And 
accordingly our consultations while at Fulta were always held on board the 

Kent, particular regard being paid to Mr. Watson’s advice, whose attachment 
to the Company’s interest we have since experienced. 

5. Esteeming it necessary previously to request of Mi*. Watson the 

assistance of his squadron to retake Fort William and oblige the Suba to make 

us reparation for our losses and injuries, we did so on the 16th December and 
received a handsome assurance of the Admiral of doing all in his power for 
the Company’s benefit, as far as was consistent with the safety of His Majesty’s 

ships. 

6. A letter was then wrote to the Nabob from the Admiral implying his 
design of coming here to re-establish the Company and procure restitution 
of their losses, which it was hoped the Nabob would be inclinable to grant. 
This letter was wrote with intention to amuse him and prevent his reinforcing 

the garrison at Calcutta during the delay of the squadron at Fulta account 
of the spring tides. Hitherto no answer has been received to that letter 

though we are assured it was delivered. 

7. The time of moving from Fulta with the success of the squadron 
have already been mentioned, as well as the publication of our manifesto and 
declaration of war. Upon our request Admiral Watson has likewise declared 
war against the Suba on His Majesty’s part. 

8. One of the first steps we took after our return was to write to the 

zemindars of the neighbouring pergunnahs to pay the rents and revenues of 
their respective districts into our treasury on pain of having their country 
destroyed in case of refusal. Several of .them have sent their vackells and 
preraised obedience to our orders; by this means we have hopes of easing 

the Company considerably in the charges of the operations it may be 
expedient to carry on against the Suba. 

, % The capture and destruction of Hughly was esteemed so essential to 
strike a terror in the Suba’s troops and encourage any malcontents to declare 
in our favour; that the Bridgwater and Kings Fisher with a considerable 

detatchment erf land forces were sent up that expedition, which has been exe- 
with the loss of but few men of our side, but it is reported that a great 

number of the enemy have been slain. The fort was blown up by Major 

rad the town, gunge etc,; burnt to ashes. This we have reason to 
he&vf fas had the desired effect and thrown the country into a vast conster- 

We have withefawn our troops and have encamped our military 
esc^ upon a plain near Dhmdumma. 
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10. Our intelligence from all quarters agreeing that the Nabob is on his 
march this way with a large army, we have wrote the Select Committee at 

Bombay and Fort St. George and enforced the necessity of supplying us with 

troops to compleat our re-establishment and procure reparation for our losses, 
damages and charges. 

11. The French settled at Chandernagore having made proposals to 
Admiral Watson for a neutrality within the Ganges which the Admiral had 

not accepted, we thought it our duty (upon receiving private advice from 
Mr. Boddam of His Majesty’s declaration of war) to represent the benefit a 

treaty of neutrality would be of to the Company and community by taking 

away any pretence for a junction of that nation with the Nabob—-a junction 

which would prove very detrimental to our measures, if permitted to take 

place. Mr. Watson was accordingly addressed to upon that subject. A few 
days after the Admiral made us the three following propositions regarding the 

French settled here and requested our sentiments, which of the three would 

be the most eligible for the interest of the Company in our present circums¬ 
tances. The first was “for a simple treaty of neutrality with the French 

within the Ganges and if so, when to be concluded, whether now or some 
time before his departure. The second for a treaty of neutrality joined with 

a league offensive and defensive against the Suba, if it could be effected; if 

not, a defensive league only.” The last for acting against the French openly 

by sea and land and using our whole force to exterminate them totally out 

of these provinces. 

12. These propositions were duly weighed by us and the result of our 

deliberation was that a treaty of simple neutrality with the French within 

the Ganges to continue during the course of the present war subsisting between 

the Crown of Great Britain and French was to be preferred to the other 

two propositions and that the sooner such a treaty was concluded the better. 

This opinion we transmitted in writing to the Admiral. 

13. Our reasons for this opinion were chiefly these: by concluding such 

a treaty of neutrality, we prevented their assisting the Suba in any shape 

against us, secured our own settlement {at present but ill-prepared to 

withstand an European enemy) from any apprehensions of it’s being attacked 
by them, and were thereby left at liberty to prosecute the war against rite 

Nabob with more vigour. It will likewise give the settlement an opportunity 

of recovering it's trade should we be able shortly to put an end to the troubles. 

14. By a letter of the 13th November from the Select Committee at Feet 

St. George we expect to be reinforced from Bombay with 500 men. Upon 
the arrival of their troops and those embarked on the Cumberland we hope to 

be enabled to act in the field and if successful in one decisive battle to end 

these troubles upon terms both honorable and advantageous to the Company 
in a short time. That the Nabob is uneasy and apprehensive of the conse¬ 

quences of the war he has brought upon himself, we have good reason to 

believe from a letter of Coja Wazeed’s to Col. Clive and die mediation they 

have desired the French to undertake in order to accommodate matters. The 
demands we verbally made the French deputies were in substance: to fc^fte 

restitution for our losses and satisfaction for the damages and dbteges 
sustained in consequence of the Suba*s * violences, to have permission to 

erect such fortifications as we might think proper part bf tte 
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country we chuse to settle a factory, and to be allowed a mint in Calcutta 
These demands were forwarded by the French to Coja Wazeed by whose" 
answer there is great room to imagine there will be little difficulty made to 
any of the articles except the mint, and we flatter ourselves that we shall not 
only compel the Nabob to make restitution and reparation for the private 
and public losses sustained by the Europeans, but likewise enact a more 
punctual obedience to the tenour of our phirmaund and obtain such an 
increase of our revenues and such immunities for our commerce as to render 
this settlement more beneficial to the Company than it has been since it’s first 
establishment. 

15. To preserve such an acquisition of priviledges and indulgences as we 
may be enabled to make the Suba consent to and to secure for trade in these 
dominions, it will be essentially necessary to erect a strong fortification and 
maintain a respectable military force, a proportion of which charge may be 
h>rne by the inhabitants. For this purpose it will be proper to assess every 
black merchant or resident within our bounds according to his abilities for 
the support and expence of a body of troops consisting of Europeans and 
seepoys, and to raise the ground rent of such houses as are situated within the 
fortifications for the disbursement of that charge. Both of these methods we 
imagine will be readily assented to by the Europeans and natives, will enable 
the Company to keep the Government within bounds at an easy expence and 
put an end to the continual extortions and venal practices of the Durbar 
Terms so beneficial and desirable we doubt not will be highly satisfactory" 
We must therefore recommend it to you, Hon’ble Sirs, to send us out an able 
engineer to plan a strong and regular fortification and give us permission to 
execute that plan immediately. We must- likewise repeat that it will be 
proper to keep up a large military force and request you will send us out by 
the first opportunity a considerable body of disciplined troops, if possible, with 
positive orders to the gentlemen at Madrass not to detain them upon that 
coast on any acount whatever. P • 

16. Military stores of all kinds will be wanted with good artillery officers 
which company is now under the command of Major Killpatrick. 7 

17. As it would be imprudent to risque a second capture of the settle- 

fe” as unsuccessful in the field, we are taking the present 

kveUffi^fhe W 38 WeuCan b7 di®in« a ditch 30 wide round the wall 
levettmg die houses within . . . paces round and throwing up a glacis with 

meat. We aunwwTt8 secure us from further attempts of the Govern- 
IStSrTl detain the Protector in the river and have 

here till we "are betteT settled wTh^ f®^an.other shiP of force to remain 

** P-vismns of all kinds to be laid ffiTy ffie^nxy. ^ ^ 

CmmLrZtSlSS tn *** tt00pS £r°m Bombay and those on the 
todh3r?Clt? OU\affairs’ we have dispatched 

~ ting toSeUle to br“g them up immediately on their 

m - are next to request 
make some observations on the extraordinary conduit .of 
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may attack their possessions on that coast, is in our opinion far from consistent 
with the true interest of the Company. We must also remark that though 
they have been pleased to give Col. Clive these directions, the number of 
troops sent under bis command with those which arrived with Major 
Killpatrick do not exceed, if equal, the number of recruits designed for this 
Presidency and detained on their coast. 

24. We have required of Col. Clive to recede from the independant power 
given him by the Select Committee at Fort St. George and subject himself 
to the orders of this Presidency; but he has refused to surrender that 
authority. We must leave it to you, Hon’ble Sirs, to take proper notice of so 
injurious a conduct in your servants on the Coast. 

25. Since writing thus far the Admiral has received an answer from the 
Nabob to his letter and has wrote another to desire he would listen to the 
proposals he would receive from us. 

26. Mr. Holwell, who is one of our Committee, being on his departure 
for England on this sloop by reason of his health, we have given the care of 
these advices to his charge, and are with the greatest respect, 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most faithfull and most obedient humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / Richd. Becher. 

Fort William, 26th January 1757. 

4 

LETTER DATED 30 JANUARY 1757 

Watts3 reply to HolwelFs charges—His recommendatory letters respecting 
Raj BallabhJs son and family—His failure to prevent Narain Das’s representa¬ 
tion to the Nawab—Weak position of the garrison at Kasimbazar when 
besieged by Nawab—Counter-charges against Holwell—Nawab harasses the 
English for money. 

To the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

L Mr. Holwell in his address to Your Honours having in many parts of 
his letter arraigned my conduct, self-defence obliges me to reply to the several 
particulars and to point out where he has been mistaken. 

2. In the 4th paragraph of his letter, he relates a very plausible story of 
Rajabtillub s1 being seized on his master Newagees Mahomed Cawn’s2 death 
and during die life of AHiverdi Cawn3 and was by Surajud Doulet imprisoned, 
wtm by severe methods endeavoured to force a confession and discovery of 
Newaugees Mahmud Cawn’s riches, and then launches out into a panygerick 
on the faithfulness of Rajabullub to his deceased master. Where Mr. Holwell 
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picked up this piece of intelligence I am at a loss to know, for neither I or, 
I believe, any of the gentlemen of Cossimbuzar ever heard of his being 

imprisoned till after the old Nabob's death. On the contrary, Rajabullub was 

daily employed in giving an account of Newaugees Mahmud Cawn’s riches 

to the old Nabob and never received any check till about a few days before 

he died when, on the information of Surajud Doulet of Newaugees Mahmud 

Cawn’s Begum4 or wife's raising for us, he was sent for and spoke to severely, 

on which he returned to his mistress at Mootah Jail, where she was raising 
forces, as much to preserve the life of her gallant Meir Nusserally5 as her 

riches, which she expected will be seized on her father's death. Mr. Holwell 

then proceeds and argues extremely well for Rajabullub, after which he 
ventures to assert upon memory alone what I can, with the same or more 

certainty, affirm I never wrote; what I wrote, I can venture to say, was only to 

the following purport vizt., to Mr. Manningham: “that Rajabullub’s son’s* 

wife was taken ill on her way to Jaggernaut7; therefore, Rajabullub desired 

she might be admitted into Calcutta for a month till she was brought to bed 

as she was ready to lie in. I had complied with his intercession to write to 
the Governor, as Rajabullub had been usefull to us and might be more so.” 

What I wrote to the Governour was enclosed under a flying seal to Mr. 

Manningham, and was to the same purport; only the article of her being 

ready to lie in was omitted. But I, in the most solemn manner, declare that 

I never wrote to supply her with boats, neither did I know rill about the time 

of the whole [old] Suba’s death, that ever Rajabullub’s son or wealth were 

admitted into Calcutta. If I had been acquainted with that I should have 

been immediately alarmed, and the moment I suspected any ill consequences 

might attend the Governour’s keeping Rajabullub’s son or wealth in Calcutta, 

I did, as Mr. Holwell mentions, desire the Governour to turn them out of the 

place. I never heard from the more tinderstanding people about the 

Durbar that Newaugees Mahmud Cawn’s Begum would ever get the better 
and the gentlemen of Cossimbuzar were under so little apprehensions of any 

alteration in the Government by her means that I do not remember we ever 

mentioned the affairs to Calcutta; therefore I cannot conceive from what 

quarter Mr. Holwell could get this intelligence. 

3. With regard to Mr. HolwelTs 5th paragraph of Ms letter, I acknowledge 

to have wrote to the purport he mentions, but what salutary end it could 

answer afronting so considerable a person as Narrain Sing after knowing and 
receiving him with respect, and refusing the Nabob’s letter which demanded 

Kissendass and his wealth, I cannot conceive, without there were some hidden 

causes and motives which do not appear at present. The moment I was 

acquainted with the affair, I dreaded the consequences of afronting so consi¬ 
derable a servant of a young man intoxicated with power and wealth, and 

who expected an implicit obedience to his will. I, therefore, immediately 
applied to all the great men about the Nabob to prevent Narain Sing’s com¬ 

plaining, and the affair was seemingly hushed up, but possibly when the 

Nabob marched to Rajamaul where he received the Govemour's letter which 

so much incensed him, Narain Sing, who was then with him, might take 
die opportunity to represent Ms own ill-treatment. I must here remark 

when Mr. Hblwdl found himself etnbarassed how to acty I mm surprised 

he should not propose to the Governor the asking the advice and assistance 
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of the rest of the Council. Why they did not or why they assumed a 
power of acting by themselves, a power no ways delegated to them, must 
appear extraordinary to every impartial judge. I must here again observe 
that the utmost efforts of Newaugees Mahmud Cawn's Begum was to pre¬ 
serve her gallant and wealth; neither was it ever imagined that a loose, 
abandoned, old woman would be able to stand in competition for the Govern¬ 
ment with Surageet Doulet. 

4. The 7th paragraph of Mr. Holweil’s letter requires no answer. In 
the 8th he mentions that the taking of Gayree8 by His Majesty's squadron, 
and the naval strength of the English in India, was the occasion of much 
speculation at the Durbar. This, tho* I resided at Cossimbuzar and had cons¬ 
tant intercourse with the most considerable Durbar officers, I never heard of, 
and I am confident from the many conversations I have had with them, that 
scarce any but a few merchants knew who Angria* was and even those who 
had heard of his name mentioned him with the utmost contempt as a needy 
robber. I, likewise, never heard that our having sixteen ships of war and a 
strong land force coming to Bengal ever gained belief at the Durbar, and 
any person who knows the nature of these eastern people, how incurious and 
indolent they are, must be sensible how little they trouble themselves with 
occurrences and affairs that happen beyond their own province. 

5. In answer to the 9th, 10th and 11th paragraphs, I must say it might 
have been possibly better if we had answered the Nabob's perwannah as poli¬ 
ticly as the French did. 

6. With regard to the letters mentioned in the 12th paragraph, few 
reached us; that in relation to enquiring of the Nabob’s ministers whether 
his intentions were to extort a sum of money from us never did. 

7. The letter of the 1st of June mentions not Roydulub, one of the 
Nabob's ministers, but only a jemmadar of his, who might very probably be 
mistaken in his intelligence. However, in the circumstances we were in, we 
thought it incumbent on us to transmit every particular we heard. 

8. The small resistance they were able to make in Calcutta, where their 
numbers and all kinds of military stores were above ten times more than that 
what we had, besides die advantage of shipping to reure to, proves, I think, 
evidently how greatly the five captains were mistaken in their opinion of the 
defencibleness of Cossimbuzar. Our whole garrison, according to our muster 
rolls, consisted of only 51 or 52 men, six of which were sick, and of the re¬ 
mainder there were not above twenty Europeans and those most undisciplined 
Dutchmen, the rest being topasses on whom little or no dependance could be 
put. With this force, we had orders to resist an army of thirty thousand men 
who had possession of all the houses round us, which commanded the bastions; 
a^d after we could defend the place no longer, we were to make the best retreat 
in wr power, a retreat of above a hundred miles over land, through an 
eJiemy's eountry, and in the face of so large an army, fqr neither boats or 

could we expect to procure in those circumstances or, if we could, the 
ww was too shallow to proceed down against so large a force, it being in many 
fteoes not above two feet deep. This letter we never received; if we had, we 

have submitted to the directions there given, notwithstanding the appa- 
p®eposterousne^ of them. 
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9. In Mr. Collet’s and ray letter to Your Honours, I have given my rea¬ 
sons for going out of the factory which was by the advice and consent of all 
the gentlemen of the factory and officer of the garrison ; and when I found 
mvself detained in camp, and the surgeon returned to the factory, I told him 
that though I did not know what might be the consequences, yet I did not 
think it advisable for Messrs Collet and Batson to quit the factory. But the 
message not being delivered, they came to camp when I told them the 
message I had sent, and that I was sorry to see them there. Mr. Holwell then 
proceeds and wishes for our sakes, and the honour of our country, that we may 
be able to justify our conduct in not fighting, in answer to which I must 
ask Mr. Holwell, why he did not continue to defend the factory when at the 
time of the delivering of it up he had five times the number of men we had at 
Cossimbuzar. I term it delivering of it up, from the account I received from 
Mr. George Gray, Junior, a young gentleman of sense and spirit, who showed 
his account to many of his fellow sufferers who were then in the French 
hospital at Chandernagore, and who allowed the account to be just; and I 
declare solemnly I never once heard of the betraying of the back gate to the 
enemy though there were above 80 men of different degrees in the French 
hospital (till Mr. Holwell returned from Muxadavad who then told that story). 
Mr. Gray’s etc., account of the affair is as follows—“Soon about noon the Gover¬ 
nor and Council thought proper to write to the Nabob and Duan demanding 
a truce and an accommodation but had no answer returned. About 4 o’clock 
the enemy called out to us not to fire, upon which the Governour showed a flag 
of truce, and gave orders for us not to fire; upon which the enemy in vast 
numbers came under the walls and at once set fire to the windows which were 
stopt up with cotton bales, began to break open the fort gate, and scaled our 
walls on all sides. This put us into the utmost confusion. Some rushed out at 
the gate towards the river and others were surrounded by the Moors who 
showed them signs of quarter upon which they delivered themselves up”. To 
this I must here add that one Corporal Angel assured me that when the Moors 
in numbers came under the walls he had his match ready to fire a flanck gun 
on them by which he must have destroyed many. But Mr Holwell took the 
match out of his hand and extinguished it in a tub of water. This is a circum¬ 
stance I should never have thought of mentioning had not Mr. Holwell laboured 
so much to arraign my conduct by artfully endeavouring to prove that one day’s 
defence of Cossimbuzar might have saved Calcutta ; and in order to do this, he 
calls the heavens to his assistance and makes it rainy, dirty weather for several 
days after the taking of the place*, To this I answer, and appeal to every inhabi¬ 
tant of Calcutta for the truth of what I assert, that except one shower on the 
2nd night after the place was taken it was in general dear and dry weather 
for many days, I think to the beginning of July. 

10. In answer to the last part of the 16th paragraph, I am informed from 
some of the gentlemen that suffered at Cossimbuzar that their ill-treatment 
was owing entirely to the officer shooting himself which made the Moors appre¬ 
hend if they were left free they might make some desperate attempt. Mr. 
HolwelTs laboured endeavours through 5 sheets of paper to set my conduct 
in the worst point of Kght might induce me to retaliate on him the same 
medmd of reasoning, by saymg if he had defended Fort to die last 
extremity, not hoisted the flag of truce which the Moors might take for a 
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flag of surrender, or one of their own, and not suffered numbers to come 
under the walls which gave them an oportunity to scale and take the place, 
or if when the Moors entered the place every one had used his endeavours 
to escape and had not been collected together, many might have escaped that 
suffered, or if you had defended the fort till night, you had a much better pros¬ 
pect of making a retreat with your numbers to Jungaraul10 where the ships 
lay, than we had from Cossimbuzar where the distance was five times more, 
and our numbers five times less. 

11. Mr. Hoi well, in the translation he gives of the machulka he was 
obliged to sign, has not only as he terms it varied the words but likewise the 
sense of it. What I signed to was that in fifteen days’ time the gentlemen of 
Calcutta should level what new works they had begun, deliver up the Nabob’s 
subjects who had fled for protection there, and that if it could be proved that 
we had falsified the Company’s dusticks by giving them to those who had no 
right to them, we should pay back what the Government had suffered by loss 
of dutys. This machulka or obligation I alone signed to and not the Council. 

12. What arrassdasses were wrote from Calcutta to the Nabob the 
gentlemen best know, but by what Roydulub, the Nabob’s Prime Minister, 
answered when I desired leave to write to Calcutta, it appears they never 
reached him, for Roydulub told me if any proposals of accommodation were 
made first from Calcutta, I might write as often as I pleased, but till then 
positively refused me. And there is great reason to believe that they had no 
thoughts of an accommodation when they paid no attention to our letter from 
Hughley wherein Mr. Collet and I wrote that if the Governor and Council 
would send a proper person to the camp or empower us to act, we flattered 
ourselves, that even then the dispute with the Nabob might be finished for 
a sum of money. To this, though we never read it, we were informed an 
answer was wrote importing that after the disgrace the Company had suffered 
by the taking of their factory at Cossimbuzar, and imprisoning their servants, 
they were resolved not to come to any agreement. 

13. The last dying speech of Mahubut Jung or Alliverdi Cawn to his 
grandson, neither he or, I believe, any of the gentlemen of the factory ever 
heard of; neither have I since from any of the country people. It seems an 
imitation of the speech of Lewis the XIV to his grandson and appears as 
Mr. Collet aptly terirts it only a specious fable. That the Nabob never 
intended to drive the English out of his dominions, or proposed demolishing 
the European fortifications, and that his whole end and aim was money alone, 
is, I think, sufficiently demonstrated by his behaviour to the French and 
Dutch* on his return to Hughly with his victorious army, who were in a most 
defenceless state, ami from whom he demanded twenty lacks or two millions 
of rupees, their guns, ammunition and the demolishing of their fortifications, 
fani was at test pacified with four hundred and fifty thousand rupees from the 
latter, and three hundred and fifty thousand from the former, which is agree- 

to the proportions and payment of the two nations, the French ever pay- 
^ *han either the Dutch or us. That during his stay at Hughley, which 

wa® seven or eight days, he might have taken both places is certain, and that 
he had mo enemy immediately to proceed against is as undoubted, for he did 

could net, pass Ms forces over the great river Ganges into the Prounea 
fpPteneaj country till the rains were over, and the waters fallen. Some of the 
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most sensible among the French have told me that they represented to the 
Nabob that they could not think of staying in the country or carrying on any 
business with security without fortifications, and that if the Nabob had per¬ 
sisted in his demand the remedy they then would have had was to have 
thrown their gates open to him and desired leave to retire with their effects. 
From the natural pacifick disposition of the Dutch there is reason to believe 
thev would have acted with equal prudence. 

14. Mr. Holwell having delivered in his letter but a two days before we 
left Fulta, and our attention having been since taken up in the several mea¬ 
sures necessary to be pursued for the future safety of Your Honours’ settle¬ 
ment, possibly I may have omitted many particulars which may, in future, 
occur and oblige me to trouble you with another address. 

15. I am sensible of the great advantage Mr. Holwell must gain in 
quitting India at this critical juncture and returning to Europe by the oppor¬ 
tunity he will have of pleading his cause personally before you. But I flatter 
myself no determination will be made to my prejudice from any allegations 
of his without hearing my defence when I hope I shall be able to obviate any 
objections made to my conduct. 

I am. 
With the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honours, 
Your most obedient humble servant, 

Wm, Watts. 
Calcutta, 30th January 1757. 

5 
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May it please Your Honours, 

1. Triplicate of our letter from Fulta under date the 15th September, we 
now enclose in this packet. You will therein see the misfortunes which have 
befallen your settlement of Fort William and its subordinates, the miserys 
and hardships we underwent by remaining in the river so many months con¬ 
fined to a few ships and vessels, and the steps we pursued to obtain a re¬ 
establishment in these provinces, with restitution of the heavy losses Your 
Honours and the private inhabitants of Calcutta have suffered. In that letter 
we promised you the particulars of the siege when we next addressed you, 
but upon second consideration, we find it impracticable to form a narrative 
that will be assented to by all the members of the Board who were concerned 
in these transactions. We must therefore beg leave to refer Your Honours to 
the several addresses those gentlemen have separately made you through the 
channel of this Board. They are transmitted in this packet and to your can¬ 
dour we submit our conduct, without any further comment. 

2. We have already apprized Your Honours of the distress of your 
servants, and the inhabitants of Calcutta, which made it necessary for us to 
allow them a subsistance at. your expence. In this allowance we have been 
as frugal as possible, and we flatter ourselves the extra charges incurred by 
this means will not be esteemed unreasonable. Should we be fortunate enough 
to succeed in our operations against the Subah (which we have not the least 
doubt of), we shall take care to see you reimbursed the amount of that 
expence. 

3. By the face of our proceedings while at Fulta, Your Honours will 
observe, we took the ships Doddaly, Fort William, Speedwell and Lively and 
Nancy grabs into your service on the most reasonable terms we could. This 
we were necessitated to do for the accommodation of the inhabitants and mili¬ 
tary, the security of your effects from any attempts of the Moors, and to lade 
the stores we purchased for the use of the military &c. We found it necessary 
likewise to freight the Success galley for an hospital ship, numbers of our 
military being sick, and the unwholesome damps of the ground at Fultah 
rendering it dangerous to send them ashore. 

4. In the box of books by this vessell you will receive one copy of our 
Fulta consultations, letters and accompts to which we must refer Your Hon¬ 
ours for oui proceedings and the particulars of such disbursements as we 
made of your cash. 

5* The Board having judged it expedient to appoint a Secret Committee 
for receiving all intelligence relating to the Nabob's motions, and concerting 
measures for our re-establishment, a copy of their transactions is likewise 
forwarded by this conveyance for your perusal. 

& The Select Committee appointed in your commands of the 11th Feb¬ 
ruary 1756 will adyise of whatever may he relative to the trust reposed in 
them* The number of members in that Committee has been increased by the 
addition of the Major and Mr. Holwell which was moved for by our President 
in our consultadon of the 16th December, to which day's proceedings and that 
of the 20th we beg leave to refer Your Honours for our several opinions. 

.Committee will inform you what efforts have been made by yoJr 
Fbrt Sr Ceorge for the recovery of Fort William, and the 
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notice has been given for all persons who have claims to any effects left in 
the fort or town to send in their demands to Sub-Accomptant who has our 
orders to deliver it upon a receipt being given by the claimant to be res¬ 
ponsible for the said effects or their amount, in case it should be contested and 
awarded to another. 

14. The inconveniences we experienced at the siege of Calcutta from the 
prodigious numbers of Portugueese women, who were admitted for security 
into the Fort, the very little or no service which that race of people are of 
to the settlement, added to the prospect we had of a war with France (in 
which case we had reason to suppose they would refuse to take up arms 
against an enemy of their own religion, should we be attacked, induced us 
upon our return to interdict the publick exercise of the Roman Catholick 
religion, and to forbid the residence of their priests in our bounds. 

15. Our chaplains having both demised, Mr. Gervas Bellamy in the Black 
Hole, and Mr. Robert Mapletoft of a fever at Fulta, we have appointed the 
Reverend Mr. Cobbe our chaplain till your pleasure is known, with the usual 
salary and allowances annexed to that benefice. He was chaplain to the Kent, 
which station he has quitted to serve Your Honours, and he appears to us very 
worthy of your favour. 

16. We were under a necessity during our stay at Fulta to dispose of 
the bullion to Mr. Bisdom1 sent us by the President and Council of Fort 
St. George at a low rate to procure rupees for our current expences. But we 
can assure Your Honours, we used our utmost endeavours to obtain a higher 
price which the unsettled face of things made impracticable. 

17. Most of the military and artillery officers upon our establishment 
being dead, several promotions were made by us, for the particulars of which 
we beg leave to refer Your Honours to our consultations, wherein you will 
observe Mr. Dugald Campbell had a captain's commission granted him, in 
consequence of your recommendation of that gentleman. He was since un¬ 
fortunately killed at the taking of Buz Budgea. We have given the Company 
vacant by his death to John Fraiser [Fraser] Esqr. 

18. The ships freighted for your service were all ordered to be unloaded 
and will be discharged as soon as that is finished. 

19. The gentlemen at Bombay have indented for 500 tons of saltpetre 
and the Govemour and Council of Fort St. George have wrote for the Walpole 

and Mctrlbro to be returned from hence with as large a quantity of that article 
as we can procure. To do this, and for our current expences, they have made 
us & consignment of only 88,000 rupees out of the remittance they have received 
this season fee the use of our Presidency. This proceeding of your servants 
upop the Choromandel Coast will render it difficult for us to comply with the 
above mentioned indents. We shall endeavour, nevertheless, to purchase as 
much saltpetre as we can, by giving interest notes for the amount, and have 
wrrote m the most pressing manner to Mr. Pigot and his Council for a speedy 

• money, without which it will be impossible either to attempt the 
provision of an investment the ensuing season, or even t6 defray the necessary 

arges o our military servants wages etc. , We must take the liberty to 

^r°Ur ^onours k°w prejudicial this deficiency in the consignments 
ass rnay to your affairs in these ^ provinces at this time, it 
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being impossible (we are afraid) to borrow money at interest, and as impossible 
to carry on the works necessary for our defence, and the operations in the 
field against the Subah, without money, besides which we may lose many 
favourable opportunities of purchasing goods proper for your use, by the want 
of ready cash to pay for them, ail which inconveniences the gentlemen upon 
that Coast must have been aware of, and their conduct therefore the more 
inexcusable. 

20. We shall now reply to such parts of Your Honours’ General Letter 
this season, as we have it in our power to answer, in our present situation, 
many parts of which we are obliged to leave unanswered from the loss of all 
our papers, books, consultations and accompts. 

21. We shall pay a due regard to the orders contained in the 14th para¬ 
graph of your letter per Walpole, and protest against such commanders as 
may loiter or delay1 the time after receiving our first dispatches. 

22. The Aceomptant has been directed to state an accompt current 
between the Company and every Europe ship agreeable to your directions 
which shall be transmitted in the packets of the respective ships. 

23. The President and Council at Madrass have landed all the copper and 
woollen goods designed for this place. Should a favourable turn of affairs 
open any prospect of selling those ■ articles, we shall desire them to forward 
hither such a proportion as we judge can be disposed of; and in that case we 
shall observe your directions for causing the several sorts of copper to be 
put up to sale distinctly. 

24. The house and ground Your Honours mention to have been bought 
by Colonel Scott was purchased at his death by Capt. John Buchanan, of 
whom we bought fibs mills for making powder for the sum of 4000 rupees, 
and took the provision of that article into our own hands on your 
account, allowing Capt. Buchanan a gratuity to supravise and give the neces¬ 
sary orders for incorporating and working the ingredients agreeable to the 
rules received last season, by which measure we should not only have been 
supplied with better gun powder than we could purchase of any persons who 
made it for sale, but found it likewise turn out considerably cheaper, which 
method we shall always adopt for the future. 

25. Your Honours having required our reasons very explicitly for the 
difference of our opinion touching Govindram Metre’s purchase of the farms, 
while he held the office of Black Zemindar, we shall endeavour to explain the 
seeming contradiction of our resolution in Council the 30th January and the 
remark we made in our letter of the 3rd of February following. Metre having 
been ordered to lay a statement of the profits he had made on the farms he 
purchased during his being in your service, the majority of the Board were of 
opinion, he ought to refund the amount of such profits, not because those 
farms were purchased in a clandestine manner, the contrary of which was 
evident, but because you had peremptorily ordered it, and therefore directed 
him to repay the sum of 4785-11-3. But at the same time we thought it 
incumbent on us to do him the justice to acquaint Your Honours that we 
could see no reason to think he purchased those farms in a fraudulent manner. 
This we can assure you to be truth, and you will observe in our proceedings of 
the 3Ckh January that it is only said. Metre should be acwmiabfe fot Ale 
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profits he has made on the farms by him held, but not by him held in a 
clandestine and fraudulent manner. We flatter ourselves this explanation 
will prove satisfactory, and as Your Honours seem to acquit him of paying 
that money, if we do not think him guilty of acting fraudulently in the 
purchase, we shall not demand it of him any more. 

26. Major James Killpatrick has received Your Honours' commission, and 
desires to return his humble thanks for the favour you have shewn him. As 
he has desired to receive his pay of 15 shillings per day, instead of the salary 
you have appointed him of 250£ per annum, we have consented to that 
alteration of your directions. 

27. We have directed the Collector of Consulage3 to advertise your orders 
relating to the shipping off goods for exportation, and the import duty to be 
levied in future on goods which have not paid any customs at your other 
settlements in India, to take place from the 1st of May next. We have in¬ 
dulged the colony with a dispensation of all kinds of duty (the export duty 
on grain excepted) and provisions etc., till the last of December next ensuing 
from a consideration of the distress which the inhabitants labour under at 
present which we hope Your Honours will approve of. 

28. Our books and papers being lost, we are to request you will transmit 
us a set of standing orders for our future conduct, copy of our treasury and 
cash accounts and account sales to the dispatch of the Denham with the 
general books ballanced to April 1755. 

29. It will be proper likewise to send us exemplification of the charter 
instructions for the Mayor's Court and Courts of Oyer and Terminer, Commi- 
sion for holding Courts of Admiralty for the tryal of piracies, and powers to 
appoint judge advocates to general courts martial. 

30. As we are not yet able to certify the state of our markets, we cannot 
pretend to make any indents for woollen goods, copper etc. All we can say 
upon that subject is to request you will not overload us with imports till we 
advise you of there being purchasers. The accounts remains of the I.W.H. 
stone go-down, and military stores will be forwarded by the Delawar. 

31. The inconvenience and little utility of having any part of our military 
force detached at subordinates has been so much felt and experienced by us 
in our late misfortunes, that we take upon us to recommend to Your Honours 
never to maintain a garrison up the country, or have any numerous factorys 
or buildings which may require a large expence of repairs. Should we find 
it necessary to have some Europeans at Cossimbuzar, Dacca or other aurungs, 

a few of the servants at each will answer the end as well and put the Company 
to little or no charge either in Durbar presents or otherwise. 

32. We have determined to defer filling up the vacancies in Council, while 
we have no members absent at subordinates, unless the Board should by 
casualties or otherwise be reduced to less than nine, the number which was 
usually on the spot, when we had factories in the country. 

33. Enclosed is a list of the covenanted servants upon our establishment, 
which compared with the list sent you fast season, will mark out those who 
are dead, most of whom were killed at the taking of Fort William; Messrs 
Iljadfaam, Lyndsay and Vasmer died at Fulta of fevers. 
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34. A copy of the Charter having been preserved by one of the Mayor's 
Court attorneys, we found it absolutely incumbent on us (in consequence of a 
clause therein) to constitute and declare Buiramgurry, the only factory wc 
had remaining, to be the scat of our Presidency which Your Honours will 
observe wc did on the 25th October and published the same by our Secretary. 
Upon our return to Fort William, we have again removed the seat of our 
Presidency from Buiramgurry to this place, and have advertised such removal 
at the fort gates as usual. 

35. Judging it necessary to put the black merchants and Armenians 
under some regulations in future, we shall take into consideration 
when we have more leisure, upon what footing to admit their residence within 
our bounds. 

36. The greatest part of the inhabitants being totally ruined, and unable 
to discharge the whole of their debts by the fatal loss of the settlement, we 
beg leave to recommend their unhappy situation to your consideration. And 
as the calamity has been so general and destructive, and their misfortunes 
owing to no mismanagement of theirs in trade, but to the pillage and depre¬ 
dations of a powerfull and unexpected enemy, we should esteem it an ineffable 
piece of goodness if Your Honours could obtain a clause to the statutes of 
bankruptcy in favour of the unfortunate sufferers at Calcutta, by which they 
should be discharged of all demands, upon giving up and assigning to and 
for the use of their creditors whatever assets they may now be possessed 
of, after which to be left at liberty to provide for themselves and 
families by trade, without being liable to lett or molestation from their 
former creditors. Such a relief in the distresses the inhabitants in general 
labour under at present would be of universal benefit, and we think but fair 
and equitable. 

37. The long and dangerous sickness of our Secretary at Fulta, the death 
of the Sub-Secretary and the impossibility of conducting the business of that 
office in a regular manner on board the ships and vessels we lived in, may 
probably occasion the omission of some papers being entered after our proceed¬ 
ings, and other neglects of that kind, which we hope Your Honours will 
excuse. 

38. Mr. Holwell has delivered in a letter to the Board addressed 
to Your Honours which we transmit by this packet. He begs leave 
to apologize for any errors in the dates he has mentioned as he had no 
vouchers to rectify them, and was obliged to depend on Ms recollection 
alone. He likewise desires the slovenly manner it is transcribed in may be 
overlooked, as he had not time to get a fairer copy engrossed for this 
conveyance. 

39. By this sloop we have granted the following biHs of exchange at 
2s-3d for each current rupee, the respective amounts being first accounted for 
in the treasury; 

One sett to Mr. John Pye dated the 21st January 1757 payable to 
Capt. David Crichton or order for current rupees 933-5-3 or £$terling 

One sett to Mr. Peter Arayatt dated 21st January 1757 payable to 
Willm. Barwell Esqr. or order for current rjipees 8&8-I4 dr £S^rfeig l0& 

VoL H—13 
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One sett to John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. dated 24th January 1757 
payable to J. Z. Holwell Esqr. or order for current rupees 6222-3 or fiSter- 
ling 700. 

One sett to Monsr. Le Beaume dated 25th January 1757 payable to 
Monsr. Raphael De le Beaume de Chateawiedou or order for current 
rupees 550 or fiSterling 61-17-6. 

One sett to Mr. Stanlake Batson dated 25 January 1757 payable to 
Mrs. Margaret Batson or order for current rupees 335 or £Sterling 40. 

One sett to Mr. George Gray dated 26th January 1757 payable to 
Mr. Henry Allen or order for current rupees 24087-2-3 or fiSterling 2709-2-1. 

One sett to Mr. George Gray dated 26th January 1757 payable to 
Mr. George Gray or order for current rupees 9212 or fiSterling 1036. 

One sett to Mr. George Gray dated 26th January 1757 payable to 
Mr. George Gray or order for current rupees 10222-3-6 or £Sterling 1150. 

One sett to Mr. George Gray dated 26th January 1757 payable to 
Mr. George Gray or order for current rupees 9777-12-6 or fiSterling 1100. 

One sett to Mr. George Gray dated 26th January 1757 payable to 
Mr. George Gray or order for current ruppes 11111-1-9 or fiSterling 1250. 

One sett to Mr. Peter Duncan dated 25th January 1757 payable to 
Messrs Jos. and Francis Fowkes or order for current rupees 9436 or 

fiSterling 160-2-5 [sic]. 

One sett to Messrs Mackett and Peter Amyatt dated 25th January 
1757 payable to Mrs Martha Warren or order for current rupees 1810-6-9 
or fiSterling 203-13-5. 

One sett to Messrs Manningham and Franckland and Holmes dated 
25th January 1757 payable to Sir Willm. Russell Bart, or order for current 
rupees 3222-15 or fiSterling 352-11-7. 

One sett to John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. dated 25th January 1757 
payable to Messrs Davis Peter Taylor and Charles Whaley or order for 
current rupees 13333-5-3 or fiSterling 1500. 

One sett to ditto dated ditto payable to J. Z. Holwell Esqr. or order 
few current rupees 4444-7 or fiSterling 500. 

^ W^f®°Tt °f Mls of ex^ange granted by this sloop is current 
rupees 97,094-10-9 or fiSterling 10925-8. V 

40. We are now to acknowledge the receipt of our commission transmitted 
us per Chesterfield, for which we return our most humble thanks, and shall 
do every dung m our power to deserve Your Honours’ favor and regard. 

naW if°wWe d°f d“8 Ier WC ^ Ieave to mention the good incli- 
WOgbs Mr. Watson has manifested to the interest of our employers his 
terngmg the squadron down the Bay notwithstanding he was called home, his 
raidHKss to assist usjwth His Majesty’s ships in recovering our settlements 
aa® advine when requested by oar Select Committee, declaring war 
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against the Subah on His Majesty’s part, and the disinterestedness he has 
shewn in delivering up the fort and town with the guns, military stores, and 
effects found therein, are all marks of the strongest attachment to the good 
and welfare of the Hon’ble Company a ml deserves a particular notice, 

42. Major James Killpatrick having delivered us a letter concerning his 
salary of 250 £ which Your Honours have ordered should not be paid to the 
Majors in future, we enclose that letter and beg leave to observe that this 
pay and other perquisites are very insufficient for the manner it is necessary 
for him to live in, exclusive of the extraordinary care and charge he must 
have upon him as Major of the garrison. 

43. Captain Jones has our directions to follow any orders he may receive 
from Captain Richard Kin {after leaving the pilot) who carries the Admiral 
dispatches to Europe. 

44. As Mr. Holweil takes his passage in this sloop we have committed the 
charge of this packet to his care. 

We are with the greatest respect, 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithful honorable servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / James Killpatrick / Richd. Recher / Paul Richard 
Pearkes / W. Frankland / W. Mackctt. 

Fort William, 31st January 1757. 

6 

LETTER DATED 1 FEBRUARY 1757 

Clive pleads inability to attack Namab with a small force—Fort William 
invulnerable—Bussy’s activities near Vizagapatam—Necessity of early accom¬ 
modation with Nawab—Offer of treaty of neutrality to French repeated— 

Nawab's advance towards Calcutta—His desire for accommodation with the 
English—Clive agrees to act with the Council of Fort William unless driven 
to act otherwise. 

To the Hon’ble Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United Com¬ 

pany of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies, 

Honorable, 

1. I addressed you from Fort St. Qeorga under date of the Ilth October, 
and now I have the pleasure to write you from Bengali and congratulate you 
on your being, in re-possession of Fort Wiffiana, and on the taking abd demo- 
lishirtor ©£ Hughkv ' ' 
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% The enclosed copies' of my advices to the Select Committee of Port 
St. George, together with the accompanying journal of military transactions 
and return of the forces with me, will fully inform you of all our proceedings, 
as well as our present strength and situation of affairs. 

3. You will perceive, gentlemen, that what with the terrible mortality 
in Major Killpatrick’s party at Fulta, 240 Europeans absent on the Cumber¬ 

land and not above half the intended number of seepoys sent me from the 
Coast, the force with me is vastly short of what I had room to expect, and 
will not admit of my carrying on an offensive war against the Nabob till 
I am joyned either by the Cumberland’s men or the expected reinforcement 
from Bombay. However, by the situation of our camp and some batteries 
we have erected, I am quite in a condition to act defensively against his whole 
army. 

4. Fort William is already in a very tolerable state of defence. The 
ditch is finished and in few days a glacis will be completed with an esplanade 
of near 150 yards. The inclosed plan will inform you what other works will 
be added. On the whole I may venture to assure you, that in eight or ten 
days it will be out of all danger from the Moors. 

5. The gentlemen of the Committee of Fort St. George, on advice of 
the war with France, immediately dispatched letters to me directing my 
return to the Coast as early as possible, with what troops could be spared, 
which, considering the reinforcement from Bombay, they hoped would be 
near as many as I brought with me. Further advices from them dated 2nd 
and 11th December mention Monsr. Bussy’s1 having set out from Hyderabad 
the 16th November and advanced towards the sea coast with about 1000 men, 
having left 100 with Salabut Jung. They conclude his destination is for 
Pondicherry, there to join other troops expected from the Islands and make 
up a formidable force for action in the Carnatick, therefore urging my 
return with as many troops as possib^p, both of the Madrass and Bombay 
detachments. For that, all schemes of action in Bengali must be dropt for 
the present, and our whole force bent against the collected strength of the 
French on the Coast. 

6. I have no account myself from the Ghief of Vizagapatam, but by 
Mr. Pocock’s letter to Mr. Watson and the information of Lieutt. Rumbold 
arrived from thence, I understand that Monsr. Bussy gave put that he was 
coming to settle the affairs of this province, but that by the direction of his 
marcfe, he seemed to have a design on Vizagapatam, and the English; settle¬ 
ment in that neighbourhood. That when he was within about 6 days’ march 
of Vizagapatam and heard of the Cumberland’s arrival there, he detached 
Monsr. Law3 with about 300 Europeans to Mazulipatam to defend it against 
any attempts from that ship as it h supposed, and he himself halted with tbfe 
rest of his army consisting as it is thought of about 4 or 5 hundred Europeans 
and a very large black force, both foot and horse. The accident, therefore, 
of the Cumberlands falling in with Vizagapatam has saved your northern 
settlement fey the present, which I fear on her coming away must fall a 
sactipee to the superiority of die French forces in that quarter. 

r 2? ^ concur rd make me wish a speedy accommodation 
m ffcvince, both with the Nabob and French, and it i$*my ardent de&e 



Sirajud-Daulah 
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to be able to embark for the Coast this month, with some of the troops. But 
it is hardly to be expected that matters will be sufficiently settled to admit 
of it. The Admiral declares he is ready to stay till September if your affairs 
require it, and it will be impossible for me to return without the squadron. 
Indeed I am myself so sensible of the “consequence, which the trade of this 
province is of to the Company, that I think I ought not, on any account, to 
draw off part of the troops while a fair prospect remains of a speedy and advan¬ 
tageous conclusion of affairs either by force of arms or a treaty. Whenever 
we return, I will endeavour to prevail on the Admiral to call at Vizagapatam 
to know the state of the Coast and whether our services will be necessary in 
that neighbourhood. 

8. A second offer has been made to the French of a neutrality in the 
Ganges, and without the condition we formerly insisted upon, their joining 
us against the Nabob. . As yet we have had no answer from them, but I think 
the proposition too advantageous for them to decline, unless indeed the gentle¬ 
men of Charnagore should, not be vested with powers to enter into engage¬ 
ments of such a nature which I somewhat suspect. 

9. As to the' Nabob a treaty is now on foot with him, but I cannot yet 
judge how sincere he is in his intention towards a peace. He has wrote to 
the Admiral, and I am informed he dispatched a letter to me, but as yet I 
have not received it; howeyer, I have heard from several of his great men, 
and all their letters intimate the Nabob's desire of an accommodation with the 
English. Nevertheless his troops advance slowly towards us and he himself 
is within 30 miles on the other side of the river and hourly expected to cross 
it. His force consists of 30,000 men, horse and foot, if we may trust our 
intelligence which indeed has all along proved very defective. It is possible 
his design may be only to amuse us with a treaty for some particular ends, 
but a few days must bring that to light. By the Delawar, if not by this con¬ 
veyance, I shall be able to write with* more certainty on this subject. In¬ 
closed I send translate of a letter I have received from Juggut Seat’s 
vakeel, who accompanys the Nabob, also copy of my answer to him and 
of a letter I desired him to deliver the Nabob, by the tenour of which, you 
will observe, I am endeavouring to see if any good effects can be reaped 
from a moderate conduct. 

10. The Nabob of Prunea was unluckily cut off and his country sub-, 
jected just before our arrival hare. The only competitor that is now likely 
to rise against Surajah Douiet is the Nabob of Cuttack, who, it is said, set out 
about two months ago to bring the Morattoes in the province, and is now 
expected back. It is not improbable the Nabob is under some alarm from 
that quarter. 

11. The gentlemen of the Select Committee here have left the corres¬ 
pondence and negotiations with the Nabob to be transacted by the Admiral 
and me jointly. All propositions they make will be attended to and for my 
part you may be assured, gentlemen, that, notwithstanding my independant 
command, I shall endeavour to maintain a perfect harmony with them and 
act throughout, if possible, with their participation. They thought proper 
some time ago to demand a surrender or my commission as Commander m 

Chief and that I would put myself under their orders, which I looked upon 
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myself as obliged to refuse in justice to those who had intrusted me with such 
powers; however, I represented to them what I had often declared at the 
Council Board, and what indeed the whole tenour of my conduct had con¬ 
firmed, that I had no intentions of making use of my independant powers 
unless they reduced me to it by necessity, for we had but one common interest 
to pursue, which was that of the Company, and as long as that was kept in 
view they would always find me ready to follow their instructions. 

12. It will be unnecessary for me to explain the sorrows of the late 
unhappy loss of Calcutta, or make any observations on the conduct of youi 
servants before or during the troubles. Their own letters, publick and private, 
will lay open the whole. I shall therefore spare myself the invidious task. 

IS. I request the favour of you, gentlemen, to consider that I have a 
large army near me, and am taken up with many civil as well as military 
avocations, and hope, therefore, you will excuse me if my advices are not 
so complete as you might expect. You may nevertheless be assured that no 
one has a warmer zeal or a more constant attention for your service. 

I have the honour to be with great respect. 
Honorable, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 
Camp near Calcutta, 1st February 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 1 FEBRUARY 1757 

CHve intimates recapture of Calcutta, realization of a considerable part of 

investment, and prospect of accommodation with the Nawab. 

To the HonUe the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable, 

1. It is with great pleasure I congratulate Your Honours on the re-capture 
of Calcutta, the re-possession of a very considerable part of your investment 
and of the prospect off an accommodation with the Nabob of this province, to 
the advantage and honour of the Company. 

2. I have addressed myself very fully to your Committee on the skua- 
***** your affairs m these parts, which I hope will meet with your appro¬ 
bation. Give me leave "to assure Your Honours that my undertaking this 
expedition was with the sole view of re-establishing the trade and commerce 
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of this province and my conduct throughout shall be such as will lead to that 
salutary end. 

3. I inclose. Your Honours, a journal of our military proceedings, and a 
return of the forces, under my command. 

Being with the greatest respect, 
Honorable, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 

Camp on Barnagul Plain, 1st February 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 22 FEBRUARY 1757 

Nawab’s overtures for accommodation—His advance towards Calcutta— 
Clive’s reasons for surprise attack on the Nawab—Ahmad Shah Abdali pro¬ 

claims himself Emperor of India—Treaty with Nawab necessitated by French 

activities—Nawab forbids hostilities against the French—French seek treaty 

of neutrality. 

To the HonTrfe Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hoa’bie United Company 

of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Hon*ble, 

1. My last address was by the Syren sloop dated 1st instant, when I 
acquainted you that my force being far short of what I expected, I was only 
in a condition to act on the defensive, that the Nabob was advancing towards 
us and at the same time had made some overtures for an accommodation, and 
that the situation of affairs on the Coast and the pressing instances of the 
gentlemen of Fort St. George for our return made me earnestly wish to con¬ 
clude a peace in this province as speedily as passible. 

2. On the 3rd instant, letters came in from the Nabob proposing to 
restore our settlement and make some reparation for the effects taken, and 
desiring proper persons to be sent to confer with him on the subject. At the 
same time, the van of his army appeared in sight and passed along towards 
Calcutta just without reach of the cannon of our battery to the eastward. 

3. Coja Patrus,1 an Armenian, who brought the Nabob's fetters, assured 
me that the Nabob had by his own mouth promised to wait at a place called 
Gauge, where he then was, till the conference was over, and I direedy wrote 
him testifying my satisfaction at bis padEck intentions* and that two gentle¬ 
men would be deputed immediately to treat with him. As it wm of gpeat con¬ 
sequence to know the Nabob's real des^jn without loss of time, I dispatched 
Messrs, Walsh and Scrafton to him in the next morning who, after travelling 
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of this province and my conduct throughout shall be such as will lead to that 

salutary end. 

3. I inclose. Your Honours, a journal of our military proceedings, and a 

return of the forces, under my command. 

Being with the greatest respect, 

Honorable, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 

Robert Give. 

Camp on Barnagul Plain, 1st February 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 22 FEBRUARY 1757 

Nawab’s overtures for accommodation—His advance towards Calcutta— 

Clive’s reasons for surprise attack on the Nawab—Ahmad Shah Abdali pro¬ 

claims himself Emperor of India—Treaty with Nawab necessitated by French 

activities—Nawab forbids hostilities against the French—French seek treaty 

of neutrality, 

To the Hon’ble Secret Committee for Affairs of die Hon’ble United Company 

of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

HonT>Ie, 

1. My last address was by the Syren sloop dated 1st instant, when I 
acquainted you that my force being far short of what I expected, I was only 
in a condition to act on the defensive, that the Nabob was advancing towards 
us and at the same time had made some overtures for an accommodation, and 
that the situation of affairs on the Coast and the pressing instances of the 
gentlemen of Fort St. George for our return made me earnestly wish to con¬ 
clude a peace in this province as speedily as possible. 

2. On the 3rd instant, letters came in from the Nabob proposing to 
restore our settlement and make some reparation for the effects taken, and 
desiring proper persons to be sent to confer with him on the subject At the 
same time, the van of his army appeared in sight and passed along towards 
Calcutta just without reach of the cannon of our battery to the eastward. 

3. Coja Patrus,1 an Armenian, who brought the Nabob’s letters, assured 
me that the Nabob had by his own mouth promised to wait at a place called 
Gange, where he then was, till the conference was over, and I directly wrote 
him testifying my satisfaction at his paciick intention^ and that two gentle¬ 
men would be deputed immediately to treat with him. As k was of great con¬ 
sequence to know the Nabob’s real design without loss of time, I dispatched 
Messrs. Walsh and Scrafton to him in the next who, after traveling 
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the best part of the way to Gange, were informed that the Nabob had passed 
on to Dum Dumma on which they followed him and running through the 
rear of his army came up with him in the town of Calcutta itself. On their 
admittance to the Nabob, they represented that as they expected to have 
met him at Gange in a favourable disposition towards a peace with the 
English, they could not but be greatly surprized in finding him entered in 
an hostile manner into their very city, and that, unless he would manifest 
some desire of a peace by withdrawing his troops from the neighbourhood 
of Calcutta, they could not enter upon the business they came about. The 
Nabob refused to comply with their proposition and treating them with no 
small haughtiness they took their leave and returned to me late in the 
evening. 

4. As I now plainly perceived he only meant to amuse us and that the 
little opposition he had received served rather to elate his hopes than incline 
him to moderate measures, I determined to attack him the next morning 
before day break, while two thirds of his army were still encamped without 
the Morattos Ditch,2 for when they had once passed and got into the streets 
of the town, it would be too late to attempt it. Another pressing reason for 
the immediate execution of this enterprize, notwithstanding the smallness of 
my force, was the sudden distress we found ourselves in upon the approach 
of the Nabob’s army, by a general desertion of our workmen, coolies and 
servants, the breaking up of pur markets and no provisions to be had but 
what was supplied from the fort by water, in which condition we could not 
have continued long, hut must have retreated into the fort with .disgrace. I 
therefore desired Admiral Watson to assist me with five or six hundred sea¬ 
men principally for drawing the artillery and carrying ammunition which he 
readily complied with, and about 3 in the morning, I marched out with nearly 
my whole force leaving only a few Europeans with 200 new raised bucksarees 

to guard our camp. About 6 we entered the enemies’ camp in a thick fog and 
crossed it in about two hours with considerable execution. Had the fog 
cleared up as it usually does about 8 o’clock when we were entire masters of 
the camps without the ditch, the action must have been decisive, instead of 
which it thickened and occasioned our mistaking the way. I avoid troubling 
you with the particulars of this undertaking as they are fully set down in my 
journal of military occurrences. 

5. The next day being the 6th, the Nabob decamped and removed to 
Dum Dumma and die Armenian was again sent to me with a letter from 
Rungeet Roy desiring. If we meant peace, to transmit our proposals to the 
Nabob who was inclined to comply with them. Accordingly, the Select Com¬ 
mittee was consulted and the articles agreed on and forwarded. But the 
Nabob proposing to sign them in an evasive manner, a second copy 
was sent to him to execute in positive terms, which he did, at least what were 
deemed tantamount, and immediately set forward to Muxadavad with 
all his forces. . 

Just at this time he had received advice that the Afghans had 
defeat**! the Mogul and thehleader had seized the Government assuming 
the tide of Ahmud Shaw Shahawn Shah, Orders were immediately issued 

^ stFtKk the name of the new Emperor, 
“*** m supposed, *5* hurrying to his frontiers to make an alliance 
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with his neighbor, the Nabob of Lucknapore, sometimes called Oud, for their 
mutual support in the present disturbed state of the Empire. 

7. I have little to observe on the terms obtained from the Nabob except 
that they are both, honorable and advantageous for the Company. The 
grants of a mint and the villages hitherto detained from us are very consider¬ 
able and the abolishing the duties lately exacted by the chowkies as well as 
confirming the free transportation of goods without customs of any kind, 
and the rest of the priviledges of the royal phirmaund, are no small points 
gained. 

8. The Nabob caused inventories to be taken of the goods found at 
the out-settlements and aurungs and they are to be delivered up accordingly. 
He intimated privately his intentions of paying three lack of rupees in con¬ 
sideration of the Company's other losses; as to ample restitution for what 
was plundered by his army at Calcutta, it could not well be expected of 
him as he says himself in one of his letters. 

9. The jealousies instilled into him by the French agents made it 
necessary for us to conclude the treaty with him out of hand, as well to 
convince him of our moderate views, which he seemed to doubt, as to prevent 
his 'union with the French which was then strongly pushed on. As he must 
now be convinced of the consequence we are of to his affairs and of his 
advantage and security in a firm and close alliance with us, we may hope 
the treaty will be complied with to our satisfaction and that he will not be 
averse even to granting any further reasonable priviledges that may be 
required of him in future by the gentlemen here. 

10. Mr. Watts set out the 17th to attend the Nabob's Durbar and 
press him to the speedy execution of the several points of the treaty on 
his part and some gentlemen are likewise gone to the different 
subordinates to receive the effects to be delivered over to them. 

11. The French having given no answer to the offers of a neutrality we 
made them we were in hopes to have prevailed on the Nabob to suffer us to 
attack Charnagore since he had solemnly declared in his letters that he would 
esteem our enemies as his, and assist us with forces against them whenever we 
required it. Rungeet Roy was first discoursed with on the subject upon his 
arrival with presents from the Nabob on the conclusion of his treaty, but I 
have reason to think we met with no advocate in him in regard to this point. 
Omichund accompanyed him back to 4he Durbar and had particular instruc¬ 
tions to sound the Nabob on the subject. He returned with a letter from the 
Nabob in which he desired us to furnish him with 25 artillery men, and 
referred us to Omichund for some particulars he had ordered him to impart, 
which were that he had been informed that Monsr. Bussy with a large army 
was coming and that some French [men] of war were likewise expected and 
that he desired we would prevent the French from entering his kingdom by 
land or water. As this was construed in some measure a permission for attack¬ 
ing the French in Charnagore,. a proper answer was wrote to the Nabob ami 
Mr. Watts accompanyed by Omichund was sent to urge die point. The next 
day being the I8th, the army crossed the river and encamped opposite tp 
Barnagul and this day I Intended to have begun my march towards GWr- 
nagore. The large ships were to have followed the ^5th before whkh it would 
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be dangerous for them to move on account of the irregular and rapid tides. 
We were in expectation of receiving very soon further encouragement from 
Mr. Watts for attempting the enterprize, but yesterday arrived letters from 
the Nabob absolutely forbidding hostilities against the French and declaring 
that he should consider all attempts against them as violation of the treaty 
and that he would assist them in such case with his utmost force. At the 
same time came in a request from the Governor and Council of Charnagore 
for a neutrality within the Ganges which the Select Committee taking into 
consideration thought it advisable to accede to rather than risque a rupture 
with the Nabob. Accordingly, an answer was returned them that if they 
were duly impowered to conclude such an act and could get it guaranteed by 
the Nabob, we would come into it on our part. I wrote at the same time 
to the Nabob acquainting him of our submission to his orders, but that if 
by this means the French should hereafter be in such a state as to disturb his 
country, he must lay the blame on himself. 

12. All operations therefore are now over and I may hope in [a] few days 
to take my passage for the Coast with the satisfaction of having left your 
affairs well re-established and a general tranquility in the province. My 
joy will be complete if I am so happy as to find my conduct throughout has 
been such as to merit your approbation. 

13. Since I had the honour to address you last I have had no further 
advices from Fort St. George nor has the Cumberland appeared nor any of 
the troops we expected from Bombay.' I can therefore return with very 
few men to the Coast. The importance of this colony is such that 
I cannot conclude better than by recommending to Your Honours in the 
strongest manner to send out as large a military force as you conveniently 
can for its protection. 

I am with the greatest respect, 
Hon’ble, 

Your most obedient and humble servant 

[R. Clive} 
Camp opposite to Barngul, 22nd February 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 22 FEBRUARY 1757 

Nawab’s advance towards Calcutta—dive’s surprise attack on Nawab** 
forces—Conclusion of advantageous treaty with Nawab—Nawab forbids 
hostilities against the French—Willingness to conclude treaty of “Neutrality 

within the Ganges” with the French—Nawab in favour of alliance with the 

English—Necessity of a strong garrison in Calcutta. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company oi Merchants of England trading ta the East Indies. 
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Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. Enclosed we transmit you duplicate of our address by Mr. Hoi well, 
who returned to Europe on the Syren sloop, which vessel, we hope, has safely 
imported in England before the arrival of these advices. By this packet we 
send one copy of our proceedings, letters etc. for your perusal. 

2. Since the dispatch of the Syren the Nabob’s forces approached to the 
outskirts of our town, contrary to a promise he had made the Colonel. 
Messrs Walsh and Scrafton waited on him in Omichund’s garden, but being 
received with indifference and giving no satisfactory answers to the proposals 
they made him, the Colonel, on the morning of the 6th instant, beat up his 
quarters, marched through his camp and killed a great number of men. 
The loss on our side was not inconsiderable. We have reason to imagine 
the consternation this affair occasioned both in the Nabob and his army, 
induced him to sue for an accommodation by the intervention of Roy 
Rungeet, Juggerseat’s vackeel. The articles of the treaty we have concluded 
with him are forwarded in the general packet and are such as, we flatter our¬ 
selves, will prove satisfactory, the advantages resulting to the Company being 
more than sufficient to recompense the heavy loss and charges they have 
suffered. Whether greater concessions might not have been obtained if 
demanded, we will not pretend to determine. 

3. As some particulars were omitted to be applyed for, we have dis¬ 
patched Mr. Watts to the Durbar at Muxadavad, to endeavour the obtaining 
them, and to explain some articles which at present seem liable and open to 
evasion. 

4. As the French deputies when in Calcutta had declined the tender we 
made them of our influence with the Admiral to consent to a neutrality within 
the Ganges, we thought it incumbent on us, upon the conclusion of the treaty 
of peace with the Nabob, to recommend the attack of Chandernagore by sea 
and land which we were given to understand could not be disagreeable to 
the Nabob and accordingly ordered Mr. Watts to touch on that subject at 
the Durbar and obtain, if possible, his permission to expel that nation out of 
their settlements in Bengali. 

5. For this end the Admiral and Colonel concerted measures to attack 
Chandernagore by sea and land, and our troops have crossed the river. 
Yesterday arrived three letters from the Nabob to Admiral Watson, Colonel 
Clive and Major Killpatrick, forbidding them to commit hostilities within 
his dominions, to prevent which and procure peace and quiet to his country 
he had so readily consented to the late treaty. He at the same time declared 
he should esteem an attack of the French settled here to be an open and direct 
violation of the late treaty and in that case he must, in honor and duty to his 
king, assist them with his forces. 

6. Yesterday we likewise received a letter from the Director and Company 
of Chandernagore renewing their proposals for a neutrality within the Ganges. 
Upon taking this affair under consideration, we have thought it advisable not 
to hazard a second rupture with the Nabob as the Company's affairs are far 
from being settled here or well situated on the Coast. In consequence of this 
determination, we have directed Mr. Warn to forbear making any menfiOii 
of that subject at the Durbar and have wrote to the French Directors 
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Council that we have no objection to treat with their deputies for a solid 
neutrality, if they are authorized to conclude one and will apply to the Suba 
to guarantee the said treaty. 

7. When Mr. Watts went up to Muxadavad, we sent with him 15 
artillery men at the Nabob’s particular request. From the purport of his 
letters to the Admiral and Colonel, we have reason to think he is willing not 
only to live in a good understanding with us, but to engage in a league offen¬ 
sive and defensive. It has been likewise hinted to the Colonel that he would 
pay the charges of maintaining 500 Europeans in garrison on condition he 
should be assisted when he was invaded by foreign enemys or disturbed by 
internecine troubles. Whether his sincerity herein may be depended on we 
cannot yet pretend to determine. We must however beg leave to observe that 
a strong garrison in future at this settlement will be absolutely necessary to 
preserve our acquisitions by the late treaty and prevent the encroachments of 
the Government. 

We are with the greatest respect, 
Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / Robert Clive / Richd. Becher. 

Fort William, 22nd February 1757. 

PS. There being some letters in the packet under addresses to Holland, 
we think it would be proper to examine whether they may not enclose 
letters for France. 

10 

LETTER DATED 23 FEBRUARY 1757 

Treaty with the Nawab—Grant of extra allowance to Company’s servants 
in. Calcutta Indent for military stores—Particulars of bills of exchange—Pro* 
posal to educate some servants in Persian language and literature. at Basra. 

To the Hon’ble the Court erf Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May It please Your Honors, 

f. Duplicate of our letter per Syren is enclosed in this packet. 

- 2. Immediately after her dispatch we * were alarmed with the approach 
erf the Nabobs army, part of which had penetrated into the outskirts of our 
town. Tins obliged us to shut ourselves tip in the fort and provide for a 
siqge. We appointed Messrs Sumner and Leycester Commissaries erf 
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provisions and ordered them to lay in a large stock of all kinds. The confu¬ 
sion we were thrown into by this unexpected entrance of the enemy and the 
want of cooleys, packers etc., have retarded the dispatch of this ship \Dolawar] 

so long. She is now laden and we flatter ourselves will arrive in good time 
with Your Honours. 

3. On the I4th instant the Select Committee laid before us articles of a 
treaty of peace they had concluded with the Subah the 10th and translate 
of the agreement they had executed on behalf of the English. Copies of 
both are enclosed for your observation. We beg leave to congratulate Your 
Honours on this speedy and happy conclusion of our disturbances upon 
terms so extremely advantageous to the Company. 

4. The appointments we have made of servants to go up to our sub¬ 
ordinates and receive your factories, goods, effects, monies etc., you will 
observe upon the face of our consultation of the 14th instant. But as yet we 
have not established those subordinates, which we purpose to take into consi¬ 
deration when we begin the ensuing year’s investment. We have given them 
instructions to get the goods they shall receive at the respective factories in 
readiness as soon as possible and send them down to Calcutta, intending to 
return the Marlbro* home fully laden from hence in September, 

5. This being a proper opportunity to clear the town of the number 
of trees with which it is at present choaked up, we have given orders for 
cutting them down. 

6. The Factory House, Company’s House, and all the apartments for 
the senior and junior servants being entirely destroyed by the Moors, and 
there being no probability that the Nabob will consent to a restitution of 
private losses, we have taken the distressed situation of your servants into 
consideration, as the articles of provisions, necessaries etc. are grown dearer 
than formerly, and we have agreed to make them the following monthly 
allowances till your pleasure is known: 

The President 
Each Member of Council 
Senior and Junior Merchants . 
Factors and Writers 

300 Rs. per mensem 
100 
70 
40 

tt 

f* 

over and above their usual monthly allowances, which we hope will not be 
esteemed unreasonable, as the advantages accruing to the Company from treaty 
now concluded are infinitely more than sufficient to compensate for their loss 
and charges and will admit of relieving private inhabitants without prejudice 
to themselves. 

7. We have resolved to send the Phoenix schooner to the Gulph of Persia 
with duplicates of these advices, to be forwarded via Aileppo, being sensible 
the receipt of them will be of great consequence to Your Honours’ affairs. 

8. The President has with great difficulty procured eight hundred bags of 
saltpetre at Chinchura, which we have agreed to purchase though but indiffer¬ 
ent, as we esteem k material to send as much of that arridfe as we can to 
Europe in consequence of your orders. We shall lade it on the Walpoky 
which ship we des^*n returning to Fort St. George to be filled ip and finally 
dispatched from thence to Europe. - « < 
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9. As soon as things are settled, we shall appoint a regular committee of 

accompts and take the marine under consideration, which we have not been 
able to attempt during the late troubles. 

10. Enclosed we send Your Honours an indent of military stores; indents 
for the import warehouse and for naval stores, we are not able to make and 

must, in a few words, request the usual quantities of copper, lead, iron and 
steel may be sent us with naval stores of all kinds. 

11. In this packet are transmitted the account of your rash received 

and disbursed at Fulta with the Agent Victualler’s accounts to November 

inclusive. If they should appear irregular or unmethodical we must hope to 

be excused as our situation at that place rendered it impracticable to be so 

exact as we could wish. But Your Honours may rest assured we shall not be 

wanting in exactness for the future and shall be extremely cautious of dis¬ 

bursing your treasures without an absolute necessity. The good effects of our 

care in that particular, we hope. Your Honours will be soon convinced of 

when you observe the reduction of charges at our several subordinates which 
were so extravagantly high before. 

12. The establishment of a mint being consented to by the Nabob, we 

have to request Your Honours will send us out an Essay Master with other 

persons and materials for the better manageing of that branch of business. 

13. By this ship we have granted the following setts of hills of exchange 

at two shillings and three pence per current rupee the respective amounts 
of each being first accounted for in the treasury: 

One sett to Richard Becher Esqr. payable to Messrs Nettleton and 
Raikes for CRs. 725-11-9 or fist 81-12-11.. 

One sett to Mr. John Cooke payable to Mr. Nathaniel Tacobs for CRs 
204-7-3 or fist 23. ' 

One sett to do payable to Mr. Thomas Goodwin for CRs. 177-12-6 or 
£st 20. 

One sett to Mr. George Gray payable to Mr. Henry Allen for CRs. 
11898-10-0 or fist 1338-11-11. 

One sett to do payable to Mr. Thomas Mylne for CRs. 17226 or 
fist 1937-18-6. 

®De sett to MY Richard Court payable to William Fraser Esqr. for 
CRs. 322-6-6 or fist 36-5-5. ^ 

One sett to William Watts Esqr. payable to Mr. William Watts for 
CRs. 1620 or fist 182-5. 

. _ 5^e 8ctt to ^ Robert Baillie payable to Mr. Hugh Baillie for CRs. 
444-7-0 or fist 50. 6 

One sett to John Young Esqr. payable to John Young Esqr. for CRs. 
8888-14-3 or fist 1000. 6 ^ 

One sett to do payable to do for CRs. 8888-14-3 or fist 1000. 

One sett to Paul Richard Pearkes Esqr. payable to William Fraser, 

fispjr. or Mrs. Adriana Cecilia Pearkes for CRs.. 1343-8,3 pr fist 151-2-10. 

CteesetrtoMr. Harry Verelst payable to William Fraser Esqr: & Mrs*' 
Ceaha Verelst for CRs. 556-2-0 or fist 62-11-3. ' 
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One sett to do payable to John Gay accot. Miss Emilia Moore for 
CRs. 3781-10-3 or fist 425-8-8.. 

One sett to do payable to Thomas Manningham for CRs. 1298-12-0 or 
fist 146-2-2. 

One sett to William Frankland Esqr. payable to Thomas Frankland 
for CRs. 1038-3-6 or fist 116-16. 

One sett to Thomas Holmes payable to Thomas Holmes for CRs 
444-7-3 or fist 50. 

■ The whole amount of bills of exchange granted by this ship is 
CRs. 102269-1-9 or fist 11505-5-4. 

14. The great utility of having Europeans skilled in the Persian language, 

we have been more than ever sensible of during the late transactions with the 

country Government. To attain a proper degree of perfection either at 

Calcutta or our subordinates is almost impossible as it requires a closer atten¬ 

tion than gentlemen engaged in other business can give, besides which, the 

teachers in that tongue are not masters of it themselves. For these reasons 

we beg leave to recommend to Your Honours to send by the first ships bound 

to Bombay after the arrival of these advices five young gentlemen covenanted 

for our establishment to reside at Bussorah and to send annually two others 

upon the same footing that we may not be disappointed by casualties. These 

gentlemen to study the Persian tongue and nothing else, to rise in the service 

as your other servants do, receiving such allowance and salary during their 

stay as you may judge fit, and when qualified to be. of use, to come to Bengali 

and take their standing according to their rank in the service, which we esteem 

to be the most effectual method of getting Europeans perfected in the true 

and genuine Persian speech and literature and we dare say will be attended 
with many future advantages to the Company’s- affairs. 

15. The Board having appointed Mr. John Smith, one of our pilots, 

Deputy Master Attendant, upon the death of John Afton and his great care 
since in the charge of His Majesty’s ship the Kent and in your, marine merit¬ 

ing, in our opinion. Your Honours’ notice, we take the liberty to recommend 

him to succeed to the office of Master Attendant in case of accident to 

Captain Henry Wedderburn, who is now in that post. Mr. Alexander Scott, 

now Head Pilot, haying likewise acquitted himself to the general satisfaction 

of every body, both in Your Honours’ service and in the care of His Majesty’s 

ship under his charge, we must likewise recommend him to your notice. 

16. The President desires his humble thanks may be return[ed] Your 

Honours for the additional allowance you have been pleased to make him. 

' e - ^ agreeable to your-orders, taken into-consideration what gratuity 
should be made the Collector of the Customs. We find that the office will 

b? attended with great trouble and require almost the whole attention of the 

pa*on who is to execute it. We are, therefore, of opinion that, an annual 
satey of two thousand rupees wifi be but a reasonable equivalent for the time 

and pains winch a proper discharge of that post, will require. It will be 

^orarary likewise to have one or two places appointed for the-export-and 

5** . and merchandize with sortie, apartments at or contiguous 
m those places for dm Custom Master and his assistants to reside an 
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17. Messrs Collet and Sykes are set out for Cossimbuzar, Messieurs 
Boddam and Playdell to Ballasore, Messieurs Sumner and Waller to Dacca, 
and Mr. Harry Smith to Luckypore in order to receive the charge of those 
factories and die effects seized there by the Nabob’s officers. This occasions 
our letters, bills of exchange, and other papers to be signed by so few of the 

Board. 

18. We have laden on this ship sundry goods and merchandize consigned 
to Your Honours as per invoice and bill of lading enclosed amounting to 
CRs. The redwood and saltpetre being put on board at Fort St. George 
are left unvalued, as we do not know the prices of those articles. 

19. We have likewise laden on her sundry stores for the use of your 
island St. Helena, invoice and bill of lading for which we have enclosed to 
the gen demen there amounting to CRs. 

20. Mr. Peter Amyatt, who dispatches this ship, will inform Your 
Honours of what may further occur from Ingellie. 

21. We wish her a safe and speedy passage, and are 

With the greatest respect, 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithful humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / James Killpatrick / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland / 

W. Mackett. 

Fort William, 23rd February 1757. 

11 

LETTER DATED 23 FEBRUARY 1757 

Clive conveys news of the conclusion of treaty with Nawab. . 

To the Hon’ble Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honorable United Com¬ 

pany of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable, 

L I can now congratulate Your Honours upon the conclusion of a peace 
with the Nabob of this province, such a one I hope as will prove both honorable 

and advantageous to die Company. I have enclosed copy of the articles of 
agreement to your Secret Committee, which articles are sealed and solemnly 
sworn to by the Nabob and some of his principal officers. 

2. I have nothing further to wish than that my conduct throughout the 
whole course of this affair may meet with Your Honours’ approbation and to 
assure Your Honours that whenever the necessity of your aSifaSrs call upon me 

VoL H—14 
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to act either in a civil or military station, in any other part o£ India, I shall 

with equal readiness embrace the opportunity. 

3. I enclose Your Honors the continuation of our military proceedings, 

and a return of all the forces under my command remarking all casualties. 

I am with the greatest respect. 

Honorable, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 

Camp near Calcutta, 23rd February 1757. 

12 

LETTER DATED 28 FEBRUARY 1757 

Despatch of Chinsura saltpetre. 

To the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honhle United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. The Delawar’s dispatches went from hence the 24th instant by which 

ship we addressed you fully as per duplicate of her letter enclosed. 

2. What saltpetre we could procure from Chinchura we have laden on 

the Walpole with some tincall as per invoice and bill of lading transmitted the 
Governor and Council of Fort St. George. 

3. This ship we return to Fort St. George to be filled up and finally dis¬ 

patched from thence to Great Britain. It was not in our power to send her 

away sooner, as her late arrival here and some other circumstances concurred 

to occasion this detention. We are after all under the necessity of taking 

thirty of her seamen out for the use of His Majesty’s squadron. 

4. Nothing material having occurred since closing the Delawar’s letter, 
we beg leave to conclude and are with the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithful humble servants, 

Rflger Drake Junr./ James Kfflpatrick / Richd. Becher/Paul Richard Pear- 
kes / W. Frankland / W. Mackett. 

Fort William, 28th February 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 26 MARCH 1757 

Watson's refusal to confirm treaty of neutrality with the French—Nawab 

seeks help against approaching Pathan invaders—His promise of non-inter¬ 

ference if English attack Chandernagore—The British attack and capture 

Chandernagore. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Horfble the United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. The transactions in Bengali since the retaking of Fort William being 

of the greatest assistance to your affairs, we have judged it proper to dispatch 

advices of them via Bussorah to prevent the consequences of a disappointment 

should the Delawar not arrive in time. Enclosed is copy of our address by 

that ship with a translate of the articles of peace concluded with the Subah. 

2. You will observe in our above mentioned letter, we advised of having 

wrote the French that we had no objection to treat with them for a neutrality 

within the Ganges if they were authorized to conclude one. In consequence 

of this, the deputies from the Director and Council at Chandernagore arrived 

at Calcutta. The questions we judged it necessary previously to ask, with 

their answers in writing annexed, are enclosed in this packet for your observa¬ 

tion. When the whole was near settled and the treaty methodized and en¬ 

grossed, we transmitted a copy of our proceedings herein to Admiral Watson 

and requested his confirmation of the neutrality agreeable to the 6th Article 

of the treaty. Copy of his reply we likewise enclose, by which you will observe 

he refused his assent to the neutrality for reasons set forth in his letter. 

3. We then addressed Mr. Watson a second time and urged him to con¬ 

firm the treaty which we esteemed the most beneficial step that could be taken 

for the Company’s affairs in these Provinces. But if he persisted in refusing 

that confirmation, we then made it our request that he would assist us with 

his squadron to attack Chandernagore immediately as our waiting till answers 

arrived from Pondicherry without concluding any thing decisively, would 

prove very judicial [prejudicial] to the Company’s affairs in general, but more 

particularly so on the Coast, where it was absolutely necessary some of the 

troops should return as soon as possible. Copy of his reply to this request of 

ours is likewise enclosed in this packet 

4. The next day we received a letter from Mr. Watts intimating that he 

believed the Nabob would not interfere in our disputes with the French if we 

attacked them. The same cossides brought letters to the Admiral and Colonel 

requesting their assistance against a body of Pytans which he had notice were 

marching to invade his territories. This being esteemed a favourable oppor¬ 

tunity to obtain his consent for making an attack upon Chandernagore, the 

question was put in the Committee whether Admiral Watson should a tfai$d 

time be urged to confirm the neutrality immediately, or that treaty suspended 

for a time and another tryal made to get the Nabob’s consent lor attacking 
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Chandernagore. The majority of the. Committee were for suspending the 

neutrality of which we advised the Admiral and requested his assent to the 

treaty in case the Nabob persevered in his resolution to allow of no hostilities 
between the English and French in his country. Mr. Becher being of a 

different opinion, his dissent is entered at large upon the face of our 

proceedings. 

5. Colonel Clive immediately after marched up and encamped near 

Chandernagore on the 12th March. We received a letter from Mr. Watts 

wherein he expressly writes the Nabob had ordered him to inform the Admiral 

and Colonel that if we were determined to attack Chandernagore, he wouH 

not intermeddle. At the same time letters came from the Nabob himself to 

them repeating his request for our assistance and assuring them that he would 

not assist the French. These letters and some other circumstances induced 

us to address the Admiral giving him our reasons for the alteration of our 

sentiments in respect of the neutrality and desiring the assistance of his 

squadron to reduce Chandernagore. Copy of this letter with his answer are 

likewise enclosed. Mr. Becher declined signing this address as contrary to his 

way of thinking. 

6. The place was accordingly invested by the land forces, soon after 

which the squadron moved up the river and, having surmounted the obstacles 

laid in their way by the sinking of some ships and vessels in the channel, 

they began the attack of the fort early on the 23rd instant, and we have the 

pleasure to advise of its being surrendered to Admiral Watson the same day. 

7. A reinforcement of seepoys with some military stores are arrived from 

Madrass, but they have detained Mr. Brohier till they hear of our being in a 

state of sufficient tranquility to carry on the works he may plan for the 

defence of our settlement against an European enemy. 

8. We have the satisfaction to acquaint you that the Company’s subordi¬ 

nates are all delivered up. That the goods and effects taken in them are like¬ 

wise delivering and that there is a probability of the Company’s being but 
small if any sufferers. 

We are with the greatest respect, 

Hon’ble Sirs, 
Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / Robert Clive / James Killpatrick / Richd. Becher. 

Fort William, 26th March 1757. 

14 

LETTER DATED 28 MARCH 1757 

Vear he s’ answer to HolwelVs allegations—His explanation corroborated 
by Coote* 

To the Honhle the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble the United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 
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May it please Your Honours, 

The reason of my troubling Your Honours with this address is that there 
>eing no General Letter sent from the Governour and Council through whose 
:hannell I might regularly apply for redress from the misrepresentations of 
fohn Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. of my going up the Government of Fort 
William to him after Mr. Drake etc. had left the place as mentioned in 
Mr. Tooke's narrative which I had not an opportunity on account of my 
absence from Calcutta till lately of seeing for my own vindication, herein 
[ have enclosed an attested copy given in at my request of this transaction 
bv Mr. John Cooke, the Secretary, and Messrs Court and Knox, all members 
of the Council of War then held, by which Your Honours will see in how 
wrong a light this has been represented to Mr. Tooke and through his 
channell to Your Honours. I am with the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your most obedient and most faithfull humble servant, 

Paul Richard Pearkes. 

Camp near Chinsserah, 28th March 1757. 

Enclosure 

To Paul Richard Pearkes Esqr. 

Sir, 

Agreeable to your request I send you the particulars of what passed at 
the Council held the 19 June 1756, collected from the best erf my remembrance. 

After the Governor went off, the garrison and all call’d upon Mr. Holwell 
to take the command of the Fort upon Mm esteeming him, I suppose, the 
most capable to govern them at such a juncture. A Council being summon¬ 
ed Messrs Drake, Manningham, Franlland and Macket were suspended 
and, as well as I can remember, you were told the garrison had elected 
Mr. Holwell their Governor and were desired to subscribe to that election. 
You hesitated at appointing him Governor but acquiesced he should be Com¬ 
mander in Chief of the troops and garrison under you. This being absolutely 
declined by Mr. Holwelhs taking the charge of the Government, the Council 
would appoint Mm without your consent and give their reasons for so doing. 
After some debate you agreed that Mr. Holwell should have charge of the 
Company’s affairs as President and Governour during the troubles, and entered 
a minute to that purpose with your reasons for waving your seniority. These 
are all the circumstances as nearly as I can remember, and I believe pretty 
near the whole of what passed upon that occasion. 

I am. 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant 
John Cooke, 

Calcutta, 31st March 1757. Secretary. 
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I attest the whole of this letter to be true excepting the whole garrison 
electing Mr. Holwell Governor before any Council was held, at least it never 
came to my knowledge. 

I attest without any exception. 

John Knox. 

Richd. Court. 

IS 

LETTER DATED 31 MARCH 1757 

Clive’s report on Bengal affairs—Refers to Watson’s refusal to confirm 

treaty of neutrality with the French—Pleads inability to return troops to 

Malabar Coast. 

T O the Hon’ble Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United Company 

of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable, 

A conveyance offering for Bussorah I take the opportunity of forwarding 
copies of my advices to Fort St. George, since I had the honour of writing to 
you by the Delawar under date of 22 ultimo. They will fully acquaint you 
of our success against Chandernagore, and of the prosperous situation of your 
affairs in this province. I shall take the opportunity of addressing you more 
fully by His Majesty’s sloop King Fisher, who will sail in few days for England. 

I have the honour to be with the greatest respect. 
Honorable, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 
Robert Clive. 

Camp off Chandernagore, 31st March 1757. 

Enclosure I 

To the Hon’ble George Pigot Esqr. etc.. Gentlemen of the Select Committee 
of Fort St. George. 

Hon’ble Sir & Sirs, 

1. I had but just time to write you a very short letter by the Success 
galley after our attack upon the Nabob’s camp. The Delawar has since sailed 
for England, and as my advices to the Secret Committee both by that ship and 
the Syreen sloop, who sailed some days before, were very full and reached as 
low as the 22nd February, I take the liberty to refer them for a particular 
account of occurrences till that time. For want of assistants to draw out fresh 
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copies, I am obliged to transmit to you my duplicates for England open for 

your perusal and request you will, afterwards, forward them by the Walpole. 

2. By the conclusion of those advices you will observe that I had reason 

to think that all military operations were at an end in this Province, and that 

we might return to the Coast leaving a suitable force for the defence of the 

Companys estate here. Accordingly the 24th February I addressed Admiral 

Watson on the subject, copy of which letter and his answer are inclosed. 

Though the large ships were intended to remain here till September, I hoped 

to prevail on him to let the King’s troops proceed on the 20 gun ship and 

sloop and, as soon as I saw the execution of the Nabob’s engagements in some 

forwardness, I intended to have followed with the grenadier company, half 

the train and half the seepoys embarked on the Marlbro’ and Protector. 

3. Fresh difficulties have been dayly started about the neutrality with 

the French which has occasioned it to remain unconcluded to this time. How* 

ever, the articles wrere at last drawn up and sent to Admiral Watson for his 

approval, and it was expected that every thing would have been concluded 

to day; but in a letter just now received from the Admiral, he refuses to agree 

to any neutrality till the articles return ratified from Pondicherry which I 

imagine will put a stop to the whole negotiation and make us think of other 

measures for settling the affairs of this Province. 

4. It is sometime since we had letters from the Nabob or even from 

Mr. Watts who attends the Durbar which leaves one at a loss how far the 

articles of the treaty have been fulfilled. As I had last night the pleasure 

of hearing that the Mamooda was already arrived in the river and that the 

Revenge and Orissa with the French prize taken on the Malabar Coast were at 

Ballasore I shall always be able to force a compliance from the Nabob should 

there be a necessity for it. My concern is that by this uncertainty of his 

ready performance of the articles, I can take no measures for the immediate 
return of part of the troops to the Coast though the season is so far advanced 

A few days I think must set the matter in a dear light, and I hope time 
enough will be left me, in this monsoon, to dispatch to you whatever men 

can possibly be spared from hence. Should my hopes of a passage by sea 

be frustrated, I imagine a march from Ballasore to Vizagapatum might be 

effected In my present situation, I can only assure you that I am perfectly 

sensible of the necessity of our speedy return and that whatever is practicable 

with prudence shall not be unattempted on my part. 

5. I have had occasion to make several promotions among the officers, of 

which a list [is] endosed, and I flatter myself they will meet with your approval 
and confirmation. Captain Maskelyne and Lieutt. Brooke, being in an ill 

state of health, have leave to return to the Coast on this ship. 

6. Inclosed are the Paymaster’s accounts for January, also first [one] 

bill of exchange on the paymaster] of the King’s regiment at Fort St. George 

for Arcot rupees 3500 advanced to Capt. Nics. Weller for subsistance to the 

King’s troops cm this expedition. 

7. The seepoys beibg desirous of remitting some money lor the MW" 
tenance of their families on the Coast, I have given bills on the President and 

Council of Fort St. George for Arcot rupees <2H5 m fervor of Pmrbndang 
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of Fort St. David and three havildars with two seepoys now take passage on 

the Walpole to see the right distribution of it. 

8. As I brought none of the husbullhookums with the phirmaund, I must 
recommend that some of the copies authenticated by the Cod gee be imme. 
diately forwarded here, padcularly those which relate to this Subah, and 

duplicates of them will be necessary for fear of miscarriage. It is not impro¬ 

bable but some difficulties will arise for want of them about the villages to be 
delivered out to us as they are not particularized in the phirmaund. 

I have the honour to be with respect, 

Honhle Sir and Sirs, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 

Camp opposite Barnagul, 3rd March 1757, 

Enclosure II 

To the same. 

Gentlemen, 

1. Since my dispatch of the 3rd instant I am favoured with your letters of 

21st and 28th February with the duplicates and triplicates by the ship Sally 
and Betsey schooner. 

2. I acquainted you that the neutrality with the French was not likely 

to be concluded, I continued encamped on the same ground and the 7th 
instant received a letter froin the Nabob desiring me to join him against the 
A ugh wans, the van of whose army was attempting an irruption into this 

province. Accordingly, I began my march the next morning and thinking 
it a convenient opportunity to prevail on him to suffer us to take Chander- 

nagore, I wrote him word of our having endeavoured to conclude a neutra¬ 
lity with the French but that the Director and Council were not vested with 

proper power for that purpose, that whilst we were engaged at a distance 
assisting him against his enemies, the French joined by Monsr. Bussy might 

make an attempt on Calcutta and that therefore I should wait off Chander- 
nagore in hopes of receiving his leave to attack it. Accordingly, the 12th1 I 
encamped at the back of it within a mile of the Fort, and the 13th2 the 
Admiral receiving a letter from the Nabob, the purport of which was that 

wo might act as we pleased with respect to the French, and having intelligence 
at the same time that the troops he had sent to their assistance were with¬ 

drawn, I summoned the place to surrender that night but received no answer. 
The, next morning I attacked their western battery which they defended very 
hosfely the whole day but at night abandoned it. A detachment I sent about 

n$°n to the southward took post in a garden near the Fort and within some 
of their batteries, the loss they had sustained at the western battery and the 
a^rAeimon of their retreat being cut off by our detachment made them 
m&mm desert that night all their works to the southward. Among the rest 
ar strong haS-n^on on the river side mounting heavy metal and a battery 
m 3 guns playing down the channel both which must have annoyed our ships 
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greatly in their passage up. The batteries to the northward were all quitted 
at the same time. 

3. On the 19th the King’s ships got to the Prussian Gardens about a 

mile from the Fort, but it was the 23rd before they attempted to pass the 

vessels which had been sunk by the enemy opposite the half-moon battery. 

They weighed at day break and in less than an hour were abreast of the 

Fort. A 13 inch mortar of ours with several cohorns and royals had played 

unnecessarily the whole night and when the ships weighed we opened two 

batteries very near the walls, one of 4 pieces of cannon, the other 3, all four 

and twenty pounders, and kept a continual discharge of musketry from the 

tops of the houses. In short the fire from the ships and the shore was so 

great that they capitulated in three hours. Copy of the terms granted them 

is inclosed. You will observe the surrender is made to Admiral Watson, but 

common report will be just in publishing how great a share the land forces 
had in this conquest. 

4. There were above 500 Europeans in the Fort, 250 seepoys and 400 

tapasses, mostise [■mustees] etc., bearing arms. Of the Europeans about 125 

have given their parole of honor, 300 sick and well are prisoners, and the rest 
were either killed in the siege, or made their escape. 

5. I cannot at present give you an account of what value has been taken. 

The French Company had no great stock of merchandise remaining, having 

sold off most of their imports and even their investment for Europe, to pay 

off in part the large debts they had contracted. With respect to the artillery 

and ammunition we found, I cannot as yet transmit you the inventory, but 

they were not indifferently furnished. There is likewise a very fine marine 

arsenal well stocked. In short nothing could have happened more seasonable 

for the expeditious re-establishment of Calcutta than the reduction of 

Chandernagore. It was certainly a large, rich and thriving colony, and the 
loss of it is an unexpressible blow to the French Company. 

6. I have the pleasure to acquaint you that the Nabob has wrote me a 

letter of congratulation on our success, and that this enterprize, so far from 
enraging him, has served to attach him more firmly to us. I am now using 

all my endeavours to prevail on him to deliver up, or suffer us to seize, the 
French and their property at all their out-settlements, in order effectually to 

root them out of this Province, if possible. I should before have mentioned 

that during the siege I received letter from the Nabob acquainting that he 

had accommodated matters with Ahmud Shah, the Aughwan, and therefore 
desiring we would stop our march as he had no further occasion for our 

assistance. He has fulfilled most of the articles of the treaty made with us. 
The three lack of rupees are already paid, and goods and money to a consi¬ 

derable amount delivered up to us at our several subordinates and I make 
little doubt but that all his engagements wHE be duly executed. On the 

whole I may affirm to you that the Company’s affairs in this Province wear 
a very prosperous face. By the Betsey schooner, who called at Bandamalanka, 

we have information that Monsr Bussy had lost 200 Europeans, besides, 

many blacks in taking some Rajah's fort in that neighbourhood. If th|s news 

be true, he will find it difficult enough to maintain himself in Cfefawdah 

without detaching either to the northward or the southward* 
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7. The season now is so far advanced that the voyage to Madrass, if to 

[be] effected at all, must be long and painful to the troops. I therefore think 

it most adviseable to remain with them till August, by which time all matters 

may be completely finished in this kingdom, and I may return to you with 

a considerable body of men. 

8. Inclosed is a journal of military operations with a return of the forces 

under my command. You will observe I have been joined not only by the 

Bombay detachment, but by four companys of seepoys from the Betsey and 

Sally, and the King’s troops from the Cumberland. 

9. As we have been a good deal unsettled of late, what with marching 

and the siege, and some of my assistants have been indisposed, I must defer 

sending my February rolls and accounts. They shall be forwarded overland 

with those of March. I propose in a few days striking off all batta and 

retrenching every article of expence I possibly can. 

10. The Kings Fisher sloop is on her dispatch to Europe, by which I 

am about to acquaint the Secret Committee of our success, and the happy 
situation of their affairs in Bengal, 

I have the honor to be with great respect. 

Gentlemen, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 
Camp near Chandernagore, 30th March 1757. 

16 

LETTER DATED 9 APRIL 1757 

Proceedings since re-occupation of Calcutta despatched. 

To the Hon'ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Honhle the United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable Sir?, 

The Phoenix schooner was dispatched a few days ago to the Gulph of 
Persia with advices of the peace concluded with - the Nabob and of the 

capture of Chandernagore by Vice Admiral Watson and Colonel Clive on 
die 23rd ultimo. Duplicate of those dispatches were enclosed to the 

mpany’s agents at Gumbroon, to be forwarded by a separate conveyance, 
and triplicate thereof is transmitted in this packet. 

ve&sel we likewise send you a sett of our proceedings since the 
re-establishment of tins Presidency to which we beg leave to be referred for 

e particu $ of our transactions, and are with the greatest respect, 

Honhle Sirs, . 
1j .p. Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 
Koger Drake Junr. / Robert Clive/James Killpatrick / Richd. Becher. 

Fart William, 9th April 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 10 APRIL 1757 

Progress in restitution of Company’s effects—Arrangements for provision 
of saltpetre—Appreciation of conduct of junior servants. 

Xo the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble the United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. Our letter by the Delawar gave you a full account of our transactions 

to that time. Enclosed we transmit a triplicate of it for your observation since 
which we wrote you a short letter by the Walpole, which ship was dispatched 
from Ingelie on the . . . ultimo to Fort St. George, with a small quantity 
of saltpetre (all that we were able to procure) and some tincall to be filled 
up and finally dispatched from that Presidency to Europe. 

2. We have acquainted Your Honours of our having sent several of 
your servants to the different subordinates to receive the factorys, books, 
papers, goods, moneys etc., which were taken there, and which by the treaty 
were to be returned. By the copies herewith transmitted of the letters 

received from the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar and Dacca, you will observe 
what progress has been made in the deliverys of your effects, and the opinion 
of the gentlemen at those places that Your Honors are likely to be little or 
no sufferers there. From Ballasore we learn the same good news; and hope 
Mr. Watts will be able very shortly to procure a full restitution of what was 
taken in Fort William and our aurungs3 to facilitate and expedite which 

bussiness we have sent him up the gomastahs that were employed in our 
service, the receipts given by Manickchund1 and others for the goods and 
money they took with an account of the outstanding balances which were 
collected by the Nabob, and have been regularly accounted for in his sir carry. 
We have likewise sent up an account of the export goods left in our cottah, 
what was found there at the retaking of the place and the deficiencies valued 
at the Company's prices of the respective sortments. We design likewise to 
transmit the accounts of the import ware-house, store, godown, buxey 

connah etc., drawn out in the same manner with directions to apply for the 
amount of the deficiencys in each office. 

3. The Marlbro’ was dispatched to Fort St. George a few days ago in 
her ballast, as we could not procure any saltpetre. We have desired Mr. 
Pigot3 and his Council to return her to us directly with the consignments of 
woollen goods, copper etc., which they detained out of the Walpole and 
Chesterfield, as we shall have teles stdfident fey September to lade her 

compleatly for Europe from hence. 

4. As the provision of a large quantity of saltpetre for the homeward 
bound ships of this season and for the use of your other presidencies is of $j*e 
utmost consequence, we have applied to die Difectore and Go&mcil hi 
Hughley to contract with us for sixty thousand maunds that article, 
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the late calamity making it dangerous to contract with any of our own 

merchants. 

5. The gentlemen at Dacca having wrote us that their delols demand 

the same advances of Puttunn, which was made them before the troubles 
(and was by them refunded to the Nabob of that place) in order to comply 
with their contracts which they have renewed, Mr. Watts is ordered to 
get them bills upon JuggutseatV House for one laack of rupees (100,000) 

which they are directed to appropriate to the use of their investments with 
a caution to make as small advances as possible, and to take good security 
that the Company shall be no sufferers. 

6. We have likewise ordered Mr. Watts to procure bills upon Juggutseat’s 
House for fifty thousand rupees (50,000) for the use of Luckypore, at which 
factory we have stationed Messrs Verelst4 and Smyth, and have directed them 

to begin their purchases immediately, as we shall be in want of some coarse 
goods for the flooring of our September ship, and are not certain of getting 
any quantity of gurrahs by that time. 

7. In our former letters we omitted to inform Your Honours that the 
extraordinary good behaviour of your junior servants during the siege of 

Calcutta, and their great forwardness to lend their assistance for the retaking 
of it, induced us to give several of them commissions on our establishment. 

Mr. William Ellis was one of them, and has had the misfortune to lose his 
leg in the skirmish of the 5th February. His gallant behaviour, both before 
and upon that occasion, entitles him to Your Honours’ notice, and we beg 
leave to recommend him as very worthy of your favor, especially as the 

unfortunate circumstance above mentioned may possibly oblige him to return 
to Europe. Mr. William Tooke was wounded at Chandernaeore and died the 
24th March. 

We are with the greatest respect, 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland / M. Collet / W. Mackett / 
P. Amyatt. 

Fort William, 10th April 1757. 

IS 

LETTER DATED 16 APRIL 1757 

Nawab’s dilatory attitude towards English demands—His objections to 

expulsion of the French from Bengal—French contingent at Kasimbazar— 

Demolition of Chandemagore fortifications—Unlawful activities Of the French 
prisoners on parole. . 

To die Haalile Secret Cocunittee for. Affairs of the HonTile United 

GomPany McaxJaaats of England trading to die East Tr,^ 
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Honorable, 

1. I addressed you fully by the Delawar the 22nd February, and by a 

conveyance which offered for Bussorah I wrote a short letter dated 31st 

March, just to acquaint you with the taking of Chandernagore and enclosed 

copies of my advices to Fort St. George of the 3rd and 30th of March, of 
which fresh copies are now transmitted, as they contain circumstantial 

accounts of my proceedings to the time they reach. 

2. I continue encamped about a mile to the northward of Chandernagore, 

to which ground I found it necessary to move to put a stop to the disorders 
among the military by the too easy procurance of arrack in the town and at 

the same time I intended by this small advance northwards to strike some 

awe into the Nabob and facilitate our business at the Durbar. 

3. Under pretence of being engaged on a hunting party, which lasted 

some days, he was very dilatory in answering our demands both with respect 

to the French subordinates and the articles of our treaty, which remained 

uncomplied with, and what letters at last came seemed in great measure 

trifling and evasive. However, I have since wrote to him in very strong terms, 

to which I have hitherto received no answer. But Mr. Watts' letters give me 

hopes that matters will be concluded to your satisfaction. Possibly before 

this dispatch is closed I may be able to give you an account of it. 

4. The Nabob in some of his letters had started a difficulty as to driving 

the French out of the Province, on account of the injury it would be to 

the Mogul's revenues, upon which the Select Committee agreed that if the 

French subordinates were delivered up to us, the English Company would 

annually make good to the Circar the loss of custom on the French trade, so 

long as they should be kept out of the country. Before the Nabob was 

acquainted with this resolution, another difficulty was started about the debts 

owing by the French to his subjects, which I have likewise endeavoured to 

obviate by an offer of half of what may be found at their subordinates, and 

have recommended to Mr. Watts to compromise the matter as well as he 

could, for I am entirely of opinion that the whole property the French may 

at present have, is no ways a consideration for interrupting the great work 

of rooting them entirely out of BengaL I must take the liberty to refer you 

to my Book of Country Letters for a more particular account of what has 

passed on these matters. Those from the Nabob will, in great measure, 

discover how weak and capricious a ponce we have to deal with. The spring 
of most of his actions seems to be fear, and the French and their agents, well 

knowing his weakness, have given no small interruption to our business by 

reports of a French squadron and Bossy's army. 

5. By the Nabob's delatory conduct I have been prevented from putting 

the troops into quarters, which I had fully intended to have done by this 

time, to prevent the heavy expence of batta and other charges attending a 

camp. I proposed to have sent the Bengali and Bombay troops to Calcutta, 

who would be full as many as could be accommodated there, and to have 
kept the King's and Madrass detachment at Chandernagore. But till we have 

finally settled with the Nabob, it would be highly improper to decamp, for 
from such a disposition as his we should certainly meet with greater impedi¬ 

ment in our business by a step of that kind. 
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6. A small march to the northward, I am persuaded, would forward oar 
affairs in the same degree, but I am unwilling to do any thing that looks like 
an infraction of the peace, unless absolutely necessitated to do it by repeated 

willful delays on his part. 

7. What with the Company’s servants and military withdrawn from 
Dacca and Jugdea, fugitives from hence, and English deserters, the French 
are able to muster at Cossimbuzar about 150 Europeans and 100 seepoys. It 
is said they have a design of retiring to Patna, and that they have applied 
to the Nabob for his permission. What his intentions may be in regard to 
them I cannot yet discern. He has assured me he has no thoughts of enter¬ 
taining them in his service, but I am nevertheless something suspicious of 
it. It is certain that he keeps their factory invested, and that he has 
demolished some mud works they had begun to raise for its defence. And 
by a letter received that night from Mr. Watts dated 12th instant, I am 

advised that the Nabob had promised to send him Mr. Laws, the French 
Chief, the next day, to settle the terms of his capitulation with the English. 
Mr. Watts added that from what had passed in a conference between the 
Nabob and Omichund, he hoped every thing would end well, and that he 
should write me fully the next day, which letter I very impatiently expect. 

8. It was agreed in a council of war that it was proper for many reasons 

to demolish Chandernagore fortifications, and the Select Committee concurr¬ 
ing in the same opinion, it was determined on; and I shall take care to see 
it put in execution. 

9. A bomb having fallen into the Secretary’s office during the siege, 
many books and papers were burned and the rest (together with those of die 
other offices which were contiguous) were carried out and thrown promiscu¬ 
ously into a warehouse where they still remain locked up, and ready to be 
delivered to the gentlemen of Calcutta. 

10. I now transmit you an inventory of the ordnance and military stores 

taken in Chandernagore, the greatest part of which will be very necessary for 
your garrisons of Calcutta and Cossimbuzar. 

11. I likewise inclose a list of the vessels which were sunk by the French 
to hinder the passage of our ships up the river, or scutded and ruined to the 
northward of the Fort. Out of these last the greatest part of the articles not 
Eable to damage by water, such as cowries, butter etc., have been saved; 
but none of the vessels could be got off. You will observe how heavy a loss 
the French have suffered in their shipping alone, and as they were 
mostly loaded with provisions for the Islands, they must undergo some dis¬ 
tress there for want of them. In short, when Chandernagore is considered 
as the granary of the Islands and Pondicherry as mistress of a groat trade to 
Europe and round India, as a large and opulent colony already, and which 
seemed to promise to increase, the loss of it must be acknowledged a very 
severe blow to the French Company and nation. 

12. The Governor and Council of Chandernagore with the rest of the 
gentlemen on parole having retired to Chincura, I had certain information 
that they not only harboured the French prisoners who escaped from us hut 
itimishad them with money, guides and even arms for their march to 
Cossimbuzar. The padres and other engines were employed to promote their 
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escape, and not less than 500 marched off one night from the hospital, most 
of whom were dispatched to Cossimbuzar, first receiving money and guides 

for that purpose from the Governour himself. In short, as I found it very 

prejudicial to your affairs to let them remain any longer at Chincura, parti¬ 

cularly the Governour and Council who began to assemble and act as a body 
and by their correspondence kept up the spirit of Law’s and his party and 

intimidated the Nabob with reports of Bussy’s army being near, I summoned 

all the French on parole to repair to camp, and after acquainting them what 

unjustifiable practices had been carried on by them, I insisted that the 

Governour and Councill should remove to Calcutta, and that the rest should 

live at Chandernagore or anywhere to the southward of Chincura, so that 

they were immediately under our inspection. The gentlemen of Council 

pleaded that they were not prisoners of war by the capitulation and made 

some difficulty in surrendering themselves till the Dutch Directore, in com¬ 

pliance with our demand, ordered them to leave his bounds. When they 

appeared, they pretended to be ignorant that they had given their parole not 

to act directly nor indirectly against His Brittannick Majesty or his allies, 

and affected a surprize when I shewed it them under their hands. As for 
the capitulation which they lay hold of, it is very certain they forfeited all 

benefit from it by opening their gates and letting out some officers and above 

sixty Europeans and burning and destroying a large quantity of valuable 

goods while the capitulation was in treaty, and even after it was agreed on 

and signed to by us. 

13. The last advices from Fort St. George were of the 9th March, when 

all was quiet in the .Carnatick. Two French Europe ships the Due de Berry 

and Le Siecle arrived at Pondicherry the 3rd February bringing about 200 

military with ammunition and warlike stores and a good deal of treasure 

which they were in much want of. They gave out that four Europe ships 

had stayed behind at the Islands on account of the sickliness of their crews. 

14. By an English vessel which touched at Bandamalanka about the 

middle of March, we have an account that Mons. Bussy had taken some 

Rajah’s fort in that neighbourhood, but that it had cost him 200 Europeans 

and many blacks. It is said that among the rest Mons. Law was killed. I 

could wish that the chiefs of the northern settlements had taken opportunities 

of writing me what passed relating to Mons. Bussy, as I am at a loss what 

weight to lay upon the intelligence I receive from other hands. 

15. With respect to the Rajhaam [sic]1 who have entered Agra, and 

the apprehension of their marching this way begins to be renewed though 

the rains, which are soon come on, must prevent their designs for the present. 

16. Before I conclude this letter I shall remark that considering the 

quiet situation of the Coast, and the service already done and still to do in 

this province, it is very happy for your affairs that the troops remained here. 

I am with the greatest respect. 

Honorable, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 

Robert Cffive. 

Camp near Chandernagore, 16th April 1757. 
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Capitulation of Chandernagore—Nawab’s engagements to expel the 

French from Bengal. 

To the Hon’ble Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honourable, 

Give me leave to congratulate Your Honours on the taking of Chander- 

nagore. The destruction of this flourishing colony will, I am persuaded, be 

attended with many signal advantages to the trade of the East India 

Company. 

The Nabob, in his last letter, has engaged in the strongest terms to drive 

the French entirely out of his dominions, and that our enemies shall be his. 

For all particulars of your affairs in these parts, give me leave to refer Your 

Honours to your Secret Committee. 

I enclose Your Honours the continuation of our military proceedings with 

the return of the forces under my command; also a list of the prisoners 

taken in Chandernagore and an inventory of military stores etc., found there. 

Being with the greatest respect, 

Honourable, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 

Camp near Chandernagore, 18th April 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 14 JULY 1757 

Motives of the English in supporting Jafar Ali Khan—Siraj-ud-daulah}s 

proposed conjunction with the French to overthrow the English—His 

negotiations with Bussy and Law—His unpopularity among his officers— 

English terms of settlement with Mir Jafar—Defeat of Siraj-ud-daulah at 

Plassey—Purpose of the proposed strengthening of garrison in Bengal—Jagat 

Seth’s decision respecting payments of stipulated money by Mir Jafar. 

T O the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honourable Sirs, 

1. We have given you a full account of the state of these provinces and 

our transactions to the 26th of March, triplicate of which advices were 

forwarded by His Majesty’s sloop-of-war,, the King Fkher. 
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2. This letter is purposely to acquaint you of a happy revolution in the 
government of this kingdom in favour of jaffir Ally Khan, of the part we 

took in this affair, and our motives for It, and of the advantages obtained 
by espousing the present Subah’s cause and placing the sway in his hands. 

3. On the first of May Colonel Clive laid before us two letters he had 
received from Mr. Watts dated the 26th and 28th of April in which after some 
observations on the strangeness of the Nabob’s behaviour and that all degrees 

of people were persuaded he would break with us upon the first favourable 
opportunity, he proceeds to inform the Colonel that Jaffir Ally Kill an had 

sent for Coja Petruse and given him to understand that most of the Nabob’s 
principal officers were tired of his Government and ready to desert him and 
set up another, if we would countenance and support the confederacy with 

the assistance of our troops; that if we approved of this scheme, he desired 
our demands of what monies, lands etc., would induce us to engage in the 

business. In the last of the above menuoned letters, Mr. Watts repeats his 

apprehensions of the Nabob’s design to break the treaty he made with us, 
urges a speedy answer might be sent to Jaffir Ally Khan’s proposal, and gives 

it as his opinion the project was feasible and might be executed without much 
difficulty. 

4. As a proposition of this importance required our most serious consi¬ 
deration, we accordingly debated maturely the consequences of embracing 

this offer, and whether it should be accepted or declined. After a long 
consultation in which every reason for and against the scheme was collected 
and deliberately argued on, it was the unanimous sense of the Committee that 
a revolution in the Government (whatever hands it fell into) would be 
advantageous to the English; that there could be no hurt in trying to effort 
it, as our good understanding with Seraja Dowla was extremely precarious, 
and a rupture with him universally expected as soon as the squadron and 
army left us, and that by joining Jaffir Aly Khan to supplant him, we should 

obtain, in all probability, very beneficial terms for the Company as well as 
live free of any apprehensions from the country government. But as these 
general reasons would not have justified our embarking the Company in such 
an undertaking and hazarding a breach with Seraja Dowla after concluding 
the peace we did, we think it necessary to recite at large our motives for 
engaging in a confederacy to change the Government and doubt not they 
will be esteemed sufficient by our employers to vindicate our proceedings. 

5. First, it was evident to us from the whole tenour of the Nabob’s 

behaviour since the peace, that we could not possibly rely on his friendship 
and that the treaty made with him would soon be violated when once he 
thought himself superior to us in strength. His delay in performing the 
agreement, many of the articles being at that time as far from being com- 
pleated as at first, the evasion of giving us any satisfaction for the losses 
suffered by our inhabitants through Monk&dtand’s means, the small sum of 
money which was pretended to be given credit for in his Strcarry, being scarce 
a tenth part of the loss sustained by the Europeans alone, with several other 
parts of his conduct, were so many convincing proofs that his friendship was 
u&sincere and that he could not abide by his treaty which the exigency of 

his situation alone inclined him to make. 

6. Secondly, there was the greatest reason to imagine he was an utter 

VoL n—15 
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2. This letter is purposely to acquaint you of a happy revolution in the 
government of this kingdom in favour of Jaffir Ally Khan, of the part we 

took in this affair, and our modves for It, and of the advantages obtained 
by espousing the present Subah’s cause and placing the sway in his hands. 

3. On the first of May Colonel Clive laid before us two letters he had 
received from Mr. Watts dated the 26th and 28th of April in which after some 
observations on the strangeness of the Nabob’s behaviour and that all degrees 

of people were persuaded he would break with us upon the first favourable 
opportunity, he proceeds to inform the Colonel that Jaffir Ally Khan had 
sent for Coja Petruse and given him to understand that most of the Nabob’s 

principal officers were tired of his Government and ready to desert him and 
set up another, if we would countenance and support the confederacy with 
the assistance of our troops; that if we approved of this scheme, he desired 

our demands of what monies, lands etc., would induce us to engage in the 
business. In the last of the above menuoned letters, Mr. Watts repeats, his 
apprehensions of the Nabob’s design to break the treaty he made with ns, 
urges a speedy answer might be sent to Jaffir Ally Khan’s proposal, and gives 

it as his opinion the project was feasible and might be executed without much 

difficulty. 

4. As a proposition of this importance required our most serious consi¬ 

deration, we accordingly debated maturely the consequences of embracing 
this offer, and whether it should be accepted or declined. After a long 
consultation in which every reason for and against the scheme was collected 

and deliberately argued on, it was the unanimous sense of the Committee that 
a revolution in the Government (whatever hands it fell into) would be 
advantageous to the English; that there could be no hurt in trying to effect 
it, as our good understanding with Seraja Dowla was extremely precarious, 
and a rupture with him universally expected as soon as the squadron and 
army left us, and that by joining Jaffir Aly Khan to supplant him, we should 
obtain, in aE probability, very beneficial terms for the Company as weU as 
live free of any apprehensions from the country government. But as these 
general reasons would not have justified our embarking the Company in such 
an undertaking and hazarding a breach with Seraja Dowla after concluding 
the peace we did, we think it necessary to recite at large our motives for 
engaging in a confederacy to change he Government and doubt not they 
will be esteemed sufficient by our employers to vindicate our proceedings. 

5. First, it was evident to us from the whole tenour of the Nabob s 
behaviour since the peace, that we could not possibly rely on his friendship 
and that the treaty made with him would soon be violated when once he 
thought himself superior to us in strength. His delay in performing the 
agreement, many of the articles being at that time as far from being corn- 
pleated as at first, the evasion of giving us any satisfaction for the losses 

suffered by our inhabitants through Moridchimd s means, the small sum of 
money which was pretended to be given credit for in his Sircarry, being scarce 
a tenth part of the loss sustained by the Europeans alone, with several other 
parts of his conduct, were so many convincing proofs that his friendship was 
unsincere and that he could not abide by his treaty which the ex%ency of 

hfe situation alone indinod biro to ttfafce. 

6. Secondly, there was t&e greatest reason to imagine be was an utter 

VoL II—15 
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enemy to the English, and privately endeavouring to bring in the French 
with promises of joining them against us. We were confirmed in this opinion 
from the great aversion he showed'to our molesting the French at Chander- 

nagore, his espousing and protecting Monsieur Law and his party after that 

place was taken, his keeping them in this part,1 and the certain intelligence 

we have received from all quarters of his writing frequently to Monsr. Bousse, 
sending him large presents and inviting him to march this .way. This was 

so notorious that it was publickly talked of and known, his cossids passing 
almost daily through Ballasore, and but a few days before some elephants 

and seerpaws arrived at that place within2 passage to Monsr. Bousse’s camp. 

7/ Lastly, there was great room to think he did not mean well by the 

orders he had given to fortifye Cutwah and the removing of Suffras Cawn’s* 

family from Dacca into Pooranea. The interruptions our boats and people 

met with in their way to Cossimbuzar contrary to the treaty of peace, with 

many actions of the same nature which put it beyond all doubt that his 
dislike and jealousie of our nation was rooted and that he would not miss any 

opportunity of ruining our affairs and extirpating the English out of his 
country: it was therefore but common prudence to prevent our own ruin, 

which could not be done so effectually any other way than by divesting the 

Nabob of the power of hurting us. 

8. Another inducement to undertake this affair was the universal hatred 

of all sorts and conditions of men to Seraja Dowla. The affection of his 

army alienated from him by his ill usage of the officers, and a revolution so 

generally wished for, that it is probable it would be attempted (and perhaps 
successfully), even without our assistance, in which case it would have availed 
us but little; whereas by countenancing the confederacy and supporting it 

with our whole force, we might make our own terms, benefit our employers 
both by present and future advantages, do a general good, procure some 

satisfaction to the inhabitants of our colony for their heavy losses in the 

capture, establish the tranquillity of the country and by that means open a 
greater currency than ever to our business, and lastly, cut off the expectation 
of the French and keep them totally out of these dominions. 

9. Motives so interesting and founded upon the prime law of self- 

preservation determined us to embrace the proposal made by Jaffir Aly Khan 
provided adequate terms were granted in consideration of entering into a 

fresh war with the Nabob, whose consequence must have proved very detri¬ 
mental to our affairs, if the success of it had not been answerable to our 
expectations. Accordingly, after some, consideration the following demands 
were esteemed equitable and reasonable to be asked vizt., that our phirmaund 
and the piiviiedges acquired by the treaty with Seraja Dowla be confirmed 
and punctually complyed with; that restitution be made of the Company^ 
whole loss, and the loss of the European inhabitants of Calcutta; that our 
bounds be augmented; that we have liberty to fortifye Cossimbuzar; that 
an offensive and defensive alliance be made against all enemies of both 
parties, as well Europeans as others, and that the French be not permitted 
u> resettle in these provinces; that the Moors do not fortifye within twenty 
miles of the river side from Hughly down to Ingellie ; and that the revenue^ 

S& f certain tract of land be made over apd assigned to us in consideration 
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of our maintaining a good body of troops. These terms were accordingly 
transmitted to Mr. Watts to get Jaffir Aly Khan to assent to them. 

10. On the 17 th May Colonel Clive laid before us a letter from Mr. 
Watts with such articles of agreement as Jaffir Aly Khans confident had 
assured him would be accepted of, and requesting that if they were approved 
of by the Admiral and Committee, they might be engrossed in cypher, signed 
and sealed by them, and returned to him to get them executed by Jaffir Aly 
Khan. As those articles were greatly more advantageous for the Company 
than the terms we had demanded, there could be no objection to them on 
our part. They were accordingly approved of and ordered to be, engrossed 
with some alterations relating to the satisfaction of private sufferers. The 
substance of them you will find in the translate of the Persian treaty herewith 
transmitted for your observation. 

11. In order to prevent the least suspicion of what we were doing, our 
troops were ordered into quarters, part of them in Calcutta and part in 
Chandernagore, and the Nabob wrote to (agreeable to Jaffir Aly Khan’s 
advice) to recall his army encamped at Plassey and Daudpore. 

12. Matters being advanced thus far, it was next judged proper to 
obtain, if possible, a personal conference between Jaffir Aly Khan and some 
person of trust and confidence on our part. To effect this without alarming 
the Nabob’s suspicions, it was proposed for the Collonel to send the Nabob 
a letter by Mr. Scrafton’s hands, acquainting Mm that he had an affair of 
consequence to communicate, by whkh means Mr. Scrafton might have an 
opportunity of seeing Jaffir Aly Khan and confer with him on the plan of 
operations for executing our project, to assure Mm of-our attachment to 
his interest, and to use his endeavours to get such security as could well be 
given without discovering the scheme. 

13. On the 19th May the treaty being engrossed in the manner Mr. 
Watts had requested, it was signed and sealed by the Admiral and the 
members of the Committee. 

14. From that time till the 11th June, the Colonel received several letters 
from Mr. Watts confirming us in the opinion we had conceived of the 
Nabob’s writing to Monsr. Bousse to march this way and extirpate the 
English. There letters likewise gave a detail of the progress of our negotiation 
with Jaffir Aly Khan, who, on the 5th ultimo, signed, sealed and solemnly 
swore in the presence of Mr. Watts, to abide by the treaty he had made with 
the English, and to perform punctually the agreement on his part, as soon 
as he was in possession of the Subahship. 

15. Mirza Omar Beg4 on the 11th ultimo arrived at the French Gardens 
where we assembled a Committee and had the treaty .in Persian executed by 
Jaffir Aly Khan delivered us by the above mentioned person, who gave us 
the greatest assurance of his .friendship and esteem for the English, that 
there would be very little difficulty in effecting a change of government and 
that we might depend upon it, Jaffir Aly Khan would be punctual in per¬ 
forming every article of his agreement. 

16. Mr. Watts, his letters all urging the immediate march of our troops 
towards Muxadavad, and the Committee for many reasons judging it best 
to lose no time as this appeared the most favourable conjun^aire we could 
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have to succeed in our enterprise and as a delay might not only produce a 
discovery of our confederacy and consequendy the ruin of our project, but 
would greatly diminish our strength, while the Nabob would have time to 
augment his army by calling in his troops from all quarters, and enlisting 
others, it was therefore resolved to set out immediately, and on the I3th 
of June our troops began their march. 

17. On the 19th or 20th June Cutwah town and fort (a strong place) 
was taken by our troops where the Collonel remained two or three days to 
get some advice or letter from Jaffir Aly Khan having received but one on 
his way up. The 26th June we had the pleasure to receive a letter from him 
with the news of a compleat victory obtained over Seraja Dowla in the plains 
of Plassy. his whole army and himself being fled and we in possession of his 
camp, ordnance etc., that Jaffir Aly Khan, Roydoolub and Lutter Cawn5 had 
observed a neutrality during the engagement and were with the Collonel at 
the time of writing of his letter. 

18. On the 29th we received the agreeable news of Jaffir Aly Khan being 
in possession of the city and kila of Muxadavad, that Seraja Dowla had 
withdrawn privately, but it was not doubted would be soon taken, and that 
Mohunloll was prisoner at the city. , In a letter of the 30th June, Collonel 
Clive acquainted us of his having seated Jaffir Aly Khan in the mussnud, and 
that he had received the homage of his zemindars and people as Subah of 
the provinces of Bengal, Bahar and Orissa. 

19. We now beg leave to congratulate you, Hon’ble Sirs, and the 
Company on our success in this important business and the happy change 
of Government established in these dominions so fortunately and speedily. 
Our loss has been but very trifling, not above 20 Europeans being killed and 
wounded. 

20. The advantages of the treaty made with the present Nabob are too 
apparent to want any comment, if the terms are punctually complied with, 
which we have not the least reason to doubt. But we must take the liberty 
to recommend to your serious consideration the preservation of the grants 
and priviledges acquired by this revolution, which can be done only by 
keeping up a large body of troops in the country. As it is the Company’s 
interest to exert themselves on this occasion, we make no doubt you will 
immediately enlist and send out a sufficient number of recruits to make a 
respectable garrison in Bengal, which should consist of a body of two thousand 
Europeans at least, which expences, we think, will be overpaid by the 
advantages of our acquisitions. We flatter ourselves, therefore, you will not, 
cm My account neglect the sending such a body of Europeans as we have 
mentioned to be necessary. This, we are of opinion, will be the only method 
of preventing in future the encroachments of the country government, to 
make our friendship and alliance courted, to carry on out trade on the 
securest footing and to oppose die re-settlement of the French in these 
provinces. 

21. Upon examining the treasury Roydoolub pretended there was but 
one crore and fifty laacks of rupees in ballanee. This obliged Colonnel Clive 
to go to the city himself in order to be near the Nabob. His letter of the 

ultimo informs us, to put an end to all heart burning and jealousies 
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between us and the Nabob, he agreed to refer the affair to Juggutseat’s 
arbitration, that the Nabob and he accordingly went there and after some 
consideration Juggutseat desired the Colonnel would not insist immediately 
on the full payment of the sums stipulated in the treaty but that half should 
be made good without delay in money and jewels, the other half to be paid 
in three years at three annual and equal payments. These terms the Collonel 
consented to as they were better than he expected, considering the lowness 
of the Nabob's treasury. Since which we learn that one third in specie of the 
whole was actually embarking on boats for Calcutta. 

22. But as the bad consequences of deferring the payment of any part 
of the money appeared to us too evident to be allowed of if it could be avoided, 
we have wrote the Collonel our sentiments thereon, and desired the gentle¬ 
men of the Select Committee who are at Muxadavad to use their best 
endeavours to obtain immediate payment, but if that is not to be done, to 
get some good security from the Nabob to abide by his contract; that for 
our parts we should prefer Juggutseat’s engaging to see it punctually made 
good, and next to that security a mortgage of such lands contiguous to 
Calcutta whose revenues will be equal to the sum to be received bv us 
annually. 

23. Having given you, Hon’ble Sirs, a very particular detail of our ■ 
transactions since engaging in the confederacy to set up Jaffir Alv Khan, we 
have reason to flatter ourselves you will approve of our conduct through the 
whole of this nice but necessary step. 

24. Mr. Manningham is gone up to Muxadavad to assist in hastening 
the completion of the treaty and settling such matters as relate to the 
mercantile part of it 

25. By a letter from Collonel Clive dated the 30th June late at night, 
we learnt that Seraja Dowla was taken, and by another letter of the 4th instant, 
we are informed of his being cut off by Jaffer Aly Khan’s son and others. 

26. Tranquillity being established by the change we have advised of, 
people’s minds more at ease, and no apprehensions of trouble from the Govern¬ 
ment remaining, we have begun the purchase of this year’s investment by 
sending money to the different aurungs, and hope, with the assistance of the 
goods received from Seraja Dowla at our subordinates and aurungSj to be 
able to send the Company a handsome return from this Presidency. 

27. As the sum of money to be received from the Nabob, even if 
Juggutseat’s determination is to stand good, will greatly exceed our demands 
for the investment, we purpose to advertise that all interest notes will be 
discharged upon being tendered, and that in case the proprietors do not sue 
for payment before the 1st day of October next, the interest will cease from 
that day. This will ease the Company of a very heavy burden, and we hope 
will prove very agreeable news. In this place we must beg leave to remark 
that by Juggutseat’s determination the Company are to receive for three 
years successively the sum of sixteen laacks and two thirds of rupees in 
specie which, with the sale of your annual imports and the amounts, of h0fe 
of exchange that we shall be under a necessity of granting, wiB be fall 
sufficient, we imagine, for die respective investments of those three years. 
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without obliging the Company to run the risque of any bullion for the 
supply of the Presidency till that term of years is expired. 

28. These advices are dispatched in triplicates to the Select Committee 
of Bombay to be forwarded to Europe by the quickest conveyances either by 
shipping or by land. We shall endeavour to send copies to Fort St. George 
to be forwarded from thence to Europe, and shall dispatch the Diligent 

schooner about the middle of next month directly home with another copy 
of this pacquet by which means we hope the Company will get the intelligence 
of what has happened in Bengali before the ships of next season leave 
England. * ■ / 

29. Since writing thus far, the money from Muxadavad is arrived. 

We are with the greatest respect, 
Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most faithful humble servants, 
Fort William, 14th July 1757. Roger Drake Junr. / Richd. Becher. 

21 

LETTER DATED 26 JULY 1757 

Clivers description of the battle—Coronation of Mir Jafar—Terms of 

treaty with him-~Settlement respecting his payment of stipulated money— 
Murder of Siraj-ud-daulah—Pursuit of French fugitives under haw—French 

participation in the destruction of Kasimbazar factory. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret .Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable Sirs, 

1. By the Kings Fisher sloop-of-war under date 16th April,* I gave you 
an account of the taking of Chandernagore. The subject of this address is 
an event of much higher importance, no less than the entire overthrow of 
Nabob Serajah Dolaw, and the placing of Jaffeir Ally Cawn on the throne. 
I intimated in my last how dilatory Surajah Dolaw appeared in fulfilling the 
articles of the treaty. This disposition not only continued, but we discovered 
that he was designing our ruin by a conjunction with the French. To this 
end, Monsar. Busie was pressingly invited to come into the province and 
Monsr. Laws of Cossimbuzar (who before had been privately entertained in 
his service) was ordered to return from Patna. About this time some of his 
principal officers made overtures to us for dethroning him. At the head of 
these was Jaffa: Ally Cawn, then Buxey to the army, a man as generally 
esteemed as the other was detested. As we had reason to believe the 
disaffection partly general, we soon entered into engagements with Jaffir Ally 
Khan to put the crown on Ms head. All necessary preparations being com- 
pfeafcd with th© utmost secrecy, the iarmy consisting of about 1000 Europeans 

2000 seepoys wift & pieces' of cannon marched from C&mdama^re the 
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13th June, and arrived the 18th at Cutwaw Fort which was taken without 
opposition. The 22nd in the evening we crossed the river, and landing on 
the island marched straight for Plads Grove, where we arrived by one in the 
morning. At day break we discovered the Nabob’s army moving towards us, 
consisting, as we since found, of about 15,000 horse and 35,000 foot with 
upwards of 40 pieces of cannon. They approached apace, and by six began 
the attack with a number of heavy cannon supported by their whole army 
and continued to play on us very briskly for several hours during which our 
situation was of the utmost service to us, being lodged in a large grove 
surrounded with good mud banks. To succeed In an attempt cm their cannon 
was next to impossible as they were planted in a maimer round us, and at 
a considerable distance from each other. We therefore remained quiet in 
our post in expectation of a successful attack upon their camp at night. 
About noon the enemy drew off their artillery and retired into their camp 
being the same which Roydulub1 had left but few days before, and which 
he had fortifyed with a good ditch and breastwork. We immediately sent 
a detachment accompanied with 2 field pieces to take possession of a tank 
with high banks which was advanced about 300 yards beyond our grove, and 
from whence the enemy had considerably annoyed us with some cannon 
managed by Frenchmen. This motion brought them out a second time, but 
on finding them make no great effort to dislodge us, we proceeded to take 
possession of one or two more eminences lying very near an angle of their 
camp; from whence and an adjacent eminence still in their possession, they 
kept a smart fire of musketry upon us. They made several attempts to bring 
out their cannon but our advanced field pieces played so warmly and well 
upon them that they were always drove back. The horse exposing themselves 
a good deal on this occassion many of them were killed and among the rest 
four or five officers of the first distinction, by which the whole army being 
visibly dispirited and thrown into some confusion, we were encouraged to 
storm both the eminence and the angle of their camp, which were carried m 
the same instant with little or no loss, though the latter was defended 
(exclusive of blacks) by 40 French and 2 pieces of cannon and the former 
by a large body of blacks both foot and horse. On this a general rout ensued, 
and we pursued the enemy six miles, passing upwards of 40 pieces of cannon 
they had abandoned, with an infinite number of h&ckaries and carriages 
filled with bagage of all kind. Surajah Dowta escaped on a camel and 
reaching Muxadavad early the next morning dispatched away what jewels 
and treasure he conveniently could and he himself followed at midnight with 
only two or three attendants. 

2. It is computed there ware killed of the enemy about 500. Our km 

amounted to only 22 killed and 50 wounded and those chiefly blacks. During 
the warmest part of the action we observed a large body of troops hovering 
on our right who proved to be our friends, but m they never discovered them- 
selves by any signal whatever we frequently fired on than to make 
keep their distance. When the battle was over they sent a 
message and encamped in our neighbourhood that night. The next 
Jaffir Aly Khan paid me a visit and expressed much gratitude for ihe 
service done him assuring me in the most solemn manner that fife wotiEd 
faithfully perform his engagements to the EhgPfeh. Hi then proceeded to 
the city which he readied some hours before * 
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3. As immediately on Snrajah Dowla's flight Jaffeir Ally Khan found 
himself in peaceable possession of the palace and city, I encamped without 
to prevent the inhabitants from being plundered or disturbed first at 
Maudipoor and afterwards at the French Factory at Sydabad. However, I 
sent forward Messrs Watts and Walsh to enquire into the state of the 
treasury and inform me what was transacting at the palace. By their re¬ 
presentations I soon found it necessary for me to be present on many accounts. 
Accordingly the 29th I entered the city with a guard of 200 Europeans and 
300 seepoys and took up my quarters in a spacious house and garden near 
the palace. The same evening I waited on Jaffeir Ally Khan who refused 
seating himself on the musnud till placed on it by me, which done he 
received homage as Nabob from all his courders. The next morning he 
returned my visit, when after a good deal of discourse on the situation of 
his affairs, I recommended to him to consult Juggutseat on all occasions 
who, as a man of sense and by far of the greatest property among all his 
subjects, would give him the best advice for settling the kingdom in peace 
and security. On this he proposed that we should immediately set out 
together to visit him, which being complied with, solemn engagements were 
entered into by the three parties for a strict union and mutual support of 
each other’s interest. Juggatseat then undertook to use his whole interest at 
Delhi (which is certainly very considerable) to get the Nabob acknowledged 
by the Mogul and our late grants confirmed, likewise procure for us any other 
phirmaunds we might have occassion for. 

The substance of the treaty with the present Nabob is, vizt. 

1st. Confirmation of the mint and all other grants and priviledges in 
the treaty with the late Nabob. 

2nd. An alliance, offensive and defensive, against all enemies whatever. 

3rd. The French factories and effects to be delivered up and they never 
permitted to resettle in any of the three provinces. 

4th. One hundred lack of rupees to be paid to the Company in consi¬ 
deration of their losses at Calcutta and the expences of the campaign. 

5th. Fifty lack of rupees to be given to the English sufferers at the loss 
of Calcutta. 

6th. Twenty lack to Jentoos, Moors etc., black sufferers at the loss, of 
Calcutta. 

7 th. Seven lack to the Armenian sufferers. These three last donations 
to be distributed at the pleasure of the Admiral and the gentlemen of Council 
including me. 

8th. The entire property of all lands within the Moratto Ditch which 
runs rdund Calcutta to be vested in the Company, also six hundred yards all 
round without die said Ditch. 

Ml The Company to have the Zemmindarry of the country to the 
south of Calcutta lying between the lake and river and reaching as far as 
Culpee, they paying the customary rents paid by former zemmindars to the 
government. 

l#dx Whenever the assistance of the English troops shall be wanted* 
their extr aord in ary charges to be paid by the Nabob, 
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ihh. No forts to be erected by the Government on the river side from 
Hughlev downwards. 

12th. The foregoing articles to be performed without delay as soon as 
Jaffeir Ally Khan becomes Subah. 

4. On examining the treasury there were found about 150 lack of rupees, 
which being too little to answer our demands, much less leave a sufficiency for 
the Nabob’s necessary disbursements, it was referred to Juggutseat as a 
mutual friend to settle what payment should be made to us, who accordingly 
determined that we should immediately receive one half of our demand, %rds 
in money and ^rd in gold and silver plate, jewels and goods, and that the 
other half should be discharged in three years at three equal and annual 
payments. 

5. The part to be paid in ready money is received and safely arrived at 
Calcutta, and the goods, jewels, etc. are now delivering over to us. The 
major part of these will he bought back by the Nabob for ready money and 
on the remaining part there will be little or no loss. A large proportion was 
proposed to have been paid us in jewels but, as they are not a very saleable 
article, we got the amount reduced one half and the difference to be made 
good in money. 

6. It is impossible as yet to form* a judgement how much the granted 
lands will produce you as the Europeans are quite ignorant of the extent of 
the country between the river and lake. But in order to give you some idea 
of the value I will venture to estimate it at 10 lack per annum. An officer 
cm the part of the Nabob is already dispatched to Calcutta to begin the 
survey in company with one of ours. 

7. Surajah Dolaw was not discovered till some days after his flight. 
However, he was at last taken in the neighbourhood of Rajahmaul and 
brought to Muxadavad the 2nd instant late at night. He was immediately 
cut off by order of the Nabob’s son, and as it is said without the fathers 
knowledge. Next morning the Nabob paid me a visit and thought it 
necessary to palliate the matter on motives of policy, for that Surajah Dolaw 
had on the road wrote letters to many of the zemindars of the army, and 
occasioned some commotion among them in his favour. 

8. Mons. Laws and his party came down as far as Rajahmaul to Serajah 
Dolaw’s assistance, and were within 3 hours march of him when he was taken. 
As soon as they heard of his misfortune they returned by forced marches,, and 
by the last advice had passed by Patna on the other side of the river. A 
party of Europeans and seepoys were quickly dispatched after them. But 
I am doubtful if we shall be able to overtake them before they get out of 
the Nabob’s dominions. Strong letters have been wrote from the Nabob to 
the Naib of Patna to distress them all in Ms power and take them prisoners 
if possible, a compliance with which I am in impatient expectation of. 

9. I ought to observe that the French I spoke of in the action were 
some fugitives from Chandernagore who had assembled at Sydabad. It was 
by their advices and indeed by their hands that the English factory at 
Cossimbnzar was burned and destroyed after oer gentlemen had quitted it 
on jhe renewal of iie troubles. 

- 10. The present Nabob has every appearance M bdm^, fkm&y m& 
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11th. No forts to be erected by the Government on the river side from 
Hughley downwards. 

12th. The foregoing articles to be performed without delay as soon as 
Jaffeir Ally Khan becomes Subah. 

4. On examining the treasury there were found about ISO lack of rupees, 
which being too little to answer our demands, much less leave a sufficiency for 
the Nabob’s necessary disbursements, it was referred to Juggutseat as a 
mutual friend to settle what payment should be made to us, who accordingly 
determined that we should immediately receive one half of our demand, %rds 
in money and J^rd in gold and silver plate, jewels and goods, and that the 
other half should be discharged in three years at three equal and annual 
payments. 

5. The part to be paid in ready money is received and safely arrived at 
Calcutta, and the goods, jewels, etc. are now delivering over to us. The 
major part of these will be bought back by the Nabob for ready money and 
on the remaining part there will be little or no loss. A large proportion was 
proposed to have been paid us in jewels but, as they are not a very saleable 
article, we got the amount reduced one half and the difference to be made 
good in money. 

6. It is impossible as yet to form a judgement how much the granted 
lands will produce you as the Europeans are quite ignorant of the extent of 
the country between the river and lake. But in order to give you some idea 
of the value I will venture to estimate it at 10 lack per annum. An officer 
on the part of the Nabob is already dispatched to Calcutta to begin the 
survey in company with one of ours. 

7. Surajah Dolaw was not discovered till some days after his flight. 
However, he was at last taken in the neighbourhood of Rajahmaul and 
brought to Muxadavad the 2nd instant late at night. He was immediately 
cut off by order of the Nabob’s son, and as it is said without the father’s 
knowledge. Next morning the Nabob paid me a visit and thought it 
necessary to palliate the matter on motives of policy, for that Surajah Dolaw 
had on the road wrote letters to many of the zemindars of the army, and 
occasioned some commotion among them in his favour. 

8. Mons. Laws and his party came down as far as Rajahmaul to Serajah 
Dolaw’s assistance, and were within 3 hours march of him when he was taken. 
As soon as they heard of his misfortune they returned by forced marches,, and 
by the last advice had passed by Patna on the other side of the river. A 
party of Europeans and seepoys were quickly dispatched after them. But 
I am doubtful if we shall be able to overtake them before they get out of 
the Nabob’s dominions. Strong letters have been wrote from the Nabob to 
the Naib of Patna to distress them all in his power and take them prisoners 
if possible, a compliance with which I am in impatient expectation o£ 

9. I ought to observe that the French I spoke of in the action were 
some fugitives from Chandernagore who had assembled at Sydabad. It was 
by their advices ar$d indeed by their hands that the English factory at: 
Cossimbuzar was burned ami destroyed after opr gentenm had quitted it 
on the renewal of the troubles- 

4 10. The present Nabob has every appearance sf feeiag; firmly -.and 
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durably seated on the throne. The whole country has quietly submitted to 
him and even the apprehension of an inroad from the side of Delhi is vanish¬ 
ed, so that this great revolution, so happily brought about, seems compleat in 
every respect. I persuade myself the importance of your possessions now 
in Bengal will determine you to send out not only a large and early supply 
of troops and good officers but of capable young gentlemen for the civil 
branches of your business. 

11. I shall shortly have an opportunity of writing by an express vessel 
intended to be dispatched from Calcutta. But for fear of accidents I forward 
these advices by way of Bombay. 

I have the honor to be with the greatest respect. 
Honorable Sirs, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 
Robert Clive. 

Muxadavad, 26th July 1757. 
[Triplicate] 
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LETTER DATED 6 AUGUST 1757 

Law’s escape towards Oudh—Copies of Siraj-ud-daulah’s letters to the 

French—Particulars of payments made by Mir Jafar—Letters of Mar hat ta 

chiefs promising help to the English against Siraj-ud-daulah—French 

activities in the Deccan—Request for establishing a strong garrison repeated. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Honhle United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable Sirs, 

1. My letter of the 26th July three copies of which were forwarded by 
the way of Bombay and Fort St. George, and a fourth is now enclosed, con¬ 
tains the particulars of the great and happy revolution in this kingdom 
effected by your arms; very little has since happened in the military province 
for me to acquaint you with. 

2. Notwithstanding the urgent letters wrote both by the Nabob and 
myself to Ramnarain,1 the Naib of Bahar, to distress and impede the French 
in their rout through his country, they were suffered to pass unmolested; 
whether through inclination or cowardice I cannot yet determine. By my 
last advices they had reached Benaras, a city about 60 miles beyond the 
hmrts of this Government, belonging to a rajah tributary to the Nabob of 
Owd, in whose service they will probably be entertained. Mr. Law in 
answer to some overtures I rtitade to him and his party for surrendering them¬ 
selves seems to build on such a support. The detachment sent after hem 
consisting of 200 Europeans and 500 sepoys arrived the 3rd of this month at 
Gtepjra, about 36 miles on the other side of Patna and within 16 of the 
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boundary of the Nabob’s dominions, beyond which they have orders not to 
pass. About twenty of the French deserted to us and though the principal 
design of taking the whole party prisoners has miscarried through Ram- 
narain’s misbehaviours, yet I have reason to think the expedition has been of 
some service to the Nabob in awing the province of Bahar into submission, 
a country notorious for its turbulence and disobedience to the Soobah. 

3. Some of Surajah Dowlas letters to the French having fallen into my 
hands, I enclose a translate of them (Paper N. 5) just to shew you the 
necessity we were reduced to of attempting his overthrow. I was fully 
apprized of all his proceedings by means of Mr. Watts with whom I kept 
up a very full correspondence, too voluminous indeed to transmit you a 
transcript of, at least at this opportunity. I must here do that gentleman the 
justice to say his services at the Durbar have been very great, as well in pro¬ 
moting the ruin of the French as in negotiating the treaty with Jaffier Ally 
Cawn; Omichund likewise had merited well while acting in concert with 
Mr. Watts but I had reason to think his intriguing disposition was carrying 
him too far in the pursuit of his private interest; therefore recommended to 
him a visit of devotion to Malda. He is a person capable of rendring you 
great services while properly restrained, therefore not to be wholly discarded. 

4. On my first arrival at Cossimbuzar I desired the gentlemen of the 
Select Committee would send up Mr. Manningham to assist with Mr. Watts 
in drawing up a treaty with the present Nabob more formal than that he first 
signed, to see proper perwannahs issue for the mint and the granted lands 
and in short, to attend to the civil parts of business which were to be carried 
on here. Permit me therefore to leave to the gentlemen of the Select 
Committee the account of all such transactions. I will only observe that since 
my last advice about sixteen lack sixty five thousand rupees has been paid 
by the Nabob in ready money on account of the goods we were to have 
received; jewels to the amount of about 3 lacks are already delivered to us 
and we are still to receive silver to the amount of about 2 lacks, and fine 
muslins, shawls etc., about 4 lacks; the remainder is promised us in ready 
money as soon as some treasure daily expected from Pumea arrives. In my 
last when I acquainted you with the articles of the treaty I forgot to mention 
a promise from the Nabob to the navy and army of 50 lacks, which is subject 
to the same periodical payments as the other donations and has a concern 
in the above mentioned receipts. 

5. In the book of country letters now forwarded are translates of those 
I have wrote to the Nanna of the Marottoes1, Salabud Jung3 and the Moghol 
(No. 189, 200 and 202). Some days beiore my setting out on the expedition to 
Muxadavad arrived letters from die Nanna directed to die Governour, desir¬ 
ing the alliance of the English, and that we would enter into bo treaty with 
Surajah Dowla, for that he would engage to enter the province with 15ftj8®6 
Marottoes and make good to us double of all the kisses we had sustained. that 
as we were powerful in ships we might keep out the French by sea, and he 
Would take care to do it by land. No other use was made of the letter at 
that time than to send it to Surajah Dowla m order tm obtain his ooafidenoe, 
and prevail cm him to withdraw his army fim Flacky where they bad bam 

encamped for some time through mistrust of 4s. You w® observe I have 
wrote tq the Nanna of ow strict affiaaace wftb the fmmm ifabob, mi Am 
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boundary of the Nabob’s dominions, beyond which they have orders not to 
pass. About twenty of the French deserted to us and though the principal 
design of taking the whole party prisoners has miscarried through Ram- 
narain’s misbehaviours, yet I have reason to think the expedition has been of 
some service to the Nabob in awing the province of Bahar into submission, 
a country notorious for its turbulence and disobedience to the Soobah. 

3. Some of Surajah Dowlas letters to the French having fallen into my 
hands, I enclose a translate of them (Paper N. 5) just to shew you the 
necessity we were reduced to of attempting his overthrow. I was fully 
apprized of all his proceedings by means of Mr. Watts with whom I kept 
up a very full correspondence, too voluminous indeed to transmit you a 
transcript of, at least at this opportunity. I must here do that gentleman the 
justice to say his services at the Durbar have been very great, as well in pro¬ 
moting the ruin of the French as in negotiating the treaty with Jaffier Ally 
Cawn; Omichund likewise had merited well while acting in concert with 
Mr. Watts but I had reason to think his intriguing disposition was carrying 
him too far in the pursuit of his private interest; therefore recommended to 
him a visit of devotion to Malda. He is a person capable of rendring you 
great services while properly restrained, therefore not to be wholly discarded. 

4. On my first arrival at Cossimbuzar I desired the gentlemen of the 
Select Committee would send up Mr. Manningham to assist with Mr. Watts 
in drawing up a treaty with the present Nabob more formal than that he first 
signed, to see proper perwannahs issue for the mint and the granted lands 
and in short, to attend to the civil parts of business which were to be carried 
on here. Permit me therefore to leave to the gentlemen of the Select 
Committee the account of ail such transactions. I will only observe that since 
my last advice about sixteen lack sixty five thousand rupees has been paid 
by the Nabob in ready money on account of the goods we were to have 
received; jewels to the amount of about 3 lacks are already delivered to us 
and we are still to receive silver to the amount of about 2 lacks, and fine 
muslins, shawls etc., about 4 lacks; the remainder is promised us in ready 
money as soon as some treasure daily expected from Pumea arrives. In my 
last when I acquainted you with the articles of the treaty I forgot to mention 
a promise from the Nabob to the navy and army of 50 lacks, which is subject 
to the same periodical payments as the other donations and has a concern 
in the above mentioned receipts. 

5. In the book of country letters now forwarded are translates of those 
I have wrote to the Nanna of the Marottoes*, Salabud Jung3 and the Moghol 
(No. 189, 200 and 202). Some days before my setting out on the expedition to 
Muxadavad arrived letters from the Nanna directed to the Govemour, desir¬ 
ing the alliance of the English, and that we would rater into no treaty with 
Surajah Dowla, for that he would engage to enter the province with 150,000 
Marottoes and make good to us double of all the losses we had sustained, that 
as we were powerful in ships we might keep out the French by sea, mid he 
Would take care to do it by land. No other use was made of the letter at 
that time than to send it to Surajah Dowla in order m obtain his confidence, 
and prevail on him to withdraw his army from Plads, where they had bora 
encamped for some rime through misfrwst of As. You wSt observe I fare 
wrote ttj die Nanna of am: strict alliance with rite present Nabob, and that 
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boundary of the Nabob’s dominions, beyond which they have orders not to 
pass. About twenty of the French deserted to us and though the principal 
design of taking the whole party prisoners has miscarried through Ram- 
narain's misbehaviours, yet I have reason to think the expedition has been of 
some service to the Nabob in awing the province of Bahar into submission, 
a country notorious for its turbulence and disobedience to the Soobah. 

3. Some of Surajah Dowla’s letters to the French having fallen into my 
hands, I enclose a translate of them (Paper N. 5) just to shew you the 
necessity we were reduced to of attempting his overthrow. I was fully 
apprized of all his proceedings by means of Mr, Watts with whom I kept 
up a very full correspondence, too voluminous indeed to transmit you a 
transcript of, at least at this opportunity. I must here do that gentleman the 
justice to say his services at the Durbar have been very great, as well in pro¬ 
moting the ruin of the French as in negotiating the treaty with Jaffier Ally 
Cawn; Omichund likewise had merited well while acting in concert with 
Mr. Watts but I had reason to think his intriguing disposition was carrying 
him too far in the pursuit of his private interest; therefore recommended to 
him a visit of devotion to Malda. He is a person capable of rendring you 
great services while properly restrained, therefore not to be wholly discarded, 

4. On my first arrival at Cossimbuzar I desired the gentlemen of the 
Select Committee would send up Mr. Manningham to assist with Mr. Watts 
in drawing up a treaty with the present Nabob more formal than that he first 
signed, to see proper perwannahs issue for the mint and the granted lands 
and in short, to attend to the civil parts of business which were to be carried 
on here. Permit me therefore to leave to the gentlemen of the Select 
Committee the account of all such transactions. I will only observe that since 
my last advice about sixteen lack sixty five thousand rupees has been paid 
by the Nabob in ready money on account of the goods we were to have 
received; jewels to the amount of about 3 lacks are already delivered to us 
and we are still to receive silver to the amount of about 2 lacks, and fine 
muslins, shawls etc., about 4 lacks; the remainder is promised us in ready 
money as soon as some treasure daily expected from Pumea arrives. In my 
last when I acquainted you with the articles of the treaty I forgot to mention 
a promise from the Nabob to the navy and army of 50 lacks, which is subject 
to the same periodical payments as the other donations and has a concern 
in the above mentioned receipts. 

5. In the book of country letters now forwarded are translates of those 
I have wrote to the Narnia of the Marottoes*, Salabud Jung3 and the Moghoi 
(No. 189, 200 and 202). Some days before my setting out on the expedition m 

Muxadavad arrived letters from die Nanna directed to the Goveraour, desir¬ 
ing the alliance of the English, and that we would enter into no treaty with 
Surajah Dowla, for that he would engage to enter the province with 150,000 
Marottoes and make good to us double of all the losses we had sustained, that 
as we were powerful in ships we might keep out the French by sea, and he 
would take care to do it by land. No other use was made of the fetter at 
that time than to send it to Smajah Dowla in order m obtain his omdkiwGts, 
and prevail on him to withdraw his army from Ftaos, where they had been 
encamped for some time through mistrust of As. You wiB observe I have 
wrote to the Nanna of our strict alliance with die pesemt Nabob, and that 
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I have engaged his promise that the customary annual chout shall be duly- 

paid. 
6. You will hear from others the particulars of the loss of Bandamalanka, 

Nelhipeili, and Vizagapatam. It is much to be regretted that the escape of 
the garrisons of the two last was not timely provided for: Mr. Perceval and 
the officers from Vizagapatam being arrived here on parole, a court of enquiry 
is ordered on the latter. 

7. My last advices from Fort St. George are of the 29th June, when the 
English and French armies were encamped near one another in the 
neighbourhood of Wandiwash. They were rather more numerous in Euro¬ 
peans, but we had the advantage in blacks. It was generally thought that 
no action would be attempted on either side till one or the other was reinforced 
from Europe. Before our army took the field, the French had made an 
unsuccessful attempt on Tritchinopoly. The most disagreeable circumstance 
that has happened in that quarter is the revolt of the Madura and Nelloor 
countries through the perfidy of two of the Nabob’s brothers, Mauphos Cawn4 
and Nazabuila Cawn5, who were on the point of being chastised when the 
French marched against Tritchinopoly and thereby put a stop to our 
proceedings. 

8. The gentlemen of Fort St. George have been very urgent with me for 
my returning with the troops to the Coast, judging I apprehend that after the 
conclusion of the peace with Surajah Dowla and the reduction of Chander- 
nagore there was little left to be done in Bengal. A sufficient knowledge of 
Surajah Dowla’s disposition must have induced another way of thinking. It 
was very early visible he bore a deep resentment against the English, and 
that all his compliances sprung solely from fear. To have weakened our 
force would have been loosing the reins to his malice and insolence. The 
French subordinates were still to be destroyed and if possible themselves 
totally extirpated from his kingdom. Some of the capital points of the treaty 
were not complied with, such as putting us in possession of the villages, 
admitting the currency of our siccas, and restoring to u$ such part of the 
plunder of Calcutta as was brought to account in the Circarry books. These 
drcurastances, without mention of the alarms of Mons. Busie’s marching this 
way, and being joined by the Nabob, will shew the necessity there was for 
detaining the troops, and I flatter myself the great event which has since 
happened will fully justify my conduct both to you and the gentlemen of 
Fort St George. 

9. I hope by this time the Coast has received a considerable reinforcement 
from Europe, the late arrival of your shipping giving room to conclude that 
they sailed in a fleet, accompanied by men of war. Detaching troops from 
hence Madrass at this season can be of little use there on account of the 
approaching rains and might be of fatal consequences to the affairs of this 
kingdom where the Government is so newly settled that its enemies have 
hardly had time to declare themselves. The disposition of the Naib of 
Rama, the Nabob of Owd and the Marottoes is not yet clearly known. For 
these reasons it may be necessary to delay the return of the Madrass troops 
tiM December or January, when their passage will cost them but few days. 
However the advices from the Coast we hourly expect will greatly serve to 
determine what measures are best to be pursued. For my own part, be 
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assured gentlemen, that it is solely a desire of seeing your affairs, important 
as they now are, firmly established that detains me in Bengal. The Nabob’s 
generosity has enabled me to live with satisfaction in England, and the 
frequent attacks I have here of a nervous disorder make me very desirous 
of an opportunity of changing this climate. 

10. I have in all my letters pressed for a large force to be sent to this 
settlement and I don't doubt, gentlemen, but the importance now of your 
possessions as well as expectations will induce you to use your utmost efforts 
to secure them. The Nabob who looks upon us as his chief support is very 
desirous that we should have a strong fort and garrison near his capital. 
Our old factory at Cossimbuzar is improper on many accounts. Mr. Brohier 
therefore is shordy to come up from Calcutta to pitch on the best spot for 
a fortification and to set about raising it with the utmost expedition. I 
think it necessary to remark that one or more capable engineers should be 
sent out. Was an accident to happen, to Mr. Brohier here or Mr. Call at 
Fort St. George, we should be at an absolute loss to carry on your works at 
one or the other place. 

I have the honour to be with the greatest respect. 
Honorable Sirs, 

Your most obliged humble servant, 
Muxadavad, 6th August 1757. Robert Clive. 

Enclosure 

No I. Supposed to be wrote the latter end of February 1757. 

Surajah Dowla to the exalted in station, greatest among great officers, 
the support of friendship, Mons. Basie Bahadre. 

These disturbers of my country,. the Admiral and Colonel Clive Sabut 

Jung, whom bad fortune attends, without any reason whatever are waning 
against Zubdatoot Tooja Monsr. Rennault,6 the Governor of Chandernagore. 
This you will learn from his letters. I, who in all, things seek the good of 
mankind, assist him in every respect and have sent him the best of my troops 
that he may join with them and fight the English and if it becomes necessary 
I will join him myself. I hope in God these English who are unfortunate will 
be punished for the disturbances they have raked. Be confident. Look on 
my forces as your own. I have wrote you before for two thousand soldiers 
and musqueriers under the command of one or two trusty chiefs. I persuade 
myself you have already sent them as I desired. Should you not, I desire you 
will do me the pleasure to send them immediately. Further particulars you 
will learn from Monsr. Rennault. Oblige me with frequent news of your 
health. 

No. 2. Supposed to be wrote about the middle of March 1757. 

Surajah Dowla to the Distinguished of the Empire, the Sword of 
Riches, the Victorious in War, Monsr. Busie Bahadre. 

I have with great pleasure received news of your being arrived near 
the Orissa country with a powerful army of soldiers* Teimg&s eta, ^ tfae 
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assistance of the Commander of Chandernagore. I promise myself great 
pleasure in seeing you; a meeting will confirm the great friendship between 
us. I have ordered the naibs of the Soubah, the Phousdar and zemindars 
of Midnapore, to wait on you and assist you in your march. 

No 3. Supposed to be wrote the latter end of March 1757. 

Surajah Dowla to Mons. Busie Bahadre etc. 

1 am advised that you are arrived at Echapore. This news gives me 
pleasure. The sooner you come here the greater satisfaction I shall have in 
meeting you. What can I write of the perfidy of the English? They have 
without ground picked a quarrel with Mons. Rennault and taken by force his 
factory. They want now to quarrel with Monsr. Law, your Chief at Cossim- 
buzar, but I will take care to oppose and Overthrow their proceedings. When 
you come to Ballsore I will then send Mons. Law to your assistance unless 
you forbid his setting out. Rest assured of my good will towards you and 
your Company and to convince you of my sincerity I now. send perwannahs 

to Didarally and Ramagee Pundit and to Rajaram Sing that as soon as you 
may enter the province that they may meet and lend you all possible assis¬ 
tance and not on any pretence impede your march. 

No. 4. Supposed to be wrote the latter end of March 1757. 

Surajah Dowla to Rajaram Sing. 

You write me that Mons. Busie is arrived at Echapore7, 6 days journey 
on this side Chicacul and 6 days on the other side Cuttack. This letter I have 
received. You must obtain good intelligence and employ proper hircarus 

and so soon as Mons. Busie is arrived in your limits, receive him in the politest 
manner so that he may be well pleased and satisfied with you. The moment 
Monsr. Busie arrives, present him the enclosed perwannah. Enquire dili¬ 
gently and inform me whether he has passed the Chilka. I have wrote to 
Didarally and Ramagee Pundit that when Monsr. Busie or his army arrives 
they do not impede them. 

No 5. Supposed to be wrote the latter end of April 175^. 

Surajah Dowla to Monsr. Laws. 

I send you 10,000 rupees for your expences. Remain quiet at Rajahmaul. 
When Monsr. Busie Bahdre etc., comes on this side Cuttack I will then send 
for you. 

No 6. Supposed to be wrote the latter end of April 1757. 

Surajah Dowla to Abdoulla. 

I have sent Monsr. Law 10,000 rupees. Do you countenance and assist 
him at Rajahmaul and when I write for him to come here do you accompany 
Mousteur Law. WHte the purport of what I now inform you of to Mahmud 
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No. 7. Mons. Law to Mons. Bugros, Chief of Sydabad.* 

Je viens de recevoir une lettre du Nabob, par laquelle il m’ordonne de 
retourner a Mouxadavad. II veut dit-il se joindre a nous pour tomber sur ies 
anglais. J ai aussi une letter due Sr. Changeau qui me donne d? assez bonnes 
nouvelles. Je suis surpri que vous ne m’ avez rien, car je ne puis croire que 
vous soyez tout a fait ignorant de ce qui se passe. J’envoy e Monsr. de 
Sinfrais au Nabob avec lequel il est charge d’ entrer en negotiation: il a ordre 
de rester a notre loge. Comme il est votre anden, vous aurez la borne de le 
reconnaitre pour Chef et de lui obeir en cette qualite. Peut-etre ixai je bien- 
tot vous trouver 

J’ai llionneur d’etre avec une parfaite consideration Monsieur 

Votre tres humble & tres obeissant serviteur 

Law 
du Camp devant Champagnore, le 4mc Mai 1757 
[Duplicate] 
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LETTER DATED 20 AUGUST 1757 

Shipping news—Particulars of investments—Arrangements for the survey 

of newly acquired territories—Execution of a fresh treaty with Mir Jafar— 
Appointment of a committee to report on coinage—Re-establishment of 

factory at Patna—Arrangements for the fortification of Calcutta—Appointment 

of Watts as Chief of Kasimbazar factory—Particulars of bills of exchange— 
Death of Admiral Watson. 

To the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon hie the United 

Company of Merchants of England. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. We addressed you last by His Majesty’s sloop the King Fisher; a 
duplicate of that letter is enclosed. This vessel being dispatched to give 

♦Translation of a letter (in French), dated Camp before Champagnore [sic] the 4th May, 
1757, from M. Law to M. Bugros, Chief of Sydabad. 

No. 7. M. Law to M. Bugros, Chief of Sydabad. 
I have just received a letter from the Nabob i* which he commands me to return 

to Mouxadab (ad]. He wishes, he says, to join forces with us in order to fall upon the 
English: I have also received a letter from Sr. Changeal (?) who sends me fairly good 
news. I am surprised diat yon have (told] me nothing for I cannot believe that yoa are 
wholly ignorant of what is going on. I am sending M. de Sinfray to the Nabob with 
whom be is directed to enter into negotiations: he has orders to remain in our bungalow.* 
As he is your Governor you will have the goodness to recognise him as your Chief and 
to obey him m this quality; perhaps I shall soon come to visit yon. 

I have the hzmom to he 
with great esteem 

Camp before Champagoore Sir 
th# 4th of May 1757. Ybnr most hsmhle 

and most ©beadiest servant. 
Law. . 

* (?) Factory. 
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Your Honours an account of the revolutions effected by the assistance of 
our troops in the Government of these provinces, we beg leave to congratu¬ 
late you on an event so glorious for the nation, and so beneficial to the 
Company. By this opportunity we shall give you a summary account of 
what has occurred under our management since the dose of our letter per 
King Fisher. 

2. We informed Your Honours of our having sent the Marlborough to 
Fort St. George for the woollen goods, copper etc., detained there out of the 
consignments for this place. She returned the beginning of last month with 
such part of those consignments as remained unsold or not used and we 
have ordered the captain to get her in readiness to take in the Hon’ble 
Company’s goods for Europe and purpose to lade on her about 4,000 bags 
of saltpetre, her charterparty tonnage of redwood, and about 700 bales, with 
which cargo we shall return that ship to Fort St. George to be filled up and 
finally dispatched for Europe from hence. 

3. Admiral Pocock having recommended Mr. Peter Mac Leshlan for 
the command of this vessel, we have given him charge of her being well 
satisfied of his capacity as a seaman and that he will do his utmost to 
carry the important intelligence to Your Honours. We have permitted him 
to put on board a small adventure agreeable to the enclosed manifest. 

4. The Mermaid sloop is under dispatch for Madrass (all communication 
by land being cutt off), on which vessel we shall send 8 or 900 bags of saltpetre 
for the use of that settlement. 

5. We shall endeavour to send the President and Council of Bombay 
the quantity of petre they have wrote for, by such conveyances as may be 
desdned for that side of India. We wrote to Admiral Watson to put the 
Protector under our orders that we might lade some part of the petre designed 
for Bombay on that ship. But the squadron being in want of a storeship, 
he could not acquiesce with our request. 

6. Upon the arrival of the Marlbro> we fixed the sale of Your Honours’ 
woolen goods, copper, lead etc., Madeira, for the 18th of this month and 
hare given the usual notice of the day of sale both here and at Muxadavad. 
By the Marlbro’ we shall inform Your Honours of the sale thereof. 

7. Several purchasers of broad cloth, lead etc., before the loss of the 
settlement having paid into the treasury the amount of their purchases with¬ 
out having taken them out of the factory, petitioned us, after our establish- 

to be allowed a salvage of what was found of the sortments they had 
purchased. This being esteemed reasonable we consented to it. A few days 
sim^e Mr. Edvard Halden Cruttenden petitioned the Board by letter to be 
paid the balance of his purchase of broad doth as he apprehended those 
goods being lost, in the factory were looked upon by the Nabob as the 
Company’s property, in consideration of which he had given a large sum 
of money. This being debated in Council, we were of opinion the goods in 
the factory which had been paid for were at the risque of the purchaser 
though not taken away, and therefore we refused to comply with the request 
made in the above mentioned letter as we could not esteem the Company 
responsible for such goods. 
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8. The President and Council of Fort St. George, having sent us one 
hundred tons of copper by the Protector, it turned out Mds 18-33-4 short in 
weight upon its delivery here, the amount of which deficiency was demanded 
of Captain England. In consequence of this demand he addressed the Board 
and assured us there was no other copper on board than the Company’s, and 
as he had delivered right in tale, he imagined the deficiency must be 
owing to some mistake at Madrass. Upon this assurance the Board have 
waved the demand upon Captain England supposing the difference to be 
owing to the method of weighing off goods at Madrass where they weighed 
by large draughts of a candy and in Bengal by a draught of five maunds. 

9. Under this head we beg leave to remark that your servants at Fort 
St. George have invoiced the copper and wine sent us by Protector and 
Marlbro5 at the price those articles sold for at their settlement instead of the 
price they were invoiced at from Europe and Madeira, by which means the 
profits which should appear in our books will be carried to the credit of 
their Presidency. We have made this remark to Mr. Pigot and his Council, 
and as the method they have taken is irregular and improper, we have 
informed them we should give account current London credit for the whole 
of the consignments sent us last year and their Presidency for the part they 
have detained. 

10. By the establishment of Patna factory we have hopes of selling 
part of the Company’s imports at a greater advantage than of late years 
they have sold for in Calcutta but this will depend nevertheless on the tram 
quility of the upper parts of the Empire where those commodities are chiefly 
carried and consumed. 

11. Hitherto we have not been abie to make any great progress in the 
investment of this season. The delay made by the late Nabob in performing 
his treaty and returning our goods seized by his orders, the apprehensions 
we were under of a fresh rupture with, and the want of a sufficiency of cash 
to supply the aurungs with any large sums of money, were all of them so 
many impediments to our commencing the provision of our investments. 
The coarse sortments made near Calcutta the Export Warehouse Keeper was 
ordered to purchase early in April, and small sums of money advanced for 
that purpose. Since the change of Government gamastghs have been sent 
to the several aurungs with money who are directed to provide the cloth of 
their respective aurungs on the most reasonable terms they can procure 
them taking particular care not to debase their quality. 

12. Junior servants are also gone to all our subordinates with lists of 
investments and directions to provide, if possible, the full of their orders. 

13. The agents for disposmg the effects taken at Chandernagore have 
offered us a considerable parcel of cloth proper for Your Honours use. Part 
of those goods have been sorted and the price adjusted. We have likewise 
made them offers for the remainder, and hppe very shortly to settle the 
whole. t 

14. That we might not be disappointed of a large investment this season 
by trusting entirely to the purchases om gamasicths, we have reeved to 
receive in our cottah any goods offered m lor ready money if equal in quality 
to what our gomastahs provide. 

Vol. II—16 
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15. As we were prevented by our unhappy situation last year from 

sending Your Honours the usual quantities of goods annually forwarded 

from hence, as we flatter ourselves the loss of Chandernagore will have a 

good effect in the Company’s sales, we think it for the interest of our 

employers not to confine ourselves too closely to the orders contained in the 

list of investments per Walpole in respect to the goods to be sent home, as 

it was not possible for Your Honours then to foresee the above mentioned 

circumstances. We hope our conduct therefore will not be disapproved of, 
should we exceed your orders, as nothing induces us to that measure but 
the hopes of its proving very beneficial to our honorable masters. 

16. A parcel of the Company’s silk wound off before the seizure of 

Cossimbuzar by Surajed Dowlah having been purchased by some Guggerat 

merchants, it was offered us again at the same price they bought it. As the 

silk was extremely good we gave Messrs Watts and Manningham orders to 

buy it up which they have done accordingly, and we hope to send it home 
per Marlborough. 

17. We wrote likewise to those gentlemen to endeavor to make 

contracts with the merchants at Cossim[buzar] for the quantities of raw silk, 

silk piece goods, and gurrahs ordered in the list of investment per Walpole, 

to which they have replied that they have employed a gomastah to procure 

the piece goods and gurrahs of 72 cavid. But there is no prospect of getting 

any more raw silk this season fit for the Company’s use, for which reason 

they recommend our providing the Radnagur silk by a gomastah, which they 
imagine in Europe, as it is a strong and even silk [sic]. To this we have 

replied that we shall endeavour to purchase some of that sortment of silk by 

way of trial. But as it has never been sent home before nor is wrote for by 

the Company, we think it imprudent to send any large quantity to Europe. 

18. Soon after the taking of Chandernagore we applied to the Directore 

and Company of Hughley to contract with us for 60,000 maunds of saltpetre 
to which we could get no defimtive answer, and Omychund having since 

offered to deliver 58,000 mds. of that article in time for the dispatch of this 
years’ shipping, we have agreed to take it of him at six Arcot rupees per 

factory maund, 20,000 mds. to be delivered in September, 15,000 in November 
and the remainder in February. We have the satisfaction likewise to hear 

from Mr. Pearkes at Patna that he is likely to make a contract for 40,000 
maunds of petre at current rupees 5 annas 6 per factory maund to be delivered 

in Calcutta free of all risque and charges, which contract we have empowered 

him to make as we esteem it extremely reasonable. When the other servants 

set out for Patna we shall transmit a list of investment for that factory awfl 

direct them to procure the sortments of goods wrote for this season by 
Your Honours* 

^ Select Committee, whose province it is, will inform Your 
Honours of the pardculars of the revolutions in the Government of these 
provinces, by what means effected, and the share we had in those transactions. 
By die enclosed translate of the treaty made with Jaffier All Khan, you 

observe the advantage redounding to die Company by the change* We 
ha»e the further pleasure to inform you that the Subah acquits himself M 

his engagement to our entire satisfaction, tbab~his simnud is extremely full 
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and greater immunities allowed the Company in it titan the phirmaund 
specifies, and that the privilege o£ our mint is much more extensive than 
the perwannah granted in for that purpose by Surajah Dowlah. 

20. The coungoe’s man being arrived to make a survey of the districts, 
pergunnah, villages, towns etc., to be granted us by the Nabob, we have 

ordered Captain Robert Barker to attend him in his survey and make a rough 
plan of the course of the lake, its depths etc., that we may be able to ascertain 

and determine the bounderies of the territory to be granted us, from which 

survey and plan when compleated and perfected, we flatter ourselves many 
advantages will arise to the trade of this settlement. 

21. As a fresh treaty with the present Subah is drawing up to be 

reciprocally executed by him and us, the Select Committee requested this 

Board would consider any amendments or alterations in the articles of the 
former treaty for the advantage of the Company. In consequence of this 

request, we have recommended to those gentlemen at Muxadavad to have 

the treaty signed by the Nabob's son, as well as himself, and that it specify 

its binding to his successors and heirs. We have likewise, desired them 

to get the 10th article relating to the assistance of our troops explained, as 

the word made use of in the first treaty (i.e. coracky) [khuraky] implies no 
more than diet money. 

22. The President remembering something of a machulka exacted from 

Mr. Slackhouse, when Chief of Cossimbuzar, not to trade for salt or goods 

and grain not designed for exportation, and of a prohibition of the govern¬ 

ment forbidding our winding off or purchasing the head setters only of raw 

silk, we have desired the gentlemen at Muxadavad to have the above 

mentioned matchulka and prohibition made null and void, as we are not 
restrained in those particulars by the phirmaund, 

23. Upon the arrival of people from Muxadavad for coining our money, 

we appointed the President, Mr. Frankland and Mr. Boddam a committee 

to make an assay of the coinage of the different species of bullion, and 

report to the Board how an hundred ounces of each species will turn out in 

siccas of equal weight and fineness of those stamped at Muxadavad and 

what the charges will be of coinage etc., that we might establish our mint 

upon a solid footing. Hitherto that committee has made no report, but some 

rupees have been stamped and sent up to Muxadavad for trial where they 

have been approved of. We purpose to establish our mint upon the same 
footing with that of Madrass. 

24. Mr. Watts, having procured a perwannah for our resettling at Patna 
without any extra expences to the Durbar officers, we thought it the most 

favorable juncture we could have for establishing that factory, and by that 

means securing a provision of petre which at this time we judged erf the 

utmost importance. Accordingly Messrs Pearfces, Batson and Silers were 

ordered to proceed to traosenk us advice of the state of the markets thepo m 

order to [sic] broad, doth, copper, lead and iron and to inform m if saltpetre 

was procurable and upon what terms. Mr. Pearkes set out immediately, and 

is now at Patna. The other gentlemen waited till the disturbance t|p®p in 

agitation Vfere settled, and will proceed to Papa in a * * V* - 

25. As the large mms of money we shall reedve from the Nabob with 
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what will be paid in the treasury for bills of exchange will be more than 

sufficient for our occasions for this year, we think it would be imprudent to 

encrease Your Honours risque at this settlement which is as yet in no 

posture to resist an European force. We have therefore wrote to the other 

Presidencies to send no money or bullion to this place till they hear further 

from us. 

26. Having purchased a parcel of redwood of the captors of Chander- 

nagore, we have desired the President and Council of Fort St. George to send 

us none of that article if they are necessitated to pay freight for having it 

brought hither. 

27. We must not omit that we have desired the gentlemen at Muxadavad 

to get the annual piscash made payable for the future at Muxadavad instead 

of Hughley and to pay the piscash for the proceeding year that no trouble 

may be given in future on that pretence. 

28. The President laid before us in the month of March a letter from 

him to the Hon’ble the Secret Committee in England, advising of Captain 

Broyere ?s being ordered to repair to this settlement and lay a plan for erecting 

fortifications as might secure it from the attempts of an European enemy, 

and directing a standing committee to be formed for procuring materials 

on the cheapest terms and carrying on the works with economy. In con¬ 

sequence of these directions the President, Mr. Frankland and Mr. Mackett, 

were appointed to be a committee for the above mentioned purpose, of 

which committee Mr. Broyere when present was to be a member. 

29. Immediately after the receipt of these advices we advertised that 

we were willing to contract for all kinds of materials for building. The 

committee above mentioned, likewise, wrote to Dacca and Ballasore for the 

prices of timbers, planks, chunam etc., at those places. Their answers were 

laid before the Board, but the prices being esteemed too high the committee 

were desired to look out for those articles nearer to Calcutta and to procure 
them cm cheaper terms. 

30. Captain Broyere arrived in the Marlbrd the beginning of last month, 

and has delivered us a letter purposing to erect a citadel to the southward of 

the Old Dock, as soon as passible, for the defence of the river and the Com¬ 

pany’s effects, and when that is compleated and executed, to fortify the white 

tower with a glacis, wells, ditch etc. That Your Honours may better judge 

of this place we transmit you a copy of his letter enclosed. It has been 

twice read and considered in Council and Captain Broyere has been 

desired to survey the ground and deliver a plan of the citadel he intends 

building as soon as possible which he has promised. In the meantime, we 
have ordered all the houses to the southward of the Old Dock to be surveyed 

and valued by six appraisers—three on behalf of the Company and three 

to be chosen by die proprietor of every house surveyed, an umpire to be 

elected to determine the valuation if they can’t agree among themselves. 

By the foregoing method we flatter ourselves all cause of complaint will be 
obviated* 

31* Having mentioned that by the foregoing method we hope all cause 

o£ complaint will be obviated, it wifi not be improper to explain that part of 

mm kite!? hf mtmrmg Your Honours that Mr. Edward Halden Cruttenden, 
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soon after his return from the Coast, addressed us on the subject of his houses 
levelled after the retaking of Calcutta for an esplanade to the factory, com¬ 
plaining of the low valuation set on his dwelling house, and that of the late 
Edward Eyre Esqr. deceased, as likewise of the irregularity of doing, the 
proprietors having never been informed of the resolution of Council nor 
desired to choose persons on their own behalf to be present at the appraise¬ 
ment which is customary in such like cases. To this we replyed by our 
Secretary that those houses had been surveyed and estimated by four im¬ 
partial gentlemen, at which valuation we were willing to pay Mr* Cruttenden 
for his houses. This reply not being satisfactory, he sent in another letter 
to the Board repeating his complaints of the irregularity of the appraisement 
and further setting forth that his own dwelling house had been burnt by 
the party of soldiers and volunteers, who were posted there, on their being 
withdrawn to prevent the enemy from getting possession of and annoying 
the fort from the top terasses. This being a known fact, we esteemed it but 
reasonable to make him an allowance for it and having agreed to pay him 
12,000 rupees for the house but cannot encrease the valuation of the other, 
as the method taken by the gentlemen appointed to value the houses then 
designed to be levelled appears to us very proper and satisfactory, which is 
entered at large on the face of our consultation of the 4th instant. 

32. The gentlemen of Muxadavad have informed us in their letters that 
the Nabob is very pressing with them to fortify Cossimbuzar or if the spot 
which our factory now stands upon is inconvenient, he will give them any 
other spot of ground they choose upon the island. They have considered the 
utility of having a strong fortification well garrisoned so near the capital and 
have desired Captain Broyere may be sent up to pitch upon a proper situation 
for fortifying and plan out a strong fort. The Nabob has likewise requested 
of them to build a fort at Rajamall at his charge. We made this known to 
Capt. Broyere and desired him to set out as soon as he conveniently could 
for Cossimbuzar. 

33. We purpose to return the Hunter schooner in a few days to the 
Negrais and request the Chief there to provide a quantity of teak timbers of 
the dimensions specified in Capt. Broyere’s inventory. 

34. His Majesty's ship die Kent being condemned and reported unfit to 
proceed to sea, we have applied to Admiral Watson for the use of the guns 
with their shot for our new works till we can be properly supplied by Your 
Honours or can purchase the said guns and shot of the Board of Ordnance, 
which he has acquiesced with, and we beg leave to recommend it to Your 
Honours to endeavor to purchase of the Board of Ordnance the said guns and 
shot for the fortifications to be erected in Bengali. 

35. Upon the conclusion of the late disturbances and the new Govern¬ 
ment established, we purposed to appoint Chiefs to aH our subordinates and 
settle them upon some established footing* Accordingly we wrote to Messrs 
Watts and Manningham to know if either of them those to be appointed 
Chief of Cossimbuzar, Patna or Dacca. Mr. Watts has chosen to remain 
at Cossimbuzar and the Council have appointed with Mm Messrs Hastings, 
Sykes ami Hugh Watts. We then debated for appointing Chiefs m Dacca 
and Patna, but the weight of business in Calcutta at this juncture making it 
necessary to have as many member? of fhe Board upon die spec as possible, 
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we have defferred establishing any Chiefs at those two places for the present, 
and have directed Mr. Pearkes to repair to his seat at the Board upon the 
arrival of Messrs Batson and Billers. 

36. On the 31st of March, Major Killpatrick advised us of his being 
under a necessity of returning to Europe for his health. We are therefore 
to request Your Honours will appoint a person to succeed him as Major of 
this settlement. 

37. Mr. Edward Leycester one of your covenanted servants of the last 
season demised the 15th of March, and we hear by private letters from 
Cossim [Cossimhuzar] that the Reverend Mr. Cobbe departed this life on the 
28th ultimo, by whose death the Chaplain's places are vacant. We must there¬ 
fore desire Your Honours will fill up those vacancies by the first opportunity. 

38. There being a great scarcity of covenanted servants in Calcutta, we 
have entertained Mr. Hewitt as a monthly writer with the same allowances 
as your own servants, and beg leave to recommend him to be covenanted upon 
this establishment. He is appointed in the Secretary's office. 

39. The large sums of money laying in our treasury being greatly more 
than we shall want for our investments and charges, we have advertised that 
no interest will be paid on Company's bonds after the first day of October 
next, and that all bonds tendered for payment will be immediately discharged. 
By this method we hope to free Your Honours of the heavy debt owing by 
the Company at this Presidency. 

40. The same motive made us take into consideration whether we should 
grant bills of exchange on Your Honours by the vessell and the Marlbrd for 
all sums paid for that purpose. It was the opinion of the Board (in which 
the gentlemen at Muxadavad concur) that no bills by the foregoing vessels 
should be granted, but for the produce of coral, amber, beads etc., and monies 
paid in account the estates of deceased persons, and small sums remitted 
home for necessaries. We were induced to this resolution from a considera¬ 
tion of the small investments sent home last year, and the large sums that 
would be remitted on the Company if not restrained, hut we apprehend we 
shall be under great difficulty to avoid giving bills of large sums of money 
by the December shipping. If we should be necessitated to grant such bills, 
we purpose to make them payable on the following terms. That the bills 
though drawn as usual at ninety days after sight shall not be payable before 
one twelve month from the acceptance of the Mil; the proprietors of the bills 
to be allowed the interest paid by the Company in England for the time 
they are kept out of their money after the ninety days are expired. 

41. Mr. George Williamson and. others who had money in the Company's 
hands at interest and have lost their bonds having applied to us either to 
renew their interest notes or grant them certificates signifying they were not 
discharged at the capture, we took their ease into consideration, and esteem¬ 
ing it a great hardship upon those who have lost their bonds by the capture 
of the settlement we hate agreed to grant certificates to such persons whose 
bonds to the best of our knowledge were not discharged between of [sicj the 
ships of last season for Europe and the loss of this place, referring it to Your 
Honours to right the sufferers by ordering the said bonds to be received <k 
paid* as you win be able: to frate oht by the books and treasury accounts seat 
home, whether these bo?Sd$ h&ve been discharged or not, • 
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42. The journals of this Presidency balanced and closed to the 30th of 
April 1755 having [sic] found among the ruins of the factory, wc have ordered 
the head standing on balance at that time to be brought forward on the books 
now opened, that they may be adjusted and settled in future as we got a 
further knowledge of the Company's credit. 

43. We are now to advise Your Honors of the several sums for which 
we have granted bills of exchange per this vessel @ at 2s-3d. each current 
rupee, the amount being first accounted for in our treasury. 

One sett for rupees four thousand seven hundred fifty two (4752) current 
received of Mr. Wm. Nixon on account the estate of H. Goddard payable 
to Mr. John Goddard and Commelin Pigou is £sterling 534-12. 

One sett for rupees one thousand five hundred fifty six twelve annaes three 
pice (1556-12-3) current received of Charles Manningham & William Frankland 
Esqrs. payable to Adam Sawson Esqr. is £str, 175.2-8. 

One sett for rupees three hundred twenty twelve annaes three pice 
(320-12-3) current received of Charles Manningham & Wm. Frankland Esqres. 
payable to Captain John Sampson is £str. 36-1-& 

One sett for rupees three hundred twenty twelve annaes three pice 
(320-12-3) current received of Charles Manningham & William Frankland 
Esqres. payable to Thomas Saunders Esqr. is £str. 36-1-8. 

One sett for rupees one thousand four hundred ninety five one annae three 
pice (1495-1-3) current received of Charles Manningham and William Frank¬ 
land Esqres. on account of Miss Eliza Fvtche payable to Thomas Fytehe 

EscF- is £str. 168-3-11. 

One sett for rupees one thousand and eight eleven annaes and six pice 
(1008-11-6) current received of Mr. Thomas Rait payable to Captain Thomas 
Winter is £str. UZ-%1. 

One sett for rupees three thousand eighty four six annaes nine pice 
(3084-6-9) current received of Mr. Hugh Baillie payable to Mr. William Smith 

18 £str. 347. 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred forty four and seven 
annaes (4444-7-0) current received of Mrs. Frances Watts payable to Mr. Wm 

Watts is . £str. 500. 

One sett for rupees twenty nine thousand ninety seven and eleven annw 
(29097-11-0) current received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. being the produce of 
2 chests of coral marked RB No. 9 and 10 imported per Norfolk payable to 
Messrs Richard and William Barweli is £str. 3273-9-9. 

One sett for rupees eight hundred eighty eight fourteen annas six pice 
(888-14-6) current received of Mrs. Sarah Mapletoft payable to Humphry 
Bellamy Esqr. is , . , £str. 100. 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred eighty eight fourteen 
annaes three pice • (18188-14-3) current received of Charles Manningham Esqr. 
payable to Thos. & Henry Manningham Esqr. is , £g*r. 1090- 

One sett for rupees one thousand sixty ten annaes nine pace (1060-10-9) 
current received of Richard Becher Esq. accot. foe estate of John Hall deceased 
payable to Messrs Nettleton and Raikis i§ : , ' £str. 120. 
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One sett for rupees eight hundred ninety three two annaes six pice 
(893-2-6) current received of Mr. Culling Smith payable to Stephen Law Esqr. 
is £str, 100-9-7. 

One sett for rupees six hundred twenty eight twelve annaes nine pice 
(628-12-9) current received of Mr, Culling Smith payable to Messrs Moore 
and White £str. 70-14-9. 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred forty four four annaes 
three pice (4444-4-3) current received of Messrs Amyatt and Fullerton being 
the produce of one chest of coral marked H.B. No I imported per Delamar 

payable to William Barwell Esqr. £str. 1497-8-2. 

One sett for rupees two thousand two hundred forty eight fourteen 
annaes three pice (2248-14-3) current received of Mr. William Powney payable 
to Mr. Joseph Fowke £str. 253. 

One sett for rupees three thousand five hundred fifty five eight annaes 
nine pice (3555-8-9) current received of Wm. Percival Esqr. payable to Mr. 
James Adams and the Revd. Mr. George Perceval is £str. 400. 

One sett for rupees seven hundred eleven one annae nine pice (711-1-9) 
current received of Mr. Wm. Brightwell Sumner payable to Mr. Frasr. Howell 
is £str. 80. 

One sett for rupees one thousand nine hundred fifty five and nine annaes 
(1955-9-0) current received of Mr. Samuel Waller payable to William Waller 
Esqr. or order £str. 220. 

One sett for rupees twenty six thousand six hundred sixty six ten annaes 
six pice (26666-10-6) current received of Wm. Frankland Esqr. payable to 
Frederick and Thomas Frankland Esqres. is £str. 3000, 

One sett for rupees seventeen thousand seven hundred seventy seven 
twelve annaes six pice (17777-12-6) current received of Messieurs Manningham, 
Frankland and Thomas Holmes payable to Frederick Frankland Esqrs. and 
Sr. William Russel is £str. 20000. 

One sett for rupees thirteen thousand three hundred thirty three five 
annas three pice (13333-5-3) current received of Roger Drake Junr., Esqr. 
payable to Roger Drake Esqr. is £str. 1500. 

One sett for rupees eight hundred eighty eight fourteen annaes three 
pice (888-14-3) current received of Mr. Charles Douglas payable to Alexander 
Wedderburn Esqr. £str. 100. 

44. The whole amount of bills erf exchange per this vessel is current 
rupees 143339-9a-3p or fisterling 16125-13s-9d. 

* 45. It is with the greatest concern we inform Your Honours of the 
death of Admiral Charles Watson, who departed this life of a violent fever 
on the 16th instant. 

We are with the greatest respect, 
May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithful and obedient servants. 

Roger Drake Junr. / Richd. Becker / W. Frankland/W. Mackett/P. 
. Amyatt / Thos, Boddam. 

Fort William, August 20th, 1757, 
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LETTER DATED 20 AUGUST 1757 

Law takes shelter with Nawab of Oudh—With his help may molest 

Mir Jafar—Indent for military stores. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Honorable the 

United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies, 

Honorable Sirs, 

1. Enclosed we transmit you a copy of our letter under date the 14th 
July which has been forwarded in triplicates via Bombay, and two copies will 
be forwarded via Fort St. George. The importance of it induced us to dis¬ 
patch this vessel (the Diligent schooner) with another copy, wherefore we 
flatter ourselves some one or other of these packets will not fail of reaching 
England. 

2. Since the close of that letter nothing very material has occurred. The 
country enjoys at present a profound tranquillity and the new Subah seems 
firmly established in his Government, being a humane prince and much 
esteemed by his subjects. Some disturbances are, however, expected as soon 
as the rains are over, Mr. Law and his party having escaped to the Nabob 
of Oude, who has threatened to invade these dominions, and revenge Sera]a 
Dowla’s ruin. Should he attempt to molest the present Subah, it will be 
necessary for our troops once more to take the field as we are bound both by 
our treaty and our own interest to support him in the Government. These 
reasons have determined us to detain the detachments sent us from Bombay 
and Fort St George, till peace and quiet is sufficiently settled in these 
provinces. 

3. In the packett to the Honourable the Court of Directors Captain 
Brohier’s indent for military stores is transmitted. We request the favour that 
indent may be compared with as near as possible and that positive orders may 
be sent to the President and Council of Fort St. George to detain no part of 
those stores as the consequences of their doing it may be fatal to the Com¬ 
pany’s affairs, should the French attempt to dispossess us of this settlement. 

4. Part of the money due account the moiety to be immediately paid is 
arrived in Calcutta and the remainder we are informed is weighing off. 

5. In the packett to the Honorable the Court of Directors translate of 
the general sunnud and the perwatmah for the mint are forwarded. You will 
observe by the last the impression is to be Calcutta only, without the addition 
of Allenagore. 

We are with the greatest respect, 
Hon’ble Sirs, 

Ymm most faithful humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / Robert Give / RiehA Bccfeer. 

Fort WiHiam, 20th August 1757, 
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No, 7. Mons. Law to Mons. Bugros, Chief of Sydabad.* 

Je viens de recevoir une lettre du Nabob, par laquelle il mbrdomie de 
retourner a Mouxadavad. II veut dit-il se joindre a nous pour tomber sur les 
anglais. J'ai aussi une letter due Sr. Changeau qui me donne d’ assez bonnes 
nouvelles. Je suis surpri que vous ne m’ avez rien, car je ne puis croire que 
vous soyez tout a fait ignorant de ce qui se passe. J'envoye Monsr. de 
Sinfrais au Nabob avec lequel il est charge d’ entrer en negotiation: il a ordre 
de rester a notre loge. Comme il est votre ancien, vous aurez la bonte de le 
reconnaitre pour Chef et de lui obeir en cette qualite. Peut-etre irai je bien- 
tot vous trouver 

J’ai Thonneur d'etre avec une parfaite consideration Monsieur 

Votre tres humble & tres obeissant serviteur 

Law 
du Camp devant Champagnore, le 4 me Mai 1757 
[Duplicate] 

23 

LETTER DATED 20 AUGUST 1757 

Shipping news—Particulars of investments—Arrangements for the survey 

of newly acquired territories—Execution of a fresh treaty with Mir Jafar— 
Appointment of a committee to report on coinage—Re-establishment of 
factory at Patna—Arrange men ts for the fortification of Calcutta—Appointment 

of Watts as Chief of Kasimbazar factory—Particulars of bills of exchange— 
Death of Admiral Watson. 

To the Hon'ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon'ble the United 

Company of Merchants of England. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. We addressed you last by His Majesty's sloop the King Fisher; a 
duplicate of that letter is enclosed. This vessel being dispatched to give 

^Translation of a letter (in French), dated Camp before Champagnore [sic] the 4th May, 
1757, from M. Law to M. Bugros, Chief of Sydabad. 

No. 7. M. Law to M. Bugros, Chief of Sydabad. 
I have just received a letter from the Nabob in which he commands me to return 

to Mouxadab (ad]. He wishes, he says, to join forces with us in order to fall upon the 
English: I have also received a letter from Sr. Changeal (?) who sends me fairly good 
news. I am surprised that you have (told] me nothing for I cannot believe that you are 
wholly ignorant of what is going on. I am sending M, de Sinfray to the Nabob with 
whom he is directed to enter into negotiations: he has orders to remain in our bungalow.* 
As he is your Governor you will have the goodness to recognise him as your Chief and 
to obey him in this quality; perhaps I shall soon come to visit you. 

I have the honour to be 
with great esteem 

Camp before Champagnore Sir 
the 4th of May 1757, Ybur most humble 

and most obedient servant. 
Law. - 

*(?) Factory. 
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LETTER DATED 20 AUGUST 1757 

Law takes shelter with Nawab of Oudh—With his help may molest 

Mir Jafar—Indent for military stores. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Honorable the 

United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable Sirs, 

L Enclosed we transmit you a copy of our letter under date the Hth 
July which has been forwarded in triplicates via Bombay, and two copies will 
be forwarded via Fort St. George. The importance of it induced us to dis¬ 
patch this vessel (the Diligent schooner) with another copy, wherefore we 
flatter ourselves some one or other of these packets will not fail of reaching 
England. 

2. Since the close of that letter nothing very material has occurred. The 
country enjoys at present a profound tranquillity and the new Subah seems 
firmly established in his Government, being a humane prince and much 
esteemed by his subjects. Some disturbances are, however, expected as soon 
as the rains are over, Mr. Law and his party having escaped to the Nabob 
of Oude, who has threatened to invade these dominions, and revenge Seraja 
Dowlas ruin. Should he attempt to molest the present Subah, it will be 
necessary for our troops once more to take the field as we are hound both by 
our treaty and our own interest to support him in the Government. These 
reasons have determined us to detain the cfetachments sent us from Bombay 
and Fort St George, till peace and quiet is sufficiently settled in these 
provinces. 

3. In the packett to the Honourable the Court of Directors Captain 
Brohier’s indent for military stores is transmitted. We request the favour that 
indent may be compared with as near as possible and that positive orders may 
be sent to the President and Council of Fort St. George to detain no part of 
those stores as the consequences of their doing it may be fatal to the Com¬ 
pany’s affairs, should the French attempt to dispossess us of this settlement. 

4. Part of the money due account the moiety to be immediately paid is 
arrived in Calcutta and the remainder we are informed is weighing off. 

5. In the packett to the Honorable the Court of Directors translate of 
the general sunnud and the perwannah for the mint are forwarded. You will 
observe by the last the impression is to be Calcutta only, without the addition 
of Allenagore. 

We are with the greatest respect; 
Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most h§*anhl<* «£$??&&&> 

Roger Drake Jtnar. / Robert C4fre /Rlefad. Becfrer. 

Fort WSKata* 20th August 1757* 
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LETTER DATED 22 AUGUST 1757 

Clive’s opinion that British prestige and acquisitions in Bengal depend on 

military strength—His concern about Madras affairs—Hopes Mughal Emperor 

will confirm Mir Jafar as Nawab and that Marathas are satisfied with the 
revolution in Bengal. 

T O the Hon’ble Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United Com¬ 

pany of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honourable, 

1. I had the pleasure to address you last from Charnagore, but the packet 
by the delatoriness of the boatmen did not arrive in time to be received on 
board the vessel under dispatch for England. I, therefore, take the first oppor¬ 
tunity of sending it to Your Honors by this conveyance. 

2. Those who build most upon military successes could never have con¬ 
ceived the present expedition would have ended so gloriously for the Com¬ 
pany. Give me leave to congratulate Your Honours on this fortunate event, 
an event which puts it in your power to be as great as you please in the 
kingdom of Bengal. The sinews of war are in your own possession, and there 
wants nothing but supplies of men and military stores to keep up your influ¬ 
ence and preserve all your priviledges and acquesitions. 

3. Your Committee will inform Your Honours of the necessity of the late 
revolution and in what manner it was conducted. I enclose Your Honor? a 
general return of the forces under my command, a journal of our military 
proceedings and translate of the treaty with Meir Jaffeir etc. 

4. Your affairs are upon the Coast much in the same situation, as when 
I left it. Both parties are too equal to act offensively and no acquisition has 
been made on either side. The French have made an unsuccessful attempt 
upon Tritchenopoly, and we upon Madura and Nellour. 

5. Your settlements to the northward of Madrass were not in a condition 
to withstand the superior force of your enemies in those parts, but the men 
were imprudently lost who might have been withdrawn in time. 

6- Your Honors may be persuaded that next to this province the Carna- 
tick takas up my whole attention. It gives me much concern the gentlemen 
mxm the Coast should be displeased at my not returning a part of the forces. 
Had I done so nothing could have been effected here. Your Honours who 
bestow an impartial attention upon all the Company’s settlements will I hope 
approve of my conduct, r 

draws near when we may expect to hear of the new Subah 
jafcr Aliy dawn’s confirmation from Dalhy, and that the Marottoes are satis- 

change. I shall then proceed m the Camatick with a force 
wtacfe, I hope, will give our arms the superiority in those parts. I make no doubt 
cf being there soon after the breaking up of the monsoon, which wiff be m 
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early as the two contending parties can take the field, and upon my arrival 
there I shall with pleasure resign the sword to my superiors. 

8. May the like success attend your arms in every part of India, and 
may I soon have an opportunity of convincing Your Honors in person with 
how much zeal, attachment and respect, 

I am. 
Honorable, 

Your most obliged humble servant, 
Robert Clive. 

Calcutta, 22nd August 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 22 AUGUST 1757 

Clive abolishes batta—Suspects trouble from Patna and suggests remedy— 
Narrates Caillaud’s reverses in Madras—Laments death of Watson. 

T O the Hon’ble Secret Committee for Affairs of the Honhle United Company 

of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable Sirs, 

1. Since I had the honor to address you last from Muxadavad, your 
service required my coming to this place to settle some military affairs. I 
propose returning in a very few days in order to hasten the conclusion of the 
articles of agreement with the Nabob now nearly accomplished. 

2. To save unnecessary expences, I have ordered all batta or extraordi¬ 
nary allowances to be struck off, and the military etc., return to garrison. The 
unhealthiness of Calcutta at this season of the year has induced me to leave 
most of your force above. The lives of men are very precious at this critical 
juncture, and I am persuaded your affairs will receive benefit from this step 
on many other accounts. 

3. The daily intelligence I receive from Patna makes it absolutely neces¬ 
sary the Nabob's whole force should march that way after the rains. Indeed 
all his and your acquisitions will be put to risque without it. I have not the 
least doubt but everything will be settled on the most solid and lasting footing 
by the month of December. I shall then be enabled to bestow my whole 
attention upon your affairs on the Coast of ChorromandeL 

4. By the last advices from hence the two armies were nearly equal in 
force. Ours had made several motions to draw the enemy to an engagement, 
but to no manner of purpose. Hie French parsis§e& m keeping their etmteefc- 
ments at Vandiwash. Ours are encamped at Conpveram. Since the wmmsem- 
full attempt of the French upon Tritthinopoly their retara north, Gapm. 
Caiilaud undertook a second expedition against Madman made n-kmomM-zmi 
in attempting to storm it was repulsed with the Ides of someuaeakiSed and 
wounded. The Committee's last letters, copy of which? & 
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mentions this affairs in general terms only. But I have received the above 
mentioned particular from other hands. 

5. Mr. Watson is no more. Every one here received the melancholly 
news of his death with much concern. His generosity, disinterestedness and 
zeal for the service must for ever endear his memory to the Company. Un¬ 
happy Fate! After having escaped all the risques of war, to be thus untimely 
cut off in the midst of his success, crowned with glory and reputation, 
this is but one of the many lessons given us of the instabillity of humane 
nature. Concern for this good man's death hastens me to a conclusion, and 
I have only to assure you I am with the greatest respect. 

Honorable Sirs, 
Your most obliged humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 
Calcutta, 22nd August 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 12 SEPTEMBER 1757 

Despatch of saltpetre to Madras and stores to St. Helena—President 

Drake*s intention to return to England in December, 1758—Particulars of 
bills of exchange. 

To the Honorable the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon'ble the 

United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. By the Diligent schooner we gave you a detail of your affairs under 
Our management We beg leave to refer ourselves to a duplicate of that 
letter (enclosed) for the particulars. 

2. The Marlbro* is now under dispatch for Madrass with four thousand 
(4QG0) bags of petre consigned to the President and Council of that place, 
the other goods laden we have consigned Your Honours as per invoice and 
bill of lading enclosed amounting to rupees four hundred and eighteen 
dtcmsand five hundred (418,500). 

^ proportion of stores for St. Helena is likewise laden on this vessel 
amounting to rupees nine hundred and sixty seven, four annaes, nine pice, 
invoice and fall of lading for which we have forwarded to the Governor and 
Council there. 

4w In this packet we transmit you the several papers belonging to the 
MacLeods letters, [and] report of the Madeira received 

bf^ cfc We likewise send an account sale of the copper, lead and woollen 
Pf top the c%hteenth of August by which you wifl observe the two 

Ss« artides sold extteemeiy well We shall make another tryal of our 
woollem goods at the setting in of the cold weather. 
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5. As we think it will not be possible for the French to be re-settled 
in these provinces till a peace is concluded betwixt the two Crowns, we have 
hopes of being able to dispose of a much larger quantity of woollen goods 
than we have indented for these few years past. By the December shipping 
we shall be better enabled to form, our indents which we cannot send home 
by this ship. 

6. As yet we have not heard of the arrival of any of this year's shipping 
on the Coast. 

7. Our President, conformable to Your Honours orders, begs leave to 
advise that probably he shall return to England in December 1758, as through 
his long residence in India and the late calamities and distress he has 
undergone, he finds his constitution impaired. Nevertheless he assures Your 
Honours, he shall not quit your service if his presence here for a longer time 
is material to his employers’ interest, and his health will permit him to remain 
while it is your pleasure to hold him in his station. 

8. The seamen of the Marlbro’ having been employed in the camp near 
Dum Dumma, and having behaved extremely well, we have thought it proper 
to give them a bounty of fifty (50) rupees a man as an encouragement for 
their good behaviour. In this place we beg leave to mention that the com¬ 
mander and officers in general of your ships exerted their utmost in the 
defence of the settlement and assisting the inhabitants when we were in 
distress. We refer it therefore to Your Honors to make them such a grati¬ 
fication as you think fit. 

9. We have granted the following bills of exchange by this ship to the 
underwritten persons at two shillings ami three pence (2s 3d) each current 
rupee, their respective amounts being first duely accounted for in the 
treasury. 

One sett for rupees six thousand seven hundred and eighty five 
(6,785) current received of Roger Drake Junr. Esqr. payable to Roger 
Drake and Beeston Long Esqrs. is ... ... £sterling 763-6-3 

One sett for rupees twenty six thousand (26,000) current received of 
Roger Drake Junr. Esqr. accot. a legacy bequeathed Millecent Drake, 
daughter of Roger Drake Junr., by John Coles deceased payable to Roger 
Drake and Beeston Long Esqrs. is ... ... ... £$tr. 2^25. 

One sett for rupees twenty six thousand (26,000) current received of 
Roger Drake Junior Esqr. accot. a legacy bequeathed Martha Drake 
deceased by John Coles deceased now die property (in equal shares) of 
Roger, Richard and Nathaniel Drake, sons of Roger Drake Junior, 
payable to Roger Drake and Beeston Long Esqrs. is ... £str. 2,925. 

One sett for rupees three thousand four hundred and forty (3440) 
current received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. account Millecent Drake, 
daughter of Roger Drake Junior, payable to Roger Drake and Beeston 
Long Esqrs., is ... ... ... ... £str. 387. 

One sett for rupees nine hundred and eighty (986) current received 
of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. account his son Ridbard Drake; payable 
to Roger Drake and Beeston Long Esqrs. is " fistr. 110-5-0. 
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One sett for rupees thirteen thousand eight hundred and eighty 
seven, one annae three pice (13,887-1-3) current received of Messrs Man- 
ningham and Frankland by order of Mr. Sol. Franco of Madrass payable 
to Messrs Moses and Raphael Franko (being in full returns for coral 
MFR No. 1 per Rhodda 1755 IFM No. 32 per Lynn 1750) is 

£str. 1,562-5-11. 

One sett for rupees forty six thousand six hundred and twenty two, 
ten annaes (46,622-10) received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland 
by order of Mr. Sol. Franco of Madrass being in full returns for coral 
FF No. 26 per Bombay Castle 1752 and No. 17 per Triton 1754 
No. 1 per Griffin 1749 No. 7 per Kent 1750 and No. 32 per East Court 
1755 payable to Messrs Abraham and Jacob Franco is 

£str. 5,245-0-11. 

One sett for rupees two thousand five hundred and sixty four, fifteen 
annaes, nine pice (2,564-15-9) current received of Messieurs Manningham 
and Frankland being in full returns for one chest of coral .... No. 1 per 
Marlbro3 1756, payable to Mr. Joseph Salvadore is £str. 288-11-3. 

One sett for rupees three thousand five hundred and ten thirteen 
annaes, three pice (3,510-13-3) current received of Messrs Manningham 
and Frankland being in part returns of one chest of coral per Walpole 
1756 marked .... No. 13 payable to Mr. Judah Supino is 

£str. 394-19-4. 

One sett for rupees seven thousand five hundred and sixty nine five 
annas (7569-5) current received of Messieurs Manningham and Frankland, 
in part return of one chest of coral per Walpole 1756, marked R.B. No. 18 
payable to Messrs Richard and William Barwell is £str. 851-11-0. 

One sett for rupees twenty eight thousand five hundred and seventy 
five, seven annaes three pice (28,575-7-3) current received of Messrs Man¬ 
ningham and Frankland in full returns for two chests of coral per Walpole 
1756 marked DMB No. 9 and 10 payable to Richard Barwell Esqre. is 

£str. 3,214-14-9. 

One sett for rupees two hundred and sixty six ten annaes nine pice 
(266-10-9) current received of Mrs. Sarah Chapman payable to Mr. John 
Chapman is £str. 30-0-0. 

One sett for rupees fifteen thousand seven hundred and ninety 
seven (15,797) current received of Roger Drake Junr. Esqr. on account 
Wiliain Barton, son of James Barton, left in trust with Roger Drake Junr. 
ami Daniel D. Eascelies, payable to Daniel Lascelles Esqr. is 

£str. 1,777-3-3. 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four seven 
aana^three pice (4,444-7-3) current received of Mr. George Clive payable 
to Wrniam Bekhlor Esqr. and company is £500-0-0. 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four seven 
spumes thr^ r^ (%444-7-3) current received of William Watts Esqr. 
i«ywle to Mr. wBSam Watts is . £str 5^ 
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One sen for rupees seven thousand (7,000) current received of William 
Fullerton account the estate of Walter Johson deceased payable to Mr. 
William Ferguson is £str. 787-10-0. 

One sett for rupees three thousand (3000) current received of William 
Fullerton payable to Messrs Goslin and Benet is £str. 337-10-0. 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four seven 
annaes three pice (4,444-7-3) current received of Mr. James Williers Walsh 
payable to Mr. George Fitzgerald is £$tr. 500. 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four seven 
annaes three pice (4444-7-3) current received of Peter Amyatt Esqr. 
payable to Wm. Barwell Esqr. and Wm. jnyr. Burges is £stx. 500. 

The whole amount of bills granted on this vessel is rupees two 
hundred and nine thousand seven hundred and seventy six twelve annaes 
three pice (209776-12-3) or £str. 23,599-17-8. 

10. By this ship we transmit Your Honors a state of Fort William, but 
we apprehend it is but an imperfect one. We shall endeavour to send one 
more correct by the December shipping and are with the greatest respect, 

May it please Your Honours, 
Your most faithful, obedient and humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr./Richd. Becher/W. Frankland/M. Collet/W. Mackett/ 
P. Amyatt/Thos. Boddam. 

Fort William, 12th September 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 27 SEPTEMBER 1757 

Arrival of French squadron at Pondicherry—Despatch of French 

personnel from Chandernagore to Pondicherry. 

To the Hon*ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honble the United 

Compy. of Merchants of England trading to the East ladies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. Herewith we forward to the gentlemen at Fort St. George to be trans¬ 
mitted from thence to Europe by the first conveyance a packet designed to 
have been sent Your Honours by the Marlbro*, Captain Alexander Me Leod, 
which ship was actually laden with four thousand (4000) bags of petre and 
near six hundred (600) bales, and her dispatches upon the point of being 
dosed when the Revenge, Capt. William James, brought us foteligenee df 
the arrival of a squadron of ten French ships at Pomhcheiry* which was 
confirmed a few days after by His Majesty^ ship the Trkem, Aryec vfee? have 
no certain account of their force or what number of troops tfey haver brought 
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2. As we judged it highly imprudent to send the Marlbro* to Fort St 

George, after receiving such news, we have altered her appointment, and 

shall lade her for Europe compleady from hence to be dispatched early in 

the season. 

3. About the middle of August we sent eight hundred (800) bags of 

petre to Fort St. George on the Mermaid, one of our pilot sloops which has 

been obliged to put back by stress of weather after having got into the latitude 

of 15° north. The advices she carried being of the utmost importance, we 

have freighted the Syrian sloop to carry them to the Coast and have given 

the owners a gratuity of two thousand (2000) rupees for so doing. The 

Marlbro9 packet is likewise forwarded to the Coast on the Watson sloop, 

which we have taken up on that account for the same sum. 

4. By these vessels we write to the Governor and Council of Fort 

St. George to acquaint them of our having altered the Marlbro’s appoint¬ 

ment and to request they will let us know how far they can assist us in the 

dispatch of any of the ships expected this season. 

5. Upon receiving intelligence of the arrival of a French squadron upon 

the Coast we thought it absolutely necessary to send the Directore and 

Council, officers, military and civil, and inhabitants of the late colony of 

Chandernagore to Pondicherry to prevent their assisting in any shape their 

countrymen in case they proceed hither to make an attempt upon our settle¬ 

ment. The Restitution is freighted for that purpose. We have allowed the 
owners forty thousand (40,000) Arcot rupees for carrying them, and have 

indemnifyed them in the amount of forty five thousand (45,000) current 

rupees, should the ship be taken by the French in her passage to Pondicherry, 

or detained by them after her arrival there. These were die only terms we 

could prevail on the owners to send the ship for, and as we think it of the 

utmost consequence to keep the French out of Bengali, and judged this 

to be one material step to prevent their getting a footing here, we hope what 

we have done will meet with your approbation. 

We are with the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your most faithful and most obedient, humble servant^, 

Roger Drake Junr. / James Killpatrick / Richd. Becher / M. Collet / P. Amyatt. 

. Fort William, 23th September 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 23 DECEMBER 1757 

_ Heavy mortokty among English soldiers in Bengal—Death of Major 
Kilpatnch—Character of Mir Jafar—Rebellions in Purnea, Patna and 
Midnapore caused by Ms mismanagement—Differences with his Prime Minis¬ 
ter-Murders Siraj*t*d-daulah?s brother—Submission of Rajaram—Clive’s efforts 

procure assignments of revmaes from Mir jafar against payment of slipa- 
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lated money—Law's activities in Oudh—Clive's request for a large force in 

Bengal. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon'ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies, 

Honorable Sirs, 

1. Notwithstanding the precautions which I acquainted you in my last 
of the 22nd August were taken for preserving the military in health by 
quartering the greatest part at Cossimbuzar and Chanderaagore I am sorry 

to inform you that a terrible mortality has reigned among them, and that 
many of the survivors are so reduced by illness as to be still incapable of 
duty. We have likewise lost several officers and among the rest Major Kill- 

patrick, who acquired much deserved reputation in his long course of service 

in India. The squadron has suffered no less than the land forces. Indeed 
the sickness has been general, not only with the English but the French and 

Dutch and even the natives. The enclosed return will give you the particulars 
of our loss as well as acquaint you with the small force I have at present 

in the field. Of the detachment of King’s troops not above twenty privates 
were fit for duty when we marched. Therefore, at Mr. Pocock's pressing 

instance, I left the whole behind to be embarked on board the squadron. 
Of the Madrass detachment, there remained about 150 effective train included, 

so that the troops now with me are for the greatest part composed of foreign 
deserters and topasses entertained on the Bengal establishment. However, 
the present face of affairs seems fortunately to require but little service from 
our arms. Political negotiations are likely to be more necessary. 

2. In laying open the state of this Government, I am concerned to 
mention that the present Nabob is a prince of little capacity and not at all 

blessed with the talent of gaining the love and confidence of im principal 
officers. His mismanagement threw the country into great confusion in the 

space of a few months and might have proved of fatal consequence to him¬ 
self but for our known attachment to him. No less than three rebellions 
were on foot at the same time; one at Midnapore headed by Rajah Ram,1 
another in Purhnea under Oudul Sing,2 and the third at Patna under Raro- 
narran, all which may be very well attributed to the Nabob’s own imprudence. 

Rajah Ram’s two brothers, after being invited to Muxadavad, were imprisoned, 
which was quite sufficient to deter him from surrendring himself as he 
intended. Meer Azisse3 was appointed to the government of Purhnea to the 
general satisfaction of the people, but soon laid aside for Coddum Hussan 
Cawn,4 a relation it’s true of the Nabob, but a tyrannical rapacious fellow 
and odious to the last degree to the Purhneans. As for Ramnarran, after 
he had made his submission and the Nabob had sworn to continue bin* in 
his Government, apparent measures were taken for his overthrow. 

3. The Prime Minister, Roy Dulup Ram, who was one of the chief 
instruments of the Nabob’s promotion, and had received in return solemn 
assurances of continuing his [him] Duan, was suspected to be engros&feg the 
power in his hands, smd rather to hate encouraged die three rebdBcHis dfcan 
endeavoured to suppress them. It is very certain that Roy Dulup had a power¬ 
ful! party in the state, and more than probable, that he took measures to 

VoL H—17 
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lated money—Law’s activities in Oudh—Clive s request for a large force in 

Bengal. 

TO the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable Sirs, 

1. Notwithstanding the precautions which I acquainted you in my last 
of the 22nd August were taken for preserving the military in health by 
quartering the greatest part at Cossimbuzar and Chandernagore I am sorry 
to inform you that a terrible mortality has reigned among them, and that 
many of the survivors are so reduced by illness as to be still incapable of 
duty. We have likewise lost several officers and among the rest Major Kill- 
patrick, who acquired much deserved reputation in his long course of service 
in India. The squadron has suffered no less than the land forces. Indeed 
the sickness has been general, not only with the English but the French and 
Dutch and even the natives. The enclosed return will give you the particulars 
of our loss as well as acquaint you with the small force I have at present 
in the field. Of the detachment of King s troops not above twenty privates 
were fit for duty when we marched. Therefore, at Mr. Pocock’s pressing 
instance, I left the whole behind to be embarked on board the squadron. 
Of the Madrass detachment, there remained about 150 effective train included, 
so that the troops now with me are for the greatest part composed of foreign 
deserters and topasses entertained on the Bengal establishment. However, 
the present face of affairs seems fortunately to require but little service from 
our arms. Political negotiations are likely to be more necessary. 

2. In laying open the state of this Government, I am concerned to 
mention that the present Nabob is a prince of little capacity and not at all 
blessed with the talent of gaming the love and confidence of Ms principal 
officers. His mismanagement threw the country into great confusion in the 
space of a few months and might have proved of fatal consequence to him¬ 
self but for our known attachment to him. No less than three rebellions 
were on foot at the same time; one at Midnapore headed by Rajah Ram,1 
another in Purhnea under Oudul Sing,2 and the third at Patna under Ram- 
narran, all which may be very well attributed to the Nabob's own imprudence. 
Rajah Ram's two brothers, after being invited to Muxadavad, were imprisoned, 
which was quite sufficient to deter him from surrendring himself as he 
intended. Meer Azisse3 was appointed to the government of Purhnea to the 
general satisfaction of the people, but soon laid aside for Coddum Hussan 
Gawn4 a relation it's true of the Nabob, but a tyrannical rapacious fellow 
and odious to the last degree to die Purhneans. As for Ramnarran, after 
he had made his submission and the Nabob had sworn to continue Mm in 
his Government, apparent measures were taken for Ms overthrow. 

3. The Prime Minister, Roy Duhtp Ram, who was one of the chief 
instruments of the Nabob’s promotion:, and had received in return solemn 
assurances of continuing Ms fhtm] Dmm, was suspected to be engrossing the 
power in his hands, and rather to have encouraged the three rebdBo^ than 
endeavoured to suppress them. It is very certain that Roy Dufirp had af power- 
full party in the state, and more ijhm probable, that he tod measures to 
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strengthen it, according to the common policy of ail Duam, However this 

might be, the Nabob's jealousy of him was carried to such a height that 
Surajah Dolaw's brother/ a young lad, and almost an idiot, was suddenly 

cut off on a surmize of Roy Dulop's intending to make him Nabob, and 
having sent his own brother to Chandernagore to engage me in the design, 
which is altogether groundless. Roy Dulup, no sooner knew of this 

sudden execudon and the motive for it, than he began immediately to fear 
for his own life, and open hostilities might possibly have ensued if we had 

not been a check to each party. The Nabob, who at this time was encamped 

in the neighbourhood of Muxadavad accompanyed by a detachment of our 
troops, excuses himself from any knowledge of the transaction, and lays the 

whole blame on his son, who was left in the government of the city. But 

many circumstances induce us to believe otherwise. Roy Dulup, on a pre¬ 
tence of sickness, was still at Muxadavad, having a large body of his own 

troops with him as is usual in these governments. But it is not improbable 

the chief reason for his remaining behind was a view to his own safety. 
Affairs were in this situation when I arrived at Muxadavad. I would 

willingly have engaged Roy Dulup to accompany me to the Nabob that I 

might have effected a reconciliation between them, but his illness not 

admitting him to sett out immediately, I could only assure him of my 
protection, and engage his promise to follow me as soon as possible. 

4. The 3rd instant our army came up with the Nabob's at Fethappoor, 
near Rajahmall, where we still continue encamped chiefly to wait the 
Minister's arrival. 

5. I should have acquainted you that some days before I set out from 

Chandernagore, Rajah Ram, the Midnapore rebel, came and delivered him¬ 
self up to me on promise of the Nabob's pardon and our protection. This 
first unlinked the chain of the three rebellions, the chiefs of which had held 

a correspondence and were connected together. Rajah Ram's submission 

may be deemed a very fortunate event in all respects, for his good sense, 

long experience in the affairs of this government, and the great influence 
he has in the country would have made him as dangerous an enemy to the 
Nabob as he is now an useful friend to us. 

6. Upon our approach and some of the Nabob's troops having passed 
tiie river into the Purhnea country, the rebels of that country quitted their 

mtrenchments and dispersed, but some of their chiefs were overtaken and 
made prisoners. So that two of the rebellions are effectually quelled, and 
the third is in fair way of being peaceably accommodated with Ramnarran. 

, “ my P°wer to about the thorough reconciliation 
which I intend between the Nabob and Roy Dulup, all domestick troubles 

PUtkaD ^ to ritis country. As for any apprehensions of 

s !/1fy ?fy DOt ver? stron§ at present. The Vizier6 with the 
drove Najib Cairo,* the Aughwan Buxie, out of 

^ bemg reinforced by a large body of Patans who are 
&e Aughwans dm have settled for some time in Indostan, is again making 

«* W. ®d roll be joined by &Lh jS, 
°£ *11 the powers from whom any danger might £ 

expected are too much engaged among ^ ^ 
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this way for the present. The Nabobs confirmation is not yet procured at 

Delhi nor can I judge when it will. The difficulty is in the price. 

8. I have waited for Roy Dulup’s arrival with great impatience as no 

Durbar business can be transacted without him, and we have some points 

to settle of great consequence to your interest. We have already had too 

much occasion to observe the difficulties attending every application for 

money to the Durbar, and foresee they will encrease as the Nabob grows 

stronger and we become less necessary. Therefore, I have determined not 

to leave this ground till I procure sufficient assignments on the revenues of 
some country near Calcutta, for the annual payment of the money still due 

by treaty, together with proper writings from the zemindars of such country 

for the regular discharge of the same, which we may enforce if necessary. 

We have already obtained the Nabob’s promise to comply as soon as his 

Minister arrives, but it was not without much private opposition from 

Juggatseat who, following the same method with regard to all debts due to 

him from the Government, has already demands on most of the zemindars. 

However, on being threatened with the loss of our friendship, he immediately 

desisted. It is not impossible but we may find Roy Dulup likewise averse 

to our carrying this point as he must become by it a good deal less necessary 

to us than when our applications were to be directed to him. But as the 

Nabob has given his promise and the matter now wholly rests with him, 

he cannot find any way of evading a compliance without a manifest breach 

of friendship, which I think he would not venture on in his present situation. 

9. The cotiagaes having finished the survey of the granted lands and 

ascertained to what purgunnahs they belong, the perwantwh for them is at 

last drawn out and signed by the Nabob. But it must still pass through the 
Minister’s hands before it issues, 

10. When I took leave of Roy Dulup at Muxadavad, he promised me 

that the first half yearly payment of the Nabob’s debt, which by a former 

agreement was to be made in November, should be paid one half immediately 
in ready money and the rest as the November revenues came in. Mr. Scrafton 

was left at Muxadabad to see this performed. But I find the usual shifts 

and delays have been used; nevertheless, I hope to have it finished 
e’er long. 

11. Mr. Watts still accompanies me in this campaign and I cannot 
omit the opportunity of remarking of what great service he is to your affairs 

by his thorough knowledge of the language and people of this country. 

12. For the news of the Coast I must refer you to the gentlemen of 

Calcutta where undoubtedly they have better information than I can have 
here. 

13. The merchants of Muxadavad have advices that Nizam Ally Cawn,s 

assisted by the Morattoes, defeated and took prisoner Ms brother Salabad 
Jung before Monsr. Busie could arrive to his assistance. But I am doubtfull 
what credit to give to this intelligence. 

14. Monsr. Law and his party proceeded to Miabad, the capital of 

Oud, and it’s said have entered into the service of Soojah Dowla undertaking 

to improve and manage his artillery. Monsr. Cfourtin* who went off from 

Dacca with a few mm, having rambled far beyond the Nabob's limits. 
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returned towards Purhnea in the late troubles. I have used all means to have 

him taken, but fear he has got out of our reach. Monsr. Sinfray, late 

Secretary of Chandernagore, was not so successful! with the party that he 

had assembled, consisting chiefly of the French who escaped at Plassis. A 

detachment I sent after them took them in the Beerboon country in their 

way to Purhnea to the number of 23, among whom were 4 Company’s 

servants, who had given their parole at Charndernagore. This sufficiently 

shews both the activity of the French in India, and the litde nicety they 
observe in the means of obtaining their ends. 

15. Every reflection on the state of Bengal, and of India in general, 

confirms the necessity of sending out a large force. If a sufficient number 

of men cannot be embarked, small arms at least for raising suport should 

not be omitted. Ten thousand stand will hardly be sufficient for Bengal 

alone. At present we have not a spare musquet and the consumption with 

the best care is always considerable in India. A large ship of powder will 

be likewise necessary in Bengal, for I see very little prospect of a sufficiency 
being made here or indeed any that is good. 

16. I conclude the gentlemen of Calcutta will inform you what success 

they have had in enlisting the men of the King’s detachment; as Colonel 

Adlercron’s permission for their entering is but just arrived, I am unable 

to give you the account myself, but am persuaded if the men had not been 

allarmed by the late sickness not one would have refused your service. 

^ 17. Roy Dulup is arrived within 4 miles of us, so that I may expect a 

visit from him tomorrow. The Nabob is not yet determined whether to 

proceed on to Patna or not as the troubles seem entirely over. It is not 

improbable, but we may shortly receive our conge for returning, when, if I 

find your affairs no longer require my stay in Bengal, I shall proceed to the 

Coast flattering myself of having executed fully and to your satisfaction the 
extraordinary commission I undertook. 

I have the honor to remain with entire devotion and respect, 

Honorable Sirs, 

Your most obedient and most humble servant, 

Robert Clive. 

Camp at Fettiahpoor, near Rajahmafl, 
23rd December 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 26 DECEMBER 1757 

“All is peace in Bengal’—Two fans of the Battle of Plassey. 

To the Hon’ble Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East TtwfW, 
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Honourable, 

Since I last addressed Your Honors no material alteration has happened 
in the situation of your affairs here—all is peace in Bengal. 

I take the liberty to forward to Your Honors two plans of the battle of 
Placis and am with the greatest respect. 

Honourable, 

Your most obedient servant, 

Robert Clive. 
Camp at Fettiahpoor, near Rajahmall, 

26th December 1757. 
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LETTER DATED 10 JANUARY 1758 

Shipping news—Particulars of imports and exports—Provision of money for 

investment in Bengal—Saltpetre contract—Appointment of gomashtas m 

specified aurangs to implement scheme of investment—Sanad obtained for 

coining sicca—Appointment of committee to report on establishment of mint 

—Payment of part of stipulated sum by Mir Jafar—Territorial boundaries of 
the Company—Their presents to Mir Jafar and his officers—Europeans prohi¬ 

bited from farming lands outside the Company’s territories—Mir Jafafs 

complaint about illicit trade—Weavers encouraged to settle around Lakshmipur 

factory—Assignment of revenue of certain villages to the Company against 

stipulated money—Advance of ten lacs to Admiral Pocock for distribution to 

navy—Posting of sepoys at Lakshmipur to arrest robbers—Brohier recommends 

fortification of Berhampore—Appointment of Mr. Amyatt as Chief of Patna— 

Reorganisation of the office and duties of Zamindar—Proposed erection of a 

factory in Kasimbazar—Particulars of bills of exchange—Reasons for demolish¬ 
ing Chandernagore—Payment to Europeans for losses suffered during the 

capture of Calcutta by Siraj-ud-Daulah—Appointment of a committee to 

examine the losses. 

To the Honorable the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honorable 

United Company of Merchants of England trading to the Ease 
Indies. 

May it please Your Honors, 

1. We have addressed Your Honours this season by the several following 
opportunities: 

Under date the—April 1757 by the Kings Fisher sloop of war. 
Under date the 20th August by the Diligent schooner, and 
Under date the 12th September via Madrass. 

Duplicate of the last letter and triplicate of that per Ddigemt sd&oonex are 
enclosed m this packet. 

2. By the letters forwarded via Madrass Your Honours wifi find that rids 
ship was at first appointed to proceed in September to Fort St. George and be 
finally dispatched from that Presidency for Europe, with our reasons for altering 
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that appointment after she had taken in her whole cargo at this place and her 

dispatches upon the point of being closed. In that letter we gave a summary 

account only of our transactions to that time; our present address we shall 

range under the usual established heads and give Your Honors a full detail 

of our transactions and proceedings since the departure of the Delawar and 

Walpole. 

First, of shipping 

3. You have been already advised of our reasons for sending the Phoenix 

to Persia with a packett from the Select Committee. She was dispatched from 

hence the 1st of April and returned the beginning of October, after having 

delivered the packetts she was entrusted with at Gombroon and Bussorah. 

4. The revolution which happened in the Government of these provinces, 

being so favourable to the Company’s affairs and the early advice of it in Europe 

of so much consequence to their interest, will, we doubt not, make our mea¬ 

sures approved of in sending home the Diligent schooner the latter end of 

August with that important intelligence. We hope she is arrived safe in 

England. 

5. For the same reason the Mermaid sloop was dispatched to Madrass in 

August, but unfortunately was obliged to return through stress of weather after 

having got as far to the southward as the latitude of 16° north. On that sloop 

we consigned the President and Council of Fort St. George eight hundred bags 

of saltpetre which we find by their letters since received would have been of 

great service. 

6. The appointment of the Marlbro' for Fort St. George being altered 

and the Mermaid sloop being returned without reaching that place, we freigh¬ 

ted the Syrian and Watson sloops to carry the Mermaid's and Marlbro’s packetts 

allowing the owners of each two thousand (2000) sunnaut rupees for that 

service. 

7. Rear-Admiral Pocock on the 19th September made a tender of His 

Majesty’s ship the Kent (then out of commission) to be brought on the Com¬ 

pany’s account at a valuation to be made by persons appointed by him and 

the Board. The majority of our members thinking the service she might be 
of to the Company would not be an equivalent for the expence of keeping 

her, we declined Mr. Pocock’s offer and gave him our reasons for so doing. 

8. We have the pleasure to acquaint Your Honours that the Warwick, 

Captain Nicholas Webb, arrived in the river on the 1st October having first 

touched at Tranquebar where Capt. Webb was informed of the arrival of a 

French fleet on the Coast, and that six of the largest ships had left Pondicherry 

and sailed to the northward as was by him supposed to attack Fort St. George 

or our ships in Madrass road, upon which he made the best of his way 
to Bengali. 

9. The Medeira ami bullion on the Warwick we landed. We have been 

obliged to detain about ninety (90) pipes of the consignment for Madrass, the 

Admiral having requested thirty five (35) pipes for die use of his squadron, 

and the number of military officers being so much encreased, that even after 
detaining so large a part of the wine designed for the Coast, we were not able 
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to sell above eighty four (84) pipes at outcry. The price they sold for will show 

Your Honors the demand there was in the place for that article. Enclosed we 

transmit an account current and account sale of the Madeira at outcry to the 
officers of the navy and army and to the covenanted servants. 

10. Upon Capt. Webb’s request we permitted him to bring the Warwick 

up to town, as we did the Marlbro9 in consequence of a letter from Captain 

Macleod advising that she had sprung a leak, and the report of our Master 

Attendant who was sent to Culpee to survey her and inform us if it was 

absolutely necessary to heave her down. We have protested against Captain 

Macleod for the delay this has occasioned in her dispatch to Europe; copy of 

which protest is entered after our consultation of the 1st December. 

11. Your Honor’s ship the Revenge being ordered by the Admiral to 

proceed to Bombay, we applved to him for directions to the commander to 

take in some saltpetre for the use of that Presidency and have laden on her 
eight hundred (8(H)) bags. 

12. From Bombay we have received two schooners built there for our 

river service, conformable to the request we made in the year 1756. The 

Diligent which we have dispatched home is one of them, and the other (called 

the Fort William) is employed as a pilot schooner. 

13. We have just received a letter by pattamar from the President and 

Council of Bombay dated the 9th October, informing us of their having ordered 

all the pepper which is laying ready at Tellicherry and Anjengo up to Bombay, 

as they had received news of a squadron of nine French ships being seen upon 

that coast and were apprehensive they might return there after having thrown 

succours into Pondicherry and make some attempt upon those settlements. 

In this letter they acquaint us it will not be in their power to assist in filling 

up for Europe any of the surplus tonnage from our side, as they are advised 

by a private letter from Captain Webb that six ships were taken up from 
their Presidency. 

14. Upon the advice of a French squadron being upon the coast and the 

uncertainty of their force or designs, it was represented to us by Colonel Clive 
of the greatest consequence to send the Directore, Council, officers civil and 

military, and other inhabitants of Chandernagore, from Bengali that they 
might not directly or indirectly assist their countrymen in case they made an 

attempt upon this settlement. To do this there was but one way and that was 
to freight a large ship capable of holding all or the greatest part of the colony. 

The Restitution being the only ship then in readiness (of a proper size) to 

proceed to the Coast, we sent for Captain Durand and desired to know on what 

terms he would carry the gentlemen above mentioned to Fort St. George or 
Pondicherry. His demands were fifty thousand (50,000) sunnaut rupees for 

the freight of the ship, and the provisions, liquor etc., for the subsistance and 

accommodation of those he carried, and the owners to be inderanifyed by the 

Company in the sum of forty five thousand (45,000) current rupees, in case 
the ship was taken or seized by the enemy m her passage to Madrass or was 

seized and detained by them after her arrival at Pondicherry. These terns 

being too extravagant, we offered to indemnify the ship agreeable to his own 

demand and to alow the owners forty fymsami Arcot rupees for die 

freight o§ die vessel and the accommodation of the passengers, dbey finding 
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provisions, liquors etc, for their subsistance in a manner suitable to the rank 

and station they bore in their own settlement before the capture of it. This 

offer being accepted, we advised Monsr. Renault that we had prepared a ship 

for the above mentioned purpose, and desired he and the rest of the colony 

would embark on her for the Coast; but many of the gentlemen in station not 

having settled their private affairs, and others falling sick, a great number 

were permitted by the Admiral to remain till January, and the rest were sent 

to Madrass on the Restitution, the Select Committee there being desired to 

procure and settle to cartel with the Governour and Council of Pondicherry 

that she might proceed thither with security, otherwise to provide conveyances 
for carrying the French gentlemen on that ship to their own settlement. 

15. John Andrews Esqr, your Chief at Bandamalanka, having purchased 

a snow from the French to bring himself and his family to Bengali, on his 

arrival here, delivered her over to us. She is now employed as a packett and 

we have given the command of her to Captain Thomas Hague. 

16. Agreeable to your permission in your commands of the 29 Decem¬ 

ber 1756, we have laden two hundred tonns of saltpetre on the Marlbro3 reserv¬ 

ing to ourselves the power of turning it into whole freight or half freight as 

we see occasion. We purpose doing the same on such other ship as we may 
dispatch immediately to Europe this season. 

17. The Boscawen, captain—Benjemen Brammel, one of the ships destined 

for China, imported here the 8th December. By her the President and Council 

of Fort St. George acquaint us in two letters under date the 16th and 20th Octo¬ 

ber that they have determined to return the Norfolk and Princess Augusta (two 

other ships destined for Canton) with a cargo of bales and pepper to Europe, 

thar they should lade about two hundred tonns of bales on each of them and 
send them to Fort Marlobro' to be filled up with pepper, that the Tavistock, 

having received some damage and being found unfit to proceed to Europe, 
was out of the service and going to Bombay to refit. 

18. They inform us in those letters that none of the Coast and Bay ships 

were then arrived on that coast, that their further intentions in the disposition 

of the ships above mentioned are, that the Boscawen and Tavistock (when 

sufficiently repaired) return to their coast and proceed in proper season in 1758 

to Canton according to their original consignment, and that instead of the 

Norfolk and Princess Augusta they purpose to appoint two of the expected 

Coast and Bay ships (when they arrive) to that voyage; should all or any of 

the Coast and Bay ships proceed directly to this place without touching 
Arit* coast, they request we will send up at least three of them (two of 

them for China and the third for Europe) as they reckon they shall have 
nearly a fell loading of bales left after the dispatch of the Norfolk and 
Princess Augusta. 

19. Hie President and Council of Fort St. George acquaint us likewise 
that we may depend on a sufficient quantity of surplus pepper at Bencoolea 

to compleat one ship’s tonnage provided we can furnish one hundred and fifty 
(ISO) tonns of goods exclusive of kentlage and redwood. 

As the Coast and Bay ships are not yet either here or on the Coast 
and it is probable they have lost their passage which will delay their arrival 
dll February or later, in which case they cannot return home this season* we 
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have resolved to keep the Boscawen here to carry home the remainder of our 

investment in case the Coast and Bay ships da not import soon enough to be 

dispatched to Europe in charterpartv time, as we imagine it would be a great 

prejudice to the Company's affairs to be disappointed of any part of the invest¬ 
ment this season, so small a quantity of goods having been sent home last year. 

21- The Warwick, Capt. Webb, we purpose sending to Fort St. George 

with three thousand (3000) bags of saltpetre and about four hundred (400) bales 

to be filled up and finally dispatched to Europe from that Presidency. She will 
leave the river about the 20th instant. 

22. The Duke9 Captain Thomas Pownev, arrived in Bengali the latter end 

of September from the Coast and she has been refitted according to the request 

of the President and Council there and is now proceeding to Bencoolen with 

one thousand five hundred (1500) bags of rice and fifteen hundred (1500) 

gunny bags. 

23. We have purchased all the serviceable anchors taken at Chander- 

nagore at a very reasonable rate, having paid the agents only eleven {11) current 

rupees for the hundredweight one with another. We request therefore Your 

Honours will send us no larger anchors than for the service of the sloops till 

we indent for them, having a number of large anchors by us. 

24. The accompts current of Your Honours' sloops were laved before us 

on the 20th December by the Accomptant, and the value of them being settled 

by the Master Attendant, the difference was ordered to be wrote off to profit 

and loss, 

25. We have not been able to order a survey of the river in October or 

November as usual, our sloops and pilots having been too much employed in 

other material business. 

26. The accompt current of the Marlbro' is drawn up and transmitted in 
this packet agreeable to your orders, as are the reports survey of her within 

board, the Master Attendant's report of her condition upon springing a leak, 

with Captain Macleod’s letters and requests under the numbers annexed to 

them in the list of packet. 

Secondly, of goods from Europe and from one part of 
India to another 

27. Not having received the consignments of this season we have but little 

to say under this head. Our account sales transmitted in this packet will give 

Your Honours, we hope, satisfaction as the copper, lead etc., have sold exceed¬ 

ing well, and as the French are now dispossessed of their settlements 

in Bengali we have reason to believe our woollens will be soon in demand 

and therefore request a supply of such quantities and such sortments as 

we now indent for. 

28. We have sent a small quantity of the different sorts of our broad doth, 

perpets, capper etc., to Patna and Cuttack in ardor to find a vend if possible 
for greater quantities than usually imported by Your Honors. When we beau* 

from those places of the sale of what we have seat them* ami how much mmjf 

be disposed of annually at each, we shall advise Your Honours and insert the 

quantity in our indents. 
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29. By the Triton we received twenty (20) chests of bullion from the 
President and Council of Fort St. George, and by the Warwick twenty seven 
chests consigned that Presidency by Your Honors which we are coining into 
siccas. 

30. We beg leave to observe that the velvets received from Madrass of the 
last year's consignment are extremely rotten and very inferior in quality to 
what the French Company usually sent. We are of opinion those articles 
would meet with a readier sale if the best of the kind were sent us, though they 
turn out higher in price. 

31. A price current of Europe commodies [commodities] and the account 
remains in our import warehouse and store godowns are forwarded in this 
packet for your observation. 

32. We have frequently indented for small guns for sale to our country 
ships and beg leave to request Your Honours will send some by each ship, as 
it now becomes more than ever necessary for our ships to be well equipped for 
defence. 

33. We have supplied the other Presidencies with a considerable quantity 
of saltpetre by the several conveyances hereafter mentioned, and shall continue 
to send them more as opportunities offer. 

To Bombay 

On the Revenge eight hundred bags 
On the Edinburgh five hundred bags 
On the Plymouth ketch eight hundred 
On the Thames four thousand 

To Madrass 

On the Darling snow four hundred bags 
On the Drake three thousand 
On the Vizagapatam snpw four hundred 
On the Warwick three thousand 

800 
500 
800 

4000 

6100 bags 

400 
3000 
400 

3000 

6800 bags 

Thirdly, of investments 

34. We have already informed Your Honours of the application we made 
to the Directore and Council of Hughley to contract with us for saltpetre and 
that on their delaying to give us any definitive answer whether they would or 
would not contract with us, we accepted [of] Omichund’s offer of delivering 
into our godowns fifty eight thousand (58,000) maunds by the end of January, 
at six (6) Arco-t rupees per factory maund. We have therefore nothing to add 
on that subject but that we have received from Omichund, in part of his con¬ 
tract, about twenty four thousand (24,000) maunds, and expect the remainder 
soon. He has been advanced cm his contract one Iaack (100,000) of surmaui 
rupees. 
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35. We advised likewise in our letter of the 12th September that gomastahs 
had been sent to the several aurungs for the provision of our investment. They 

have been supplied from time to time with the following sums of money viz., 

Santipore with one hundred and sixty eight thousand five hundred rupees. 

Cuttorah with sixty four thousand rupees. 

Keerpoy with two hundred forty eight thousand six hundred and seventy 

five rupees. 

jXlalda with three hundred fifty two thousand four hundred and fifty 

rupees. 

Harrial with three hundred eleven thousand nine hundred and seventy 

rupees. 

Badaul with seventy one thousand six hundred and seventy rupees. 

Gollagore with twenty thousand eight hundred rupees. 

Burron with a hundred and four thousand eight hundred rupees. 

Soonamookv with one hundred and one thousand two hundred and twenty 

rupees. 

Hurripaul with a hundred and fifty four thousand six hundred and forty 

five rupees. 

Calcutta with a hundred and sixty nine thousand seven hundred and 

twenty rupees. 

great part of which has been invested in cloth, but we have not been able 

to compleat your orders of last year, which has been owing to the lateness 

of our beginning to purchase which we were prevented from setting about 

so early in the season as was necessary on account of the unsettled state of 

the country and the precarious terms we were upon with the former Nabob 

Seraja Dowla, which made it hazardous to risque the Company's money at 

the aurungs. 

36. No part of Omichund’s petre being arrived when the Marlbro9 was 

lading for the Coast, we applied to the Directore and Council of Hughiey to 

lend us four or five thousand bags. In consequence of this application they 

lent us four thousand bags which we have since repaid. 

37. The purchase we made of redwood and white goods from the agents 

you are fully advised of in our letter of the 12th September, as well as the notice 

we gave that all ready money goods of the Company's sortments would be 

received and prized if offered by the 10th February 1758, with our reasons for 

publishing this notice. 

38. Some of the sortments of coarse goods ordered by Your Honours being 
manufactured at Chandernagore by the French, we ordered the Export Ware¬ 

house Keeper to make the weavers there seme small advances of money and 

to get those sortments made at that place* 

39. By the last ship's packett we shall transmitt Your Honours a general 
accompt current of all our minings as also a particular account for each, by 

which you will observe the purchases made by the gomastahs and the balances 

of money remaining at their respective places. 

40. A great part of the cloth received from the Nabob in part payment 

of the stipulations in his treaty being, we judge, fit * fof tho Company and 
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reasonably prized, we have agreed to take on your account and it is sent home 

by this year’s ships. We hope they will yield the Company a very handsome 
profit, as the fabricks are of an extraordinary goodness. But we beg leave to 

remark that it would not be in our power to provide those sortments of equal 

goodness, should Your Honours think proper to order any quantity, as they 

were made on account of and by orders of the Nabobs of this place. 

41. A large parcel of our aurung cloth being carried to Muxadavad by 

the Government’s officers during our expulsion, it was delivered to the gentle¬ 

men at Cossimbuzar who forwarded the whole parcel to Calcutta upon the 

coming on of fresh disputes. When those were over and the government 

settled, we sent the different sortments to the respective aurungs they were 

made at to be dressed by our gomastahs, the greatest part of which will be 
forwarded home this season. 

42. We shall now proceed to give Your Honours a summary recital of 

our correspondence with the several subordinates relative to their investment 
beginning with Cossimbuzar. 

43. The peace with Seraja Dowla was no sooner made than we sent 

servants to all our subordinates to settle and adjust the losses of each factory 

and receive the money, goods and effects seized by the Nabob’s officers. 

Messrs Watts, Collet, Hastings and Sykes were ordered to Cossimbuzar, and 

on the 7th March began to receive the charge of the factory, after which thev 

had the putney, broad cloth etc., delivered them with the sum of 260,000 sicca 

rupees account their factory at Dacca, all which the Company have been duely 

credited for. Great part of the putney remains yet unwound and cannot be 
got ready for this year’s shipping. 

44. As we were from the first apprehensive that the peace made with 

Seraja Dowla was not to be relyed on, we directed the gentlemen at Cossim¬ 

buzar on the 9th March to send to Calcutta what goods they received as soon 
as they could get them ready. The same orders having been sent to all 

our subordinates we mention it in this place to avoid repetition. These 

orders were repeated two or three times as will appear by our consultations 
and letter book. 

45. In a letter of the 20th March the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar informed 
us there was a large quantity of Comercolly putney included in the five hundred 

£®0) maunds received from the Nabob, which could not be wound off at 
Cossimbuzar but must be sent to Comercolly for that purpose, desiring to know 

whether they should employ gomastahs to do it, or if we chose to send a 

covenanted servant. Mr. Randolph Marriott having been employed in that 
branch of business before the loss of the settlement, we desired him to move 

Acre again and wound off the putney received from the Nabob. ' He set out 
in consequence of these orders sometime in May; but the ensuing troubles 

prevented him from going to Comercolly with the putney, and since those 

uwfefes have been over he has been too much engaged in the military to be 
taken off, there being at present a great scarcity of officers. We have however 

stattoned him at that factory and have ordered him to attend die Company's 
business mere as soon as he can be spared from the military. 

In consequence of our orders for sending down their goods, money, 
etc, the gentkmen at Cossimbuzar dispatched away on the 11th May sixty 
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(60) chests of silk piece goods and fifty eight (58) chests of treasure received 
from Mr. Watts which arrived safe. 

47. After the death of Seraja Dowla and establishing of Jaffeir Ally Khan 
in the government of these provinces, Mr. Manningham went up to Muxada- 
vad to assist the gentlemen of Council in settling the mercantile parts of the 
treaty*, to Mr. Watts and him therefore we addressed a letter on the IIth July 
desiring they would use their best endeavours to procure an investment of 
silk and silk piece goods to be forwarded to Europe by the ships of this season, 
and as we were informed the merchants who had purchased the Company’s 
silk from Seraja Dowla were willing to dispose of it upon the same terms, we 
empowered those gentlemen to purchase it, and to prevail if possible upon 
the Cossimbuzar merchants to furnish a proportion of gurrahs. They replyed 
to this letter under date the 27th July and as it appeared to them that employ¬ 
ing a gomastah would be the most likely method of keeping up the fabrick 
of the piece goods, they have entertained Kissennundah Surma (a man of sub¬ 
stance) in that office, at a hundred sicca rupees per mensem, and had given 
him directions to provide the goods ordered in the list of investment for Cossim¬ 
buzar factory on the cheapest terms he could, that the accompts were to be 
delivered to the Chief and Council at Cossimbuzar, and all advantages of 
eussore, batta etc., to be brought to the Company’s credit, the outstanding debts 
(if clearly proved) to be on account the Company, that the gomastah had 
agreed to deliver in as large a part of the goods he was ordered to provide, 
as could possibly be got in time for this year’s ships, and that as none fit for 
the Company’s use could be purchased fee ready money, they hoped we should 
approve of the step they had taken. 

48. The method followed by those gentlemen being approved of by the 
Board, we advised them of it and permitted them to advance the gomastah 

such sums of money as they thought proper to make the purchases with 
expedition. 

49. Fifteen (15) bales of raw silk were dispatched from Cossimbuzar on 
the 26th July which arrived safe, and on the fifth of September fifty nine (59) 
more were forwarded from that factory, that being the quantity of ready wound 
off silk which they bought of the merchants who were forced by Seraja Dowla 
to take it. 

50. Messrs Hastings, Sykes and Hugh Watts forwarded to us on the 
16th October musters of Guzzerat and November Bund silk wound off from 
the September putney, the first at seven (7) dussmassa rupees the A and the 
other at six rupees seven annaes (6-7). Upon inspecting those musters we 
thought the prices very reasonable but the silk was rather of too inferior quality 
for the Company’s use, of which we advised those gentlemen and directed them 
to forward as soon as they could the musters of silk wound off from the 
November Bund putney, which they have promised to comply with. When 
those musters are sent we shall give our final directions for the provision of 
raw silk for the ensuing year- 

51. The gentlemen at Dacca in a letter of the 19th March tafanftoi 
of their having received twenty one thousand (21,000) pieces of doth ftdonghsg 
to their factory from the Nabob of that city, and that they ocmJd make shift 
to get about eighty (80) or a hundred (lOGj baks of goods <SjHdays’ 
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warning but that the remainder would require a slight washing. In that letter 
they told us they were settling the deloUs* and pears' account who agreed to 
give fresh acknowledgments for their ballances ; at the same time they expected 
to have fresh advances made them equal to what they were obliged to pay 
into the Nabob's treasury; otherwise it would be impossible for them to give 
in the remaining cloths as a large proportion of what they were advanced for 
was still in the looms unfinished for want of money to advance the weavers to 
enable them to go on. This demand of their delols and pears being esteemed 
reasonable, we permitted them to make such advances as they judged proper 
to enable them to comply with their former contracts, for which end we desired 
Mr. Watts to procure bills on the shroffs at Dacca in their favour to the 
amount of a laack of rupees, but directed the gentlemen at that factory to 
let the advances they made be as small as possible and good security taken 
that the Company were no sufferers. 

52. Mr. Watts having wrote the gentlemen at Dacca to be on their guard 
as a rupture with the Government seemed near, they instantly prepared boats 
and on die 8th May dispatched one hundred and five (105) bales of the worked 
cloths and other fine sortments belonging to the Company under the care of 
Mr. Middleton, who they had requested to take charge of their goods, and 
make the best of his way to Duny Colly creek, there to remain till the arrival 
of the sloop we designed to send with seepoys, which he was to go cm 
board of and take charge of her with half the seepoys and forward the rest 
instantly to Dacca for the safety of the remaining part of the Company’s goods 
(which they were then packing to send away—brown, half washed, damaged 
etc., all together) and that in case he heard of their being seized or stopt by 
the Government to make the best of his way to Calcutta. 

53. Upon receipt of the above mentioned advice we wrote the gentlemen 
at Dacca to give orders for the one hundred and five (105) bales sent under care 
of Mr. Middleton to proceed to Calcutta immediately. Before the receipt of 
these orders they had recalled Mr. Middleton with the bales under his care 
as they imagined from a letter since wrote them by Mr. Watts that the late 
appearances of troubles were blown over for that time; and as the rainy season 
had set in so early this year they imagined that by the 5th July they should 
have all their bales packed and in the boats ready to be dispatched to Calcutta 
unless for [vie] some unforeseen accident prevented their progress in dressing. 

54. Under date the 28th May they informed us of their having dispatched 
fifty four (54) bales to us compleatly dressed and repacked in their proper 
sortments, and that in consequence of our last advices they shall forbear 
making any advances to the delolls whose ballances are collecting in as fast 
aa posable. The above bales arrived in Calcutta the 19th June. 

55. The several servants belonging to the subordinates being ordered to 
return after the defeat of Seraja Dowla, the gentlemen of Dacca factory set 
out from hence early in September and arrived there the 20th where they found 
die Company’s effects in the same good order they had left them and advised 
us they should set about making their purchases the moment they could 
settle matters with the deloUs and pears. 

56. Those gentlemen having on the withdrawing their factory brought 
away some goods with them not properly dressed, we returned them to be 
properly sorted and dressed at Dacca. 
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aimaes (2-14) sicca per factory maund, and as Mr. Amyatt has carried with 
him one laack of rupees for the use of Patna factory, we flatter ourselves that 
for the future we shall be able to provide the petre and Patna cloth indented 
for by Your Honors on more reasonable terms than we have bought them at 
for some years past, especially as the government is now settled so much in 
favor of the English that there will be litde or no durbar charges at our sub¬ 
ordinates and as the gauts and chowkeys will not presume to exact such sums 
from our Patna boats as formerly they did. 

62. We have but little to observe concerning Luckipore and Ballasore 
factories, more than in general to inform you the gentlemen at those places 
having invested the whole amount of the monies they were at first supplied 
with, we have sent a further supply to each factory; and as we have now 
no competitors at Luckypore and Jugdea, we doubt not the investments from 
thence will be approved of and the prices reduced. The musters of sannoes 

sent us by Mr. Playdell for inspection proved extremely good and reasonably 
prized, but we have recommended it to him to get the weavers to raise the 
sarry one letter and have permitted him to allow them a proportionable 
advance in the price. 

Fourthly, of the trade of India and transactions with the 

country Government 

63. Immediately after the peace concluded with Seraja Dowla, Mr. Watts 
was sent to Muxadavad to see the articles of that peace punctually performed 
and the goods, moneys and effects seized by the Nabob and his officers at our 
subordinates and aurungs delivered up to the servants and gomastahs we sent 
to receive charge of them. 

64. Mr. Watts having wrote the Select Committee on the 9 March to send 
the Company’s and private people's gomastahs to Muxadavad with particular 
accounts of the losses sustained by the Company and private people, either 
in the fort or at the aurungs, the Committee layed an abstract of this letter 
before the Board, in consequence of which we ordered the heads of every office 
to draw out particular accounts of the lasses sustained in their respective offices 
to be transmitted to Mr. Watts and directed the Export Warehouse Keeper 
pro tempore to get the gomastahs* accounts of losses and seizures at the 
aurungs made out and sent with the gomastahs themselves in order to explain 
and settle their own accounts. 

65. Public notice was likewise given of Mr. Watts his letter, that the 
mhabitants might send a state of their losses and endeavour to obtain 
restitution. 

66. Mr. Watts in the above mentioned letter having acquainted the Com¬ 
mittee that the Nabob desired we would send for the zemindars of the thirty 
eight villages to be held by the English Company by virtue of the late treaty, 
agree with them for the possession of their towns and lands, we requested the 
President to write letters to those zemindars and demand of them the terms 
they want for siding [sic] to us the zemindary and possession of the thirty 
eight villages mentioned in our phirmaund. 

67. By the letters front our subordinates we had the pleasure to find that 
a very exact and particular account had been taken of the money, goods and 
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effects seized at the several factories which were returned almost without any 
loss. Such parts of the goods as had been sold by the Government were 
regularly accounted for and the amount repaid. 

68. The account of aurung loss and bahances being laid before the Board, 
the Export Warehouse Keeper was ordered to send the gomastahs away to 
Muxadavad direcdy and the accounts were transmitted by the Board to Mr. 

Watts. Upon settling accounts with the Nabob's people our gentlemen at 
Cossimbuzar received 18835 pieces of cloth that were carried away from our 

aurungs to Muxadavad; what had been brought to Calcutta and sold there, 
was made a separate account of and Monickchund ordered to adjust it. But 
it was never compleated or made good, the settling of those accounts being 

delayed under various pretences till the rupture with Seraja Dowla broke out. 
As there has been some loss sustained by the Company for goods and monies 

plundered at our aurungs, we have desired the Export Warehouse Keeper to 

draw up a state of the seizures, and what has been returned either in money 
or goods, that Your Honours may see it in one view. 

69. Mr. Watts on the 11th April forwarded down to Calcutta, copies of 

fifteen perwannahs and dustucks for the currency of our business in the coun¬ 
try and informed us that he hoped to get a perwannah for the coining of siccas 

in a day or two. A translate of the above mentioned perwannahs and dustucks 
are entered after our consultation of the 21st April and a copy of each was 

sent to every rajah, zemindar, fowsdar etc., in whose districts we carried on 
business. 

70. In April we dispatched a pattamar to Bombay and advised the Presi¬ 
dent and Council there we were endeavouring to procure sixty thousand (60,000) 
maunds of petre, that we should be glad to know what quantity they were in 

want of and whether they would chuse to have any part landed at Anjengo 
or Tellicherry. They since indented for five hundred (500) tonus of petre and 

have desired the whole might be sent to the Presidency itself. 

71. The Select Committee having received the perwannah for coining of 

siccas and their currency from Mr. Watts, layed the same before us on the 
28th April after which consultation a translate of them are entered. 

72. In consequence of the intelligence given us by the Select Committee 
of the Nabob's conduct in respect to the English and the probability of another 
rupture with the Government, we ordered an armed sloop with a serjeant and 
six seepoys to be sent to Luckypore to favor the retreat of the gentlemen there 
and at Dacca, in case they should be obliged to come away precipitately. Some 
time after, the Hunter schooner was dispatched there for the same purpose and 

brought the gentlemen down when the troubles broke out in June. 

73. The Aurung Committee having informed that the keys of the godowas 

where the Company's cloth was kept at several aurungs being taken away by 
the Nabob’s people and carried to Muxadavad, the cloth left in those godowns 
was by that means great damaged and rotten for want of air. Upon this 
representation we wrote to Mr. Watts about it, and directed him to demand 
the loss which the Company would suffer by this neglect. 

74. About the beginning of May Messrs Sumner and Waller having 

wrote the President they were apprehensive by some advices received from 

Cossimbuzar that we should soon have another raptme with the Ctejvemmmt 

Vol. H—18 
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and that in such case, they could probably save a great part of the Company’s 
goods and effects at their factory, had they orders to act discretionally, we gave 
those gentlemen and Messrs Verelst and Smith at Luckypore discretional 
powers to do the best they could, should there happen any fresh disturbances 
in the country. 

75. Some of the chowkeys adjacent to Calcutta having stopt provisions 
that were coming into town and exacted money from the people, upon a com¬ 
plaint of it to the Board, the President was requested in such cases to send 
for the offenders and punish them for acting so directly counter to the treaty 
subsisting between the English and the Nabob. 

76. Seraja Dowla by his treaty of the 9th March having assented to our 
establishing a mint in Calcutta for the coinage of siccas and a proper sunnud 

being afterwards obtained for our using that priviledge, with perwannahs for 
the currency of our siccas in the provinces of his subahship, we desired 
Mr. Watts to procure for us as many people who understood the business of 
the mint as he could entertain in our service, that there might be no objection 
made to the weight, standard or impression of our siccas. These people being 
procured and sent to Calcutta, the Board took into consideration in what 
manner to establish the mint for the advantage of the Company ; but as it was 
judged absolutely impossible to fix it upon any beneficial footing till the method 
and charge of coining, assaying and other particulars were known, which could 
not so well be tryed and ascertained by the Board as by a particular committee 
appointed immediately for that purpose, it was on the 13th June agreed that 
the President, Mr, Frankland and Mr. Boddam should be a committee to 
assay the fineness of the silver proper for the sicca standard, to ascertain the 
charge of coining, the method of conducting the mint to the greatest advantage 
for the Company’s and how much a hundred sicca weight of different kinds 
of bullion will produce; of their proceedings and experiments they were to 
make a report to die Board for their final determination and regulation. This 
Committee on the 4th July informed the Board they had coined four thousand 
(4000) siccas from Mexico dollar bullion and that as soon as they had made 
a tryal of two or three sorts of bullion, they would deliver in their report. 
But the revolution in the government having made it necessary to procure a 
fresh sunnud and fresh perwannahs for the currency of our siccas> die report 
of the Committee could not be delivered in till the 26tfi September when a report 
of the produce of dollars and sunnaut rupees was laid before the Board and 
entered upon the face of our consultation of that day. We then considered 
in what manner to settle that important and advantageous priviledge and 
agreed to fix it for the present on the Madrass establishment, that is, a duty 
of five per mille to be collected for the Company on all private money coined 
m our mint, the charge of coinage to be computed at twenty per mille and a 
jprofit of ten per mille to be allowed the mint Undertaker for his trouble, and 
the Company s bullion to be charged with the nett expence of coinage only. 
This establishment being fixed, Messrs Frankland and Boddam were appointed 
Mint Masters or Undertakers and the gentlemen at Muxadavad wrote to for 
a further number of coiners both for gold and silver. A specimen of our siccas 

were sent to Muxadavad, and presented to the Nabob and durbar officers, and 
die weight and standard examined by Juggutseat and approved of. We hare 
been constantly employed in coining both for the Company and some private 
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persons, but as yet there is some difficulty in passing our siccas, of which we 
have complained at the durbar, and have the satisfaction to learn from 
Mr. Scrafton that the currency of them has been ordered by beat of the 
dandurra through the streets of Muxadavad and a mutchulka given by the 
principal shroff that they shall be received the same as Muxadavad siccas. We 
therefore flatter ourselves that our money will very shortly be as current as 
that coined in the metropolis of the subaship, when we have hopes the Com¬ 
pany will reap very considerable advantages from their mint, as will likewise 
the private inhabitants of this place. In order to make a tryal of the force 
of the late orders and proclamation we have sent eighty thousand Calcutta 
siccas to Cossimbuzar for the ensuing year’s investment and shall advise Your 
Honors if they are received without difficulty or if any objections are made 
to them. 

77. The money received from the Nabob being mostly sunnaut rupees, 
the batta of which was falling very low, we wrote to the gentlemen at Muxa¬ 
davad to inform us if it would give the Nabob and Juggutseat offence should 
we recoin those rupees, to which they replied that upon conversing with Koy 
Dooiub on the subject we wrote about, the priviledge of our mint was explained 
to extend to the re-coining of any monies the Company received into their 
treasury for payment of goods purchased or on account their revenues. They 
sent us likewise several other remarks upon the nature of the sunnud we have 
obtained for coining siccas, and what use the Government expected we should 
make of this priviledge, all which is extracted at large on our consultation of 
the 4th August. 

78. We have the pleasure to inform Your Honors that the word 
Allenagore is by our present sunnud to be omitted in the impression on our 
siccas, an indulgence we could not obtain from Seraja Dowla. 

79. On the 11 July the Select Committee acquainted the Board the 
Nabob (Jaffeir Aly Khan) had paid on account of the sum due from him to the 
Company by virtue of his treaty thirty three lack and a third of rupees which 
was on its way to Calcutta. 

80. From the President and Council of Bombay we have received bills on 
sundry shroffs at Muxadavad for sicca rupees two hundred and forty six 
thousand (246,000) which has been duely received by the gentlemen there and 
employed part for the investment of piece goods at Cossimbuzar. and part has 
been advanced Collonel Clive and our Commissary for the expences of the army. 

81. After our consultation of the 18th July Your Honors will find a tran¬ 
slate of the treaty made with Jaffeir Aly Khan entered, and on the face of our 
consultation of the 25th of July the Select Committee acquainted the Board a 
new and ample treaty was forming at Muxadavad to be executed afresh by 
the Nabob on part and the Governor and Council cm the other, and desired 
the Board would mention any alterations or additions they esteemed necessary 
that it might be inserted in the new treaty. By our letter of the 2(hh August 
Your Honors will observe what additions the Board judged proper to make. 
Hitherto that treaty has not been formed for want of the grants of the lands 
being confirmed, and possession of them given the Company, which is m 

material an article that we chuse to have it minutely ins^ted in one of the 
articles of the new treaty and to obtain if possible a fhirmammi from Ddhie 
confirming those grants to the Company and their successors. 
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persons, but as yet there Is some difficulty in passing our siccas, of which we 
have complained at the durbar, and have the satisfaction to learn from 
Mr. Scrafton that the currency of them has been ordered by beat of the 
dandurra through the streets of Muxadavad and a mutchulka given by the 
principal shroff that they shall be received the same as Muxadavad siccas. We 
therefore flatter ourselves that our money will very shortly be as current as 
that coined in the metropolis of the subaship, when we have hopes the Com¬ 
pany will reap very considerable advantages from their mint, as will likewise 
the private inhabitants of this place. In order to make a tryal of the force 
of the late orders and proclamation we have sent eighty thousand Calcutta 
siccas to Cossimbuzar for the ensuing year’s investment and shall advise Your 
Honors if they are received without difficulty or if any objections are made 
to them. 

77. The money received from the Nabob being mostly sunnaut rupees, 
the batia of which was falling very low, we wrote to the gentlemen at Muxa¬ 
davad to inform us if it would give the Nabob and Juggutseat offence should 
we recoin those rupees, to which they replied that upon conversing with Roy 
Doolub on the subject we wrote about, the priviledge of our mint was explained 
to extend to the re-coining of any monies the Company received into their 
treasury for payment of goods purchased or on account their revenues. They 
sent us likewise several other remarks upon the nature of the sunnud we have 
obtained for coining siccas, and what use the Government expected we should 
make of this priviledge, all which is extracted at large on our consultation of 
the 4th August. ; 

78. We have the pleasure to inform Your Honors that the word 
Allenagore is by our present sunnud to be omitted in the impression on our 
siccas, an indulgence we could not obtain from Seraja Dowla. 

79. On the 11 July the Select Committee acquainted the Board the 
Nabob (Jaffeir Aly Khan) had paid on account of the sum due from him to the 
Company by virtue of his treaty thirty three lack and a third of rupees which 
was on its way to Calcutta. 

80. From the President and Council of Bombay we have received bills on 
sundry shroffs at Muxadavad for sicca rupees two hundred and forty she 
thousand (246,000) which has been dtiely received by the gentlemen there and 
employed part for the investment of piece goods at Cossimbuzar. and part has 
been advanced Collonel Clive and our Commissary for the expences of the army. 

81. After our consultation of the 18th July Your Honors will find a tran¬ 
slate of the treaty made with Jaffeir Aly Khan entered, and on the face of our 
consultation of the 25th of July the Select Committee acquainted the Board a 
new and ample treaty was forming at Muxadavad to be executed afresh by 
the Nabob on part and the Governor and Council cm the other, and desired 
the Board would mention any alterations or additions they esteemed necessary 
that it might be inserted in the new treaty. By our letter of the 20th August 
Your Honors will observe what additions the Board judged proper to make. 
Hitherto that treaty has not been formed for want of the grants of the lands 
being confirmed, and possession of them given the Company, which is so 
material an article that we chuse to have it minutely inserted in one of the 
articles of the new treaty and to obtain if possible a phirmmmd from Delhie 
confirming those grants to the Company and their successors. 
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82. That article of the treaty with Jaffeir Aly Khan relating to the Coni' 
pany’s holding the zemindarry of all the lands to the southward of Calcutta 
as far down as Culpee being very inexplicit, as it did not specifye the extent 
of our possessions to the eastward, we wrote to the gentlemen at Muxadavad 
and desired they would get that part of the treaty explained to prevent future 
disputes. This has been done by those gentlemen and we find the Company 
are to hold all the lands to the southward of Calcutta as far as Culpee, lying 
between the river to the west and the great lake to the eastward, whose course 
the gentlemen at Muxadavad recommended to us to get traced by an able 
person and a plan made of the scite of our territories with the villages it con¬ 
tained, number of inhabitants, nature of .the country etc. Such a survey at 
the .... time of year, they wrote, was impracticable; the most which could 
then be done was to trace the course of the lake, it’s depth of water and commu¬ 
nication with nullas and rivers to the southward and eastward, from a know¬ 
ledge of which many advantages to the settlement might arise. Capt. Barker 
was desired to set out upon this survey in company with the connegofs man 
sent down from Muxadavad. He has likewise to assist him Capn. Wm. Swallow 
as well as several natives who were reckoned to be versed in those kinds of 
surveys and had some knowledge of the course they were to take and of the 
countries they were to examine. Upon Captain Barker’s return he delivered 
in a report of his proceedings with a plan of the lake and it’s communications. 
Copy of this plan will be forwarded home as soon as ready. Captain Barker’s 
indisposition having delayed it hitherto. 

83. Your Honors will .find that we sent up a handsome present to 
Muxadavad of broad cloth, velvet, brocades and other curious things to be 
presented the Nabob and durbar officers. We have likewise made some other 
trifling presents to the Phowsdar of Hugley and the nabob chuhdar who 
brought the seerpaws for the President and the Admiral; which expence we 
flatter ourselves you will have no objection to when it is considered how small 
the amount is and how necessary such presents are to keep up our interest at 
the durbar. 

84. We were desirous of making the annual piscash payable in future 
at Muxadavad instead of Hughley treasury; but upon addressing the gentle¬ 
men of Council who were at Muxadavad upon that subject who informed us 
of its being expressly mentioned in the phirmaund to be paid at Hughley 
where there is a royal treasury, we have waved that point as unnecessary. 

85. ^ Mr. John Bristow our Resident at Cuttack having wrote to the Select 
Committee that the government there was desirous of his hoisting the English 
flag at his house and were willing to give him a spot of ground to build a 
house or factory on, which he represented to the Committee might prove very 
advantageous to the Company, by finding a vend for some of their imports 
of woollen goods etc., and as the Board judged there could be no impropriety 
or offence given by hoisting our flag in that city, we permitted Mr. Bristow 
m do it provided the Governour of Cuttack approved of it. 

86. After our consultation of the 11 August Your Honors will find 
Wtered translate of a paper delivered the Nabob by the Dutch vackeel, wherein 
"they make some very extraordinary demands. But we have the satisfaction 

tern it met with no favourable reception, and that the Nabob was much 
displeased at the purport of it. 
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87. Upon a representation being made to the Board that many of the 
European inhabitants of Calcutta had farmed towns and villages without the 
Company’s bounds from which practise many inconveniences and disputes 
with the country Government might arise, we resolved therefore to put a stop 
to such proceedings immediately and accordingly interdicted the Europeans 
of this settlement by a publick advertisement from farming or holding any 
lands, towns or villages under the jurisdiction of the rajahs and zemindars 
whose lands are without the Company’s boundaries. 

88. In a letter of the 27 August the gentlemen at Muxadavad acquainted 
us of complaints being made to them of natives carrying on a considerable 
trade without dusticks under English colors, to which they had returned for 
answer, that all goods belonging to the Company going to or coming from the 
aurungs and subordinates were accompanied with dusticks, and that if any 
of the natives or others assumed English colors to defraud the Government 
of their duties or carry on an illicit trade, we gave no sanction thereto and that 
all boats with merchandize not having dustucks were at their discretion, of 
which they desired us to give public notice to the inhabitants of Calcutta 
that none may plead ignorance, 

89. Which answer of theirs being approved of by the Board, we advised 
the gentlemen at Muxadavad they had done right and that we should give no 
sanction to any illicit trade carried on without dustucks. In this letter we 
recommended it to them to get the duty annulled which Hookumbeg had 
exacted, account the purchasers of sugar, and as that was a downright imposi¬ 
tion we hoped there would be no difficulty made in forbidding the patchottra 

drogha to demand it in future. 

90. Having coined some fooley mohurs pursuant to the request of the 
gentlemen at Muxadavad, we sent up twelve (12) to them to present as a 
nizarinny and to get their weight and standard assayed by Juggutseat, which 
they accordingly did and informed us the weight was exact but the standard 
of the gold one rutty short in fineness. 

91. Your Honours will observe by the course of our correspondence with 
the gentlemen at Muxadavad that a part of the first moiety received from the 
Nabob has been paid in jewells, gold and doth* The two first remain in our 
treasury still, very little having been sold, nor do we believe the jewells can 
be disposed of till the country is entirely settled and quiet The gold we shall 
coin into mohurs by which method there will be little or no loss and we have 
already advised of our having taken such sortments of the cloth as we judge 
fit for the Europe market, and rest of it shall be sold at publick outcry and the 
loss if any be carried to the account of the parties concerned in it. 

92. Some goods belonging to Cojah Wazeed and others at Hughley 
having been taken by some of our sloops during the troubles in 1756, we have 
delivered them up to the proprietors of them since the treaty made with the 
Nabob, as we imagined it would occasion disputes and disagreements at the 
durbar, should those people make a complaint there, as the Nabob has bound 
himself to pay so large a sum of money in consideration of all damages sus¬ 
tained by the capture of our settlement. 

93. The gentlemen at Muxadavad under date the 13th September having 
taken notice of some complaints made them by the Nabob of abuses committed 
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in and about Calcutta which upon enquiry we found to be groundless, 
we replied very fully to their letter and assured them matters had been much 

misrepresented to the Nabob and that the particulars they had pointed out 
were far from being well grounded. An extract of their letter and our answer 
is entered upon the face of our consultation of the 19 th September to which 
we beg leave to be referred. 

94. Messrs Verelst and Smyth under date the 17th September informed 
the Board that the weavers from all parts in their neighbourhood were daily 
requesting permission to settle and reside under our protection, but that the 
bounds round their factory not being sufficient to accommodate any great 
number they offered to our consideration the renty [sic] of Luckypore 
pergunnuh the annual rent of which is only eight hundred (800) rupees and 
that the revenues collected even from the riotts now on the island will more 
than reimburse that charge. 

95. The proposal before mentioned being considered and there appear¬ 
ing a probability of great advantage arising to the Company from it in future, 
we addressed the gentlemen at Muxadavad upon the subject and desired 
them to apply for die rent of that pergumiah which we have the pleasure to 
hear from Mr. Scrafton has been obtained and a perwannah delivered him for 
the Company and their successors to hold it of the Government upon paying 
annually the sum of eleven hundred and seven siccas into the Nabob’s treasury. 
As soon as we receive this perwannah we shall forward it to the gentlemen at 
Luckypore and direct them to make the best use they are able of this grant 
for the advantage of our employers by encouraging as great a number of 
weavers as they can to reside within our bounds and manufacture as large 
a part of their investment as they can under their own immediate inspection. 

96. As a means to prevent the abuse of dustucks and the exactions of 
chowkeys, gauis etc., we have established a number of dustucks peons with 
badges carrying a Persian inscription signifying their being the Company’s 
servants. With every dustuck one of these peons is sent who is responsible for 
the goods passing free of all duties and imposition, and after the delivery of 
the goods, the peon is ordered to return the dustuck to the President to be 
cancelled that no further use may be made of that dustuck. We have rated 
the dustucks at five (5) rupees each in order to defray this additional expence. 

97. Being advised from Luckypore that the Mugghs and other robbers 
are making depredations in their neighbourhood and that they are appre¬ 
hensive they may attempt our factory itself which is in no state of defence, we 
have ordered the gentlemen at Dacca to send part of their seepoys to Lucky- 
pure and shall supply them from hence with a few pieces of small cannon 
(agreeable to their request) and ammunition. 

98. We have the pleasure to inform Your Honors that a sunnud has passed 
tire seals for the Company to possess the zemindarry of the lands to the south¬ 
ward of Calcutta; a copy of that sunnud has been forwarded to the Select 
Committee, and the original one with copies under the Caujee’s seal are daily 
expected. When those are received we shall take possession, and the Select 
Committee will then inform Your Honors minutely of what relates to the 
management and improvement of those territories. 

99* Mr. Luke Scrafton who resides at Muxadavad to attend Roy Dooluh 
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informs the Board he has received the ballance of the first moiety of the sums 
stipulated in the treaty, part of which he had bills for on Dacca and Luckypore 
which he has made payable to the gentlemen at those factorys, and the rest is 
now in his hands except fifty thousand (50,000) rupees, which he advanced 
Messrs Hastings and Sykes at their request for the use of Cossimbuzar factory, 

100. We are informed likewise that the Nabob designs to mortgage and 
assign over to the Company the revenues of the Burdwan country and some 
other considerable zemindarries to be received and collected by us till the 
whole amount of the sums stipulated in his treaty is paid and discharged. 

101. Under this head we shall insert the application made to us by 
Mr. Pocock and the other commanders of the squadron consuming [concern 
ing?j the advance of the half of the Nabob’s donation yet due to the navy with 
our replies and final determination upon that subject. 

102. On the 19 September Mr. Pocock sent in a letter to the Board 
enclosing one from the Nabob addressed to him, the Colionel, the President 
etc., wherein among other things the Nabob desires the Governour and Council 
would advance the navy and army what was yet due to them from him by his 
agreement, and promises on the word of a prince to repay the same punctually 
and conformable to his contract made with Colionel Clive and Mr. Watts at 
Muxadavad after the defeat of Seraja Doula. Upon taking that proposal into 
consideration we were of opinion that the risque of advancing such a sum of 
money was great on many accounts and might not meet with the approba¬ 
tion of our employers, but as the Company were under great obligations to the 
squadron in coming down to the Bay for their service and as the Nabob had 
promised in his letter to fulfill his engagements conformable to his agreement, 
we ventured to offer Mr. Pocock the advance of ten lack (1,000,000) of rupees 
in full for the twelve lack and a half (1,250,000) still due the navy, esteeming 
the deduction of a fifth part but a reasonable allowance for interest and risque. 
In our reply to Mr. Pocock we mentioned our motives for agreeing to make 
this advance ; we enumerated the risques we ran in doing it and how uncertain 
it was if Your Honors would approve of the step; not doubting in the least 
but he would be entirely satisfied with our offer. 

103. On the 22 September we were presented with a letter from Rear 
’Admiral Pocock and the other commanders of the squadron in answer to 
what we wrote the Admiral as before mentioned, wherein they treat our offer 
and reasons with great contempt and appear extremely dis-satisfied with the 
terms ; that letter was entered at large after our consultation of the day above 
mentioned, to which we replied in as few words as possible and acquainted 
them that as they had rejected the offer we made it must be left to them to 
propose what sum they would be satisfied with, which in the then situation of 
affairs we could not refuse assenting to, but should content ourselves with re¬ 
presenting the whole transaction to Your Honors to whom we should give our 
reasons in full for thinking the deduction of a fifth part a very reasonable one 
for risque and interest. This proposal being likewise rejected by the Admiral 
and commanders of the squadron in the same contemptuous manner as before, 
we resolved to be silent upon the subject and the correspondence ceased. 

104. The agents for the squadron however wailed on the Board the 10th 
October to acquaint them that their offer of ten lack for twelve and a half due 
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to the squadron was accepted and requested an order for the money. But the 
President being of opinion that the refusal of that offer when made by the 
Board exempted us from abiding by it, and that circumstances had altered 
greatly since making that offer, he put the question to the Board whether the 
advance agreed to be made the navy should stand good or not. Messrs Clive, 
Becher, Frankland, Collett, Mackett, Amyatt and Boddam were of opinion it 
should'be abided by, their reasons for which are entered at large on the face 
of that day’s consultation, to which we beg leave to be referred. The President 
having dissented to making that advance for many reasons, which are 
likewise entered on that day’s proceedings, we must refer Your Honors to 

them for particulars. 

105. That point being settled, the agents next desired to know on what 
terms we would take their proportion of jewels, gold and cloth which were 
articles they could not so easily dispose of as gentlemen who wTere to remain 
on the spot, and as the jewels would not be of near the value to be carried 
out of Bengal for sale. As the amount of their proportion of gold, jewels and 
doth was no very great sum and as the profits of the gold would probably be 
adequate to the loss on the jewels, the Board agreed to take those articles from 
the squadron at the valuation put upon them in the invoice, which being very 
satisfactory to the agents, an order was given to the Committee of Treasury to 
advance the navy the sum of ten lack of such rupees as we had received from 
the Nabob on account of his treaty and to pay them the amounts of their 
proportion of gold, jewels and cloth. As likewise their part of the ballance 
due from the Nabob, account the first moiety. 

106. As it would have disgusted the army to have made the navy this 
advance if we had refused the same indulgence to them, we consented to put 
them upon the same footing and have accordingly advanced out of Your 
Honours’ treasury the sum of CRs, 26,24,484-6 in full of all demands on the 
Nabob from the army and navy, their ballances being assigned over to the 
Hon’ble Company. 

107. The Select Committee have been desired to write to the Nabob that 
we have advanced this money to the navy and army in consequence of his 
promise to repay it agreeable to his contract. The President did accordingly 
write him to that effect and has been answered that we may depend on his 
punctual observance of Ms promises. 

Fifthly, of buildings, fortifications and revenues 

108. Upon the receipt of a letter from the Hon’ble the Secret Committee 
to our President advising of the orders given for Mr. Brohier’s being sent to 
Bengali to fortifye tMs settlement, and the method to be followed in pur¬ 
chase of materials etc., for carrying on the works with dispatch and economy, 
we appointed the President, Mr. William Frankland and Mr. William Mackett 
with Captain Brohier when upon the spot to be a standing committee of works, 
to survey all stores and materials wanted for them, to lay their prices before 
the Board, and if approved of, then to purchase them, with all other matters 
and tilings relating to the new fortifications to be erected here. In consequence 
of this appointment the Comraittee have advertised that we shall he in want 
of all articles for building and that we shall purchase them of those who offer 
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on the most reasonable terms. They have contracted likewise for bricks of 
the proper dimensions, for baskets etc. The subordinates have been wrote to 
for such materials or workmen as each can supply. A perxannah has been 
procured of the Nabob to purchase fifty thousand (50,000) maunds of chunam 

at Silhut, and all other methods taken for carrying into execution the works 
planned by Captain Brohier with the utmost expedition. 

109. Soon after Captain Brother's arrival he made a cursory survey of the 
town and what works were immediately wanted for it’s defence, of which he 
advised the Board by letter, copy wrhereof we transmitted in the packet designed 
per Marlborough that Your Honors might know as early as possible what his 
designs were and what number of men it would require to keep in garrison 
here. By this ship we send for your observation a draught of the citadel 
and outworks Captain Brohier proposes to build, with the dimensions thereof, 
which having been approved of by the Board is begun, and will be complcated 
with all the expedition in our power, and that there might be no interruption 
or impediment complained of for want of being supplied with the artificers, 
laborers required by Captain Brohier we have put every artificers and work¬ 
men in the Company's employ under his direction, and have ordered the heads 
of all offices to apply to him for such people as they may want for the business 
of their respective offices. 

110. The gentlemen of Muxadavad having desired Capt. Brohier might 
be sent there to view the factory at Cossimbuzar and give his opinion how it 
might be fortified, he proceeded up accordingly in September. During his 
absence we ordered Messrs Court, Simon and Wedderburn to make a survey 
of such European houses as it would be necessary to level for an esplanade to 
the citadel. A report of their valuation is entered after oux consultation of 
the.But Captain Brohier on his return from Cossimbuzar having 
altered his first choice of the spot for a citadel to be built on, few of those 
houses will require being levelled. We have been obliged to remove all the 
natives out of Govindpore where the new citadel will stand, the brick houses 
having been valued in the most equitable manner and when reported to the 
Board will be paid for; those who dwelt in thatched houses have had a consi¬ 
deration made them for the trouble and expence of removing, and have been 
allowed ground in other parts of the town and outskirts to settle in, 

111. Copy of the indent for military stores transmittal per Dilligent 

schooner is enclosed in this packett and we hope will be fully complied with, 
as the safety of the settlement and preservation of the Company’s possessions 
in Bengali will depend on our being.for the future well prepared in every 
respect for defence in case of being attacked either by an European or a 
country power; and as the strongest and best designed works can be of little 
service unless supplyed with proper cannon and military stores to enable the 
garrison to maintain them. 

112. Seraja Dowla in the late rupture having destroyed our factory house 
at Cossimbuzar and dismantled the fortifications. Captain Brohier has repre¬ 
sented that it will cost the Company more money to repair that factory and 
purchase the houses round it for an esplanade than to build a compkat 
pentagon from the foundation on an open plain capable of resisting any force 
the country Government could bring against it; he has therefore recommend¬ 
ed the obtaining a perwarmah for buflding a factory on Birempore plain. 
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113. The Board being of opinion that a fortified place near the capital 
of the subahship would be of the inpreuning [improving?] our influence at the 
durbar and checking any designs that the Government might in future con¬ 
ceive against us, we wrote to Mr. Manningham who was then at Muxadavad 
to apply for a grant of Birempore plain and for a full perwannah to build 
a new factory and fortifye it as we thought proper. We have the pleasure 
to hear from Mr. Scrafton that a sunnud has passed the seal for four hundred 
bigahs of ground on Birempore plain, but we imagine it will not be possible 
for us to begin upon that factory till the citadel at Calcutta is finished or at 
least so forward as to admit of Captain Brohier’s being sent to Cossimbuzar 
to oversee the works to be erected there. 

114. As soon as ever Captain Brohier is able to lay before the Board an 
estimate of the expence which the citadel will cost, we shall not fail to advise 
Your Honors conformable to your orders; at present we believe it is not 
possible to compute any thing exactly. 

115. The import duty ordered in Your Honors’ commands of last year has 
been collected since the 1st May conformable to our determination on our 
return to the settlement. In order to prevent any abuses in the imposters, 
we think it would he proper to build a custom house with proper keys and 
warehouses for landing all merchandize imported by shipping into the settle¬ 
ment, which custom house would likewise be of use in collecting the export 
duty, as all other gauts might be put down. This we submit to your con¬ 
sideration and shall wait your orders thereon. 

116. Enclosed in this packet we forward an account sale of the farms at 
outcry the twenty sixth of December amounting to current rupees 44164, 
exclusive of the gunge and bazars situated in Govindpore, which we have not 
sold having been obliged to remove them for the building of the citadel. The 
duties of those markets and of the gunge will be collected by the Zemindar 
on the Company’s accounts. 

117. When a survey is made of the lands granted the Company by the 
Nabob and we know the amount of it’s revenue, we shall duely inform Your 
Honors of the particulars. 

Sixthly, of factors, writers, officers and their accounts 

118. The appointment of Messrs Pearkes, Batson and Billers to take 
charge of Patna factory, Your Honors have already been advised of, since 
which we have recalled Mr. Pearkes to his seat at the Board and have appointed 
Mr. Peter Amyatfc Chief of that factory, as he had resided there before, and 
was best acquainted with the nature of the Company’s business. 

119. The station of our other servants will appear by the list transmitted 
in this packett to which we beg leave to be referred. 

120* The office of Zemindar being of a very complicated nature, we 
regulated that post on die 14th April and divided it into four distinct branches 
viz., first, the Zemindar’s office, which we confined to the collecting of the 
Company’s revenues, ground rents, farms, gunge duty etc. Secondly, a clerk 
erf the market who was to regulate the pace of provisions and stamp the 
weights, measures etc. Thirdly, as aridge duckle court1 for hearing and 
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determining of all disputes of mcura and tuum between the natives before 
cognizable by the Zemindar, and lastly a eutcherry court for taking 
cognizance of matters and disputes of a criminal nature. 

121. The last mentioned courts were to be composed of a member of 
the Board and five junior servants who were to sit three times a week at least 
and more if necessary for going through the business, and as it would require 
a very close attention for the head of the court, it was agreed the members 
of Council should take it in rotation. This method was practised for three 
months, but it being then found inconvenient as the fluctuating state of the 
office delayed the business and rendered the decisions tedious, it was by the 
majority of the Board fixed with the Zemindar, who was always to preside (or 
in his absence the Deputy Zemindar) at the head of those courts, in which 
manner the business is nowr carried on. 

122. The following officers having requested leave to resign their com¬ 
missions and return to Europe, we have permitted them to lay down the 
service, viz.. 

Captain Andrew Armstrong 
Captain John Frazer 
Lieutenant George De Lubers 
Ensign Tottenham and 
Ensign Derdeyne. 

123. Mr. John Bristow having behaved very assiduously and diligently 
in his post of Resident of Cuttack, we beg leave to recommend him to Your 
Honours’ notice. 

124. Ensign Penard’s family being left in distressed circumstances and 
that officer having behaved extremely well in the defence of the settlement 
and lost his life at the siege, we have allowed his relict and child a pension 
of thirty (30) rupees per month. We have likewise allowed the widows of 
several serjeants, corporals and private men who were killed at the siege of the 
place a small monthly pension for their subsistance. 

123. The Board having purchased a large parick of cowries at different 
times we have ordered the heads of all offices to indent to the Buxey for what 
they may want for the use of their respective offices. 

126. Your Honours will observe by our consultation of the 4th July the 
Select Committee desired Mr. Manningham to proceed to Muxadavad to 
assist Collonel Clive and Mr. Watts in settling the mercantile affairs with the 
durbar and getting a completion of the treaty performed, from which office 
he returned the 31st October. 

127. The Board having designed to settle the several subordinate factories 
with a Chief and council at each, conformable to the Company’s orders, we 
wrote to Messrs Watts and Manningham to know if they chose the Chiefships 
of Cossimbuzar, Patna and Dacca. To which Mr. Watts replyed the 23rd July 
and requested he might remain Chief of Cossimbuzar. We accordingly 
settled that factory but as the weight of business at the Board would not 
permit of the absence of so many of it’s members as it would require to fill 
the Chiefships of the other subordinates, we defac’d the establishing of any 
other factory, till Your Honors’ commands arrive in answer to our letters of 
last season. 
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128. Mr. Harry Verelst being stationed at Luckipore we have appointed 
Mr. George Gray junior Sub-Secretary in his room. 

129. Major Killpatrick having declined the supravising of our powder 
mills and the making of that article, we gave the charge of that employ to 
Mr. John Macdonald with a salary of eight hundred (800) rupees per annum 
for his trouble. 

130. The care of our company of artillery had been entrusted with 
Major Killpatrick since his arrival at Fultah till the 3rd October, when we 
established that company (at his recommendation) conformable to the regula¬ 
tion before sent us by Your Honours, and gave the charge of it to Captain 
John Francis Paschoud till we heard from Fort St. George if Captain Barker 
(the senior officer) was provided or not with a company on their coast. 

131. Upon the arrival of Mr. Edward Barwell on the Warwick we sent 
for him and enquired of the treatment he met with from Captain Webb and 
were informed that he was used extremely well. We have stationed him in 
the export warehouse as they were in want of assistants. 

132. There being a great want of servants for the mercantile business of 
the settlement, the Board ordered the Secretary on the 6th October to signifye 
to all the covenanted servants bearing commissions in the military, that their 
service was required in the civil way, and that we expected they should return 
to their civil duties till a further occasion called for their services in a military 
capacity. Messrs Rider and Johnstone on the 10th October addressed the 
Board upon that order, and after representing their reasons for entering into 
the military, desired they might be permitted to rank agreeable to the commis¬ 
sions they now bore in case of returning into the military. To which the Board 
having no objection if the rules of the army would admit of it, we ordered 
the Secretary to acquaint them we consented to their ranking agreeable to their 
requests. 

133. Major Killpatrick departed this life of a fever on the 16th October 
about 9 o’clock at night. 

134. A sett of gentlemen who have associated themselves for learning the 
manual exercise and the military discipline have addressed the Board for their 
permission to be commanded by their own officers, to whom they request we 
would grant distinct commissions as is practiced to the grenadier company in 
all regiments. Their letter lays before us for consideration, not being as yet 
satisfied if such commissions can be given by the Board. 

135. Such of the officers of His Majesty’s regiment as are returning to 
Europe having applied to us for an order to the commanders of the Europe 
ships to be received on board, we have directed the Secretary to acquaint 
Captains Braund, Webb and Macleod, that they must receive such officers and 
private men as chuse to embark on their respective ships as charterparty 
passengers and accommodate them with a passage to Europe in the best 
manner they are able. 

136. We have promoted Mr. William Ellis to the degree of a captain of 
foot on our establishment and have given him a commission as such, in consi¬ 
deration of the misfortune he met with by losing his leg. He has our permis¬ 
sion to return to Europe on the Warwick, and we beg leave to recommend him 
to Your Honors’ favor and notice. 
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137. John Dommellan Esqre an officer in Collond Adlercrons regiment 
having applied to remain in India in the Company's service if promoted to a 
company, and the private soldiers of the detachment belonging to the regiment 
who are in Bengali being backward to enlist in the service unless they were 
kept as a separate body and commanded by an officer of their own, wc have 
given him a captain’s commission. He has engaged about fifty of the private 
men to remain in India who have been advanced a hundred (100) sunnaut 
rupees each man. 

Seventhly, touching accompis 

138. Some gentlemen having paid money into the Company's treasury 
for bills of exchange to be forwarded by the Dttlawar, which bills" were never 
signed on account of the troubles which immediately after followed, we judged 
it reasonable to grant them bills on Your Honors for the amount; some of 
those bills went home on the Walpole, Captain Fowler, but as we then omitted 
to mention the above circumstances we think it proper to advise Your Honors 
of it now. 

139. Mr. Cruttcnden being possessed of a bill of exchange on the Board 
drawn by the gentlemen at Dacca in the beginning of June 1756, which was 
not honored on account of the troubles at that time, and the loss of the settle¬ 
ment having prevented the payment of it when due, had applved for the 
amount at Fulta and was refused. Our reasons Your Honours wiil have seen 
entered on the face of our Fulta consultation. Some time after our return 
to Fort William, Mr. Cruttenden’s attorney demanded payment again of the 
amount, being twelve hundred (1200) Arcot rupees, and informed the Board he 
was ordered to protest the bill in case of refusal; as we did not chuse to expose 
the Company’s credit by suffering a bill for so trifling a sum to be protested, 
we accepted and discharged the principal sum without allowing any interest. 
We did the same for a bill of exchange drawn by John Howe Esq., Chief on 
Your Honours’ island Negrais, in favor of Mr. Charles Manningham for two 
thousand (2000) Arcot rupees. 

140. Those who had supplied the fort with military stores and provisions 

for the siege have been paid the amount of their bills for such supplies, as they 
were sent in for the Company’s service, and by orders for the Govemour and 
Council. The owners of the Doddalay have likewise been paid for the cotton 
landed from that ship by orders of the Board, in order of making her capable 
of acting offensively and defensively against the enemy. Our several opinions 
on that point Your Honours will find entered on the consultation of the 
23rd May. 

141. Several persons who were possessed of Company’s interest notes 
before the loss of the settlement having lost those notes in the fort where they 
were deposited for security, applyed to the Board for payment, or in lieu there¬ 
of a certificate signifying their knowledge of such bonds and that they were 
not discharged at the capture. We took their application into conskieratioa 
and being sensible of the hardship it lay those people under, we have signed 
certificate to the following purport—That m the best of our knowledge swh 
bonds were on ballaBoe and not disdharged between the dispatch of the 
Denham and the capture of the settlement; not doubting Your Honors will 
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relieve the unfortunate sufferers, by ordering their demands to be discharged 
if it appears by the treasury account sent home to the dispatch of the Denham 
that those bonds have never been cancelled. 

142. After our consultation of the 11th July is entered a particular account 
of goods and effects received at Dacca from the Nabob of that city on the 
Company's account, with an account of what was sold by the Government and 
what sent to Muxadavad. The gentlemen of that factory having addressed 
the Board concerning the money received by Mr. Watts account Dacca and 
desiring the orders of the Board if the whole should be advanced out of our 
treasury and the Company’s ballance of money brought forward on their 
books as if no seizure had been made, or if only the private money should 
be paid and account current Calcutta debited for the Company’s ballance, we 
ordered the whole of what Mr. Watts had received account that factory should 
be advanced, and the Company’s ballance of cash at the seizure be brought 
forward on the new books. 

143. Upon an information from the Select Committee that Collonel Clive 
had received account the Company thirty three laack and a third of sicca 
rupees, we took into consideration the large ballance of money there was likely 
to be in the treasury, which with the remittances we might expect from Bombay 
and the Coast, the sales of the Company’s imports and the sums we should 
be under a necessity of granting bills for, would so much exceed our occasions 
that we thought it a very favourable opportunity to ease the Company of the 
heavy debt they owe at this Presidency. The Secretary was accordingly 
ordered to notifye that no interest would be allowed or paid on any bonds after 
the first October and that all bonds tendered for payment would be discharged. 
But as this advertisement did not appear to answer the purpose fully, many 
bond holders choosing to let their money remain in the treasury without 
interest rather than cancel their bonds at so dangerous a juncture, we ordered 
the Secretary some time after to advertise that the risque of the principal sums 
of all bonds not tendered for payment before the first October was after th^t 
day to be on account of the proprietors of the bonds and the Company no 
way chargeable in case of any accident, a sum equal to the whole demand of 
the interest debt being lodged in the treasury for payment. How much of 
that debt has been reduced the state of Fort William (transmitted in this 
packet) will show. 

144. We now send you the books of this Presidency commencing from 
the 1st January and ending the 30th April 1757, by which you will observe 
the difficulties we lay under for want of former hooks and papers lost in the 
capture of this place. The only guide we had was a journal closed in April 
1755 which was found among the rubbish of the fort, greatly damaged; how¬ 
ever we extracted from thence what accounts to the best of our memories 
might have remained on ballance at the dose of April 1756, such as accounts 
at mterest deposite and other outstanding accounts, leaving the adjustments 
til we can receive the copies of the treasury and cash accounts, warehouse 
accounts, Buxeyfs, Import Warehouse Storekeeper and Military Storekeeper^ 
accounts, subordinate accounts etc., papers sent home in our dispatches for 
the year 1756. The reason why we have brought the interest accounts out¬ 
standing on our books, proceeded from the number of bonds tendered us for 
payment, and not knowing what sums might have been discharged before the 
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capture, we judged this to be the most eligible method; as to the warehouse 
bailances we thought it needless to bring any thing more upon your books 
than what we found at our return, waiting as mentioned before for the different 
accounts from Your Honors. As for the number of accounts remaining on 
ballance from year to year, without much variation, we thought it proper to 
let them stand as before, as also the balances of the subordinates as thev stood 
in April 1755 which we hope we shall be able to adjust properly as we receive 
accounts from them. 

145. The gentlemen at Cossimbuzar having desired our orders if the 
whole debt due from their dadney merchants shall remain upon their books, 
or if the sums collected by the late Nabob should be deducted, we have directed 
them to keep the bailances on their books in the same manner they stood 
before till Your Honors’ pleasure is known and to endeavour to procure an 
exact account of the sum recovered by [from] those people by the late Nabob 
to be transmitted to Europe. We must request your orders therefore if the 
debt due to the Company at that factory must remain as it stood before, or 
if the sums recovered by Seraja Dowla should be deducted. 

146. We shall prepare for the next ship a general account of the seizures 
made by Seraja Dowla and his officers at the Presidency and aurtmgs and 
what has been found in the fort or returned either in goods or money, that 
Your Honors may see at one view what loss the Company sustained by the 
capture of the settlement. 

147. The fluctuating batta of siccas in the bazar being extremely incon¬ 
venient and attended with considerable loss to the Europeans, we have deter¬ 
mined to settle it within our settlement to be current for a certain time at 
such a stated batta. The new siccas we have fixed at a batta of twenty per 
cent on current rupees and the rest in proportion as will appear in our 
consultation of the 31st October. 

148. After advancing the navy and army the sum we have already men¬ 
tioned, we find ourselves in want of money fear the currency of our business 
and have therefore excepted [sic] of several sums tendered us to be lodged in 
the treasury for the Company’s use upon our giving a receipt to repay it on 
a month’s notice without interest. 

149. The whole amount so received is rupees 487148-12-0 current and we 
flatter ourselves Your Honors will approve of this step, as our business would 
have been at an entire stop or we must have taken up money at interest. 

150. We are now to advise Your Honors of the sums for which we have 
granted bills of exchange on the Company at two shillings and three pence 
(2s-3d) the current rupee, their respective sums being duely accounted for in 
the treasury. 

Nine setts for rupees forty four thousand four hundred and forty 
four, seven annaes, three pice (44444-7-3) current each.; in all rupees four 
hundred thousand, one annae, three pice (400,000-1-3) current received 
of Mr. Henry Doidge, account the late Admiral Watson deceased, all 
payable to Charles Affix Esqre, the Reverend Doctor Thomas Green, 
Henry Speke and Henry Doidge Esqrs, is pounds sterling forty five 
thousand (45,000). 
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One sett for rupees three thousand one hundred and thirty one, five 

annaes (3131-5-) current, received of Mr: Henry Doidge, account the estate 
of Admiral Watson deceased, payable to Charles Allix Esqr, the Reverend 

Doctor Thomas Green, Hery Speke and Henry Doidge Esqrs, is pounds 
sterling three hundred and fifty two, five shillings and six pence (352-5-6). 

One sett for rupees four thousand and eighty five, fifteen annaes 

(4085-15-) current, received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr being in part of 

two chests of coral imported per ship East Court 1755 marked LS No 29 

and AL No 1 and one chest of amber beads per ship Norfolk 1754 marked 

IS No 27, payable to Jacob di Natal Levi Sonsino and Company, is pounds 

sterling four hundred and fifty nine, thirteen shillings and five pence 

(459-13-5). 

One sett for rupees six hundred and forty five, four annaes (645-4-) 

current received of Roger Drake Junr Esqr in part of one chest of false 

amber, payable to Davad de Castro, is pounds sterling seventy two, eleven 

shillings and nine pence (72-11-9). 

One sett for rupees sixteen hundred -and forty two, fifteen annaes 

(1642-15-) current received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. in part of one 

chest of coral marked [Mark If N3 per Denham 1754, payable to Moses 

Franco and Company is pounds sterling one hundred and eighty four, 

sixteen shillings and eight pence (184-16-8). 

One sett for rupees two thousand two hundred and sixty seven, ten 

annaes current (2267-10-) received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. in part of 

one chest of coral marked B N. 3 per Denham 1754, payable to Abraham 

and Jacob Franco, is pounds sterling two hundred and fifty five, two 

shillings and a penny (255-2-1). 

One sett for rupees fifty one thousand six hundred and ninety four, 

seven annaes (51694-7-) current received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. in 

part of two chests of coral imported per Duke of Dorset 1755 marked RB 

No. 14 and 15 and two chests of coral imported per Eastcouri marked 

RB No. 16 & 17 and eight chests of amber heads marked RB No. 3 & 4 

per Egmont 1753, No. 5 per Falmouth 1753, No. 11 per Norfolk 1754, 
Nos. 14 & 16 per York 1754, No. 18 per Duke of Dorset 1755 & No. 19 

per Eastcourt 1755, payable to Richard and William Barwell Esqrs., 

is pounds sterling five thousand eight hundred and fifteen, twelve shillings 
and six pence (5815-12-6). 

One sett for rupees nine thousand three hundred and seventy eight, 
eleven annaes (9378-11-) current received of Roger Drake and Charles 

Manningham Esqr. account coral beads two chests marked B. No. 5 & 7, 
one box emeralds B No. 6, ten casks and one box of bugles F N 1 to II 

imported per ships Eastcourt and Duke of Dorset 1755, payable to 

Messrs Abraham and Jacob Franco, is pounds sterling one thousand 
and fifty five, two shillings and a penny (1055-2-1). 

One sett for rupees seven thousand seven hundred and twenty eight, 

thirteen annaes and six pice (7728-13-6) current received of Roger Drake 

and Charles Manningham Esqrs. account coral beads marked [Mark 2] 

fw fee various marks used here and elsewhere refer to the plate facing p. 202. 
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N 1, 2 6c 3 imported per ships Eastcourt and Duke of Dorset 1755, pay¬ 
able to Thomas Godrrey Esqr. is pounds sterling eight hundred and 
sixty nine, nine shillings and eleven pence (869-9-11j. 

One sett for rupees live thousand four hundred and sixty, three 
annaes, six pice (5460-3-6) current, received of Roger Drake and Charles 
Manningham Esqrs. account coral beads marked (Mark 3j N 2 & 3 im¬ 
ported per ship Duke of Dorset 1755, payable to Moses Franco & Company, 

is pounds sterling six hundred and fourteen, five shillings and six pence 

(614-5-6). 

One sett for rupees four thousand eight hundred and sixty [seventy] 
six, seven annaes (4876-7-) current, received of Roger Drake and Charles 
Manningham Esqrs. in part proceeds of coral beads marked [Mark 4] N 1 

6: 2 imported per Duke of Dorset 1755, payable to Thomas Godfrey Esqr., 
is pounds sterling five hundred and forty eight, twelve shillings (o48-l Z-j. 

One sett for rupees eleven hundred, eight annaes, three pice (1100-8-3) 

current received of Alessrs Manningham and Frankland account one chest 

amber beads marked [Mark 5j N 6 payable to Mr. James Adams, is 
pounds sterling one hundred and twenty three, sixteen shillings, two pence 
(123-16-2). 

One sett for rupees five thousand nine hundred and forty four, 
fourteen annaes, six pice (5944-14-6) current received of Messrs. Manning- 

ham and Frankland account coral beads marked [Mark 6] N. 14 and one 
chest marked [Mark 7] No. 1, per Eastcourt 1755, payable to Mr. Joseph 

Salvadore, is pounds sterling six hundred and forty eight, sixteen shillings 
(648-16-). 

One sett for rupees twelve hundred and eighty six, nine pice (1286-0-9) 
current, received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland account coral 

beads one chest [Mark 8] No. II per Eastcourt 1755, payable to Mr* Judah 
Supino, is pounds sterling one hundred and forty four, thirteen shillings 
and seven pence (144-13-7). 

One sett for rupees sixteen hundred and four, eight annaes, nine pice 
(1604-8-9) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland account 

coral beads one chest [Mark 9] No. 14 per Eastcourt 1755, imported by 
Mr. Moses Mendez da Costa deceased payable to Messrs Isaac Mendez 

da Costa and Nunes Brothers, is pounds sterling one hundred and eighty, 
ten shillings and three pence (180-10-3). 

One sett for rupees sixteen hundred and seventy three, six annaes 
(1673-6) current received by Messrs Manningham and Frankland by order 

of Air. Solomon Franco of Madrass account coral beads one chest [Mark 9J 
No. 5 per True Briton 1754 imported by Mr. Moses Mendez da Costa 
deceased payable to Messrs Isaac Mendez da Costa ami Nunes Brothers, 
is pounds sterling one hundred and eighty eight, five shillings and a 
penny (188-5-1). 

One sett for rupees two thousand two hundred and ninety seven* 
sevtn annaes, three pice (2297-7-3) current, received of Messrs Manning- 

ham and, Frankland hr part proceeds of coral beads [Mark; 8} No* II per 
Eastcourt 1755, payable so Mr* Judah Supiho, is pounds sterling two 
hundred and fifty eighty nine shillings ami three pence (2S&-9-3). 

VoL H—19 
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One sett for rupees seventeen hundred and seventy, five annaes, three 

pice (1770-5-3) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland 
in full proceeds of one box of .coral beads marked [Mark 10] No. 2 per 

ship Warwick 1755, payable to Mr. John Henry Mertins is pounds sterling 
one hundred and ninety nine, three shillings, three pence (199-3-3). 

One sett for rupees forty seven thousand three hundred and sixty 
three, three annaes, nine pice (47363-3-9) current received of Mr. Henry 

Doidge, account the late Admiral Watson deceased, payable to Charles 

Allix Esqr., the Revd. Doctor Thomas Greene, Henry Speke and Henry 
Doidge Esqrs., is pounds sterling five thousand three hundred and twenty 

eight, seven shillings and three pence, (5328-7-3). . 

One sett for rupees twenty six thousand six hundred and sixty six, 
ten annaes, nine pice (26666-10-9) current, received of Edward Holden 

Cruttenden Esqr., payable to Edward Holden Cruttenden Esqr. or order, 

is pounds sterling three thousand (3000). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 

fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) current received of Mr. William 

Nixon, payable to Mr. William Nixon or order, is pounds sterling one 

thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand one hundred and ninety nine, 

seven annaes (8199-7) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frank¬ 

land account John Henry Mertins, payable to Mr. John Henry Mertins, 

is pounds sterling nine hundred and twenty two, eight shillings and nine 
pence (922-8-9). 

One sett for rupees three thousand two hundred and forty five, six 

annaes, nine pice (3245-6-9) current received of Messrs Manningham and 
Frankland account Mrs. Rebecca Casamajor, payable to Mrs. Rebecca 

Casamajor, is pounds sterling three hundred and sixty five, two shillings 
and two pence (365-2-2). 

One sett for rupees fourteen thousand five hundred and forty five, 
two annaes, three pice (14545-2-3) current received of Messrs Manningham 

and Frankland account Miss Emilia Moore, payable to John Gay Esqr. 
or order account Miss Emilia Moore, is pounds sterling sixteen hundred 

and thirty six, six shillings and seven pence (1636-6-7). 

One sett for rupees three thousand three hundred and thirty eight, 
four annaes (3338-4-) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frank¬ 

land account Stephen Law Esqr., payable to Stephen Law Esqr., is pounds 
sterling three hundred and seventy five, eleven shillings and a penny 
(37541-1). 

One sett for rupees five thousand eight hundred and sixty seven, 
four annaes (5867-4-) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frank¬ 

land account Miss Eleanor Powney, payable to Miss Eleanor Powney, h 
pounds sterling six hundred and sixty, one shilling and four pence 
(6604-4). 

One sett for rupees three thousand one hundred and fifty three, four 
annaes, three pioe (3153-44) current received of Messrs Manningham and 

Frankland account Miss Leonora Boys, payable to Miss Leonora Boys, is 
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pounds sterling three hundred and fifty four, fourteen shillings and ten 

pence (354-14-lOj- 

One sett for rupees four thousand seven hundred and seventy, two 

annaes, nine pice (4770-2-9) current received of Messrs Manningham and 

Frankland account Miss Mary Houghton, payable to Miss Mary Hough¬ 

ton, is pounds sterling five hundred and thirty six, twelve shillings and 
eleven pence (536-12-11). 

One sett for rupees fifty three thousand two hundred and eight, nine 

annaes, nine pice (53208-9-9) current received of Messrs Manningham and 

Frankland account Charles Floyer Esqr., payable to Charles Floyer Esqr., 

is pounds sterling five thousand nine hundred and eighty five, nineteen 

shillings and four pence (5985-19-4). 

Once sett for rupees four thousand two hundred and six, eight annaes, 

six pice (4206-8-6) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland 

account John Hipwood, payable to Mr. John Hipwood, is pounds sterling 

four hundred and seventy three, four shillings and eight pence (4734-8). 

One sett for rupees twenty eight thousand eight hundred and fifty 

eight, three annaes, six pice (28858-3-6) current received of Messrs Man¬ 

ningham and Frankland account Mrs. Elizabeth Cockcll, payable to 

Cornelius Goodwin Esqr. or order account Mrs. Elizabeth Cockell, is 

pounds sterling three thousand two hundred and forty six, eleven 

shillings (3246-11-). 

One sett for rupees twenty five thousand and ninety four, thirteen 

annaes, nine pice (25094-13-9) current, received of Messrs Manningham 

and Frankland account G. Merten Pitt Craddock (infant), payable to 

Thomas Cooke Esqr., or order account G. Morten Pitt Craddock, is pounds 

sterling two thousand eight hundred and twenty three, three shillings, 

five pence (2823-3-5). 

One set for rupees forty eight thousand three hundred and eight, one 

annae, three pice (48308-1-3) current received of Messrs Manningham and 

Frankland account James and Ellr. Barton infants, payable to Captain 

James Barton on account his children James and Ellr. Barton, is pounds 

sterling five thousand four hundred and thirty four, thirteen shillings 
and two pence (5434-13-2). 

One sett for rupees six thousand five hundred and three, ten annaes, 

nine pice (6503-10-9) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frank¬ 
land in trust for Miss Elizabeth Fytch infant, payable to Lawton Sullivan 

and Thomas Man Esqr., is pounds sterling seven hundred and thirty one, 
thirteen shillings and three pence (731-13-3). 

One sett for rupees nine thousand eight hundred and forty one, nine 
annaes, six pice (9841-9-6) current received o£ Messrs Manningham and 

Frankland in trust for Mrs. Mackett and her daughter Ann Carteret, 

payable to Lawton Sullivan and Thomas Man Esqr., is pounds sterling 

derm hundred and seven, three shillings and seven pence (1107-3-7). 

One sen: for rupees seventeen thousand niise hundred and forty one, 
serai annaes (17941-7-) current received of Messieurs ami 

Frankland in trust for Mrs. Adriana Cecilia Bearikes, payable to Lawton 
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Sullivan and Thomas Man Esqr., is pounds sterling two thousand and 

eighteen, eight shillings and three pence (2018-8-3). 

One sett for rupees fourteen thousand four hundred and eighty six, 

twelve annaes (14486-12) current received of Messrs Manningham and 

Frankland account Louisa Barton, payable to Lawton Sullivan in trust 

for Louisa Barton, is pounds sterling sixteen hundred and twenty nine, 

fifteen shillings and mo pence (1629-15-2). 

One sett for rupees forty five thousand two hundred and twenty 

three, six annaes, nine pice (45223-6-9) current received of Messrs. Man¬ 

ningham and Frankland account Mrs. Ann Mandeville and her daughter 

Ann Halsey and the estate of.Burrow Esqr. deceased, payable to 

Cornelius Goodwin and Nathanial Neal Esqrs., is pounds sterling five 

thousand and eighty seven, twelve shillings and eight pence (5087-12-8). 

One sett for rupees thirty four thousand and fourteen, fourteen 

annaes, three pice (34014-14-3) current received of Messrs Manningham 

and Frankland by order of Mrs. Lucia Mac Guire account the estate of 

William Fytch Esqr. deceased, payable to Thomas Fytch Esqr., is pounds 

sterling three thousand eight hundred and twenty six, thirteen shillings 

and six pence (3826-13-6). 

One sett for rupees two thousand three hundred and thirty seven, 

nine annaes, nine pice (2337-9-9) current received of Messrs Manningham 

and Frankland by order of Mrs. Lucia Mac Guire account Elizabeth 

Fytch infant, payable to Thomas Fytch Esqr. is pounds sterling two 

hundred and sixty two, nineteen shillings and seven pence (262-19-7). 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand three hundred and fifty eight, 

twelve annaes, three pice (19358-12-3) current received of Messrs Man¬ 

ningham and Frankland by order of William Perceval Esqr. account 

Mrs. Rebecca Hunter, payable to Mrs. Rebecca Hunter, is pounds sterling 

two thousand one hundred and seventy seven, seventeen shillings and 

three pence (2177-17-3). 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand five hundred and twelve, 

thirteen annaes, six pice (19512-13-6) current received of Messrs Manning¬ 

ham and Frankland by order of William Perceval Esqr. account the estate 

of Richard Torriano deceased, payable to Richard Benyon Esqr., is pounds 

sterling two thousand one hundred and ninety five, three shillings and 
eleven pence (2195-3-11). 

One sett fen: rupees twenty thousand seven hundred and fifty four, 

fourteen annaes, nine pice (20754-14-9) current received of Messrs Man¬ 

ningham, Frankland and Holme account the estate of Lady Russell 

deceased, payable to Frederick Frankland Esqr. and Sir William Russell 

Bart, is pounds sterling two thousand three hundred and thirty four, 
eighteen shillings and seven pence (2334-18-7). 

One sett for rupees eleven thousand four hundred and ninety one, 
two annaes, three pice (11491-2-3) current received of William Watts, 

Charles Manningham Esqrs. account of Miss Elizabeth Glen, payable to 
Archibald Sterling Esqr. account of Miss Elizabeth Glen, is pounds 

sterling twelve hundred and ninety two, fifteen shillings and a penny 
(1292-15-1). > * ^ 
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One sett for rupees twenty three thousand one hundred and thirtv 
nine, eight annaes. six pice (13139-8-6) current received of William Watts 
and Charles Manningham Esqrs. account the estate of Andrew' Glen, 
payable to Archibald Sterling Esqr. account the estate of Capt. Andrew 
Glen deceased, is pounds sterling two thousand six hundred and three, 
three drillings and eleven pence (2603-3-11;. 

One sett for rupees thirty seven thousand nine hundred ninety five, 
six annaes (37995-6-0) current received of Charles Manningham Esqr. 
account Richard Eyre Esqr., payable to Richard Eyre Esqr., is pounds 
sterling four thousand two hundred and seventy four, nine shillings and 
seven pence (4274-9-7). 

One sett for rupees two thousand and seventy seven, one annae, nine 
pice (2077-1-9) current received of Charles Manningham Esqr. account 
William Campbell, payable to Mr. William Campbell, is pounds sterling 
two hundred and thirty three, thirteen shillings and six pence (233-13-6). 

One sett for current rupees thirty two thousand four hundred and 
fourteen, seven annaes, six pice (32414-7-6) received of Charles Manning- 
ham and William Fullerton Esqrs. account Captn. Thomas Nairne, paya¬ 
ble to Captain Thomas Nairne, is pounds sterling three thousand six 
hundred and forty six, twelve shillings and seven pence (3646-12-7). 

One sett for rupees twenty thousand (20,000) current, received of 
Charles Manningham in trust for Frances Watts and her daughter 
Frances Templer, payable to Lawton Sullivan and Thomas Manningham 
Esqrs,, is pounds sterling two thousand two hundred and fifty (2250). 

One sett for rupees six hundred and fifty seven, ten annaes (657-10) 
current received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. being the produce of a chest 
of coral marked [Mark 11] No. 1 imported per ship Walpole 1756, payable 
to David da Costa or order, is pounds sterling seventy three, nineteen 
shillings and eight pence (73-19-8). 

One sett for rupees seventeen hundred and twenty eight (1728) current 
received of Roger Drake Junior Esqr. being the produce of a chest of coral 
marked IN No. 27 imported per ship Walpole 1756, payable to Benjamin 
Mendez da Costa or order, is pounds sterling a hundred and ninety four, 
eight shillings (194-8). 

One sett for rupees twenty thousand four hundred and eighty two, 
fifteen annaes, three pice (22482-15-3) current received of Edward Holden 
Cruttenden account William Holcombe Esqr., payable to Edward Holden 
Cruttenden Esqr., is pounds sterling two thousand five hundred and 
twenty nine, six shillings and eight pence (2529-6-8). 

One sett for rupees seventeen thousand seven hundred and twenty 
one (17721) current received of Mr. George Gray account the annuities 
and bequeaths of Captn William West deceased, payable to Henry Allen 
Esqr., is pounds sterling nineteen hundred and ninety three, twelve 
shillings and three pence (1993-12-3). 

One sett for rupees fifteen thousand five hundred and fifty five, eight 
annaes, nine pice (15555-8-9) current received of Mr. William Nixon ac¬ 
count Mrs. Ann Barlow payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling 
seventeen hundred and fifty (1750). 
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One sett for rupees five thousand two hundred and twenty two, three 
annaes, three pice (5222*3*3) current received of Mr. William Nixon 
account Miss Sophia Barlow, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds 
sterling five hundred and eighty seven, ten shillings (587-10). 

One sett for rupees two thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes (2888-14) current received of Mr. William Nixon account 
Mr. Edward Cole, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling three 
hundred and twenty five (325). 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four, seven 
annaes (4444-7) current received of Mr. William Nixon account Mr. 
Richard Wyatt, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling five 
hundred (500). 

One sett for rupees fifty three thousand three hundred and thirty 
three, five annaes, six pice (53333-5-6) current received of Mr. William 
Nixon account Mr. John Goddard, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is 
pounds sterling six thousand (6000). 

One sett for rupees two thousand five hundred and fifty three, twelve 
annaes (2553-12) current received of Mr. William Nixon account Mr. 
Bartholomew Plaisted, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling 
two hundred and eighty seven, five shillings and eleven pence (287-5-11). 

One sett for rupees three thousand one hundred and eleven, one 
annae, nine pice (3111-1-9) current received of Mr. William Nixon account 
Mrs. Martha Mastries, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling 
three hundred and fifty (350). 

One sett for rupees four thousand six hundred and sixty six, ten 
annaes, six pice (4666-10-6) current received of Mr. William Nixon account 
Mrs. Martha Mastries, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling 
five hundred and twenty five (525). 

One sett for rupees six thousand nine hundred and fifteen, one annae, 
three pice (69 IS 1-3) current received of Mr. William Nixon account Mrs. 
Martha Mastries, payable to Mr. William Nixon, is pounds sterling seven 
hundred and seventy seven, eighteen shillings and ten pence (777-18-10). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) current received of Mr. Robert 
Bailhe account the estate of William Baillie Esqr. deceased, payable to 
Mr. Robert Baillie, is pounds sterling one thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees one hundred and seventeen thousand five hundred 
and thirty-seven, eight annaes, nine pice (117537-8-9) current received of 
Messrs Peter Amyatt and William Fullerton, payable to William Barwell 
,Esqr., is pounds sterling thirteen thousand two hundred and twenty two, 
nineteen shillings and six pence (13222-19-6). 

One sett for rupees thirty five thousand five hundred and fifty five, 
nine annaes (35555-9) current received of Mr. William Ellis, payable to 
Thomas Phipps Esqr., is pounds sterling four thousand (4000). 

One sett for rupees twenty nine thousand five hundred and ninety 
eight, nine pice (29598-0-9) current received of Mr. Beaumont being die 
produce of coral beads two chests marked AB No. 1 and 3 per Duke of 
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Dorset and Delauar and two chests marked GCB per Chesterfield, payable 
to Thomas Waters Esqr., is pounds sterling three thousand three hundred 
and twenty nine, fifteen shillings and seven pence (3329-15-7). 

One sett for rupees four thousand and two, ten annaes (4002-10) 
current received of Mr. John Walsh, payable to Mr. Joseph Fowke, is 
pounds sterling four hundred and fifty, five shillings and ten pence 
(450-S-IOj. 

One sett for rupees twelve hundred and twelve, ten annaes, six pice 
(1212-10-6! current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankiand, pay¬ 
able to Messrs Moses and Raphael Franco account Solomon Franco of 
Madras?, is pounds sterling one hundred and thirty six, eight shillings 
and six pence (136-8-6). 

The whole amount of bills for which we have drawn upon Your Honors 
by this ship, is rupees fourteen laack forty seven thousand four hundred and 
seventy two, five annaes (1447472-5) current or pounds sterling one hundred 
and sixty two thousand eight hundred and forty, twelve shillings and eight 
pence (162840-12-8), 

151. Your Honors will observe by the course of our consultations that we 
have been in some measure necessitated to drawr upon the Company for the 
large amount we have done by this ship. By the Diligent schooner we limited 
our draughts to the account sales of coral, amber beads etc., and small sums 
for necessaries; at the same time we foresaw there would be a large amount 
tendered for bills of exchange on the Company by the December dispatch, and 
accordingly apprised Your Honors of it, and that we should make our bills 
payable a year after sight. Upon reconsidering this affair and consulting with 
the gentlemen at Muxadavad, we were of opinion that too large a sum drawn 
for by us might prejudice the Company even though the bills were not payable 
till a twelve month after sight. We altered our resolution therefor and upon 
an application of Captn Duncan's for bills fear Mr. Walsh his money, we 
debated how far it would be proper to grant bills for and who were entitled 
to a preference. The President thought it should be confined to the sales of 
coral, amber beads etc., Company's bonds, the property of Europeans, deceased 
person estates, debts due from the inhabitants of this settlement in England 
and necessaries; but the majority of the Board being of opinion that the 
amount we intended to draw for should be equally divided if possible among 
the several persons who wanted bills, the Secretary was ordered to advertise 
that every body should acquaint the Sub-Accomptant of the sum for which 
they should want bills for the season. This account was soon after layed 
before us, but the sum it amounted to being near sixty lack (6,000,000) of 
rupees, the Board determined, upon debating the affair, to grant bills for the 
sales of coral only till Mr. Manningham returned from Muxadavad and there 
was a full Council to resolve upon so important a matter. 

152. Accordingly the 31st October the debate was resumed in a full 
Council at which Gollonel Clive was present and it being long argued whether 
making so large a draught upon Your Honors might not be attended with bad 
consequences, especially as there had been little or no investment sent home 
last year and as the gocxjts forwarded this reason would not be equal to the 
bills we should draw for, it was judged more prudent to draw bi}I$ fpt only 
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Dorset and Delawar and two chests marked GCB per Chesterfield, pavablc 
to Thomas Waters Esqr,, is pounds sterling three thousand three hundred 
and twenty nine, fifteen shillings and seven pence (3329-15-7), 

One sett for rupees four thousand and two, ten annaes (4002-10) 

current received of Mr. John Walsh, payable to Mr. Joseph Fowke, is 
pounds sterling four hundred and fifty, five shillings and ten pence 
(450-5-10). 

One sett for rupees twelve hundred and twelve, ten annaes, six pice 
(1212-10-6) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland, pay¬ 
able to Messrs Moses and Raphael Franco account Solomon Franco of 
Madras?, is pounds sterling one hundred and thirty six, eight shillings 
and six pence (136-8-6). 

The whole amount of bills for which we have drawn upon Your Honors 
by this ship, is rupees fourteen laack forty seven thousand four hundred and 
seventy two, five annaes (1447472-5) current or pounds sterling one hundred 
and sixty two thousand eight hundred and forty, twelve shillings and eight 
pence (162840-12-8). 

151. Your Honors will observe by the course of our consultations that we 
have been in some measure necessitated to draw upon the Company for the 
large amount we have done by this ship. By the Diligent schooner we limited 
our draughts to the account sales of coral, amber beads etc., and small sums 
for necessaries; at the same time we foresaw there would be a large amount 
tendered for bills of exchange on the Company by the December dispatch, and 
accordingly apprised Your Honors of it, and that we should make our bills 
payable a year after sight. Upon reconsidering this affair and consulting with 
the gentlemen at Muxadavad, we were of opinion that too large a sum drawn 
for by us might prejudice the Company even though die bills were not payable 
till a twelve month after sight. We altered our resolution therefor and upon 
an application of Capm Duncan’s for bills for Mr. Walsh his money, we 
debated how far it would be proper to grant bills for and who were entided 
to a preference. The President thought it should be confined to the sales of 
coral, amber beads etc., Company’s bonds, the property of Europeans, deceased 
person estates, debts due from the inhabitants of this settlement in England 
and necessaries; but the majority of the Board being of opinion that the 
amount we intended to draw for should be equally divided if possible among 
the several persons who wanted bills, the Secretary was ordered to advertise 
that every body should acquaint the Sub-Accomptant of the sum for which 
they should want bills for the season. This account was soon after layed 
before us, but the sum it amounted to being near sixty lack (6,000,000) of 
rupees, the Board determined, upon debating die affair, to grant MUs for the 
safes of coral only till Mr. Manningham returned from Muxadavad and there 
was a foil Council to resolve upon so important a matter. 

152. Accordingly the 31st October the debate was resumed in a foil 
Counci! at which Gollonel Clive was present and it being long argued whether 
making so large a draught upon Your Honors might not be attended with had 
consequences, especially as there had been little or no investment sent home 
last year and as the goods forwarded this season would not be equal to the 
MUs we should draw for, it was judged more prudent to draw only 
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a part of what was offered. The next thing to be determined was how to 
divide the sum we intended to draw for or who were intitled to a preference. 
The President haring put the question whether it would not be reasonable 
to grant bills for the amount sales of coral and amber beads, both what has 
been imported since the retaking the settlement and what was lost in the 
place, for the amount of bonds the property of people in England, many of 
whom depend upon the Company’s interest annually remitted them for their 
subsistance, and for the amount of debts due from the inhabitants of the 
settlement in England, the opinion of the majority was that bills should be 
given for the sales of coral, amber beads etc., and for Company’s bonds the 
property of people in England; the Accomptant was accordingly ordered to 
make out bills for no other monies. But Mr. Cruttenden having applied for 
a trifle in order to support himself in England till the bulk of his fortune 
could be remitted home, we have allowed him bills for three thousand (3000) 
pounds in consideration of the hardship of his case ; we have indulged Captain 
William Ellis likewise with four thousand (4000) pounds and Mr. William 
Nixon with one thousand (1000) pounds all which we could not well refuse. 

153. The obligations which the Company were under to the late Vice- 
Admiral Watson induced us to admit of the amount of his estate being 
remitted by bills on Your Honors. 

154. From the account we have given of our transactions relating to 
making draughts on the Company, Your Honors will find we did our utmost 
to prevent too great a sum being drawn for by this ship and that what bills 
have been given could not well be avoided; by the Warwick we propose for a 
further sum, many applications having been made to the Board by people who 
are in wrant of necessaries from England, or owe money there ; but Your Honors 
may depend upon it, we shall not give bills to any considerable amount by 
the other dispatches of this season. 

155. We have granted Captain Alexander Macleod three certificates of 
one tenor and date of rupees twenty six thousand six hundred and sixty six, 
ten annaes (26666-10) current, or pounds sterling three thousand (3000) being 
for the part produce of his outward bound adventure and profits thereon. 

Supplement 

156. We have omitted to mention that upon weighing off the copper sent 
us on the Marlborough by the President and Council of Fort St. George, it 
turned out extreemely short in weight; upon demanding the amount of the 
deficiency from Captain Macleod, he assured us that there was no cdier copper 
but the Company’s on the ship, that he had never seen it weighed and had 
delivered right in tale. Upon this representation we have referred the adjust¬ 
ment of it to Your Honors, the more as there was a large deficiency likewise 
in the copper received per Protector so that we apprehend it must be owing to 
the different manner of weighing it off at Fort St. George and at this place. 

157, One pipe of Madeira per Warwick was landed empty, and as it did 
not appear to be owing to any bad stowage or other mismanagement of rite 
commander or officers of that ship, we have not demanded the amount from 
Captain Webb. 
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158. The Select Committee having applied to the Board fur their opinion 
concerning Chandemagore, as Admiral Watson had left it to them to demolish 
the place or garrison it for the Company as they thought proper, we were 
unanimous in opinion that the rents and revenues of that place (after paving 
the Government the sum usually paid by the French Company which had 
been promised would be no equivalent for the expence of maintaining it* 
and as it is probable in case of a peace we should be obliged to restore it to 
the French if in our possession, we judged it more politick to dismantle the 
fortifications and deliver up the town to the Nabob who is under an engage¬ 
ment to hinder their settling again in these provinces. In consequence of 
this opinion the bastions of Fort D’Orleans have been blown up* and the 
curtains levelled. When the demolition of the works are finished we shall 
make a tendre of the place to the Nabob. 

159. Mr. John Pye, a free merchant, having desired our permission to 
return to Europe and the Secretary being ordered to demand the ninety six 
(96) rupees, usually paid into the treasury by persons going home, he has 
Informed us that he paid that sum in England to Your Honors, in conse¬ 
quence of which information we refer it home to be adjusted by you. 

160. Captain Macleod on the 12th September laid before us a list of 
arms and accoutrements he supplied this settlement with when Seraja Dowla 
marched against it in February 1756, which we ordered the Military Store¬ 
keeper to return, but there being a scarcity of arms in our stores, we have been 
obliged to countermand those orders and refer Captain Macleod to Your 
Honours to be paid for them in England. Enclosed in the packet we forward 
an account of the arms received from him, as likewise an account of what 
he supplied Vizagapatam with. 

161. Upon receiving the first payment of the Nabob’s donation, account 
the European sufferers, we called the inhabitants together and desired they 
would make choice of thirteen persons to examine and establish the losses of 
every sufferer according to the best of their judgment. The inhabitants having 
requested we would appoint thirteen persons for that business, whose deter¬ 
mination they would abide by, we had an instrument signed by the Europeans 
for themselves and their constituents empowering us to appoint thirteen 
persons to examine and settle the demands of every sufferer whose determina¬ 
tion they bound themselves to abide by. Upon which instrument being exe¬ 
cuted, we commissioned thirteen of the principal inhabitants to examine and 
adjust the estimates of European sufferers by the capture of the place June 
1756. They sat accordingly fm several weeks and on the 13th October delivered 
in an abstract of the principal sums which they had established for every 
sufferer whose estimates had been delivered in. That abstract is entered after 
our consultation of the aforesaid day, and the sum received from the Nabob 
admitting of a dividend of ten (10) annaes in the rupee, we ordered the commis¬ 
sioners to make out such a dividend, which was layed before m cm the 2$tfe 
October and the Committee of Treasury ordered to discharge each person’s 
demand. 

162. Your Honours will observe we have advanced die sufferers out of the 
treasury the sum of turn hundred wI fifty thousand (250,000) araewit rupees to 
make up a sufficient sum for the above mentioned dividend which we shah 
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reimburse the Company out of the first future payment that we may receive 
of the Nabob. 

163. Mr. Charles Manningham having been absent the greatest part of 
the time in which the occurrences recited in this letter happened, desires leave 
to observe that circumstance to Your Honors and that he only signs to such 
transactions as he tvas present at. 

164. The consultations would have been forwarded to the day of the 
dispatch but that Mr. John Smith, who is engrossing them fair, was some time 
ago taken extremely ill; continued a long while uncapable of writing. They 
are only brought up to the 31st October. The remainder of his sett shall 
be sent home per Warwick. 

165. On this ship we have laden sundry goods and merchandize con¬ 
signed to Your Honours as per invoice and bill of lading enclosed amounting 
to current rupees eight hundred and seventy eight thousand five hundred 
(878500). 

166. We have likewise consigned the Governor and Council of St. Helena 
sundry stores for the use of that island amounting to current rupees nine 
hundred and sixty seven, four annaes, nine pies (967-4-9). 

167. In this packet you will receive five sicca rupees and three fooley 

mohurs coined in our mint which we send for Your Honors’ inspection. 

168. Mr. William Mackett, who dispatches this ship from Ingellie, will 
advise Your Honours of what else .is necessary from thence. 

169. We wash her a safe and speedy passage and are with the greatest 
respect. 

May it please Your Honours, 
Your most faithful humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / C. Manningham / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland / M. 
Collet/W. Mackett. 

Fort William, 10th January 1758. 

32 

LETTER DATED 13 JANUARY 17581 

News respecting the suppression of rebdlion in Purnea repeated—Clive 

mid Mir Jafar ready to march against Ramnarayan in Patna—Company’s 

insistence that Mir Jafar implement the terms of the treaty—Frankland 

appointed at Surveyor of villages assigned by Mir Jafar—CoL Forde succeeds 
Kilpatrick. . * 

To the Honorable the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Honhle the 

United East India Company. 

Honhle Sirs, 

I. Duplicate of our advices under date the 20th August is forwarded here¬ 
with, We have but little to add to . our general advices sent via Bombay and 
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Madrass and per Diligent schooner* By a sett of our proceedings forwarded 
in the box of books you will observe the intelligence we have from time to time 
received and our motions in consequence thereof. The rebellion at Poornea 
is entirely suppressed and the principal of the rebels taken prisoners. There 
seems likewise to be no apprehensions remaining of disturbances from the 
northward. The Nabob is in the field at the head of his army and Colloncl 
Clive with our troops has joined him, but we do not imagine there will be any 
reason for him to march further than where they are to stop in their way to 
Patna, in hopes of reconciling the Nabob and Ramnarrain, naib of that city. 
As Admiral Pocock with his squadron are on their departure we have wrote to 
Collonel Clive that we think it would be imprudent to keep the troops at too 
great a distance from Calcutta, especially as our garrison is so weak that it 
would not be possible for us to resist even so small a force, when the squadron 
leaves the river. We have desired them, therefore, to return to Calcutta or 
Cossimbuzar at least as soon as circumstances will admit of it without pre¬ 
judice to the Nabob’s affairs. 

2. The Nobob’s affairs having necessitated him to demand the assistance 
of our troops, we thought it a favorable conjuncture to insist on the comple¬ 
tion of the treaty and accordingly desired Collonel Clive to make use of the 
opportunity by refusing to march till the grants of the lands were passed the 
seals, and security given for the payment of the ballance due account the 
treaty. We have the pleasure to inform you that a sunnud for the lands is 
arrived and that the ballance of the first moiety is paid in full, that part of 
what is due will be paid in money and that the revenues of some considerable 
countrys will be mortgaged for the rest. 

3. Our influence at the durbar remains as great as ever but it will be 
impossible to preserve it unless the Company do in future keep up a very 
respectable body of Europeans in this country; their acquisitions in these 
provinces are now become so important, and the preservation of them of so 
much consequence that their utmost efforts should be used to supply this 
Presidency with a considerable body of well disciplined men and a proper 
number of recruits annually sent out to fill up the decrease which casualties 
will occasion. This season has been so extremely sickly that the number of 
our Europeans are reduced to 4 or 500 rank and files, a force so small that we 
are very apprehensive of what may happen, should the French arrive in the 
river, after the squadron are gone, with any considerable body of troops, espe¬ 
cially as our works are in no forwardness. 

4. We have appointed Mr. William Frankland to make a survey of the 
lands given us by the treaty, to enquire into the nature and extent of our 
revenues, what number of purgunnahs, villages and inhabitants are within the 
boundaries and what improvements may be made for the increase of the rents 
mm collected. When this is reported to us we shall then determine in what 
manner to proceed and establish it on the best foundation for the interest of 
our employers. 

5. The Farmy snow delivered over to us by John Andrews Esqr^ is sew to 
Achin to get intelligence if the French fleet which appeared upon the Gbast m 

September is any where to the eastward. If Captain Hague hears nothing of 
them at Achin he is to touch at Salingore, Queda* Mergi and the N^raise for 
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Intelligence. The Admiral has dispatched the Bridgwater on the same errand, 
but from the letter received from the Coast there is reason to hope the enemy’s 
squadron is returned to the island. 

6. Bv the Boscau en the Select Committee of Fort St. George have advised 
us of the arrival of the Queenborough man of war at their Presidency. She left 
Commodore Stevens with his squadron at Madagascar the beginning of August. 
Private letters from Bombay advise us of their arrival there in October. 

7. Upon the death of Major Killpatrick we wrote to Lieutenant Collonel 
Ford2 of His Majesty’s regiment to come to the Bay and take the charge of our 
garrison with the command of the troops, in case Collonel Clive returns to the 
Coast but tve are apprehensive that letter will not reach him as we hear he was 
to embark on one of the ships under dispatch for Europe from Madrass. 

8. In the Company’s general packet is transmitted a letter we received 
from the Select Committee of Fort St. George under your address. 

9. We have just received advice that the Quee?iborongh man of war and 
two of the Coast and Bay ships are in Ballasore road. 

We are with the greatest respect, 
Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most faithful and obedient humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / C. Manningham / Richd, Becher. 

Fort William, 13th January 1758. 

33 

LETTER DATED 13 JANUARY 1758 

Acknowledgement of the receipt of letters from Court—Report of safe 
arrival of ships. 

To the Honorable the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honorable United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies* 

May it please Your Honours, 

Since closing our letter under the established heads, the Elizabeth and 
Grantham have imported; by them we are favored with your commands of the 
25th March and a letter from the Honorable Secret Committee dated the 28® 
April. The directions and orders therein shall be observed punctually and 
by the next opportunity we shall reply to such parts of your letter as require an 
answer. • t 

These ships put in at the Brazils in company with the Worcester, Ilchester 

and Fox and were separated from them on the 2nd October by a gale of wind. 
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We congratulate Your Honours on the safe arrival of these ship- and are with 
the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honours* 

Your most faithful humble servants, 

Roger Drake Juar./C. Manningham ( Richd. Bccher, W. Frankland , M, 
Collet. 

Fort William, 13th January 1758 

34 

LETTER DATED 21 JANUARY 17581 

Particulars of bills of exchange, 

T O the Honorable the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honorable 

United Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Yfour Honours, 

1. Conformable to what we wrote you in our letter of the 10th instant, the 
Warwick, captain—Nicholas Webb, is now dispatched to Fort St. George with 
two hundred (200) tons of saltpetre and four hundred (400) chests and bales of 
goods for Europe, invoice and bill of lading for which we enclose Your 

Honours amounting to rupees six hundred and twenty seven thousand three 
hundred (627300) current. 

2. Captain Webb’s letters and requests with the Master Attendant’s 
report survey of the Warwick and all other papers relating to this ship are 
likewise enclosed in this packet. 

3. We have nothing to add by this dispatch to our letter under the estab¬ 
lished heads but to advise of the several sums for which we have granted bills 
on Your Honours since the dose of the above mentioned letter at two shillings 
and three pence (2-3) each current rupee, the amounts of each being regularly 
accounted for in the treasury. 

One sett for rupees twelve thousand two hundred and forty seven, 
four annaes (12247-4-0) current received of Roger Drake Junr. Esqre, pay¬ 
able to William Barweli Esqr, is pounds sterling thirteen hundred and 
seventy seven, sixteen shillings and three pence (1377-16-3), 

One sett for rupees twenty one thousand three hundred and fifty 
(21350) current received erf Roger Drake Junr, Esqr., payable to Daniel 
Lacelles Esqr., is pounds sterling two thousand four hundred and one, 
seventeen shillings and six pence (2401-17-6). . 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand six hundred and thirty four, 
eight annaes (19634-8) current received erf Roger Drake Junr. Esqr., pay¬ 
able to Robert Goodeve Esqr., is pounds sterling two thousand two 
hundred and eight, seventeen shillings and seven pence (2208-17-7). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand (8000) current received of Rkhard 
Becher Esqr., payable to Messrs Nettleton and Raikes, is pounds sterirag 
nine hundred (900). 
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One sett for rupees four hundred and forty four, seven annaes 
(444-7; current received of Mr. Richard Court, payable to William Frazer 
Esqr., is pounds sterling fifty (50). 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand one hundred and twenty eight, 
twelve annaes, nine pice (19128-12-9) current received of Mr. Anselm 
Beaumont account proceeds of three chests of coral marked G.C.B. No. 2.3 
and 6 per Chesterfield, payable to Thomas Waters Esqr., is pounds sterling 
two thousand one hundred and fifty one, nineteen shillings and nine 
pence (2151-19-9). 

One sett for rupees twenty six thousand six hundred and sixty six, 
ten annaes, nine pice (26666-10-9) current received of Mathew Collet Esqr., 
payable to Mr. James Holcomb, is pounds sterling three thousand (3000). 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand seven hundred and sixty two, 
thirteen annaes, nine pice (19762-13-9) current received of Messrs Man- 
ningham and Frankland account William Wogan Junr., payable to 
William WTogan Junr. Esqr., is pounds sterling wo thousand two hundred 
and twenty three, six shillings and five pence (2223-6-5). 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand five hundred and twenty nine, 
five annaes, three pice (19529-5-3) current received of Messrs Manningham 
and Frankland account Robert Goodeve Esqr., payable to Robert Good- 
eve Esqr., is pounds sterling two thousand one hundred and ninety seven, 
one shilling (2197-1). 

One sett for rupees thirty thousand six hundred and sixty two, ten 
annaes (30662-10) current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland 
account Captain Philip Jodderel, payable to Captain Philip Jodderel, is 
pounds sterling three thousand four hundred and forty nine, ten shillings 
and eleven pence (3449-10-11). 

One sett for rupees nine hundred and sixty two, eight annaes (962-8) 
current received of Messrs Manningham and Frankland account estate of 
William James Harrod deceased, payable to Robert James Esqr. or order 
account the said estate, is pounds sterling a hundred and eight, five 
shillings and seven pence (108-5-7). 

One sett for rupees nineteen thousand three hundred and ninety two, 
six annaes (19392-6) current received of Richard Becher Esquire, payable 
to Messrs Nettleton and Raikes, is pounds sterling two thousand one 
hundred and eighty one, twelve annaes, [sic] ten pice [sic] (2181-12-10). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand one hundred and sixty three, three 
annaes, three pice (8163-3-3) current, received of Richd. Becher Esqr. 
account John Sampson, payable to Captain John Sampson or Captain 
John Hallet, is pounds sterling nine hundred and eighteen, seven shillings 
and two pence (918-7-2). 

One sett for rupees thirty three thousand three hundred and thirty 
three, five annaes, six pice (33333-5-6) current received of Mr. George Clive, 
payable to Captain Archibald Grant, is pounds sterling three thousand 
seven hundred and fifty (3750). 

One sett for rupees six thousand six hundred and sixty six, ten annaes, 
nine pice (6666-10-9J current received of Mr. George Clive, payable to 
Lieutenant John Corneille, is pounds sterling seven hundred and fifty (750). 
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One sett for rupees twelve thousand three hundred and thirty three, 
five annaes three pice (12333-5-3) current received of Lieutenant John 

Fewer, pavable to Lieutenant John Power, is pounds sterling thirteen 

hundred and eighty seven, ten shillings f I387-10|. 

One sett for rupees eight thousand (8000) current received of Ensign 
Martin Yorke, payable to Ensign Martin Yorke, is pounds sterling nine 
hundred (900). 

One sett for rupees four thousand (40001 current received of Ensign 
William Blair, payable to Ensign William Blair, is pounds sterling four 
hundred and fifty (450). 

One sett for rupees four thousand (4000) current received of Ensign 
Bartholomew' Balfour, payable to Ensign Bartholomew Balfour, is pounds 
sterling four hundred and fifty (450). 

One sett for rupees ten thousand one hundred and fifty eight, thirteen 
annaes, three pice (10158-13-3) current received of Charles Manningham 
Esqr. account Captain Nicholas Weller, payable to Captain Nicholas 
Weller, is pounds sterling eleven hundred and forty two, seventeen shil¬ 
lings and four pence (1142-17-4). 

One sett for rupees four thousand one hundred and fifty nine, ten 
annaes, nine pice (4159-10-9) current received of Lieutenant Joseph Adnett, 
payable to Captain Nicholas Weller, is pounds sterling four hundred and 
sixty seven, nineteen shillings and three pence (467-19-3). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) current received of Captain Thomas 
Townsend, payable to Captain Thomas Townsend, is pounds sterling one 
thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees fifty three thousand three hundred and thirty 
three, five annaes, six pice (53333-5-6) current received of Rohm Clive 
Esqr., payable to the Honhie Sir Edward Clive Kbit., William Belitine, 
Richard Clive, and William Smyth King Esqrs., is pounds sterling six 
thousand (6000). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) cirrent received of Matthew Collet 
Esqr., payable to Messrs Netdeton and Raikes, is pounds sterling 
one thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) current received of Mr. John 
Cooke, payable to William Davis and John Ziphaniah Hoiwell Esqrs. cur 
either of their orders, is pounds sterling a thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees five thousand nine hundred and sixty five, eight 
annaes, nine pice (5965-8-9) current received of Roger Drake, Charles 
Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs. in part proceeds of a chest 
of coral beads marked {Mark 1} No. 4 per Chesterfield 1756, payable m 

Moses and Raphael Franco, is pounds sterling six hundred and seventy 
one, two shillings and six pence (671-2-6). 

One sett for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four* 
seven annaes (4444-7) current received of Richard Bocfox IhfMmas 
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Boddam Esqrs. account Paul Richard Pearkes Esqr., payable to William 
Franco Esqr., is pounds sterling five hundred (500). 

One sett for rupees thirty five thousand five hundred and fifty five, 
nine annaes (35555-9) current received of Thomas Boddam Esqr., payable 
to William Belchier and Company, is pounds sterling four thousand 
(4000). 

One sett for rupees fifty three thousand three hundred and thirty 
three, five annaes, six pice (53333-5-6) current received of William Watts 
Esqr., payable to Messrs Gosling and Benet, is pounds sterling six 
thousand (6000). 

One sett for rupees thirty five thousand five hundred and fifty five, 
nine annaes (35555-9) current received of Peter Amyatt Esqr., payable 
to Messrs Gosling and Benet, is pounds sterling four thousand (4000). 

One sett for rupees six thousand nine hundred and thirty six, five 
annaes, nine pice (6936-5-9) current received of Mr. Samuel Barnes, pay¬ 
able to Messrs Samuel Barnes and Edward Ives or either of their orders, 
is pounds sterling seven hundred and eighty, six shillings and nine pence 
(780-6-9). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) current received of Lieutt. Matthew 
Peerson, payable to Francis Peerson Esqr., is pounds sterling one thousand 
(1000). 

One sett for rupees thirteen thousand three hundred and thirty three, 
five annaes, three pice (13333-5-3) current received of Roger Drake Junr. 
Esqr., payable to Roger Drake and Beeston Long Esqrs., is pounds sterling 
fifteen hundred (1500). 

One sett for rupees thirty three thousand three hundred and thirty 
three, five annaes, six pice (33333-5-6) current received of Captain Eyre 
Coote, payable to Captain Eyre Coote and James Barnd [Baird?] Esqr. 
or either of their orders, is pounds sterling three thousand seven hundred 
and fifty (3750). 

One sett for rupees three thousand six hundred and fifty, twelve 
annaes, nine pice (3650-12-9) current received of Mr. Anselm Beaumont 
being the proceeds of two chests of coral beads marked A.B. N 3 & 7 
imported at Madras per ship York> payable to Thomas Waters Esqr., is 
pounds serling four hundred and ten, fourteen shillings and four pence 

' (410-14-4). ^ 

One sett for rupees seven thousand seven hundred and thirty four, 
three annaes, six pice (7734-3-6) current received of Messieurs Manning- 
ham and Frankland for nett proceeds of two chests of coral beads IS 
No. 1 & 2 per ship Delawar 1756, payable to Mr. Joseph Salvadore, is 
pounds sterling eight hundred and seventy, two shillings (870-2). 

One sett for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3) current received of Mr. Charles 
Pater, payable to Mr. Charles Pater, is pounds sterling one thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees thirteen hundred and thirty three, five annaes, 
three pice (1333-5-3) current received of Mrs. Sarah Mapletoft, payable 
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to Humphrey Bellamy Esqr,, is pounds starling a hundred and ifty 
(150), *- 

One sett for rupees eight hundred and eighty eight, fourteen annaes, 
three pice (888-14-3] received of Mrs. Sarah Mapletcft, payable to Mr. 
Peter Taylor, is pounds sterling one hundred (lUOj. 

One sett for rupees four hundred (400) current received of Mr. Charles 
O'Hara, payable to Mrs. Elizabeth Howitt account said Charles O’Hara, 
is pounds sterling forty five (45). 

Four setts for rupees eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, 
fourteen annaes, three pice (8888-14-3] current each, in all rupees thirty 
five thousand five hundred and fifty five, nin^ annaes (35555-9j current 
received of Henry Speke Esqr., payable to Henry Speke Esqr., is pounds 
sterling four thousand (4000). 

Two setts for rupees four thousand four hundred and forty four, 
seven annaes (4444-7) current each, in all eight thousand eight hundred 
and eighty eight, fourteen annaes (8888-14) received of Henry Speke Esqr., 
payable to Henry Speke Esqr., is pounds sterling one thousand (1000). 

One sett for rupees seventeen thousand seven hundred and seventy 
seven, twelve annaes, six pice (17777-12-6) current received of Mr. William 
Mackett, payable to Mr. Charles Browne, is pounds sterling two thousand 
(2000). 

One sett for rupees fourteen thousand seven hundred and eighty 
nine, seven annaes (14789-7) current received of William Mackett Esqr., 
payable to Mr. Charles Browne, is pounds starling sixteen hundred and 
sixty three, sixteen shillings and three pence (1663d 6-3). 

One sett for rupees two thousand nine hundred and eighty eight, five 
annaes, three pice (2988-5-3) current received of William Mackett Esqr., 
payable to Mr. David Findley, is pounds sterling three hundred and 
thirty six, three annaes, [sic] nine pice [sic] (336-3-9). 

One sett for rupees thirty five thousand five hundred and fifty five, 
nine annaes (35555-9) current received of Mr. William Fullerton, payable 
to Edward Holden Cruttenden Esqr., is pounds sterling four thousand 
(4000). 

One sett for rupees thirteen thousand three hundred and thirty three, 
five annaes, three pice (13333-545) current received of Captain John Fraser, 
payable to Captain John Fraser, is pounds sterling fifteen hundred (1500). 

The whole amount of bills granted by this ship is rupees seven hundred 
and seventeen thousand seven hundred and twenty seven, twelve annaes, six 
pice (717727-12-6) current or pounds eighty thousand six hundred and forty 
four, seven shillings and two pence (80644-7-2). 

4. We have likewise granted Captain Nicholas Webb three certificates 
of one tenor and date for rupees twenty six thousand six hundred and sixty 
six, ten annaes (26666-10) current tar pounds sterling three thousand 
being the part produce of his outward bound adventure and profits thereon. 

5. There being a great scarcity of small craft in the place, we have per¬ 
mitted Captain Burden to bring the Elizabeth up to town for the greater 

VoL H—20 
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dispatch of unloading her outward bound cargoe and taking in her saltpetre. 
We are with the greatest respect, 

May it please Your Honours, 

* ‘ Your most faithful humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. ^ C. Manningham j Richd. Becher / M. Collet / \Y. Mac- 
kett / Thos. Boddam. 

Fort William, 21st January 1758. 

35 

LETTER DATED 23 JANUARY 1758 

Landing of 700 French troops at Pondicherry—Need of disciplined 

European troops and artillery and military stores for defence of Company’s 
possessions in Bengal—Confirmation of Mir Jafar by the Mughal Emperor— 

Frankland deputed to take possession of villages assigned by the Nawab— 
Mir Jafar*s arrangements for payment of his dues to the Company. 

To the Hon'ble the Secret Committee of the Hon'ble the East India 

Company. 

Hon'ble Sirs, 

L Since closing our letter by the Marlborough we were favoured with 
your commands of the 25th March 1757, and observe with great concern that 
the reports industriously propagated by our enemies of a large squadron being 
fitted out at Port L'Orient with a considerable number of land forces on board 
for the East Indies have some foundation in them. We are the more alarmed 
at this intelligence as we find it has not been in your power to procure a suffi¬ 
cient number of recruits to put us upon any degree of equality with our com¬ 
petitors in case their armament arrives safe. A squadron of ten ships have 
already been upon the Coast and by the best accounts we can get they landed 
about seven hundred Europeans at Pondicherry. It is not improbable this is 
the division which left Port UOrient in January as mentioned in your letter. 
Should a second division leave Europe with a further reinforcement of troops 
without being interrupted by any of the fleets we have at sea, or without an 
equal force being sent out on our side, the Company's possessions in every 
part of India will run the most imminent risque, but more particularly those 
in Bengal as they are the most defenceless of any and of the greatest conse¬ 
quence to both parties. It will not be possible we imagine for the French 
Company to subsist long without their trade from these provinces. It is there¬ 
fore to be expected they will make some strenuous effort to re-setde here which 
cannot be done (during the war) without dispossessing of us. Such an event 
at this juncture would be too fatal to the Company not to require their serious 
attention and utmost endeavours to prevent it. It would be needless for us to 
point out any particular methods for raising men for the Company's service 
in Bengal. You must be the most competent judges how to act in that parti¬ 
cular and we doubt not, Hon*ble Sirs, you will exert yourselves for the pre¬ 
servation of the Company’s estates and valuable acquisitions here. No ways 
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and means shall be left imessayed by m to frustrate any attempts the enemy 

may make but we must repeat our former observation that it can be done no 

way so effectually as by being supplyed from hurope with a good body of 

disciplined troops, trains of artillery and military stores of every kind. 

2. We hate the pleasure to advise you that Mr. Scrafton has wrote the 

President, the Nabob is confirmed from Delhi and great honours bestowal 

by the Mogul on Colonel Clive and Mr. Watts. The confirmation of Jaffeir 

Ally Khan is a happy and desirable circumstance as it will establish his autho¬ 

rity and give weight to his orders and decrees. The country remains in perfect 

tranquility, and could we be secure from any attack from the French, the 

Company would very soon experience the advantages of our present influence 

at the durbar* 

3. The original sunnud for our holding the lands granted the Company 

by the late treaty being arrived, Mr. Frankiand was ordered to set out on hk 

survey of our new territories and to take possession of them on behalf of the 

Company. He is accordingly gone upon that service. Upon his return we 

shall rnlorm the Hon ble me Court of Directors of the necessary particulars 
relating thereto. 

4. It is with great satisfaction, we understand from Colonel Cine that 

very strong pemannahs have been given by the Nabob on the Rajah of 

Bandawaun, the Phowsdar of Hughley and the Zemindar of Ingelie for the 
payment of great part of the first years money agreed to be paid by the 

Nabob, account the balance due from him to the Company, navy, army and 

sufferers. Ten laack has been received in ready money and is expected at 
Calcutta every day with the balance of the first moiety. What remains (alto: 

the above mentioned Rajah, Fouzdar and Zemindar have complied with the 
Nabob's orders) is to be paid in ready money out of the Subah’s treasury 
in April or May next. 

5. Admiral Pocock with his squadron intends to leave the river in a few 

days in order to join Commodore Stevens on the Chorromandel coast. 
We are with the greatest respect, 

Hon'ble Sirs, 

Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Roger Drake Junr. / C. Manningham / Rkhd. Becfaer. 

Fort William, 23rd January 1758. 

36 

LETTER DATED 27 FEBRUARY 17581 

Shipping arrangements—Measures for prevention of illicit trade by com¬ 
manders of ships—Residency not to be opened at Agra--NawabJs 
ments for payment of money to the Company—Causes of decay of tmd&m 
India-—Construction of citadel in Calcutta—Particulars of bilk of 
Despatch of 12 French prisoners to Calcutta—JZampIamt ageti^ a fime mer¬ 
chant for refusing Company*s coin* ? r 
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To the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. Our address under the established heads carries a detail of our whole 

transactions for the last year, and as an accident might happen to prevent your 

receiving of it in time if forwarded only by our own ships, we have transmitted 

a copy of it by a Portugeese ship to His Brittannick Majesty’s Consul at Lisbon 

and have requested him to get it conveyed to Your Honors by the first oppor¬ 

tunity. By Captain Robt. Baillie likewise we sent a duplicate of our letter 

per Warwick dated 21st January 1758, and in this packet we forward a tripli¬ 

cate of the last and a quadruplicate of the other. 

2. The Marlborough, Captain Alexander Macleod, was dispatched from 

Ingellie by Mr. Wm. Mackett on the 15th January and the Warwick by 

Mr. Wm. Hay to Fort St. George on the 28th of the same month; at that time 

two of the Coast and Bay ships were arrived and since have imported the other 

three; the Elizabeth we now return to Europe fully laden from hence having 

200 tons of saltpetre, 30 tons of redwood and 1158 bales on board consigned to 

Your Honours as per invoice and bill of lading enclosed amounting to 

CRs. 925,500. 

3. The Boscawen will return to Fort St. George with the Grantham and 

Fox to be dispatched to Canton in the proper season and proceed from thence 

to Europe. On each of these ships we propose lading 2000 bags of petre for 

the use of Madrass Presidency, the consignments of goods designed for their 

settlement, some lead (which they have wrote for) and part of the military 

stores received by these ships. They will also carry about 200 tons each 

stores and provisions for His Majesty's squadron. 

4. As the recruits sent out this year are so inconsiderable and the advices 

of a large reinforcement expected by the French confirmed from all quarters, 

we have thought it advisable to detain the llchester and Worcester in the river 

and have permitted their coming up to Calcutta that we may have the assist¬ 

ance of the ships and crews in case of being attacked by the enemy. 

5. By a country vessel from Fort St. George we have the pleasure of 

learning that Bombay ships were safely arrived at Bombay and Mr. Hodges 

writes the President that sixteen sail were seen by those ships in the latitude of 
8 south on the other side of Cape. 

6. The consignments of bullion and gold received per the Grantham and 

Elizabeth were forwarded to Fort St. George on His Majesty's ships Tiger and 

Queenborough, for which we agreed to allow the commanders one per cent 
freight on the delivery of it, it having been required. 

7. At the same time that the Marlborough sailed for Europe, the Duker 
Capn, Thos. Powney, was dispatched to Fort Marlborough with 1500 bags of 

rice and some gunny bags agreeable to the request made by the President 
and Council of Fort St. George. 

8. We have reminded the commanders of your ships dispatched from 
hence that they are to lay in a sufficient stock of provisions and fuel for their 

homeward bound voyage before they leave India agreeable to your orders. 
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9* We shall ehe the strictest attention in our power to your orders for 
returning home all your ships the same season they arrive in India, and should 
have been able to have dispatched one ship more via Bencoolen, had the Coast 
and Bay ships arrived in rime to have proceeded there, the President and 
Council of Fort St, George having wrote us there would be a sufficient quantity 
of surplus pepper at Fort Marlborough to have compleated one ship’s tonnage 
provided we could assist in her lading with 200 tons of goods. 

10. It would afford us the most sensible satisfaction if the situation of 
affairs would admit of our employing the llchester and Worcester so as to save 
the heavy charge of their demorage. An offer has been made to freight one 
of them to the Corromandel Coast and China, and the other might have been 
sent to the Coast with rice and other goods, but for the reason already given 

wc have been obliged to refuse the offer above mentioned and to lay aside the 
thoughts of sending either on a country voyage, it being of more importance 
in our conception to the Company’s interest to have the use of their men in 
case of being attacked than the pecuniary advantage would be of gaining 
an equivalent for the demorage. However, we cannot help observing that had 
a sufficient number of recruits been sent out to have put us in a capacity of 
defending the settlement against the attempts of the French, the Company 
would have been indemnified the greatest part of the charge of the demorage 
of the above mentioned ships by our employing them on country voyages. 

11. On the Doddalay we have sent a further quantity of 500 bags 
of petre to Bombay. 

12. Upon the arrival of the Coast and Bay ships we ordered the Import 

Ware House Keeper to advertise that a sale of woollen goods and copper would 

be made the 13th February. Enclosed we transmit the account sales for your 

observation which we hope will be very satisfactory. If the country remains 

quiet and there are no disturbances in the north, we may venture to affirm 

that your imports will very soon be in great demand and that a larger quantity 

may be disposed off at this settlement than has been sold for some years past. 

We shall not be wanting on our parts to encourage the sales of your goods as 

much as we are able and if either of the other Presidencies complain of then- 
vent for woollens etc., and we find they may be sold at this place, we shall 

advise them of it and endeavour to dear their godowns of such articles as their 

markets will not take off. 

13. The bullion received from the Elizabeth turned out a small matter 

short in weight but the Import Ware House Keeper having reported that the 

chests were all in a good condition and the seals not broke and Capn Burdett 

representing to us that neither he nor his purser saw it weighed off and 

chested in Europe, we have given him up his bill of lading without insisting 

on the defidency, imagining it might arise from our having no troy weights to 

weigh it off by. We have however wrote to the President and Council of Fort 

St. George to have it weighed off at their settlement in the usual method and 

shall advise Your Honours how it turns out. 

14. The Coast and Bay ships having been obliged to put in at the Brazils, 

the commanders were necessitated to make use of part of the Mliw they 

had on board which we shall take care to have replaced in rupees* afpeeable 

to the produce of it in our mint. 
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15. On the 2nd February Mr. Ralph Leycester sent in a letter to the Board 

acquainting; us that since delivering; in his reports of private trade found on 

board the Warwick, Grantham and Elizabeth, he had been informed that a 

large quantity of copper, lead and iron had been clandestinely landed from 

those ships which as a covenanted servant he thought himself bound to apprize 

the Board of, as the consequences of such illicit trade might be very prejudicial 

to the Company’s sales. He therefore desired our orders to trace out the 

quantities landed of those articles and who the purchasers were, that by 

making a proper example of them others might be detered from doing the like. 

16. Upon this information we judged it proper to revive the orders we 

made before the capture of the settlement that all private trade from the 

Europe ships should first be carried to the factory stairs to be inspected by the 

Import Ware House Keeper or his assistants and not landed till his permission 

was obtained. We have likewise advertised that no persons residing in the 

settlement are to purchase woollen goods, copper, lead or iron from the com¬ 

manders or officers of the Company’s ships without permission from the Import 

Ware House Keeper for the time being upon pain of losing the Company’s 

protection and being expelled the settlement. 

17. We request Your Honours will send out no more carpets, till we write 

for them, there being no demand at present for that article. 

18. Had not the troubles in the country come on we should, agreeable 

to our promise, have given Your Honors our sentiments on Mr. Holwells 

motion for settling a residency at Agra and sending some small adventures 

of vour staples to the inland marts under the management of our junior 

servants. The last motion was in a manner settled by die Board when Cossim- 

buzar was first invested and some junior servants appointed to proceed with a 

small quantity of broad cloth, copper etc., to Radnagur, Cutwa and other 

aurungs. It would undoubtedly be attended with some benefit to the Company 

had we servants enough to spare for such residencies, as the buyers at our sales 

carry the goods to those markets to vend, but then we apprehend it would 

hurt the Calcutta sales, as no body would find it worth their while to purchase 

the Company’s goods at Calcutta if our servants resided at the markets they 

must sell at and could undersell them whenever they please, which considera¬ 

tion added to the expence of servants, peons, banyans and warehouses would, 

we imagine, render it very little beneficial to the Company. 

19. In relation to a residency at Agra we are to observe that the distance 

is so great, the northern provinces of the empire so liable to troubles and the 

great cities so frequently plundered by Afghans, Moguls and others that we 
think it would be exposing the Company’s estate to a risque more than the 

profits would be adequate to, especially if Your Honors approve of keeping a 

factory at Patna where broad cloth and copper may and will be purchased by 

the Delhi and Agra merchants if those cities enjoy peace and tranquility. 

20. This being the last conveyance of the season we think it proper to 

say a few words on the investments sent home from hence, and here we must 

remark that in general the goods provided this year are inferiors to those pur¬ 

chased by our gomastahs before the loss of the settlement, which must be 

imputed not only to the lateness of our commencing business on account of the 

jealousy we entertained of the late Nabob’s intention but likewise to the parti- 
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cular circumstance of the capture of our settlement the proceeding year, as 

the ^caun had been unemployed a season and, seeing no prospect of our 
return, had neglected the fabricating of the sortments of doth fit for the Corn- 

pan v and manufactured prinripallv ordinary and inferior sortments of cloth for 

the common huzar consumption. The same reason must be assigned for the 

prices of manv sortments being enhanced as we ^ ere obliged to allow an 

ad\ ance to engage the weavers to alx>nt the goods proper for the Company 

and allow our gumustahs to purchase ready made cloth, otherwise we must have 

fallen greatly short in the quantities we were in want off. Upon the whole 

therefore we flatter ourselves Your Honors will allow we have done as much or 

more than could have been expected, considering the distraction of the late 

times and the unsettled state of these provinces for two years past. We can 

with trust assure Your Honors our utmost endeavours have not been wanting 

to procure and send you a handsome investment and if we have been dis¬ 

appointed in our wishes, it has not been owing to any neglect on our parts. 

21. In the Warwick's invoice there were 32 hales included which were not 

shipped for want of sloops and as they were very fine goods we could not 

venture sending them down the river on boats. They are now laden on the 

Elizabeth. 

22. By this ship are forwarded our prizings. general account current of 

moneys advanced the gomastahs of every aurung, goods received from them 

and balance remaining in cloth, money etc., with a particular account current 
of each aurung for your observation, by which you will find we have supplied 

them with 17,87423-10-3 and goods to the amount of 12,72721-9-3. 

23. Having now the early months to begin our purchases foe the ensuing 
year and a sufficiency of money in our treasury to supply the calls of our 
gomasiahs and subordinates, we think there is the greatest reason to flatter 
ourselves with making a very satisfactory investment fee the next ships unless 
some unforseen accident should disappoint our present hopeful prospect 

24. We have been so full already in relation to our transactions with die 
Government that we have hut tittle to say on that subject mere than to advice 
of the sum of rupees being received in ready money on account 
of the first year’s payment of the remaining moiety, the perwannahs are given 
on three of the principal provinces for a large sum in further part of that pay¬ 
ment and that the Nabob has promised to make good the balance in April 
or May next out of his own treasury of the first year’s payment becoming due 
in March, part of which is now arrived and seme remittances made from 
Muxadabad to Dacca and Luckipore with a sum paid at Cossimbuzar factory. 
The sunnud likewise few holding the territories given m by treaty we have 
received and Mr. Frankland is gone to take possession in the Company’s 
name; when he returns we dial! duly advise Your Honours of aK particulars 
relating to their extent, revenue etc, etc 

25. In this place we should comply with your orders for giving you ms 

sentiments cm the general complaint of the decay of trade in India, had we 
time to take that affair under consideration in a proper manner, hut m m 
enquiry into the reasons of the decay complained of would necessarily take 
up a great deal of time and require a long detail to state the facts ihtelfigyntty 
for your knowledge, we must beg leave to defer a particular reply to that part 
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of your commands and shall only observe in general that the complaint is not 

without foundation, that the ruin of some principal marts abroad, the exactions 

of the late Subahs in Bengal and the high duties collected at the ports we trade 

to in the other parts of India, have been so many principal causes of the decline 

of our trade which, if added to the number of purchasers being encreased in 

these provinces, the competition of the French settled at Chandernagore and 

the great quantities of sugar made by the Dutch at Batavia and carried from 

hence to Surat and the Gulph of Persia, there will be no room to be surprised 
at the decay so much complained of. 

26. By Capm Brohier’s letters to Your Honours you will observe the plan 

of the works to be erected here and probably that gentleman has made some 

kind of calculate of the expence which we are not competent judges of and 

therefore cannot inform you what it is likely to cost the Company. The citadel 

is now carried on with great expedition and is pretty forward. We have hopes 

when it is finished it wil be defencible against any force the French can send 

against it at so great a distance from Europe, provided we have a proper 

garrison and are well supplied with military stores, both which we take the 

liberty to recommend to your more serious attention. 

27. When Mr. Mace arrives your orders relating to that gentleman shall 

be obeyed. 

28. In our letters of the 10th instant we advised Your Honours of the 

application made us by the Patriot Band to commission their officers and create 

them an independent corps, since which we have consulted some of the officers 

of Col. Aldercron's Regiment2 who were of opinion it would no way interfere 

with the rules and regulations of the army and might very well be allowed 

of. The Board therefore being sensible of the utility of such an association and 

being willing to encourage the zeal shown by those gentlemen for the defence 

of the settlement and the service of the Company have consented to their being 

and acting as an independent corps and have granted commissions to the 

following gentlemen in that corps: a captain's commission to William Ryder 

Esqr., a lieutenant's commission to Mr. John Johnstone, an ensign’s commis¬ 

sion to Mr. Culling Smith, those gentlemen being chosen by the corps to 
be their officers. 

29. Mr. Pearkes being returned from Patna has delivered in to the Board 

a copy of a letter to Your Honours which he purposes transmitting by this 

ship. As we have not time at present to make any observations upon it we 
shall defer our remarks till the next opportunity. 

30. Mr. William Me Guire arrived here on the Worcester and has taken 
his standing in the service conformable to Your Honor's orders. 

31. In reply to tire 115th paragraph of your commands of this season we 

can only say that no bills of exchange are signed by us till the treasury book 

is first layed on the table and due credit given for the amount of each bill 

We apprehend therefore the irregularity complained of has been owing to the 

Sub-Accomptant's dating the bills on the day they were signifyed to him to be 
drawn out and that the payment has been made at two several times; but we 

are very certain the bills were not signed till the whole was paid, for which we 

beg leave to refer to our consultations where the hills are entered the day 
we sign. 
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32. The following errors in the Marlborough's invoice me are in this place 
to rectify viz.. 

Instead of I bale marked [Mark 25] Co S cossacs orna 40 & 2T No, 26 con¬ 
taining 76 ps. CR. 672, the bale sent was marked EC [Mark 26] m cossaes 
cogmaria fine 40 and 2% w as shipped. 

No 5 c|t. D 45 ps, <2 13— 585 
50 ps. (S 11-12— 58S8 

1172-8 
Difference CR. 500-8 

The bale of Dacca nainsooks fine 40 & 2 marked [Mark 27] No. 2 is said to 
contain 83 pieces whereas it should have been 94 pieces, there being a small 
bundle in the said bale qt. II ps. nainsooks fine flowered 20 and 2f/z as follows 

B 2 (a 30 — 60 
C 4 (a 28 — 112 
D 3 <g 26 — 78 
E 2 <g 24 — 48 

11 298 
Difference in CR. 298 

CR. 798-8 

the amount therefore of the Marlborough's invoice instead of CR. 878500 
should have been 879298-8. 

33. We are now to advice of the sums for which we have granted MBs of 
exchange at 2$. 3d each, the respective amounts being first accounted in the 
treasury. 

One sett to Messrs Manningham and Frankiand for CRs. 3099-9-9 
payable to Messrs Moses and Raphael Franco being the nett proceeds of 
coral marked [Mark 1] No. 6 per Chesterfield 1752 £Str. 348-14-!. 

One sett to Paul Richd. Pearkes for CRs, 8000 payable to Messrs 
Nettleton and Raikes or order £Str. 900. 

One sett to Mr. Edward Rarwell for CRs. 20943-6 payable to Willra 
Harwell Junr. being the proceeds of erne chest of coral marked W. B. No. 3 
£Str.2356-2-7. 

One sett to Paul Richd. Pearkes Esqr. fee CR. 2097-12-6 payable to 
William Fraser Esqr. and Mr. John Verclst £$tr. 236. 

One sett to do do for CR. 17777-12-6 payable to the hon’bie Sr. Edward 
Clive, William Belcher, Richard Clive and Mr. William Smyth King or 
order £Str. 2000. 

One sett to Messrs Manningham and Frankiand for current rupees 
2430-6-3 payable to Judah Supino or order being in further part proceeds 
of coral beads marked [Mark 28] No. 13 imported per Walpole 1756 
fiStr. 273-8-5. 

One sett to do do for current rupees 4706-3 payable to Joseph Sahra- 
dore or order in fall juooeeds of coral beads marked IS No 3 per Delmcar 
1756 £Str. 529-8-6. 

One sett to Mews Drake, Manningham and Frankiand far current 
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rupees 3542-14-3 payable to Abraham and Jacob Franco or order being 

the nett proceeds of coral beads mark’d F F No 1 imported per Wager 

1751 £Str. 398-11-6. 

One sett to do for CRs. 9735-4-6 payable to Messrs Abraham and Jacob 

Franco for the full proceeds of a chest of coral marked B No. 9 imported 
per Grantham 1758 £Str. 1095-4-5. 

One sett to ditto for CRs. 16590-2 payable to Abraham and Jacob 

Franco for the nett proceeds of coral beads F No. 1 imported per Fox 

1758 £Str. 1866-7-9. 

One sett to Colonel Francis Ford for current rupees 130,000 payable 

to John Calcraft Esqr. or order £Str. 14625. 

One sett to Mr. John Johnstone for current rupees 444-7 payable to 

Captain James Johnstone and William Johnstone or order £Str. 50. 

One sett to Mr. Francis Sykes for current rupees 444-7 payable to 

Mr. Sykes or order £Str. 50. 
One sett to Paul Richard Pearkes Esqr. for current rupees 3235-8-89 

payable to Captain George Meard or order £Str. 364. 

The whole amount for which CRs. 223047-13-6 for £Str. 25092-17-3. 

34. We have likewise granted Captn. Burdett three certificates of one 

tenour and date for CRs. 26666-10-9 for £Str. 3000 being for the part produce 

of his outward bound adventure and profit thereon. 

35. Agreeable to your orders we shall in future substitute the office instead 

of the person in our books. 

36. The paragraphs of your commands relating to the Mayor’s Court 

have been sent and a strict attention ordered to the purport of those paragraphs. 

37. Your Honours may rely on our taking every method in our power 

for the security of our settlement against any attempts of the French, the 

management of the necessary measures for effecting of which being left in 

a more particular manner to the Select Committee, they will advise of the steps 

which have been taken and are still to be pursued for the above end. When¬ 

ever they consult the Board upon that subject we shall give them our advice 

and assistance. 

38. From the President and Council at Bombay we have the pleasure to 

learn that Commodore Stevens with his squadron was arrived at that place and 

were refitting to join Admiral Pocock. . . 

39. Captn. Burdett having applied to us for leave to carry home 12 of the 

French prisoners under confinement to make up his complement of men, as 

he had lost that number since his arrival in the river, we have assented to his 

request and shall accordingly send twelve of them on board the Elizabeth to 
Europe, on the arrival of which ship Your .Honours will please to order them 

to be delivered over to the proper officers, as they are in fact His Majesty’s 

prisoners made so at the capture of Fort D’Orleans at Chandernagore. 

40. Before we dose this letter we cannot help taking notice of the 

behaviour of Mr. Charles Douglas, a free merchant residing at this settlement, 

who having a large sum of money at interest in die Company’s cash made a 

demand of it in consequence of our orders for the ceasing of interest and 
declaring the risque of such bonds to be on the proprietors’ account as were 

not tendered for payment. Upon Ms application for the discharge of those 
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notes we ordered the Committee of Treasury to pay him the amount of the 
principal and interest of the bonds in his possession—being in all current rupees 
119643—which they offered him in Calcutta siccas, but he peremptorily refused 
taking the amount of his bonds in that coin, and on the 12th January wrote 
a letter to the Board upon that subject protesting against the Company and 
their representatives for all loss of batta. interest and risque if he was not paid 
in some other specie of rupees. Having considered of Mr. Douglas his conduct 
and thinking it unbecoming any person residing under the Company's protec¬ 
tion to refuse the money coined in their mint established by the authority of 
the Subah of these provinces and the currency enforced by the strongest 
peruannahs that can be procured, we ordered our Secretary to write 
Mr. Douglas the amount of his bonds was ready in the treasury in Calcutta 
siccas and that if he refused to receive them in payment the risque was on his 
own account. But being informed that such a tender was not legal unless 
made by a notary publick, we ordered Mr. Edward Ridge to carry the money 
to his house and tender him the payment of his bonds which if he refused 
Mr. Ridge was ordered to protest against him. This was accordingly done but 
Mr. Douglas having barred his gates the notary could not enter his house and 
was obliged to nail up the protest against his door. In the interim Mr. Douglas 
had been with Mr. Ridge and had ordered him to protest formally and accord¬ 
ing to law against the Company and their representatives for all loss of batta, 
interest or other damages accruing from not being paid in Arcot, Madras, 
Bombay or sunnaut rupees. Copies of both protests, Mr. Douglas his first 
letter and the Secretary’s answer are transmitted in this packett for your 
observation and we doubt not will resent such a behaviour in a person resid¬ 
ing under your protection and benefiting himself by your indulgences and 
liberty to ham to trade in India, as we think such a person ought to be the 
last to discourage and obstruct the currency of our money. 

41. It has not been possible to get the consultations brought up to the 
day of dispatch conformable to your orders on account of the scarcity of 
assistants. We have been obliged to employ Mr. Phillip Dacres cm the sett 
transmitted by this ship but as that gentleman is likewise stationed in die 
import ware house and has been obliged to attend the business of that office 
very closely since the arrival of the Coast and Bay ships, he could not bring 
them up farther than the 26th December, which we hope Your Honours wii 
excuse when it is considered how few assistants we have at present in Calcutta, 
how sickly the season has been and the great increase of business in all our 
offices. 

42. Wc have laden on this ship sundry stores for the use of the island 
St. Helena amounting to CRs...., invoice ami bill of lading whereof we have 
transmitted to the Governour and Council there. 

43. Mr. Boddam who dispatches this ship from Ingellie will advise of what 
else is necessary from thence. 

44. We wish her a safe and speedy passage to Your Honors and are with 
the greatest respect 

May it please Your Honours, 
Fort William, 27th February 1758. Your faithful humble servants. 

A true copy 
Culling Smith 

Secretary. 
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LETTER DATED 2 MARCH 1758 

Reconciliation between Ramnarayan and Mir Jafar—Arrangements to 

meet the French menace in Bengal—CoL Forde’s terms unacceptable—Surren¬ 

der of Courtin, the French Chief at Dacca. 

To Hon’ble the Secret Committee for the Affairs of the Hon’ble East India 

Company. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. Duplicate of our letter of date the 25th January and triplicate of what 

we wrote under date the 13th January are enclosed. By them you will observe 

the state of our affairs at that time. 

2. Since the date of those letters nothing very remarkable has occurred 

in the country to advise of. We learn however from the Colonel that Ram 

Narran has visited the Nabob and that every thing seems to be accommodated 

between them, the former being promised to be confirmed Naib of Patna. 

3. We were alarmed some days ago with a report that the Nabob was 

cut off near Patna by Ram Narran’s party upon discovering some intended 

treachery against their master. This induced us to order Mr. Scrafton to 

send down from time to time whatever money he received account the 

Company, navy, army and sufferers; at the same time we sent up a party 

of thirty Europeans and topasses to Muxadavad to guard the money 

Mr. Scrafton had in his possession. Happily the report of the Nabob being 

cutt off is contradicted, and by the last letter from camp there was no likeli¬ 

hood of disturbances. 

4. Upon Mr. Pococke’s leaving the river with his squadron we wrote to 

Colonel Clive and urged him to return with the army to Calcutta or Cossim- 

buzar as soon as ever the Nabob’s affairs would admit of it, our present 

garrison being so weak that we should not be able to repel even a very small 

force. We have repeated our instances to the Colonel to return as soon as 

possible and hope to hear very soon that the army is on its way back. 

5. We have requested Colonel Clive likewise to petidon the Nabob for a 

body of ten or fifteen thousand horsemen and gunmen being kept at Hughley 

for our assistance, should we require them, and that he will order the 

zemindar[s] of the country to the southward of Hughley to distress the French 

as much as lyes in their power if they bring a force to Bengal and on no 

account to assist them with provisions or anything else. We hope this 

measure will he of great service in case an enemy’s fleet should attempt to 
enter the river. 

6. For our further security against such an attempt we ordered the 

Master Attendant to assemble the pilots and some commanders in the country 

service and consult on the best means for opposing the entrance of a French 

squadron and for destroying it, should we be unsuccessful! in preventing their 

getting into the river. In consequence of these orders the Master Attendant 
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has delivered ni a report of Miat is necessary to be done, which report being 
approved of by the Board and by Captn. Brohiur fto whose consideration it 
was referred; we shall give the Master Attendant orders to put it in execution. 
We have directed likewise that only one pilot sloop remainjinj Ballasore road 
at a time and that others be stationed at proper distances to communicate 
signals to each other in case the enemy's squadron arrives in die road. We 
shall consult the Dutch likewise upon this subject and endeavour to prevail 
on them to keep their pilot sloops out of the road dll the time their own 
ships are expected and to consent to the removal of their buoys. 

7. Our works are now carried on with great vigour and we shall use our 
bt>t endeavours to get them comp]eated as soon as it can possiblv he done. 

6. You have been advised of our having appived to Lieut-Colonel Ford 
to come to Bengal and take the charge of our garrison as Major of this settle¬ 
ment. Triplicate and quadruplicate of our letters reached him at Fort St. 
George and he instantly embarked on the Sally in consequence of that appli¬ 
cation and arrived here a few days ago. Upon his arrival he sent us a letter 
informing us how ready he should be to serve the Company by staying here, 
of the disadvantages it would be attended with to himself by losing the com¬ 
mission and rank he bore in His Majesty's service and requiring the sum of 
live thousand pounds in hand as a compensation for that disadvantage. 

9. This letter we laid before the Board, the majority whereof thought it 
would be making a contract of so unprecedented a kind in the Company's 
affairs riiat they could not assent to that part of Colonel Forde's proposals, not¬ 
withstanding they were sensible of the disadvantages it would be to him. 
Messrs Manningham, Pearkes and Boddam were of a different opinion and 
thought that as the necessity of our affairs obliged us to request Colonel Ford 
to proceed to the Bay, a compensation for his losing His Majesty’s service and 
future prospects therein ought to be made him and that the sum he had fixed 
on was a very reasonable erne. 

10. We wrote Colonel Ford an answer to his proposals conformable to 
the sentiments of the majority of the Board. At the same time we acquainted 
him it was not possible in Europe to foresee the present circumstances of the 
Company’s affairs in India, when His Majesty thought it to recall the regiment 
under Colonel Aldercorn, and as the Crown had always shewn a particulai 
regard to the interests and welfare of the East India Company, we were inclined 
to think his stay at our request in such an exigency would not displease His 
Majesty nor lose him the rank he here in his service if properly represented 
by our hon’ble masters, which we should recommend it to them to do in the 
strongest terms. 

1L The rank, honor, emoluments and allowances was [were] offered 
Colonel Forde as our Major in case he thought proper to remain in the Com¬ 
pany’s service; hut these terms not being accepted of. Colonel Forde has deter¬ 
mined to return to Europe on the Elizabeth, and we have given Captn. 
Burdett orders to accommodate him in the best maimer he is able. 

12. That we may have constant and quick intelligence from Muxadavad 
and what passes in that city while our army is at so great a distance, we have 
ordered Mr. Serafim to fix several stages of c&smds between that place and 
Culna and shall ourselves fix other stages between Oulna and Calcutta. 
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13. From the Select Committe at Fort St. George we have been informed 
that the French had attempted nothing during the monsoon but were 
encamped a little to the southward of Pondicherry. 

14. Monsr. Courtin, the French Chief at Dacca, who escaped from that 
city a little before the late revolution with a party of soldiers, and has not been 
heard of for some time past, has wrote us a letter offering to surrender him¬ 
self and his party prisoners of war, and demanding a perwannah to come to 
Calcutta without molestation. We have accepted of his offer and have wrote 
to Mr. Scrafton to procure such a perwannah. 

15. We have nothing more to add than to assure Your Hon'ble Sirs our 
utmost endeavours shall be exerted for the preservation of your settlements, 
rights and privileges in these provinces as far as lays in our power. 

We are with the greatest respect, 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most obedient humble servants, 

Fort William, 2nd March 1758. Roger Drake Junr. / Richd. Becher. 

38 

LETTER DATED 2 MARCH 1758 

Acceptance of Colonel Forde’s terms. 

To the Honhle the Secret Committee for the Affairs of the Hon'ble East 

India Company. 

Honhle Sirs, 

1. Since dosing the accompanying letter the attorneys of Colonel Clive 
have taken upon them to answer for 2500 £ sterling being paid Colonel Ford 
by their constituent in case he remains in the Company's service, and as the 
present conjuncture is extreamly critical and an officer of ability greatly 
wanted in our present situation to succeed Coloner Clive in case of an accident 
happening to drat gentleman or he should return to the Coast, the President 
and Mr. Becher join with Messrs Manningham, Pearkes and Boddam in 
thinking it very material to keep Lieut. Col. Ford as a Major of this 
garrison, and assent to the remaining sum of 2500 £ sterling being made good 
out of the Company's cash to make up the compensation demanded by Colonel 
Forde which we esteem very reasonable and we flatter ourselves the Honhle 
the Court of Directors will approve of the step we have taken to secure a good 
officer in such precarious times. 

2. If Colonel Ford's stay in the Company's service at our request was 
properly represented to His Majesty it might he of pse to him in preserving 
his rank, and as we think his readiness to remain in India for the Company's 
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interest entitles him to that mark of your favor, vie beg leave to recommend 
it to your consideration, and are with the greatest respect. 

Hobble Sirs, 

Your most obedient humble servants, 
Fort William, 2nd March 1758. Roger Drake Junr. / Richd. Becher. 

39 

LETTER DATED 26 AUGUST 17581 

Abolition of Rotation Government and election of Clive as President 
of Fort William—Reasons for abolition of Rotation Government—Loss of Fort 
St. David—Cordial relations between Mir Jafar and the Company—News of 
French losses and Bussy's differences with the Marathas. 

To the Hobble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hobble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

L We take this opportunity of writing a few lines as it is not improbable 
there may be a vessel under dispatch for Europe from the Presidency of Fort 
St. George from whence this letter will be forwarded to Your Honors. 

2. The Hardwick, Capt. John Samson, arrived here the 20 June with 
your commands of the 3rd August and 11th November 1757, by the last of 
which the government of this Presidency was put in rotation and conferred 
on Messrs Watts, Manningham, Becher and HotwelL 

3. In consequence of those orders Mr. Watts took his scat in Council as 
President; but as the gentlemen who were appointed to preside alternately 
conceived that many inconveniences would arise by that plan of government 
at this juncture, and the rotation ordered in your commands of 
the 11 November would be very prejudicial to the Company’s affairs 
in Bengal as they are now circumstanced, they moved the Board 
to give that affair a serious consideration and recommended to them a 
deviation from those orders for many weighty reasons which Your Honors 
will find entered at large upon the face of our consultation of the 26th June. 
Those reasons appearing to the Board to have great weight in them we con¬ 
curred in their sentiments and unanimously requested Colonel Clive to accept 
of the Presidentship of the Company^ affairs in Bengal til Your Honors 
think proper to appoint one yourselves. Copy of die above menrioaed 
consultation of 26th June we enclose for your observation and beg teaw ®6 
refer ourselves thereto for the particulars of our whole proceeding m this 
affair. 

4. We flatter ourselves the .reasons urged in the above wtimmmml 
consultation wili appear sufficiently solid to Ytwr to justify our setting 
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aside your directions in so important a particular, to which we should have 
paid the utmost deference and most ready obedience, had the Company's 
commercial concerns alone been in question; but as the treaty with the Nabob 
and our influence at the Durbar by the late revolution were circumstances of 
the highest consequence, and winch Your Honors were not acquainted with 
when the Hardwick left England, we drought it our duty to our employers 
made it incumbent on us to give them the first place in our attention, and as 
nothing would have weakened that influence more than the rotation ordered 
in your commands of Hardwick, and by that means have rendered the 
completion of the treaty itself precarious, we have ventured to alter your 
appointment till we hear further from Your Honors or till a President is 
appointed in die usual method, which we hope will meet your approbation. 

5. It is with the greatest concern we have heard of the loss of Fort St. 
David. The particulars of this affair you will be informed of more fully by 
the President and Council of Fort St. George. 

6. As soon as we heard of this loss we gave directions to our subordinates 
and the gomastahs employed at the aurungs to increase the ordinary sortments 
of their respective investments that we might in some measure make up for 
the disappointment the loss of Fort St. David will probably occasion in the 
investments from the Coast. 

7. We have not as yet been able to station the ships now in the river, 
as the President and Council of Fort St. George have not informed us if they 
shall want one in September to be filled up and finally dispatched for Europe 
from their Presidency; should they be in no want of a ship for that purpose, 
we shall dispatch the llchester fully laden from hence as early in the season 
as it is prudent for her to leave the river. We hope to be assisted in the 
dispatch of another ship by the surplus pepper at Fort Malborough of which 
we daily expect to receive advice from the Coast. 

8. The Nabob of these provinces is now in Calcutta upon a visit to the 
Governor. We are at present on the best of terms with him and have no 
reason to complain of his want of punctuality in the performance of his 
agreement with us. The country enjoys a profound tranquillity and we have 
not the least doubt but it will continue so, provided we are properly supplied 
with troops from Europe conformable to our repeated instances; tuncaws are 
given us for the remainder of the monies due to us by the treaty, and we are 
allowed to collect in the revenues of Burdwan, Nudea and other places with¬ 
out any intervention of the Government’s officers till the ballance of what is 
due to us is discharged in full. 

9. Since writing thus far Captn. Barton arrived from Madrass with two 
letters from the President and Council of Fort St. George, by which we find 
they have determined to dispatch the Grantham to Your Honors with the bales 
drey have on hand. This makes it unnecessary for us to send up a ship in 
September to the Coast. We shall therefore load the llchester fully from 
hence and dispatch her as early in the season as possible. 

10. We have the pleasure likewise to learn by the letters from Fort St. 
George that there will be near 700 tons of surplus pepper this season at Ben- 
coolen which will assist us in returning two of the Coast and Bay ships in case 
we have more tonnage this season than our investment requires. The Nabob 
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rciiiriied to his capital yoterday and upon leading us made the highest pro¬ 
fessions of friendship and esteem for the English. 

II. Mr, John Bristow, Resident at Cuttack, having proceeded to Ingcram 
by direction of the Select Committee and at the pressing instance of the Rajah 
of that country, has wrote m that the French are dispossessed of almost every 
thing but Massulapatan, and that Monsieur Bussy is at variance with the 
Morattocs*. We have in consequence of this advice desired the President and 
Council of Fort St. George to send a servant from that Presidency to 
Visagapatam who is acquainted with the nature of the investments in that 
country. 

We have nothing more to add and are with the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honors, 

Your faithful servants, 

Robert Clive / Wm. Watts / Richd. Bechet / W, Frankland / W. Mackett / 
Thos. Boddam, 

Enclosure / 
(Vide paragraph 3) 

Monday 26th June at 7 o'clock A.M. 

At a consultation present the Hon'hie William Watts Esqr., President, 
Chas. Manningham and Richd. Becher Esqrs., Messrs William Collet, 
William Macket, Thomas Boddam. 

The consultations of the 21st and 22nd being wrote fair were now read, 
approved and signed. 

Messrs Watts, Manningham and Becher desire leave to acquaint the 
Board their most serious attention has been devoted to the commands of chit 

Hon’ble employers naming a rotation of Governours for the future conduct 
of affairs at this settlement, and having duly weighed the nature of this regula¬ 
tion with all its attending consequences, a sincere conviction of its being in 
our present situation and circumstances repugnant to the true interest of our 
Hon’ble masters and the welfare of this settlement in general, obliges them 
(though with the utmost respect and difference) [sk\ to believe, had our Hon’ble 
employers been apprized of the present state of their affairs in this kingdom, 
they would have placed the Presickmtship in some one pom as the 
and clearest method of conducting their concerns as well as preserving and 
maintaining the weight and influence the late happy revolution has given 
us with the Subah of these provinces, on which at the present period the 
interest and welfare of the Company at this settlement in the highest degree 
depends. The difficulties we may be liable to by a rotation in the executive 
part of government with its consequencies are sufficiently obvious in our pre¬ 
sent state of affairs; however they shaff only mention a few points: the treaty 
with the Nabob, not perfect in all its branches, the possession of the lands 
mcompfeat, the settlement in tm posture of dkfenee, the French considerably 
reinforced with mufitary and a fket and their designs with respect to Bengal 
wakmmm# the impossibility of impressing a proper idea of this divided power m 
the minds of die Subah and others in this kingdom who have at a&dmes been 

VoL H—21 
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accustomed to the government of a single person. A little reflection on these 

particulars will introduce many more and clearly evince the necessity of this 

motion. They have the highest sence of gratitude for the honour conferred 
on them by their employers in their appointment and deem themselves in 

duty bound at this juncture of affairs to wave all personal honours and 

advantages which might accrue to themselves and unanimously declare it as 

their sentiment that a rotation in the executive part of government would he 

highly prejudicial to the real interest of the Company, and they hope this 

sentiment with its motives will be received conformable to their intention as 

the clearest proof they could possibly give of their sincere attachment to the 

welfare of their Hon’ble employers and the settlement in general. They lay 

these particulars before the Board and request the aid of their councils and 

judgement on the occasion, and if they agree to the propriety and necessity 

of what they have the honour to lay before them they presume no difficulty 

will arise on the subject. The Court of Directors in their commands of the 

3rd August last by naming Col. Clive head of the committee they then ordered 

for affairs here, his eminent service, abiliues and merit together with his 

superiour weight and influence with the present Subah and his officers, are 

modves which have great force with them on this occasion and all concur in 

pointing out Col. Clive as the person best able to render our' Hon’ble 

employers the necessary service at this juncture till they shall make 

their further pleasure known by the appointment of a President for their affairs 

here, and they beg leave to add they have great pleasure in shewing that their 

attachment to the true interest of our employers and the welfare of this 

setdement has, as it ought to have, the due preference to any personal honour 

or advantage we might receive by the order of rotation. 

The Board having considered the foregoing proposal with, due attention 

and concurring entirely in the sentiments of those gentlemen with respect to 

the prejudice a rotation in the executive part of government may be attended 

with at this juncture and being unanimous in opinion that a deviation from 

the Honble Company’s commands in this instance in our present circumstances 

will be for the true interest of our employers, Colonel Clive likewise (for the 

reasons set forth in the minute made by Messrs Watts, Manningham and 

Becher) appearing to the Board the person best able at this time to render our 

Hon’ble masters the necessary service. 

Resolved that an application be made to Colonel Clive from the Board to 

accept of being President of the Company’s affairs in Bengal till a person is 

appointed from Europe and that our reasons at large be given him for his 
acceptance of that trust upon these terms. 

Adjourned till nine o’clock that the letter to Colonel Clive may be prepared 
and engrossed fair. 

The 26th June at 9 AM. 

The Council being met according to adjournment and the letter to Colonel 

Clive being engrossed fair, was now read, approved and signed. 

Agreed it be sent to Colonel Clive directly and that he he requested tb 
give an immediate answer it possible. 
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The 26th Jane at 10 A.M. 

Colonel Clive having returned an answer 10 our letter it was read at the 

Board. 
Ordered it to be entered after this days consultation. 

The Colonel having therein accepted the offer made him by the Board 

of presiding in the Company’s affairs in Bengal till a person is appointed from 

Europe, 

Agreed the charge of the factory with the Hon’ble Company’s books and 

papers, the bailance of cash and one of the keys of the Treasury be delivered 

him as President and Governour of this settlement. 

Wm. Watts / C. Manningham / Richd Bccher / M. Collett / Jno. Boddam. 

Enclosure 2 

To the Hon’ble Watts Esqre., and the rest of the Gentlemen of the Council of 

Fort William. 

Gentlemen, 

1. I have received your letter of this day’s date and cannot sufficiently 

express the grateful sense I have of the favourable opinion you are pleased to 

entertain of me the which has induced you to desire my acceptance of the 

Presidency at this critical time. 

2. Though I think I have cause to be dissatisfyd with the Court of 

Directors for laying me aside in their new form of government without any 

reason assigned, after having named me as head of the General Committee in 

the letter of the 3rd August last, yet animated by the noble example of 

publick spirit which you have set me I have determined to wave all private 

considerations where the general good is concerned, and as there is no doubt 

that the government of a single person, involved as wc are now with the 

country powers, must have infinite advantages over the complicate form of 

government established from home, I shall from that motive (though both my 

health and private concerns strongly require my returning to Europe) accept 

the offer you have done me the honour to make me till such time as our 

employers have appointed a President in the usual form. 

3. I cannot omit testifying my acknowkdgmaats, gentlemen, to you all in 

general far the zeal you have discovered for the service of our masters m this 

occasion, but in particular to you who have been nominated in the rotation of 

Goveraours. You have made such a sacrifice that few, if any, instances can be 

shown of the like. You have of your own accord parted with the dignity of 

government and all the advantages therein annexed because you apprehended 
that the Company’s affairs could not be properly conducted under a govern¬ 

ment so constituted. 

4. Unequal as I am to the weighty task of directing this Presidency, 

especially in dvil matters to which I have never been able to give due attention 
on account of my military avocations, I am now, gentieisjeu, to beg the 

assistance of your advke and hope you will persevere m die zeal you bm$ 
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hitherto so abundantly shewn, and that none of you, but more especially 

Mr. Watts, who can render me considerable service from his thorough know* 

ledge of the politicks of this country, will entertain a thought of leaving me 

till affairs are finally determined from home. 

I am. 

Gentlemen, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 

Calcutta, 26th June 1758. Robert Clive. 
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LETTER DATED 22 OCTOBER 1758 

Shipping news—Despatch of saltpetre, red-wood and pepper—Uninter¬ 

rupted collection of tankhwahs from specified provinces by the Company— 

Grant to the Company of exclusive parwana for purchase of saltpetre from 

Bihar. 

To the Hon'ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

L The opportunity of a Dutch ship bound directly for Europe offering, 

we have embraced it to transmit you a triplicate of the letter we wrote under 

date the 26 August and to inform Your Honours of such other circumstances 

as we esteem material and necessary for you to be early acquainted with. 

2. The Pitt, Captn. Wlson, arrived the 14 of September at Fort St. George. 

She left the ships destined for China with His Majesty's ships Grafton and 

Sunderland off the Madeiras and steered for the island of St. lago, but finding 

three large French ships at anchor in the harbour, Captn. Wilson made the 

best of his way to St. Augustine's Ray in the island of Madagascar. When 

the Pitt left that bay, she met the London and Warren going in. We have 

therefore great reason to hope that all the above ships imported safe at Madras 
in October. 

3. Ry a letter from Mr. Johnstone to the Select Committee we have the 
pleasure to learn that the merchants of Vizagapatam are willing to contract 

with us for the delivery of 200 bales of cloth this season, and we imagine from 

what Mr, Johnstone writes that they might be prevailed on to contract for 

a much larger quantity after the arrival of the forces under Col, Ford. In 

case therefore these favourable advices should be further confirmed from 

thence and the President and Council of Fort St. George decline sending any 

servant with treasure from that Presidency for carrying on the northern invest¬ 

ments as usual* we propose to send one of your covenanted servants on this 

establishment with money and proper orders for providing as large a quantity 

of the Company s sortments of doth the, ensuing season as, can be procured* 
This measure we flatter ourselves will meet your approbation^ 
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4. As we have great reason to expect that two of the *hip$ sent with 

troops to the Coast will return the latter end of this month or the beginning 
of next, we propose immediately on their arrival to proceed in lading them 

with bales, and make no doubt of i>eing able to dispatch two ships from hence 
by the middle of January with one thousand bales on each, com pleating the 
rest of their tonnage with saltpetre. 

5. We hope likewise to dispatch two more from hence the latter end of 

the season, with an equal number of bales, com pleating the rest of their 

tonnage as above with red wood and saltpetre, which will make four ships 
this season with 4000 bales from this Presidency, 

6. At Fort Marlborough they are likely to have 700 tonns of surplus 

pepper this year which will provide for two ships, in case there should be more 

tonnage arrive [sic] than is sufficient for the investments of the Coast and Bay 
Presidencies. 

7. We have freighted on the Hardwick (a country ship belonging to 

Bombay) 4000 bags of saltpetre for the use of that Presidency and shall 

compleat the 500 tonns they have indented for by such other conveyance as 
hereafter proceed to that place. 

8. As the major part of the gentlemen in Council have thought of 

returning to Europe, we judge it proper to give Your Honours etc., early advice 
of their intentions. 

9. We meet with no material interruption in collecting the sums for which 

the Government have given us tuncaws on the rajahs and zemindars of some 

of the provinces, and we have not the least doubt of getting the whole of the 

treaty with the present Nabob punctually performed, in case Your Honours 

send us out the reinforcements of troops we have repeatedly requested. 

10. The saltpetre this year, wTe have the pleasure to acquaint Your 

Honours, has been provided at a very low price, by our servants at Patna, by 

virtue of an exclusive perwannah we have obtained of the Subah for the sole 

purchase of all the petre produced in the province of Bahar. This advantage 

added to the investments of cloth the Chief and Council are providing there, 

will make the Patna factory prove a very profitable establishment to the 
Company. 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithful servants* 

Robert Clive / Wm. Watts / Richd. Bedher / W. Frankland / W. Mackett / 
Thos. Boddam. 

Fort William, October 22nd 17581 

Hie same letter dated the 9th November 1758 received of Capm, Pasc&oad 
was read in Court 11th July 1759. 

{The letter dated 9 Noranber 1758 also contains the signatures tf CL 

Manningham, Paul Richard Pfcarkes and M. CoietJ , 
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LETTER DATED 10 NOVEMBER 17581 

Bussy’s activities in Golconda—Golconda Raja seeks aid of Company- 

Despatch of troops to the Deccan under Forde—Request for European 

reinforcements for Bengal. 

T O the Hon’ble Secret Committee for the Affairs of the Hon’ble East India 

Company. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. Our last address was under date the 2d March, and the Governor and 

Council wrote the Court of Directors the 26th August last advising you of the 

alteration they thought proper to make in the government here. We now lay 

hold of the opportunity of a Dutch vessel to acquaint you with an expedition 

we have undertaken in the Deckan country, but as the conveyance is uncertain 

and the notice we received but short, we must beg leave to defer descending 

into particulars till the dispatch of our own ships. 

2. The President having had information that Monsr. Bussy was much 

involved in troubles in the province of Golcondah, and received repeated letters 

from the principal rajah of those countries requiring our assistance, we judged 

we could not more effectually serve our employers than by lending our aid 

to bring about a revolution in those parts. 

3. The removing the French from Golcondah (from whence they have 

drawn Immense resources during the whole war) has long been a principal 

object of the Company’s attention. We therefore thought it our indispensable 

duty to embrace so favorable an opportunity, and flatter ourselves, with the 

force we have sent, we shall be able, if not wholly to extirpate the enemy from 

the province, to distress them so considerably as to render the possession there 

of little use to them. 

4. We have indeed in a manner drained ourselves that nothing might 

be wanting for the success of the expedition and this settlement is almost 

defenceless. However, so perfect a tranquillity reigns in these parts that we 

have as yet little or nothing to apprehend, and by the visit with which the 

Subah of this province has lately honored us, his attachment to and confidence 

in the English appears so strong that we can hardly doubt but that the treaty 

between us will be exactly fulfilled by him. 

5. Colonel Forde to whom we have given the command of the expedition 

embarked with 500 Europeans, artillery included, and 2000 sepoys on board 

the Company’s ships, llchester, Worcester and Hardwick, two sloops and a 

country vessell taken up by us for that purpose; the whole left their pilot the 

hh of last month. We sent Mr. Johnstone, a Company’s servant, some time 

before to Vizagapatam to get everything ready against their arrival. We here¬ 

with send you a copy of our instructions to Colonel Forde which will fully 

explain to you the design and scheme of the expedition. 

6. The 6th instant we received a letter overland from Mr. Johnstone 

k!vising us of his arrival at Vizagapatam. He found everything there as 
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favourable as he could wish, the people entirely in our interest, the French 
being drove out thence and all the adjacent places. 

7. The few forces they have, which we have reason to believe do not exceed 
300 Europeans, are by what we learn in the Rajah Mundrum’s district, and 
now commanded by Monsr. Conflans2, Monsr. Bussy with Morassin, the late 
Chief of Massulipatam, being gone to the southward and having taken a part 

of the troops with them. We have heard of Monsr. Bussy s being actually at 

Madras by a pass on his way to Pondicherry, but where the forces are he 

carried with him, we have no certain account of. 

8, We hope the pressing letters wrote you for supplies of men and stores 

will have had the due effect; however, we beg leave to repeat our request. A 

reinforcement of troops is absolutely necessary to secure to you the great 

acquisitions you have here made, for though matters are perfectly quiet at 

present, it is hard to say how long the calm will last and such is the nature 

of this country government that the only certain expedient of securing their 

friendship is bv keeping up such a force as will render it unsafe for them to 

break with us, and the large addition of territory you have acquired by the late 
treaty has afforded you the means of maintaining a body of troops sufficient 

for that purpose. We shall only further add that such an opportunity can 
never again be expected of aggrandizing the Company, and by speedily 

sending the proper succours you will hereafter have it in your power to execute 

any plan you may think necessary for the service of the Company, 

We are with respect, 

HonhJe Sirs, 

Your most obedient humble servants, 

Robert Ciive/Wm. Watts/C. Manningham / Richd. Becher. 

Fort William, the 10th November 1758. 

[Duplicate of the above is dated the 11th Novr. 1758. It does not bear 

the signature of C. Manningham.] 
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LETTER DATED 30 DECEMBER 1758 

Clive’s gratitude to the Court of Directors for his appointment as Prest- 

dent with additional salary. 

To the Honorable Court of Directors for Affairs erf tfee Boooardbfe United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable, 

!. Words can but poorly express the sentiments ol my heart on receipt 

of your general address; please to accept in letmm all that tfee-ia®os£ 
gratitude can offer, and be assured my utmost endeavours shall be exerted 
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In the service of those, who have done more justice to my merits than they 

can pretend to deserve. 

2. Accept also my warmest thanks for the honor done me in your 

appointment to this Presidency, and for the additional salary of £1000 per 

annum. Your Honors may be persuaded my assistance shall not be wanting 

in putting the civil and military affairs of the Company on such a footing 

as is consistent with their true interest. 

3. After the battle of Placis I thought my commission of Commander- 

in-Chief would have ended there, and that I might have returned to the 

Coast, and from thence to England; but when intestine troubles arose, and 

the situation of your affairs required my marching up the country, I did 

not hesitate an instant to give my services where they were so justly due: 

the same motive of gratitude and attachment have induced me to continue 

in Bengal another year, and flatter myself I shall bring home with me the 

agreeable news of the treaty with the new Subah being entirely complete. 

I am with the greatest respect, 

Honorable, 

Your most obliged humble servant, 

Calcutta, 30th December 1758. Robert Clive. 
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LETTER DATED 31 DECEMBER 1758 

Shipping news—Measures to meet a French invasion of Bengal—Quality 

of imported goods—Arrangements for provision and improvement of silk at 

Kasimbazar factory—Return of Clive and Mir Jafar from Bihar—Advantages 

of the exclusive parwana far the monopoly of saltpetre in Bihar—Reply to 

Dutch protest—Construction of a fort at Berhampore postponed—Survey of 

lands near Calcutta—Progress in realization of sums due from the Nawab— 

Motives for the advance of money to the navy and army—Arrangements to 

improve the Lakshmipur zamindary—Specification of investments—Allocation 

of sums to specified factories for investment—Rejection of Dutch claim for loss 

of a ship in Ballasore Road—General effects of Mir Jafar’s visit to Clive at 

Calcutta—Arrangements for collection of revenues from the newly acquired 
territories near Calcutta—Repetition of request for a strong garrison and 

sufficient ammunition for security of Bengal settlements—Request for a skilled 

gun-powder manufacturer—Action against Pearkes for defrauding the Com¬ 

pany in the purchase of saltpetre in Bihar—Jurisdictions of Land Custom 

Master and Sea Custom Master—Partiality of Indian commissioners in assess¬ 
ing the claims of Indian sufferers at the capture of Calcutta in 1756—Contract 

of specified farms—News about posting of Company>$ servants—Bills of 

exchange—Mughal Emperor bestows mansab on the President of Fort William 

—Nawab stops Dutch business in Bengal. 

To the Honhle the Court of Directors lor Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 
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May it please Your Honors, 

1. We have addressed you twice this season under date the 26th August 
and 22d October, but as we had only time by those opportunities to write a 

fcwT lines, we were obliged to confine ourselves to such subjects as were the 

most material and necessary for Your Honors to be earlv advised of. Copies 
of those letters are forwarded in this packett. 

2. We have now the pleasure to acquaint you of the safe arrival of 

the London and Warren in the river, on which we congratulate Your 
Honors. 

3. By these ships we were favoured with your commands of the 3d, 8th 

and 23rd March and 1 Ith April, to which we shall pay a due obedience 

and shall reply in the course of this letter to such parts as require being 
answered. 

4. As this address is designed to be transmitted by the ships dispatched 

immediately to Europe from hence, we shall in it give Your Honors a detail 

of the transactions at this Presidency since the departure of the Elizabeth 

(who left Ingellie the 9th March) ranging the same under the usual estab¬ 
lished heads, and 

First, of shipping 

5. Both the Ilchester and Worcester having been aground in their 

outward bound passage, they were ordered up to town and their bottoms 

examined into and surveyed by our Master Attendant, whose reports are 
entered in our consultations, 

6. The Boscawen, Grantham and Fox having taken in about 2000 bags 

of saltpetre each for the use of Fort St. George Presidency, ami as many 

stores for His Majesty's squadron as they could carry, they were dispatched 

to the Coast on the 5th April. Chi board those ships we consigned die 

President and Council of Fort St. George 73 chests of bullion and 2 thesis 
of gold. 

7. Immediately after their departure a rumor being quoted that a 

French ship was cruizing in Ballasore road to intercept the country vessells 

expected in from the different parts of India, the Board directed the Secretary 

to send Captains Tedd and Tiddeman in order to get their ships in readiness 

to fall down the river upon the first notice, intending to have sent them into 

Ballasore road for the protection of our trade, had the report above mentioned 

been confirmed from good authority, but as we heard no more of the vessel! 

which was supposed to be a French cruizer, our orders to the commanders 

of the Ilchester and Worcester went no further. 

• 8. Upon a report delivered in by the Master Attendant that the Fort St. 
George sloop was in want of more repairs than she was in reality worth, and 

that the Dragon sloop purchased at Falta was not capable of riding in 

Ballasore road, we ordered him to put them both tip to sale the 3fKftt Apt®* 
and to sell them to the highest bidder, which was accordingly performed 

and the amount of what they sold for has been brought to your credit in 
Capt. Wedderburn's account* 
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9. On the 24th April imported in this river the Try all sloop, Capt. 

Samuel Elliott, a small vessell freighted by the gentlemen at Fort Marl¬ 
borough to carry some advices to the President and Council of Fort St. 

George. That vessell had left Bencoolen in January, but not being able to 
fetch to windward of Madras and being in great want of provisions and 

water, the master of her thought it more eligible to bear away for this place. 
We supplied him with stores and provisions and advanced him at different 
times 1000 Arcot rupees, intending to have dispatched her in August to the 

Coast with the Bencoolen packett, but just as we were on the point of dis¬ 

patching her the master wrote in a letter to the Board informing us she had 

broke from her moorings, had lost all her anchors, her mast and bowsprit 

and had likewise received much damage in her hull, to repair which would 
require a great deal of time and expence; whereupon we thought it advisable 

to discharge her from the Company’s service, as she was an useless charge 

to them, duplicate of her packett having been received at Madras sometime 

before bv the Duke, 

10. The Fanny snow which had been sent to Achin and the Streighis 

of Malacca for intelligence returned hither on the 5th June with information 
that no French ships or vessells had been seen or heard of on that coast. 

11. Under this head it may be proper to inform Your Honors, that after 

the departure of the squadron and dispatch of all the European ships, the 
Master Attendant with Capt. Brohier and some commanders in the country 

service and pilots were desired to take into consideration and report to the 

Select Committee the most effectual method for destroying an enemy's fleet 
in case an attempt should be made by them to enter into the river and 

attack the settlement. The report was given in to the Select Committee, 

and by them laid before the Board, the substance of which was that five boats 
should be prepared to be filled with combustibles in order to burn their 

ships in case they advanced up the river, that the pagoda at Ingelie should 
be washed black, the great tree at that place cut down and the buoys removed 

or their positions altered. The Master Attendant and Captain Brohier were 
accordingly ordered to purchase boats and materials for the above mentioned 

purpose and to prepare everything for the execution of the scheme in case 
of an enemy's fleet advancing up the river. A sloop was likewise ordered to 
lay at Ingelie to black the pagoda, cut down the tree, and the buoys were 

taken up, but in the month of June the buoys were ordered to be replaced 

and the sloop at Ingelie withdrawn, as we had certain information of the 
enemy’s forces being landed on the Coast, and that our squadron was superior 
to theirs, which removed our apprehension of their coming direcdy to the Bay 
and rendered those precautions less necessary. The boats and combustibles 

were purchased before we received the above advice and are now in the 
Company’s stores, 

12. We have already advised of the arrival of the Hardwick, Capt. John 

Samson, and of the dispatch of the Mermaid sloop to Fort St. George with 

the packett for that Presidency received per Hardwick. The Mermaid left 

MacLrass the 18fh October and is daily expected in the river. 

13. Upon the application of Capt. Tedd we put on board the Ilchester 

as soon as she was off shore 200 tons of petre, as we have done likewise on 
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the Worcester and Hardwick, which will facilitate their dispatch upon their 
return. 

14. In the month of March we requested the gentlemen at Madras* to 

inform us as early as possible how far they would be assisting in the dispatch 

of any of the ships to Europe this season and whether it would he agreeable 

to them to have one of the ships then in our river sent up in September 
with her charterparty redwood and saltpetre and 4 or 500 bales from hence 

to be filled up and finally dispatched from their Presidency. In answer to 

which they acquainted us they had altered the destination of the Grantham, 

Capt. Oliver, as they were in want of a vessell to carry home some advices of 

importance, and for tonnage for near 1800 bales they had in hand: instead 

therefore of dispatching her to Canton, they should send her directly to 

England in July or August with a compleat loading of bales. As by this 

information we found it unnecessary to station a ship to be filled up in 

September on the Coast, we purpose to have sent the Ilchester to Europe 

early in December with a compleat loading from hence, but the Select Com¬ 

mittee having desired the Board to give the commanders of the three ship 

then in the river directions to obey their orders in an expedition to the 

southward, we acquiesced with their request as we were assured by them it 

would be of greatest importance to the Company's affairs to send a body 

of troops to Visagapatam which could not be effected without the Europe 

ships were permitted to transport them to that place. We are in hourly 

expectation of the arrival of two of them at least and shall proceed in loading 

them for England the moment they arrive in the river. 

15. It being necessary to send two small vesselis upon that expedition 

for the conveniencv of landing the men and stores, we purchased the Loo 

and Watson sloops for that use, the Company’s carpenters and Master 

Attendant having first surveyed them and reported to the Board their condi¬ 

tion and value. 

16. Captain John Tedd departed this life of a fever on the 22nd July 

and we have confirmed Mr. James Ward, late chief mate of the Ilchester, 

in the command of that ship. 

17. On the arrival of Captn. James Barton the Board informed him of 

Your Honours’ appointment of him to the office of Master Attendant and 

directed him to take the charge of the marine of this settlement as such 

which he accordingly did. 

18. Sometime after he delivered in a letter to the Board with some pro¬ 

posals for the regulation of the dock head and a reduction of the expence of 

marine. Upon a due consideration of the said report (which is entered 

after our consultation of the 4th September) the Board were of opinion that 

most of the proposals were proper and that they would tend to the benefit 

of the Company and settlement in general. Captn, Barton was therefoare 

directed to put them in execution with such alterations and amendment 

as the Board at that time made. We flatter ourselves that we shall be abfe 

to reduce tins branch of the Company’s expence stil more when we mmm 

to take the particular parts of it more immediately into otu* condiltaiios* 

We hope to acquaint Your Honors before the departure of the ships of this 

season the results of our examination. 
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19. The Company’s sloop Cuddalore, Capt. Baker, being sent on a cruize 

of intelligence by the Governor and Council of Fort St. George, fell to 

leeward of that port on her return and put into Bengali, and the Hunter 

schooner arrived here the 23rd October from Madrass after a very tedious 

passage. Upon a representation from the Master Attendent concerning those 

two vessells we ordered the Hutiter schooner to be sold at outcry and directed 

Capt. Barton to convert the Cuddalore sloop into a schooner. 

20. The President and Council of Bombay wrote to us in April and May 

to supply them with 500 tonns petre. In consequence of this request we 

have sent 4000 baggs on the Hardwick, Capt. Matcham, and 2200 baggs 

on the Bombay frigate, Captn. Crichton. The remainder shall be forwarded 

by such other conveyances as may proceed to that Presidency. 

21. In our letter of the 22nd October we acquainted Your Honours of 

the advices we had received concerning the quantity of surplus pepper there 

was likely to be at Fort Marlborough this season, and that we should dispatch 

two ships to that place to be filled up in case the annual ships of this season 

arrived in time. We have accordingly stationed the London to fill up with 

pepper at Bencoolen and should have made the same appointment of the 

Warren, if Capt. Glover had not informed us, it was necessary to heave her 

down, which will detain her too late in the season. 

22. Since writing thus far the llchester imported from Vizagapatam. 

This ship we are now lading with bales and shall be able to dispatch her 

from hence the last week in December. We may likewise expect the 

Worcester in a very few days, as she was to return as soon as ever she had 

landed the cannon and military stores with which she and the Hardwick 
was sent to the southward of Vizagapatam. 

23. As the Warren must come up to town and cannot on that account 
be dispatched to Bencoolen, we have determined upon sending her in 

January to Fort St. George to be filled up and finally dispatched to Europe 
from that Presidency. 

24. We had determined before upon sending the Worcester to Bencoolen 

to fill up with pepper but as we esteem it of more importance to forward the 

investments from this place on the earliest conveyances, we shall on her 

arrival immediately proceed in lading her with the bales we have in our 

warehouse and hope to give the captain his dispatch by the 20 January. 

Instead of the Worcester we purpose to order one of the ships still expected 

from England to Fort Marlborough to take in the surplus pepper at that 
settlement if those ships arrive in time to be returned to Europe this season 
via Bencoolen. 

’ 25* The Hardwick will in like manner be returned in February with 

a compleat loading from this place, and we flatter ourselves with the' hopes of 

being able to dispatch another ship from hence this season conformable to 
what we wrote Your Honours in our letter of the 22nd October. 

26. Colonel Forde having recommended Capt. James Ward very 
strongly to the Board for his readiness in doing everything in his power to 

his satisfaction and for his good treatment of the officers and men who were 

passengers in his ship, we sent for Capt. Ward and in consequence of Colonel 

Forde s request returned him the thanks of this Board for his behaviour 
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we beg leave likewise to mention him to Your Honours as a jhtmhi wry 

deserving your notice. We wish we could say as much of Capon Samson 
whose behaviour is much complained of by Mr. Johnstone. 

27. The requests and letters received from Capts. Tedd and Ward with 

the Master Attendant’s reports and surveys of the lie Hester are transmitted 

in this packett under the numbers annexed to them in the list of the 

packett. 

Secondly, of goods from Europe or from one part of India to another 

28. Your Honours will find by our consultation of the 20th March 

that we have referred the deficiency of copper per Grantham and Fox to 

be settled between the Company and owners of those ships in Europe 

and that for the following reasons. The purser of the Grantham had 

objected on the bill of lading to the weight of the copper laden on that ship, 

and as Your Honours had accepted the bill upon those terms and had not 

wrote us anything concerning it we were of opinion that in justice we could 

not insist upon Captn, Oliver’s paying for the deficiency, and therefore deli¬ 

vered up his bill of lading. Capt. Hume applied to us by letter to have the 

amount of his deficiency referred to Europe as the copper turned out right in 

tale, which we complied with, the short weight of it being but trifling. 

29. By the enclosed account sales of broad cloth and copper made the 

18th June you will observe those articles have sold at a very high price, parti¬ 

cularly the copper and aurora broad cloth which are still in great demand; 

we must request therefore that our indents may be punctually complied with, 

as the Company will, we flatter ourselves, reap great benefit by their imports 

at this settlement in future. 

30. Upon the arrival of the London and Warren we advertised a pubEck 

sale of broad doth, lead and copper for the 27th December, what was sold 

in June being mostly deared out. 

31. As the ordinary broad cloth and perpets sold so very well at this place, 

we informed the President and Council of Fort St. George that they might 
send those sortments to us in case they found no vend for them at their own 

settlement, and shall in like manner advise the President and Coundl of 

Bombay. 

32. We have given the strictest attention to prevent die clandestine 

importation of illidt commodities by the commanders and officers of your ships 

that the nature of the affair would admit of, by ordering all sloops and boats 

with private trade to be examined and inspected by the Import Warehouse 
Keeper or people employed by him, before the goods were suffered to be landed, 

with several other regulations of which we gave you advice in our letters of 

last season. Your Honours may depend on our using our utmost endeavours 

to prevent the commanders and officers of your ships from landing more than 

your permission and indulgence allows of and we hope the establishment o£ a 

Custom Masmr with warehouses for that purpose will more effectually put a 

stop to such practises. 

33. The account remains of naval stores and rodents for the samevah not 
be ready to be transmitted by this ship but as the iron received Ink jeax sold 
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for a great profit and still continues in demand we are of opinion the quantity 

sent out annually might be increased. 

34. We believe that a quantity of broad cloth, lead and copper would sell 

to advantage at Patna but as the risque of the passage to that factory is great 

and those articles went off at very high rates at our own sales in Calcutta, we 

thought it best to dispose of the whole at outcry; but whenever we find the 

demand for your imports lessen at this place, we shall immediately send part 

of what we receive up to Patna and make the tryal. We formerly designed 

of selling those articles at the marts and aurungs round us under the inspection 

of junior servants. 

35. The copper invoiced for battery is variously marked, and though 

valued at the same rate in the invoices from Europe, bears very different prices 

in Calcutta; we request therefore that the quantities of each particular stamp 

may be noted in future in the invoice to facilitate the assorting of it here. 

36. We beg leave in this place to repeat our complaint of the black velvet 

which for three or four years past has been entirely rotten. 

37. All kinds of marine stores are wanted for the use of our sloops, which 

we desire to be amply supplied, but as the Company have a great stock of large 

anchors, we must here repeat what we last year requested, that no anchor 
larger than 10 or 11 cwt may be sent to this place till particularly indented for. 

Thirdly, of investments 

38. Our business continues to be carried on by gomastahs as has been 

practised for some years past, which method we observe with pleasure is so 

much approved of by Your Honours. You may rest assured of our being as 

carefull as possible to avoid having more money at the aurungs at one time 

than there may be occasion for, nor shall we be wanting in any endeavours to 

encourage the merchants to manufacture and bring into our cottah as large a 

quantity of ready money goods as we can prevail on them to provide, conform¬ 

able to your orders. But we apprehend these inconveniences will always arise 

from having any considerable quantities of the Company's sortments of cloth 
made by the private merchants, that the prices will be enhanced at the aurungs 

on account of the multiplicity of purchasers, and the gomastahs employed for 

the Company will find it more difficult to compleat their orders unless they take 
indifferent goods. 

39. An instance of this kind we have experienced this season, and have 
been obliged (on account of the number of gomastahs fixed at the aurungs by 

the Dutch, Armenians, and private merchants of this settlement) to permit 

our people to advance the weavers a trifle on their former prices and to be less 
strict in the prising of their cloth in order to procure the full of your orders. 

Our reasons for this step, with the Export Warehouse Keeper, his minute and 

letter to the Board on the occasion. Your Honours will find entered at large on 
our consultations of the 19 June and 3rd July to which we beg leave to be 

referred. Before the receipt of your commands of this season we had employed 

a gomastah to purchase putney at Radnagur and other aurungs in order to make 

a tryal of that silk, a small quantity of which will be forwarded on each of the 

ships this year; this sortment of silk being the kind which in your orders is 
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termed the sannah silk, and 150 bales directed to be provided and sent home, 
we have come to a resolution to send Mr. Hugh Watts to that aurung for the 

purchase of the putney, as he has been some years at Cossimbuzar and is well 
versed in that branch of business. 

40. The provision of as large a proportion of our investment as possible 
within our own bounds is so desirable an object and we are sensible would be 

attended with so many advantages to our employers that we shall leave no 

means unessayed to effect it. The new acquisition of lands would admit of a 

great number of weavers, provided we could prevail on them to settle there, 

but we are apprehensive the lowness of the ground to the southward of Calcutta 

and the saltness of the air will be great impediments to their coming, nor can 

the cloth be dressed to such advantage where the water is brackish, However, 
Your Honours may rely on our giving all the encouragement in our power to 
the weavers of the adjacent aurungs to become the Company's tenants. 

41. By the account enclosed in this packett No. 38 is a statement of the 

sums of money we have sent up to each aurung this season and the account 

of goods already received from thence, what quantity of doth is ready but not 

arrived in Calcutta, with the ballance of money and outstanding advances not 

collected in when the last advices came away. 

42. Your orders in relation to sending annually a rotation of junior 

servants to reside at the doth aurungs should have been complied with had we 
servants sufficient at this settlement to spare for such services; but as we have 

barely enough for the writing business in the several offices, we shall be obliged 

to postpone your orders till we have a greater number of junior servants. 

43. We shall next proceed to recite the most material particulars of mu- 

correspondence with our subordinates, beginning with Cossirabuzar, to which 

factory Mr. Wilder went up in the beginning of March to put m execution 

your instructions to him in regard to the winding off the raw silk. 

44. On the 16 of that month we received a letter from him on that subject 

wherein among other things he recommended that a sett of winders be constant¬ 

ly kept in the Company's pay and that a house be built on the Puddapar 
for the residence of a covenanted servant that the investments of silk made 

there might be conducted under the eye of an European and that he himself 

would go over for a short time in order to instruct the people in the method 

of winding of the Company’s silk so as to prevent the frequent complaints 

of it from Europe. 

45. The gentlemen at Cossimbuzar having in their letter of the 12 March 

recommended the same measures as the most likely means of getting the 
Company’s silk wound of agreable to your repeated directions, we in reply to 

their letter permitted them to retain in the Company’s pay such a number 
of winders as they judged proper and to build a bungaloe on the Paddapar 

for the residence of a junior servant to make the silk investment there. 

46. As Mr. Wilder came out with your orders to alter and amend the 

present method of winding off the silk produced in this country, and m k 
would have been very tedious and a great delay to their business for him BO 

have made his represamaAms fest to the Board before he put fob plans and 
designs in execution, we (feared that gentleman to lay any proposal fee laigbt: 

have to offer om the subject of rife before the Council of Gosria&iw, wbek 
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being on the spot, must be the best judges how far those proposals were 

practicable and would accordingly see them executed if it could be performed. 
At the same time we enjoined the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar to give the 

strictest attenuon to Mr. Wilder's proposals and use their best endeavours to 
make the winders comply with his instructions and the methods he might 

recommend. We directed them likewise to give him all the assistance in their 
power whenever he should be in want of it, either from his ignorance of the 

language or any other account. 

47. The gentlemen at Cossimbuzar in a letter dated the 25 February 

informed us of their having taken your orders concerning that factory into 

their serious consideration, and that they esteemed the following methods for 

conducting their business might be followed with advantage to the Company. 

First, that three gomastahs be appointed for the provision of silk piece-goods. 

Next, that three others be sent to the aurungs where gurrahs are manufactured 

for the provision of that article. Thirdly, that either a warehouse be built at 

the Puddapar with proper conveniences for carrying on the silk business at that 

place, or that an order be procured from the Nabob to forbid any silk being 

wound off on that side of the river. In the same letter they acquainted us 

they had sent gomastahs for the provision of Rungpoor and Commercolly silk 

as likewise to the Puddapar for the putney of the Guzzerat and November 

Bund sortments, that the two former they had hopes of being able nearly to 

compleat, but were apprehensive they should fall short of the latter which was 

entirely owing to the scarcity of winders, to remove which complaint they 

proposed—1st, to endeavour to procure a perwannah from the Nabob to oblige 

the surdars to furnish them with such a number of winders as were employed 

at the time of the loss of their factory—2d, that an addition of two rupees per 

maund be given to the winders whose allowance at present was too small and 

3d, that a perwannah be procured from the Nabob to forbid any surdars from 

employing winders at their own houses. These proposals they submitted to 

our considerations as the only means which, upon the strictest enquiry, had 

occurred to them for the recovery of that valuable branch of the Company’s 

investment which they feared would fall unless some very effectual means 
were used to support it. 

48. In our answer to the before mentioned letter we forbade the gentlemen 

of Cossimbuzar to make any application to the durbar concerning the silk 

winders, as we were apprehensive such an application just at that juncture 

might disgust the Nabob and make him imagine we were endeavouring to 

engross the whole trade of his country to ourselves. We permitted them to 

advance 2 rupees per maund to the winders to encourage them to work for 
the Company and gave them liberty (as we have before observed) to build a 

bungaloe on the Puddapar for carrying on the business there under the inspec¬ 
tion of a covenanted servant. The method they proposed of procuring their 

investment of gurrahs and silk piece goods by means of gomastahs was so 

conformable to Your Honours’ orders and our own practice, that we could not 

but greatly approve of it and accordingly directed them to put that plan in 
execution. 

49. As we had disapproved of any publick application to the durbar for 
a perwannah to interdict the surdars from winding off rilk at their own hou$&, 

the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar in concurrence with the Dutch factory, and 
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the principal merchants of die place, have entered into a general agreement 
feigned by ail parties “That none should in future give any silk to be wound 
oh by the suraars at their own houses,” which agreement they have hopes will 
produce the desired effect and enable them 10 procure a sufficient number of 
winders for the Company's investment. 

50. Ia a letter of the 6th June the gentlemen at Cossinibuzar informed us 
that the putney received from the late Nabob Suraj ud Dowla was on account 
of the agreement abovementioned returned by the surdars on their hands, and 
it being impossible to attempt the winding it off without causing a totai 

desertion of their winders, they requested our directions what to do with it 
and whether they should dispose of it at outcry, it being unfit for the CompanyV 
use; in answer to which we directed them to get it wound off fit for private 
trade if it was found impracticable to wind it off properly for Europe ; but that 

if it could not be done without impeding the business of the present year we 
ordered them to send the putney down to Calcutta; but soon after we counter¬ 

manded the sending of it to Calcutta, as we were convinced it would not sell 
here for anything, the putney being old and a sortment that winders of this 
place are not used to, for which reasons we ordered the gentlemen at Cossim- 
buzar to sell it there at outcry if it could not be wound off fit for private trade. 
It has accordingly been sold and the amount brought to credit at that factory. 

51. The gentlemen at Cossimbuzar having pressed us frequently for 
supplies of treasure they were directed by the Board in August to send us an 
estimate of the quantity of goods we might expect from that factory this season. 
To which they replied that it was impossible for them to send us an exact 

estimate of the investment they should be able to make this year, but in 
general they informed us that they should be able to compleat their orders 
for gurrahs and silk piece-goods, but should fall greatly short in the silk. 

52. In a letter of 30 August they observed to us that the silk piece-goods 

dispatched some days before were good in general, and particularly the lungee 

romals which they could with justice say are superior to any sent for many 
years, that they hatter themselves likewise the silk will be more favourably 
received by Your Honours than what was formerly sent, as the evils so much 
complained of are in some measure rectified, but should that nevertheless not 
be quite compleat in that respect, they assure us it does not proceed from any 
inattention or want of diligence in diem. 

53. Under date the 14 July the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar acquainted us 
that upon examining the accounts of Kissenundab, the Company's gomastak, 
they had found great reason to suspect him guilty of several frauds in the 
management of the investments, that they had already detected him in giving 

in false accounts for the year 1756, in which he had overcharged 8427 Rs. in 
the real cost of the goods provided by him, that they were then upon a strict 

scrutiny into his accounts for the last year, of the result of which they should 
afterwards advise us, but that in the meantime as they had discovered sufficient 
to prove Mm unfit for the trust hitherto reposed in him, they requested our 
orders in what manner they should act for the getting in the remaining part 
of the investment, that they were afraid to take charge of it into dbehr own 

hands would cause great confusion in their accounts and render Atm Mvest- 
nmt greatly defective, and to amtmne Kissenundah in Ms employ till the 

Voi CL—22 
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the principal merchant* oi the place, ha\c entered into a general agreement 
feigned by all parties "That none should in future give any silk to be Hound 
oil by the suraars at their own houses/’ which agreement they have hopes will 
produce tire desired effect and enable them to procure a sufficient number of 
winders for the Company's investment. 

50. In a letter of the 6th June the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar informed its 
that the putney received from the late Nabob Sura] ud Dowla was on account 
of the agreement abovementioned returned by the surdars on their hands, and 
it being impossible to attempt the winding it off without causing a total 
desertion of their winders, they requested our directions what to do with it 
and whether they should dispose of it at outcry, it being unfit for the Company'V 
use; in answer to which we directed them to get it wound off fit for private 
trade if it was found impracticable to wind it oft properly for Europe ; but that 
if it could not be done without impeding the business of the present year we 
ordered them to send the putney down to Calcutta; but soon after we counter¬ 
manded the sending of it to Calcutta, as we were convinced it would not sell 
here for anything, the putney being old and a sortmenr that winders of this 
place are not used to, for which reasons we ordered the gendemen at Cossim- 
buzar to sell it there at outcry if it could not be wound oft fit for private trade. 
It has accordingly been sold and the amount brought to credit at that factory. 

51. The gentlemen at Cossimbuzar having pressed us frequently for 
supplies of treasure they were directed by the Board in August to send us an 
estimate of the quantity of goods we might expect from that factory this season. 
To which they replied that it was impossible for them to send us an exact 
estimate of the investment they should be able to make this year, but in 
general they informed us that they should be able to compleat their carders 
tor gurrahs and silk piece-goods, but should fall greatly short in the silk. 

52. In a letter of 30 August they observed to us that the silk piece-goods 
dispatched some days before were good in general, and particularly the lungee 
romals which they could with justice say are superior to any sent fear many 
years, that they Matter themselves likewise the silk will be more favourably 
received by Your Honours than what was formerly sent, as the evils so much 
complained of are in some measure rectified, but should that nevertheless not 
be quite compleat in that respect, they assure us it does not proceed from any 
inattention or want of diligence in them. 

53. Under date the 14 July the gentlemen at Cossimbuzar acquainted us 
that upon examining the accounts of Kissenundah, the Company's gomastah, 
they had found great reason to suspect him guilty of several frauds in the 
management of the investments, that they had already detected him in giving 
in false accounts for the year 1756, in which he had overcharged 8427 Rs. in 
the real cost of the goods provided by him, that they were then upon a strict 
scrutiny into his accounts tor the last year, of the result of which they should 
afterwards advise us, but that in the meantime as they had discovered sufficient 
to prove Mm unfit for the trust hitherto reposed in him, they requested our 
orders in what manner they should act for the getting in the remaining part 
of the investment, that they were afraid to take charge of it into their mm 
hands would cause great confusion in their accounts and render their invest¬ 
ment greatly defective, ami to continue Kissenundah in his employ till the 
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end of the season might prove a great prejudice to the Company; they 
repeated their request therefore for our orders how to act. 

54. In our reply to that letter we left it to them to act in such a manner 
as they might judge most conducive to the two great ends, viz., to be carefull 

the Company’s money was not embezzled, or their employers defrauded by 
false accounts, and that their investments might not be defective either in 
quality or quantity. What measure would best effect those ends, we could not 
be such good judges of as they who were on the spot, for which reason we left 
them at liberty to do as they thought proper. 

55. We have nothing to add concerning this factory, but that we have 
supplied it this year from time to time with 9,23,353-12-9 current rupees and 
5 gold mohurs for carrying on their investment and other uses. 

56. We have but little to say of the business of our other subordinates 

which has been conducted by the respective gentlemen at each of them without 
any very material circumstances to take notice of, particularly at Dacca, 
Luckypore and Ballasore. The investments from the two first of those 
factories are very satisfactory and we doubt not will meet Your Honours’ 
approbation. 

57. The Chaundpoor cloth has been this year provided partly at Dacca 
and partly at Luckypore but as this method is found inconvenient and tends 
to enhancing the price, we have directed the gentlemen at Dacca to provide 

the whole the ensuing season and have forbid our servants at Luckypore 
interfering with the Chaundpoor aurung. 

58. The sannoes this year are in our opinion inferior to what were 
provided some seasons past and we have accordingly pointed out the defects 
to Mr. Playdell and have directed him not only to amend the fabrick but to 
get the weavers to deliver more of the upper letters, even if he is obliged to 
advance a trifle in the price to induce them to do so. 

59. Conformable to your directions we shall send no brown superfine 

sannoes to the Coast to be chintzed and have returned what had been 
provided for that use (before the receipt of your orders) to be dressed. 

60. In our letter of the 22d October we acquainted Your Honors of the 

perwannah we had obtained of the Nabob for the sole purchase of petre in 
the province of Bahar, which has been a very considerable benefit to our 

employers, as we shall by that means not only secure a sufficient quantity 
for the Company’s several uses at a very low price, but shall get a large profit 
on the surplus quantity we propose to spare the Dutch Company, and will 
make the Patna factory prove one of the most profitable establishment in 
these provinces. 

61. The doth manufactured at that factory will likewise be procurable 
on much more reasonable terms than we have been able to get it for some 
years past. We have recommended it to Mr. Amyatt and his Council to exert 
themselves in* that branch of their business, and have hopes they will be able 
to send down a good investment of cloth the ensuing season. 

62. In the list of goods to be provided in Bengal, transmitted per Warren 
and London, Your Honours have forbid our sending home any Patna baftaes. 
As we imagine that was owing to the high price formerly paid for that 
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sortmcnt, we have directed the gentlemen at Patna to tend us musters of their 
baftacs and to inform us of the lowest prices they can procure them for. If 
we find they turn out anything reasonable we purpose to continue sending 

home the usual quantity till we receive your further orders on that head. 

63, Those factor vs have been supplied in money and bills with the 
following sums annexed to their respective names for the provision of their 

investments and other uses viz., 

Patna with rupees current 2,12,432-14 

Dacca with rupees current 4,67,050- 0 

Luckypore with rupees current 32,775- 0 
Ballasore with rupees current 75330- 0 

and 100 gold mohurs. 

Fourthly, of the trade of India and transactions with the 
Country Government, and Europeans settled in India 

64. Your Honours were informed last season by the Select Committee 

of the march of our army to the northward with the Nabob and his forces 

in order to secure the province of Bahar, and prevent any inroads from the 
neighbouring princes. It remains for us to acquaint you of the success of 

that expedition which produced all the good consequences we could wish lor, 

as it reconciled Ramnarain, the Patna Subah, and Jaffeir Ally Cawn, secured 
him in the Nabob’s interest, quieted the disturbances in Poorneah, and 

deterred the Nabob of Oude from attempting any thing against the peace 

and tranquillity of this kingdom. 

65. As soon as ever the mutual Jealousies subsisting between the Nabob 
and Ramnarain were happily accommodated by the CokmeFs influence and 

mediation and the government of Patna confirmed on Ramnarain, the army 

returned from thence and were quartered at Sydavad, where part of our troops 

still remain. 

66 While the army was in the neighbourhood of Patna Mr. Amyatt and 
his Council requested Colonel Clive would apply to the Nabob to grant the 
Company an exclusive perwannah for the purchase of petre on the same terms 
as Coia Wazeed had enjoyed it for some years past, which perwannah Colonel 
Clive obtained of the Nabob with great difficulty, as he imagined it would be 
perpetually the grant if given in the Company’s name, and we have reason 
to believe that nothing but his fear of the English and the assistance he might 
have occasion to demand of us (in case of any exigency) induced him to 
comply with our petition for that grant. The Company are to pay annually 
to the Nabob 15,000 Rs. and to Ramnarain 10,000 Rs. tor this exclusive 
privilege and are to supply the Nabob with 20,000 maunds of petre on the 

same terms as we buy it for. 
67 ike advantages of having this exclusive privilege in our hands sere 

so mam and so apparent, that we think it would be needless to say a great 
deal upon that head. We shall however beg leave to point out two or dwee 
that appear to us of the utmost importance. First, the Company by mine 
of this perwannah will always be secure of a sufficient quantity of P®®* ** * 
very moderate price for their homeward bound shipping and the asesof tor 

Presidency*. Next, it will prevent die French from being aapfned mm 
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sortment, we have directed the gentlemen at Patna to send us musters of their 
haftacs and to inform us of the lowest prices they can procure them for. If 
we find they turn out anything reasonable we purpose to continue sending 
home the usual quantity dll we receive your further orders on that head, 

63. Those factorys have been supplied in money and bills with the 
following sums annexed to their respective names for the provision of their 
investments and other uses viz., 

Patna with rupees current 
Dacca with rupees current 
Luckvpore with rupees current 
Ballasore with rupees current 

2,12,432-14 
4,67,050- 0 

32,775- 0 
75330- 0 

and 100 gold mohurs. 

Fourthlys of the trade of India and transactions with the 
Country Government, and Europeans settled in India 

64. Your Honours were informed last season by the Select Committee 
of the march of our army to the northward with the Nabob and his forces 
in order to secure the province of Rahar, and prevent any inroads from the 
neighbouring princes. It remains for us to acquaint you of the success of 
that expedition which produced all the good consequences we could wish for, 
as it reconciled Ramnarain, the Patna Subah, and Jaffeir Ally Cawn, secured 
him in the Nabobs interest, quieted the disturbances in Poorneah, and 
deterred the Nabob of Oude from attempting any thing against the peace 
and tranquillity of this kingdom. 

65. As soon as ever the mutual jealousies subsisting between the Nabob 
and Ramnarain were happily accommodated by the Colonel's influence and 
mediation and the government of Patna confirmed on Ramnarain, the army 
returned from thence and were quartered at Sydavad, where part of our troops 

still remain. 

66. While the army was in the neighbourhood erf Patna Mr. Amyatt ami 
biR Council requested Colonel Clive would apply to the Nabob to grant the 
Company an exclusive perwannah for the purchase of petre on the same terms 
as Coja Wazeed had enjoyed it for some years past, which perwannah Colonel 
Clive obtained of the Nabob with great difficulty, as he imagined k would be 
perpetually the grant if given in the Company's name, and we have reason 
to believe that nothing but his fear of the English and the assistance he might 
have occasion to demand of us (in case of any exigency) induced him to 
comply with our petition for that grant. The Company are to pay annually 
to the Nabob 15,000 Rs. and to Ramnarain 10,000 Rs. for this exclusive 
privilege and are to supply the Nabob with 20,000 maunds of petre on the 

same terms as we buy it for. 
67. The advantages of having this exclusive privilege in our hands are 

so many ami m apparent, that we think it would be needless to my a pmt 
deal upon that head. We shall however beg leave to point out two or three 
that appear to us of the utmost importance. First, the Company by virtue 
of this perwannah will always be secure of a sufficient quantity of petre m a 
very moderate price for their homeward bound shifting and die iN* uf their 
other Preskiencys. Next, it will prevent the French bom being suppled with 
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this article by Danish vesselis, as we shall take care to dispose of none of the 
surplus quantity, which we shall sell to the Dutch and our own country 
shipping at the markett price of it in Calcutta. 

68. Your Honours will observe that upon obtaining this exclusive 
priviledge of purchasing petre in Bahar, the Dutch Chief and his Council at 
Patna took upon them to protest against Colonel Clive and Mr. Amyatt for 
the damage their Company might suffer by being deprived of the liberty of 
buying their petre in that province as usual. This protest being delivered to 
Mr. Amyatt and by him returned again to them, the Director and Council 
at Hughiey transmitted us a copy of it, seconded by a kind of protest from 
themselves on the same occasion, which we replied to, by acquainting them 
we had done nothing new in procuring this p$rwannah, Coja Wajeed having 
held it on the same terms for many years before; that the Dutch themselves 
had endeavoured last year not only to obtain a grant for the sole purchase of 
petre, but of opium too, that we knew of no treaty subsisting between His 
Brittanick Majesty and the States General which was infringed by this indul¬ 
gence of the Subah’s to our employers, and that it is plain they did not 
imagine it would be any infraction of treatys if the Nabob had acquiesced 
with their request for the same exclusive priviledge. 

69. In our letters of last year you were advised of the recommendation 
of the Select Committee to make a fortification on Burrumpoor plains, and 
keep a garrison there. As the Board approved of that system and intended 
to have put it in execution, Mr. Scrafton (who resided at Moraudbaug and 
transacted the Company’s affairs at the durbar in the absence of the Colonel 
and Mr. Watts) was directed to procure a perwannah for the ground there¬ 
abouts and a sunnud to fortify upon that spot if we thought proper. Both 
the purwannah and sunnud for fortifying were obtained in the month of 
March and are entered in our consultation of the 6th of that month and the 
gentlemen at Cossimbuzar were ordered to purchase materials for making a 
factory there, but in July last those orders were countermanded as the forti¬ 
fications at Calcutta required our principal attention and Capn. Brohier could 
not be spared to supravise the works at Cossimbuzar. 

70. Your Honours having in your commands of the 8th March dis¬ 
approved of our erecting any fortifications up the country, we shall in 
consequence of those orders desist in our design for fortifying Burrumpoor 
till your further pleasure is known, taking the liberty at the same time to offer 
you our sentiments on that subject without reserve. We must then in the 
first place observe that there can be little or no confidence put on these country 
people, and although the present Subah may be extremely well-attached to 
die English from motives of gratitude and from a sense of his own interest 
being so connected with ours that they are inseparable, yet bis successor may 
perhaps entertain very different sentiments and even be led to believe that it 
would be for his honour and advantage to lessen our power and influence in 
the country. In such a case, a strong fortification, well garrisoned so near 
his capital as Burrumpoor, would be an invincible obstacle to his attempting 
anything that might prove destructive to the Company’s interest, as it would 
not be possible for him to make preparations or to take any steps which the 
gentlemen at that factory would not receive immediate advice of and conse¬ 
quently have it in their power to put a stop to and check any measures that 
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might be forming at the durbar to molest our trade or settlement. In the 

next place wc are of opinion it will lx* a means of preserving the tranquillity 
of the country and keeping it free of intestine disturbances. It will likewise 
prevent any malecontents in the city from attempting to destroy the Subah, 

a practise too common In the eastern world, and always attended with 
confusion and interruption to the trade of the country. The protection it 

may afford the Nabob In case his capital should he attacked bv a foreign 
power is a further, and not the least, utility of such a fortification, and lastly, 

we think it would very much conduce to the maintaining our present influence 

at the durbar, a circumstance of so much consequence to the Company's trade 

and interest in these provinces that it should at all events be preserved, 

71. Having delivered our opinion of the building a fortification and 

keeping a garrison at Burrumpoor, we leave it to you to determine on it as 

you judge proper and shall follow your directions thereon In answer to this 

address, observing to Your Honours that when we speak of a fortification we 

do not intend a work of such extent and strength as that carrying on at 

Calcutta, but one that may be compleatcd for a very trifling expence, and yet 

be sufficient to resist any attempts of the Moors to take it. 

72. You were informed last season by our Select Committee of the receipt 
of the amulnomma for the lands to be held by the Company as a zemindarry, 

and that Mr. Frankland had been ordered on a circuit round those grounds, 
with directions to take possession of the same in the Company's name, and to 
plant our colours at the villages and marketts in his progress. The result 
of his enquiries and our further proceedings will he given in full under the 
head of revenues. In this place we shall only mention that it being strongly 
recommended by that gentleman to endeavour to procure the zemindarry of 
the grounds to the northward of Calcutta as high as Banquebazar, Mr, 
Hastings (who resides at Moraudbaug in the same capacity Mr. Scrafton did) 
was directed by us to endeavour to get the Nabob to include the lands to the 
northward of Calcutta in his sunnud, which, by his letter of the 1st December 
he informs us, is at last and after much difficulty settled and adjusted and 
the ground betwixt Banquebazar and Calcutta declared to belong to the 
English, But notwithstanding this intelligence we shall not esteem it secure 
till the sunnud has passed the forms and is sealed. When we receive the grant 
properly authenticated we shall acquaint Your Honours of the advantages we 
expect will accrue to the Company from the possession of those lands. A 
tract of land to the north east of Calcutta belonging to the pergunnah of 
Annerpoor has been, likewise, applied for in order to square the Companies 
boundaries, which Mr. Hastings in his foregoing letter gives us hopes he shall 
be able to include in the sunnud. 

73. Before we quit this subject it may be proper to take notice that after 
writing the above we received a letter from Mr. Hastings dated the* 6th 
December acquainting us that, upon his pressing the Nabob to confkm and 
order a sunnud fix* die Company's lands, he started some objections to passing 
the grant alledging that the lands obtained by the Company greatly exceeded 
his agreement, that he knew of no limits agreed upon and that he had oatly 
promised to grant the Company a tract of land the revenues whereof AmM 
amount to a laak of rupees and if it was otherwise expressed in the treaty m 

was owing to the treachery of Roydoolab who had deceived him in it. Thzx 
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he made at the same time some objection to the addition of Annerpoor to 
the Company’s zemidarree and offered instead thereof to give them the 
waddadarree of that pergunnah. But in the sequel of Mr. Hastings his letter 
we have the pleasure to learn that the Nabob’s objections were removed by 
the intervention of the Royran and Rajabullub, who had both manifested very 
zealously their attachment to the English, that the Nabob had not only 
quitted his pretensions but ordered the Royran to draw up the sunnud, in 
the terms already agreed upon, which was begun, and he hoped in 2 or 3 days 
would be finished, but that he had been obliged to drop the affair of the 
Annerpoor pergunnah to prevent the sunnuds being delayed, the Nabob not 
seeming yet inclineabie to allow of that grant and being only willing to give 
the Company the wada or farm of that pergunnah. 

74* We shall now make a recital of our transactions relative to the 
moneys due from the Government, account the treaty made with the present 
Nabob, and shall begin with the sales of jewells, cloth and gold received in 
part payment. Such of the cloth as was fit for the Company’s use was taken 
on their account at the valuation we received it from the Nabob and sent 
home by last year’s shipping. The rest has been sold at outcry of which we 
gave publick notice two months before the sales. The jewells were likewise 
advertised for sale two or three months before the day of the outcry which 
begun the 15th June. We even gave notice of it to the President and Council 
of Fort St. George, that they might advertise our intention to the inhabitants 
of that place. The account sale both of the jewells and of the Muxadavad 
cloth is entered after our consultations of the 14 August, by which there 
appears a loss on the former of current rupees ... or about . . . per cent, 
and on the latter of current rupees 33,782-0-9 or 14 per cent. The gold has 
been sold out of the treasury at different times and at different prices and a 
nett gain of current rupees . . . gott by that article. The several funds 
concerned in the above have been debited and creditted for their proportions 
of loss and gain as before set forth. 

75. By a perusal of Mr. Scrafton’s letters received in January and 
February last Your Honours will find that he requested our permission to take 
bills on sundry persons at Dacca and Luckypoor in favour of the gentlemen 
at those factorys for such sums of money as the Government were 
desirous of giving drafts for, in part of the 1st sixth of the moiety then due 
from them account the treaty, which he assured us there would be no risk 
in accepting, as the bills would be drawn upon responsible people, that it 
would oblige the Nabob and facilitate the payments then making, which would 
be delayed in case we insisted on ready money. We assented to this proposal, 
and ordered him to take bills on responsible people at Dacca and Luckypore 
in favour of the gentlemen settled at those factorys as we knew they would 
be in want of money for carrying on their business and the risk of sending 
it up by water carriage would by this means be saved. The amount of bills 
drawn upon Dacca was sicca rupees . . . and upon Luckypore for sicca 

Rs . . . the whole or at least the greatest part of which has.been punctually 
discharged by those the bills were drawn upon. 

76. A tuncaw being given by the Nabob on the Phowsdar of Hugbley 
for about 5 laak of rupees, and the latter refusing the payment thereof, the 
Colonel and Mr. Watts laid the affair before the Nabob and desired payment 
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of that money by some means or other. It was accordingly settled by a 
tuncara: on Raninarain for 200,000 rupees and a promise of discharging the 
rest out of the treasury on the return of the troops to Muxadavad. The 
amount of Ramnarain's tuncazc was paid at different times to the gentlemen 
at Patna and the remaining 300,000 rupees received in specie at Muxadavad. 

77. Upon this subject we have only to add that the first year's payment 
has been settled by the Nabob and most part of the money for which 
tuncaws were given us received. We have received tuncaws likewise on the 
Rajahs of Burdwan and Nuddeah and on the Phowsdar of Hughley for the 
two thirds still due of the second moiety which there is not the least doubt of 
our being punctually paid : the kisty bund or monthly payments are settled 
and obligations given for the performance conformable to those kistybunds; 
Omichund and his heirs being security for the Nuddeah Rajah whose credit 
was not altogether so good as the other two. Our translate of their kistybunds 

and of Omichund’s security is entered after our consultation of the 30th 
November. 

78. As we were of opinion it was too troublesome a task for an European 
to collect in the payments amount the tuncaws given us by the Nabob and 
being willing likewise to get the moneys on the account brought by the rajahs 
immediately to Hughley without being sent to Muxadavad, we appointed 
Nundacomar1 on the 19th August tussuldar on behalf of the Company, he 
being recommended by the Select Committee as a person greatly attached to 
the English and very capable of the employ we had appointed him to. His 
business is to call upon the rajahs for the payments conformable to the 
kistybunds they have signed to and, when any considerable sum is received 
from them, to pay it into the treasury, and in order to give him greater weight 
and influence with the rajahs and zemindars, we have procured a perwannah 
from the Nabob empowering him to settle with the rajahs etc,, for the amount 
of their tuncaws to the Company. We hope this method will have a good 
effect and be a means of collecting in the money from those people without 
trouble and disputes. 

79. In order to give Your Honours a distinct view of the Nabob’s account 
we have enclosed a statement in this packett or account current between the 
Nabob and Company, in which he is debited for the whole of the donations 
specified in his treaty, and credited for whatever has been received in money, 
goods, jewells, gold, bills and tuncaws, by which statement Your Honours will 
perceive what remains to he received, for which baliance, as we before observ¬ 
ed, tuncaws are given on the Rajahs of Burdwan and Nuddeah and the 
Phowsdar of Hughley. By the latter ships of this season we shall transmit 
you a statement of what payments may be received into the treasury on 
account those tuncaws at the departure of those ships, when we flatter our¬ 
selves we shall be able to advise Your Honours that greatest part of the 
second third of the moiety (now paying off) is discharged. 

80. In this place we beg leave to apologize for a transaction of which you 
were made acquainted in our General letter per Marlborough viz., the advance 
of twenty iaak of rupees to the navy and army for their moiety of Ac mmmf 

thm due to them by virtue of the Subsists gift. But as the motive# which 
prompted the Board to make that advance were not so fuEy stated at they 
ought m have been, and as our assent to that proposal ifii probably appear 
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to Your Honours a very indiscreet step, we shall herein recite the particular 
circumstances which swayed us to comply with the urgent request of the 
Admiral and the navy commanders, and rely on your excuse of that affair, 
should our proceeding in it appear any way blameabie and precipitate. It 
must then be remembered that the time this proposal came from the Admiral 
and commanders of the squadron we were alarmed with reports which seemed 
to be well grounded that the French were in expectation of a large force from 
Europe. If that force arrived in India it was evident the Company’s posses¬ 
sions in all parts would be endangered but those in Bengal more than any 
of the rest because of the defenceless condition of our works and the weakness 
of our military strength which had been excessively reduced through sickness 
and casualties. Our whole dependance therefore was in the assistance of the 
squadron, and if the commanders of that squadron had been disgusted by 
our refusal the consequences might have been very dangerous to the Company’s 
interest. Before we returned the Admiral any positive answer to his request we 
received the certain intelligence that a French fleet had put in and landed a 
large body of men at Pondicherry and that six of their ships were actually 
sailed to the northward. We leave it to Your Honours to judge whether 
under such circumstances it would have been prudent to have disgusted not 
only the commanders but the inferior officers and private men of the squa¬ 
dron, who were all made to think that it was but reasonable the Governor 
and Council should advance their proportion of the moiety (then due from 
the Nabob) on account of their singular services in retaking Fort William 
and giving up all title to the effects found therein. The Board however took 
no notice of the Admiral’s first application, but a second letter being wrote 
then to the same purpose they were under a necessity of giving some answer, 
and for the reasons above mentioned, added to the great risque the Company 
would have at this settlement by so much ready money laying in the treasury, 
which would be utterly lost in case the place fell into the enemy’s hands, we 
agreed to offer the navy and army twenty laaks of rupees for the moiety of 
their donations then due from the Nabob. As the Company would by this 
means have had a claim on the Subah of these provinces, even should the 
settlement be lost, we judged the making of such an advance would be 
attended with no extraordinary risque, but rather secure the Company so 
much money in case of an accident, for on one side had the money laid in 
the treasury and the place had fallen into the hands of the enemy the whole 
was lost without a possibility of recovering it, while on the other hand an 
assignment from the navy and army on the Government for the moiety at 
that time due to them would have been a valid demand and might have been 
claimed ami probably recovered from the Subah whenever the English were 
settled again in these provinces, provided a sufficient number of troops were 
sent to enforce the demand. 

81. Your Honours will find by a reference to our consultations in 
October 1757 that they not only refused this offer of ours, but in their letters 
treated the Board in a manner very unbecoming either themselves or us; 
finding our offer as before mentioned (with a further proposal to refer it to 
the Company to allow them more if thought reasonable so to do) was not at 
all acceptable, and being very apprehensive of the consequence of giving 
offence to those on whom our safety at that juncture depended so much, we 
left it to them to propose their own terms which (in the circumstances we 
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were then under? we must have acquiesced with, but thi« offer was likewise 
rejected with great Tartness of expression and indecency of stile, whereupon 
all correspondence upon that paint was dropt for a time and would never have 
been revived bv us, but their agents attending the Board to settle the amount 
of their proportion of Jewells, gold and cloth received of the Nabob once more 
started the subject of an advance for the moietv at that time due to the navv 
and army, and as thev had authority from their principals to accept of our 
forme r proposal of 20 laaks, we assented for the reasons before recited to make 
them the advance of twenty laaks of such rupees as we had received from 
Muxndavad in full for their moiety of the Nabob's donation without any 
reference to Europe for a further payment on that account, 

82, Though we will not pretend to vindicate our conduct in this transac¬ 
tion from the censure of indiscretion, yet we flatter ourselves the motives which 
urged our compliance will be some extenuation of the fault, being solely 
guided by our regard for the interest and welfare of our employers and for 
the preservation of their valuable acquisitions in these provinces. And we 
have now the pleasure to inform Your Honours that the Company will soon 
be reimbursed that advance to the navy and army and if the country remains 
in its present tranquil condition (which we have not the least reason to doubt! 
they will benefit between six and seven laak of rupees by that agreement. 

83, You were informed last year of the directions we had given Mr. 
Scrafton to apply for the zemindarry of the Luckvpore per^unnah and our 
reasons for so doing. A sunnud has accordingly been obtained for that 
pergunnah which contains 237 cannys of ground, of 300 covids large and 2% 
broad, agreable to a measure made bv the gentlemen at that factory, which 
yields an annual revenue of rupees 2755 according to the present rents paid 
bv the farmers and riotts. Exclusive of the above ground they have about 
700 cortnvs more in jungul which they expea will be entirely cleared and 
settled with inhabitants by the next season, but as this is done at the expence 
of the riotts themselves the gentlemen at Luckvpore have indulged them in 
giving up their rents feu* two years. They inform us the Company will reap 
a benefit by their nearest computation by the ground rent alone of upwards 
of 10,000 rupees per annum when the jungul is entirely cleared away and the 
ground cultivated. They further acquaint us that in order to encourage 
the weavers to settle in the Company’s bounds they have stated their ground 
rent at a more moderate price than is paid in other parts of the country round 
them, the good effects of which they have already experienced by a great 
number of weavers coming into their districts; and they give us hopes that 
in a season or two the greatest part of the investment at that factory will be 
manufactured within their own bounds. These advantages are very material 
and deserve our utmost attention which we shall never be wanting in and 
we flatter ourselves the factory of Luckypore will in a small time prove a 
very beneficial and advantageous settlement to the Company, 

84, Your Honours having recommended a settlement at Chittigong, we 
shall take a favourable opportunity to mention it to the Nabob and apply fat 
permission to hoist our flag there which we imagine will meet with no 
opposition. Indeed we have some reason to dunk that the whole province 
would be put Into our hands on condition of paying the Nabob his present 
revenue and keeping some armed vessells to cruize and prevent the inroads 
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giving up their rents for two years. They inform us the Company will reap 
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in a season or two the greatest part of the investment at that factory will be 
manufactured within their own bounds. These advantages are very material 
and deserve our utmost attention which we shall never be wanting in and 
we flatter ourselves the factory of Luckypore will in a small time prove a 
very beneficial and advantageous settlement to the Company. 

84. Your Honours having recommended a settlement at Chittagong, we 
shall take a favourable opportunity to mention it to the Nabob and apply fat 
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of the Mugghs who annually infest those parts in boats and do a great deal 
of damage by pillaging the villages and towns and plundering all boats and 
vessells that fall in their way. When Mr. Manningham arrives at Muxadavad 
he will sound the Nabob upon this subject and if he finds him inclineable to 
give us the care of that province upon the above terms, and we are well 
assured any considerable advantages might be made of it for our employers, 
w’e shall apply for the grant and send such servants and military there as may 
be judged proper for the purposes we aim at, being carefull to put the 
Company to as little unnecessary expence as possible. Of our proceedings 
herein we shall advise more fully when the affair is more maturely considered 
and brought nearer to the period of its being put in execution. 

85. A Dutch vessel! in the month of May foundering in Ballasore road 
the master of her pretended the ship was lost for want of any pilots being 
in the road which he deposed before the Council at Hughley who addressed 
the Board upon the subject and transmitted them a protest from the owners 
of the ship with an estimate of the damage sustained by her loss, desiring us 
to reimburse them that sum, as the vessell was actually lost by means of the 
restraint we had laid their pilots and sloops under of not going into the road. 
As this pretence appeared to us very frivolous, when we had a sloop or two 
of ours in the road, the pilots of which had directions to bring in Dutch ships 
upon the same terms as our own, and as we had made the Director and 
Council at Hughley an offer of taking two or three Dutch pilots on board of 
our sloops in case they did not think fit to entrust those in our service with the 
care of their ships which they had declined accepting, we could not look upon 
the Company to be answerable for the accident which had happened to the 
ship already mentioned or for any consequence of the same kind which might 
happen in future, as it was entirely owing to their own obstinacy in not 
accepting of the above offer; this we acquainted them in our answer to their 
letter. Sometime after they made a second application for redress which 
being referred to the Select Committee, Mr. Alexr, Scott, the pilot (who was 
in Ballasore road at the time the Dutch ship was lost), was examined and 
declared that he lay in the proper channel for all vessels coming in and that 
if the ship in question had steered a proper course she could not have missed 
the pilot sloop. This deposition was transmitted by our Select Committee to 
the Director and Council at Hughley with a further observation that the 
master of the ship when in the English service made it a common practice to 
bring in the vessells he commanded without taking any pilot on board, which 
circumstance made it very probable he had acted in the same manner in the 
present instance and therefore was himself responsible for the consequences. 

86; The Director and Council at Hughley not being satisfied returned 
in answer to that letter of the Committee about ten depositions from the 
master and crew of the St Anne in confutation of what Mr. Scott had 
advanced of not seeing the ship, and in the latter part of their letter very 
peremptorily informed us they should proceed against us conformable to the 
law of the Netherlands and demanded our appearance or some one authorized 
by us to answer to the charge of the owners of the St Anne before the judge 
to whom the cognizance of such matters belonged, the whole amount of the 
damage being valued at 34000 rupees. This maimer of treating the Board 
we esteemed so derogatory of the respect due to the Govemour and Council 
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of this settlement that we returned their letter and depositions without any 
other reply than our sentiments of their behaviour, and that as we could not 
on anv account look upon our employers as responsible for the loss of the 
ship St. Anne we should wave all further dispute and correspondence on that 
subject. Thus ended this affair, and we hope Your Honours will approve of 
our resolution not to admit of anv claim on the Company for that loss, as it 
was owing to no want of care in us, the Board having stationed two 
sloops in the road with directions to the pilots on board to take charge 
of and bring in Dutch ships and vessells on the same terms as those erf 
our nation, 

87, We have already taken notice of an expedition being set on foot to the 
southward, the inducements to which you will be particularly informed of by 
the Select Committee. We shall only mention in this place that a ship being 
wanted for the transportation of part of the troops ordered on that expedition, 
and the owners of the Thames offering to carry as many as the ships would 
accomodate, provided the Company would disburse the expences of the ships, 
we accepted of the terms as extremely reasonable, and have ordered payment of 
Captain Wedderburn’s bill of charges amounting to current rupees 10169-13-3. 

88. We come now' to speak of the visit paid the President by the Subah 
of these provinces, an honor no European settled here ever received before, 
and as it has been attended with all the good consequences we could wish to 
reap from such a circumstance, it will, we flatter ourselves, reconcile Your 
Honors to the expence and charge it has put this Company to, which are 
greatly outweighed by the many advantages the Company s affairs have and 
will continue to feel from the good understanding this visit has established 
between the Nabob and the English. As the expence we have been at on 
this occasion may appear unnecessary unless the advantages apparently over- 
baliance the charge, we shall point out a few of those advantages to your 
observation, from which Your Honors will, we flatter ourselves, concur in 
opinion with us of the eligibility of getting the Subah to conscent to this 
condescension. 

89# We shall begin by mentioning that our ennemies had endeavoured 
to sow the seeds of diffidence in the Nabob’s breast by making him believe 
we were not his real friends, and that we only waited for a favourable oppor¬ 

tunity to remove him and set up another, and so far had this opinion prevailed 
in the durbar that most of the Nabob’s counsellors (and his son in particular) 
were extreamly averse to his putting himself in our power by coming to 
Calcutta, and had not Mr. Watts and Aumiberg [Umar Beg], the Phmsdar 
of Hughley, taken great pains to obviate the impression their apprehensions 
had made on the Nabob, we believe he would have declined the President’s 
invitation. Upon his coming down and meeting with so polite a reception as 
he did, he perceived the malice of those who had endeavoured to alarm him 
against the English and was so well satisfied with cur behaviour and deport¬ 
ment that he expressed himself in going away in the warmest terms of friend¬ 
ship and declared he should in future confide in the English even wmm than 

in his own children. 
90. Another material consideration made it necessary to gua *e Sabah's 

entire confidence and friendship, for Mornr. Laiiy with a large te teg 
arrived on the Coast, Fort St. Darid taken and an attadt daily expected on 
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the Presidency of Madrass, the event of which might have been unfavourable 
to us, it was not to be doubted that Monsr. Lally would attempt to 
re-establish the French in this kingdom in case he had made himself master 
of the Coast; a great inducement to such an attempt would have been the 
reports that were industriously propagated of there being no cordiality or real 
good understanding between us and the Nabob. To convince our enemies 
therefore that reports of this kind were groundless, we prevailed on the Subah 
to give us this publick mark of his attachment to the English, and as our 
principal dependance must have been in the assistance of the country Govern¬ 
ment if the French had entered Bengal (our own strength being very 
insufficient to resist their force) we omitted no means to gain the Subah's 
esteem. We flatter ourselves we have fully succeeded in making him and 
his principal ministers our friends, which must totally disappoint any expec¬ 
tations our enemies might have entertained of being aided by the Government 
in their designs against our settlements in Bengal. 

91. Securing of the Nabob's confidence and removing all cause of 
jealousy or disgust against the English was a material point and serviceable in 
many respects, as it not only damped the spirits of the French by taking away 
all hopes of fomenting a quarrel between the Nabob and us (a circumstance 
they eagerly wished for and expected) but strengthened also our influence and 
consequence in the country, prevented the confusion and troubles which an 
unhappy rupture between the Subah and his first minister Roydoolub might 
have been the occasion of, and gained us the friendship of the new minister 
who was not confirmed in his office till the Nabob arrived in Calcutta and 
consulted Colonel Clive. We have reason likewise to think it has been a great 
means of procuring the sunnud for the lands to the southward and northward 
of Calcutta which possibly would have been disputed and evaded if the 
Royran had not been in our interest. Many other good effects it may pro¬ 
duce but we shall close the subject by observing that it was absolutely neces¬ 
sary at that time to make the Nabob our friend and convince him of our 
attachment to his person and Government, as the expedition to Golconda 
(which promised so many advantages and so much honour to the English) 
could not have been undertaken had there been the least expectation of a 
dispute with the Nabob on any account whatever. 

92* Having said thus much of the Nabob's visit we beg leave to observe 
that the expence of it has been somewhat increased by the present we were 
under a necessity of making him of the house he lived in, which he was so 
pleased with and so desirous of having that we could not avoid presenting him 
with it and accordingly purchased it of Mr. Samuel Griffith (whose property 
it was) for the sum of 1500 Arcot rupees. It is now made use of for the 
residence of his ambassador when in Calcutta. 

***? Nabob> since return to Muxadavad, having requested the loan 
of 2 laak of rupees, which he is greatly in want of, large arrears being due to 
his troops who are very clamorous and importunate, and Mr. Hastings inform¬ 
ing us that the loan would very much oblige the Nabob and facilitate the 
confirmation of the sunnud for the lands to the southward and northward of 
Calcutta, we have agreed to lend him that sum, reserving to ourselves the 
rents and revenues of the lands the Company are to have lie zemindarry of, 
as security or the payment. We hope Your Honors will not disapprove of 
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our making the Nabob s>udi a loan, as there is not the least risque of the 
Company^ being reimbursed, 

94. The present Your Honours have sent out for the Nabob shall be 
forwarded up to Muxadavad in a few days, and we shall give directions to 
have it delivered in the politest manner. 

95. The fortifications at Chandernagore have been long since demolished 
as well as the factory house and pubiick buildings, but we are of opinion it 
is unnecessary and impolitick to destroy the houses of the private inhabitants, 
as the French have never done it in any settlement they have taken from us 
and if we set the example we must expect they will treat us in the same 
manner should Fort William or any oilier principal place of ours fall into 
their hands in future. We think at least it would be necessary to suspend 
the execution till we see if the French or we are more likely to get the 
superiority on the Coast, which at present is something doubtful!. 

96. We found it so difficult to lay the black inhabitants under any 
restrictions on their coming back to the place, or form any new regulations 

for their future residence under our protection which would not discourage 
their living among us, that we thought it best to drop the consideration of it 
entirely. We waved the attachment of Amichund’s effects likewise, as we 

found it impossible to prove he had been directly concerned in involving the 
settlement in die troubles and disgrace we underwent. 

97. We shall transmit a copy of the paragraph of your commands under 

date the 3rd March to Admiral Pocock by the first opportunity. 

98. Colonel Clive begs leave to mention in this place that he is extxeamly 

sensible of the honor done him by the General Court of Proprietors which 

will be a further incitement to him to excite his utmost efforts for their service 

and interest, to promote which has been his constant and zealous attention 
hitherto, and he assures Your Honours he shall always act with a pure Mid 

disinterested regard for the good of our honorable employers. 

99. The Select Committee are writing to the Secret Committee in England 

and will inform them fully of what has been transacted with the country 
Government. 

Fifthly of buildings, revenues and fortifications 

100. Mr. Frankland as we have before observed being ordered to take 

possession of the lands agreable to the amulnuma received from Muxadavad. 

he set out accordingly the 18 January and returning in June laid before the 

Committee of Lands an account of his circuit in a letter with all the parti¬ 

culars he had been able to collect and several remarks of his own thereon; 

copy of which letter and the statements made by him from the accounts he 

received of the zemindars are transmitted in this ship’s packett to which we 
must refer Your Honors. 

101. No. 49 is a general abstract of all the pergunnahs to the southward 
of Calcutta and points in a very circumstantial manna: the quantity of ground 

contained in each of those pergunnahs, the number of villages, marketts, 

zemindars, ami fanners, how much ground is assigned over m the JSntno 

idols* to servants etc., what quantity lays barren and uiKnlrivaied* and the 
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nett number of bighas that pay rent to the zemindars. By which it appears 
that out of 816446 bighas the zemindars collect their rents on only 454804 
bighas, the rest being either barren and untenanted or assigned over to 
servants, idols etc. The revenue produced by the ground paying rent amounts 
to rupees 554604-479 [sic] per annum, to which if we add the ground assigned 
over to idols and what lays untenanted (which in a few years will be cultivated 
and settled with riotts), the Company will be able to collect between nine and 
ten laak of rupees on the ground to the southward, computing the value of 
each bigah as is at present paid and supposing the pergunnahs contain no 
more than what the zemindars have given Mr. Frankland an account of, but 
this remains to be yet settled and will we flatter ourselves turn out more when 
a proper measurement is made of the whole which ought and must be effected, 
as the square covids in each bigah differ almost in every pergunnah as to the 
rents collected on them. We have great hopes likewise that by a proper 
management and encouragement the value of the grounds in our boundary 
will in a few years be enhanced and by that means the revenue thereof 
increased. 

102. By the above abstract the revenues to be paid the Nabob for the 
southern lands amount to 215000 rupees or thereabouts, but as we have not 
entirely adjusted that point and are in hopes of settling it more to the 
Company’s advantage, we cannot at present precisely ascertain what the gains 
of this zemindarry will amount to. 

103. No. 50 is a general account current of the twenty two pergunnahs 

to the northward of Calcutta in which is clearly specified the rents and 
revenues paid the Nabob for the whole, what part thereof are impositions laid 
by the Subahs (which we are endeavouring to avoid paying) and the nett 
revenues brought to credit in the king’s sircarry books, which by the treaty 
is to be paid by the Company and no more. The said account likewise parti¬ 
cularizes the amount of rents of marketts etc., as lett out by the zemindars 
in the year 1757 to the farmers and riotts, what is kept in their own hands, 
the loss arising on the same by devastations which the zemindars themselves 
wrote off and did not collect, the amount of what had been collected by them 
for the year 1757 before we took possession and the ballance that remained 
in the hands of the ejardars, riotts etc., which they acknowledged and 
accounted for with Mr. Frankland. 

104. The third statement in that paper points out the sum which by the 
date of the Nabob’s amulnumma the zemindars ought to have paid the 
Company for the four months of the year 1757 which the Company have 
accounted for to Nabob; on the credit side whereof is entered the sum received 
from the ezardars and riotts and the balance due from the zemindar which 
we are under some apprehensions will be recovered with great difficulty, if at 
all, those zemindars being entirely ruined by the loss of their lands. 

105. The above mentioned balance from the zemindars arises from their 
having collected before we took possession so much more than their proportion 
of 8 months amounted to, which was owing to the unequal collections made 
from the fanners and riotts, by a custom of the country, who do not pay a 
monthly proportion of their annual rents, but in some months a great deal 
more than in others. These payments are regulated according to the times 
of harvest, for which reason in the months of July, August, September, 
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October, November and December the largest collection* o£ the year are made, 
and in February, March and April little or nothing paid by the fanners, that 
being a dead season of the year, 

106. The revenues collected from the lands in the Company's zemindarry 
ha\ e formerly been much more tomiaerable than they are at present, the 
rents having decreased for many years past owing to oppressions, impositions 
of burthcnsoine taxes and such like reasons. The late calamity which befell 
this settlement contributed to diminish the revenues in a great degree, for 
by the zemindars’ books it appears they were obliged to write off in the year 
1756 the sura of rupees.We flatter ourselves however that by lenity and 
adopting maxims the very reverse to those practised by the former possessors, 
the land will in a great measure recover, the inhabitants increase and with 
them the Company's revenues likewise. 

107. The method we recommend of lenity and easing the tenants of 

oppressions and burthensome taxes will we are convinced be approved of by 
Tour Honours, and is the most likely means of making this zemindarry a 
very valuable and important acquisition to the Company. 

1C®, The purgunnah of Corry Jurie is a flagrant instance of what we have 

aikdged. The extent of it is unknown and reaches as far as Gunga Saugur 

to the southward and the Sunderbunds to the east; the revenue it formerly 
yielded, we are informed from good authority, amounted to 40 laak of rupees 

but the greatest part of this pergunnah is now uncultivated, uninhabited 

and overgrown with jungle. The rents of it amount to no more than 

Rs. 2925-9-60 and we pay the Nabob only 562-®-. What improvement may 
hereafter be made in that pergunnah, how much of it recovered and cleared 

of jungul, with other particulars relating to it we cannot now inform Your 

Honours but we think there is a probability of its yielding a large revenue in 

a course of years with proper management. 

109. Mr, Frankland finding the lands had been upon the decline and 

their rents annually decreasing, great part of the year likewise being elapsed 

before possession could be taken of the whole and the account procured from 

the zemindars (who were extreamly backward in delivering them), he judged 

it expedient to take obligations and security from the old farmers and ezmraars 

to pay the Company the same rents for the ensuing year as they had paid 

the last year to the zemindars, and they have likewise obliged themselves to 

improve and cultivate the waste lands in their farms. The measure we 

approved of and confirmed as it secured us the same revenue as had been 

collected by the zemindars till a beua: knowledge could be obtained of their 
real value, which we are of opinion can only be procured by a particular 

measurement. 

110. As the farmers, by virtue of the above mentioned obligations, are to 

hold their farms till the Pooneak or month of March, we have not as yet 

taken into consideration in what manner the lands shall in future be 

managed; we think however it would be adviseaHe to put up such grounds, 
towns and villages at outcry whose revenues are pretty near their real produce, 

and to farm them ot*t to the best bidder for the term of one, dr Areas 
years as we see convenient. But those grounds, towns and villages as me gpne 

m decay and do mm yield anything equal to what they formerly did {or even 
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so much as is paid for them to the Nabob) must be kept in the Company's 
hands for a little time till by lenity and other encouragements they are made 
to yield a proportionable rent to the rest of lands, which effected they may 
be sold in the same manner as the others. 

111. The getting possession of these lands has been attended with a 
charge of near 50,000 rupees as it was necessary for Air. Frankland to carry 
a great retinue and a large number of servants of all kinds. Add to this that 
the kings connegoes were maintained at our expence as well as the gomastahs 

and other servants belonging to the zemindars whose accounts we sent for. 
In the above sum about 5 or 6000 rupees is for dead stock such as tents, 
cannauts etc., which are in the Company's stores ; since the month of July the 
charges have decreased and upon a medium do not exceed 3700 rupees per 
month for the whole 22 pergunnahs. 

112. We have the pleasure to advise Your Honours that the rents are 
paid in by the farmers and ezardars very punctually, the sum of 280,000 sicca 

rupees being already brought to credit in the treasury exclusive of all charges 
and that the tenants and inhabitants begin to increase. 

113. Your Honours will observe by our consultation of the 6 March that 
we regulate the choppermal duty and that of the great bazar both which had 
been gready complained of. In regard to the first we ordered that a duty 
of 2 per cent and no more should be collected on all piece-goods not imported 
by a dustuck. But as many of those piece-goods so imported were frequently 
exported again by shipping to foreign ports and a consulage of 2 per cart 
collected on their exportation, which double duty the Board esteeming a hard¬ 
ship, it was likewise ordered that the consulage in future should not be collect¬ 
ed on such goods as had paid the choppermal duty. The duty of 2 per cent 
collected by the farmer of the great bazar we restrained to the natives and 
Armenians and to goods that were the produce of the country and not import¬ 
ed by a dustuck. All other goods imported by Europeans and which had not 
paid the country any former duty were ordered to pay the one per cent 
directed by your commands of the 11 February 1756. 

114. As the farmer of the great bazar understood he was to have it cm 
its usual terms when he purchased that farm, and our present regulation being 
a great prejudice to him, we permitted him to resign the purchase on his 
petitioning so to do and ordered the Zemindar to collect the dutys in that 
buzar for the Company. 

115. It having been thought expedient, for getting a sufficient quantity 
of chunam for the use of our works, to forbid the selling that article to private 
persons, we permitted the farmer of that article to relinquish us his purchase, 
as he by petition to the Board complained of the hardship he laboured undo: 
from the above mentioned order which had been made subsequent to the sale 
of the farms. 

116. On the 1st May the arrack farm was put up at outcry under certain 
restrictions and conditions which are entered at large after that day’s consul¬ 
tation. Mr. Edward Handle purchased it for the sum of 4,000 current rupees 
per annum. Upon a representation some time after that it occasioned much 
prejudice to the military who were continually intoxicated with liquor after 
the setting up publick shops for the sale of arrack, we suppressed the license 
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given Mr. Handle, and i or bid his distilling or selling any more or permitting 
others to do it. In case that farm is not confirmed to Mr, Handle, ne shall 
take his case into consideration and make good the loss he may have suffered 
by suppressing his distilling after giving him a license for 3 years, 

117. Conformable to Your Honours’ orders for separating the post of 
Zemindar of this settlement we abolished that office on the receipt of the 
Warren's packett and appointed William Frankland Esqr. Collector of the 
rents and revenues with directions to follow the instructions and orders con¬ 
tained in your commands of the 8 March 1758. 

118. We likewise ordered a publick advertisement to be affixed for the 
sale of such farms as Your Honours have not abolished on the 20 instant 
which we shall be able to advise you of more fully in the supplement of this 
letter. 

119. In the 151, 352, 153, 154 and 155th paragraph* of your commands 
of the 3rd March 1758 you offer to our consideration methods similar to those 
practised at Bombay and Madrass ior increasing the farms of tobacco, 
cocoanut trees, beetle and arrack at this settlement. Your Honours may rely 
on our carrying into execution your directions as far as lays in our power 
and encouraging the planting of cocoanuts, beetle and tobacco. The former 
we imagine may by proper management m a course of years yield a large 
revenue by throwing part of the new lands into plantations of cocoanuts, 
which we shall take unaer consideration and do the best we can for the Com¬ 
pany’s interest. The soil of our grounds we believe is not so proper for beetle 
and tobacco; if we find upon tryall that beetlenutt trees may be raised with 
advantage we shall not fad to plant them, but we are at a great loss in what 
manner to raise the tobacco farm to any thing near the sum it pays the 
Company at Bombay. Your Honours will find that it was the opinion of the 
committee (appointed to take those regulations into consideration) that it 
would be proper to abolish the salt and tobacco farms, and they are great 
essentials of life with these country people, and it would be a heavy grievance 
to the poor to continue those farms and collect the customs likewise on tobacco 
and salt. We shall however take care that no tobacco or salt is brought into 
the place without paying the duty of 4 per cent which will we believe bring 
in a very handsome revenue. 

120. Your commands respecting the 4 per cent customs to be in future 
collected at this settlement on all exports and imports shall be carried into 
execution unless we find any apparent grievance result from it to the settle¬ 
ment and for the Company's interest, in which case we shall take the liberty 
to ease the merchants of that duty in part, bring conscious your intention 
was not to distress or ruin the trade of this once flourishing colony which has 
been declining for many years, and possibly may not admit of such a heavy 
impose We shall however be guided by no private views in a thing of this 
kind, nor deviate from your orders without being very dear that it would be 
a real injury to the colony and quite destroy the little remains of trade mA* 
sisring in it. 

121. Captain Brohkr last year transmitted Your Honours a plan of the 
citadel he had to be erected ior the defence of ifeis settlement 
against an European enemy with an estimate of the expence it wowdi amount 

VoL n—23 
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to. The works have been carried on entirely under his inspection and direo 
tion and are now in great forwardness, but it is impossible to say when they 
will be finished as they are very extensive and as a great part of it depends 

on the number of cooleys and tank diggers we shall be able to get. 

122. In the month of September we called upon Captain Brohier to 
deliver in an estimate to the Board of the charges of the works to that time 
and a computation of what further sum it would cost to compleat the whole; 
which he accordingly laid before us on the 2nd October by which you will 
observe the whole expence of finishing the body of the citadel with its out¬ 
works will amount to between 21 and 22 laaks of rupees. A copy of the par¬ 
ticulars of Captain Brohier’s estimates and his letter on that occasion are 
forwarded in this packett to which we beg leave to refer. 

123. Notwithstanding this expence may appear very large at first, yet 
we are not without hopes that the Company will in time be reimbursed a great 
part of it, as it is beyond all doubt that when the works are finished and a 
proper garrison kept up it will be able to resist the largest force that can be 
brought to the attack of it. This once known, the greatest part of the riches 
of the country will upon any change of affairs or sudden inroad of foreign 
enemys be brought to this fort as to a place of entire security, the proprietors 
whereof will be glad to pay a duty to the Company for the protection granted 
them and their effects. Remote as the expectation of such reimbursements 
may at present appear, it is far from being illfounded and both reason and 
experience evince that peace and tranquility are not long to be depended 
on in this part of the world. 

124. Captain Brohier having recommended an alteration in the method 
of paying the cooleys employed on the works, we acquiesced with his proposal 
and ordered that in future the people should be paid daily themselves without 
the intervention of surdars. As he complained of great delays in receiving 
the stores and materials from the Pay Master's people we appointed Mr. 
Charlton store keeper of the materials for the works with orders to give cons¬ 
tant attendance and make immediate deliverys of the stores indented for by 
the Engineer. 

125. The gentlemen at Luckypore having represented the necessity 
there was of digging a tank and building brick houses for dressing their doth 
at that factory, as likewise of making a main road to several of their adjacent 
aurungs, and as the whole expence of doing this would not exceed 7 or 8,000 
rupees, the Board permitted them to set about those works as soon as the 
season would permit, being convinced of the utility thereof in washing and 
dressing the doth at that factory, which could not he bleached in some months 
of the year for want of fresh water . 

126. We have purchased of the executors of Messrs Jenks and Reveley’s 
estate a house belonging to those gentlemen at Cossimbuzar for the sum of 
2000 sicca rupees for the residence of Mr. Wilder as we did not druse to lay 
out any money in repairs upon the old factory at Cossimbuzar. 

127. A convenient house being much wanted for the publick offices of 
this settlement and for holding of councils we have bought the dwelling house 
of the late Mr. Richard Court for the sum of current rupees 8,700 for the 
above mentioned purposes. We likewise purchased Mr. Drake's house for 
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the* mm at ruj>e€s to he us*ed as an import warehouse when the old fort 
was clearing out to be converted into barracks for the military. Our reasons 
at full for this step Your Honours will find entered in our consultations of 
die 3rd July. 

128. Captain Barton having represented to the Board that the Company 
were at a great expence for goaowns to keep the marine stores, which might 
be saved by purchasing the house, now the property of Mr. Boddara, which 
had very spacious warehouses and was commociiousiy situated for his use, 
we agreed to buy it for the Company and paid him, Mr. Boddam, 12,000 Arcot 
rupees for the house and godowns. We have likewise permitted Captain 
Barton to build a range of godowns to the northward of that house to be 
made use of as banksauls for ship stores when refitting, and to be let out to 
country shipping when not in use for the company. 

Sixthly, of factors, writers, 
military officers and their accounts 

129. You were advised in a short letter from the Select Commute by the 
Elizabeth that Colonel Forde had agreed to remain here as our Major upon 
our making him an advance of 5,000 £st, one moiety of which the attorney of 
Colonel Clive agreed to pay ; but upon the Coloners return from Patna he 
acquainted us tiiat the Nabob had consented the Company should reimburse 
themselves the advance made to Major Forde out of the balance due to the 
Nabob, account the expences of the expedition to Bahar, which has accord¬ 
ingly been received and Colonel Clive repaid the money his attorneys paid on 
that account without his orders. 

130. Agreeable to the promise made Colonel Forde that he should enjoy 
all the priviiedges, honours and emoluments annexed to the Majority of Fort 
William, we gave him a seat at our Board as third in Council on the spot and 
ordered the Buxey to pay him counsellor's allowances, and the Military Pay 
Master to pay 255} pounds per annum allowed by Your Honours. He haul 
likewise the charge of one of the companies of foot on this establishment 
given him. 

131. Hie military making frequent complaints of the injury they suffer¬ 
ed by being paid in sicca rupees or having the batta between sunnauts ami 
Madrass deducted in their pay, which the Pay Master had been obliged to 
do for two or three months for want of Arcot or Madrass rupees which were 
not procurable on any terms, we agreed in the month of March that they 
should in future be paid in sunnaut rupees without any deduction of batta, 
which would be attended with very little loss to the Company (the batta of 
that species being in April to be lowered to 11 per cent) and would take away 
all grounds for complaint in the military. As the Company's rate of batta on 
sicca in February and March was gready higher than the bazar standard, 
we permitted the Military Pay Master to exchange the advances made him 
in those months into sunnauts at the bazar batta by which there accrues a 
small loss to the Company. This we assented to in order to quiet the military 
who would else have been very unsatisfied. 

132. lieutenants Joseph Adnett ami Martin York of Colonel Adfercron’s 
Regiment having consented to enter the Company’s military service on this 
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the Him of 124W rupees to be used as an import warehouse when the old fort 
was clearing out to be concerted into barracks for the military. Our reasons 
at full for this step Your Honours mil find entered in our consultations of 
the 3rd July. 

128. Captain Barton having represented to the Board that the Company 
were at a great expence for godowns to keep the marine stores, which might 
be saved by purchasing the house, now the property of Mr. Boddam, which 
had very spacious warehouses and was commocUously situated tor ins use, 
we agreed to buy it for the Company and paid him, Mr. Boddam, 12,000 Arcot 
rupees for the house and godowns. We have likewise permitted Captain 
Barton to build a range of godowns to the northward of that house to be 
made use of as banksauls for ship stores when refitting, and to be let out to 
country shipping when not in use for the company. 

Sixthly, of factors, writers, 

military officers and their accounts 

129. You were advised in a short letter from the Select Commute by the 
Elizabeth that Colonel Forde had agreed to remain here as our Major upon 
our making him an advance of 5,000 £st, one moiety of which the attorney of 
Colonel Clive agreed to pay ; but upon the Colonel's return from Patna he 
acquainted us that the Nabob had consented the Company should reimburse 
themselves the advance made to Major Forde out of the balance due to the 
Nabob, account the expences of the expedition to Bahar, which has accord¬ 
ingly been received and Colonel Clive repaid the money his attorneys paid on 
that account without his orders. 

130. Agreeable to the promise made Colonel Forde that he should enjoy 
all the priviledges, honours and emoluments annexed to the Majority of Fort 
William, we gave him a seat at our Board as third in Council on the spot and 
ordered the Buxey to pay him counsellor’s allowances, and the Military Pay 
Master to pay 250 pounds per annum allowed by Your Honours, He had 
likewise the charge of one of the companies of foot on this establishment 
given him. 

131. The military making frequent complaints of the injury they suffer¬ 
ed by being paid in sicca rupees or having the batta between sunnauts and 
Madrass deducted in their pay, which the Pay Master had been obliged to 
do for two or three months for want of Arcot or Madrass rupees which were 
not procurable on any terms, we agreed in the month of March that they 
should in future be paid in sunnaut rupees without any deduction of batta, 

which would be attended with very little loss to the Company (the batta of 
that spedes being in April to be lowered to 11 per cent) and would take away 
all grounds for complaint in the military. As the Company’s ram of batta on 
rice# in February and March was greatly higher than the bazar standard, 
we permitted the Military Pay Master to exchange the advances made him 
in those months into sunnauts at the bazar batta by which there accrues a 
small loss to the Company, This we assented to in order to quiet the military 
who would else have been very unsatisfied. 

132. lieutenants Joseph Adnett and Martin York of Colonel Adtercroa’s 
Regiment having consented to enter the Company’s military service on this 
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establishment on the same terms as Captain Donnellan, they were promoted 
to companies, and had captain’s commissions conferred on them dated prka 
to Captain Donnellan’s whose seniors they had been in His Majesty’s service 

133. When Colonel Forde received the Select Committee’s letter request¬ 
ing him to engage as many of the officers of the regiment to enter into out 
service as he could he had wrote to Lieutenant Powell and Ensign Bradbridge 
to come to the Bay who arrived on the Hardwick; the first being senior to 
Captain Adnett was promoted to a company and had a commission conferred 
on him dated prior to that gentleman’s. Ensign Bradbridge being recom¬ 
mended to us as a good artillery officer of which we were in great want, we 
appointed him Captain Lieutenant of our train. ' 

134. At the same time we gave Captain Lieutenant Dyer a company 
and appointed Ensign Edward Ford of Colonel Adlercron’s Regiment captain 
lieutenant of the battalion on our establishment. 

135. Upon the arrival of the Hardwick and the appointment of a President 
and Council from Europe we incorporated the officers and troops belonging 
to the Bombay and Madrass Detachments with those of our settlement, every 
officer ranking according to the date of his commission, of which we advised 
the other Presidencys and directed the Pay Master of the Madrass Detach¬ 
ment to lay his accounts before the Board and desist from any further pay¬ 
ment of the troops. There being a sufficient number of bombardiers and 
matrosses in Bengal to form two artillery companys we appointed Captain 
William Jennings to the second company and Mr. James Me Donald captain 
lieutenant thereof; the other lieutenants and fire workers were filled up out 
of such officers as we judged best qualified for the business of the train. 

136. When we incorporated the Bombay and Madras Detachments we 
imagined that giving the officers the same rank they bore in their own detach¬ 
ments and regulating their precedency according to the dates of their 
respective commissions would have been satisfactory to all parties; but on the 
28 August a memorial was sent into the Board signed by eleven captains 
complaining of many injuries which they had received in the service and in 
particular that of being superceded by Captain John Gouin who had been 
sent from Bombay upon the death of Captain Buchanan to take the com¬ 
mand of their detachment without bringing any troops under his command 
and with a design, as they supposed, to be incorporated on this establishment 
and superceding all the officers in Bengal, to which memorial we ordered our 
Secretary to reply that we knew of no injuries they had ever received in our 
service, nor could we think they had any just grounds to be offended at the 
incorporation of Captain Gouin who was sent by the President and Council 
of Bombay to take the command of their detachment at a time they could 
know nothing of the intended incorporation, that the Presidency of Bombay 
had undoubtedly a right to send what officers they thought proper to their 
own detachment and that had they sent the youngest captain on the island 

ey must have superceded every one of those upon our establishment; that 
we could not look upon the incorporation of Captain Gouin in the same light 
they did and therefore could not without putting an affront on the Governor 

^bffihm of Bombay make any exceptions to receiving him on our 
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137. This reply not being satisfactory to some of those officers, six of 
them sent in a letter to the Board on the 31 August and desired our permission 
to resign the commissions they bore in the Company's service vshich we 
assented to and promoted in their stead Lieutenants Ford, Knox, Champion 
and Toecher to companies on this establishment, having first reduced the 
number of companies from 18 to 14 which has lessened the military expence 
and is a sufficient number for our troops. 

138. Captain Alexander Grant likewise on the 28 August desired our 
permission to resign his commission as did Captain Tom Lewis likewise on 
the 31 of that month ; their reasons for so doing will be seen by a reference 
to their respective letters entered after the consultations above mentioned. 

139. On the 14 September Captain Paschoud who commanded one of 
the companys of artillery desired leave to resign his commission and return 
to Europe where his affairs necessitated him to go; having permitted him 
to resign we gave his vacant company to Captain lieutenant Bradbridge. 

140. Captains Palmer, Flaction and Scotney have likewise resigned the 
commissions they bore in the Company's service, the first on account of his 
affairs which obliged him to return to Europe, the other two on account of 
some hardships and injuries they alledged they had received in their military 
capacity. 

141. Upon the incorporation of the troops Captain George Frederick 
Gaupp, who commanded the company of Swiss sent hither on the detach¬ 
ment from Fort St George, addressed the Board upon the subject of being 
superceded by Captain Gouin who had been sent from Bombay after all the 
fatigue and trouble to be expected here was at an end, for which reason he 
desired leave to return to Europe, to have the off reckonings of his company 
paid him from the time he had received it before he left Madrass and that 
the dismembering of his company to form an equality in the batalion might 
not prejudice him in the benefits therefore [sic], for by his capitulation with 
the Court of Directors he was to have 140 men in his company and therefore 
hoped he should have it made good in the same manner as if his company 
had not been dismembered. This last request appearing to us very equitable 
we assented to make it good and ordered the Military Pay Master to pay 
him the off reckoning of 140 men for his company for July, but for the 
reasons already given, we could not think be had been injured by incorpo¬ 
rating Captain Gouin. We permitted him therefore to resign his commission, 
and as we did not know what accounts there might be between him and the 
Military Pay Master at Fort St. George and his company we did not think 
it proper to pay his off reckonings here but referred him to the Presidency he 
came from, to whom we wrote concerning it. 

142. Copy of the military regulations of the 17 June 1748 we have received 
and agreabie to vour orders we shall conform as near thereto as circumstances 
will admit of. Mr. Pigott having transmitted our President a deposits© 
made before him by Colonel Draper against Mr. Robt. Milligan for behaving 
unlike an officer and a gentleman in Ms passage from Europe, we hmm 

thought proper to refuse Mm a commission <m our establishment, and have 
ordered him to prepare to return to Europe, as we dunk after wch a publkk 
complaint of his’ behaviour it would be of great prejudice W the service m 
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admit him into it and occasion a remonstrance from the whole corps of 
officers. 

143. We beg leave to enforce the request made you by our Select 
Committee last year that this settlement be supplied with a large reinforce¬ 
ment of troops as can possible be sent us; to enable the Company to maintain 
a strong garrison in future in Bengal the Select Committee stipulated in their 
treaty with the Nabob that the Company should have the zemidarry of the 
lands to the southward of Calcutta, the revenue of which will be sufficient 
to maintain a very large body of men which in the present circumstances 
of our affairs it is absolutely necessary to keep up. The citadel 
erected by the advice of Captain Brohier and conformable to his plans will 
require a garrison of 3000 men at least to defend it properly. If a fortification 
is made at Burrumpoor, 4 or 500 men ought to be kept in garrison there. 
In the whole therefore it will be absolutely necessary to have 2000 Europeans 
at this Presidency besides an equal number of seapoys or country soldiers. 
If Your Honours think the acquisitions made in these provinces are worth 
preserving, if preventing the French from ever settling here again is an object 
that deserves your attention and if the advantages obtained for the Company 
in this kingdom appear to Your Honours of the importance they do to us, we 
earnestly recommend and entreat the keeping up a respectable force in Bengal, 
which a garrison of 500 or 1,000 men will never be esteemed either by Europeans 
or country powers. 

144. As Your Honours could not know of all the advantages which would 
result from the Revolution when your letters by these ships were wrote, we 
hope your intentions of having only a garrison of 1,000 Europeans will alter, 
and that not only the ships yet expected from Europe this season are bringing 
us as many recruits as they could conveniently take on board, but that a large 
reinforcement will be sent us by the earliest ships of next year, with positive 
orders to the Coast not to detain them there. 

145. In this place we beg leave to remark that the men we receive are 
oftner fitter for an hospital than for duty; it were therefore much to be 
wished for the good of the service that other methods were practised for recruit¬ 
ing the military sent abroad. While it is conducted in the present manner 
we can never expect good men; business of this nature (on which so much 
depends) should never be carried on by contracts, as we believe it will he very 
hard to find any contractor so disinterested as to prefer the publick good to 
his own interest and therefore it may naturally be presumed that instead of 
taking the best men he will chuse those that can be got cheapest, and those 
will always he the worst. 

146. By a general return of military in Calcutta and Sydavad enclosed 
in this packett you will observe what number of men we have left, and we 
hope the reinforcements in future will he equal to our necessities; otherwise 
our endeavours to enlarge the Company's possessions and increase their trade 
will have been exerted to little purpose and all those advantages very shortly 
be lost. The same request we are to make for gunpowder and all kinds of 
military stores, an indent for which we now forward and recommend it may 
be punctually complied with. 

147. In regard to the article of gunpowder no means have been left 
untryed to bring it to a tolerable degree of perfection here, but all to no 
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purpose. Mr. James McDonald under whose inspection it is now made ha* 
taken great pains to make the powder of equal quality and strength as the 
Europe, but it will not answer the proof nor remain tolerably good above a 
month or two. Whether this is owing to any fault in the materials or in the 
method of making it we cannot pretend to say. but as it is of the utmost 
consequence to the preservation of the settlement to have good gunpowder 
and as we arc sensible it will be impossible to be supplied from Europe with 
the quantity we may be in want of, we beg leave to propose to Your Honours 
that some persons well skilled in the whole apparatus of making gunpowder 
may be engaged in the Company’s service and sent out to this Presidency, 
by which means we may probably be enabled to make that article of a proper 
quality and not depend on supplies from other parts of India which may be 
intercepted by the enemy and by that means prove a great prejudice to us 
and an assistance to them. 

148. As the bad quality of our powder is by some conjectured to proceed 
from a defect in the materials, we wrote to all our subordinates and directed 
them to get some gunpowder made at their respective factories which proves 
even worse than our own. 

149. By the latter ships we shall send you a few specimens of the powder 
made at this place and of the materials of which it is made that Your Honours 
may judge where the fault lies. 

150. We had before the receipt of your commands per Warren reduced 
the batty of the seapoys to about half of what was paid them formerly, and 
if a reduction of the batty of the military can be effected we shall put your 
orders in execution upon that subject. 

151. By our consultation of the 16th March you will observe Mr. Peartes 
was appointed temporary Chief at Dacca factory as he represented to the 
Board he had very large outstanding concerns there, which it was necessary 
for him to be upon the spot to settle. He accordingly proceeded there soon 
after his appointment and took charge of the factory as Chief, where he 
remained till your orders per Hardwick arrived, at which time we thought 
proper to recall him to his seat at our Board, having given, him sufficient time 
to settle his affairs at Dacca. 

152. Mr. Richard Court was on the 3rd May drowned by a boat, he was 
in, being overset. By his death die posts of Collector of die Consulage, 
Register of Dustucks and Sub-Accomptant becoming vacant we appointed 
Mr. William MacGuire to those posts, and on his going Commissary to the 
expedition under Colonel Forde we appointed Paul Richard Pearkes Esqr. 
Collector of the Consulage and Register of the Dustucks and Mr. William 
Rider Sub-Accomptant. 

153. As we have already wrote Your Honours what followed on the receipt 
of your commands per Hardwick and transmitted you copy of the consulta¬ 
tions held in consequence of the rotation appointed by that ship, we dial 
not add anything on that subject, but refer you to the consultations urns* 
nutted in the box of books for our whole proceedings thereon. 

154. Mr. Frankland having withdrawn from our Board cm the receipt of 
the above orders we wrote him a letter and invited him to resume ids seat and 
remmm at the Board m long as he coidd with propriety, hm services and advice 
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being much wanted at that juncture of affairs. In consequence of which 
request from the Council he returned to his seat at the Board and consented 
to give his attendance and advice till the arrival of Mr. Holwell by whom he 
was superseded in the above mentioned letter per Hardwick. 

155. Mr. John Cooke desiring permission on the 23rd June to relinquish 
the post of Secretary to the Select Committee, we appointed Mr. William 
MacGuire to that employ; upon his going Commissary to that expedition we 
gave the post of Secretary to the Select Committee to Mr. Culling Smith. 
Mr. Cooke having since requested leave to resign his post of Secretary to the 
settlement on account of his sight, which had been much impaired bv six 
years’ close application to the desk, we assented to ease him of the writing 
part of his office, but directed him to continue in the post of Secretary till the 
dispatch of the ships. 

156. As it is attended with great inconveniences to your service to have 
the posts of Secretary and Accomptant fluctuate from one person to another, 
it requiring some time for gentlemen appointed to those posts to make them¬ 
selves masters of the business and forms of the respective offices, we recom¬ 
mend it to Your Honours to send to this Presidency two persons of proper 
abilities to be perpetual Secretary and Accomptant without rising in the ser¬ 
vice, with such salaries, allowances and other priviledges of trade as you may 
think proper to settle on them. And we are of opinion it would be usefull if 
the Deputys to those offices were likewise filled up from Europe with orders to 
succeed in case of the death or return of the heads, as an accident to the gentle¬ 
men sent out. Secretary and Accomptant, would defeat the design of their 
being sent abroad unless others were masters enough of the business of those 
offices to succeed them. We do not by this paragraph mean to reflect on the 
abilities of your junior servants here; or those who at present fill the offices, 
but as it becomes necessary for the gentlemen of the covenanted list who do 
or may enjoy these posts to be removed to subordinates and by their natural 
rise in the service succeed to higher stations, we have thought it necessary to 
recommend it to your consideration for persons to be appointed from England 
to those particular offices without being liable to change or the advantage of 
supercedance. 

157. Mr. Thomas Winter, one of the writers who came on the Hardwicke, 

departed this life on the 23rd August of a dyssentry. 

158. Mr. Bristow our Resident at Cuttack having gone to the southward 
upon the invitation of some rajahs in our interest we appointed Mr. George 
Gray Resident at that place and Mr. George Williamson Sub-Secretary in the 
room of Mr. Gray. 

159. Upon Mr. Playdell’s being ordered in Council to proceed Chief of 
the Luckypore factory, Mr. John Johnstone was appointed Chief at Ballasore 
and in his room Mr. Henry Lushington Translator of the Persian Papers 
with the allowance of 90 rupees per month paid to Mr. Johnstone. 

160. A translator of Dutch and French letters being wanted and 
Mr. Edward Oakes being very well qualified for that employ we conferred it 
upon him with an appointment of 40 rupees per month. 

161. The gentlemen at Patna wrote us under date the 25th August that 
Meer Iskoola’s nephew demanded of them the performance of a contract 
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Mr. Pearkes had made with his uncle in the Company's name for 10,000 
maunds of petre (a 3 sicca rupees 4 annas per maund, of which he had 
received 8004 maunds, but now' refused to take the remaining quantity. Thev 
desired our orders how to act as the price was much higher than what they 
bought petre at now*. Mr. Pearkcs was therefore ordered to inform the Board 
of the particulars of his contract with Mcer Iskoola, which he did at full on 
the 7 September as by his minute entered on the face of that day’s consultation. 

162. The President at the same time laid before the Board an extract 
he had received from Mr, Amvatt charging Mr. Pearkcs with having boiled 
up a quantity of petre in the Company's carconnah of Singy and Chuprahs 
on his own account and making purchases of saltpetre from various msammks 

at very low prices, which had been sent to Calcutta and delivered the Com¬ 
pany at 5-22 per maund. This charge Mr. Pearkes was likewise ordered to 
answer and accordingly did so in a minute entered on our consultation of the 
14 September, to which we beg leave to refer Your Honours. 

163. Other business of consequence having taking [sic] up the attention of 
the Board at that time, we were obliged to defer our enquiry into Mr. Pearkes 
his conduct at Patna till we wTere at more leisure to consider of that affair. 
Upon the arrival of the Warren and London and the appointment of posts 
to the members of the Board it was agreed Mr. Pearkes should go Chief to 
Luckypore, but previous to his going up it was necessary that the charge laid 
against him as before mentioned should be cleared up, which he moved the 
Board to take into their consideration and determine upon as soon as possible. 
As the easiest and clearest method of coming to a proper knowledge of the 
affair we appointed Messrs Mackett, Boddam and Scrafton a committee of 
facts to examine the matter impartially and lay their report before the Board. 
Their proceedings were delivered in on the 7th instant and accompanied with 
a letter from the committee wherein they acquainted us Mr. Pearkes had 
acknowledged what was aliedged against him but pleaded a contract with the 
Company and the orders and approbation of the Board for what he did. It 
therefore remained with us to determine if any such contract had been entered 
into with Mr. Pearkes. 

164. The final consideration of this affair coming on before us on the 
14th December, and upon a reference to Mr. Pearkes’s several letters from 
Patna with the answers of the Board, it appeared that he had apprized the 
Council of two substantial merchants who were willing to contract for the 
delivery of 50,000 maunds of petre at 5-2J in Calcutta, which being approved 
of, that 5,000 maunds had been sent down, delivered and paid for as the pro¬ 
perty of the said merchants whereas in reality no such merchants or contract 
existed on the Company's account. As Mr. Pearkes had therefore deceived 
the Board with a fictitious contract ami had committed a breach of the orders 
given him at the first going up in not informing the Board the most that could 
be done at that factory foe the Company and the real price saltpetre might he 
procured fear with ready money, it was unanimously agreed to suspend ten 
from his seat at the Board till Your Honours' pleasure is known, tel that he 
do continue in the service with the allowances of a counseHot and be appointed 
Accomptant with the additional salary of 1,00© rupees per mmmm ansmed no 
this post by your commands of this season* 

165* The Export Warehouse Keeper having requested that a Deputy and 
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some assistants might be appointed to that warehouse we stationed Mr. Culling 
Smith as Sub Export Warehouse Keeper and Mr. Henry Lushington as an 
Assistant. 

166. The writers sent out this season upon their arrival were called before 
u$ and asked as usual in what manner the commanders they came out with 
had treated them. They have been stationed in the different offices 
they were most wanted in and we shall be carefull to keep them strictly to 
their business. 

167. We shall take under our consideration the distressed circumstances 
of the widow and family of the late Mr. Mapletoft agreable to your orders 
and give them such relief as may be necessary for their support, of which we 
shall advise when we have fixed upon the allowance we purpose to make them. 

168. Messrs Rider and Barton have received letters of administration from 
Mrs. Elizebeth Dodd and are transmitting the balance of Mr. Dodd’s estate 
(which they have received from Roger Drake Esqre) by bills on the United 
Company. The chest of silver you mention was coined by Mr. Drake in our 
mint and the produce thereof is in the ballance paid to Messrs Rider and 
Barton. 

169. The silver sent out per Walpole for Nathan Drake was coined at 
Fort St. George and the produce thereof paid by us to Mr. Randolph Marriott, 
administrator to that young gentleman’s estate. 

170. We shall pay due regard to the particular mention Your Honours 
have made in the 54 paragraph of your commands per Hardwick of Messrs 
Cooke, Ellis and Cartier whenever opportunities offer of shewing them favor, 
and we take the liberty of recommending to your equal favor and notice 
Messrs Scrafton, Rider, Johnstone and Marriott who acted as officers in the 
army from the time of the march from Fultah to the conclusion of the troubles 
by the revolution effected in these provinces, and throughout behaved them¬ 
selves as becoming their stations in that capacity and to the satisfaction of the 
Commander-in-Chief of the troops. 

171. Mr. Anselm Beaumont has been made acquainted with the rank 
Your Honours have given him in the service, and we have appointed him one 
of the judges of the Cutcherry Court; the other members of which court are 
Messrs John Cooke, William Hay, John Chambers, Ralph Leycester. 

172. The regulations, instructions and general rules transmitted as in 
Your Honours’ commands of the 3rd March we referred to the consideration of 
Messrs Watts, Beecher, Frankland and Holwell who were appointed a com¬ 
mittee to peruse the same and report to the Board what parts thereof might 
be put in execution without alteration or variation, and where alterations 
appeared necessary to give us their opinion thereon. 

173. Their reports are entered after our consultations and being approved 
of by the Board we shall give Your Honours an account of the substance of 
what has been done relative to those rules and regulations. The whole of thp 
95th paragraph of your commands of the 3d March will be carried into execu¬ 
tion under the management of the Collector of Rents and Revenues with the 
following alterations and exceptions: that the duty on the sale of old sloops 
and boats be farmed out as heretofore, that die dammer and oakum farm fee 
abolished, and that the duty on burdened oxen be also erected into a farm. 
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The salt farm and that of tobacco shops we have abolished and ordered that 
the customs only be collected on the articles as it would have proved a heavy 

grievance on the poor to have continued those farms and collected the customs 
likewise* those articles being essentials of life a mom* these people ; and whereas 
the arrack farm was usually farmed out for 7 years we have now agreed to 
sell it onlv for 2 vears and under the restrictions Your Honors mention to be 
practised at Bombav, the Collector being: ordered to visit the distillery and 
inspect into the quality of the arrack and goodness of the materials* The 
96 paragraph of your orders we shall carry into execution as it stands in the 
letter. The administration of justice in civil causes between the natives cannot 
we think be carried on by the exhibits etc.* on the plan of the Mayor's Court, 
but should rather be managed as nearly as possible on the plan of the Court of 
Requests. In other respects we are of opinion your orders may he complied 
with. We have likewise ordered a duty of 5 per cent to be collected on all 
sums recovered in the Cutcherry Court and the etlack to be abolished. We 
have empowered that Court to fine* when it shall appear to the sitting judges 
that any cause before them is extremely litigious, but the fine is not to exceed 
5 per cent more than the punchoturra on the thing decreed. With respect to 
the orders for the administration of justice in criminal cases, we think they 
may be carried into execution as they stand in the 99th paragraph with this 
necessary variation that the quorum sit only once a week in the place of three 
times which would interfere too much with the dudes of their different posts 
and attendance on councils, committees etc. We have continued the etlack in 
criminal cases in order to reimburse the Company the charge of peons and 
orher expences necessarily attending these proceedings. The whole of the 
100th and 101th paragraphs are ordered to be carried into execution without 
any variation. 

174. Having established a Sea and Land Custom Master as is before 
mentioned we have directed (to avoid all dashing between those offices in col¬ 
lecting the customs) that every article which properly comes under the head 
of merchandize and are imported by water carriage whether in ships, sloops 
or boats, be under cognizance of the Sea Custom Master, and that all articles 
imported by land carriage be under cognizance of the Land Custom Master 
including all cloth etc., manufactured in the settlement and the articles which 
enter into the daily consumption of the place. And whereas many of these 
articles are imported in boats from the other side of the river and from both 
above and below the settlement, we shall establish the gauts for the Land 
Custom Master, one to the northward, the other to the southward of the town, 
for landing those articles and annex the penalty of confiscation if they are 
landed any where else. We shall likewise establish 7 avenues or entrances in 
the most convenient place for the admission of all articles chargeable with 
duties and shall annex the penalty of confiscation upon every commodity 
brought into the place by any other road. Upon a careful! retrospection into 
the former duties levyed, which constituted the farms now abolished, we find 
on an average that the custom of 4 per cent now ordered by Your Honours will 
be easier to the poor and a general benefit to the settlement. We shall there¬ 
fore direct that a calculate of duties agreeable to the saM order be made on 
each article, and shall relieve the poor in all articles of common assumption 
whenever the duty collected cm them appears a grievance ocmformahfe to your 
repeated commands* 
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175. We have ordered Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted to act as Surveyor of 
the Company’s works agreable to your commands, but in order to avoid any 
cause of disgust or contest with our Engineer we have directed him not to inter¬ 
fere in any shape with the fortification of the settlement or the new works now 
erecting under the inspection of Captain Brohier, as it is our opinion it could 
not be your intention that the post of Surveyor should extend to those works 
unless in a manner subordinate to the Engineer. 

176. We are of opinion your orders respecting the business of the several 
offices being carried on by black soldiers in place of buxerrys, pykes and peons 
cannot in the whole be carried into execution. Seapoys may very well supply 
the place of buxerrys and pykes, whether as guards or centinels, but the current 
business of each office will require a certain number of peons to carry it on 
properly. 

177. The orders and regulations concerning the mint shall be complied 
with as they stand in the letter of the 3rd March without any variation. We 
shall likewise make the contractor give the strongest obligation with a penalty 
annexed that he shall not debase the coin and that he likewise sends some of 
the coinage (through the Board) monthly to the mint of Muxadavad to be 
essayed there. 

178. Your Honours’ commands relative to the dustucks and the marine 
shall be carried into execution without variation. 

179. A due regard shall be paid by us to your orders and recommendation 
for economy and frugality, and we shall as much as lays in our power enforce 
the same by our example and authority to the junior servants. The writers 
were sent for and the several paragraphs in your commands relative to them 
were read by the Secretary to them all in our presence. Those orders were 
seconded by a strenuous recommendation to them from the Board to observe 
and follow the direction of our hon’ble masters, and the consequences of dis¬ 
obedience set before them in the strongest terms. We shall exact a compliance 
with the orders for laying down chaises and horses but have been obliged to 
indulge them with the use of a palanquin in the hot months and rains on 
account of the distance of some of their houses from the offices they belong to. 
When the citadel is finished and apartments for the servants are built conti¬ 
guous to the publick offices there will be no occasion for the expence of a 
palanquin and we shall then oblige them to lay it aside. 

180. We shall pay the writers upon our establishment 400 rupees per 
annum in future agreable to your directions, but there being no apartments 
built for them as yet, we have thought proper to continue the allowance of 
house rent to them till places are made for their habitation in the new fort. 

181. The expences of this Presidency were under our consideration when 
die Warren and London arrived; the business which has since intervened 
prevented our progress in that work which we purpose to resume as soon as 
we have leisure. 

182. Your Honours in the letter of the 23rd March having left the appoint¬ 
ment of posts at the Board entirely to us, we have filled them up in the fol¬ 
lowing manner; 

Charles Manningham Esor.. Chief at Cossim'hivri»r 
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William Frankiand Esqr., Collector of the Rents* and Revenues and 
Export Warehouse Keeper. 

John Zephaniah Hoi well Esqr., Import Warehouse Keeper and Mili¬ 
tary Storekeeper. 

William Mackett Esqr., Storekeeper, Buxey and Pay Master ot the 
Works. 

Thomas Boddani Esqr., Sea Custom Master. 
Charles Stafford Plavdell Esqr., Land Custom Master. 

183. Conformable to vour directions in the letter under date the lUth 
November 1757 and confirmed by your subsequent commands we shall not 
encrease the Council above the number of 10, the Major included. 

184. The intention Messrs Watts, Becher and Collet have signified of re¬ 
turning to Europe this season making a vacancy of one member in Council, 
we have filled up the vacancy with Charles Stafford Playdeli Esqr., who took his 
seat at the Board on the 7th Instant. Messrs Manningham and Frankiand 
having likewise intimated their intention of returning to England this season, 
the President delivered in a letter to the Board on the . . . ultimo requesting 
those gentlemen to stay a season longer in the country in order to assist him 
in the management of the Company's affairs at this Presidency, to which 
they cheerfully assented for the good of their employers. 

185. Our President returns Your Honours his most humble thanks for 
the appointment of him to the government of your settlements in Bengal and 
desires you will rest assured of his best efforts for your service and interest 
during his stay in India. By his letter entered on the face of our consultation 
of the 23rd November you will find he purposes to return to Europe by the 
ships of next season, before which we have hopes the greatest part if not the 
whole of the treaty with the Nabob will be compleated. 

186. We have appointed Mr. William Brightweil Sumner Chief of the 
Dacca factory and Mr. Harry Verrelst Chief at Luckypoor, to which Chief- 
ships we shall annex the salaries you have ordered and direct those gentlemen 
to charge no more. 

187. Mr. Johnstone being sent by the Select Committee to Golconda 
upon business of consequence, we have sent Mr. Charles Rogers to Ballasore 
to receive the charge of the factory and carry on the business till Mr. Johnstone 
returns. 

188. Nothing has been paid to the attorneys of Captain Nathanial 
Jacobs since the 1st October 1756 as Mrs. Mary Jacobs died the 9th of that 
month. 

189. The Secretary and Sub Accomptant have been ordered to pay the 
strictest regard to such of your commands as relate to their respective offices* 
The alterations and amendments signed by your Auditor are delivered to 
your Accomptant with directions to comply with them and form a correct 
sett of books to begin from April 1755. 

19&. The Secretary desires leave to apologize for the incoarectBess and 
defects in the business of his office this year, many papers being lost which 
should have been entered after the consultations. This has been owing to 
the want of a proper office and conveniences for keeping the papers which 
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obliged him to permit the young gentlemen (with leave of the late President) 

to carry their books and other busmess to be transcribed at their own houses 
by which means several papers and accounts have been mislaid. To remedy 

this evil and prevent anything of this kind for the future we purchased 
Mr. Court's house and have ordered desks, presses and conveniences of ail 
sorts to be maae for the use of the several pubiick offices of the settlement. 

191. Before we close this head we think it necessary to take notice that 
we are in great want of assistants, being obliged to entertain a great number 
of monthly writers to bring up the business. 

192. Mr. Drake has been made acquainted of your orders in his favor, 
prior to which he had informed the Board he should return to Europe this 
year; accordingly he takes his passage on the llchester. 

193. Mr. Watts leaves India at the same time and returns to Europe by 
the above mentioned ship. Mr. Becher designs going home on the Warren 
and Mr. Collett on the London. 

194. In our advices last season we omitted the mention of our having 
requested the Reverend Mr. Henry Butler (who came out on the Grantham 
for Bencoolen) to stay at this place and officiate as Chaplain of the settlement 
till we heard from Europe, to which he assented. If ^our Honours have not 
before the receipt of this letter engaged the chaplains for this Presidency we 
beg leave to recommend Mr. Butler to be appointed on our establishment as 
his deportment during his residence here has been extremely satisfactory to 

the Board and to the settlement in general and his behaviour in every res¬ 
pect very becoming his profession, if two chaplains are engaged and sent 
out for this place before this letter reaches Your Honors we then beg leave 
to recommend that the Reverend Mr. Henry Butler may succeed Mr. Paik 
as Chaplain at Fort St. George, which will be more agreable to him than 
going to Bencoolen. 

Seventhly, touching accompts 

195. We shall be careful to transmit Your Honors a state of the quick 
stock of this Presidency by every ship agreable to your orders. 

196. The account of the loss sustained by the Company in consequence 
of the late calamity would have been so imperfect that we thought it useless 
to send it home; we shall however form as near a statement as we can of that 
loss and transmit it by the latter ships of this season. 

197. Mr. William Rider, Sub-Accomptant, on the 14th instant sent in 
a letter to the Board setting forth the inutility of ballancing the present 
general books, erroneous as they are, and submitted to our consideration 

whether they should be ballanced to the 30th April 1758 or transmitted open, 
and a reform of the errors incurred for want of the cash and treasury and 

other accounts of 1755 be immediately undertaken and a sett of correct books 
commencing from April 1755 got in readiness to be forwarded by the first 
ships of next year. As the ballancing of these books would be no impediment 
to drawing out a correct journal after the dispatch of this year’s ships and 
as we do not know if sending home the books open would be approved of 
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by Your Honors we base ordered Mr. Rider to ballaiuc and dose to the 30th 

April 1758 and enclose a copy of his letter to which we refer Your Honours. 

1%. We are now to advise Your Honours uf die several sums for which 
we have drawn upon you by tins ship at 2s. 3d for the current rupee. The 

bills are made payable 365 days after sight conformable to your orders and 

we have advertised that six months’ interest from the day of acceptance will 

be allowed on die amount of each sett of bilk at the rate of 3 per cent per 
annum. This we have promised in die Company’s name by a pubiick notifi¬ 

cation, esteeming it irregular to insert such a condition in the body of the 

bill as it would in this case have become rather a bond than a bill 
of exchange. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand nine hundred and eleven, 

ten shillings (£st 2911-10) payable to John Boissier and Company or order 

for current rupees twenty five thousand eight hundred and eighty 

(CRs. 25880) received here of Roger Drake Esqr. account George Frederick 

Gaup at 2s. 3d. each rupee, 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred and twenty 
five (£st 1125) payable to John Boissier and Company or order for current 

rupees ten thousand (CRs. 10000) received here of Roger Drake Esqr. 
account John Fredk. de Stenger at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred and twenty 

three and ten shillings and four pence (£st, 1123-10-4) payable to Laurence 

Sulivan and Richard Baker Esqr. or order for current rupees nine 

thousand nine hundred eighty six and thirteen annas (CRs. 9986-13) 

received here of Messrs James Barton and William Rider cm account the 

estate of John Dodd deceased at 2s, 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred (£st. 590) payable to Richard 

Baker Esqr. and the Reverend Edmond Rider or order for current rupees 

four thousand four hundred and forty four and seven annas (CRs. 4444-7) 

received here of Mr. William Rider at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine thousand one hundred seventy four, 

four shillings and ten pence (£st. 9174-4-10) payable to Joseph Godfrey and 

Brice Fisher Esqr. or order for current rupees eighty one thousand five 

hundred forty eight, thirteen annas and three pice (CRs. 81548-13-3) 

received here of Mr. William Fullerton on account John Fullerton Esqr. 

at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eight thousand (£st. 8000) payable to 

Joseph Godfrey and Brice Fisher Esqrs. or order for current rupees 

seventy one thousand one hundred and eleven, one anna and 9 pice (CRs. 

71111-1-9) received here of William Warn Esqre. account John Walsh 

Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand (£$t. 3000) payable to 

Joseph Godfrey and Brice Fisher Esqr. or order for current rupees twenty 
six thousand six hundred sixty six, ten annas, nine pice (26666-10-9) 

received here of William Watts Esqr. account Stanlake Batson at 2s. 3d, 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand (£st. 4000) payable to 
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Joseph Godfrey and Brice Fisher Esqrs. or order for current rupees thirty 

five thousand five hundred fifty five, eight annas, nine pice (CRs. 35555-8-9) 

received here of William Watts Esqr. for his own account at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand (£st. 4000) payable to 

Joseph Godfrey and Brice Fisher Esqrs. or order for current rupees thirty 

five thousand five hundred fifty five, eight annas, nine pice (CRs. 35555-8-9) 
received here of William Watts Esqr. for his own account at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand (£st. 4000) payable to 

Joseph Godfrey and Brice Fisher Esqrs. or order for current rupees thirty 

five thousand five hundred fifty five, eight annas, nine pice (CRs. 35555-8-9) 

received here of William Watts Esqr. for his own account at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand one hundred (£su 3100) 

payable to Joseph Godfrey and Brice Fisher Esqrs. or order for current 

rupees twenty seven thousand five hundred fifty five and 9 annas 

(CRs. 27555-9) received here of William Watts Esqre. for his own account 

at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand sixty six, four shillings 

and six pence (£st. 3066-4-6) payable to Messrs John Hallett and John 

Saure or order for current rupees twenty seven thousand two hundred 

fifty five, five annas and nine pice (27255-5-9) received here of Captain 

John Sampson at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eleven thousand two hundred and fifty 

(£st. 11250) payable to Frederick and Thomas Frankland Esqrs. or order 

for current rupees one hundred thousand (CRs. 100,000) received here 

of William Frankland Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred and twenty 

five (£st. 1125) payable to Thomas Manningham and Laurence Sulivan 

Esqrs. or order for current rupees ten thousand (CRs. 10,000) received here 
of Charles Manningham Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand two hundred and fifty 

(£st 2250) payable to Thomas Manningham and Laurence Sulivan Esqrs. 

or order for current rupees twenty thousand (CRs. 20,000) received here of 

Charles Manningham Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds three thousand three hundred and seventy five 

(£st. 3375) payable to Thomas Manningham and Laurence Sulivan 
Esqrs. or order for current rupees seventeen thousand seven hundred 

seventy seven, twelve annas, six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) received here of 
Charles Manningham Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand five hundred (£st. 2500) 
payable to Thomas Manningham and Laurence Sulivan Esqrs. or order 

for current rupees twenty two thousand two hundred twenty two, three 

annas, six pice (GRs. 22222-3-6) received here of Charles Manningham 
Esqr. at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eighty seven, seventeen shillings and 
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four pence (£st. 874 7-4j payable to Bernard Forrester or order for current 
rupees seven hundred eighty one and 9 pice (CRs. 78141-9) received 
here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqre. on account 
Bernard Forrester at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seventy, eight shillings, and eleven 
pence (£st. 70-84 Ij payable to James Wood or order for current rupees 
six hundred twenty six, three annas and three pice (CRs. 626-3-3) received 
here from Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs. on 
account James Wood at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling forty six, nineteen shillings and eleven 
pence (£st, 46-19-11) payable to Captain Carteret Legevt or order for 
current rupees four hundred seventeen, eleven annas and three pice 
(CRs, 417-11-3) received here of Charles Manningham and William 
Frankland Esqre. on account Carteret Legevt at 2$. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred thirty five, seventeen 
shillings (£st. 135-17) payable to Thomas Saunders Esqr. or order for 
current rupees one thousand two hundred seven and nine annas (CRs. 
1207-9) received here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland 
Esqrs. account Thomas Saunders at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred fifty seven, two shillings 
and ten pence (£st. 257-2-10) payable to Cornelius Goodwin Esqre. or 
order for current rupees two thousand two hundred eighty five, eleven 
annas, 6 pice (CRs. 2285-11-6) received here of Charles Manningham 
and William Frankland Esqrs. account Mrs Elizabeth Cockeil at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred fifty four, fourteen 
shillings and six pence (£st 154-14-6) payable to John Griffin or order 
for current rupees one thousand three hundred seventy five, 5 annas, 
six pice (CRs. 1375-5-6) received here of Charles Manningham and 
William Frankland Esqrs on account John Griffin at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred thirty three, fourteen 
shillings and five pence (£st 433-14-5) payable to Stephen Law Esqre. 
or order for current rupees three thousand eight hundred fifty five, four 
annas, 9 pice (CRs, 3855-4-9) received here of Charles Manningham and 
William Frankland on their own account at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred sixty four, eight shillings 
and four pence (£st 164-8-4) payable to Mrs. Margaret Combes or order 
for current rupees one thousand four hundred sixty one, seven annas and 
six pice (CRs. 1461-7-6) received here of Chas. Manningham and 
William Frankland on account Margaret Combes at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred sixty eight, fifteen shillings, 
and five pence {£st 668-15-5) payable to Cornelius Goodwin and 
Nathanial Neal Esqrs. or order for current rupees five thousand nine hund¬ 
red forty four, ten annas, three pice {CRs. 5944-10-3) received here of 
Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqr on account Mrs Anne 
Mandeville at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seven hunched eighty three, fee shillings 

VoL E—24 
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and seven pence (fist 783-5-7) payable to Adam Dawson Esqr. or order for 
current rupees six thousand nine hundred sixty two and eight annas (CR$. 

6962-8) received here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland 
Esqrs account Adam Dawson at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for £ sterling four hundred eighteen* eight shillings and 
four pence (fist 418-8-4) payable to Thomas Fytche Esqr. or order 

for current rupees three thousand seven hundred nineteen, 4 annas, three 
pice (CRs. 3719-4-3) received here of Charles Manningham and William 
Frankland Esqrs on their own account at 2s, 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred twelve and three pence 

(fist 112-0-3) payable to Robert Goodere Esqre or order for current 
rupees nine hundred ninety five, ten annas and 9 pice (CRs. 995-10-9) 

received here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs on 
account Robert Goodere Esqre at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand four hundred forty six, 

three shillings and seven pence (fist 1446-3-7) payable to William Wogan 

junior or order for current rupees twelve thousand eight hundred fifty 
four, fifteen annas (CRs. 12854-15) received here of Charles Manningham 
and William Frankland Esqrs on account William Wogan junior at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand three hundred sixty five 

and one shilling (fist 3365-1) payable to Joseph Solomons Esqre. or 

order for current rupees twenty nine thousand nine hundred and eleven 

and nine annas (CRs. 29911-9) received here of Charles Manningham 
and William Frankland Esqrs. on account Joseph Solomons at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred and seventeen, four 

shillings and four pence (fist 317-4-4) payable to John Henry Mertins 
Esqre or order for current rupees two thousand eight hundred nineteen, 
eleven annas, three pice (CRs. 2819-11-3) received here of Charles 

Manningham and William Frankland Esqre in full returns of one chest 
of coral (Mark No. 10] No I imported per ship Walpole anno 1756 at 
2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling twenty five, ten shillings and one penny 
(fist 25-10-1) payable to Mr. James Adam or order for current rupees 

two hundred twenty six, eleven arinas, six pice (CRs. 226-11-6) received 

here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs in further 
part restitution of a chest of amber beads [Mark No. 12] No 6 at 2s. 3<L 
each rupee. 

"One sett for pounds sterling twenty nine, eighteen shillings aiid ten 
pence (fist 29-18-10) payable to Mr. Judah Supino or order for current 
rupees two hundred sixty six, two annas, six pice (CRs. 266-2-6) received 
here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs in further 
part restitution for a chest of coral beads [Mark No. 8] No 11 imported 
per ship Eastcourt anno 1755 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seventy six, eighteen shillings and five 
pence (fist 76-18-5) payable to Messrs Isaac Mendez da Costa and Nunes 

Brothers or order for current rupees six hundred eighty three,and twelve 
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annas (CRs. 683-12i received here of Charles Manningham and William 
Frankiand Esqrs in further part restitution for coral beads two chests 

marked [Mark No. 9] No 5 per True Briton 1754 and [Mark No. 9] No 
14 per Easicourt 1755 at 2s. 3d, each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred seven, fifteen shillings and 

three pence (£st 207-15-3) payable to Richard and William Barwell 
Esqr or order for current rupees one thousand eight hundred forty six, 

twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 1846-12-6) received of Charles 

Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs in further part returns of 

one chest coral beads R B No 18 imports per Walpole anno 1756 at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eight hundred twenty four, one shilling 

and six pence (£st 824-1-6) payable to Messrs Abraham and Jacob 

Franco, their assigns or order for current rupees seven thousand three 

hundred twenty five, one anna, six pice (CRs. 7325-1-6) received here 

of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs in full returns of 

rough coral four chests [Mark No. 13] No. 18 a 21 imported per ship 

Tavistock anno 1757 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eight hundred and eight pence (£st 

800-0-8) payable to Joseph Salvador Esqr or order for current rupees 

seven thousand one hundred eleven, six annas, nine pice (CRs. 7111-6-9) 

received here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqr. in 

further part restitution for coral beads one chest [Mark No. 14] No 14 and 

[Mark No. 15] No 1 per Eastcourt 1755 in full proceeds of coral beads 

MN No 1 & GM No 6 per Walpole 1756 and in part returns of one chest 

of coral beads [Mark No. 16] No 2 per Marlbro’ 1756 at 2$. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred twenty eight, two shillings 

and three pence (£stel 228-2-3) payable to Joseph Salvador Esqr or 

order for current rupees two thousand twenty seven, ten annas, six pice 

(CRs. 2027-10-6) received here of Charles Manningham and William 

Frankland Esqrs in full returns of coral heads 1 chest [Mark No. 17] No. 

5 per Wager 1748 account the estate of Mr, Jacob Salvador deceased at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine hundred ninety two, eighteen 

shillings, and seven pence (£992-18-7) payable to Messrs Josephs ami 

David Franco or order for current rupees eight thousand eight hundred 

twenty six and six pice (CRs. 8826-0-6) received here of Roger Drake 

junior and Charles Manningham Esqrs in full returns for I chest of coral 

beads [Mark No. 18] No 2 imported per Ilehester 1758 at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee* 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand three hundred fifty rune, 

five shillings and nine pence (£st 2359-5-9) payable to Thomas Godfrey 
Esqr or order for current rupees twenty thousand nine hundred seventy 

one, seven annas, three pice (CRs. 20971-7-3) received here of Roger Drake 

Jimr. and Charles Manningfraim Esqrs ha return So® beads 
[Mark No. 19] No 1, % & 3* per Eastcomt and Duke of Dorset 1755 and 
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in full proceeds of coral beads AB No 2 per Elizabeth 1758 and AB No 
1 and 2 per Ilchester and Fox 1758 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand nine hundred twenty one 

six shillings and 2 pence (£ 2921-6-2) payable to Roger Drake Junr! 

and Chas. Manningham Esqrs in further part restitution for emeralds 
one box B No 6, coral beads B No 5 & 7, bugles ten cask and a box F No 

1 a II per Eastcourt and Duke of Dorset 1755 and in full proceeds of 

coral beads [Mark No 20] No 18 per Godolphin 1752, FF No 9 per Lynn 
1750, B No 8 per Ilchester 1758 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred seventy four, four shillings 

and two pence (£st 274-4-2) payable to William Davis Esqre or order 

for current rupees two thousand four hundred thirty seven, six annas 

three pice (CRs. 2437-6-3) received here of Charles Manningham and 

William Frankland Esqrs on account William Davis Esqre at 2s. 3d. each 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand nine hundred twenty two, 

five pence (£st 1922-0-5) payable to Willm Belchier Esqr & Company 

or order for current rupees seventeen thousand eighty four and ten annas 

(CRs. 17084-10) received here of Charles Manningham Esqre account 
Nicholas Deller at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand one hundred twenty 

seven, ten shillings and eleven pence (£st 3127-10-11) payable to Messrs 

Moseh Franco & Company or order for current rupees twenty seven 

thousand eight hundred, six annas, and three pice (27800-6-3) received 

here of Roger Drake junior and Charles Manningham Esqrs in further 
part' restitution for coral beads [Mark No. 21] No 2 & 3 per Duke of 

Dorset 1755 and full proceeds for coral beads [Mark No. 22] No 4 per 

Chesterfield 1756, No 6 & 7 per Grantham and Fox 1758 and [Mark 
No. 23] No 1 per Ilchester 1758 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred forty six, two shillings and 
three pence (£st 646-2-3) payable to Messrs Henry and Peter Muilman, 

Joseph Solomons and Hugh Ross or order for current rupees five thousand 

seven hundred forty three, three annas and nine pice (CRs. 5743-3-9) 

received here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs by 

orders of Messrs Peter Mariette and Andrew Ross of Madrass in further 

part restitution for II chests of coral beads [Mark No. 24] No 1 & 2 per 

Prince of Wales 1755, [Mark No. 24] No. 3 & 4, M No. 3 & 5, MS No. 8 

per Duke of Dorset 1755, M No 2 per Bombay Castle 1755, MS No 5, 6 
& 7 per Rhode 1755 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand twenty seven, thirteen 
shillings and eight pence (£st 3027-13-8) payable to Mr. Devereux Bowly, 

or order for current rupees twenty six thousand nine hundred twelve, 
eleven annas, nine pice (CRs. 26912-11-9) received here of Charles 

Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs on account of Robert Sloper 
at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling sixty two, eleven shillings (£st 62-11) 
payable to Richard Eyre Esqre or order for current rupees five hundred 
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fifty six and three pice (CRs. 556-0-3) received here of Charles Manning- 
ham Esqr. on account Hugh Stackhouse at 2s, 3d each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred sixteen, eight shillings and 

eleven pence (£st 116-8-11) payable to William Davis Esqre or order 
for current rupees one thousand thirty five, one anna, and three pice 

(CRs. 1035-1-3} received here of Charles Manningham and William 
Mackett Esqre on account Mrs Elizabeth at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand (£st 3000) payable to 
Messrs Nettleton and Raikes or order for current rupees twenty six 

thousand six hundred sixty six, ten annas and nine pice (CRs. 26666-10-9) 

received here of Richard Becher Esqr on his own acount at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand four hundred (£st 4400) 

payable to Mr. James Holcombe or order for current rupees thirty nine 

thousand one hundred eleven, one anna, six pice (CRs. 39111-1-6) 

received here of Mr. David Rannie on his own account at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand (£4000) payable to Roger 

Drake and Beeston Long Esqrs or order for current rupees thirty five 

thousand five hundred fifty five, eight annas, and nine pice (CRs. 35555- 

8-9) received here of Mr. John Durand on his own account at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand seven hundred (£st 2700) 
payable to Captain Alexander Grant or order for current rupees twenty 
four thousand (CRs. 24000) received here of the said Capt. Alexr. Grant at 
2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred twelve and ten shillings 
(£st 112-10) payable to Dr. John Munro or order for current rupees one 
thousand (CRs. 1000) received here of Mr. Culling Smith at 2s. 3d. per 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eight thousand (£st 8000) payable to 
Captain Thomas Lewis or order for current rupees seventy one thousand 
one hundred eleven, one anna, and nine pice (CRs. 71111-1-9) received 
here of the said Captain Thomas Lewis at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand two hundred seventy one, 
four shillings and two pence (£st 1271-4-2) payable to Edward Page 
Esqre or order for current rupees eleven thousand two hundred ninety 
nine, ten annas and three pice (CRs. 11299-10-3) received here of Richard 
Becher and William Fullerton Esqrs on account Edward Page Esqr at 
2s. 3cL each rupee. 

One set for pounds sterling three hundred thirty cme, eight shillings, 
and six pence (£st 331-8-6) payable to John Ward Esqr or order for 
current rupees two thousand nine hundred forty six (CRs. 2946) reodved 
here of Richard Becher Esqr ou account John Smith Esqr at Madrass 
at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling sixty two, nine shillings and three pence 
(£st 62-9-3) payable to Captain John Oliver or order for current rupees 
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five hundred fifty five, three annas, and nine pice (CRs. 555-3-9) received 

here of Richard Becher Esqr. on account Captain Oliver at 2s, 3d, 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine thousand (£st 9000) payable to 

Alexander and Abrahm Hume Esqrs or order for current rupees eighty 

thousand (CRs. 80000) received here of Thomas Boddam Esqr on account 
Thomas Boddam Esqr and Thomas Maunsell at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand four hundred sixty two, 

ten shillings (£st 1462-10) payable to Capt. G. Muir and Mr. John 

Thompson or order for current rupees thirteen thousand (CRs. 13000) 

received here of Messrs O’Hara, Hay and Howitt on account Captain 

G. Muir at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred thirty one, fifteen shillings 

and two pence (£st 131-15-2) payable to Mrs. Anna Grahame or order 

for current rupees one thousand one hundred seventy one, three annas, 

three pice (CRs. 1171-3-3) received here of Mr. George Gray Senr. at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand seven hundred twenty 

five, eighteen shillings, and nine pence (£st 3725-18-9) payable to John 

Brown Esqr or order for current rupees thirty three thousand one hundred 

nineteen, seven annas and three pice (CRs. 33119-7-3) received here of 

Messrs Willm. Mackett and George Gray Senr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred forty four, 

eleven shillings and six pence (£st 1144-11-6) payable to Mr. Willm 

Grahame or order for current rupees ten thousand one hundred seventy 

four (CRs. 10174) received here of Mr. George Gray senior at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred (£st 200) payable to Capt. 

Charles Palmer or order for current rupees one thousand seven hundred 
seventy seven, twelve annas, six pice (CRs. 1777-12-6) received here of 

Messrs George Gray and William Rider at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred fifty (£st 150) payable to 

Sir James Johnstone and James Johnstone Esqr or order for current 

rupees one thousand three hundred thirty three, five annas and three pice 

(CRs, 1333-5-3) received here of Messrs Willm Rider and Ralph Lycester 

on account Mr. John Johnstone at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred twenty and two pence (£st 

120-0-2) payable to Robt. James Esqr or order for current rupees one 
thousand sixty six, eleven annas, and 9 pice (CRs. 1066-11-9) received 

here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr on account the estate of Mr. Aylmer 
Harrod at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett'for pounds sterling two hundred twenty four, ten shillings 

and five pence (£st 224-10-5) payable to Mr. George Leycester or order 
for current rupees one thousand nine hundred ninety five and nine pice, 

(CRs. 1995-0-9) received here of Mr. Leycester on account the estate of Mr. 
Edward Page at 2s. 3d. each rupee 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred and fifty (£st 250) payable 
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to Mr. Patrick Scott or order current rupees tun thousand two hundred 

twenty two, three annas, six pice (CRs, 2222-3-6) received here of Messrs 
Lycos ter and Charlton at 2s, 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand f£st !000i payable to 

William Davis and Richard Baker Esqrs or order for current rupees 

eight thousand eight hundred eighty eight, and fourteen annas (CRs, 8888- 

141 received here of Messrs John Zephaniah Hoi well and William Rider 

Esqrs on account the estate of John Coats worth at 2s. 3d, per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand three hundred eighteen, 

eleven shillings and eleven pence (£st 2318-1 LI 1) payable to Mrs 

Frances Townshend or order for current rupees twenty thousand six 

hundred nine, twelve annas (CRs. 20609-12) received here of Mrs Frances 
Townshend at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirteen, two shillings and five pence 

(£ 13-2-5) payable to Mrs Anne Mertins or order for current rupees one 

hundred sixteen and ten annas (CRs. 116-10) received here of Mr. Philip 

Dacres at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand five hundred eighty one, 

twelve shillings and two pence (£st 3581-12-2) payable to Thomas 

Manningham and Laurence Sulivan Esqrs or order for current rupees 

thirty one thousand eight hundred thirty six, eight annas, and six pice 

(CRs. 31836-8-6) received here of Charles Manningham and Willm 

Frankland Esqr at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred ninety nine, ten shillings 
and three pence (£st 399-10-3) payable to Henry Speke and Henry 
Doidge Esqrs or order for current rupees three thousand five hundred 
fifty one, three annas and nine pice (CRs. 3551-3-9) received here of 
William Mackett on account William Brereton Esqre at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand seven hundred eighty four, 
four shillings and three pence (fist 1784-4-3) payable to David Finlay 
Esqr or order for current rupees fifteen thousand eight hundred fifty nine, 
ten annas and nine pice (CRs. 15859-10-9) received here of William 
Mackett Esqr at 2s, 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand nine hundred twenty three, 
fifteen shillings (fist 1923-15) payable to John Browne Esqre or carder 
for current rupees seventeen thousand one hundred (CRs. 17100) received 
here of William Mackett Esqre account the estate of Robert Saunderson 
deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred fifty six, one shilling and 
six pence (fisterling 165-1-6) payable to John Biown Esqre or „ carder 
for current rupees one thousand duree hundred eighty seven, five annas, 
six pke (CRs. 1387-5-6) received here of Wiliam Mackett Esqre account 
Miss Mary Eyre at 2s, 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling sixty eight, twelve shillings Mid three 
pence (fist 68-12-3) payable to Messrs Fetfaerstonhaugh rad Brown or 
order for current rupees six hundred right, fifteen anna®, nine pice (CRs 
608-15-9) received hare of Wiliam Mackett Esqr at 2^ 3d* each rupee. 
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One sett for pounds sterling seven hundred eighty seven and ten shill¬ 

ings (fist 787-10) payable to Henry Speke and Henry Doidge Esqrs or 

order for current rupees seven thousand (CRs. 7000) received here of 
William Mackett Esqre at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seven hundred eighteen, nineteen shillings 

and nine pence (£718-19-9) payable to Mrs Elizabeth Biggs or order for 

current rupees six thousand three hundred ninety one (CRs. 6391) received 

here of Captain John Mackmath account Mrs Mary Gwyn at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred (fist 200) payable to Captain 

John Mackmath senior or order for current rupees one thousand seven 

hundred seventy seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 1777-12-6) received 

here of Capt. John Mackmath senior on his own account at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand (fist 2000) payable to 

Captain John Cudmore or order for current rupees seventeen thousand 

seven hundred seventy seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) 

received here of Captain John Cudmore at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand (fist 2000) payable to 

Edward Stephenson Esqr or order for current rupees seventeen thousand 

seven hundred seventy seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) 

received here of Mr. Thomas Holmes at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand fifty seven, ten shillings 

(fist 2057-10) payable to Mr. Bryan Scottney and John Fleming Esqr or 

order for current rupees eighteen thousand two hundred eighty eight 

fourteen annas, and three pice (CRs. 18288-14-3) received here of Messrs 

Piaydell, Howitt and White at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five thousand seven hundred fifty nine, 

eight shillings and eight pence (fist 5759-8-8) payable to Thomas 

Manningham and Laurence Sulivan Esqrs or order for current rupees 

fifty one thousand one hundred ninety four, fifteen annas and six pice 

(CRs. 51194-15-6) received here of Charles Manningham Esqr and Mr. 

Stanlake Batson on account Mrs Frances Watts at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six thousand eight hundred sixty three, 

nine shillings and ten pence (fist 6863-9-10) payable to Benjamin Long- 

net and Joseph Guinand Esqr or order for current rupees sixty one 

thousand eight and thirteen annas (CRs. 61008-13) received here of Char¬ 

les Manningham, Wm. Mackett and Luke Scrafton Esqrs account the 

estate of Mr. Nicholas Clerembault deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand (fist 2000) payable to Mr. 

John Smith or order for current rupees seventeen thousand seven hundred 
seventy seven, twelve annas, six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) received here of 
Mr. John Smith at 2s. 3d* each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seven thousand five hundred thirty 
seven and ten shillings (fist 7537-10) payable to Messrs Samuel Bennett 

Smith and Henry Allen or order fee current rupees sixty seven thousand 
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(CRs. 67000) received here of Mr. Charles Douglas account the estate of 
Mrs James Douglas deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred f£st 500) payable to 

Laurence Suiivan Esqr and Dr. John Munro or order for current rupees 

four thousand four hundred forty four and seven annas (CRs. 4444-7) 
received here of Mr. Culling Smith at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds ten thousand four hundred thirtv four, seven 

shillings and eleven pence (£10434-7-11) payable to Henry Speke and 

Charles Browne Esqrs or order for current rupees ninety two thousand 

seven hundred fifty, three annas and three pice (CRs. 92750-3-3) received 

here of William Mackett Esqre on account Henry Speke Esqr at 2s, 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand (£st 3000) payable to 

William Davis Esqre or order for current rupees twenty six thousand six 

hundred sixty six, ten annas and nine pice (CRs. 26666-10-9) received 

here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqre at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred thirty three 

and three shillings (£st 1133-3) payable to Captain Nathaniel Jacobs or 

order for current rupees ten thousand seventy two, seven annas and three 

pice (CRs. 10072-7-3) received here of John Zephaniah Holwell and 
Richard Becher Esqrs at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred fifty (£st 250) payable to 

Messrs Nettleton and Raikes or order for current rupees two thousand 
two hundred twenty two, three annas and six pice (CRs. 2222-3-6) received 

here of Mr. Harry Verrelst at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling eight hundred sixty six, nineteen 

shillings and ten pence (£st 866-19-10) payable to William Davis Esqr 

or order for current rupees seven thousand seven hundred six, nine annas 

and nine pice (CRs. 7706-9-9) received here of John Zephaniah Bdwell 

Esqr and Mr. John Knox, on account of Mr. George Heath at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand five hundred forty five, 

eighteen shillings and four pence (£st 1545-18-4) payable to Thomas 

Waters Esqr or order for current rupees thirteen thousand seven hundred 

forty one, seven annas and six pice (CRs. 13741-7-6) received here of 

Mr. Anselm Beaumont for proceeds of coral marked Cl CB per ship 

Hardwick No. 15, and further part restituted on two chests AB. No 3 & 7 

per York at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred and twenty 

five (£sterling 1125) payable to Edward Savage Esqr or Capt. Charles 

Fowles or order for current rupees ten thousand (CRs. 10,000) received 

here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont at 2s. 3cL each rupee. 

One set for pounds sterling two thousand twenty five (£st 2025) paya¬ 

ble to Messrs Gamon and Challoner car order for current rupees eighteen 

thousand (CRs. 18000) received here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred seventy five, three shillings 
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and one penny (fist 175-3-1) payable to Christopher Baron Esqr or 

order for current rupees one thousand five hundred fifty six, fifteen annas 

(CRs. 1556-15) received here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred ten, seven shillings and 

three pence (fist 110-7-3) payable to Abraham Prado Esqr or order for 

current rupees nine hundred eighty one (CRs. 981) received here of Mr, 

Anselm Beaumont at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred ninety two, three shillings 

and two pence (fist 492-3-2) payable to Mr. Charles Brett or the Reverend 

Mr. Robert Palk or order for current rupees four thousand three hund¬ 

red seventy four, twelve annas and three pice (CRs. 4374-12-3) received 

here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred sixty eight, 

five shillings and seven pence (fist 1168-5-7) payable to Messrs Samuel 

Bennett and John Coxon or order for current rupees ten thousand three 

hundred eighty five, one anna and six pice (CRs. 10385-1-6) received here 

of Mrs Mary Warwick on account the estate of Nathl Wilson deceased, 

at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand two hundred and fifty 

(fist 2250) payable to Richard and William Chauncey and Richard 

Scrafton or order for current rupees twenty thousand (CRs. 20,000) received 

here of Mr. Luke Scrafton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand (£2,000) payable to Captain 

Robert Campbell or order for current rupees seventeen thousand seven 

hundred seventy seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) 

received here from Capt. Robert Campbell at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling sixty seven and ten shillings (fist 67-10) 

payable to Mr. William Ferguson or order for current rupees six hundred 

CRs. 600) received here of Captain Keir at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand seven hundred nine, 

nineteen shillings and seven pence (fist 4709-19-7) payable to Joseph and 

Francis Fowke or order for current rupees forty one thousand eight 

hundred sixty six and eight annas (CRs. 41866-8) received here of Captain 

Peter Duncan on account Mrs Sophia Duncan at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for~ pounds sterling two hundred (fist 200) payable to 

Mr. James Tierney or order for current rupees one thousand seven 

hundred seventy seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 1777-12-6) 

received here of Mr. Samuel Middleton account the estate of Francis 
Vasmer at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty (fist 50) payable to Henry Hastings 

Esqre or order for current rupees four hundred forty four and seven annas 

(CRs. 444-7) received here of Samuel Middleton on his own account at 
2s. 3d, each rupee. 

One sett for pound sterling twenty (fist 20) payable to Mr. William 

Ellis or order for current rupees one hundred seventy seven, twelve annas, 

six pice (CRs. 17742-6) received here of Mr, Charles O’Hara at 2s, 3d* 
each rupee. 
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One sett for pounds sterling thirty (£st 301 payable to Mrs. Elizabeth 

Howitt or order for current rupees two hundred sixty six, ten annas and 

nine pice (CRs. 266-10-9) received here from Mr. Charles O’Hara at 2s. 
3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty two thousand eight hundred 
eighty one, twelve shillings and two pence (£st 32881-12-2! payable to the 

Hon’ble Sir Edward Clive Knight and William Belchier, Richard Clive 

and William Smith King Esqrs. or order for current rupees two hundred 

ninety two thousand two hundred eighty, fifteen annas and six pice 
(CRs. 292280-15-6) received here of Robert Clive Esqre at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred (£st 300) payable to Edward 

Stephenson Esqr. or order for current rupees two thousand six hundred 

sixty six, ten annas and nine pice (CRs. 2666-10-9) received here of 
Mr. Thomas Holmes at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five thousand (£st 5000) payable to John 

Kelsall Esqr. or order for current rupees forty four thousand four hundred 

forty four, eight annas, and six pice (CRs. 44444-8-6) received here of 

Edmd. Maskeyne Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand (£st. 3000) payable to 

Wm. Waller, James Adams and Henry Brougham Esqrs. or order for 

current rupees twenty six thousand six hundred sixty six, ten annas, and 

nine pice (CRs. 26666-10-9) received here of Mr. Samuel Waller on his 

own account at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seven hundred forty two and ten shillings 

(£st 742-10) payable to Henry Allen Esqr. or order far current rupees 

six thousand six hundred (CRs. 6600) received here of Mr. George Gray 
Senr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred ninety five, four shillings 

and four pence (£st 595-4-4) payable to Henry Allen Esqr. or order for 

current rupees five thousand two hundred ninety, thirteen annas (CRs. 

5290-13) received here of Mr. Geotge Gray senior account the estate of 

Captain Alex Robertson deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred seventy six, nineteen 
shillings and three pence (£st 176-19-3) payable to Henry Allen Esqr. or 
order for current rupees one thousand five hundred seventy three (CRs. 
1573) received here of George Gray senior on account the estate of Stair 
Dalrymple deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred thirty, one shilling and two 
pence (£st 530-1-2) payable to George Knapton Esqre or order for current 
rupees four thousand seven hundred eleven and fra annas (CRs. 4711-10) 
received here of Roger Drake Esqr. on account the estate of William 
Knapton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine hundred (£$t 900) payable to 
Messrs Gosling and Beonet or order for current rupees eight thousand 
(CRs. 8000) received here of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d, ctsdb rupee. 

One sett for pounds snarling thirty four* twelve sh8in©i mA tm* pence 
(£st 34-12-2) payable to Gabriel Snodgrass or order for oirrent rupees 
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three hundred seven and ten annas (CRs. 307-10) received here of 

Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred twenty four, fifteen shillings 

and one penny (fist 624-15-1) payable to Alexander McLeod or order 

for current rupees five thousand five hundred fifty three, six annas and 

three pice (CRs. 5553-6-3) received here of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 

3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand six hundred sixty nine, 

six shillings and seven pence (fist 1669-6-7) payable to Matthew Collet 

Esqre or order for current rupees fourteen thousand eight hundred thirty 

eight, seven annas and six pice (CRs. 14838-7-6) received here of Messrs 

Collet, Mackett, and Boddam account Nich. Robert Sanderson, at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred eighty two and ten 

shillings (fist 382-10) payable to Mr. William Ferguson or order for current 
rupees three thousand four hundred (CRs. 3400) received here* of 

Mr, William Fullerton on account the estate of Mr. Walter Johnson at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred sixty two, ten shillings 

(fist 562-10) payable to Mr. John Gay or order for current rupees five 

thousand (CRs. 5000) received here of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling twenty eight, 2 shillings and six pence 

(fist 28-2-6) payable to Captain George Meard or order for current rupees 

two hundred and fifty (CRs. 250) received here of Mr. William Fullerton 

at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred sixty eight and fifteen 

shillings payable to Mr. William Nixon or order for current rupees one 

thousand five hundred (CRs. 1500) received here of William Fullerton at 

2s. .3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred and fifty (fist 450) payable 

to David Robertson Esqr or order for current rupees four thousand (CRs. 
4000) received here of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six thousand seven hundred fifty (fist 

6750) payable to William Fullerton or order for current rupees sixty 

thousand (CRs. 60,000) received here of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred ninety five, fifteen shillings 

and eleven pence (fist 195-15-11) payable to William Davis Esqr or order 

for current rupees one thousand seven hundred forty, six annas and six 

pice (CRs. 1740-6-6) received here of John Zephh. Holwell Esqr. on 

account the estate of Robert Wilkinson deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty three and fifteen shillings (fist 

33-15) payable to Mrs. Elizabeth Howitt or order for current rupees three 

hundred (CRs. 300) received here of Mr. Samuel Howitt at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand three hundred and fifty 
(fist 1350) payable to Laurence Sulivan and Thomas Manningham Esqrs. 
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or order for current rupees twelve thousand (CRs. 12UU0) received here of 

Charles Manningham and Wra. Frankland Esqrs. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty seven and nine pence (£st 57-0-9) 

payable to Moseh and Raphael Franco or order for current rupees five 

hundred and seven (CRs. 507} received here of Charles Manningham and 
William Frankland Esqrs. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six thousand one hundred sixty eight, 

three shillings and ten pence (£st 6168-3-10} payable to Frederick and 

Thomas Frankland Esqrs. or order for current rupees fifty four thousand 

eight hundred twenty eight, six annas and three pice (CRs. 54828-6-3} 

received here of William Frankland Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred (£$t 500} payable to John 

Warde Esqre. or order for current rupees four thousand four hundred 

forty four and seven annas (CRs. 4444-7} received here of Mr* William 

Fullerton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five thousand six hundred, four shillings 

and eight pence (£5600-4-8) payable to Edward Holden Crutteaden 

Esqr, or order for current rupees forty nine thousand seven hundred 

seventy nine, twelve annas and nine pice (CRs. 49779-12-9) received here 

of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred six, four shillings and nine 

pence (£st 406-4-9) payable to William Ferguson or order for current 

rupees three thousand six hundred and eleven (CRs. 3611) received here 

of Mr. William Fullerton on account the estate of Francis Stephenson at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred eight and one shilling 

(£st 508-1) payable to Jonathan Ran son or order for current rupees four 

thousand five hundred and sixteen (CRs. 4516) received here from Mr. 

William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred sixty two and ten shillings 

(£st 562-10) payable to William Barwell Esqre. or order for current rupees 

five thousand (CRs. 5000) received here of Mr. William Fullerton at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand eight hundred twelve and 

ten shillings (£st 2812-10) payable to Richard and William Ghauncey, 

and Richard Scrafton or order for current rupees twenty five thousand 

(CRs. 25000) received here of Mr. Luke Scrafton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred (£st 100) payable to Mrs. 

Mary Rodley or order for current rupees eight hundred eighty eight, four¬ 
teen annas, and six pice (CRs. 888-14-6) received here of Mrs, Sarah 

Mapletoft at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett fen: pounds sterling sixty seven, five shillings and six pence 

(£st 67-5-6} payable to Jones Raymond and Mrs- Elizabeth Knaptoa or 

order for current rupees five hundred ninety eight (CRs, 598} received here 

of Captain Thomas Fenwick account the estate of Mr. Cs. at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fourteen, two shillings 2®d four pence 
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(fist 14-2*4) payable to David de Castro or order for current rupees one 

hundred twenty five and eight annas (CRs. 125-8) received here of Roger 

Drake Esqr. in part value of one chest false amber at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty, fourteen shillings (£st 50-14) pay¬ 

able to Abraham and Jacob Franco or order for current rupees four hund¬ 

red fifty and eleven annas (CRs. 450-11) received here of Roger Drake 

Esqr. in part value of one chest coral imported per ship Denham 1754 

marked B No. 3 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty six, eleven shillings and six pence 

(fist 36-11-6) payable to Moseh Franco & Company or order for current 

rupees three hundred twenty five and two annas (CRs. 325-2) received 

here of Roger Drake Esqre. in part value of one chest of coral imported 

per ship Denham 1754 marked [Mark No. 22] No. 3 at 2s. 3d. each rupee 

One sett for pounds sterling ninety one, twelve shillings and four 

pence (fist 91-12-4) payable to Jacob di Natal, Levi Sonsino & Co. or order 

for current rupees eight hundred fourteen and six annas (CRs. 814-6) 

received here of Roger Drake Esqr. in part value of 2 chests coral imported 

per ship Eastcourt 1755 LS No. 19 and AL No. 1 and of 1 chest amber 

beads imported per ship Norfolk 1754 marked LS No. 27 at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred sixty two, 

sixteen shillings (fist 1162-16) payable to Richard and William Barwell 
Esqrs. or order for current rupees ten thousand three hundred thirty six 

(CRs. 10336) received here of Roger Drake Esqre in part value of two 

chests coral imported per ship Duke of Dorset 1755 marked RB No. 14 

and 15 and two chests coral imported per ship Eastcourt 1755 RB No. 16 

and 17 and eight chests of amber beads marked RB No. 3 and 4 imported 

per Egmont 1753, No. 5 imported per ship Falmouth 1753, No. 11 

imported per ship Norfolk 1754, No. 14 and 16 imported per ship York 

1754, No. 18 imported per ship Duke of Dorset 1755 and No. 19 imported 

per ship Eastcourt 1755 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred sixteen, two shillings and 
three pence (fist 216-2-3) payable to Mr. William Ferguson or order for 

current rupees one thousand nine hundred twenty one (CRs. 1921) received 

here of Mr. Archibald Gairdner at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand one hundred twenty six, 
thirteen shillings and eleven pence (fist 3126-13-11) payable to Archibald 

Grant Esqr. or order for current rupees twenty seven thousand seven 

hundred ninety two, thirteen annas and nine pice (CRs. 27792-13-9) received 
here of Mr. George Clive at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for- pounds sterling one hundred twenty nine, sixteen shill¬ 

ings and six pence (fist 129-16-6) payable to Archibald Grant Esqr. or 

order for current rupees one thousand one hundred fifty four (CRs. 1154} 

received here of Captain Joseph Adnet account the estate of Lieut. James 
Bush at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred sixty four and ten shillings 
(fist 364-10) payable to Henry Crab Boulton Esqr. or order for current 
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rupees three thousand two hundred and forty (CRs. 3240) received here 
of Mr. Thomas Maunsell at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred forty nine (£st 249) payable 
to Mrs. Ann Rayner and Mr. John Edwin or order for current rupees two 
thousand two hundred thirteen, five annas and 6 pice (CRs. 2213-5-6) 

received here of Captain Alexander Champion at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand two hundred and fifty 

(£st 2250) payable to Mr. John Sedgewick or order for current rupees 
twenty thousand (CRs. 20,000) received here of Captain James Ward at 
at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand (£st 1000) payable to Arthur 

Annesley Esqr. and Mr. Burgess or order for current rupees eight thousand 

eight hundred eighty eight and fourteen annas (CRs. 8888-14) received here 
of Mr. William McGuire at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred forty one, twelve shillings 

and four pence (fist 141-12-4) payable to Miss Rachael Senior or order for 

current rupees one thousand two hundred fifty eight, thirteen =»nna. 

and three pice (C Rups. 1258-13-3) received here of Mr. Ascanius 

William Senior on account the estate John Parker deceased at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling sixty (fist 60) payable to Miss Rachael 

Senior or order for current rupees five hundred thirty three, five anrw 

and three pice (CRs. 533-5-3) received here of Mr. Ascanius William 
Senior at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand seventy one (£st 1071) 

payable to Roger Drake senior Esqre. or order for current rupees nine 
thousand five hundred and twenty (CRs. 9520) received here of Reger 

Drake Junr. Esqr.. account Captain Richard Drake at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling sixty seven and ten shillings (£st 67*10) 

payable to George Ballard Esqr. or order for current rupees six hundred 
(CRs. 600) received here of Mr. Henry Eushington account the estate of 
Mr. George Ballard junior at 2s, 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred (£st 500) payable to George 
Whatley Esqr. or order for current rupees four thousand four hundred 

and forty four and seven annas (CRs. 4444-7) received here of Mr. George 
Clive account Lieut. Giles Sdbbert at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand eight hundred forty seven, 
nineteen shillings and four pence (CRs. 1847-19-4) payable to Henry 

Muilman Esqr. or order for current rupees sixteen thousand four hundred 

and twenty six, five annas and nine pice (CRs. 16426-5-9) received here of 

John Zephaniah Holwell Esqre at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred forty three, dgtoeen 

shillings and one penny (£st 543-18-1) payable to William Davis Esqr. or 
order for current rupees four thousand eight hundred thirty four, eleven 

annas and six pice (CRs. 4834-11-6) received here from Charles Manning- 

ham and J. Z. Holwell Esqrs. at 2s. 3d each rupee. 
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One sett for pounds sterling two thousand (fist 2000) payable to 
Edmund Maskelyne Esqr. ox order for current rupees seventeen thousand 
seven hundred seventy seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) 
received here of George Clive Esqr, at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine hundred twenty six, seventeen 
shillings and six pence (fist 926-17-6) payable to Miss Jane Sumner or 
order for current rupees eight thousand two hundred thirty eight, fourteen 
annas and three pice (CRs. 8238-14-3) received here of Messrs Sumner 
and Holmes at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand (fist 3000) payable to the 
Reverend Doctor John Sumner and Mr. Robert Sumner or order far 
current rupees twenty six thousand six hundred sixty six, ten annas and 
nine pice (CRs. 26666-10-9) received here of Mr. William Sumner at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred (fist 300) payable to John 
Gay or order for current rupees two thousand six hundred sixty six, ten 
annas and nine pice (CRs. 2666-10-9) received here of Mr. William Sumner 
at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six thousand (fist 6000) payable to 
Edward Stephenson Esqre. or order for current rupees fifty three thousand 
three hundred thirty three, five annas and six pice (current raps, 
53333-5-6) received here of Mr. Thomas Holmes at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand six hundred fifty seven 
and four shillings (fist 3657-4) payable to Roger Drake Senr. and Beeston 
Long Esqrs. or order for current rupees thirty two thousand five hundred 
eight and eight annas (CRs. 32508-8) received here of Roger Drake Junr. 
Esqr. account John Frazer at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

199. We have wrote to the Presidencies of Fort St. George and Bombay 
and have permitted them to draw on us for whatever sums of money they 
may be in want of. We have likewise sent them private bills for as much 
as we could procure payable to their Presidency. 

Supplement 

200. In reply to the 169 paragraph of your commands of the 3 March 
we beg leave to acquaint you we have examined the affair of ship Doddalay. 
We think the payment for that ship’s cotton might have admitted of dispute 
before the battle of Placy but that now it will admit of none as due regard 
was had thereto in estimating the Company’s losses, and restitution thereon 
included in the crore of rupees. The Company have besides had credit for a 
part of the Doddalay7s cotton found in the fort at 25 rupees per maund whereas 
the owners were only allowed 20 rupees per maund by the Company; it does 
not appear to us that during the whole of this transaction there was the least 
fraud or intention of fraud or any other circumstance that can possibly reflect 
the least dishonour on the owners of the said ship. 

201. The transaction mentioned in the 170th paragraph of your said 
commands was likewise taken into consideration, and it appearing not only 
by the Sub-Treasurer’s deposition but also by Messrs Manningham and 
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Frankiands Bengal Cash Book, the podar's memorandums and other evi¬ 
dence that Messrs Manningham and Frankland could be no ways interested 
in this transaction, that the said money was actually paid into the treasury 
and for bills of exchange before advice had [sic] of the loss of Cossirabuzur or 
march of the Nabob’s army towards Calcutta, we are of opinion the Honbie 
Company became accountable for this sum, and that the Board acted with 

propriety in granting a bond for the same to those gentlemen and that this 
demand made the 6th August 1756 cannot be deemed an after thought in 

Mr. Frankland with intention to load the Company with the loss. 

202. Should the Prussian supracargoes tender us any goods belonging 

to that Company we shall comply with your orders in purchasing the said 
goods if procurable on very reasonable terms and shall give their bills on Your 

Honours for what moneys they may tender on account of goods sold by them 

to the Company. 

203. We shall order to be sent home by the latter ships copies of all Mils 

received at Fultah of 500 rupees and upwards for your satisfaction. 

204. The principal and, we believe, only intention of those who applied 

for attested copies of their interest notes was that they might send the origi¬ 
nals to Fort St. George or any other place of security, but as an accident might 
have happened to the ship they were sent upon, the attested copies would 
have shewn that such bonds did really exist at the ume they were tendered to 

the Board. We shall, conformable to your orders, call in the copies and gram 

no more in future. 

205. Upon paying the interest of any bond we always did and still 

condnue to endorse off the sum paid specifying particularly whether it was 

for interest or for part of the principal. Your Honours may be assured we 

calculated the interest we paid after the loss of the plate from the time of 

the last endorsement. Enclosed we transmit a copy of our interest notes. 

206. In consequence of the orders contained in the 176 paragraph of your 

letter dated 3rd March we transmit you in this packett an application from 
Mr. George Williamson for payment of the bond in his name. The proofs 
he mentions. Your Honours will observe, are as strong and clear as the nature 

of such an affair will admit, and we are convinced in ourselves that the bond 
in that young gentleman’s name had not been discharged before the capture 

of the settlement. We therefore recommend his case to your consideration 

and doubt not you will be satisfied of his claim on the Company, and direct 
the amount of the said bond with interest to be discharged In like manner 
we transmit you application from Mr. Bartholomew Piaisted and from 

Messrs Boddam and Smith, wardens of the church, for the chanty stock. 
Their proofs and evidence you will observe by their letters and we beg leave 

to add that it is our opinion the said bonds were not discharged or endorsed 

over to others at the capture. 

207. The currency of siccas coined in our mint being an object that 

deserved our best attention and the high batta of our rupees last year being 
universally complained of, and one apparent reason for then not being 

received but with difficulty and murmur, we took the reduction of baMm ism 
our serious consideration on the 1st hfay and after consulting several shroffs, 

podars and merchants came to a determination to fix the of &&&&$ 

VoL 11—25 
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at 16 per cent better than current rupees and of sunnauts at 11 per cent. Ai 

other rupees were to be esteemed a merchandize and the batta of them u 

fluctuate as the buzar rose or fell but for the conveniency of those who hac 

any three sun siccas (the last year’s) we agreed to receive them in the treasure 

at 13 per cent as it would have been rather a gain than a loss to the Company 

the 3 suns being at many aurungs of equal value with the four suns oi 

new siccas. 

208. You will observe by the face of that day’s consultation that the 
Board agreed to call in all siccas that had been coined in our mint and issued 
out of the treasury for payment. Our reasons for so doing you will find 

entered at large in that consultation and we flatter ourselves the justice of our 
proceeding whL be acknowledged and approved of by Your Honours. 

209. The amount of some bonds in Mr. Douglas’s possession being paid 

bum in Calcutta siccas and not returned in time to our treasury to receive 

the benefit of our notification we refused to make good the batta of that 

money till it could be made sufficiently evident to us that the Company would 

not pay it twice in case Mr. Douglas received it. That gentleman’s account 

of the transaction and the assurance Omichund gave us that he had sent the 

Calcutta siccas which he received from Mr. Douglas to Muxadavad satisfied 
us that the Company had not been charged with the difference of batta on 

that sum, and as it would have been a great hardship on Mr. Douglas to have 

lost that benefit which everybody else had received we agreed to make it 
good to him in the same manner as it had been paid to others. 

210. The ship Restitution being freighted last year to carry the French 
prisoners to the Coast and the owners indemnified in the sum of 45,000 

current rupees in case of her being seized and detained by the French, which 

actually happened afterwards. Captain John Durand, of whom we freighted 
her, applied to .the Board for payment of that sum, being since informed that 

she was burnt and destroyed. As Captain Durand, who was to have gone 

commander of that ship, returned from Ingelie without our knowledge or 

orders and did not proceed agreeable to his contract, instructions and the 

tenour of his pass we did not esteem the Company responsable for the conse¬ 
quences. We have therefore refused to pay that demand. 

211. In order to avoid, if possible, the charges of a law suit we agreed to 
leave it to the decision of four arbitrators to determine if the Company were 

liable to pay the owners of ship Restitution the sum she was indemnified for *, 
that the arbitrators not being able to settle it. Captain Durand has commenced 
a prosecution in the Mayor’s Court for the recovery thereof. 

212. Enclosed are copies of Captain Durand’s letters and our answers 
on the occasion for your observation. 

. fihe course of our consultations you will observe that thirteen 
natives had been appointed commissioners to examine and establish the 
estimates of Jentoo and Moors sufferers at the capture of Calcutta in June 

1756, who delivered in the 19 June an abstract of the sums they had established 

for such persons as had tendered them their accounts to be examined, which 
abstract was confirmed on that day, and a dividend of four annaes in the 

rupee ordered to be paid the respective sufferers out of the money at that 
tijne received from the Nabob on their account. This dividend was paying 
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out of the treasury when a petition was presented us from several of the black 
inhabitants complaining of having received great injustice from the Com¬ 

missioners in passing their accounts and intimating that their own accounts 

and those belonging to their friends and relations had been partially 
examined. In order to trace out if this complaint was well founded or not 

we ordered Messrs Rider, Johnstone and Senior to enquire what grounds the 
complainants had for their allegation against the Commissioners and if there 

appeared any malpractice on the part of the latter. Their report is entered 
after our consultation of the 10th August and charges the black Commis¬ 

sioners with many irregular and unjust proceedings, particularly that they 
had curtailed the bulk of estimates laid before them in a much greater pro¬ 

portion than they had their own or those of their friends and relations. The 

Commissioners having desired leave to justify themselves from the charge laid 

against them we permitted them to give in their reply which is likewise 

entered after our consultation and a second letter from Messrs Rider, John¬ 

stone and Senior is entered after our proceedings of the 18 September in 

support of their charge. As we had not leisure ourselves to undertake a 

minute scrutiny into the account of the Commissioners in order to be satisfied 
if they had acted collusively or partially in passing their own accounts, we 

requested the gentlemen commissioned to examine the European estimates 
to take the trouble of making the enquiry, and have empowered them to re¬ 
examine and finally establish the claims of the black Commissioners. 

214. Your Honours will observe that we have appropriated a part of the 
Armenian Fund for satisfaction of the losses suffered by the Portuguese. The 

Commissioners for examining the Armenian and Greek estimates being like¬ 
wise suspected of collusive and partial practises, we desired the European 

Commissioners to revise the accounts of that people and ordered them to lay 

the said accounts before those gentlemen which after much trouble they have 

complied with. Their accounts were entirely closed and an abstract of th^ir 

claims laid before us by the European Commissioners on the.instant 
amounting to current rupees....principal, to which the Commissinn^rs 

have added an interest of 15 per cent. The abstract of principal sums we 

have confirmed but have referred it to Your Honours to allow of the 15 per 

cent interest or to order the surplus to be received on that account to be 
appropriated to some other use. 

215. Messrs Burdett, Lushington and Gray desire leave to return Your 
Honours their most humble and gratefull thanks for the favour conferred 

on them* in your commands of the 11 November 1757, and assure you at the 

same time that so sensible a mark of your esteem will be the strongest incite¬ 

ment to them to exert themselves in their duty to their employers and in 
their zeal for the Company’s interest on all occasions. 

216. In consequence of your orders per Hardwicks Mr. Alexander Scott 
has been appointed Deputy Master Attendant, and we beg leave to recom¬ 
mend him to your notice as a person who has given os great «ttwfovriwe fe 

the services he has been employed upon, having always executed os orders 
with alacrity and fidelity and shewn himself, upon all occasions, a person 

capable of the charge of your marine and one who has a thorough knowledge 
o€ the river- We hope therefore the nomination of Mr. Scon so tamw) 

Captain Barton as Master Attendant will be confirmed by Yoof Hot*ours. 
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217. Messrs Mackett and Boddam have on the 27 instant minuted their 

intention of returning to Europe next season of which we think it proper to 

advise you. 

218. We have appointed Mr. Culling Smith to succeed Mr. Cooke in the 

posts of Secretary and Military Pay Master. 

219. Mr. William Shewen having laboured for some time past under a 

very bad state of health and the doctors esteeming it necessary for him to 

return to Europe for the recovery thereof, we have permitted him to take his 

passage on one of the ships to be dispatched from hence this season, which 

we hope will meet your approbation. 

220. Since dosing our second head of goods from Europe the broad cloth 

and copper received this season have been put up at outcry and an account 

sale thereof is transmitted in this packett, by which you will observe the coppei 

marked [Mark 29] had sold on a medium at nine rupees per maund more than 

the other sortments of plate copper though invoiced from England at the same 

price. We must likewise take notice that only 300 maunds of the copper 

in imitation of Japan is sent us this year, notwithstanding the Board have 

repeatedly acquainted Your Honours of the superior value of that sortment 

221. We have the pleasure to inform you that the transactions of the 

English in these provinces have met with approbation at the Mogull’s Court 

and that our President has received a sunnud from Delhi constituting him 

a munsub of 6000 in rank and of 5000 horse in power. Translate of this 

sunnud is forwarded by the Select Committee in their country correspondence. 

222. We shall duely attend to your orders for getting our priviledges 

confirmed by the Mogul if a favourable opportunity offers for obtaining such 

a phirmaund and it can be done without any great expence. 

223. The Dutch having given the Nabob great offence by their behaviour 

in not showing him the proper respect due to him as Subah of these provinces 

he has put a total stoppage to their business in all parts of the country. They 

have now three ships in the river which they cannot dispatch for want of 
loadings and we think it probable those ships will be very late from Bengal 

(and their cargoes not equal in value to what they usually send on their ships) 

if they are able to get away at all. 

224. Before we close this letter we beg leave to remark that our supplies 

of money from the Government account the treaty will be at an end 

in December 1759 or the beginning of the year 1760, that we cannot depend 

on any large sums being paid in next year of bills on the Company nor do 

we believe it will be easy to borrow money in future from the natives. The 

great part of the sums we may this season receive in our treasury for bills of 

exchange and on account of the treaty will be exhausted in supplying Fort 

St George Presidency, our subordinates and aurungs, in the necessary expences 

of the settlement and in compleating the citadel; we request therefore Your 

Honours will, in future, continue to send us the usual consignments of bullion 

for the provision of our investment and other uses; otherwise we shall labour 

under many difficulties and possibly lose the advantage of making early pur¬ 

chases. If ingots of silver of the sicca standard could be sent out a§ 

is practised by the Dutch it would be extremly useful and, we imagine, turn 

out cheaper to the Company than the expence of refining the dollars in this 
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country. It would likewise prevent all possibility of debasing the coin of our 

mint which is a circumstance of the utmost consequence and must be well 
attended to. 

225. Enclosed we forward 5 sicca rupees and four gold mohurs coined 
in our mint for your inspection. 

226. The Worcester is just arrived in the river from Visagapatam We 
shall begin loading her with bales immediately and hope to get her away by 

the 20th January. The London will be dispatched to Bencoolen next week 
and the Warren, with 200 tonns of petre and 4 or 500 bales, to Fort St Georw 
about the middle of January. b 

227. On this ship we have laden sundry goods and merchandise as per 
invoice and bill of lading enclosed amounting to current rupees 8,90JOOQ 

228. We have likewise laden on her sundry stores for the use of the island 
of St. Helena amounting to current rupees 1065-2-6. 

229. Captain James Barton who dispatches this ship from Ingelie will 
advise Your Honours of what else is necessary from hence. 

230. We wish her a safe and speedy passage and are with the greatest 
respect. ° 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithfull humble servants, 

Calcutta, the 31st December 1758. Robert Clive / Richd. Becher. 

Transcribed per John Wollaston 1759. 

44 

LETTER DATED 31 DECEMBER 1758 

Particulars of Col. Forde>s expedition against the French near Vizaga- 

patam—Distressed condition of the French in the South—Complaint dbout 

Danish assistance to the French—Removal of Roy Durlabh from the post of 

Chief Minister—The Nawab’s relations with the Company—Disregard of 

treaties by Muhammadans—Nawab’s old age and incapacity—Law’s activities 

in Oudh Evasive replies to the proposal to appoint the President collector of 

revenues due to the Mughal Emperor from the Nowak of Bengal—Reasons for 

strengthening the Company militarily m Bengal-Political condition of Indie 
—Type of recruits sent to Bengal. 

To the Honhle Secret Committee for Affiairs of the Hon hie East 

Honhle Sir and Sirs, 

1. We have been favoured with both toot tenets el the 
March 1759. 7 
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2. We addressed you the 11th of November1 by the opportunity of a 
Dutch conveyance, a duplicate of which letter we herewith send you as also 
duplicates of our letters per Elizabeth under date 2nd March. 

3. We also herewith transmit to you two sets of the country correspond¬ 
ence, the one from the dispatch of the March ship to the time of Colonel 
Clive’s taking charge of this Presidency and the other commencing from thence 
and brought up to the present time. 

4. The purport of our last letter was principally to inform you of an 
armament we had sent into the Deckan under the direction of Colonel Forde. 
The advices lately received from thence have greatly confirmed to us the 
expediency of that measure. Monsieur Conflans, who has succeeded Monsieur 
Bussy in his command, was within but a few days’ march of the Rajah and 
it is hardly to be doubted but that he would have defeated him and re-estab¬ 
lished himself in Vizagapatam etc.; however Colonel Forde’s seasonable 
arrival obliged him to retreat and he had actually, as the Colonel informs us 
in a letter under date the 20th October, repassed the river at Rajah’smindry. 
The Colonel was determined to march the 1st of November to join the Rajah 
(who was encamped with an army of 12,000 men about 25 miles from Vizaga¬ 
patam) and then proposed in conjunction with his forces to move towards the 
enemy as the French are said to amount to no more than 300 Europeans and 
6 or 7,000 seapoys. We are in hopes of soon hearing favourable accounts from 
that quarter. Should we succeed (as we have reason to flatter ourselves we 
shall) in extirpating the French from the Golconda province it will be an 
important point gained to the Company: the enemy will thereby be deprived 
of almost the only resource they have had during the war, our squadron will 
have it in their power more effectually to distress them by intercepting their 
succors and supplies, as they will then have only the port of Pondicherry 
open to receive, and in these parts we shall be free from any 
apprehensions of their undertaking anything against us by land; there 
will not be a Frenchman within 400 leagues of us so that no expedition 
can be attempted but by sea which can never be effected but with a superior 
squadron and even then the difficulties of getting a footing in this province 
are of so complicated a nature as to render any such design very hazardous 
and uncertain. 

5. Notwithstanding the great efforts made by the French in sending out 
Monsr. Lally with a considerable force and their success at Fort St. David 
(which does not appear to us to have been so well defended as the strength 
and importance of the place deserved), yet the miscarriage before Tan jour 
and the loss they had sustained both from sickness and desertion had suspend¬ 
ed their progress, and we are of opinion if vigorous and prudent measures be 
pursued upon this coast the French will be reduced to a very low ebb by the 
end of the next year. 

6. On the arrival of the Bang’s troops, whom we may now shortly expect* 
the enemy will have no great superiority in point of numbers, to make up 
for which, we have room to think, we shall have the advantage in the good¬ 
ness of the men; much indeed will depend upon the arrival of our squadron 
on the Coast before that of the enemy. We have therefore taken every oppor¬ 
tunity of recommending to Mr. Pocock the utmost dispatch in getting his 
ships ready to return early thither. The plenty of money and provisions with 
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which we can at all times supply the gentlemen of Madrass will enable them 
to carry on any of their designs whereas the total want the French are in of 
both, and without any visible means of redress, renders it almost impossible 
for them to undertake anything of moment Our fleet we hope will be in time 
to cut off all communication from the French by sea, and as it has been hinted 
to the gentlemen of Madrass to take a body of Morattoes into their pay, if 
these be received accordingly and properly employed, the country will be so 
effectually ruined that the French will find it hard to draw a subsistance from 
thence and indeed their situation is already very deplorable as you mav judge 
from the enclosed extract of a letter intercepted by us. It was wrote by the 
secretarv of the principal Commissary to Monsr. Conflans’ secretary’ and 
there can be no doubt of the genuineness of the relation as it comes from one 
of themselves and from a person who, by his stile, seems to be thoroughly 
acquainted with and to feel for their distresses. Over and above this want 
of monev we are well assured there is a great scarcity of gunpowder among 
them and this is an article they have little hopes of being relieved in, except 
from here, as we have the whole of the salt petre in our hands. We can’t 
here avoid complaining of the partial behaviour of the Danes to the French, 
the Chief of the factory here having last year sent a ship to Pondicherry laden 
with that commodity and provision which proved a seasonable relief to tbe 
enemy, and this gentleman has been constantly the channel through which 
the correspondence has been carried on between the Coast and the French, 
who through our indulgence have remained in this province, as appears by 
several packets directed to the Chief which, being opened by us, were found 
only to serve as covers to the French letters, fn this indeed he only follows 
the example of his superior, the Governor of Tranquebar, who notoriously 
assisted Monsr. Laily in the attempt upon Tanjour as you, no doubt, will have 
heard from the gentlemen of Madrass. The Danes so avowedly assisting our 
enemys has obliged us to have a watchfull eye over them and to take the steps 
necessary to prevent their continuing such a conduct. This has occasioned 
several protests from them though in justice they ought either to have thanked 
us for our lenity since a single word from us to the Nabob would have been 
sufficient to have had them expelled the province. The French have made 
so ill a use of our indulgence in permitting them to reside in their former 
settlement that we have judged it necessary to retract it and have determined 
that no subject of France shall remain any longer here. We have accordingly 
sent directions to as many as remained to hold themselves in readiness to 
proceed to the Coast upon the first vessels so that we shaB soon be entirely 
clear of them. 

7. At present a perfect tranquillity reigns in Bengal. The Nabob 
appears to continue the same attachment he has hitherto shewn to the English 
and the change which has lately happened in the ministry by the removal 
of Roydulub has not, as we yet perceive, affected our interest at the durb&r. 

It is hard to say how long this tranquillity may last, Meer Jaffir is advanced 
in years, moreover he is but a weak prince and, as such, there is no answering 
how far he may he influenced by evil counsellors, especially as we are well 
convinced his son (who is a cruel worthless young fellow) is no hearty friend 
to the English. It behoves us therefore to provide against the worst tod there 
is no other way to preserve the vast acquisitions we have made car Do support 
our present influence but by constantly keeping up a respectable force. This 
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is the more necessary as the Moors are bound by no ties of gratitude, and 

every day’s experience convinces us that Mussulmen will remain firm to the 
engagements no longer than while they are actuated by principles of fear, 

always ripe for a change wherever there is the smallest prospect of success. 
Such a disposition cannot fail begetting in them a suspicion of others, and 

even the Subah (though we really believe him to be bur firm friend and he 

had equal reasons to believe so of us with regard to him, it being so much 

our mutual advantage) betrayed a jealousy of the extraordinary interest we 
have gained throughout the country by the victory at Placis and the expedi¬ 

tion to Patna, and he seems to be taking all possible pains to lessen it by 

removing or cutting off those people in his service who are suspected of being 

too well affected to us. To this motive may probably be attributed Roydulub’s 

disgrace and the assassinating very lately two of the principal officers 

about the court. The minister would have incurred the same unhappy 

fate had we not interposed and saved him. He is now safe in Calcutta, and 

it may prove of great consequence hereafter to have a person of his fortune 

and weight in the province so immediately under our protection. As Ram 

Narain’s particular attachment to the English is unquestionable he would run 

great risques of falling a sacrifice to the same jealousy, but that the Nabob 

is afraid of his power and besides well knows we are bound in honor and 

justice to support his cause to the utmost of our abilities at all events. We 

have already more than once represented to you the absolute necessity of 

your sending a sufficient force in order to fix the great resolution [revolution] 

that has been here brought about in your favor, indeed the ancient sistem 

of politicks is thereby totally overset and the large extent of country secured 

to you by the late treaty will little avail the Company unless it have at the 

same time enlarged their views. They are now not only to look upon them¬ 

selves as a trading company but as a military company also, possessed of a 

considerable landed property which can only be maintained by arms. The 

question then is simply this: whether they think it worthwhile to keep up a 

force in order to preserve their valuable acquisitions or join with the French 

in reducing the affairs of the province to their private principles, whether 

they will command or be commanded, be masters or servants; the choice must 

be left to them but we think it a duty we owe our employers fairly to repre¬ 
sent things to you. 

8. Monsr. Laws with a handful of men has been traversing the country 

and endeavouring to form a party but without success. He has proceeded 

almost as far as Delhi but all his solicitations to engage that Court in his 

interest have proved ineffectual nor has he been able to induce any of the 

country forces to join him. We have accounts of him so late as the end of 

November at which time he was at Chutterpore a considerable distance to 

the northward of Benarras. We apprehend the news of Monsr. Lady’s arrival 
and hopes of succors from Deckan has kept up that party so long; however, 

as all their expectations from thence must now be at an end, we are persuaded 
Monsr. Laws must soon disband his people and leave everyone to shift for 

himself the best he can; he may perhaps make his way with a few of them 
into Deckan. 

9. The success in Bengal has acquired us so great a reputation “at the 

Court of Delhi that the Vizier has several times addressed himself to the 
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President to use his interest with the Subah to comply with the roval mandate 

in paying the revenue due to the Mogul from his subahship; and vou will 

observe in the book of correspondence by letters from Sitaub Rova the'Vizier’s 
agent, that the Court is extremelv desirous of appointing the President the 
collector of this revenue amounting to 50 laack of rupees annually. The 

person invested with this employ, who is stiled the king’s duan, is the second 
man of rank in the kingdom; such a dignity annexed to your Presidency 
would give extraordinary weight to the Company in the empire which nothing 

could be able to remove; however though repeated proposals have been made 

to the President yet at this critical conjunction he has been under the necessity 

of evading them and managing his answers in such a manner as to protract 
time in the expectation of a more favourable opportunity. The accepting 

this employ might occasion jealousy on the part of the Subah and we are 

unwilling to cause him any. dissatisfaction at a time when our small force is 

engaged another way, especially as you gentlemen give us so little hopes of 

reinforcements from home. We flatter ourselves, upon mature reflexion, you 
will be for pursuing more vigorous measures than has hitherto been the plan; 

should you think otherwise we can only lament that so fair an opportunity 

of making the Company all and all in the rich kingdom of Bengal should 
be lost. 

10. As a further inducement to engage you to exert your utmost efforts 
in this province you will please to consider that we are now wholly without 

rivals; the French are entirely expelled and the Dutch, provided we have a 

force sufficient to keep up the influence we at present have over the country 

Government, will be altogether at our mercy. On the preservation of this 

influence, besides the many other advantages, depends the very well being of 

your settlement on the West Coast The Dutch have obstructed us there to 
the utmost of their power but they will never dare again playing the same 

game while they have so much at [stake] in this province. We shall be able 

to shut up all the channels of their trade, many articles of which are of the 

utmost importance to them, to instance only that of ophium, the being 

deprived of that commodity will be so heavy a stroke upon Batavia that the 

gentlemen in the management of affairs they will always be very cautious 
how they disoblige us. 

11. We have now gentlemen, we hope, made the necessity of a force 
here as apparent to you as it is to ourselves, it only remains then to ascertain 

what force may be requisite to answer the intended purposes. Hie Indian 

Empire is actually torn by intestine commotions; the Morattoes, who once 
bid fair for recovering their country, have lately received a severe check from 

Nizam Allee and little or nothing is now to be apprehended from them 

as they are divided among themselves. The French, we flatter ourselves, 

have too much upon their hands on the Coast to bestow any attention upon 

us. All these favourable circumstances considered we are of opinion that the 
keeping up constandy a body of 2,000 Europeans will pit you in a condition 
of embracing the first occasion that shall offer of further aggrandizing the 
Company. 

12. You will learn that the gendemen at Madrass have wrote to m very 
strenuously for Colonel Forde with his command bang ordered to proceed 

thither if he should succeed in his design upon Masulipatam and the adjacent 
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country. We are very sensible how necessary it is to enable those gentlemen 

to make head against Monsr. Lally but then it behoves us to look after 

ourselves; should we send our troops so far out of our reach and 

the French squadron arrive before ours, our defenceless state might 

perhaps induce the enemy to make a push directly for this river, and 

such an attempt might be attended with fatal consequences. We 
have well weighed this matter and shall therefore defer giving any 

directions of that sort to Colonel Forde till Mr. Pocock’s return when, 

should such a measure be necessary, it may be complied with without 

any hazard to ourselves. 

13. Before we close this letter we beg leave to remark, it were much to be 

wished for the good of your service that some other method were thought on 

for the recruiting your forces. While it is carried on in the present manner 

we can never expect good men and indeed those we receive are very often 

fitter for an hospital than for duty. Business of this nature, on which so 

much depends, should never be carried on by contract as we believe it will 

be very hard to find any contractor so disinterested as to prefer the publick 

to his own interests, and therefore it may naturally be presumed that instead 

of taking the best men he will chuse those that can be got cheapest and these 

will be always the worst. 

14. You may depend upon our punctually observing the directions 

contained in your letter relative to the west coast of Sumatra, and doing every¬ 
thing in our power towards carrying into execution the schemes you have 

projected for the benefit of that settlement. 

We are, with the greatest respect, 

Honble Sirs, 

Your most obedient humble servants. 

Robert Clive / William Watts / Richd. Becher. 

Fort William, 31st December 1758. 

P.S. There being a great scarcity of servants and an extraordinary 

weight of business in the Select Committe Office we must beg your excuses 

for your not having copys of the proceedings from January to June and of 

the letters sent from June last, but they shall be prepared and sent by the 
next ship. 

45 

LETTER DATED 8 JANUARY 1759 

Loading of pepper from Fort Marlborough—Despatch of saltpetre and 
redwood from Calcutta. 

T O the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble Unitec 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies, 
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Mav it please Your Honors, 

1. Agreeable to what we advised you in our address of the 31st ultimo 
per llchester we now dispatch the ship London to Fort Marlborough to take 

in what surplus pepper may be laying there; we have laden on her sundry 
stores for the use of that settlement as also for the island of St. Helena. 

2. Enclosed we transmit you bill of lading and invoice of redwood and 
saltpetre laden on the London with copies of the papers relating to that ship. 

3. We have the pleasure to acquaint you that we yesterday received 
advice of the arrival of the Bombay Castle, Captain Doveton. He parted 

company with the Prince George in the Cape of Good Hope, and as her 

people on board were \ery sickly the commander of her intended putting 
into the Cape. 6 

4. We wish the London a safe and speedy passage and are, 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Robert Clive/Richd. Becher / W. Frankland/J. Z. Holwell/W. Mackett / 
John Cooke. 

Fort William, 8th January 1759. 

46 

LETTER DATED 25 JANUARY 1759l 

Shipping news—Cd. Forde defeats Conflans—Bills of Exchange. 

T O the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Honhle United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honors, 

1. We addressed you last by the London which ship sailed for Bencoolen 

the 15th instant. The llchester who carried our address under the established 

heads left Ingellie the 8th instant; duplicate of which shall be forwarded by 

the Worcester who will be dispatched for Europe directly some day next week. 

2. The 7th instant the Bombay Castle arrived in he river and the 16th 

instant the Prince George imported. We have stationed the latter to proceed 
directly to Europe in the month of February with the remainder of our 

investments and have appointed the Bombay Castle to go first to Madrass and 

then to relieve the Hardwick, which ship we shall order to proceed from 

Vizagapatam to Bencoolen and take in the surplus pepper the gentlemen m 
that settlement may have in warehouse. 

3. We have the pleasure to acquaint Your Honors that the Pft* was safe 

in the Straights of Malacca in her way to China which intelligence we have 

received by a country vessel lately arrived from the eastward. In Mr passage 
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across the Bay she met with a French ship, which we take to be the Centaur, 
and exchanged two or three broadsides with her. 

4. By the Mermaid sloop, which returned from Vizagapatam the 13th 
instant, we had the satisfaction to learn that Colonel Forde on the 7th ultimo 

gained a compleat victory over the Marquis Conflans and the troops under 
his command, which success, we hope, will facilitate the carrying on the 

investments in those parts as well if not better than formerly. 

5. Notwithstanding what we wrote you per llchester, many of the gentle¬ 

men of Council being loaded with two posts and some of the members being 

absent at subordinates, we have thought it necessary to call Messieurs William 

Brightwell Sumner, William McGuire and John Cooke to the Board. 

6. By this ship we have granted the following bills of exchange payable 

at three hundred and sixty five days after sight and on the same terms as 

those on the llchester. 

One sett for £st. 187-7-3 payable to Miss Amelia Moore or order for 

CRs. 1661-13-3 received here of Mr. Thomas Cooke on account of 

Miss Amelia Moore at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for £st. 60 payable to George Barne Esqr. or order for CRs. 

533-5-3 received here of Mr. Thomas Cooke account of Miles Barnes 

Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 250 payable to Captain Richard Thelwall or order 

for CRs. 2222-3-6 received here of Mr. Thomas Cooke account of Capt. 
Richard Thelwall at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £$t 305-14 payable to George Mandeville Esqr. or order 

for CRs. 2716-6 received here of Mr. Thomas Cooke account of George 
Mandeville Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 236-12-10 payable to Henry Allen Esqr. or order 

for CRs. 2103-8 received here of Mr, George Gray senior on account the 
estate of Mr. James Kinloch at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 124-14-6 payable to Henry Allen Esqr. or order for 
CRs. 1108-12 received here of Mr. George Gray senior account the estate 

of Mr. Hughes deceased at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 65-13-5 payable to Henry Allen Esqr. or order for 

CRs. 583-12 received here of Mr. George Gray senior account the estate 
of Mr. Perry Purple Templer deceased at 2s. 3d. each. 

One set for £st. 100- payable to Mr. Francis Holwell or order for 
CRs. 888-14-3 received here of William Brightwell Sumner Esqr. at 2s. 3d. 
each. 

One sett for £st. 101-2-5 payable to Mrs. Sarah Chapman or order 
for CRs. 898-13-9 received here of her at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 900- payable to Captain Grainger Muir and Mr. John 

Thompson or order for CRs. 8000 received' here of Messieurs O’Hara, Hay 
and Howitt account of Captain Grainger Muir at 2s. 3d. each. 
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One sett for fist. 3000 payable to Mr. William Ferguson or order for 

CRs. 26666-10-9 received here of Mr. William Forth at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 1172-8-9 payable to Richard Bccher Esqr. and Mr. 

William Nixon or order for CRs. 11421-10-6 received here of Thomas 
Boddam Esqr. account of Mr. Francis Sykes at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 100 payable to Mr. James Potter or order for CRs. 

888-14-3 received here of Mr. William Rider account Captain Joseph Price 

at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 6000 payable to William Davis Esqr. or order for 

CRs. 53333-5-6 received here of John Cooke Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 1000 payable to John Walsh Esqr. or order for CRs. 

8888-14 received here of Messieurs Hay and Lushington account John 

Walsh Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 100- payable to Stephen Law Esqr. or order for CRs. 

888-14-3 received here of Mr. John Cartriz at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 475-1-9 payable to Henry Alien Esqr. or order for 

CRs. 4223 received here of Mr. George Gray senior at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 1000 payable to Richard and William Henry 

Chauncey Esqrs. and Mr. Richard Scrafton or order for CRs. 8888-14 

received here of Mr. Luke Scrafton at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for £st. 3091-10-10 payable to Henry Mailman Esqr. or order 

for CRs. 27480-6-9 received here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. at 2s. 3d* 

each. 

One sett for fist. 2000 payable to Mr. William Davis Esqr. or order 

for CRs. 17777-12-6 received here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. at 

2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for fist. 4000 payable to Captain David Rannie or order for 

CRs. 35555-8-9 received here of him at 2s. 3d. each. 

One sett for fist, 2000 payable to Captain David Rannie or order for 

17777-12-6 received here of him at 2s. 3d. each. 

The whole amounting to CRs, 234504-13-6 or fist. 26382-19-11. 

We have laden on the ship sundry stores for the island of St. Helena and 

have transmitted invoice and bill of lading for the same to the Deputy 

Governor and Council of that Island. 

We are with the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honors, 

Your most faithful and most obedient humble servants, 

Robert Clive/Ricbd. Recher/W. Frankland/Thos. Boddam/C. S. Playdeli/ 

John Cooke. 

Fort William, 25th January 1759. 
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LETTER DATED 8 FEBRUARY 1759 

Holwell appointed Import Warehouse Keeper—Death of Capt. Delaval— 

Wilder's stay hi Bengal extended—Establishment of Residency at Radhanagar 

—Madeira wine requisitioned—Steps taken to stop Danish supplies from 

reaching the enemy—Sample of muga silk forwarded to England—McGuire 

appointed Chief of hakshmipur—Suspension of Pearkes—Bills of Exchange. 

To the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon'ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honours, 

1. Enclosed we transmit you a letter designed to have been sent by the 
Warren via Madrass, but the news which the Select Committee have commu¬ 
nicated to us of the situation of that place has obliged us to alter our plan of 
disposing of your ships which we have now stationed as follows: the Worcester 

proceeds directly for Europe with about eleven hundred bales, the Prince 

George will follow her with much the same quantity and the Bombay Castle 

or the Hardwick, if she arrives in rime, will carry the remainder of our invest¬ 
ments, for which purpose we have countermanded our orders for her being 
sent to the West Coast, and have directed Colonel Forde to dispatch her to 
us as soon as she can be spared. The Warren was dispatched to Madrass the 
5th instant but as she had a considerable sum in bullion and gold on board 
we, have judged it most prudent to unlade the bales, which were shipped 
before the receipt of the late advices, and have left it to the gentlemen of 
Madrass either to dispatch her home this season or keep her in India another 
year as they may find most convenient. In case the Hardwick -returns in 
time to be dispatched home this season the Bombay Castle will proceed to 
Madrass and from thence to Vizagapatam if it be thought necessary to keep 
a ship there, 

2. The Board having appointed Mr. Holwell to the Import Warehouse, 
one of the posts destined for him by Your Honors when you appointed the 
rotation of four Presidents, we have thought proper to give him the salary 
then annexed by your order to that post as we think none of your subsequent 
directions forbid it. We likewise strongly recommend to Your Honours the 
continuance of the same salaries to the successors of those four posts distin¬ 
guished in your letter of the 3 March 1758, and particularly that the salaries 
of the Land Custom Master and the Collector of the Revenues be equal to the 
Sea Custom Master as the labor in executing those posts will equal or rather 
exceed that of the other. 

3* Captain Robert Delaval having died in his passage to India and his 
brother being arrived on the Prince George, the Board upon his application to 
the President for his brother’s vacant company took into consideration that 
request, and it appearing from our Honhle Masters’ letter of the 12 May 1758 
that the said company was raised entirely at Captain Delaval’s expence, we 
were of opinion it was but equitable to confer it on his brother who was an 
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officer in the Guards and a captain in Lord Effingham's Regiment and who, 

from the universal good character he bears as a soldier and a gentleman, we 
have reason to miim will be a credit to our corps and of service to our 
employers. We therefore agreed to give him a commission to command the 

same and think this step is no prejudice to the other officers on our establish¬ 
ment as it is equal to them whether the present gentleman or the deceased 

Captain Delaval had the command of that company, 

4. Your Honors will find in the packet by this ship a remonstrance 

delivered in by the subaltern officers on this establishment complaining of 

the injury of your sending abroad captains to succeed to the first vacant com¬ 

panies. We cannot help thinking they have great justice on their side and 

more especially so as we are informed some of them hate been in your service 

before at other settlements and have quitted it not altogether with the appro¬ 

bation of their superiors, who are of opinion that if there be a necessity of 

sending out officers of rank they should be such whose characters are unexcep¬ 

tional and whose knowledge and experience in military affairs may render 

them worthy the commission you may think proper to honor them with. 

5. The officers on this establishment having petitioned to us to indent 

to you for necessaries for their regimentals we enclose their petition and 

request you will comply with it. 

6. By this packet we forward a letter received from Mrs. Sarah Mapletoft 

concerning the loss of two Company's bonds, one in the name of Irwin Insti¬ 

tute dated .] for current rupees 5084-7-9, one in the name of Robert 

Mapletoft dated [...] for current rupees 1188-1-6, which we submit to 

your consideration and believe, from the circumstance set forth in the above 

mentioned letter, that those bonds really existed at the time of the capture 

and that they were lost in the plunder of Fort William. We have likewise 

been applied to by the Accomptant General of the Mayor’s Court for the 

payment of the following bonds deposited in our treasury by Mrs. Sophia 

Aratoon before the capture: 

One in the name of Amend Cawn dated 13 May 1753 for principal 1782-2-3 

One in the name of Amend Cawn dated 15 June 1753 ... 1308-0-0 

One in the name of Jonkeyram dated 15 June 1753 for ... 2771-0-0 

CRs. 5861-5-0 [sic] 

We have been obliged to refer this affair to Your Honors as we are not clearly 

satisfied whether the Company are liable to pay them from the terms of His 

Majesty's Charter which indemnified them from any claim for deposits in 

case of the loss of the settlement by an enemy or by fire; but as our employers 

have received ample restitution for ail their losses we are of opinion that 

demands of that nature ought to be made good by the Company. 

. 7. By private advices we have had the pleasure to hear that Captam 
Tiddeman with the two men of war and the six (6) China ships under bis 
convoy arrived at Bombay the 15th November. 

8. In consequence of a letter wrote m by Mr. Andrews at Vmagapmmm 

of his expecting no supply from Madras for some limit, we amt Mm ms the 

Mermaid sloop a few days ago three thousand five hundred g3§§ mokur$ 
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and have laden on the Warren two lack of sonaut rupees and twenty six 

thousand short Arcot rupees for carrying on the investments and for the 

military operations under Colonel Forde. 

9. The situation of affairs at Madras having determined Mr. Becher to 

remain in India another season we have given him the charge of the post 

alloted him in your commands of the 3rd March 1758. 

10. Mr. Richard Wilder having represented to us that the compleating 

his intended regulations in the silk manufacture will require his remaining 

at Cossimbuzar another season, and there being a prospect of his effecting 

them within that period and of their proving very beneficial to the Company, 

we have given him our permission to stay in Bengal another year and have 

advised the gentlemen of Madras of our having done so. 

11. In your orders concerning raw silk you having approved of the 

Tanners silk and the sortment provided at Radnagore resembling that the 

most, we have thought proper to establish a Residency at that place for the 

provision of that article and have appointed Hugh Watts to that employ, 

who is set out and has carried with him five thousand rupees to begin the 

business. He has our order likewise to get the best intelligence of the con¬ 

sumption of your exports from England and whether any considerable 

quantity might be disposed of at that aurung, and is also directed to inform 

himself how your investments are carried on there by your gomastahs and 

whether that branch of business might be conducted more advantageously 
in any other manner. 

12. We have this season been much distressed for want of the annual 

supply of Madeira wine and therefore request you will next year send us a 

larger quantity than usual as the consumption is now become much greater 
than formerly* 

13. We having had great reason to think that the Danes have supplied 

our enemies with provisions and saltpetre, in order to prevent the like practices 

we have detained a ship of theirs about to sail out of the river, as they 

alledged, for Tranquebar and have sent her under the escort of the Warren 
to the gentlemen at Madras that she might not carry her provisions to our 

enemies which might be attended with the worst of consequences. The 

Danish gentlemen have protested against us on this occasion. Nevertheless 

we have thought it proper to run the risque of the Company’s being at some 

charge on this account rather than hazard our enemies being supplied with 

provisions at this critical juncture. Upon this account Captain Glover applied 

to us to give Mm an indemnification in case of law suits upon that occasion 
which we have executed on behalf of the Company. 

14. In the packet by this ship Your Honours will observe an address from 

Mr. Holwell to the Board, accompanying a letter to the Commissioners for 

examining the estimates of losses sustained by the Europeans by the capture 
of this settlement, setting forth the hardship he laboured under by th*nr 

having rejected his demands on account a French bond he was possessed of 

and which was plundered with the rest of his effects at the capture. Though 

we have not thought ourselves authorised to reverse the decree of the 
Commissioners we cannot but he of opinion that his case is singular arid 

particularly hard and therefore take the liberty to recommend it to your 
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consideration whether, as there will lx a surplus altu all list demand* are 
discharged, he will not lx entitled to the amount of hi* bond. 

15. On the Worcester we forward a small hag of nmgga mIL by way oi 
tryal as we imagine that commodity is yet unknown in England, It it meets 
your approbation we believe about one hundred bales may lx provided and 
considerably cheaper too than what the present parcel is invoiced at by pur¬ 
chasing up the country under the direction of the gentlemen at Dacca. We 
have likewise sent a bundle of mugga dootks for your inspection which are 
made of the mugga silk. 

16. Mr. McGuire having applied to us for the Chief ship of Iaxkypore, 
and the Company in their instructions of the J March having nominated one 
of the members of the Board as Chief of that factory, we have appointed 
him to the same, 

17. Mr, Pearkes having delivered to us a letter addressed to Your Honors, 
under date the 20th December last, in further vindication of himself against 
Mr. Amyatt's charge and the censure of this Board, in duty to our honble 
employers and in support of our own judgment and sentence on Mr. Pearkes 
we find ourselves under the disagreeable necessity of speaking again to this 
subject, and that Your Honors may the more easily investigate this transac¬ 
tion we beg leave to lay before you, in one view, the following state of the 
case from which we are apprehensive we shall rather incur your displeasure 
in having proceeded against Mr. Pearkes with too much lenity in place erf 

the severity that gentleman complains of. Mr. Pearkes was ordered to Patna 
and instructed by our letter of the 7 May to inform us what could be done 
there for the benefit and advantage erf the Company and to transmit to us tlx 
lowest prices the petre and other parts of your investment could be provided 
for to enable us thereby to judge of the propriety of resettling that factory. 
Soon after Mr. Pearkes’s arrival there he advised the Board, under date the 
12th July, that two substantial merchants of Patna would contract with the 
Company to deliver between 40 and 50,090 maunds of petre in Calcutta at 
5-21 clear of all charges whatever. The Board observing the petre would 
be cheaper on these terms than the Company had received for many years 
assented to the contract being made with the above two merchants. Mr, 
Pearkes again advises the Board that he had actually made the contract with 
the two merchants and subsequently forwards to Calcutta 5,000 maunds erf 
petre as part of the said contract as appears from extracts of his several letters, 
now transmitted to Your Honours, under date the 12th and 18th July 1757, the 
4th and 9th August, the 11th and 19th September, the 8th October, the 3rd 
and 26th December 1758. Through this series of letters Mr, Pearkes alludes 

occasionally to this contract with the two merchants without ever once men¬ 
tioning himself, directly or indirectly, as the contractor with the Company, 
a plea he has taken up only since the detection of his conduct. 

18. The Board conceiving cause for recalling Mr. Pearkes from Patna* 
Mr. Amyatt was appointed to succeed him who transmitted to the Govemour 
a charge against Mr. Pearkes importing that during his Quefsh^p he had 
purchased some quantities of petre from different assamm&s at a very low 
price and had converted the Company’s c&rconnahs at Singhy and Ghnprah 
to his own use, which charge the CdraKunr laid hcicifc At Board in 

VoL II—26 
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consultation the 7th September 1758 and Mr. Pearkes was directed to give 

a satisfactory answer to the charge. 

19. Mr. Pearkes put in his reply the 14th September in Council which 

with his first address to Your Honors went by the ships of that season without 
any further scrutiny or animadversions from the Board occasioned by the 

variety of matters before them of more important consequences, but when 

the posts and chiefships came under consideration on the arrival of the ships 
London and Warren we thought it incumbent on us to resume the enquiry 

into this transaction before any post of trust was committed to Mr. Pearkes 

his conduct. 

20. Accordingly the Board appointed Messrs Mackett, Boddam and 

Scrafton a committee of facts who delivered their report to us the 7th Decem¬ 
ber and which was entered in the consultation of that day. 

21. The report of the committee being read in Council the 7th of 

December Mr. Pearkes was interrogated to the several matters of the charge 

and particularly to nominate the two merchants with whom he had made 
the contract on behalf of the Company, which he evaded several times, assert¬ 
ing notwithstanding that there were such merchants and that he would 

nominate them if the Board would give him time, though in manifest contra¬ 

diction to the plea he had before used of himself being the contractor, but 
being further pressed on this head he once named Mheer Ashrog as one of 

them but afterwards retracted this nomination and now, in his almost 

unintelligible address to Your Honors of the 20th December 1758, declares 
that Moonholl, the Dutch Chief's banyan, and Major Coote were the two 

merchants mentioned in his letters to the Board. 

22. In tenderness to Mr. Pearkes we omitted giving our sentiments in 

consultation on the latter part of Mr. Amyatt's charge touching the Com¬ 
pany’s carconnahs at Chuprah and Singhy which he now forces from us. His 
plea that those carconnahs could not be worked before they were refreshed 

with cutcha petre cannot, we think, answer any purpose in his defence nor 
vindicate his converting such refreshment to his own use. We think 
Mr. Pearkes may with parity of reason seize his neighbour's house to his own 

emolument because it lies unoccupyed but what will be Your Honors’ further 
conclusion when you find Mr. Pearkes confesses, in his examination before 
the committee, that the produce of the refreshment of your own carconnah 

was part of the petre sent down to us on the fictitious contract with the two 
merchants at 5s. 2d.2 per maund. 

23. On the whole Mr. Pearkes appeared to us as having from first to last 
imposed two merchants upon the Board who did not exist whilst himself was 

covertly the contractor, that he purchased the petre at 3s. 4d.3 per maund 
which he invoiced at 5s. 2d.4 per maund to the Company and that he unjustly 

converted their carconnahs to his own use and profit, rendering himself 
thereby in our judgments guilty of a breach of that trust reposed in him by 
the Board to whom his conduct appeared unfaithfull, collusive and disengenu- 
otis, and in consequence we thought it indispensibly our duty to suspend him 
from our councils till Your Honors’ pleasure be known. 

24. We have granted the following setts of hills of exchange on Your 
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Honors payable at three hundred and sixty h\c days after sight and un the 
same terms as those by the Ikhesier and IVarren. 

One sett for pounds sterling five thousand (£Str 5UU0| payable to 

Mr. Thus. Holme for current rupees forty four thousand four hundred 

and forty four, eight annas and six pice tCRs. 44444-8-6) retched here of 
Thus. Holme at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand (£Str 2000) payable to 

Mr. Edwd. Stevenson for current rupees seventeen thousand seven 

hundred and seventy-seven, twelve annas and six pice (CRs. 17777-12-6) 
received here of Mr. Thomas Holme at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling seven hundred and seven, four shillings 

(£Str. 707-4) payable to Thos. Waters Esqr. for current rupees six 

thousand two hundred eighty six, three annas, six pice {CRs. 6286-3-6) 

received here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont for proceeds of one chest of coral 

beads imported on die ship Hardinge marked G C B No. 22 at 2s* 3d. each 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred twenty five (EStr. 225) 

payable to Mrs. Catherine Beaumont for current rupees two thousand 

{CRs. 2000) received here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont account the estate 
of Mr. Will Dogan received at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred eighty nine, one shilling 

and eight pence (£Str. 189-1-8) payable to Christopher Baron Esqr. for 
current rupees one thousand six hundred and eighty, twelve annas 

(1680-12) received here of Mr. Anselm Beaumont at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred and twelve, ten shillings 

(£Str. 112-10) payable to Mr. Jacob de Castro Sarmento M.D. and 

Henriquey de Castro Sarmento for current rupees one thousand received 

here of the Revd. Padre Bento de St. Monica at 2$. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred seventy five (£Str. 675) 

payable to Mr. Robert Nicholl for current rupees six thousand {CRs. 

6000) received here of Messers Geo. Hayter and James Hodges at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred sixty three, seventeen 

shillings and two pence (£Str. 263-17-2) payable to Mr. Benjamin Way for 

current rupees two thousand three hundred forty five, six annas and six 

pice {CRs. 2345-6-6) received here of Mr. George Hayter at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand (£Str. 4000) payable to 

Captain Jno. Durand for current rupees thirty five thousand five hundred 

fifty five, eight annaes and nine pice (CRs. 35555-8-9) received here of Mr. 

Thos. Cooke on account of Captain Jn. Durand at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty (£Str. 50) payable to Mr. Hugh 

Baiilie for current rupees four hundred forty four, seven annaes (CRs. 

444-7) received here of Captain Hugh Baiilie at 2s. 3d. each nqjee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty (£Str. 50) payable to Doctor 

Jno. Andree and Captain Nkh Webb for current rupees four hundred 

forty four, seven annaes (CRs. 444-7) received here of Mr. Jno. Putham 
account the estate of Willm. Nightingale at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 
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One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred sixty two, 

sixteen shillings payable to R. and W. Barwell for current rupees ten 

thousand three hundred thirty six (CRs. 10336) received here of Messrs 

Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont, attorneys for Roger Drake Junr, 

Esqr., in part value of two chests of coral imported per ship Duke of 

Dorset 1755, marked R. B. No. 14-15; two chests of coral per ship 

Eastcourt 1755 R. B. No. 16 and 17 and eight chests of amber beads RB 

No. 3 and 4 per ship Egmont 1753, No. 5 per Falmouth 1753, No. 11 per 

ship Norfolk 1754, No. 14 and 16 per ship Yorke 1754, No. 18 per ship 

Duke of Dorset 1755, No. 19 per ship Eastcourt 1755, at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling ninety one, eleven shillings and six 

pence (£Str. 91-11-6) payable to Jacob de Natal, Levi Sensino and 

Company for current rupees eight hundred and fourteen (CRs. 814) 

received here of Messrs Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont, attorneys 

for Roger Drake junior Esqr., in part value of two chests of coral beads 

imported per ship Eastcourt 1755, LS No. 19 and AL No. 1 and of a chest 

of amber beads imported per ship Norfolk 1754, marked LS No. 27 at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fourteen, two shillings and four pence 

(£Str. 14-2-4) payable to Mr. David de Castro for current rupees one 

hundred twenty five, eight annaes (CRs. 125-8) received here of Messrs 

Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont in part value of one chest of false 

amber at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty, twelve shillings and six pence 

(£3tr. 50-12-6) payable to Abraham and Jacob Franco for current 

rupees four hundred and fifty (CRs. 450) received here of Messrs Culling 

Smith and Anselm Beaumont in part value of one chest of coral imported 

per ship Denham 1754 marked B No. 3 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty six, eleven shillings and six pence 

(£Str. 36-11-6) payable to Moseh Franco and Company for current rupees 

three hundred twenty five, two annaes (CRs. 325-2) received of Messrs 

Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont in part value of one chest of coral 

imported per ship Denham 1754 marked [Mark 1] No. 3 at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred and nine, thirteen shillings 

and two pence (£Str. 209-13-2) payable to Mr. Benjamin Way for current 

rupees one thousand eight hundred and sixty three, ten annaes (CRs. 

1863-10) received here of Mr. George Hay ter at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred and fifty (£Str. 550) 

payable to Captain Thos. Rumbold or order for current rupees four 

thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, fourteen annaes and three 

pke (4888-14-3) received here of Captain Thos. Rumbold at 2s. 3d. each 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred eighteen, fifteen shillings 

(£Str. 618-15) for current rupees five thousand five hundred (CRs. 5500) 

received here of Mr. Geo. Gray Senr. account Mr. Willm. De Legarde 

kt 2s. 3d. each rupee payable to Captain Francis Cheyne and Geo, 
Dudley Esqr. 
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One sett for pounds sterling two hundred seventy fne, nine shillings 

and ehtht pence |£Str. 275-9-8) payable to Thos. Mylne Esqr, account 
Mr, Gray for current rupees two thousand four hundred and forty eight, 

twelve annaes (GIG. 2448-12) received here of Mr, George Gray Scnr. at 

2-*-, 3d, each rupee. 

One '■etc for pounds sterling seven hundred and nineteen, eleven 

shilling and five pence f£Str. 719-11-5} payable to William Davis Esqr. 
for current rupees six thousand three hundred and ninety six, three 

amines and three pice {CRs. 6396-3-3) received here of Jno. Z. Ho!well 

Esqr. account the estates of deceased persons at 2s, 3d. each rupee. 

One set for pounds sterling one thousand (£Str. 1000} payable to 

William Davis Esqr. on account Jno. Z. Holwell Esqr. for current rupees 

eight thousand eight hundred and eighty eight, fourteen annaes and 

three pice fCRs. 8888-14-3) received here of Jno. Z. Holwell Esqr. at 2s, 3d, 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand four hundred and sixty 

(£Str. 2460) payable to Messrs Henry Muilman and Jos. Solomans for 

current rupees twenty one thousand eight hundred and sixty six, ten 

amiaes and nine pice (CRs. 21866-10-9) received here of J. Z. Holwell 

Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred and thirty six, three 

shillings and seven pence (£Str. 536-3-7) payable to Willm. Davis Esqr. 

for current rupees four thousand seven hundred and sixty six, one annae 

(CR 4766-1) received here of Jno. Z. Holwell Esqr, account the estate of 

N. Drake at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand (£Str. 10001 payable to 

Fred, and Thos. Frankland Esqrs. for current rupees eight thousand 

eight hundred and eighty eight, fourteen annaes and three pice (CR 

8888-14-3) received here of William Frankland Esqr. at 2s. 3d, each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand (£Str. 10001 payable to 

Messrs. Jno. Hallet and John Satire for current rupees eight thousand 

eight hundred eighty eight# fourteen annaes and three pice (CR 8888-14-3) 

received here of Captain Jno. Sampson at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds starling two hundred and fifty (£Str. 250) 

payable to William Davis and Rkhd. Raker Esqrs. for current rupees two 

thousand two hundred twenty two, three annaes, six pice (CR 2222-3-6) 

received here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. and Mr. William Rider 

account the estate of Capt. John Coatsworth deceased at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand two hundred and fifty 

(£Str. 2250) payable to Roger Drake Junior Esqr., Bristow Long and 

Roger Drake senior for current rupees twenty thousand (JCRs. WIKI) 

received here of Messrs Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont wcocwmt 

Roger Drake Junior Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. ^ 

One sett for pounds sterling twenty three, sixteen aidlfisgs three 

pence (23-16-3) payable to Mrs, Amt Jermy fer ouxenf two 
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hundred and eleven, ten annas and six pice (CRs. 211-10-6) received here 

of Messrs Manningham, Frankland and Holmes at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty six, three shillings and ten pence 

(£Str, 56-3-10) payable to Mr. Charles Hay for current rupees four hundred 

and ninety nine, eight annaes (CRs, 499-8) received here of Mr. Abraham 

Gee at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred (£Str. 200) payable to John 

Creswicke Esqr. for current rupees one thousand seven hundred and 

seventy seven, twelve annaes and six pice (CRs. 1777-12-6) received here of 

John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. account Mr. Warren Hastings at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred and forty six, two shillings 

and two pence (£Str. 646-2-2) payable to Messrs Henry and Peter Muil- 

man, Joseph Solomons and Hugh Ross or either order for current rupees 

five thousand seven hundred and forty three, three annaes and nine pice 

(CRs. 5743-3-9) received here of Charles Manningham and William Frank¬ 

land by order of Messrs Peter Mariett and Andrew Ross of Madrass in 

further part of restitution for 11 chests of coral beads [Mark 24] No. 1 

and 2 per Prince of Wales 1755 [Mark 30] No. 3 and 4, M. No. 3 and 5, 

M.S. No. 5, 6, and 7 per Rhoda 1755 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling twenty five, thirteen shillings and eight 

pence (£Str. 25-13-8) payable to Mr. James Adams for current rupees two 

hundred and twenty eight, four annaes, nine pice (CRs. 228-4-9) received 

here of Messrs Charles Manningham and William Frankland in further 

part of restitution for a chest of amber beads [Mark 12] No. 6 at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred and forty, thirteen shillings 

and one penny (£Str. 140-13-1) payable to Joseph Salvadore for current 

rupees one thousand two hundred and fifty, four annaes and six pice 

(CRs. 1250-4-6) received here of Messrs Charles Manningham and William 

Frankland in further part of restitution for coral beads 1 chest [Mark 6] 

No. 14 and one chest [Mark 16] No. 1 per Eastcourt 1755 at 2s. 3d. each 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty, three shillings and two pence 
(£Str. 30-3-2) payable to Mr. Judah Supino for current rupees two hundred 

and sixty eight, one annae (CRs. 268-1) received here of Messrs Charles 

Manningham and William Frankland in further part of restitution for 

chest of coral beads [Mark 8] No. 11 per Eastcourt 1755 at 2s. 3d. each 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred and forty, twelve shillings 
and eight pence (£str, 440-12-8) payable to Moseh Franco and Company 

for current rupees three thousand nine hundred and sixteen, twelve annaes 
(CRs. 3916-12) received here of Charles Manningham and William Frank¬ 
land at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one hundred and eighty three, one shilling 
and eight pence payable to Thomas Godfrey Esqr., for current rupees one 

thousand six hundred twenty seven, six annaes and nine pice received 
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here of Charles Manningham and William Frank land in further part 
restitution for coral beads [Mark 4] No. I, 2 and 3 per Easteourt and 
Duke of Dorset 1755 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred and eightv seven, eighteen 
shillings and four pence ?£Str. 687 18-4) pavable to Messrs Isaac Monde* 
de Costa and Xlines Brothers for current rupees six thousand one hundred 
and fourteen, thirteen annaes (CRs. 6114-131 received here of Charles 
Manningham and William Frank land Esqrs. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling twenty two, five shillings and four pence 
(£Str. 22-5-4) payable to Thomas Saunders Esqr. for current rupees one 
hundred ninety seven, fourteen annaes and nine pice (CRs. 197-14-9) 
received here of Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs 
account Thos. Saunders Esqr. at 2s. 3d. per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four thousand one hundred and sixty 
two, ten shillings (£Str. 4162-10) payable to Thos, Manningham and 
Lawrence Sullivan Esqrs. for current rupees thirty seven thousand 
(CRs. 37000) received here of Charles Manningham and William Frank¬ 
land Esqrs. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling twenty, fifteen shillings and nine 
pence (£Str. 20-15-9) payable to Mr. George Knapton for current rupees 
one hundred and eighty four, twelve annaes and nine pice (CRs. 184-12-9) 
received here of Charles Manningham Esqr. account the estate of William 
Knapton deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand nine hundred and nine, 
six shillings and four pence (£Str. 2909-6-4) payable to Richard Harwell 
Esqr. for current rupees twenty five thousand eight hundred and sixty, 
nine annaes and six pice (CRs, 25860-9-6) received here of Charles Man¬ 
ningham, William Frankland and John Zephaniah Holwell Esqrs. in full 
proceeds of coral beads one chest [Mark 30] No. 11 per Warren 1758 at 
2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand five hundred (£Str. 1500' 
payable to Messrs William Nixon and Tom Lewis for current rupees 
thirteen thousand three hundred and thirty three, five annaes and three 
pice (Crs. 13333-5-3) received here of Mr. Hugh Barton at 2s. 3d. each 
rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand eight hundred and twelve, 
ten shillings (£Str. 2812-10) payable to Captain Edward Tiddeman for 
current rupees twenty five thousand (CRs. 25000) received here of Captain 
Edward Tiddeman at 2s. 3d, each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six thousand four hundred and eighty 
five, one shilling and three pence (£Str. 6485-1-3) payable to Sir Edwd. 
Clive Knt, Willm. Beichier, Wra, Smith King and Richd. Clive Esqrs. for 
current rupees fifty seven thousand six hundred and forty five (CRs. 57645) 
received here of Robert Give Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred and fourteen* fourteen 
shillings and one penny (£Str. 214-14-1) payable to Mr. Richd. Gamon foe 
current rupees one thousand nine hundred and eight, eight annaes 
(CRs. 1908-8) received here of Mr- Anselm Beaumont at 2a. 3d. each rupee. 
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One sett for pounds sterling two thousand five hundred and twenty 

nine, three shillings and six pence ((£Str. 2529-3-6) payable to Josh Walsh 

Esqr. for current rupees twenty two thousand four hundred and eighty 
one, eight annaes and nine pice (CRs. 22481-8-9) received here of Messrs 

Wm. Hay and Henry Lushington account John Walsh Esqr. at 2s. 3d. 

per rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand and twelve, seventeen 

shillings and six pence (£Str. 1012-17-6) payable to Messrs William and 

Edward Lamport for current rupees nine thousand and three, five annaes 

and three pice (CRs. 9003-5-3) received here of Mr. George Gray senior 

at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred and seventy five, 

seventeen shillings (£Str. 575-17) payable to Messrs Gosling and Bennett 

for current rupees five thousand one hundred and eighteen, ten annaes 

and nine pice (CRs. 5118-10-9) received here of William Fullerton Esqr. 

at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine hundred and sixty three, nineteen 

shillings and seven pence (£Str. 963-19-7) payable to William Barwell 

Esqr. for current rupees eight thousand five hundred and sixty eight, 

eleven annaes and six pice (CRs. 8568-11-6) received here of William 
Fullerton Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty (£Str. 50) payable to Mrs. Margaret 

Batson for current rupees four hundred and forty four, seven annaes 

(CRs. 444-7) received here of William Fullerton Esqr. account Mrs. 
Stanlake Batson at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred and seventy two, seven 

shillings and four pence (£Str. 672-7-4) payable to John Gray Esqr. for 

current rupees five thousand nine hundred and seventy six, seven annaes 

and six pice (CRs. 5976-7-6) received here of Willm. Fullerton Esqr. at 
2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five hundred and sixty two, ten shillings 

(£Str. 562-10) payable to Daniel Campbell Esqr. for current rupees five 

thousand (CRs. 5000) received here of William Fullerton Esqr. at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine hundred (£Str. 900) payable to 

Robert Orme Esqr. for current rupees eight thousand (CRs. 8000) received 
here of William Fullerton Esqr. account the estate of Mr. William Lindsay 
at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand five hundred (£Str. 2500) 
payable to Captain David Rannie for current rupees twenty two thousand 

two hundred and twenty two, three annaes and six pice (CRs. 22,222-3-6) 
received here of Captain David Rannie at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand one hundred and twenty 
five (£Str. 1125) payable to Mr. Thomas Raitt for current rupees ten 

thousand (CRs. 10,000) received here of Willm Fullerton Esqr. at 2s. 3d. 
each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty four, three shillings and one 
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penny three farthings (£Str. 34*3-U£\ payable to Mrs Ellv Dodd for 

current rupees three hundred and three, ten annaes fORv 303-10*1 received 

here of Messrs Janies Barton and Willm. Rider account the estate of 

Mr. John Dodd deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three hundred and thirty seven, ten 

shillings f£Str. 337-101 payable to Mr. Willm. Nixon for current rupees 

three thousand (CRs. 3,000$ received here of Willm Fullerton Estjr, at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling forty six, fifteen shillings and nine pence 

f£Str. 46-15-9} payable to Captain Pinson Bonham for current rupees 

four hundred and fifteen, fourteen annaes (CRs. 415-141 received here of 

Willm. Fullerton Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand five hundred and seventy 

five f£Str, 1575) payable to John Fullerton Esqr. for current rupees four¬ 

teen thousand (CRs. 14,000) received here of Willm. Fullerton Esqr. 

account the estate of Mr. Robert Wark deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six thousand (£Str. 6,000) payable to 

John Fullerton Esqr. for current rupees fifty three thousand three hundred 

and thirty three, five annaes and three pice (CRs. 53333-5-3) received here 

of Willm. Fullerton Esqr. at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling five thousand and sixty two, ten shillings 

(£Str. 5062-10) payable to William Watts Esqr. for current rupees forty 

five thousand (CRs. 45,000) received here of Willm. Fullerton Esqr. at 

2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred (£Str. 400) payable to 

Willm. Barwell Esqr. for current rupees thirty five thousand five hundred 

and fifty five, nine annaes (CRs. 35555-9) received here of Willm. Fuller¬ 

ton Esqr. account Mr. Peter Amyatt at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred (£Str. 200) payable to Mr. 

Willm. Alexander for current rupees one thousand seven hundred seventy 

seven, twelve annaes and six pice (CRs. 1777-12-6) received here of Mr. 

Thomas Blaney at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two thousand five hundred (£Str. 250®) 

payable to Edward Stevenson Esqr. for current rupees twenty two 

thousand two hundred and twenty two, three annaes and six pace 

(CRs. 22222-3-6) received here of Mr. Thos. Holme at 7s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling six hundred and seventy five (£Str, 675) 

payable to Eyre Coote and James Baird Esqrs. for current rupees six 

thousand (CRs. 6000) received here of Messrs Culling Smith and Willm. 

Rider account Eyre Coote Esqr. at 2s* 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty (£Str, 50) payable to Sir James 

Johnstone and Willm. Johns tone Esqr. for current rupees four hundred 

and forty four, seven annaes (CRs. 444-7) received here erf Messrs Wte. 

Rider and Ralph Levcester on account Mr* John Johnstone nt 3ft- 

each rupee* 

One sett for pounds sterling seventy four, five shillings 74~$l 

payable to Henry Alien Esqr. for Current rupees six wd «bwy 
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(GRs. 660) received here of Mr. George Gray senior account the estate of 

Mr. Willm. Grubb deceased at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling one thousand five hundred and seventy 

five (£Str. 1575) payable to M. Forde Esqr. for current rupees fourteen 

thousand (CRs. 14,000) received here of Thos. Boddam Esqr. at 2s. 3d. 

each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling thirty (£Str. 30) payable to Mr. Patrick 

O’Hara for current rupees two hundred and sixty six, ten annas and nine 

pice (CRs, 266-10-9) received here of Mr. Chas. O’Hara at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling fifty (£Str. 50) payable to Mr. Joseph 

Hickey for current rupees four hundred and forty four, seven annaes 

received here of Messrs Leycester and Charlton at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling nine hundred and ninety seven, nineteen 

shillings and two pence (£Str. 997-19-2) payable to Thos. Godfrey Esqr. 

for current rupees eight thousand eight hundred and seventy, twelve 

annaes (CRs. 8870-12) received here of C. Manningham and William 

Frankland Esqrs. in full returns of two boxes of coral beads marked T. G. 

No. 1 and 2 imported per ship Warren 1758 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling three thousand three [hundred] and 

seventy five (£Str. 3375) payable to Laurence Sulivan and Thos. Man¬ 

ningham Esqrs. for current rupees thirty thousand (CRs. 30,000) received 

here of C. Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs. at 2s. 3d. each 

rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling two hundred and forty two, two shillings 

and ten pence (£Str. 242-2-10) payable to Joseph Salvadore for current 

rupees two thousand one hundred and fifty two, six annaes and three pice 

CRs. 2152-6-3) received here of C. Manningham and William Frankland in 

full returns for one box of coral beads marked [Mark 31] No.im¬ 

ported per ship Bombay Castle 1759 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

One sett for pounds sterling four hundred and twenty five, eighteen 

shillings and eight pence (£Str. 425-18-8) payable to Messrs Moseh Franco 

and Co. for current rupees three thousand seven hundred and eighty six, 

one annae and three pice (CRs. 3786-1-3) received here of C. Manningham 

and William Frankland Esqrs. in full returns of one box of coral F.C. 

No. 2 imported per ship Warren 1758 at 2s. 3d. each rupee. 

25. We have laden on this ship sundry stores for the use of St. Helena, 

invoice and bill of lading for which we have transmitted to the Governor and 
Council of that island amounting to current rupees 1051-4-3. 

26. Enclosed you will receive duplicate of our address by the Ilchester and 
invoice and bill of lading for goods laden on the Worcester amounting to 
CRs. 960,000. 

27. Also the general books of this Presidency brought up to the 30 April 

1758 which we have been under an unavoidable necessity of sending home 

open from the erroneous ballance which was taken on our return to Calcutta, 

it being out of our power to obtain the records of the transactions from April 

1755 to June 1756, and it having been impracticable for us to ascertain a 
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general reform by the assistance to be had from the papers received by the 
ships of this season on account of their late arrival. We have directed the Sub- 

Accomptant to commence the books to lx? transmitted the ensuing year from 
the close of April 1755 having throughout a regard to the record received 

from England and the methods prescribed l>v your auditor. We wish her a 
safe and speedy passage to England and are 

May it please Your Honours, 

Your faithful humble servants, 

C. Manningham / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland ' J. Z. Holwell W. Mackett / 
Titos. Boddam / C. S. Playdell / John Cooke. 

Fort William, the 8th February 1759. 
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LETTER DATED 8 FEBRUARY 17591 

Forde's victory—Details of French losses—Landing of French troops in 

the south—March of the Mughal Emperor*s son towards Patna—Mir Jafar’s 

critical position—Pocock’s arrival at Bombay. 

T O the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon’bie East India 

Company. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. We addressed you last by the Ilchesier under date the 31st December 

since which many important events have occurred which we have now the 

honour to communicate, to you. 

2. The expedition to Deccan has succeeded to the utmost of our expec¬ 

tations, Colonel Forde having gained a complete victory on the 7th December 

over the French army under the command of die Marquis De Conflans, 

consisting of five hundred Europeans and 8000 seapoys with Europe areas, 

with very litde loss on our side. 85 of the French were killed 

and 78 taken prisoners exclusive of fourteen officers. He has also taken 
their camp and all their artillery consisting of 36 pieces of cannon with pro¬ 

portionable ammunition. By letters from Mr. Andrews since the action we 

learn that the Marquis De Conflans had collected together the shattered 

remains of his army and was encamped near Massulipatam and Colonel Forde 
after taking possession of Rajamundrum, a very strong fortified pass, had 

crossed the river Kistna in pursuit of the enemy but that his progress had 

been retarded by a dispute with, the Rajah, which is since accomodated and 
they are marched together against Massulipatam. We have great reason m 

think the French do not intend to defend that place and hope Colonel Forde 

will soon make himself master of it which will not only extirpate 

out of Deccan* Where they have triumphed unrivalled over the 
mencement of the war* keeping the wok country in an • . , and in actual 
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possession of four rich provinces which not only maintained their army but 

admitted of considerable remittances to Pondicherry. As we have put the 

Rajah in possession of large territories he has promised to pay the whole 

expence of the expedition which we are persuaded he will do when he begins 

to collect the revenue of his new acquisitions. 

3. By a letter from the Committee of Fort St. George to Colonel Forde 

dated 17th December we have the disagreeable news of the French having 

lain seige to that place, that they entered the black town the 14th of that 

month, when the garrison made a sally, a sharp action ensued in which the 

number of killed and wounded was considerable on both sides, that Major 

Polier was amongst the latter, and on the part of the enemy they had taken 

prisoner the Count D’ Estang, a Brigadier General, a captain of granadiers 

killed, Soubigne, an officer of great reputation among them mortally wounded 

and manv others killed and wounded, as they learn from a letter from Monsr. 

Lallv to the Count D’ Estang. They write pressingly for Colonel Forde and 

his party and give us hopes their next advices will be the arrival of Mr. Teddy- 

man’s squadron with the Chinamen or at least the disappointment of the 

enemy. 

4. In our last address we flattered ourselves we should be able to make 

head against our enemys on every side, though superior, but did not then 

conceive the French would have made such extraordinary efforts or that we 

should have been so poorly supported or, to speak more properly, so aban¬ 

doned. By letters taken in Monsr. De Conflans* camp we learn the arrival 

of a third division at the islands of three King’s and seven Company’s ships 

commanded by Monsr. Dagriette. The number of troops already landed by 

Monsr. Lally have exceeded 3000. We canot suppose the third division to 

have brought less than half the number, and the whole number of men landed 

at Madrass since the war has not reached to 300. Yet we presume the prepara¬ 

tions of our enemy have been no secret in England. We are sorry it is our 

fate to contest against such unequal numbers but Your Honours may be 

assured of our exerting ourselves to the utmost of our power and abilities. 

We have directed Colonel Forde that should he have a prospect of immediate 

success against Massulipatam to prosecute the seige with vigor and if he has 

the good fortune to take it that he destroy the fortifications and proceed 

immediately to the assistance of Fort St. George. We have also sent to their 
assistance the company of the King’s troops that arrived on the London who 

left this place the 7th instant, and the Warren left Ingellie the [....] with 
a supply of water and provisions. 

5. By letters from Surat to some Armenian merchants here we learn 

that Mr. Teddemen with two men of war and six Indiamen arrived at Bombay 

the 15th November. We hope the Indiamen at least will be immediately 

dispatched with the troops to Madrass and that thus reinforced they will 
oblige the enemy to raise the siege. 

6. At the time of the dispatch of the llchester we flattered ourselves the 
peace and tranquillity in Bengal would have been of long continuance but 

we now find it unexpectedly disturbed by the approach of the King’s son who 
has fled from his father’s court and arrived some time last month at Lucknow, 

about 8 days’ march from Banaras, where he has been joined by 

some malecontents from different provinces and is since advanced towards 
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Patna. The great arrears* the Nabob owes* to Ins army toguhtr with the 
discontent oi his officers at his hating cut off two principal zemindar* have 
rendered him very defenceless and makes it indispensibly necessary tor the 

President to take the held, and though our number of troop* is very small 

vet we are no way anxious for the event as the prince* is come without the 
authority from court or money to maintain troops and by the last advices 

had but a small army with him. 

7. Although we do not find that Mr. Pocotke was arrived at Bombay 

the 15th November we nevertheless hope he will be on the Coast before the 

French fleet. The first naval engagement will probably decide the fate of 

India. Should he be so fortunate as to defeat the enemy and prevent their 

landing their troops we may once more hope for the superiority but should 

the fatal reverse happen and Madrass fall into the hands of the French, des¬ 

titute as we are of men, fortifications and ammunition we know not how soon 

it may be our fate to march up the country and relieve Monsr. Laws; and 

on this occasion we cannot forbear to remark that considering the great 

acquisitions made by the success of your army in Bengal, both of an immence 

sum of money and a large grant of land, we had flattered ourselves you would 

have exerted your utmost efforts to support what has been so nobly acquired, 

But we find ourselves unhappily deceived, and even our indent for military 
stores so totally neglected, that the two last ships mentioned by Your Honours 

to be sent expressly to bring us military stores their whole invoice of that 

article amounts but to 1600 pounds sterling. 

8. Inclosed is duplicate of our dispatches per ILhester with the papers 
agreeble to the accompanying list. 

We axe, 
with respect, 
Honble Sirs, 

Your most obedient humble servants, 
C. Manningham / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland. 

Fort William, [8] February 1759. 

P.S. Since the above we have received advices from Colonel Forde of 
the 25th ultimo enclosing letters from Mr. Brooke, dated from on board the 
Thames off Pulicat the 10th and 11th January, which inform us that the 
enemy was still before Madrass and had raised five batteries, one of which 
mounted seven mortars, and for some days past had feed incessantly which 
had done great damage to the houses. By other letters of a much later date 
we learn Madrass was safe the 25th January, that Captain Caillaud was arrived 
in the neighbourhood of Madrass with 5,000 seapoys and 3000 Tan Jour horse, 
that the garrison were in good spirits and thought they had nothing to appre¬ 
hend from Monsr. Lallys present force. We have the mortification to find 
by Colonel Forde’s letters of the 25th that he was stiS on the Rajara*mdram 
side of the river not having been able to march for want of money, the Rajs* 
having deceived hhm in every respect; however, that by Mr. Andrew’s media¬ 
tion the Rajah had consented to pay 168,000 for the cxpences of the MjMhjp of 
which he had given Wls fee 66^000 and they were to march together Jmstedi- 
ately against Massulipatam; but for tins unhappy quarrel Colonel -Fd®fe;-lias£l 
probably kmg since been in possession e£ that place and on fair way ii tfe 
relief of Madras, 
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Narjidb's request for English help against the Mughal Prince—Particulars 

of bills of exchange. 

T O die Hon’ble the Court of Directors for the Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honors, 

1. We have already addressed you by the several ships of this season as 
per copies enclosed. 

2. We presume the Select Committee acquainted you in their letter by 
the Worcester of the prospect there then was of troubles in the country by the 
invasion of the King's son. By the last account we had of him he continued 
on his march to the southward, on which account the Nabob made a pressing 
application for our troops to join him. Colonel Clive therefore set out the 1st 
instant with all the Europeans in garrison, and when he arrives at Muxadavad 
if he find it necessary will proceed to the northward with the Nabob. 

3. As we conclude you were induced to alter the tenor of the bills of 
exchange on account of the great flow of private money obtained by the 
revolution [of] 1757, which, by the time this reaches you, we imagine, will be 
pretty well exhausted. We take the liberty to recommend to you the re-estab¬ 
lishing ancient form of remittance as, otherwise, we apprehend, new channels 
will be found out for remitting whatever sums the inhabitants may in future 
have occasion to send home. 

4. As you were pleased to inform us in your letter by the London and 
Warren that you had taken up the Bombay Castle and Prince George chiefly 
to comply with our indents for naval and military stores, we had great hopes 
of being amply supplyed, but are sorry to take notice that the stores which we 
have received are so far from being sufficient that we have been under a 
necessity of buying all that we have been able to pick up at very advanced 
prices. And as to military stores it is not in our power to procure them at 
any rate forward of these articles. We have the mortification to think that 
though our fortifications advance very fast they must remain useless. 

5. The Select Committee have laid before us a letter from Colonel Forde 
in which there is the following paragraph which we take the liberty to insert 
for Your Honors’ observation: “Mr. McGwire is determined to return here 
unless he gets something in Bengal very much to his advantage. If my good 
word can be of any service to him I shall take the liberty "to say I think he 
deserves anything the Company can do for him. If he does not return 
hither pray send Mr. Lushington to me.” 

6. We cannot upon this occasion avoid taking notice of the great indus- 
ny which has been exerted by all your servants at the subordinates to this 
Presidency in providing larger investments than have been procured for some 
years past. 
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7. We have received a letter from the inhabitants setting forth that the 
present state of the trade of India will by no means bear the do tv of 4 per 
cent proposed to be levyed. So many matters of consequence have engaged 
our attention that we have not yet had leisure maturely to consider their 
address which we shall set about as soon as the ships, now under dispatch, 
are sailed and transmit you our sentiments therein. But from what has 
appeared to us we cannot but think they have some foundation for their 
remonstrances and that the duty of two per cent justly collected will bring 
in to the Company a very handsome revenue. 

8. In order to send away as many of the French prisoners as possible 
we have shipped some on every ship dispatched from hence* this season, as 
per list enclosed, which you will be pleased to dispose of as you judge proper. 

9. On the face of the consultation of the 26 ultimo von will observe a 
translation of the sunnud for the lands as also of the terms made up of in it 
to which we beg leave to refer you. 

10. Mr. John Cooke, in consequence of your directions on that head, 
begs leave to mention his intention of returning to Europe by the next year's 
shipping. 

11. We have granted the following setts of bills of exchange on Your 
Honors payable at three hundred and sixty five days after sight at 2s. 3d. per 
current rupee on the same terms as granted by the former ships: 

One sett for pounds sterling 45 payable to Henry Crabb Boulton Esqr. 
for current rupees 400 received here of Mr. William Bitters. 

One sett for pounds sterling 1000- payable to Captain Wiliam 
Jennings or John Baker Esqr. for current rupees 8888-14-3 received here 
of Messrs William Rider and Wiliam Forth account Captain William 
Jennings. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2538-14-4*4 payable to Messieurs Nettle- 
ton and Raikes for current rupees 22566-6-3 received here of Richard 
Becher and Thomas Boddara Esqrs. account Mr. Francis Sykes. 

One sett for pounds sterling 500 payable to John Walsh Esqr. for 
CRs. 4444-7- received here of Messrs Hay and Lushington. 

One sett for pounds starling 1388-12-jA payable to Henry Mailman 
and Joseph Solomons Esqrs. for current rupees 12343-2-3 received here 
of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. 

One sett for pounds sterling 32-11-2^4 payable to John Fullerton Esqr. 
for current rupees 293-7 received here of Mr. George Gray senior. 

One sett for pounds sterling 35-19-2 payable to John Brown Esqr. for 
current rupees 319-10-6 received here of Mr. George Gray senior, account 
of him. 

One sett for pounds sterling 79-16-234 payable w Henry Alien Esqr. 
for current rupees 709-7 received of Mr. George Gray sailor* 

One sett for pounds sterling 1012-10- payable to Messrs Atetandet 
Radfcr and Thomas Btnmett for current rupees redciteit'■ of ■ Mr. 
Bartholomew Plaisted. # : 
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One sett for pounds sterling one hundred eighty payable to Messrs 
Thomas Burnett and Jonathan Ranson for current rupees 1600 received 
here of Mr, Bartholomew Plaisted. 

One sett for pounds sterling 100- payable to Mr. Thomas Burnett for 
current rupees 888-14-3 received here of Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted. 

One sett for pounds sterling 40- payable to Mr. Banjamin Sutherland 
for current rupees 355-9 received of Mr. William Sutherland. 

One sett for pounds sterling 100- payable to Robert Drummond Esqr. 
banker for current rupees 888-14-3 received of Captain David Rannie 
account Lieutenant Cockran. 

One sett for pounds sterling 352-15-4 payable to Adam Dawson Esqr. 
for current rupees 3136-2-3 received here of Charles Manningham and 
Willm. Frankland Esqrs. account of him. 

One sett for pounds sterling 73-18-7 payable to Captain John Samson 
for current rupees 657-2-9 received of Charles Manningham and William 
Frankland Esqrs. account of him. 

One sett for pounds sterling 58-7-1 payable to Cornelius Goodwin 
Esqr. for current rupees 518-11-3 received here of Charles Manningham 
and William Frankland Esqrs. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2000- payable to Cornelius Goodwin and 
John Hallet Esqrs. for current rupees 17777-12-6 received here of Charles 
Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs. 

One sett for pounds sterling 3419-14-10 payable to Philip Joddrell 
Esqr. for current rupees 30397-11-6 received of Charles Manningham and 
William 'Frankland Esqrs. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2500- payable to Thomas Manningham 
and Lawrence Sulivan Esqrs. for current rupees 22222-3-6 received of 
Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs. 

One sett for pounds sterling 105-11-5 payable to William Belcher 
Esqr. for current rupees 938-8-9 received of Charles Manningham Esqr. 
account Captain Nicholas Weller. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2187- payable to Arthur Annesly Esqr. 
for current rupees 19440- received of Mrs. Elizabeth Beard. 

One sett for pounds sterling 313-13- payable to Messrs George and 
William Cattanacks for current rupees 2782-12-9 received of Messrs 
Culling Smith, Ralph Leycester and Francis Charlton account Captain 
Alexander Grant. 

One sett for pounds sterling 377-4-3 payable to William Bowden Esqr. 
for current rupees 3353- received here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. 

One sett for pounds sterling 225- payable to William Davis Esqr. 
for current rupees 2000- received of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. 
account the estate of Mr. Thomas Leeche. 

One sett for pounds sterling 167-13-2 payable to Philip Joddrell Esqr. 
for current rupees 1490-4-9 received here of John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. 
account the estate of Mr. William Parker. 
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One sett for pounds sterling 300- payable to William Birch Esqr. for 
current rupees 2666-10-9 received of John Zephaniah Hoi well E&qr. 
account the estate of Mr. William Parker. 

One sett for pounds sterling 403-10 payable to Mrs. Ann McKenzie 
for current rupees 3586-10-9 received here of Mr. William Alves. 

One sett for pounds sterling 600 payable to Mr. William Ferguson 
for current rupees 5233-5-6 received of Mr. William Macredic. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2000- payable to Mr. Quarles Harris for 
current rupees 17777-2-6 received of Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted. 

One sett for pounds sterling 274-15-11*4 payable to Mr. John Savage 
for current rupees 2443-10-3 received of Mr. John Savage. 

One sett for pounds sterling 67-2-1*4 payable to Mews Hetherstone 
and Browne for current rupees 596-8-6 received erf William Mackett Esqr. 

One sett for pounds sterling 149-11-5J4 payable to Richard Clive 
Esqr. for current rupees 1329-8-9 received of Mrs. Margaret Clive account 
the estate of Mrs. Alice EUes* 

One sett for pounds sterling 163-16- payable to Mr. John Stevenson 
for current rupees 1496- received of Thomas Boddam and Culling Smith 
Esqrs. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2000- payable to Mr. Quarles Harris 
for current rupees 17777-12-6 received of Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted. 

One sett for pounds sterling 2250- payable to Messrs Colley Nixon 
and John Burton for current rupees £......] of Mews Mannfogharo 
and Fullerton account the estate of Captain George Minchester. 

One sett for pounds sterling 5000- payable to Roger Drake, Beston 
Long and Roger Drake junior, Esqrs. for current rupees 44444-8-6 received 
of Messrs Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont account Roger Drake 
junior, Esqr. 

One sett for pounds sterling 200- payable to Grainger Muir and John 
Thompson for current rupees 1777-12-6 received of Messrs O'Hara, Hay 
[and] Howitt account Captain Grainger Muir. 

One sett for pounds sterling 200- payable to Jotm Qreswicke Esqr. 
for current rupees 1277-12-6 received of John Zephaslah Hoi well Esqr. 
account Mr. Warren Hastings. 

One sett for pounds sterling 4000- payable to William Davis Esqr. 
for current rupees 35555-8-9 received here of John Cooke Esqr. 

One sett for pounds sterling 1000- payable to Captain Tom Lewis 
for current rupees 8888-14-3 received here of Mr. Hugh Bailiie. 

One sett for pounds sterling 15-15-11^4 payable to Mr. George Ley- 
cester for current rupees 140-7-3 received of Mr. Ralph. Leycester account 
the est^ of Mr. Edward Page. 

One jSett for pounds sterling 300- payable to Mr. Thomas . jtonME 
for current rupees 2666-10-9 received of &4r. Bariholomew 

One sett for pounds sterling 96-10-6 payable to John HBjjfta fiesjr* 
for curent rupees 858- received of Mr. William EWterm&u 

VoL H—27 
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One sett for pounds sterling 126-16-8 payable to Mr. James Veitch 

for current rupees 1127-6-9 received of Mr. William Fullerton account 

the estate of Captain Veitch. 

One sett for pounds sterling 100- payable to Mrs. Elizabeth Titcombe 

for current rupees 888-14-3 received of Mr. William Fullerton account 

estate of Mr. William Titcombe. 

One sett for pounds sterling 6030-14-4 payable to Alexander and 

Abraham Hume and Peter Roberts Esqrs. for current rupees 53605-2-3 

received here of Thomas Boddam Esqr. account himself and Mr. Thomas 

MaunselL 

One sett for pounds sterling 904-18-11 payable to John Walsh Esqr, 

for current rupees 8043-15-9 received of Captain Peter Duncan account 
estate of Mr. Charles Menzies. 

One sett for pounds sterling 1125- payable to Mr. John Smith. 

The whole amounting to pounds sterling [...„] or current rupees [.] 

12. We have laden on these ships sundry stores for the use of the island 

of St. Helena, invoices and bills of lading for which we shall transmit to the 

Deputy Governor and Council there. 

We wish them a safe and speedy passage to Your Honors and are with 
the greatest respect. 

May it please Your Honors, 

Your most faithful and obedient humble servants, 

C. Manningham / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland / W. Mackett / Thos. 
Boddam / C. S. Playdell / John Cooke. 

Fort William, 5th March 1759. 
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Particulars of bills of exchange. 

To the Hon’ble the Court of Directors for the Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honors, 

Since closing our dispatches by this ship we have granted one sett of 

tails of exchange payable to Charles Harris or order for £Str. 1000 in full 

for current rupees 8888-14-6 received of Captain Lorenzo Collins in part of 
his adventure. 

We are with the greatest respect, 

May it please Your Honors, 

Your faithful humble servants, 

C. Manningham/ Richd. Becher / W. Frankland/ J. Z. Holwell /Thos. 
Boddam / John Cooke / C. S. Playdell / W. McGwire. 

Fort William, March 8 1759. * 4, 
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LETTER DATED 12 MARCH 1759 

Arrival of the Mughal Prince on the borders of Bihar and Oudh—Clives 
march with troops towards Bihar-—Forwards certain letters addressed to the 
President—Intelligence regarding the Prince's inarch towards Patna—The 
Prime's offer of friendship repeated by his ministers—Nawab intimates 
despatch of a force to Bihar under Mir Qasim—Raja of Rajahmundry reviews 
his relations with Forde—Expulsion of the French from the Deccan—News 
regarding Raja Balwant Singh*s and Shitab Roy's monetary help to the Mughal 
Prince—News of Delhi affairs. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon hie United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable 

1. The Select Committee have already acquainted you that we were 

threatened with a storm from the north and that the Mogul’s son1 who has 

been some time in arms against his father or rather the Vizier, his father’s 

minister, had entered the frontiers of these provinces in an hostile manner. 

As the Prince is daily advancing, though but slowly, it was judged expedient 

that our forces should march to the northward in order, in conjunction with 

those of the Nabob, to put a stop to his progress. As I flatter myself my 

presence will prove of service to the common cause, my former successes 

having gained me some degree of influence in the country, I have put myself 

at the head of the forces. They consist of about 450 Europeans and 2590 

seapoys; and with these, few as they are, I trust we shall give a good accomat 

of the Shahzada though his army is said to be 30000 strong, provided the 

Nabob’s people keep firm to him; and should even the contrary happen and 

the Subah’s troops desert him, we shall still be able to make our party good, 

ami to maintain our own. Indeed the only danger In my opinion to be 

apprehended is from the disaffection among the Nabob’s principal officers 

occasioned by his treachery towards and ill-usage of them; however, in the 

several conferences I have had with him since my arrival hare, I have so 

strongly pointed to him the danger of such like behaviour as cannot fail 

inducing Mm m a change of ronrftict for the future; and the confidence which 

I know the jematdars have in the English will, I hope, retain them in their 

allegiance to their sovereign, 

2. We shall leave this tomorrow and I propose marching with the utmost 

expedition to the relief of Patna, which is in great danger at being lost, as 

well a$ the whole province of Bahar, the Shahzadah being actually arrived at 

the Caramnassa* the river whkh parts the countries of Owl and Bahar. it 

is yet wwoemm whether Mr. Law with his §m fugitives will join Mmmm&C 

I shall not be able to get the whole of the country oofre^xmdaicse 

be dispatched by these Alps. I fhendface mmi you htsethddh t«C 

the most material letters and such as wiB g^ve you the clearest 

state of affairs at present. The latest advices confidently assertthat Urn gemt 

Mogul himself, accompanied by im Nwer, k on his march dbfatmQjhuc the 
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Prince and they are so particular as to mention the day of his setting out, 

viz., the 31st ultimo. I am assured there were letters for me from court 

intercepted on the road by the Prince and torn, from whence I conclude they 
contained directions to me to give him no protection. 

3. I shall esteem myself very fortunate if by my remaining this year in 

India (which nothing but my zeal for the Company would have induced me to) 

I prove the happy instrument of saving these provinces and securing to my 

employers the payment of the remainder of the debt as well as the valuable 
acquisitions which the late revolution procured to them. 

I am with great respect 

Honorable, 

Your most obedient humble servant 
Cassembazar, 12th March 1759. Robert Clive. 

Enclosure 1 

(Vide paragraph 2) 

From Ram Narran, Nabob of Patna to The President. No date. 
Received II February 1759. 

1. I have from time to time advised you of the Shahzadah’s coming this 

way, but Mr. Amyatt’s letters will make you acquainted with every circums¬ 

tance, for I always acquaint him as soon as I have any fresh intelligence; my 

dependance is solely on you. Troubles are very near at hand. This is the 

time for assisting me. I beg you will without delay send me your orders in 

what manner I am to act. I am very impatient for an answer to this letter. 

2. Since writing the above I learn some wicked people have been 

representing me in a bad light to the Nabob, and that he is very angry with 

me. God knows, it is on your account that I am the Nabob’s servant. If at 

this time the Chuta Nabob2 only should be sent with forces to my assistance, 

it will raise doubts in many people’s minds, and I myself shall be suspicious. 

I have no dependance on any soul living but yourself. Mr. Amyatt’s letters 
will give you many particulars about this city. 

Enclosure 2 

From Shah Allum Bahadre, son of Allum Guire, the Great Moghol, and 

successor of the Empire to Colonel Sabut Jung Bahadre. Received 17th 
February 1759. 

To the high and mighty protector of the great, Colonel Sabut Jung 
Bahadre. 

Know that you are under the shadow of the King’s favour. My beloved 
son Muddar Ad Ooula Bahadre and the magnificent Phyaz Ally Cawn, worthy 

of our favour, have fully represented to me your readiness to expose your life 

for me and many other particulars relating to you. In this happy time with 

a view of making the tour of Patna and Bengal I have erected my standard 

of glory at this place. It is my pure Intention to bestow favor upon you, the 

high and mighty, and all faithful servants agreeable to their conduct. This 

w*kld is like a garden of Bowers interspersed with weeds and thorns. I shall 
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therefore root out the bad that the faithful and good riotts [ryots] (God 

willing) may rest in peace and quietness. Know you who are great that it is 

proper you should pay a due obedience to this my phirmaund and make it 
your business to pay your respects to me like a faithful servant which will 

be great and happy for you. It is proper you should be earnest in doing this 

when by the blessing of God you shall stand high in my favor. Know this 

must be done. 

This was wrote on the 10th of Jamadialoual in the 5th year of the present 

reign and 1172 of the Hedgira or the 10th of January 1759. 

On the 13th of Jamadialoual the seal was affixed to this phirmaund and 

on the 14th it was entered into the office of the Presence. 

Enclosure 3 

From Muddar Ad Doula Bahadre to Colonel Sabut Jung Bahadre, No 

date. Received 17th February 1759. 

By your favor. 

In this happy time the prince of this world and its people, Shah Ahum 

Bahadre, the successor, has erected his flaming standard of glory in these 

eastern parts with a view of making a tour of Patna and Bengal; the magni¬ 

ficent Phyaz Ally Cawn has been to pay his respects to him and has fully 

represented your fame and great actions in the enlightened Presence whkh 

has raised his admiration. He has granted you a phirmaund which demands 

the humblest obeysance. Pay you a due regard to his orders whom the work! 

obeys. Your faithful services to him will be a source of happiness and great¬ 

ness to you. Seek the opportunity of paying your respects to him. Til we 

have the pleasure of a meeting write me of your proceedings. You will be made 

acquainted with many particulars by the letters of Phyaz Ally Cawn. Know 

that I am always representing your great worth in the Presence. Be speedy 

in sending your answers. 

Enclosure 4 

From Phyaz Ally Cawn to Colonel Sabut Jung Bahadre. Ho date. 

Received 17th February 17®. 

Thanks to God, 

Sometime ago it was in your mind to open a cxrrespoodenee with His 

Majesty and the Vizier and to .shew your readiness to obey them. This I also 

represented to you as necessary. You also mentioned how desirous you were 
to procure some means of assisting Mahimid Ally Cawn, Subah of Arcot; 

Mr. Amyatt also wrote something so you and Mr. Watts. The Shahzadah* 

Prince of the World and its people, whose empire -God prosper, is coming 
make a tour this way. I have represented to bw jomr great worth and aB pam* 

ctdars relating m fdn, the same I have dote to Muddar Ad QMda'BriNArisw 

called the beloved son of the Sbafaadah, Bnmy of the empire and ef 
the Presence. Muddar Ad Delia* whose services are accepted by te'atfn*** 

df Tiinotirr hm throtigh fF«aa&hip for you repese^ed 
whati have tcM him concerning yoa. The fMnmimi which m ^ahted 
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demands the utmost respect from you. I procured it and have sent it to you 

in hopes and expectation of your former favor being continued to me. Esteem 

his coming as your happiness and speedily send him a most humble address. 
If it should please God he should move your way be speedy in paying your 

humble respects to him ; he has thought of doing great things by your councils 
and in conjunction with you. 

Enclosure 5 

From Phyaz Ally Cawn to the President. No date. Received 17th 
February 1759. 

By the goodness of God I have left Patna and am arrived at the victo¬ 

rious camp of Shah Allum Bahadre, the Prince of the World and its people. 

If you will make your faithfull servant acquainted with the most secret inten¬ 

tions of your heart he will do his utmost to have them accomplished. I had 

no other view in coming here than to obey your orders. Whatever is your 

pleasure your faithful servant will observe and perform it. God grant you 
long life and prosperity. 

Enclosure 6 

From the Nabob to the President. Dated 15th. Received 18th February 
1759. 

I have with great pleasure received your letter of the 10th instant and 
observe the contents. Your determining to encamp on the 12th convinces me 

that you have that regard and friendship for me as a son has for his father. 

God preserve you in health, I have no such dependance on any person living 

as I have on you. I have recalled Meer Mahomed Cassim Cawn from 

Rungpore and intend sending immediately, under his command, the intrepid 

Rahim Cawn and other jammautdars with 5000 horse and 5000 burcondasses, 

and half my artillery under the command of the drogah with everything 
necessary for war. If I find it necessary hereafter that either myself or the 

Chuta Nabob should go I will give you the trouble to come. However it is 

necessary you should be ready to march but till you receive my letters desiring 

you to march I would have you remain where you are and not give yourself 
any trouble. Write me of your health. 

Enclosure 7 

From Rajah Gudge Puttee Raage Bahadre3 to the President. Dated 
3rd January. Received 3rd February 1759. 

Sometime ago I did myself the pleasure to acquaint you of Colonel 
Forde s arrival and of his having been to see me. This letter I hope you have 

received. It is a long time since I have heard from you which makes me 
uneasy. I therefore desire you will write me frequently of your welfare. The 

Colonel and I, having consulted together, began our march towards the French 

who, on hearing of it, marched out from Rajah Muhdrums to Culpoul; we 

marched on till we came within I coss of the French army when we encamped 

for € or 7 days, expecting the French* but as we found they did not come, on 
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the 5th of Rabbeah Sannie, by the favor of God, we decamped and marched 

to attack the French who then came off their ground and a very sharp action 
ensued which lasted for 3 hours. The firing of the artillery was so quick that 

we could not discern anything for smoak. The French have had near 600 

men killed and wounded; on our part 400 men were killed and wounded, 

belonging both to the Colonel and me. The French at last fled and 

abandoned their whole camp to us and retired to Rajah Mundrums where 

they crossed the river with the utmost expedition and went to Massulipatam. 

Bv the goodness of God, who is the giver of victories, the Colonel and I have 

gained a very great victory. At night we encamped on the ground which the 

French left and the next day we marched to Rajah Mundrum. I desired the 

Colonel to cross the river with his troops immediately because the people of 

Rajahmundrum would be better satisfied and remain with peace in their 

houses and that I would stay a few days to raise some money for the expences 

of our armies. The Colonel sent his forces over but remained with a few. 

people intending to go in a few days, during which rime I dismissed some 

Arabs from my service and the Colonel wanted to take them into his pay, but 

the Subadar of Doudi wanted my orders to let them pass; at this the Colonel 
was much displeased and wrote to me to send the Subadar to him. I 

immediately waited on the Colonel and told him I could by no means do 

it because he was my servant and a man of consequence and therefore desired 

he would forgive him. I heard the next day that he would cross the river, there¬ 

fore sent to know if I should not go and take my leave of him. He answered 

there was no occasion for my coming and immediately passed the river. He 

then gathered his forces together and at 12 at night sent his colours over the 

river with some few people. On hearing this I wrote to him in a friendly 

manner to know the reason of his crossing the river at night; instead of send¬ 

ing me an answer he confined my hirvaras and in the morning came over the 

river himself again. I imagined that if I remained and he came to me that 

there would be a quarrel, which there was no occasion for; I therefore set 

out with my people leaving my artillery and went to Jab&otpo&By. On the 

way I received a letter from the Colonel m send the Subadar to him; Mr. 

Johnstone likewise came for die Subadar. I sent Mm an answer by Mr* 

Johnstone that if he would permit my people to remain solely in Rajah¬ 

mundrum and would cross the river again I would go m Rajahmundrum to 

collect in the revenues and, agreeable to the treaty made between m in the 

presence of Mr. Andrews, I would pay him 56,000 rupees per month and send 

him provisions. To this day I have received no answer. I have no desire to 

quarrel with the Colonel; if he does I must stand up in defence of ray honour 

and cannot help it. The friendship between the English and my family is 

of a thousand years' standing and I am sorry to observe its decrease. I desire 

you will write to the Colonel to live in friendship with me. It will be better 

for us both. 
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Another note enclosed, 

I wrote you before that the Colonel wanted a lack for his expences since 
which we have agreed in the presence of Mr. Andrews that 56,000 rupees per 
month shall be paid for the expences of the army. 

Enclosure 8 

From Nizam Ally Cawn, brother to Salab Ad Jung to the President. No 
date. Received 19th February 1759. 

I have with pleasure received two letters from you and observe the 
contents. You write me it gave you great satisfaction to hear I had obtained 
a victory over my enemies. God preserve those who exert themselves to 
defend their own religion. It gives me much pleasure to hear you have been 
honored with a munsub and titles from the Court: you are worthy of them 
and may they be increased. This favor shewn to you will give encouragement 
to all your people to behave well in hopes that they may be rewarded here¬ 
after. I am well informed that by the goodness of God you are the cause 
of the present flourishing condition of the kingdom of Bengal and that all 
ill-designing people remain as they were. Sometime ago Shah Newaz Cawn 
and Cojah Collunder, agents for the French, by their artful and wicked 
insinuations caused a quarrel to arise betwixt Emir A1 Momalliche, Muddar A1 
Mulk, Assof Ad Doula Bahadre and myself but by the goodness of God those 
people have met with their deserts and are cut off. After this affair I went 
into the Subaship of Baraar, the French ran away to Sittarool in hopes of 
getting refuge there, but I had sent orders to the zemindars there not to admit 
them on which they went away to Pondicherry. I have long been wishing to 
drive the French away on account of their being enemies to you and for their 
insolent behaviour to me. Nabob Meer Mahomed Jaffer Cawn has wrote me 
to assist the English in this province. I now write to desire you will send some 
good forces here with a large artillery under the command of a wise and 
prudent officer, and give him positive orders to act as I shall desire him. By 
the blessing of God if you will but write me I will procure you a munsub and 
jaguires and you shall have more influence here than the French had: I 
know that my favor and friendship for you encreases daily. Write me 
frequently of your health. 

Enclosure 9 

From Ibrahim Cawn Bahadre Bubber Jung to the President. No date. 
Received 19th February 1759. 

The letter you sent under the care of Shumshuddy [Shams-ud-din] 
was by my means immediately presented to Nizam Ally Cawn my master. 
I have procured an answer for you which accompanies this. I made him 
acquainted with what I had heard of your fidelity and great worth, with other 
particulars relating to you, which gave him great satisfaction. I am your firm 
friend and must inform you that the affairs of Sittacool will never he settled 
unti you and I have had a meeting ami Consult thereon. The French ate 
dismissed from our service, we never could place the least confidence in them. 
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I am very desirous that they should be punished and that the lands in their 
possession may return to ours. If you can send a body of good forces it will 
be great and happy for us ; if not send a man of consequence here immediately 
with an account of what you want that I may represent it to my master. 
The Nabob is now punishing the French when he will go to Hydrabad. If 
you can be spared come and pay your respects here: a due regard will be 
paid to the advice you may give for the good of this country. 

Enclosure 10 

From Ram Narran to the President. No date. Received 20th 
February 1759. 

Some days ago I did myself the pleasure of addressing you enclosing 
some intelligence from the western part of this empire; what I have since 
received is given to Mr. Amyatt who will forward it to you, I have often 
wrote lie Nabob the news concerning the Shahzadah but instead of sending 
me orders how to proceed he bids me continue to write him the news. I have 
likewise wrote several letters to you on this subject but have not been favored 
with an answer. The Shahzadah will most certainly come into this country. 
I am under great concern at not receiving orders either from the Nabob or 
you, who are my patron. What I am to do I know not but depend on this that 
I will stand as long as I have any force. 

Enclosure 11 

From the Nabob to the President. Dated 21st. Received 24th February 
1759. 

Yesterday I sent you a letter enclosing some advice of the Shahzadah 
marching from Sensoe to Reragged Nulla and soon after I received advice of 
his being marched to Sdadpoor which I, likewise, sent you. I hope you have 
received these letters. I imagined the Shahzadah had given over all thoughts 
of coming here by Ms halting so long, which was the reason I did not give 
you the trouble to march. Intelligence now comes in hourly of his marching 
this way in haste. I therefore desire you, who are dear to me as my fife, to 
come with jw victorious army and join me that we may immediately proceed 
to Patna. 

Enclosure 12 

From the Nabob to the President. Dated 5th. Received 6th March lf3$f 

By the favor of God % am in good health and mm ever praying far 
your welfare^ ? By a ktser from Ameer Beg Gawa Bahadre I have the jffctiNtipii 
to learn that you are arrived at H^bly m your way to the city 
has given me • God-fcesinre yoiu m beaJdi 
ym soon toeftibat I jbqf 
I send for your perusal a paper of mteiiigeace just brou^wtiB h&aasw&i' 
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Intelligence 

Rajah Bulwuntsing* has agreed to pay the Shahzadah 120,000 rupees, and 
Mahmud Cooly Cawn on the part of the Shahzadah gives encouragement to 
the Rajah and all persons. The Rajah of Thimnait has agreed to pay 120,000 
rupees ready money and 125,000 when he arrives at Kedgouah provided he has 
a sunned given him. Rajah Bulwuntsing sent his buxey Lollcours with 
Mahmud Cooly Cawn Caun’s [sic] duan to wait on the Shahzadah who sent a 
keilaut [kkilat] by the buxey to his master. Vacqueels from all the zemindars 
and rajahs of the Subaship of Bahar are now in the Shahzadah’s camp. The 
Shahzadah has sent nashans (letters) to all people to come and pay their 
respects to him. He takes all who come near him into his service. The 
hircara says that the presents coming from the Vizier to the Nabob are arrived 
at Aurungabad. Sujait Dowlah has acquainted the Shahzadah of this news. 

Enclosure 13 

From Shetubroy, Kong's Duan at Patna to the President. No date. 
Received 6th March 1759. 

Sometime ago I delivered some papers of news received from Delhi to 
Mr. Amyatt to forward to you which I hope he has done. By late letters 
from Delhi I am informed that Jungogee had attacked the city with a very 
large force and that the Vizier sallyed out upon him when a sharp action 
ensued in which many Morrattoe chiefs and many men on both sides were 
killed. The Morrattoes at last ran away and were pursued by the Vizier even 
to their camp. The Morrattoes, finding they could not contend with the 
Vizier, made peace on conditions of their being paid ten lack of rupees, 
for which they had a tuncaw on Rampunand for 3 lack and another 
on Najib Cawn, the Patan, for 7 lack. The Morrattoes are now on their 
march for Lahor accompanied by Rajah Dillersing, who will return in four 
days, when the King and the Vizier will set out in order to put a stop to the 
Shahzadah's proceedings. This news is certainly true. There are many 
cossids stopt in the Shahzadah’s camp and among them are some letters from 
die Vizier to you. By the blessing of God I hope soon to receive other letters 
for you. The Shahzadah accompanied by Mahmud Cooly with 7 or 8000 
horses are crossed the river above Bonaras. Rajah Ramnaran intends marching 
out on the 25th with his troops and I shall attend him with my own people. 
By my letters from Delhi I learn that Nabob Jaffer Ally Cawn has wrote to 
Rajah Rampursand that you carry on your correspondence at Delhi through 
the means of Shetubroy, and has ordered him to get me discharged from 
the duanship and the care of Sum Saum Ad Doula's jaguires. Rampursand 
represented this in the Presence but I have good interest with the Vizier 
who will not turn me out for such a person’s speaking. The Nabob is much 
displeased with me but if you favor me all will be well. I hope you are 
coming up to Muxadavad and will address the Nabob on my affairs. If the 
Nabob should come this way I shall go and pitch my tents near you for I fear 
much he will treat me ILL I before wrote' you that if it was your pleasure 
I would remain here, if not I would return to Delhi. You before wrote me 

you had wrote the Nabob to send me perwannahs but to this day I have 
heard nothing of them. v / 
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LETTER DATED 16 MARCH 1759 

Clive forwards letters from two chiefs accompanying the Mughal Prince 

seeking friendship and co-operation—Details of the condition of the Mughal 

Emperor and his feelings towards the Prince. 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the Hon"ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honorable, 

1. Since my address to you under date the 12 instant I have received 
a letter from Mahmud Cody Cawn and one from Phizav Ally Cawn, the 
principal favorites and chief ministers of the Mogul’s son. Copies of the 
translate whereof I herewith send you. 

2. I do not find that the Prince has as yet passed the Caramnassa; and 
he advances so slowly that I have some hopes I may possibly reach Patna 
before him and so save that place from falling into his hands. 

I am with great respect. 
Honorable, 

Camp near Rajahmaul, Your most devoted humble servant, 
16 March 1759. Robert Give. 

Enclosure 1 

(Vide paragraph I) 

From Phyaz Ally Cawn to the President. No date. Received Bth March 1759. 

This accompanies a letter to you from Nabob Araad ud Dowia Mahmud 
Cooly Cawn wrote with his own hand. You are an understanding 
and wise man and well acquainted with the world. The victorious camp is 
now pitched on the banks of the Carumnassah and to this day you have not 
even sent him one arzee. I hope you will be speedy in sending arzees to the 
Presence and likewise give coders to Mr. Amyatt to set out for the vfcn^crai 
camp immediately. 

Health to the protector and favourer of the poor. 

I sent my brother to you like a cossidL I represented to the Sfoahzadah 
the friendship that subsists between Mahmud ABy Cawn and yourself and 
I likewise made mention of it to the great Vizier Maddar A1 llaham Nabob 
Mahmud Cooly Cawn Yarimaud Ad JDodb. primad Dank] Bahadre* Qm mf 
representing this to the Shahzadab be caroefrom dm Rokilks amsmjm 
these eastern parts with a great desire to see you. I 
and it gives me great tb«m at not having been favored with, a Sap item 
you. It % now 26dafys since my broker set out from Patna itta’walt fad. 
smd I presume ,jlife twa now <sMu| aboae writing an aaafeiw. -'The whete 
world knows that you ate. the &n§vter*e§ hahathea and'lt'hhabr astsoi M 
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them to say and do. The Shahzadah s&id to me it is surprising you have not 
had one letter from Calcutta, I answered you was consulting about it. He 
said again why does he consult so much, I answered it was your custom, which 
satisfied him. The victorious army is now encamped on the banks of the 
Carmanassah where they will halt for two days for the zemindars of Bugga- 
poor to come and pay their obeisance when the army will march with the 
utmost expedition for Patna. You had a desire to be in friendship with the 
Vizier; I thank God I have brought the master of the empire that you may 
live in the strictest friendship with him. By the blessing of God I hope that 
all Indostan and Deccan by your counsels shall be settled. I have a thousand 
times desired Mr. Amyatt to send an arzee to the Presence, for the Shahzadah 
is not come as an invader, for the Emperor has appointed him his successor. 
The ungrateful Vizier keeps the King in confinement. Letters wrote by the 
King himself arrive here twice a week by means of the Jams' vacqueel who 
is now in camp. The letters are sent privately from Delhi to Ferreedabad the 
capital of the Jauts. All business is at a stand for your advice. The King 
constantly writes to his son to seat himself on the throne and to coin siccas, 
and that it would be better for him to be under his son’s confinement than 
the ungrateful Vizier’s. I swear by God that he defers seating himself on the 
throne till he receives your advice although he has his father’s orders for so 
doing. Mahmud Cooly Cawn had prepared a throne and canopy at Illiabad 
and Sujait Dula wrote the Shahzadah that the 15th of ]amadiastarmuce 

was the lucky day for commencing his reign but the Shahzadah 
answered it is not the seating myself on a throne and striking siccas that will 
make me a king; you are my well-wisher, but although Colonel Sabut Jung 
has not served me, yet he has showed himself ready to serve our family and 
is a real friend, it is therefore necessary to consult with him before I commence 
my reign. The throne and canopy are with him in camp. I alone have 
made him acquainted with the friendship you entertain for him. You will I 
hope be pleased with this. I am persuaded that when we arrive at Patna that 
Ram Narran will setde these matters between the Shahzadah and you to your 
Satisfaction. ' 7 * 

Enclosure* 2 

From Mahmud Cooley,,Cawn Bahadre to the President, No date 
Received 13th March 1759. 

Your great virtues and excellent qualities have been represented to 
the Shahzadah. I have acquainted you in a former letter, which by this time 
you must have received, notwithstanding that Mr. Law with a few 
Europeans has long attended at the stirrup of His Highness in' afiiancewith 
him and at this time has made earnest supplication to be present near his 
happy stirrup, for your satisfaction his application has been rejected, his 
mmkeei has been -dismissed the victorious army without aiiy hope at the 
encampment of Mkzapoor. /Think, me your-real friend and by the blessing 
of the just and true God: I hopef that aM Indostan and Deccan by your counsels 
shah he settled: how easily may the reduction ©f'Assitnbad and Bengal 
ptorfe to you. Many other particulars febafa die letters erf sRfayaz Ally Cawa; 
%hot*s your. WeHwisher, wdl be'^repbesmted to you/ . > , si, ; 
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LETTER DATED 19 MARCH 1759 

The Prince's march towards Patna—Meeting of Clive and Mir Jafar to 
check hts advance—Lolly raises siege of Madras. 

T O the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the United East India 

Company. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. Our last address waited on you by the Worcester under date the 
8th ultimo wherein you were acquainted of the necessity for the President with 
the forces to take the field and accompany the Nabob to the northward in 
order to prevent any ill consequences from the arrival of the King’s son at 
Banarras. It was the 1st instant they set out from hence and the 14th they 
marched from Muxadavad northward. Our last advices from Patna mention 
the King’s son and part of his forces having crossed the Caramnassa (which 
river is the boundary of our provinces) and that Ramnarrain with his forces 
were encamped at Fulter Baag where he was throwing up entrenchments and 
erecting batteries for his better defence against the King’s son. Ramnarrain 
had also summoned the Baudgepore Rajahs and other zemindars to attend 
him with their troops. We have no certain account of the number of forces 
with the King’s son but believe they are not very considerable. All letters 
from Delhy have been seized in the King’s son’s camp and torn but it is 
confidently asserted the King and Vizier are on their march after the Kkg^s 
son and are so particular as to mention the day of their setting am was the 
3rd ultimo. If this prove true it may put an effectual end to the expedition 
as it is more than probable the King’s son will, in that case, be 

2. The President had a meeting with the Nabob the 9th instant and 
after laying before him, in the strongest manner, the discontent and disaffec¬ 
tion of his jemautdaars and representfog his treacherous behaviour towards 
them and non-payment of hk people* motives which had encouraged the 
King’s son to this present attempt, the most advisable measures were concerted 
for the success of the expedition. One of Us principal jemautela&n. Comm 
Ally Cawn,x set out; for Salabad to take the ammmnd of such part of idem 
forces as were arrived there with which he was to proceed direcriy m Patna. 
The Chuta Nabob was to set out the same day for RaJAmal and mk either 
there or at the passe till the President and our forces jofoed dam. These are 
the particulars of our latest advices and we hope a happy issue to the 
expedition. 

3. Since our last address we have received no from Gofotef 
Forde in the Deccan, but hourly expea advices as a sloop dispatched from 
Madrass for this place the 1st instant was ordered to caff at 
her way hither. ’* ' ”Y * ***' 

. J^ “ / * , * " it* . *» - 

j,r.. 4r.- It.»• with* the w^^jw^icawliite 
Madrass being raised the 17th tifckno highly to the honour o£»tfae bes^od. 
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We beg leave to refer you for particulars to the enclosed copy of letters from 
the President and Council of that settlement to the Select Committee here, 
dated the 1st and 6th instant and to their address to the Hon’ble Court of 
Directors forwarded by these ships. 

5. We axe preparing several vessels with grain who shall be dispatched 
with the utmost expedition and a supply of treasure and stores. We can only 
add our best endeavours shall be at all times exerted for the good of your 
service here as elsewhere. 

We are with great respect, 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

Your most faithful and obedient humble servants, 
C. Manningham / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland. 

Fort William, the 19th March 1759* 

54 

LETTER DATED 21 MARCH 1759 

Adjustment of differences between Raja of Rajahmundry and Col. Forde 

—Forde’s advance towards Masulipatam against the French. 

T O the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the United East India 

Company. 

Hon’ble Sirs, 

1. We addressed you a few lines the 19th instant with our congratula¬ 
tions on the siege of Madrass being raised. By each of these ships you will 
receive an address from Madrass Presidency on this subject. 

2. We have this morning received letters from Colonel Forde, dated 
niour the 22nd ultimo, and from Mr. Andrews, dated Vizagapatam the 
13th instant, by which we have the pleasure to learn all differences with the 
Rajah are adjusted, and we hope in our next advices to give you the agreeable 
news of Massulipatam being in our possession. By accounts of a deserter from 
Masulipatam who joined Colonel Forde the day before the date of his letter, 
they were informed the French army consisted of three hundred Europeans 
and three thousand seapoys encamped within a coss of Massulipatam and that 
the seapoys were leaving them every day for want of pay. Monsieur Conflans 
endeavouring to keep up their spirits by telling them he expected a reinforce¬ 
ment from Monsieur Lally very soon when he should wipe of his former dis¬ 
grace. Mr. Andrews writes that Colonel Forde and the Rajah were before 
Massulipatam and that the 4th instant our sepoys took a fort within about 
ten miles of that place in which were ten Europeans, ten topasses and one 
Imndred seapoys. The former ware taken prisoners, also three topassesr and 
eighty seapoys. , ; . t 
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3. Since the date of our last address we have received no letters from 
the President and therefore can add nothing further on the subject of the 
northern affairs. 

We are with great respect, 
HonT>le Sirs, 

Your most faithful and obedient humble servants, 
C. Manningham / Richd. Recher / W* Frankland 

Fort William, the 21st March 1759. 

55 

LETTER DATED 24 MARCH 1759 

The Prime near Patna—Ramnaray arCs request for military assistance— 
Clwe*s march towards Patna* 

To the Hon’ble the Secret Committee for Affairs of the United Company 

of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

Honourable Sirs, 

I. We have already addressed you by these ships under date the 19th 
and 21st instant. The former congratulated you on Mr. Lally's being obliged 
to raise the siege of Madrass, the latter conveying purport of letters received 
from Colonel Forde at flloor and Mr. Andrews at Vizagapatam. This we 
dispatch by an express boat (expecting it may reach Kedgeree before the 
Prince George and Bombay Castle sail from thence) m order m transmit the 
particulars of advices received last night from the President whose letter is 
dated the 18th instant at Futteapore. The following is extract thereof* “This 
morning a letter from Ramnarain under date the I4th reached me, a copy 
of the translate whereof I herewith send you, and soon after Mr. Batson joined 
me having left Mr. Amyatt with the rest of the gentlemen of the factory and 
the Company's effects at Ruanutta. He brought me a letter from Mr, Amyatt 
dated the 15th, a copy o£ whkh I ah® send you. By Mr. Batson's account 
the Shawrodah m at this time my near to if not actually arrived at Patna. 
I shall pass Rajahmaul tomorrow and shall proceed on with the uimost expedi¬ 
tion in order to recover that place and prevent foe enemy's advancing father* 
A few days will discover the motives which have induced B&mmmma to give 
up so easily the province entrusted to his care and whether this ill-advised 
step of his has proceeded from cowardice or treachery” 

Ramnarain in Ms letter to foe President says* is advisable ym should 
march here with the utmost expedition. Ajpeeftife to ymr 
the killah (or fort) is strong fat very extefave, my faoes mm far awl 
I yet continue firm anti determined to haazard my He. CM Mr. Amyatt fai 
foe gentlemen leaving Patfa I think k necessary to advise jm ffave seat 
people to take charge & hammy to foe west of foe fasSafc Ofcitmm 
at present stand thus: -Moadfeitali*; a txawaaawfex in foe aiahxadah's ffcr 
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the King's son’s) army, is arrived at Phulwarree five coss from the city. I have 
sent Shetabroy to negotiate with him in hopes to gain time.” 

2. Mr. Amyatt writes that Shetabroy’s deputy sent him word Morada 
Doulat had agreed to Ramnarain’s terms and would remain where he was. 
Shetabroy and Emir Cooley Cawn (a commander of the Shahzadah’s) were 
coming to Ramnarain. Mr. Amyatt believed Ramnarain would assist the 
cause as much as he could in delaying time and settling the terms, but fight 
the Shahzadah Ramnarain would not, and if Mr. Amyatt might judge from 
his actions, he rather imagined he was of the Shahzadah’s party. The above 
is the tenor of advices received last night which we have thought necessary to 
transmit for your notice and observation, and we doubt not it will appear 
highly essential to you to support us with a respectable force, or the grants, 
priviledges etc., acquired for the Company in these provinces will be of little 
or no validity. The report of the Vizier being on his way from Delhi with 
a force to prevent the Shahzadah’s designs still continues. 

We have the honour to subscribe ourselves with great respect, 

Honorable Sirs, 

Your most obedient and faithful humble servants, 
C. Manningham / Richd. Becher / W. Frankland. 

Fort William, 24th March 1759. 
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LETTER DATED 22 OCTOBER 1759 

The Prince’s advance checked at Patna—Defeat of a French squadron at 
Pondicherry—Presence of Dutch forces in Bengal resented by the Nawab. 

T O the Hobble the Court of Directors for Affairs of the Hon’ble United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies. 

May it please Your Honors. 

1. Since our address by the Prince George and Bombay Castle, which 
ships left the river the 23rd March, we have the pleasure to acquaint you of 
the safe return of the army from the expedition to the northward and that, 
by then: timely arrival at Patna, die progress of the Shawzadah was totally 
stopped and Ms designs frustrated, by which means this province is now in 
perfect tranquility and the Subah more attached to us than ever. The happy 
change wMch has happened in the situation of affairs here has greatly reduced 
the general debt and we flatter ourselves we shall have collected the full 
amount by the end of the ensuing season. Though the demands for money 
which have been made upon us by the gentlemen at Madrass etc,, have beep 
and will be very large we are fortunate enough to have it in our power to 
comply with them but we must acquaint Your Honours that though we may 
beLaide to answer the, great drafts of the Madrass Presidency and to furnish 

for our»investment* fortifications and expenceis, civil, and military, this 
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year, we must totally rely on being largely assisted from home the next, for 
when the Nabob’s debt is discharged our supplies must inevitably cease. By 
advices from Madrass we learn that Admiral Pocock with the squadron under 
his command engaged that of the French on the IOth of September and that 

notwithstanding the enemy had eleven capital ship® to nine they were obliged 
to decline the action and arrived at Pondicherry the 17 th in a very shattered 
condition. We have since heard that Mr. Pocock repaired the rigging of his 
ships and watered them at Negapatam and that he left that place with the 

squadron the 26th ultimo in order to lay off Pondicherry and bring the enemy 
to a second engagement. 

2. We think it necessary to inform you the Dutch are attempting to dis¬ 
turb the tranquility of this province by introducing into this country a 
considerable body of Europeans and Buggesses unknown to the Subah. This 

ill-judged step has greatly exasperated him against them and we have reason 
to believe that matters will shortly be accommodated by these forces being 
obliged to leave the river. 

3. We have the pleasure to acquaint you that the Duke of Dor sett and 
Calcutta have safely imported here and that the Royall George and the China¬ 
men are arrived at Madrass. 

Fort William, October the 22nd, 1759. 
[Unsigned] 

57 

LETTER DATED 29 DECEMBER 1759 

Shipping news—Despatch of ammunition and money to Fort §k George 
— Wilder improves quality of silk—Reasons for granting saltpetre contract 
to Omichand—Destruction of French houses m Chandemagore—Restric¬ 

tions on the issue of dastaks—Capture of MasuUpatam by Forde and grant 
of the place to the Company by Salabat Jang — Abolition of export duties— 
Regulation of import duties — Farming at higher rates of nddy acquired 

lands near Calcutta—Progress of fortifications m Calcutta — Explanations for 
drawing up a larger amount m 1758 by means of bills of exchange on Court— 
Deputation of two officers to coded dues from Nadia and Burdwan — Pay¬ 
ment of further compensation to European sufferers of Calcutta — Particulars 
of bills of exchange—Invasion of Shahz&dah—Rebellion m Pumea — 
English assistance to the Nawab — News regarding murder of Englishman at 
Negrais—Dutch attempt to bring a large force to Bengal — Fordds victory 
over the Dutch — Grant of mansab and jagir to Clwe—Complamt about 

nomination of Ellis as member of Council—Resentment at Gourds rpmmlks 

on action of the Council. 

T O the Ho&1>le the Court of Directors lor Affairs of the HaMAfe United 

Company of Merc&ants of England trading t© the E$s* Indies. 

VoL II—28 
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May it please Your Honors 

1. Our last address waited on you by the Prince George and Bombay 
Castle ; as there was nothing very material in that letter, we omit copy thereof 

and only enclose an account of the bills of exchange 

drawn on you by those ships. They were dispatched 
from Ingellee by Mr. Alexander Scott, our Deputy 
Master Attendant, on the 23rd March at which time the 
Prince George drew 18£ feet of water and the Bombay 

Castle 18J4 on an [even] keel. 

2. We have now the pleasure to advise you of the safe arrival of the 
following ships of the season in India—Duke of Dor sett, Royall George and 

Calcutta, all the Coast and China ships and Prince Henry packett, by which 

several conveyances we have been favored with your commands of the [1st] 
November 1758 and 3rd January and 23rd March 1759. To those letters we 
shall reply in the course of our present address and shall now proceed to give 
you a full detail of our transactions since the dispatch of the last year’s ships 

ranging the same under the usual established heads and 

Per Calcutta and 
Hardwicke original, 
and duplicate copy 
overland, triplicate pet 
Royall George. 

First, of shipping 

3. The Sea Horse sloop, one of the vessels which transported to Madrass 
the detachment of King’s troops under the command of Captain Drake, on the 
first notice of that settlement’s being invested by the French, returned here 

the 17th of March with the agreeable news of the seige being raised. These 
advices were transmitted to the Secret Committee in England by Mr. Alexander 
Scott from Kedgeree in a packett by the Prince George and Bombay Castle in 
consequence of our orders to him to open such dispatches as might arrive 
before the departure of those two ships in order to forward the intelligence 
to Your Honors. 

4. From the substance of the letter received by die Sea Horse sloop from 
the President and Council of Fort St. George we concluded a large supply of 

grain would be very acceptable and therefore advertised that we would contract 
with the owners of any vessels that would carry rice to Madrass at the rate of 
ninety pagoda per garee upon the delivery, which price we were induced to 

give in order to encourage vessels putting out to sea so late in the season. 

Pursuant to this publication several owners offered their vessels. The musters 
of the cargoes were laid before the Board and being approved of were sealed 
up and forwarded to Madrass by their respective vessels. 

5. As we concluded the gentlemen at Madrass would be in great want 
of military stores after so large a consumption as there must have been during 
the seige, we purchased the Leopard snow and on board of her and the Fort 

William schooner we forwarded 18 pounders and [.] 24 pounders with 
a quantity of shot for each, some shells of different sizes and as much rice 

and other provisions as they could carry. They arrived safe at Fort St. George 
and we had the satisfaction to find that the supplies sent proved very 
acceptable. 

6. As we wanted to send other articles of provisions to Madrass besides 
rice, the price of which we could not settle on the delivery at Madrass, we 
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thought it proper to freight the Charley snow and Lion sloop for that purpose 
and agreed to give the owners 40 rupees per ton foe what they carried. Those 
vesseUs were accordingly loaded by the Buxey and dispatched to Fort St, 

George early in April, Upon them as well as all the other vessels which sailed 
from this port at that season for the Coast, wc sent the President and Council 
of Fort St. George a consignment of treasure amounting in the whole to 
CRs. 3,77,400. 

7. The Master Attendant having complained to us of the insolent 
behaviour of Messrs Toole and Cheworth, two of the pilous, on which account 
he had suspended them from the service, we agreed to confirm that suspension 
in order to put a stop to such insolences for the future and preserve the 
authority of the Master Attendant in his office. Mr. Toole being a trouble¬ 
some disposition and refractory behaviour we ordered him to prepare to return 
to Europe by one of the first ships of this season, but Mr. Cheworth having 
made a proper submission to Captain Barton, at his request we reinstated him 

in his employ. 

8. On the 4th March Captain Barton laid before the Board a letter he 
had received from James Sparks, chief officer of the Mermaid sloop, giving 
him an account of the unfortunate loss of that vessell off Calingepatam, near 
Vizagapatam, where she ran ashore in the night, but we had the satisfaction 
to find that the treasure and most of her stores were saved. As we had not 
at that time heard from Captain Lowis we postponed our enquiry into the 
occasion of that loss untill his arrival here when Captains Barton, Samson, 
Wedderburn, Gould and Holland were directed to enquire into the conduct 
of the commander and officer and give us their opinion if either of those 
persons were blameable. Their report you will find entered after our consulta¬ 
tion of the 7th May by which we could not judge whether Captain Lowis or 
Mr. Sparks were most faulty, but in a letter lately received from Captain 
Lowis, and entered after our consultation of the 5th November, with the opinion 
enclosed of the surviving members of that enquiry, we observe they exculpate 

Captain Lowis and throw the blame entirely on the officer James Spark*. 

9. We have the pleasure to inform you that after the loss of the Mermmd 
the officer Sparks and the crew seized a French snow which arrived on that 
coast from Merghie and brought her down to this place. Upon her arrival 
we sat as a bench of justices to take the depositions of the officers belonging 
to that snow. Copy of our proceedings therein are transmitted in this packets 

It appearing from their evidence that the vessel! was a French bottom and 
the goods on board French property we diiected our Master Attendant to 
take charge of her and dispose of her and her cargoe by public outcry whkh 
was accordingly done on Monday the 30th April, as per account sales entered 
after our consultation of 24th December. The amount we propose to keep 

deposited in our treasury until your orders thereon arrive. 

10. The Master Attendant having reported the Phoenix schooner m be 

in so bad a condition that the repairs she would reqaire would amowat m 
more than she was worth we directed her likewise to be sold at o®my * 

same day. 
11. The loss of the Mermaid sloop and &e sale of the Pkoemx aek&o&ex 

a want of sloops far die ri*er sendee we cedeatsi the Master Aasea- 
Aanr the Company's carpeatw t® sarrey the Hertford wtof, i*aerea rm 
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for sale, and if they found her fit for the Company’s service to set a valuation 
upon her jointly with Captains Holland and Gould and take charge of her 
without delay. She was accordingly surveyed and valued, as per report entered 
after our consultation of the 28th April, and the owners paid out of our cash 
the sum of Arcot rupees 8,000. 

12. On the 26th April we received a letter from Captain John Samson 
informing us of the arrival of the Hardwicke and of the capture of 
Masulapatam by Colonel Forde, the 7th of that month, and acquainting 
us that he was obliged to quit his station by two French ships coming 
into the road of Masulapatam which forced him to cut two cables 
whereby haying before spared one to Captain Wedderburn of the Thames he 
was reduced to one, that though he endeavoured to work to windward of the 
French ships the current hoisted him to leeward and being short of water 
and provisions he was obliged to bear away for this place. 

13. As we were ourselves no proper judges whether the reasons Captain 
Samson had assigned for his leaving his station were sufficient. and whether 
he could not have reached Madrass, by which means he would have had it in 
his power to have returned to Masulapatam after the departure of the French 
cruizers, we requested Captains Barton, Wedderburn, Holland, Gould, Tuckey 
and Mr. Conner to give us their sentiments whether Captain Samson’s reasons 
were sufficient for his quitting his station and whether they esteemed it 
practicable to return the Hardwick to Masulapatam at that season of the year. 
Those gentlemen, having retired, sent in their opinion in writing that Captain 
Samson acted prudently in leaving his station but that he might have attempted 
getting to Madrass or to windward of the port he left which they think would 
have been attended with less risque than bearing away for Ballasore Road 
with only one anchor on board. They were likewise unanimously agreed that 
if the Hardwick could be got out of pilot’s water she might proceed to Masula¬ 
patam, but it being judged impossible-by the Master Attendant to return the 
Hardwick to Masulapatam soon enough to be of any service to Colonel Forde 
we laid aside our intentions of sending her back. But Captain Samson having 
m our opinion distressed the service he was employed on by quitting his station 
and coming down to Bengal without orders, by which means the ship Hardwick 

was rendered useless to the Company, we thought proper to dismiss her from 
die service (untill we had further use for her) and protested against Captain 
Samson for all ill consequences and losses that might accrue to our employers 
from his proceeding in this manner, but finding shortly after that she would 
be wanted for a September ship, and that the charge of unloading her salt¬ 
petre would be very considerable, we thought proper to alter our resolution 
on this occasion. ~ - 

14. Sometime in February we sent the Fanny snow to the Negraise and 
directed Mr. Newton to embark on her and repair here with his garrison and 
military stores leaving only a sarjeant and three or four men to take care of 
tlie Company s timbers. In consequence of those orders Mr. Newton arrived 
here the beginning of May and landed thirty six European soldiers and some 
military stores which were given in charge to the Storekeeper. 

to ^lexan1der Scott having, in a letter of the 2nd April, represented 
^ Salafy 38 ^P11^ ^ter Attendant hy the late regulation 

hmae' was less what he received when head pilot, though Ms duty 
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was much greater, we came to a resolution of increasing his allowances to 
one hundred and twenty rupees per month in consideration of his particular 
merit and services but reserved to ourselves the liberty of continuing it to his 
successor or not as we might think proper. 

16. By our consultations of last season you will observe that the owners 
of a large ship called the Thames tendered her to the Company to carry a 
part of the detachment and stores on the expedition under Colonel Feeds 
without any other consideration than that of the Company paying the charges 
of her outsets, which proposal being accepted of and Captain Wedderburn’s 
bill of rupees 10,169-13-3 being paid on that account, she was dispatched in 
company with the Hardwicke, Ilchcster and Worcester; and after landing the 
troops and stores she carried, Colonel Forde put on board a quantity of rice 
for the Presidency of Madrass and dispatched her for that place where she 
arrived some days after the French had invested the town and the captain 
finding it impossible to land her cargoe at that juncture stood out to sea again 
and put into Pullicatt. Mr. Brooks, the Company’s Resident there, advised 
Captain Wedderburn to return with the Thames to Masulapatam and assist 
Colonel Forde in bringing his detachment to the relief of Madrass. Captain 
Wedderburn thereupon went back to Masulapatam where he was detained by 
Colonel Forde untill after the raising of the seige of Madrass when he returned 
to that place and delivered his consignments. The President and Council of 
Fort St. George dispatched her to this place with about three hundred bales 
of broad cloth. Sometime after her arrival the owners applied to us to be 
reimbursed the expences they had been at during her detention in the Com¬ 
pany’s employ and the loss they had suffered in the value of her block, 
a statement whereof they laid before the Board. 

17. Their application laid for consideration until! the 4th June when it 
appeared to us that the detention of that ship by Colonel Forde had prevented 
her returning to Bengal in time to be employed on any other voyage from 
this place, by which means the value of the block was reduced from fifty 
thousand rupees, the price the owners paid for her, to thirty two thousand 
rupees, the price she sold for at outcry. We wore therefore of opinion that 
the owners should be reimbursed the charges of the ship since her leaving 
the river untill her return and likewise the loss of the block, after making an 
equitable valuation of the ship which we estimated at forty thousand rupees. 
Pursuant to this resolution a statement of the account was laid before us and 
the balance, current rupees 17,211-8-3, paid out of the treasury and carried 
to the debit of the expedition to the southward. We flatter ourselves Your 
Honors will think this an equitable adjustment as the owners of that ship 
have thereby reaped no advantage but have rather been losers besides running 
the risque of the vessell the whole time she had been employed. 

18. The gentlemen at Madrass having purchased the Victoria mom 

during the seige of that place they sent her down to this place in the month 
of June. Upon her arrival we cfiiected the Master Attendant to take charge 
of her and have since employed her in carrying Mr. Southby, in quality of 
Resident, to the "Nagrais to take care of the Company's timbers cic. 

19. The attoroies for the owners of the ship Fort WtUktm hating several 
times applied to us for the freight due from the Company for the 
of ffra? vessel by Mr. ISTewtbt* tft the Na^raise we tock tbe#r demand into 
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consideration, die 2nd July, and agreed to allow them the sum of current 
rupees 2,500 per month as an equivalent for her detention which being 
accepted of by those gentlemen the account was accordingly made up and 
the ballance, current rupees 27,750, paid out of the cash. 

20. Captain James Barton having departed this life of a fever on the 
6th July we appointed Mr. Alexander Scott Master Attendant in his room 
and Mr. Peter Connor Deputy. 

21. Captain John Samson requested fifty tons of saltpetre might be laden 
on the Hardwick on half freight. We have put on board that quantity on 
those terms as per separate bill of lading enclosed in this packett. 

22. The President and Council of Fort St. George having acquainted us 
in their letter, under date the 28th June, that they should have occasion for 
twenty laaks of rupees before they could expect to be supplied with bullion 
from home and Your Honors having recommended it to us to assist them with 
whatever money they may require, we consigned them on the ships Patty and 
Thames 18 chests of sunaut rupees and 3 chests of gold, amounting in the 
whole to current rupees 4,13,489-14-9, but the Thames having met with an 
accident and put back we shipped the treasure laden on her on the Grampus, 
one of the Company’s sloops, with a further supply of gold amounting in all 
to current rupees 4,94,239-14-3. 

23. The Fanny snow having been reported by the Master Attendant as 
unfit for the Company’s service we ordered her to be sold at public outcry as 
you will observe by the account sale entered after our consultation of the 
20th September. 

24. The Duke of Dorsett and Calcutta from Europe and the Stretham 
from Bombay are safely arrived in the river. They all met with a severe 
gale of wind in the Bay in which the Duke of Dorsett was obliged to cut away 
her main mast and narrowly escaped being lost. 

25. Captain Mason having requested permission to bring the Stretham 
up to Calcoola we acquiesced with his request but we are sorry to inform you 
that in her passage up the river she run ashore and overset. 

26. On the first notice of this accident we sent down Mr. Peter Connor, 
the Deputy Master Attendant, with all the sloops and boats we could procure 
to save the Company’s effects and flatter ourselves that the greatest part will 
be recovered but the broad cloth, we apprehend, will be entirely damaged. 
For a particular account of what is saved we must refer Your Honors to the 
report which the Import Warehouse Keeper is to deliver to us when the whole 
is got out which can be saved. 

27. When Captain Mason’s officers can leave the wreck and come up to 
town we shall order an enquiry to be made into the conduct of the pilot and 
if we find him culpable we shall dismiss him the service and send him to 
Europe. 

28. The Hardwick and Calcutta we have stationed directly with compleat 
loadings from hence and propose dispatching them together early in 
December. 

29. The Duke of Dorsett we have appointed to go to Bombay instead of 
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the Stretham, and shall consign the President and Council of that place 4,000 
baggs of saltpetre by her. 

30. We have likewise freighted two thousand six hundred baggs of petre 
on two country vessells bound to Bombay in order that the gentlemen there 
may have an early supply of that article. 

31. Since writing thus far have arrived the Oxford and Denham each 
with a detachment of military under the command of Major Caillaud. The 
Royall George has likewise imported and we have the pleasure to hear that 
the Ajax, Stormont and Houghton with the remainder of (Monel Conte's 
battalion have put in at Madrass and disembarked the troops. Those ships 
are daily expected here, and we have made the following appointments of 
the ships of this season: the Royal George to proceed to Europe directly 
in January and the Stormont with the remainder of our investments, 
the Oxford with two hundred tons of petre and five or six hundred 
bales for Fort St. George to be filled up and finally dispatched from 
thence to Europe. The Houghton with saltpetre to Bombay and the Denham, 

and Ajax with redwood and saltpetre to Bencoolen to be filled up with pepper 
at that settlement. 

Secondly, of goods from Europe and from one part of India to another 

32. Before we had the agreeable news of Mr. Tally's having raised the 
seige of Madrass we had taken the precaution to agree with the owners of a 
Dutch vessell, called the Elizabeth, to carry about four thousand bags of rice 
to be landed at Fort St. George, in case the French had retired from before 
that place, as we imagined the gentlemen there would be on great want of 
provisions after sustaining so long a seige, especially when the black inhabitants 
of the town began to return; and if the place had unfortunately fallen mtso the 
hands of the enemy the rice above mentioned was to have been 
landed at Pullicat. Great part of the four thousand bags was laden on 
her when die unhappily sprung a leak and was obliged to return, 
by which means we were deprived of that opportunity of sending them a 
supply and have been obliged to land the rice and have ordered the Buxey 

to dispose of it at outcry. 

33. You will observe in the course of our consultations we have 
at different times purchased such bullion as has been offered us In order 
to coin into rupees. 

34. The account sales of woolen goods, copper and lead and iron made 
this season appear on the face of our constdtataons and ane enteral at laige, 
Copys of them are likewise transmitted in this packets which we hope will 
prove very satisfactory and you may rest assured of our constant endeavours 
and best attention to promote this branch of the Company*$ affairs and are 
therefore to request you will comply, as fully as possible, with the 
for goods and stores now forwarded. 

35. The late troubles up the country mi the unsettled stag 
ym re. of Bf4>aT> has hitherto prevented our sending any broad ckdNff coupes 

to die factory at Patna. As soon as the sfenatioii of a«am tfeeae wffi frnmk: 

it we not fail to comply with youar orders on that head. 
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36. We shall always take care to supply the gentlemen at Bencoolen with 
ophium and whatever stores they may indent for. 

Thirdly, of investments 

37. We have the pleasure to acquaint you that our investments this 
season have been carried on under our gomastahs at the several aurungs 

greatly to our satisfaction. The cloth they have sent us down proves in 
general very good, and we believe the whole of our orders will be fully 
complied with. 

38. Enclosed in this packet we transmit you an abstract of the aurung 

accounts by which you will observe the moneys advanced them from time 
to time and the goods we have received from them. 

39. Previous to the receipt of this year’s list of investment we had given 
orders to the gomastahs to increase their purchases of cloth foreseeing 
that a large return of goods from Bengali would, as things are circum¬ 
stanced, turn out greatly to the Company’s advantage which measures, 
we are pleased to find, will prove agreeable to you from the increase of your 
orders of this season. 

a ^ needless to extract our correspondence with the subordinates 
as it would only take up your time without being of any service. In general 
we must beg leave to remark that the servants of each factory have exerted 
themselves in the Company s affairs under their management and we have 
reason ^ to expect very large and satisfactory investments from every 
subordinate. 1 

41. The gentlemen at Cossimbuzar have done their utmost to remedy 
the defects you have so frequently complained of in the winding of their silk 
in which they have been greatly assisted by Mr. Richard Wilder1 whose 
machine has been found very servicable. The gentleman has likewise resided 
some time at Puddapar in order to instruct the winders of that place. By 
this means we hope the silk we may in future send home will be freer from 
the faults usually complained of and meet with better sales. 

42. The piece goods received last season from Patna arriving too late 
even for our latter shipping and proving of a very inferior quality, we directed 
the gentlemen there not to purchase any unless they could mend the fabrick 
and directed diem to dispatch whatever goods they sent in future so as they 
might arrive in time for our early ships. ' 

43. We continue to purchase our saltpetre at Patna by virtue of the 
gained W the Nab°b and expect about eighty thousand 

maunds of that article will be provided this season. 

44an/°Ur °rdys reladnS t0 quantity of saltpetre to be laden on each 
ship and for sendmg a large supply of that article to each of the other 
Presidencies shall be punctually complied with. 

J?* in7estme1nts ^ved from Dacca and Luckipore this season have 
S ? C^ea!nI7 S^1 gentlemen of those factories acquaint us they 
shall be able to invest the whole of the monies they have been supplied with 

46. You were informed last season of our having sent Mr. Htigh Watts 
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to make a provision of Radnagore silk at the aurung it is produced. At some 
time after his arrival there he sent us musters wound off from the romally 

and jilmilly surpur with an estimate of the price those sort men is would turn 
out at. These musters appearing very good and superior to what our 
gomastahs had provided we directed Mr. Watts to go on with his purchases 
and recalled our gomastahs from that aurung that Mr. Watts might have no 
impediment in the provision of his silk. Some bales are now on their way 
from that aurung—when they arrive we shall inspect the quality of the silks 
and if it is found equal to muster and turns out pretty reasonable we shall 
continue to provide a small quantity untill we have your further orders. 

47. We have this year supplied the subordinates with the following sums 
of money viz., 

Cossimbuzar 
Patna 
Dacca 
Luckipore 
Ballasore 

CRs. 8,59,67440-9 
„ 2,07307- 7-3 

139,60344-3 
„ 1,66,185- 
„ 10,942- 7-6 

48. We shall here reply to the 35th paragraph of your letter per Prince 

Henry concerning our contract for saltpetre with Omichund. Had our 
consultations and the general situation of our affairs in Bengali been strictly 
attended to we think the paragraph before mentioned would never have had 
a place in your letter, for by our consultations it will appear that the offer of 
58,000 maunds of petre from Omichund was prior to the revolutions and at a 
time when we were under the greatest uncertainty in respect to the friendship 
of the then Subah who we found to be very insincere in his professions and 
were morally sure that he would break the peace he had lately made with the 
English, the moment he found himself in a capacity to do it Our Select 
Committee must have informed you of the disposition in Sura] ud Dowla; it 
would therefore have been an act of the highest imprudence to have risqued 
the Company’s money so much out of the way as Patna for die prospect 
of a small gain in the price of petre, die getting of which article safe to 
Calcutta would after all have been very precarious as things then stood. The 
contract, it is true, was not absolutely made and dosed untill the beginning 
of July after the death of Suraj ud Dowia and settling of Jaffier Ally Khan 
in the government but we beg leave to observe that it was m soon after that 
transaction that the country was in no settled state or die government m 

secured to the new Subah as to be free from further apprehensions. There 
was great reason to believe some of the ministers and officers tn the distant 
provinces would be dissatisfied with the change and refuse to submit to the 
new Subah untill his authority was better established. The Nabob of Patna, 
in particular, was supposed would prove backward in his obedience; conse¬ 
quently it would have been a very improper time to have sent up so large a 
sum of money to Bahar as the quantity of petre we should want would amount 
to. Besides which the season was mo far advanced, Ajfir. Peadces not arrived 
at P&tna and the true stale of that province qpiie uiiknwti, The wipe £m 
buying up * cutcha petre was over * aid fpe made no doubt the white w 
collected by Coja Wazeed in virtue of his exclusive purwenmak* tinder these 
ekeummnees we think we should have deserved wift. ^jpppr 
had we declined the offer made us by Omichund for 58J000 mannds 
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in time for our ships on cheaper terms than we formerly paid him for that 
commodity. This contract we could depend on and Omidland’s substance 
secured us the penalty of the contract in case he failed. But notwithstanding 
our agreement with him you will observe we permitted Mr. Pearkes to 
contract for a further quantity when he advised us that he could procure it 
at 5s. 2d. per maund, nor did we ever checque Mr. Pearkes on any occasion 
(as you have been misinformed), but when he attempted to force the petre 
from Omichand’s people which they were sending to Calcutta in consequence 
of his contract with the Board, this we thought ourselves obliged to interfere 
in as we could not but abide by a contract we had once made. The whole 
affair of Mr. Pearkes’ contracts for saltpetre, and the merchants who were 
to deliver the same, with some other parts of his conduct at Patna, is fully 
explained in our letter per llchesier and Worcester last year to which we beg 
leave to be referred. 

Fourthly, of the trade of India and transactions with the country Government, 

the Dutch or French 

49. In consequence of private advices that Mr. Lally had destroyed the 
houses at Fort St. David and sold the materials at outcry and that he had 
set fire and done all the damages he could to the houses at the Mount we 
wrote to the President and Council of Fort St. George to learn from their 
authority the truth of these reports, which being confirmed by them, with this 
additional circumstance that Mr. Lally intended destroying the black town 
of Madrass had he not been prevented by the timely arrival of our succours, 
we directed our Engineer Captain Broluer immediately to set about the 
demolition of the wharfs, magazines and houses, both public and private, at 
Chandernagore which is now entirely compleated except the houses of a few 
indigent widows which wo have permitted to remain untouched. 

50. Having been at a large expence in maintaining the French prisoners 
in this place we enclose in this packett an account thereof. 

51. The regulation concerning dustuck, pointed out by you in your 
commands of 3rd March 1758, coming under our consideration the 26th July 
we give the subject its proper attention, and having maturely weighed the 
evil tendency of the former indiscriminate manner of granting this indulgence 
we came to a resolution of laying such restriction on that priviledge as we 
thought capable of preventing any illicit use being made of them in future. 
Our proceedings in the affair you will find entered at large on the face of 
that day’s consultation which we doubt not you will approve of and we hope 
it will have the desired effects in preventing your covenanted servants 
covering the property of others and thereby defrauding the Government of 
its just duties. 

52. The Nabob, his son and Juggut Seat have at different times paid the 
Fresidenta visit this season. The expence attending these visits has in part 
been defrayed with the overplus of the money advanced by the Nabob for 
me military expences during the expedition to the northward, the rest has 

r argfcd out of your cash and, as we hope, the incurring this expence 
wdl not be disapproved of as the nullity of these visits will more than be an 
equivalent for the charge. 
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53. In our address by the Ilchester you were informed of an expedition 
having been set on foot under lieutenant Colonel Forde into the Deccan 
country, and in a subsequent letter per the Worcester we transmitted you the 
agreeable intelligence of a complete victory gained by our troops over the 
army commanded by the Marquis de Conflans. When the Hardwkke 

returned from the southward we had the further satisfaction to hear that 
Colonel Forde had carried Massulapatam by storm. The garrison consisted 
of upwards of 500 Europeans, and the force which attacked it did not exceed 
300—an enterprise so glorious must for ever reflect lusture on the British arms. 
The consequences of this success have been very great to our employers for 
by a treaty concluded between Sullabaut Jung and Colonel Forde the 
Company are invested with a grant of Mussulapatam and all its districts, by 
which acquisition they will reap the benefit of a revenue of at least four lade 
of rupees per annum besides the advantage of the exclusive trade of that 
place and the country round about. By the same treaty the French are 
declared enemies to Sullabut Jung and are never to be permitted to set foot 
in Deccan. 

54. As Masulipatam was taken by storm no part of the plunder could 
be claimed for the Company except the artillery and military stores, which 
were very considerable and have been forwarded part to Madrass and part 

to this place. 
55. There being a quantity of grain taken in the place which Colonel 

Forde thought proper to reserve’for the Company untill he received our orders 

on the subject but at the same time having represented to the Select Com¬ 

mittee how great the encouragement would be esteemed if we thought proper 

to rive it up to the captors, as a further reward for their late gallant behaviour, 

we have acquiesced with the proposal and relinquished our claim on behalf 

of the Company. 

56. Before the news of this capture readied Pondicherry Lieutenant 

General Lally had sent a reinforcement of above 500 Europeans for die 
security of that important territory but, very fortunately for us, Colonel Forde 

was in possession of the place before their arrival, upon which.they wore 
obliged to make the best of their way to Gangam where they disembarked 

and still continue intrenched but in so distressed a condition, for want , of 

money and provisions, that their numbers are greatly diminished by desertion 
and death. To add to their misfortunes they have given scene occasional 

disgust to the Rajah in whose country they reside and are surrounded by bis 

forces in such a manner that we judge they win attempt, if posable, to return 
to Pondicherry by some sea conveyance. One of the ships which transported 
thpm Tv-ing stranded and the other dispatched to Merghie to refit and carry 

tHptti provisions, there is therefore great reason to imagine that upon the fat 
approach of our army from Massulipatam (who were to march to the north¬ 

ward the begining of November) they will surrender themselves prisoners, csf 

war, to avoid felling into the hands ot the offieoded Rajah if before that ptsiod 

of time they have not left the Coast. 

57. Upon the first intelligence we received of the ship above taratwawd 

hping sent to Merghie the Select Coiiunktoe thos^jjbt & advisable m order dm 
Hardaicke out on a cruize off Gangam to mtereejH, # peraftte, the. French 

ship on her return from Mer^de and cut off die supply jwwMaim deagnoi 
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for the detachment before spoken of, and having applied to us to put the 
Hardwicke under their directions we gave the commander instructions 
accordingly. In consequence of those orders she proceeded to Gangam but 
finding that the French ship was not expected back before January Mr. 
Brooke Samson, the chief officer, who had the command of the ship (Captain 
Samson being indisposed), pursuant to his instructions from the Select Com¬ 
mittee returned into the river and is now under dispatch for Europe. 

58. As the Company's settlements on that coast have always been under 
the direction and management of the President and Council of Fort St. 
George we gave Colonel Forde directions to deliver up Massulapatam and the 
charge of all the Company’s civil affairs to Mr. John Andrews who has been 
appointed by the gentlemen of Madrass to remove from Vizagapatam to that 
place and there transact the Company’s business. 

59. Mr. John Andrews, the Chief of Vizagapatam, on removing from that 
place to Massulapatam forwarded to us by the Ann snow 245 bales of goods 
provided at that factory, being apprehensive that the French, landed at 
Gangam, might march to the southward and make themselves masters of 
Vizagapatam. We propose sending the said bales up to Madrass by the first 
proper conveyance. 

60. Our mint is at present of very little use to us as there has been no 
bullion sent out of Europe this season or two past, and we are apprehensive 
that it will never be attended with all the advantages we might have expected 
from it, as the coining of siccas in Calcutta interfere so much with the interest 
of the Seats that they will not fail of throwing every obstacle in our way to 
depreciate the value of our money in the country, notwithstanding its weight 
and standard is in every respect as good as the siccas of Muxadavad, so that 
a loss of batta will always arise on our money, let our influence at the Durbar 
be ever so great. 

61. As the lands are now farmed out for the space of three years the 
gentleman under whose management they will at any time fall will have little 
more to do than make the monthly collections of the revenues on which 
account we are of opinion there is no absolute necessity of joining any other 
servants in that duty. 

62. Had we received your orders before the sale of the lands we should 
have put in execution your commands in the 50th paragraph of your letter 
of this season forbidding any of your servants to hold any lands, towns or 
villages, and in future sales these commands shall be obeyed. 

63. Conformable to the agreement made between Admiral Watson and 
the President and Council of Fort St. George the agents for the plunder taken 
from die Moores deposited in our treasury one moiety of all the captures made 
before the peace with Suraj ud Dowlah. In respect to the moiety of what was 
taken at Chandemagore it was not in our power to insist on it as His Majesty’s 
squadron were concerned in that capture, and to have taken the moiety of 
what was due to your own troops would have been but a trifle and have 
occasioned a general discontent. In future, if you expect the Company 
should partake of aiiy plunder Or captures where His Majesty's ships or land 
forces are concerned, we beg leave to recommend your procuring proper 
zmhm&f from the King for demanding the same, as we cannot without such 
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authority claim or oblige the captors to give up any part, and we do not 
conceive the patents hitherto obtained from His Majesty sufficient for that 
purpose. 

Fifthly, of buildings, revenue and fortifications 

b4. Your orders relating to the customs to he levyed in the settlement 
coming under our consideration the 26th April, the Board was unanimously 
of opinion that the trade of the place would not bear a duty of four per cent 
on imports and exports. Our reasons for this opinion were grounded on an 
estimate of the voyages lately set on foot from Calcutta under the 
easy duty of two per cent on exports and one per cent on imports, few of which 
have turned out beneficial to the owners. The decay of trade and badness of 
markets all over India you have frequently been made acquainted with and 
we are sorry to observe that the same complaints exist at present. The 
premiums for respondentia and insurance are vasdy enhanced and the late 
troubles in the country have made all sorts of goods both scarce and dear. 
Under such circumstances therefore to have burthened the trade with so heavy 

a duty as four per cent on imports and four per cent on expons would have 
effectually ruined the little commerce which is left in the settlement, but 
as we were sensible it was neither for the interest nor the intention of our 
employers to discourage the merchants and inhabitants from attempting to 
keep up the navigation of the English in these parts and by that means giving 
up to foreigners settled here all the advantages of the commerce of Bengali, 
we have for these reasons determined to deviate a little from your orders cm 

that head and have established the following dutys to be collected by .the 
Sea and Land Custom Master. 

4 per cent to be paid on all goods imported into the place by shipping 
which have not already paid the Company a duty at any of their other 
settlements, and 2 per cent on all such as have before paid the Company 
a duty at any of their other settlements. 2 per cent to be collected on 
the importation of all piece goods, raw silk and cotton yam brought into 
the place from the aurungs and subordinates whether by water or land 
carriage. 4 per cent on all other articles from the aurungs and subordi¬ 
nates, the goods to be valued at the aurung prices. 

65. By the foregoing regulations you will observe we have abolished the 
duty on exportation esteeming it unreasonable that the same goods should 
pay a double duty and imagining it easier to cofiect the customs cm &e 
importation of goods into the settlement than cm their being exported again, 
by which means likewise the Company wii reap the benefit of the duty cm all 
goods consumed in the settlement. 

66. Grain being an article the importation whereof we judged ought to 
be encouraged we have reduced the import duty io four per cent and have 
increased the duty on its exportation m six per cent. 

67. Upon abolishing the farms of the buzars the Land Custom Master 
was directed to collect a duty of four per cent indfsoaminatriy on aB .heces- 
saries imported for the consumption of the settlement, which we 
would have been pretty near the fdimer duties effected m 
many complaints having been made, us by the poorer ha&abiianrs that 
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regulation fell very heavy on the necessaries of life and laid them under great 

distresses we desired Messrs Frankland, Holwell and Playdell to examine 

the state of the duties formerly collected in the buzars and lay before the 

Board such alterations as they judged might be for the relief of the poor, 

and those gentlemen accordingly laid before us a statement of duties to be 

collected on necessaries of life and the articles of luxury which being approved 

of by the Board was ordered to be carried into excution, the particulars 

whereof you will see entered at large in our consultation of the 26th July. 

68. We flatter ourselves that the regulations we have made in this branch 

of the Company's revenues and the customs we have established will meet 

with your approbation as we have had no view herein but the good of the 

settlement in general and therein that of the Company. We make no doubt 

you will be convinced of the solidity of our reasons for deviating from your 

orders of collecting four per cent on exports and imports when you have seen 

a statement, transmitted last year, of a voyage from hence to the Coromandel 

coast, the Gulph of Persia, Bombay, Surat and back wherein it appears what 

the owners paid at the different ports in duties to the Company and scarce 
divided respodentia on her return to this port. 

69. Your orders respecting the method of collecting the customs have 

been duly complied with and a Sea and Land Custom Master appointed with 

proper directions for carrying on the business of their different departments. 

Mr. Richard Becher had the charge of the sea customs conformable to your 

commands of 3rd March 1758. It being necessary for him to have a house 

and offices in some convenient place where goods might be landed without 

risque we purchased for that purpose Mr, Holwell’s house contiguous to the 

old ditch which we ordered to be cleared out for the reception of boats; and 

came to a resolution that all goods brought by water carriage should first be 

entered at that Custom House and after the boats were properly examined 

the Custom Master might permit the goods to be landed at either of the three 

following gauts as might be most convenient for the proprietor namely: 

The gaut commonly called Jackson's to the north. 
The gaut near the old fort in the centre. 

The gaut called Mingha Bibby's to the southward. 

. Aay g00^ tksu: were landed or attempted to be landed without first 
being entered at the Custom House were to be seized and confiscated for the 

Company’s use. The gunge was likewise put under the management of the 

Sea Custom Master whose officers were to examine and estimate the quantity 
of grain brought on any boats, upon which estimation the duty is to be 
collected and then the grain permitted to be landed either at the gunge or 
any other place. ® * 

70. Mr. Charles Stafford Playdell was appointed Land Custom Master and 

a convenient house rented for his residence and the necessary offices of that 
post. J 

71. The new establishment of duties on goods imported by shipping were 
ordered to take^ place immediately after our fixing the same except upon such 

voyage as ^ 011 foot prior to this regulation whose cargoes were to 
be subject to the former duties. Only the customs on goods imported from 
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the aurungs and subordinates 
of July. 

were ordered to be collected from the first day 

72. Upon the expiration of the Bengali year for which term a. t 
of our new acquired lands had been renewed whh the for^Xs we^J 
mto consideration whether it would be more for the Company's ad 

keep those lands in our own hands or farm them out to the best bidd^ Ve 

were unanimous m opinion that the keeping the lands in our own haSs 
would not be so advantageous for our employee as farming them om 

mgly public notice was given that we would receive proposals fefSSl 
any of the purgunnahs or villages held by the Comp^, 

to be given in within twenty days from the date of Ae norice ? ^ 

73. You will observe in the course of our consultations the several offers 
which were made us for farming the said lands in parts and one proposal for 

the whole, signed by a considerable number of black inhabitants, with offers 

of good security for payment of the money. Mr. Holweli, in like manner, 

offered to make an advance of ten thousand rupees on the proposal of the 

abovementioned inhabitants for the farm of the whole territory in case we 

chose to let them out in that manner, but at the same strongly 

objected to that method of farming them out and recommended the putting 

them up at outcry, his reasons for which are delivered at large in his letter 

to the Board under date the 11th June and entered after that day’s proceeding. 

74. As the President was at that time on his return from the expedition 

to the northward and might soon be expected in Calcutta we deferred coming 

to any resolution on this important affair untill his arrival, after which the 

Board resumed the consideration of this subject when it was agreed to sell 
the farm of the lands at outcry on the 31st day of July in single purgunnahs 

for the term of three years, commencing from the beginning of the present 

Bengali year, and subject to the restrictions before advertised and entered at 
length after our consultation of the 21st May. 

75. In consequence of this resolution, the lands were put up at outcry 

on the 31st July at the Mayor’s Court house in presence of the Board, and 

we have the satisfaction to inform you they sold for a very large advance on 

the last year’s produce, as will appear by the account sales transmitted in this 

packett, amounting to sicca rupees 7,65,700 per annum exclusive of die gouts* 

royalties etc., badjejumar and of the town of Calcutta and villages situated 

within the six hundred yards beyond the Morattoe Ditch (given the Com¬ 

pany in full sovereignty by the treaty of Jaffier Ally Gawn) the produce 
whereof you will have credit for in the Collector’s books. 

76. We have begun to make a new measurement of the Company’s Lands 
and have completed six purgunnahs wherein we find an encrease of 72,240 

begars [bighas]. We have reason to think the rest of the purgunmh will mm 
out in proportion which the present farmers are to pay for when the measure¬ 

ment is finished conformable to the advertisement we made. This added m 

the improvements of the grounds which at present lay uncultivated wffl, we 
flatter ourselves, raise the value of the lands very considerably when tihey 

come to be sold again at the expiration of the three years they are for. 

77. We are sorry to inform Your Honors that theexpenoe oi the new 

citadel is likely to prove much heavier than iw at fasa Ofe^ed unfwfthr 
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standing our utmost endeavours to carry it on in the most fxugal manner and 

taking every caution in our power to prevent the Company being imposed 

on either in the prices or expences of material. The reasons for this un¬ 

expected encrease will be accounted for by Capt. Brohier to whose letter we 

beg leave to refer. 

78. As we found it would take up a great deal of time to compleat the 

citadel upon Mr. Brohier’s plan, and as we were of opinion it would be more 

eligible to close the works and erect some of the most material interior 

buildings before he set about any of the out works (the glacis excepted), we 

sent for that gentleman to Council and desired him to desist from the out 

works for the present (the glacis and ravelins excepted) and employ the 

workmen in enclosing the citadel and erecting barracks, magazines and other 

material buildings which he is accordingly to perform. 

79. In reply to your 56th paragraph we must remark that the additional 

duty this year laid on the trade of the settlement is in reality a contribution 

of the inhabitants towards that expence and we imagine was imposed by Your 

Honors for that purpose. 

80. We do not know what other method can be taken to make the 

inhabitants bear a proportionable part of this heavy expence and we are of 

opinion that a larger duty the trade of this place will not admit of. 

81. In the month of June the powder works at Perrin's Garden by an 

accident were blown up and entirely destroyed. As we were too much 

confined at that place for want of ground and laying under many incon¬ 

veniences on account of a number of straw houses being very near those works 

we have* now determined to erect what new works we propose having for 

making powder on the other side of the Ditch near Perrin’s, and for that 

purpose have rented a convenient spot of ground enclosed by a brick wall 

belonging to Petumberseat at the rate of two hundred and fifty rupees per 
annum. 

82. The powder now made under the inspection of Martin Gosteley 

proving extremely good we take the liberty to forward in this packet an indent 

from him for sundry materials to be used in the composition in order to give 

the powder more strength and to make it capable of bearing the damp air 

of this climate. These materials are indented for from Europe as we have 
hitherto been obliged to buy them here at very high price. 

83. You were last year advised of our having purchased the dwelling 

houses of Messrs Court, Drake and Boddam, the former for holding consulta? 

tions in and for offices, the second for an import warehouse and the last for 

a marine house. We must acquaint you of our having made a further 

purchase of Dr. Gray’s house for an hospital at current rupees 14,000 and that 

we are about buying the dwelling house of Mr. Carvalho for the residence 

of lieutenant Colonel Eyre Coote,2 conformable to your commands of 23rd 
March last. We hope you will not disapprove, of our making these purchases 

as we judge it much more for the Company’s interest than paying house rent 
%$ they will always fetch nearly the sums paid for them. 

, There being a very great scarcity of houses in the settlement, insuffi- 
csant even for the present inhabitants,, we have directed Mr. Bartholemew 

liaistelj, our Surveyor, to build slight appartments on the cottah godowns and 
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on the long row in the old factory for the reception of the officers of Colonel 

Coote’s battalion and for the residence of as many writers as can conveniently 
be accommodated there. The expence of this work will be but trifling as the 
appartments are to be covered with thatch and there will be but very little 

brick work. 

Sixthly, of covenanted and military servants and their accounts 

85. In consequence of your recommendation to us in your letter of 23rd 
March 1758 to assist the widow and family of the'late Reverend Mr. Robert 
Mapletoft we took her situation into consideration the 2nd August last and 
came to a resolution to allow her one hundred Arcot rupees per month to 
commence from the arrival of the above mentioned orders which will be hit 

a bare maintenance for her and her numerous family. She has been paid 
accordingly by the Buxey and begs leave to return Your Honors her most 
grateful thanks for your tender remembrance of her. 

86. As some of the gentlemen of the Board who are leaving the place 
had taken their passage on board the Hardwicke which ship at that time was 

intended to be dispatched to Europe in September, we early in the season 
directed Messrs Batson, Billers and Smyth to hold themselves in readiness to 
return to .Calcutta on the first notice to fill up the vacancies which the 
departure of those gentlemen would have occasioned. In the stead of Messrs 

Batson and Billers we appointed Messrs O'Hara and Hay to be of coundi 
at Patna who are accordingly gone to that factory. 

87. Mr. Frankland continuing his resolution of returning to Europe tins 

season we directed Mr. Sumner to repair to Calcutta and take charge of the 

export warehouse, we esteeming him the best qualified to fill that office from 
the superior knowledge he has acquired by his experience and extraordinary 

attention in the provision of the investments at Dacca. 

88. As by your commands received in 1755 and confirmed by your orders 

last year the allowance of 4,000 rupees per annum made Mr. Manningham as 
Export Warehouse Keeper cannot be continued to his successors without your 
approbation we beg leave to recommend the making Mr* Sumner the same 

allowance as we are well assured he will exert his utmost for the service of his 
employers in the post he is intrusted with, which, added to Ms being deprived 

of a station which had a salary of three thousand rupees Annexed to it, we 
rhir>Tc fully entitles him to this mark of your favour. We beg leave no obsrave 
likewise that Mr. Frankland acted in this post one whole year without 

receiving any gratuity. 

89. In the room of Mr. Sumner we have appointed Mr. Charles Stafford 

Playdell Chief of Dacca who proposes setting but in, * few days for feat 

factory. 

90. Captain Henry Spelman, who was sent out for this e 

the year 1755 but has been detained at Madrass untill this season, arc 

in the month of April'and demanded i'coimmmm agreeable^^ 
but as we found such1 a promotion wqiiM * si^Wb&ede afi b* 

except Captains Gowin iSfef Fehw&k afid by that tw ^ ( a 
resignation of many. of them we did &ot ■ approve biJ wlft Ms 

Vol. H—29 
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demand but have conferred a commission on him as youngest captain of the 

corps. 

91. In the month of September we permitted Captain Henry Deleval to 

proceed to Madrass and are since informed that he has obtained a company 

in Colonel Draper’s battalion. 

92. lieutenant Cobbe Pitman has resigned the service on our denying 

him the command of Captain Deleval’s company, to which he thought 

himself intided to succeed. We did not think he had any utle to this promo¬ 

tion as it could not have been done without great injury to many others. 

93. On the face of our consultation of the 15th October you will observe 

a letter from Captain John Dyer requesting our leave to resign his commission 
in consequence of some disputes which had arose betwixt him and the corps 

of officers, which request of his we assented to. 

94. Mr. Robert Millagan, who came out last year by your permission, 

departed this life the 26th November. 

95. Mr. Scrafton having fox a long time past laboured under a very bad 

state of health he in the month of September requested our permission to 
go to Madrass in order to try what effect the change of air might have which 

we accordingly assented to. 

96. Mr. Ralph Leycester having likewise been afflicted with constant 
ill health for a considerable time and it being the opinion of the surgeons 
that he has no other chance to re-establish his constitution but by returning 

to Europe he addressed us for that purpose on the 14th November. As we 
are convinced of the truth of what Mr. Leycester has set forth we have 
consented to his going home for the recovery of his health and beg leave 

to recommend him to Your Honors’ notice and favour. 

97. In our letters of last season you were informed of the permission we 

had granted Mr. Richard Wilder to remain in India another year; in order 
to perfect his machine and accustom the winders to the use of it. As that 
period is now nearly elapsed we have given Mr. Wilder notice to prepare to 
go to the Cormandel Coast in order to proceed to China agreeable to his 
original contract with you. 

98. As the whole Select Committee had determined on leaving India 

this year we thought proper to appoint Mr. Holwell a member of that 
Committee in the month of August in order that he might obtain a thorough 

insight of the chain of business transacted by those gentlemen before their 
departure. 

99. Upon the arrival of the writers of this season they were called before 
us and asked how they had been treated during the voyage to India by their 
respective captains when they all expressed themselves well satisfied. They 
were stationed in the several offices they were most wanted agreeable to the 
minutes of Council. 

100. The post of Sub-Treasurer becoming vacant by the appointment of 
Mr. O'Hara to Patna, we made choice of Mr. William Rider to fill it and 
appointed Mr. Philip Milner Dacres Sub-Accomptant in his room. 

101. Assistants being very much wanted at Cossimbuzar and Dacca we 
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have appointed Mr. Edward Oakes to the first and Mr. Thomas French to 
Dacca. 

102. Colonel Francis Forde left Masulipatam in October and arrived here 
in the Leopard snow in a very bad state of health. On his recovery, notwith¬ 
standing your dismission of him from the service, at the particular request of 
the President he took the command of the army which acted in conjunction 

with the Nabob against the Dutch. It is a very sensible mortification to us 
to find Your Honors so highly disapprove our appointment of that gentlemen 

to the Majority of this settlement. The justice he has done to our choice will 
best appear by his great and glorious actions and we most sincerely wish the 

Company may not some time or other experience the fatal effects of your 

neglecting the recommendation of us, your Governour and Council, who by 

long experience ought to be the best judges of the merit of individuals abroad. 

103. The Reverend Mr. More, whom you appointed one of the rhaplaim 
of this Presidency, arrived on the Calcutta and has accordingly been instituted 
agreeable to your orders, 

104. In consequence of a letter from the President to Governour Pigot 
Mr. Tyso Saul Hancock left Madrass and came down to this place. We have 

thought proper to appoint him Surgeon at Cossimbuzar in the room of Mr. 
William Forth who is returning to Europe. We must beg leave to observe 

to Your Honors that Mr. Hancock was so highly servicable to the settlement 
of Fort St. George that nothing but the particular request of Colonel Clive 
could have prevailed on the gentlemen of that place to part with him. We 

must therefore take the liberty to recommend him to you as a person of great 
experience in his profession and particularly attentive to his duty. We 

propose he shall succeed to the next vacancy after Mr. Taylor is provided lew, 

105. Mr. Pearkes is at present absent. When he returns we shall inform 

him of your orders and demand the amount of the duties on tire safe of the 

Betsey3s cargoe at Surat. 

106. The 75th paragraph of your letter per Prince Henry has filled us 

with the greatest concern and uneasiness as we find we have fallen under 
your severest displeasure for drawing so largely on you that year. We must 
acknowledge that in our letter per Diligent schooner we hinted omintentioos 

of drawing the bills of that season at a twelvemonths* sight, and it actmtEy 
became the subject of our deliberation to protract the time of payment bit 

upon a mature consideration the majority of the Board ware of opinion that 
we had no authority to alter either the term or exchange established by Your 

Honors without running a risque of rendering the hills invalid. The large 
amount we drew for we did not imagine would have involved Your Honors 
in any great difficulties as we had before the capture drawn for near two 
hundred thousand pounds in one season without being disapjnoved of and 
we imagined the encrease of our drafts of that season wouH scarce be any 

inconvenience to the Company's affairs, after hari^ requmed a stop «#£ 

be put to sending out the usual supplies of bullion for three years, 

arrival of the ships that season in England we could not possibly hmsce* wd 

as Mr. Pigot was timely advised by our then Presideat o£ *e 
be obliged to give bills for, we aacurally comdnded drat Jae .ifafei, Jty **** 

Presidency would be very Amp of *** ***** 
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from the Coast and Bay together would exceed but very little in amount 

what was usually granted. It was not possible for us to imagine or foresee 

that the Company’s credit was so low in Europe that it could be affected very 

materially by an encrease in our annual drafts of one hundred or one hundred 

and fifty thousand pounds, especially at a time when such advantages had 
been acquired for them in these provinces. In short we find that your 

resentment has been levelled at us for being ignorant of the true state of the 

Company’s affairs in Europe and supposing them to be in a more flourishing 

condition than they really are. 

107. We have in our letters of last season given you our reasons at length 

for advancing the sum of twenty laaks of rupees to the navy and army. We 

shall not therefore trouble you with a repetition of those motives, having the 

pleasure to acquaint you that however precipitate or inconsiderate our 

conduct might have been in making the advance our employers are likely to 

benefit near seven laaks by the contract, the greatest part of the Nabob’s 

debt being already collected and little doubt left of having the balance 

punctually paid. 

108. The notice you have taken of the bills granted to some few parti¬ 

cular [persons] is matter of much amazement to us as the sums we gave them 

bills for were very far short of what they applied for and chiefly granted to 

those gentlemen who were on their return to Europe and were in want of some 

money for their expences at their first arrival. The indulgence to Captain 

Spekes were on account the obligations we thought the Company were under 

to him in promoting the coming of the squadron up the river; and the bills 

granted Colonel Forde were only for the ballance of money in his hands 

belonging to Colonel Adlercron’s regiment which he requested in His 
Majesty’s name. 

109. We transmitted you last year an explicit account of the transactions 
relating to the Doddaley’s cotton to which we desire to be referred. 

110. You will find by our treasury accounts that the Company’s interest 

was not neglected in the duties of the coral lost at the capture which was 

duly accounted for by the gentlemen who recovered restitution for that loss. 

But we are surprised at your thinking the encrease of 15 per cent allowed the 

sufferers for near 18 months was beyond reason when it is only the common 

interest of their money. The 5 per cent to the Commissioners was never 
allowed or paid by the Board. 

111. Mr. John Hackett one of the cadets sent out last year on the Prince 

George was appointed an assistant in the Secretary’s office as we were in great 

want of writers there. He is now stationed an assistant at Moraudbaug at 
the particular request of Mr. Hastings, and as we are in hopes that gentleman 

will be able to render the Company great service in future by acquiring the 

Persian language which he is directed to apply to, having a particular talent 
that way, we beg leave therefore to recommend him to be entertained on the 
list of covenanted servants. 

112. We have not hitherto had time to make any particular enquiry 
concerning the information you have received .of Kissendass,* his giving a 

s» of money before the capture of the settlement for the protection of the 
»#isfe but Mr* Holwell, immediately on the receipt of your commands of 
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23rd March 1759 having delivered in a letter about that charge, as entered 

after our consultation of the 8th November, we have tendered Mr. Holweil 

the oath he has annexed at the end of his address. The President informs 

us that when he was at Muxadavad he enquired of Radgbullub (father to 
Kissendass) if money for our protection was given by his son, to which 

Radgbullub replied that he never knew or heard of any money being given to 

any gentleman at that time in Council but that a box of jewells and pearls 

was deposited in the care of Luckicondore when the troubles begun, which 

box of jewells Luckicondore acquaints us was lost at the capture in a sloop 

it was laden on. 

Seventhly, touching accounts 

113. In your commands of the 3rd March 1758 you refer us to the 

remarks of your Auditor for adjusting and methodizing the general books of 

this Presidency since the capture, in consequence of which we appointed 

Messrs Manningham, Holweil and Cooke a committee to examine the instruc¬ 
tions above mentioned, to make a calculation of the dead stock, buildings 

etc., as they now stand and from thence form an estimate what sums were 

necessary to be wrote off for losses sustained by the capture as likewise to 

point out the clearest method for adjusting and keeping the books in future. 

Their report you will find entered at large after our consultation of the 20th 

September to which we must refer for particulars.. Their plan being approved 

of by the Board it was ordered to be carried into execution, and as this perfor¬ 
mance would require the most indefatigable application as well abilities and 

our covenanted servants being in general fully employed in other parts of 

the Company’s business, we gave the charge of bringing up the books from 

April 1755 agreeable to the plan of that committee to Mr. William Magee, 

whom we esteem a person well qualified for that service, and made him an 

allowance of two thousand five hundred Arcot rupees per annum. We flatter 

ourselves you will not disapprove of our having given the charge of your 

books to a person out of the service as we were of opinion it was the most 

expeditious method of having them brought up. 

114. Upon our making this allowance to Mr. Magee we thought proper 

to strike off all the Sub-Accomptant’s allowances except his annual gratuity of 

five hundred rupees as his duty is by this means rendered much more easy. 

115. We have ordered a statement to be drawn out of the Company’s 

debt at interest from the books of 1755 and hope from thence to ascertain 
pretty clearly the bonds which were lost by the capture of Calcutta, but as 

this statement has not yet been laid before us we must refer you to the 

latter ships for the result. 

116. Finding some delays in the collection of the mncaws on Burdwan 

and Nuddea we judged it necessary to send two of our covenanted serva^ 
to those places to expedite the collections and accordingly appointed Mr. 

Harry Vefelst to proceed to Nuddea aiid Mr. Henry ^ 
with directions to .exact the payment from the re^jectwe rajahs ^peeaMe t» 

the kistebundee. We have the pleasure -to mforaa 5» drat das mes&od has 

had the desired effect and that there would have been **o ^fic5e«cy »d u 

not: been* for the troubles which have been occasioned by the Dutch. 
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117. Mr. Lushington’s presence being since required by the President we 

have recalled him and have appointed Mr. Verelst to proceed to that country 

and Mr. Samuel Howitt to Nuddea in his room. 

118. Upon stating the accounts in September betwixt the Company and 

the sufferers by the capture of Calcutta in June 1756 we found there was suffi¬ 

cient in our hands to make the Europeans a further dividend of two annas in 

the rupee on their established claims which we accordingly ordered, but 

finding it would be impossible to make the whole advance in ready cash we 

directed the Committee of Treasury to discharge in money only such 

demands as did not amount to two thousand current rupees and that all 

claims above that sum should be paid by interest notes or bills of exchange 
on Europe. We have since made the same regulations with respect to the 

natives, Armenians and Portugueze, to the former of whom we have ordered 

a dividend of two annas, to the Armenians 6 and to the Portugueze 2 in the 

rupee on their established claims. 

119. By the above dividend of two annas to the Europeans they have 

been paid the full principal of their demands but as there appears to be a 

large surplus still due to that fund, when the whole of the stipulations by the 

Nabob’s treaty are complied with, we have agreed to allow them twenty per 

cent interest on their principal as established by the Commissioners and shall 

take into our future consideration the still remaining ballance. 

120. We shall agreeable to your commands direct our Accomptant to 

draw up a statement of the Company’s loss and the expences and disburs- 

ments of every kind consequential to the loss of Calcutta, which shall be 

carried to the debit of account compensation of money received from the 

Government, but this cannot be absolutely adjusted till the books and 

accounts under Mr. Magee’s charge are methodized and brought into some 

order. In the meantime, by the latter ships of this season, we shall send you 

an account of the sums which will be received by that time from the 
Government, and the statement. 

121. Before the receipt of your commands of 23rd March 1759 we had 
granted the following setts of bills of exchange on Your Honours by this ship 

payable at 365 days’ sight and on the same terms as those drawn last year, 
amounting in all to CRs. 6,89,567-10- or £St. 77,596-19-3/4 

One sett to Charles Manningham and Wm. Frankland Esqrs. payable 

to themselves or order for..........CRs. 12,960 . . . £St [1428] 

One do to do payable to William Martin Esqr. 6,475-10-9...728-10-0. 

One do to Mr. William Fullerton on account Captain Callendar 

payable to Messrs James Hodges and John Willis for 7,560-0-0...850-10. 

One do to do on account Captain J. Dickenson payable to Hugh 
Ross Esqr. for.........20,000-0-0...2250-0-0. 

One do to do account James Wilson payable to James Hodges and 
John Willis for:............9905-15...1114-8-4. 

One do to Charles Manningham and Wm. Frankland Esqrs. in 
further part proceeds of one chest of coral R. B. No. 18 imported per 

Walpole payable to Richard and William Barwell Esqrs. for 

.*...,....1193-2-9...1344-8 
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One sett to do payable to Phillip Joddrell Esqr 

.CRs. 5,G66-15-6...£St 570-8$] 

One do to Captain Thomas Newton payable to Captain Thomas 

Newton for ...............26,666-1O-9...30OO-O-0. 

One do to Messrs William Mackett and William Fullerton account 

the estate of Captain George Minchin payable to Messrs Colley Nixon 

and John Barton for..... 

One do to Mr. Culling Smith account Mr. George Dobbin payable 

to Mr. Luke Medwin for...1,500-0-0...I68-15-& 

One do to Mr. William Fullerton payable to John Fullerton Esqr, 

One do to Messrs Hay and Lushington account John Walsh Esqr. 

payable to John Walsh Esqr. for...12,918-3-9... 1453-6-0, 

One do to do account do. payable to do. for.....1000-0-0...! 12-10-& 

One do to Edward Tuckey account the estate of Willis Orr deceased 

payable to Mr. William Tuckey.....1793-6-0...261-15-4. 

One do to Mr. William Rider payable to Richard Baker Esqr, am! 

to Reverend Mr. Edward Rider for...3,300-0-0...371^5-0. 

One do to Mr. William Alves payable to Mr. William Anderson for 

...3586-10-9. ..403-10-0. 

One do to Messrs Anselm Beaumont and Culling Smith payable to 

David Rannie for...!......5989-12-0...653-16-1* 

One do to Mr. James Harris payable to Mr. Andrew Gairdner for 

.....1777-12-6.. ,200-0-0. 

One do to Thomas Boddam and John Camac Esqrs. on account 
Colonel Francis Forde payable to Matthew Forde Esqr. in Dublin for 

.....44,444-7-0.. .500044, 

One do to Messrs Ralph Leycester and Francis Charlton account 

John Andrews Esqr. payable to Thomas Saunders and Messrs Thomas 
and Nicholas Crisp for....i  26^666-10-9..3,000-M. 

One do to Messrs Manningham ami Frankland payable to Adam 
Dawson Esqr. for........5^6l-15-9...®6-lM 

One do to do payable to Thos. Saunders Esqr............197-14-9...22-5-4. 

One do to do in further part restitution few: a chest of amber 
beads [Mark 121 No. 6 payable to Mr. James Adams or cider for 

„......... .228-4-9.. .25-13-8. 

One do to do in further part restitution for coral 
No. 1, 2 & 3 per Kastcourt and Duke of Dtorsfct Ilro 
Godfrey Esqr. for...,...•...................... 

One do to do in further part restitution for coral^ 
No. 14 and [Mark 16] No. 1 per 1§as$cQ$trt 1755 and 
[Mark 32] No. 2 per Marlborough 175& payable to 

PM «| 
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One sett to do in further part restitution for coral beads one chest 
[Mark 33] No. 11 per Eastcourt 1755 payable to Mr. Judah Supino 

.CRs. 268-1-0..,£St 30-3-2. 

One do to do in further. part, restitution for coral beads [Mark 9] 
No. 5 per True Briton 1754, [Mark 9] No. 14 per Eastcourt 1755 payable 
to Messrs. Isaac Mendez da Costa and Nunes Brothers for 

.688-8-3...77-9-2. 

One do to do payable to Cornelius Goodwin Esqr. for 
.448-0-9...50-8-0. 

One do to Messrs Manningham and Frankland in further restitu¬ 
tion for coral beads, emeralds etc., payable to Moseh Franco and 
Company for .3592-12-...404-3-8. 

One do to do payable to Adam Dawson Esqr.211-11-6.. .23-16-5. 

, One do to do payable to Philip Joddrell Esqr.136-10-9... 15-6-11. 

One do to do payable to Captain Carteret Legeyt.136-10-9...15-7-6. 

-J ..One do to Charles. Manningham.Esqr. on account the estate of 
William Knapton deceased payable to George Knapton Esqr. for 

.,..184-12-9...20-15-9. 

One do to Mr. William Fullerton payable to Captain Joseph Smith 
for .....:.19,440-0-0...2187-0-0. 

One do to Mr. George Gray payable to Robert Gray and Thomas 
Mylus Esqrs. for.,..2,974-8-0...334-12-9. 

One do to Mr. Alexander Carvalho payable to Mr. Alexander 
Carvalho for.;.. .7873-14-0.. .885-16-2J4. 

One do to Mr. Hugh Baillie junior payable to Mr. Hugh Baillie 
senior for.3521-6-0.. .396-3-0. 

One do to Mr. Thomas Holme payable to Wastell Brisco Esqr. and 
Mr. Thomas Holme.......13.333-5-6...1500-0-0. 

One do to Thomas Boddam Esqr. account William Me. Guire Esqr. 
payable to Arthur Annesley Esqr.,.8888-14-0...1000-0-0. 

One do to Messrs Culling Smith and Anselm. Beaumont in full for 
one chest of coral marked B No. 3 received per ship Denham 1754 payable 
to Abram and Jacob Franco for...450-0-0...50-12-6. 

One do to do in full for 2 chests of coral imported per ship Eastcourt 

1.755. marked L. S. No. 19 and A L No. I, and one chest of - amber beads 
imported -per ship Norfolk 1754 marked L S No. 27 payable to Jacob 
lie Natal, Levi Sensino and Company for...814-6-0...91-12-4*4. 

One do to Messrs Culling Smith and Anselm Beaumont in part 
value one chest of coral imported per ship Denham- 1754 marked 
[Mark 1] R No. 3 payable to Moseh, Franco, and .Company for 

- . ...,325-2-0...36-11-6. 

One sett to do in part value of' one chest’ of false amber payable to 
David. De Castro ....125-0-0 ..14-1-3. 
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One sett to do in part value of two chests of coral imported per 
ship Duke of Dorset 1755 mark R B No. 14 and 15 and two chests of 
coral imported per ship Eastcourt 1755 R. B. No. 16 and 17 and eight 
chests of amber beads mark RB No. 3 and 4 imported per Egmont 1753, 
No. 5 imported per Falmouth 1753, No. 11 imported per Norfolk 1754, 
No. 14 and 16 imported per Yorke 1754, No. 18 imported per Duke of 
Dorset 1755 and No. 19 imported per ship Eastcourt 1755 payable to 
.Messrs Richard and William Barwell for...CRs. 10,336-0-0...£St. 1,162-16-0. 

One do to do payable to Roger Drake, Beeston Long and Roger 
Drake junior Esqrs for.60,000-0-0.. .6,750-0-0. 

One do to Charles Manningham Esqr. on account of Robert Orme 
Esqr. payable to Peter and Joseph Godfrey Esqrs for 11292-64)...1270-74. 

One do to Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs. in 
full returns for one chest of coral beads mark [Mark 34] No. 3 imported 
at Madrass per Godolphin 1756 payable to Messrs Jacob Espinoza and 
Nathan Modigliani.,...7,285-0-9.. .819-114. 

One do to Charles Manningham and William Mackett Esqrs and 
Mr. Luke Scrafton account the estate of Nicholas Clarembault 
deceased payable to Benjamin Longuet and Joseph Guinand Esqrs. for 

r J .*.41174-9...463-3-1. 

One do to Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs 
oavable to the said Charles Manningham and William Frankland Esqrs 

...17,534-11-6... 1,972-134. 

One do to Mr. Charles O’Hara payable to Patrick O’Hara Esqr. for 
.444-7-0...50-0-0. 

One do to the Hon’ble Lowis payable to Captain Tom Lewis for 
' ... .7,76842-9. ..873-19-9. 

One do to the Hon’ble Robert Clive Esqr. account the estate of 
Willis Orr deceased payable to Richard Clive Esqr. for 1069-8-0...120-64. 

One do to Dr. George Gray payable to Mrs. AgnesSoiss»ns for 
.. 

One do to Mr. Hugh Baillm payable to 

One do to Dr. George Gray payable to himaeaw^^^fj 

One do to Mr. William Fullerton payable 

Cmttenden Enp. for... 

One do to do account die etuate of William 
to Mr. John Fullerton.".-w..>..--*2sflQWMfc~w 

' - One' do-to do account James Wilson pyaMe 

Hodges and John Willis .K-. 

: *: one'do to do account the estate of-Thomas Coates^ 

to^Captasm, Thomas Townsend 

• Ope do to do acc-ountthe estate oL Willias 
Wte to .Robot Orme Esqr. for,.,..,....^■■■■,^■^4 

pays*- 
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One sett to do payable to Mr. Thos. Raitt for CRs. 3000...£St. 337-10-0. 

One do to do account the estate of Francis Stevenson payable to Mr. 
William Ferguson for.1620-0-0... 182-5-0. 

One do to do payable to Captain George Meard.130-0-0...14-12-6. 

One do to do payable to Mr. Edmund Massey.188-0-0...21-3-0. 

One do to do account the estate of James Valicourt deceased paya¬ 
ble to Mr. John Fullerton for.10070-0-0... 1132-17-6. 

One do to do account of Mr. Archibald Campbell payable to Daniel 
Campbell Esqr. .1085-0-0... 122-1-3. 

One do to Mr. William Fullerton on account of Mr. David Robert¬ 
son payable to Mr. Andrew Moffatt.1343-14-0... 151-3-9. 

One do to Dr. George Gray on account of Mr. Stair Dalrymple 
deceased payable to Sir Hugh Dalrymple Bart for.258-11-0...29-2-0. 

One do to do payable to John Browne Esqr.110-5-0...12-8-7. 

One do to Mr. Francis Douglass payable to the said Mr. Francis 
Douglass for .,.2323-4-0...261-7-3. 

One do to John Zephaniah Holwell Esqr. account the estate of 
Thomas Purnell deceased payable to William Davis Esqr. for. 

...1013-9-0... 114-0-6. 

One do to do account the estate of Thomas Parker deceased paya¬ 
ble to William Davis Esqr. for.1155-9-0... 130-0-0. 

One do to do account the estate of Thomas Leech deceased payable 
to do for .».....1600-0-0... 180-0-0. 

One do to do account Captain Francis Cheyne payable to do for 
...191-1-0...21-9-10. 

One do to do account the estate of Aylmer Harrod deceased payable 
to do for .;..191-4-6...21-104. 

One do to do account the estate of Ralph Thoresby deceased payable 
to do for .177-9-0... 19-19-6. 

One do to do account the estate of John Street deceased payable to 
do for .89-1-9... 10-0-6. 

One do to do account Mr. George Heath payable to do for 
.82-9-0...9-5-9. 

One do to do account the estate of Nathaniel Jacobs deceased paya¬ 
ble to do for .....265-9-0...29-17-6. 

One do to do account the estate of Robert Wilkinson deceased paya¬ 
ble to do for .378-15-3...42-12-8. 

One do to do account’ Mr. Mordecai Walker payable to do for 
. ..,.495-9-0..,55-15-0. 

One do to do payable to do for...10666-10-9...I200-0-0. 

One do to William Frankland Esqr. payable to Frederick and 
v Thomas Frankland Esqrs. for ..420084-3...4725-18-7. 
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One sett to Messrs Abram Gee and John Gould executors to the 

estate of Captain William Holland deceased on account the estate 
of Captain Thomas Winter deceased payable to Mrs, Mary Winter 

......CRs. 8889-10-3...£St, 1000-1-8. 

One do to the Hon’ble Robert Clive Esqr. payable to the HonT>Je Sir 
Edward Clive Kt, William Belchier, Richard Clive and William Smith King 

Esqrs. for....71345-12-9.. .8026-8-0. 

One do to J. Z. Holwell Esqr. account the estate of Colonel Caroline 

Frederick Scott payable to George Scott Esqr. for.8203-943...922-18-0, 

One do to do account Nathan Drake deceased payable to Edward 

Wharton Esqr. for......1149-6-6... 129-6-2. 

One do to Mr. George Gray payable to Mr. William Grahame for 

...495-9-0...55-15-0. 

One do to do payable to Mr. Alexander Robertson for....... 

.....210-7-0...23-13-6. 

One do to do account the estate of William Grubb deceased payable 

to Henry Grubb Esqr. for.......20043-0...22-10-0 

One do to Mr. William Rider account Captain Joseph Smith payable 

to Captain Joseph Smith for...19242-2-9...2184-19-10. 

One do to Henry Lushington payable to Roger Altham Esqr, for 
....... .4444-74).. .500-0*0, 

122. We have since the 5th November granted the undermentioned setts 

payable at 365 days after sight at 2s-3^4d per current rupee free of any 

interest, the whole drawn on these terms amounting to CRs.,..or £St...... 

One sett to Mr. Henry Lushington account the estate of George 

Ballard deceased payable to George Ballard Esqr. for.194-12-9.. .22-6-5. 

One do to Mr. Ascanius William Senior payable to Miss Rachael 
Senior for.........872-11-9.,. 100-04). 

One do to Mr. Abram Gee administrator to the estate of Robert 
Lester deceased payable to Mr. Charles Hay for.....4668-1-6...534-17-8. 

One do to Mr. Anselm Beaumont payable to Mr. David Rannie 
............. .27733-10-9. .-3I77-164. 

One do to do payable to Messrs Gamoo. and ChaBoner fof 
......... .3917404).. .678-1-3. 

One do to do on account the estate of Mr. William Wogan payable 

to Mrs. Catherine Beaumont..........*-3333-8-0..381-19-3. 

One do to Mr. Charles Weston on account of Robert Bissett payable 

to Mr. John Jolliffee for.....—21641-0..JM-15^8. 

One do to Mr. Tohn Gould payable m 1tin. Ami Gesdd 
...uimm***. 

One do to Baron Vasserott payable *o Messrs Vtmlrip aat-fafea 

Duval for - ' 

'One do to do payable to M&sm ^ 
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One sett to Captain James Macdonald payable to Edward Lowrey 
Esqr. for .CRs. 1600-0-0...£St. 183-6-8. 

One do to Messrs Rider and O’Hara account Captain Peter Carstairs 
payable to Mr. Alexander Callendar for..1745-7-3...200-0-0. 

One do to Mr. William Rider account William Jennings payable to 
William Jennings and John Baker Esqrs. for.8727-4-3... 1000-0-0. 

One do to William Sumner Esqr. payable to the Reverend Dr. John 
Sumner and Mr. Robert Sumner for.16200-0-0... 1856-5-0. 

One do to Mr. Samuel Waller payable to William Waller, James 
Adams and Henry Brougham Esqrs. for.26181-13-0...3000-0-0. 

One do to do payable to do for.11618-3-0... 1331-5-0. 

One do to Captain George Wilson payable to himself or order for 
.17,454-8-6...2,000-0-0. 

One do to Mr. William Rider payable to Richard Baker Esqr. and 
the Reverend Edmond Rider for...4363-10-0...500-0-0. 

One do to do account William Jennings to William Jennings and 
John Baker Esqrs. for.8727-4-3... 1000-0-0. 

One do to William Mackett Esqr. account the estate of Captain 
Robert Sanderson deceased payable to Mr. John Browne for 

.....875-0-0... 100-5-2, 

One do to Mr. Thomas French account Daniel De Castro payable 
to Benjamin Mendez De Castro for.1012-2-6...115-19-6. 

One do to Mr. John Donnellon payable to himself or order for 
....10,000-0-0...1245-16-8, 

One do to Richard Becher Esqr. and Captain Brooke Samson account 
the estate of Captain John Samson deceased payable to John Hallett 
Esqr. for ....22,000-0-0.. .2933-6-8. 

Supplement 

123. By a country vessell which sailed for Bussorah in September we 

addressed a few lines to you to be forwarded overland by your Resident at 
that place, copy of which address we now enclose, wherein you will observe 

•the success of the expedition to the northward under the command of Colonel 

Chve who penetrated to the utmost limitts of Bahar and reduced to obedience 

the rajahs of the Budgpore country who had been in a state of rebellion for 

many years past. By this march of our forces to the northward the country 
was saved from, falling into the hands of the Shawzadah who had actually 

attacked the city of Patna and would most certainly have carried it had not 
the timely approach of our army made him abandon his designs. After his 

retreat the forces he brought with him dispersed and he was himself obliged 
to retire in the greatest distress. 

124. By intelligence lately received from the Nabob and our Chief at 
atna we find that the Shawzadah is again endeavouring to create fresh 

troubles but we think there is little to be apprehended as we do not learn he 

is supported by anybody of consequence; and we have reason to judge his 
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influence will daily decline as we are credibly informed that his father, the 

Mogul, has lately been cut off by the Vizier and a grandson of Aurungzeb 
placed upon the throne in his stead. The Nabob had, on this account and 

'to put a stop to the troubles rising in Poorneah, called on us again for our 
assistance. Major Caillaud has accordingly taken the field and marched to 
the northward with a body of about four hundred Europeans and a thousand 

seapoys in order to join the forces of the Nabob and to co-operate with them 
in finally settling the troubles in Poorneah and Bahar. 

125. Sometime since the Victoria snow returned from the Negrais with an 

account of Mr. Southby and all the Europeans there having been unhappily 

cutt off by the Burmans and that great part of the timbers and stores there 
belonging to the Company had been plundered and burnt. 

126. You were informed in a short letter we wrote Your Honours under 

date the 22nd October, and enclosed to your Resident at Bussorah to be 
forwarded from thence to London, that the Dutch had brought a large 
military force into Bengali but that we were in hopes it would be attended 

with no further consequences as the Subah had expressed his disapprobation 
of their landing any troops at Chinchurah and the Directore of their factory 
had promised to send them away as soon as the season would admit of their 
ships leaving the river. We are now to acquaint you that the Dutch under 
several pretences put off the sending away their ships and forces till the 
Nabob returned to Muxadavad, after which they sent us a long protest for 
assisting the Subah in denying their ships and boats with military a passage 
up the river, declaring their resolution to oblige us to desist from searching 

their boats and vessells, to use reprisals for what we had already done and to 
repel force with force in case they were opposed in landing their troops. As 
we acted by the Nazim’s orders in not suffering them to land their forces, 

who had called upon us for our assistance by virtue of the treaty made with 
him, we determined to persist in our resolution to oppose the passage of their 
ships and boats with military, and in order to do it more effectually in case 
they attempted to carry them up in their ships we directed the commanders 

of the Calcutta, Duke of Dorset and Hardwicke to proceed down to their 
ships to bring them up to assist the hatterys at Tannah. Before they came 
as high as Fultah the Dutch ships laying there began hostilities against us 
in the most open manner by firing shot at several English vessells that were, 
passing them (among the rest, the Company’s snow Leopard with advices fear 
Admiral Cornish), seizing and detaining them, striking the English colours 

and taking out their guns, stores and some of their people. 

127. Upon the first notice hereof we wrote the Directore and Couneflof 
Hughley what had been done by the commanders of their ships and desired 
to know whether the same was done by their approbation and orders as we 
should esteem it an open declaration of war in such case; and if done without 

their authority we could not but look upon it as an act of piracy ^djhotid 
expect satisfaction for such violent proceedings. From this lime we 

our guard at the aforesaid batteries to stop sM Dut<h boats and 
up and down the river but not to touch the effects or* miieJtfc 

any who might be on board. Not long after, we received 
the Dutch at Hughley whose watch boats on the at - 
a party of our seapoys who ware bringing Mmm €afa Calcutta 
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ordering them to put ashore, and upon the Jemandar of the seapoys refusing 
to comply they fired upon our party and wounded one of our men but were 

drove off by the fire of our seapoys. Such repeated outrages left us no room 

to doubt the Dutch at Chinchurah "designed acting against us in a more 

hostile manner in case they were strengthened by the landing of the party 

from their ships, which determined us more than ever to oppose that step 

and therefore, upon the first intelligence we received of their having dis¬ 

embarked their troops at Sankaraul, we detached our whole garrison of about 

250 Europeans and about 1200 seapoys under the command of Lieutenant 

Colonel Forde with orders to encamp off Chinchurah and in conjunction with 

the Nabob’s forces to oppose their passage into the Dutch bounds, which he 

was absolutely to prevent even by using force if he found it necessary. 

128. At the same time we gave Commodore Wilson directions to send 

on board the commanding officer of the Dutch ships and demand immediate 

restitution of the ships and vessells they had seized and detained with their 

stores and effects and in case of refusal to take or destroy their ships and 

vessells which he accordingly put in execution. The Dutch Commodore 

having refused to comply with his demand, our ships attacked her and after 

a brisk engagement of an hour and half she struck as did also the other 
ships in company. 

129. On the 24th Colonel Forde with the troops under his command 

entered the town of Chandernagore with intention to encamp there that 

evening but were attacked on their entrance by a detachment of Europeans 

and seapoys from Chinchurah with 5 field pieces. This party was soon obliged 

to give ground and retreat into their own bounds with the loss of near 40 

Europeans killed and wounded and all their field pieces. The next morning 

Colonel Forde received intelligence that the body of Europeans and Buggasses 

landed from their ships and a detachment that had joined them from 

Chinchurah were very near and in full march to Chinchurah. Hereupon he 

marched his men likewise into the plain to meet them and oppose their 

passage. A very warm action ensued which ended in the total defeat of the 

Dutch troops who were obliged to give ground and save themselves by flight. 
Their army consisted of near 700 Europeans and as many Buggasses. The 

greatest part of those who escaped being killed in the action were made 

prisoners and sent to Calcutta. Immediately after this event the Directore 
and Council of Hughley wrote us a letter requesting we would put a stop to 

further hostilities and concur with them in accommodating the differences 

between the two settlements which they were ready to do on such terms as 

might prove satisfactory to both parties. Hereupon we ordered Colonel Forde 

to proceed no further and acquainted the Directore and Council in our answer 

Jat we were extremely glad to find they had adopted other measures, and 

should use our influence with the Nabob and engage him to be reconciled to 
them on their complying with his orders. 

130 During these transactions the young nabob was n^rrhinq down, 

mth a large army with a full resolution to destroy Chinchurah and drive the. 
Dutch mtirely out of die country for breaking their engagement to his father; 

and we heard from Moraudbaug that their factory at Calcapoor was 
sprrounded and that orders had been sent to do the same at Patnaf V 

U1* When ** young nabob drew near to Hughley the President 
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acquainted the Board he proposed going up to Gharetd to meet him and 
confer on the present state of the differences with the Dutch. At the 
same time we appointed Messrs Becher and Cook to proceed up the riw 
and pay our respects to the young nabob. As the Dutch expressed a desire 
of appointing commissaries to settle and adjust the terms of a mutual accom¬ 
modation we appointed the above mentioned gentlemen to meet their deputies 
at Gharetd and confer with them on the subject of the late differences. 

132. Those gentlemen accordingly proceeded up to Gharetd and having 
settled the preliminaries of a general agreement {which they transmitted to 
the Board and had our approbation of) they returned to Calcutta and kid the 
same before the Board, ratified and confirmed by the Bbectore ami Council 
of Hughley. We in like manner ratified the same and upon exchanging the 
treaties we directed Messrs Boddam and Playdell to go down die river and 
deliver up to the Dutch deputies all the ships, vessells, sloops and boats in 
our possession with their effects and stores taking a receipt for the same. We 
beg leave to be referred to our consultations and the report of Messrs Becher 
and Cooke entered after our proceedings of the 8th December for the articles 
of the, treaty we have concluded with them as likewise for the articles they 
have signed to with the Nabob which the President laid before us on the 
24th instant. 

133. In the foregoing recital of our transactions with the Dutch we have 
been very summary and touched upon nothing but the material parts that 
preserve the thread of the narrative. For further particulars of that whole 
affair (from the first intelligence we received of the armament making in 
Batavia to the conclusion of the treaty) we beg leave to stand referred to our 
consultations, the seperate book of letters that have passed between ns and 
the Dutch, and the enclosed memorial of facts wherein we have explained m 

fully as possible the orders of the Nazim, our whole conduct in consequence 
of those orders, the violent behaviour of the Dutch ships and our proceedings 
thereupon with all and every singular circumstance relative to that trouble¬ 
some affair which we hope you will approve of as we have consulted nothing 
but the interest of our employers and their influence in the country which 
would have been entirely destroyed had the Dutch been permitted to fatal 
their troops to Chinchurah unmolested. The consequences whereof would 
have been the total ruin of the Company’s affairs in India as the money still 
due account the treaty would never have been collected and we utterly disabled 
from supplying the gentlemen of Fort St. George (pursuant to jcrm 
with the sum of money they have wrote for by which means 6W affiahs ta# 
the Coast would have been reduced to the same distressed situation that 
French now labour under. This we must have suffered by the loss oi diar 
influence only in the country but we have great reason m believe the ©tWEfc 
intended carrying things to greater extremities and* 2,,^ may believe 
reports of some of their own people, our expulsion was, meditated and 
mined on had they found themselves strong enongb to have 
in execution. „ 
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command of their captain, Mr. William Rider, who was unfortunately shot 
in the action through the body and died a few days after of that wound. 
We beg leave in this place to mention the gallant behaviour of your junior 
servants in general on this occasion many of them having acted as volunteers 
with the military and exerted themselves greatly to the satisfaction of 
Lieutenant Colonel Forde. 

135. Mr. Ellis will have a seat at our Board on his arrival here agreeable 
to the rank you have appointed him to; but we beg leave to observe that by 
this nomination you have superseded eleven of your servants on this establish¬ 
ment whose zeal for the Company and fidelity in their employment have 
never been questioned. Such a conduct on your part, we apprehend, can 
never promote the service of that body who have entrusted you with the 
direction of their affairs, as it must render the servants abroad less assiduous 
in their stations and zealous for the interest of their employers when they 
find their labours thus requited without any particular demerit on their side. 
Though it is probable the Company will not feel any bad effects in the present 
case, those gentlemen who have been thus superseded having too true a sense 
of their duty to neglect the interest of their employers for any ill treatment 
whatever, yet we are of opinion they will remain no longer in the service than 
their circumstances oblige them to. We might say the same thing with 
regard to your appointment of Captain James Barton to be so high in Council 
that the government of this Presidency would have devolved upon him had 
he lived iter the departure of Colonel Clive. How well soever he might be 
qualified for the post of Master Attendant we should have been gready 
apprehensive for the consequences had he been left in the chair. 

136. The Mogul having conferred on Colonel Clive the honor of a 
mansubdarry, the Subah of these provinces, from a sense of the very eminent 
services rendered him by Colonel Clive, particularly on his late expedition 
to the northward, has thought proper to present him with the annual rent 
of those lands which were before paid to himself agreeable to treaty. This 
will be more particularly explained to you by a copy of the Nabob’s 
phirmaund for the grant entered after our consultation of 6th September in 
consequence of which we have paid to Colonel Clive what was before paid 
the Subah and shall continue in future to account with him instead of the 
Government. 

137. The President has received the letter addressed him by the Secret 
Committee under date 1st November 1758 and begs leave to apologize for not 
before acknowledging the receipt of that under date the 8th March 1758, 
which was intirely owing to his absence last season on the expedition to the 
northward. 

138. Messrs Manningham, Becher, Frankland, Macket, Boddam and 
Cooke returning to Europe on the ships under dispatch, agreeable1 
to their several minutes of Council, we have filled up their posts in the 
following manner: Mr. Ellis, when he arrives, to be Chief of Cossimbuzar; 
as most of the gentlemen succeeding to Council have resided chiefly at 
subordinates, and as it is necessary that as many of the senior servants who 
™ve res^ed mostly in Calcutta and are consequently most conversant in the 
gain of the current business should be at the Board, we have agreed to keep 
Bfc. Gwire in Calcutta and have appointed him Import Warehouse Keeper and 
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Accomptant, Mr. Baston Buxey and Pay Master of the Works, Mr. Billers 
Chief of Luckipore, Mr. Verelst Sea Custom Master and Mr. Harry Smyth 
Land Custom Master. 

139. Mr. Nicholas Smythe having requested our permission to resign 
the service we have consented to the same and he accordingly returns to 
Europe on the Denham. 

140. On the face of our consultations of the 12th November and 

17th December you will observe letters from Messrs Becher and Culling 
Smith concerning your accusation of them with respect to the copper etc. To 
those consultations we must beg leave to refer you for our proceedings thereon 
and shall in this place only assure you that we are firmly persuaded neither 

of those gentlemen connived at the copper etc., being landed nor were in any 
shape concerned in the purchases. 

141. Captain Wilson having applied to us for fifty tons of saltpetre 
on half freight we have complied with his request and have loaded that 
quantity on the Calcutta as per seperate bill of lading. 

142. We have laden sundry goods on the Calcutta amounting, as per 
invoice and bill of lading inclosed in her packet, to CRs. 900,500-0-0, and 
on the Hardzvicke sundry goods amounting, as per invoice and bill of lading 
enclosed in that ship's packet, to CRs. 731,700-0-0. 

143. W~e have laden also sundry stores on each of these ships for the 
use of the island of St. Helena and have forwarded the invoices and bills of 
lading for the same to the Governour and Council of that island. 

144. We have shipped on the Calcutta and Hardwicke twelve French 
prisoners as per list enclosed in their packetts, 

145. The Stormont, Captain Fletcher, arrived in the river the 22nd 
instant. As she parted company with the Ajax and Houghton off the coast 
of Arracan we are in hourly expectation of their arrival. 

146. We must beg leave to apologize for the incorrectness and badness 
of the writing of the consultations etc., papers sent on these ships which has 

been owing to all the junior servants taking up arms on the late expedition 
against the Dutch and the business thereby being done in too great a hurry. 

147. Having fully spoken to every branch of your affairs at this Presi- 
lency under their established heads we cannot, consistent with the real 

anxiety we feel for the future welfare of that respectable body for whom 
you and we are in trust, close this address without expostulating with freedom 
on the unprovoked and general asperity of your letter per Prince Hemy 
packett. Our sentiments on this head will, we doubt not, acquire additional 

weight from the consideration of their being subscribed by a majority of your 
Council who are at this very period quitting your service and consequently 
independant and disinterested. Permit us to say that the diction of your 
letter is most unworthy yourselves and us in whatever relation considered* 
either as masters to servants or gentlemen to gentlemen. Mam inadverten¬ 
cies and casual neglects arising from an unavoidable and most complicated 

confusion in the state of your affairs has been treated in such art 
sentiments as nothing but the most glaring and premeditated jfertfe ortd 
warrant. Groundless informations have without further bore wnh 

Yol. n-30 
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you the stamp of truth, though proceeding from those who had therein 
obviously their own purpose to serve, no matter at whose expence. These have 

received from you such countenance and encouragement as must, most 
asuredly, tend to cool the warmest zeal of your servants here and everywhere 

else, as they will appear to have been only the source of general reflexions 
thrown out at random against your faithful servants of this Presidency in 

various parts of your letter before us—faithful to litde purpose, if the breath 
of scandal joined to private picque or private and personal attachments have 
power to blow away in one hour the merits of many years’ services and 
deprive them of that rank and those rising benefitts which are justly a spur 
to their integrity and application. The little attention shewn to these consi¬ 

derations in the indiscrimminate favour heaped on some individuals and 
undeserved frowns on others will, we apprehend, lessen that spirit of zeal so 
very essential to the well being of your affairs and consequently in the end, 

if continued, prove the destruction of them. Private views may, it is much 

to be feared, take the lead here from examples at home and no gentleman 
hold your service longer nor exert themselves further in it than their own 
exigencies require. This being the real present state of your service it be¬ 
comes strictly our duty to represent it in the strongest light or we should 
with little truth and less propriety subscribe ourselves. 

May it please Your Honors, 

Robert Clive/C. Manningham/R. Becher/W. Frankland/J. Z. Holwefl/ 
W. Mackett/J. Boddam/C. S. Playdell/W. B. Sumner/ W. Me. Gwire/John 
Cooke. 

Fort William, 29th December 1759. 
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LETTERS FROM COURT 

No. 1—25 March 1757. 

1. Letters of Marque (p. 6)—A letter of marque was originally a license 
granted by a sovereign to a subject, authorising him to make reprisals cm 

the subjects of a hostile state for injuries alleged to have been done to him 

by the enemy’s army. In later times this became pracdcally a 

to fit out an armed vessel and employ it in the capture of the merchant 

shipping belonging to the enemy’s subjects, the holder of ‘letter of 

marque’, called a privateer or corsair, being entitled by international law 

to commit against the hostile nation acts which would otherwise have been 
condemned as piracy. 

2. Plaisted (p. 9)—Bartholomew Plaisted, originally of the Bombay 
establishment, was appointed Engineer at Fort William in 1752 and Master 

Attendant in 1755. He was suspended from service shortly after, but was 

reinstated in 1758 as Surveyor of Works. 

3. Holwell (p. 12)—John Zephaniah Holwell joined the E. L Company’s 

service on 2 July 1752. He came into prominence in 1735 what after the 

desertion of Drake he undertook the defence of Fort William. After the 

surrender of the fort, according to his own testimony, he was locked op 

with other prisoners in the Black Hole. He was lata taken to Murshidabad 

but released at the intercession of the Nawab’s grandmother, the widow 

of Ali Verdi Khan. Then he joined the English fugitives at Falla and 

became a member of the Council and the Select Committee. Shortly after 

the recovery of Calcutta by Clive he left for England, but returned to 

service in 1758 as a member of the Council 

4. Omichand (p. 13)—Omichand, also called Umkhand and Aminehand, 

acted as an agent of the English for the purchase of goods in Bengal for 

many years. He was suspected of having incited the Nawab agamst die 
English, and was imprisoned when Sirajud-Danlah approached Calcutta. 

When Clive recovered Calcutta he took Mm into favour, and induced ban 

to accompany Watts to Murshidabad after the coadnsioa of the treaty 

of 9 February 1757. At Murshidabad he proved useful to the Enggsk 

In the intrigues against Sirajud-Daulah he proposed the name of Tjfajfalliii 
Khan as Nawab and threatened to disclose the piotlmless he wasppflpi^ 

a good share of the spoils. He was, however, hoodwinked by hf 

being shown a forged copy of fee treaty in whidi hn* vcj|fe 

When he came to know of it he infeed to IfipMft 
shock. 
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5. Watts (p. 14)—William Watts joined the E. L Company’s service on 

2 May 1737. He was Chief of the Cossimbazar factory in 1756 when the 

place was captured by Sirajud-Daulah. After the treaty of 9 February 

1757, he went to Murshidabad as the envoy of the Company. Just before 

the battle of Plassey he fled from Murshidabad, and returned when Mir Jafar 

became the Nawab. Subsequently he became a member of the Council 

and the Select Committee at Fort William. 

6. Clerembault (p. 14)—Nicholas Clerembault, member of the Council 

at Fort William, was appointed Chief of the Dacca factory in 1749 and 

died at Dacca of fever in 1755. 

7. Deepchund’s deposit (p. 15)—See page 27 of the Correspondence. 

From the letter of the Court of Directors to the Fort William Council, 21 

January 1755, para. 123, it is seen that Cole obtained a decree to have the 

deposit paid to him with interest and costs. On appeal the King in Coun¬ 

cil reversed it as to interest and costs. Cole, however, died and his executor 

“renounced the execution of his will”, and there was no one before the 

Court to represent his interests. The Court of Directors indicate here the 

procedure that should be followed to ensure the payment of the deposit 

to Deepchund, the ultimate claimant. 

8. Hookumbeg (p. 15)—Hakim Beg. He was one of the revenue officers 

of Sirajud-Daulah and had frequent quarrels with the British in connection 
with the collection of customs. Hill, Bengal in 1756-57, vol. I, p. lvii. 

9. Pearks (p. 21)—Paul Richard Pearkes joined the E. I. Company’s 

service on 30 August 1740, and was appointed a member of the Council 

at Fort William on 4 August 1755. He became Commissary on 29 January 
1757, and Chief of the Patna factory when Mir Jafar became Nawab. Late 

in 1757 he again became a member of the Fort William Council. In March 
1758 he was temporarily appointed Chief of the Dacca factory, and in May 

resumed his membership of the Council. In November 1758 he was appoint¬ 

ed Collector of Consulage and Registrar of Dastaks. The same year he 

was charged with fraud in connection with a contract for the supply of 
saltpetre while he was at Patna and was suspended from the Company’s 
service. 

10. William McGwire (p. 23)—Served on the Bengal establishment as 

Collector of Consulage, Registrar of Dastaks, and Sub-Accountant. In 1758 

he accompanied Col. Forde as the Pay Master of his troops in his expedition 

to the Northern Circars, and was wounded in the battle of Conore. He 
was later Chief of Lakshmipur Factory, Import Warehouse Keeper, member 
of the Fort William Council and the Select Committee. 

11. Baillie (p. 24)—William Baillie entered the E, I. Company’s service 
on 3 September 1745. In 1756 he was Chief of the Jagdea factory in 

Noakhali. He was ^Military Storekeeper when Sirajud-Daulah attacked 
Calcutta. 

12. Frankland (p. 24)—William Frankland joined the Company’s service 
on 30 August 1740. He was a member of the Council at Fort William at 

the time Calcutta was attacked by Sirajud-Daulah and was one of those who 
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seized the earliest opportunity to desert the fort. After the recovery of 
Calcutta he served the Company as Bahhshi or Civil Paymaster. He was 

made President of a committee appointed in 1757 to settle details for 
establishing a mint at Calcutta. He became a member of the Fort William 

Council in 1757, and subsequently Export Warehousekeeper. He sailed 
for Europe in 1759. 

13. Dumbleton (p. 24)—Attorney. It is not clear if he is the same 
as William Dumbleton who was acting as the Registrar of the Mayor’s Court 
at the time. 

14. Amyatt (p. 25)—Peter Amyatt joined the Company’s service on 
2 August 1743. He was Assistant in the Export Warehouse in 1756, 
Collector of Consulage and Registrar of Dastah in January 1757 and 
succeeded Pearkes as Chief of the Pama factory the same year. He was 

killed near Cossimbazar in 1763 during the troubles with Mir Qasim. 

15. Boddam (p. 25)—Thomas Boddam joined the Company’s sendee 
on 3 August 1743. He was President of the Balaramgarhi and Balasore 
factories in 1757. He was a member of the Committee formed to settle 

the details of a mint to he established at Calcutta. In 1758 he was Chief 

of the Hijili factory, and late that year became Sea Custom Master. 

16. Coja Wazeed (p. 27)—Khwajah Wajid, an Armenian merchant of 
Hooghly and Chandernagore, was known as fahhr-ut-iujar, chief of the 

merchants. He acted as the Nawab’s agent with the Europeans. The 
British refugees at Falta had appealed to him to intercede for them with 
the Nawab. He was a friend of the French, but after the recovery erf 

Calcutta by the English he sided with the latter out of fear, and also 
betrayed to them the Nawab’s correspondence with the French. He held 

the monopoly of saltpetre in Bihar under Mir Jafar till it was granted to the 

Company in 1758. 

No. 4—3 August 1757. 

1. Admiral Wattson (p. 39)—Admiral Charles Watson was Commander 
in Chief in the East Indies, 1754-57. He defeated Tulaji Anglia, the 

Maratha pirate, in 1756, and took an active part in die war with 

Daulah. His signature was fraudulently appended to the ficriaous engage¬ 

ment with Omichand with the knowledge ©f Clive. i ■ 

2. Major James Killpatrick (p. 39)-He belonged to Ae■■**«**• 
establishment. He arrived at Falta with a small force m July ana 

became a member of the CdundL He served uhdter €S$e hi 

engagements including the battle of Plassev. He vf&s 

the Rotation Government and participated JB jhe 

Committee when military affairs were, d* 

of the Council till his death, pn 16 ^ 

of 
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4. Richard Becher (p. 39)—He joined the service of the Company on 
2 August 1743. He was Chief of the factory at Dacca at the time of the 
capture of Calcutta by Sirajud-Daulah. He later served as Import Ware- 
housekeeper and member of the Fort William Council and the Select 
Committee. 

5. Matthew Collett (p. 39)—He was a member of the Council of the 
factory at Cossimbazar when the place was attacked by Sirajud-Daulah in 
1756. He was appointed Naval Storekeeper on 29 January 1757. He was 
later a member of the Rotation Government and of the Board. He returned 
to Europe about the end of 1758. 

6. William Mackett (p. 39)—He came to India on 15 September 1741 
and was Military Storekeeper and member of the Council' at Fort William 
during the period. He returned to Europe in 1759. 

7. Roger Drake Junr. (p. 40)—Roger Drake arrived in Bengal in May 
1737. He was President of the Council and Governor of Fort William from 
1752-58. When Sirajud-Daulah attacked Calcutta he escaped in panic, 
leaving the garrison to its fate. 

8. Lally (p. 42)—Comte de Thomas Arthur Lally (also Baron de 
Tollendal) was Governor General and Commander in Chief of French India, 
1758-61. After scoring some initial successes, he was decisively defeated at 
Wandiwash on 22 January 1760 by Colonel Eyre Coote. He was then 
besieged by Coote at Pondicherry and forced to capitulate on 14 January 
1761. On his return to France from captivity, he was tried on a charge 
of having betrayed the interests of the King and executed on 9 May 1766. 

9. Capt. Mitichin (p. 42)—Captain George Minchin was Commander 
of the garrison at Fort William when the fort was invested by Sirajud- 
Daulah. He behaved disgracefully during the siege and was therefore 
dismissed by the Court of Directors on 27 July 1757. 

No. 6—11 November 1757, 

1. The taking of Chandemagore (p. 49)—Chandernagore surrendered 
to Clive on 23 March 1757. 

2. Admiral Pocock (p. 51)—Sir George Pocock was second in command 
to Admiral Watson, Commander in Chief in the East Indies, and he 
succeeded him to the office in 1757. He relieved Madras when it was 

LaHy ^ ^ecern-ber 1758, and also fought an indecisive action 
with DAche, Commander of a French squadron, in September 1759. He 
returned to, England in 1760. 

a a ^ourt (P* —ble joined the Company’s service on 
r u UfUSt « 3‘ was Sub-Accountant in 1756-57 , and subsequently 

01 iJp nstoms and Registrar ¥ of Dastaks. He was appointed a 
member of the Fort William' Council by an order of the Court dated 

orde^arcikuttaUt ™ dr°Wned °n 3 May 1758 before the receipt of 
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4. William Ellis (p. 54) He joined tlie E. I. Company’s service on 

16 July 1749. He was an Assistant in the Military Storekeeper’s office 
in 1756, member of the Fort William Council in 1759, and later Chief 
of the Patna factory. He was killed along with others by Mir Oasim 
in 1763. 

5. John Cartier (p. 54)—He joined the E. L Company’s service in 
1750. He was a factor and an assistant at Dacca in 1756, a volunteer under 

Clive in 1757, Chief of the Dacca factory in 1761, second in Council at 
Calcutta in 1767, and Governor of Fort William from 1769-72. 

No* 7—3 March 1758. 

1. Ballasore (p. 61)—This English settlement in Orissa dates torn 
1633. Playdell, Johnstone and Burdet were Chiefs of this factory in 1757, 
1758 and 1759 respectively. 

2. Patna (p. 62)—In 1620 a factory had been established here to procure 
local piece-goods and raw silk. During the turmoil in Bengal in 1756-57 it 

remained closed. It was re-started in August 1757, and became the centre 

of saltpetre trade. During the period 1757-59, Amyatt and Pearkes held 
the Chiefship of the factory. 

3. Hughly (p. 62)—The English had their factory at Hooghly and 

the Dutch at Chinsura. Both the places now form part of the town of 

Chinsura. 

4. The Great Mogul (p. 63)—The Emperor at the time was Muhammad 

Alamgir II (1754-59). 

5. Roy Runget (p. 65)—Ranjit Rai was the agent of Jagat Seth Be 

negotiated the treaty of 9 February 1757 between Sirajud-Daulah and the 

English. 

6. Bulramgurry (p. 66)—Balaramgarhi is situated near Baksore in 

Orissa, and the Company had a factory there. During the occupation of 

Calcutta by Sirajud-Daulah, it became the seat of the Presidency. 

7. Captain John Caillaud (p. 69)—Captain Cailiaud took service with 

the Company in 1752, and distinguished himself in the war against the 

French in South India. He was appointed to the chief military cmmmmA 

in Bengal in 1759. 
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9. Grand Juries (p. 72)—Trial by jury was introduced in the Presidency 
towns of Madras, Bombay and Calcutta by the Charter of 1726. 

10. Mayor’s Court (p. 72)—The Royal Charter of 1726 authorized the 
East India Company to erect a Mayor’s Court at Madras, Bombay and 

Calcutta. Its constitution was revised by the Charter of 1753. The Mayor’s 
Court was authorized to try, hear and determine all civil suits, actions and 

'pleas. The Court, however, did not have any jurisdiction over “such suits 
or actions between the Indians unless the parties themselves submitted the 

same to the determination of the Mayor’s Court”. 

11. Playdell (p. 85)—Charles Stafford Playdell joined the Company’s 

service on 25 November 1744. He was Sub-Accountant in 1756, second 
in Council at the Balaramgarhi factory in 1757, and the Chief of the 

Lakshmipur factory in 1758. He was appointed member of the Fort William 

Council on 7 December 1758, and later became Land Custom Master. 

No. 8—8 March 1758. 

1. Cruttenden (p. 100)—Edward Holden Cruttenden was Superintend¬ 
ent of Marine until 28 August 1755 when he was dismissed from the 

Company’s service. He was, however, restored after the siege of Calcutta 
in 1757. 

No. 16—23 November 1759. 

1. 118th paragraph (p. 169)—It should be 119th paragraph. 

2. Henry Vansittart (p. 170)—He joined as a writer in the Madras 

service in 1745 and rose to be a member of Council in 1759. He succeeded 
Clive as Governor of Bengal on 27 July 1760. 

No. 17—7 December 1759. 

1. 29 January 1759 (p. 170)—Regarding the correctness of the date, 
see note entitled 25 January 1759 at p. 490. 

LETTERS TO COURT 

No. 4—30 January 1757. 

1. Rajabullub (p. 182)—Rajballabh succeeded Husain Quli Khan as 
Diwan to Nawazish Muhammad Khan, Deputy Nawab of Dacca. After 

the death of his master, he wielded great influence over his widow Ghasita 
Regam, 

2. Newagees Mahomed Cawn (p. 182)—Nawazish Muhammad Khan 

was die eldest son of Haji Ahmed, elder brother of Ali Verdi Khan. He 

married Ghasita Begam, the eldest daughter of Ali Verdi Khan. He died 
in 1755 and is said to have been poisoned. 
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3. All Verdi Khan (p. 182)—All Verdi Khan was a Turkoman by birth. 
He rose in revolt against his master Sarfaraz Khan and defeated and killed 
him in 1740 at Gheria. He was the Nawab of Bengal till he died on 10 April 
1756. He was succeeded by Sirajud-Daulah. 

4. Newaugees Mahmud Cawti’s Begum (p. 183)—Ghasita Begam. 

5. Meir Nussor Ally (p. 183)—Mir Nazar Ali was a lover of Ghasita 
Begam, the widow of Nawab Nawazish Muhammad Khan. He ms 
banished from Bengal by Sirajud-Daulah. 

6. Rajabullub’s son (p. 183)—Krishnadas. 

7. Jaggemaut (p. 183)—Jagannath, temple at Puri, Orissa, is a famous 
centre of pilgrimage. 

8. Gayree (p. 184)—Ghereah or Gheriah, better known as Vijaya- 
durg, on the west coast was the seat of the Angrias who controlled the 
Maratha Navy. It was captured by Admiral Watson and Colonel Clive 
in 1756. 

9. Angria (p. 184)—Tnlaji Angria, Chief of the Maratha Navy. 
Angrias are known in English records mostly for their piratical activities. 
The Peshwa entered into an alliance with the English to secure the assistance 
of the Bombay Navy to curb the authority of Angria. Admiral Watson and 
Clive, who were deputed to assist the Peshwa, destroyed Angria’s Navy 
and captured Vijayadurg in February 1756. 

10. Jungaraul (p. 186)—Probably Sankrail, situated on the Hooghly 
in Howrah District, Bengal. It is referred to as Sangral in Renneirs Atlas 

(Plates Vn and XIX). 

No. 5—31 January 1757. 

1. Bisdom (p. 190)—Adrian Bisdom was Director of the Dutch settle¬ 

ment at Chinsura. 

2. Consulage (p. 192)—Duty on goods exported to foreign pom or 
on coins minted for purposes of exportation. Collectors of Coosniagc: 
William Frankland (1752); Peter Amyatt (1757); Paul Richard Pearles (1*38*. 

3. Courts of Oyer and Terminer, (p. I92)-They were criminal eewts 
with jurisdiction over Indians as well as Europeans. According to weyT” 
Charters of 1726 and 1753, the President and Council at Fort wtiiaaia. 
or any three or more of them, were to hold *0021161 Sessions’ md he a 
Court of Record in the nature of a Court of Oyer and Temper am 6*0* 

Delivery. 
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and wielded great influence at the Court of Sirajud-Daulah. On the fall 
of Chandernagore he left for Patna. When Major Coote marched into 
Bihar he sought refuge with the Raja of Benares. He accompanied 
Shahzada Ali Gauhar in 1759 when he invaded Bihar, and continued to 
be a thorn in the English side till 1762, when he surrendered and left for 
France. 

No. 8—22 February 1757. 

1. Coja Patrus (p. 199)—Khwajah Petrus, an Armenian, was employed 
as a confidential agent by Sirajud-Daulah for negotiating with the English. 
He was the brother of Gregory or Gurgin Khan who became Mir Qasim’s 
general. He died in 1782. 

2. Morattos Ditch (p. 200)—A ditch dug by the English in Calcutta 
in 1743-44 as a protection against the periodical raids of the Marathas. 

No. 15—31 March 1757. 

1. The 12th (p. 216)—The date given here is as in Copies of records 
obtained from the India Office, 1757, and Public General Letters to Court, 
1755-57, vol. IV. Hill's Bengal in 1756-57, vol. II (1905), p. 306, gives the 
date as 11th. 

2. The 13th (p. 216)—Ibid. Hill gives the date as 12th. 

No. 17—10 April 1757. 

1. Manickchund (p. 219)—Manikchand, former Diwan of the Raja of 
Burdwan, was appointed Governor of Calcutta after its capture by Sirajud- 
Daulah. He negotiated with the British at Falta. 

2. Pigot (p. 219)—Starting as Chief at Vizagapatam George Pigot 
was Governor of Fort St. George from 1755 to 1763. He became a Baron 
in 1764. 

3* Juggutseat (p. 220)—Jagat Seth was the hereditary family title of 
the senior partner of the great banking house of the Seths of Murshidabad. 
The title was conferred originally by the Mughal Emperor Farrukhsiyar 
on Fateh Chand, the founder of the family. The Jagat Seths played a 
conspicuous role in the politics of Bengal in the time of Ali Verdi Khan, 
Sirajud-Daulah and Mir Jafar. 

4. Verelst (p. 220)—Harry Verelst came to Bengal in the service of 
die Company in 1749. He was taken prisoner by Nawab Sirajud- 
Daukhs forces m 1756 and released after the battle of Plassey. He was 
Chief at Lakshmipur in 1757, member of the Bengal Council in 1763 and 
Cojemor of Bengal from 1767-69. He is the author of the Rise, Progress 
ana Present State of the English Government in Bengal. 

No. 18—16 April 1757. 

has ^ 223)~HiU’s BenSal in 1756-57, vol H (1905), p. 342, 
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No. 20—14 July 1757. 

1. In this part (p. 226)-Copies of records obtained from the Indi* 
Office, 1757, and Hill's Bengal in 1756-57 have “in his pay”. 

2. Within (p. 226)—“In their” in ibid. 

J- Suffras Cawn (p. 226)—Sarfaraz Khan, Nawab of Bengal (1739-401 

was defeated and killed by Ali Verdi Khan in 1740 at Gheria. 

4; Mirza Omar Beg (p 227)-He was a trusted and confidential officer 
of Mir Jafar and was Faujdar of Hooghly. He was on friendly terms with 
the English. 

5. Latter Cawn (p. 228)-Yar Latif Khan or Khudadad Khan Latif 
was one of Sirajud-Daulah’s officers. He had the support of the Seths and 
Omichand and was for a time considered as a possible successor to 
Sirajud-Daulah during the intrigues that took place for the ktter’s 
overthrow. 

No. 21—26 July 1757. 

1. Roydulub (p. 231)—Maharaja Rai Durlabh or Durlabhram was the 
son of Raja Janki Ram, Chief Minister of Ali Verdi Khan. He acted as 
Diwan both under Ali Verdi Khan and Sirajud-Daulah. He was an active 
participant in the overthrow of Sirajud-Daulah. After the revolution he 
was appointed Diwan by Mir Jafar, but was soon dismissed and replaced 
by Rajballabh. 

No. 22—6 August 1757. 

1. Ramnarain (p. 234)—Ramnarayan was the Deputy Governor of Bihar 
under Ali Verdi Khan and Sirajud-Daulah. Mir Jafar wanted to remove 
him but an accommodation was effected and he gave proof of Ms loyalty 

_ tp the Nawab by giving battle to Shahzada Ali Gauhar in December 1759. 
Mir Qasim, who became Nawab in 1760, stripped him of all power, and 
finally had him drowned in 1763. 

2. Nanna of the Marottoes (p. 235)—Ralaji Baji Rao, also knoro as 
Nana Sahib, was the Peshwa from 1740 to 1761. 

3. Salabud Jung (p. 235)—Salabat Jang, son of Nizamul-Mulk {Asaf 
Jah), succeeded his brother Muzaffar Jang as Subahdar of the Deccan 
on the latter’s murder in 1752. He granted the revenues of the 
Northern Circars to Bussy for the maintenance of a body of French troops 
in his service. Eventually he was deposed by his brother Nizam Ali, who 

imprisoned him at Bidar, where he died. 

4..; Mauphos Cawn (p. 236)—Mahfuz Ali Khan was the eldest son of 
Anwarud-Din Khan, and a brother of Muhammad Ali Khan. In December 
1746 he was sent by his father with an army to capture Madras from the 
French, but was defeated and routed by Paradis near Madras; joined his 
brother Muhammad Ali at Fort St. David in 1754 and was appointed 
Governor of Madura and Tinnevelly, but in 1755 bis forces were defeated 
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and he lost two companies of Company’s soldiers. So the English took the 
management out of his hands in 1756. 

5. Nazabulia Cawn (p. 236)—Najibullah Khan was the half-brother 
of Muhammad Ali Khan of Arcot. 

6. Monsr, Renault (p. 237)—Chief of the French settlement of 
Chandernagore in 1757, when the place was taken by the English. 

7. Echapore (p. 238)—Probably Ichchapuram, town in Ganjam District 
Madras. 

No, 29—23 December 1757. 

1. Rajah Ram (p. 257)—Raj aram Singh was the Governor of Midnapore 
and Chief of Nawab Sirajud-Daulah’s spies. He was antagonistic to the 
English and acted as messenger between Sirajud-Daulah and Bussy. He 
was a friend of Durlabhram. 

2. Oudul Singh (p. 257)—Achal Singh was Diwan of Shaukat Jang. 
In 1757 he supported the cause of Hazir Ali Khan who set himself up 
as the Nawab of Purnea after the accession of Mir Jafar. But Hazir Ah 
was defeated by Qadam Husain Khan, to whom Achal Singh also 
surrendered. Seir Mutaqherin, vol. II, pp. 253-56. 

3. Meer Azisse (p. 257)—The reference is perhaps to Mir Abdul Aziz, 
who was attached to Baja Durlabhram, Governor of Orissa under Ah Verdi 
Khan. 

4. Coddum Hussan Cawn (p. 257)—Qadam Husain Khan, a close 
friend and fellow voluptuary of Mir Jafar, was extremely cruel, passionate 
and unscrupulous. He was appointed Governor of Purnea in order to crush 
Hazir Ah Khan and his minister Achal Singh. He succeeded in this task 
and took possession of Purnea. Seir Mutaqherin, vol. H, pp. 253-56. 

5. Surajafa Dolaw’s brother (p. 258)-Mirza Mehdi, younger brother 
of Sirajud-Daulah. After his accession Mir Jafar kept him under close 
confinement, and later had him murdered to remove a possible claimant 
to the throne. Seir Mutaqherin, vol. II, p. 251. 

, t6‘ k ^8) Ghaziud-Din Khan, also known by the title 
or Imadul-Mulk, was the Vazir of Emperor Alamgir II (1754-59). 

7. Najib Cawn (p. 258)—Najibud-Daulah, an upstart Rohilla, was 
one of the retainers of Vazir Imadul-Mulk. After he strengthened 

h^sinon he openly flouted the authority of the Vazir and joined Abdah 
against him. He was the virtual dictator of Delhi from 1761-70. 

8. Nizam Ally Cawn (p. 259)-Nizam Ali Khan was the brother of 
Salabat Jang and the son of Nizamul-Mulk (Asaf Jah) He was 
appointed Governor of Berar and later Prime Minister with full administra- 
jve authority by Salabat Jang. But he proved most ungratelT and 

Sf ?\TTmlSalabat JanS the SubaE of *e ^eccan» which he held from 1761 to 1803. 
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9. Monsr. Courtin (p. 259}—Chief of the French factory at Dacca in 

1756“. He surrendered to the English at Murshidabad in March 1758, and 
was allowed to go to Chandernagore without molestation. 

No. 31—10 January 1758. 

1. Aridge Duckle Court (p. 282)—Arzi Dakhil Court, a Court for 
hearing and determining all disputes involving property. 

No. 32—13 January 1758. 

1. 13 January 1758 (p. 298)—Of the two copies of the letters that 
are available, one bears the date 10 January and the other 13 January, 
1758. While referring to letters sent earlier, the letter from the Select 
Committee to the Secret Committee dated 2 March 1758, para. 1, gives die 
date 13 January 1758. 

2. Lieutenant Colonel Ford (p. 300)—Colonel Francis Forde originally 
belonged to the 39th Regiment and served in Southern India till 1758 
when he joined the Company's army in Bengal as second to Give. He was 
given the local rank of lieutenant colonel and was sent by Clive in October 
1758 to Vizagapatam. He defeated the French General Marquis de Con- 
flans at Condore in December 1758 and took Rajahmundry and Masulipatam 
in April 1759. He also defeated the Dutch at Chinsura. He returned to 
England with Clive. 

No. 34—21 January 1758. 

1. 21 January 1758 (p. 301)—The date given here is as in the Mss. 
But the reference to a General Letter dated 23 January 1758 appearing m 

Letter from Court dated 23 March 1759, para. 2, appears to be to this 
letter. Since both the letters in question are copies and not originals, the 
date of the letter cannot be determined with certainty. 

No. 36—27 February 1758. 

1. 27 February 1758 (p. 307)—The date given here is as inthe Mss. 
But the reference to a General Letter dated 28 February 1758 appearing in 
Letter from Court dated 23 March 1759, para. 2, appears to fee to tins 
letter. Since both the letters in question are copies aid not arigpoafe, the 
date of the letter cannot be determined with certainty. 

2. Col. Adlercron’s Regiment (p. 312)—The 39th Infantry RegtasW 
was commanded by Col. Adlercron. It left ^ fa Maait 
Colonels Coote, Forde and Carnac had tbdr ooinfni^sjiniiis m 
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No. 41—10 November 1758. 

L 10 November 1758 (p. 326)—Of the two copies of the letters that are 

available one bears the date 10 November, and the other 11 November 1758. 
The latter date gets support from Select Committee letter to Secret Com- 
mittee dated 31 December 1758, para. 2, and the former date from Letter 

from Court dated 23 November 1759, para. 3. Since all the letters in ques¬ 

tion are copies, the date of the letter cannot be determined with certainty. 

2. Monsr. Conflans (p. 327)—Marquis de Conflans succeeded Bussy to 

the command of the French troops in the Northern Circars in 1758. He 

was defeated by Col. Forde at Condore in December 1758. He surrendered 

along with over 400 prisoners to the English on 7 April 1759, when the town 
of Masulipatam was stormed. 

No. 43—31 December 1758. 

1. Nundacomar (p. 343)—Nandakumar was Faujdar of Hooghly in 

1756, then Mir Jafar’s Prime Minister, and later on Diwan of his son Nawab 

Najmud-Daulah. On 19 August 1758 he was appointed Tehsildar on behalf 

of the Company to realize its share of the revenue from the Rajas of Burdwan 

and Nadia, but was dismissed from the office due to friction with Vansittart. 

In 1775 he was tried on a charge of forgery and executed. His son Raja 
Gurudas inherited his fabulous wealth. 

2-3. 5-2 (p. 361)—5 sicca rupees 2 annas. See para. 161 of the letter. 

No. 44—31 December 1758. 

1. 11th of November (p. ‘390)—See note above entitled 10 November 
1758. 

2. Sitaub Roy (p. 393)—Raja Shitab Rai was a Kayasth of Delhi. Start¬ 
ing life as a clerk there he rose high in office by dint of his abilities. Through 

the influence of his friends he secured patents for the offices of Imperial 

Dtwan at Azimabad (Patna), and the Governor of the fortress of Rohtas. 

He then went to Patna and got himself installed in these offices with the 

help of Clive. He became a friend of the English, and held the post of 

Naib Diwan of Bihar under the Company. He was tried on a charge of 

embezzlement in 1772, but honourably acquitted. The shock was however 
too much for him and he died in 1773. 

No. 46—25 January 1759. 

L 25 January 1759 (p. 395)—The date given here is as in the Mss. 
But from Letters from Court of 7 December 1759, para. 1, and 1 April 1760, 
para. , it appears to be of 29 January 1759. All the three letters in question 
being copies and not originals, the date cannot, however, be determined 
with certainty. 

No. 47—8 February 1759. 

, j5'^/Pl401)~75 sicca ruPees 2 annas. The reading is based on Letter 
to Court, 31 December 1758, para. 161. 
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2-4. 5s. 2d., 3s. 4d., and 5s. 2d., (p. 402]—The reference to shillings and 
pence is incorrect. It should be rupees and annas according to ibid? 

No- 48—8 February 1759. 

1. 8 February 1759 (p. 411)—The Mss. gives the month and year and 
not the date. From the Select Committee to Secret Committee letter dated 
19 March 1759, para. 1, the date of the letter appears to be 8 February, 1759. 

No. 51-/2 March 1759. 

1. The Mogul’s son (p. 419)—Prince Ali Gauhar. After he became 
Emperor he was known as Shah Alam II (1728-1806). 

2. Chuta Nabob (p. 420)—Otherwise known as Miran, he was a son of 
Mir Jafar. He was cruel, unscrupulous and vindictive. During the expedi¬ 
tion against the Shahzadah in 1760 he was struck by lightning and killed. 

3. Rajah Gudge Puttee Raage Bahadre (p. 422)—Raja Gaja Pati Raye 
Bahadur Anand of Rajahmundry. After the cession of the Northern 
Circars to the French in 1753, Rajahmundry, on account of its central posi¬ 
tion, was chosen by Bussy as his headquarters in preference to Masulipatam. 
The Raja, however, broke away from the French in 1758 and sought the help 
of the English, who defeated the French under Conflans at Condore. 

4. Rajah Bulwunt Sing (p. 426)—Balwant Singh was the Raja of Benares 
from 1739-70. He helped Shah Alam II in his expedition against Bihar. 

No. 53—19 March 1759. 

1. Cossim Ally Cawn (p. 429)—Nawab Mir Qasim was the son-in-law 
of Mir Jafar and Nawab of Bengal from 1760-63. 

No. 57—29 December 1759, 

1. Mr. Richard Wilder (p. 440)—IHe was a silk expen and had been rat 
out in 1757 by the Court of Directors at the instance of the silk weavers of 
England to improve the quality of raw silk and its winding in Bengal. He 
was stationed at Cossimbazar, and invented a highly useful machine which 
considerably improved the winding of raw silk. 

2. Lieut. Colonel Eyre Coote (p. 448)—He was with the 39th Regiment 
when it recaptured Calcutta from Sirajud-Daulah, ami was also present at 
the fall of Chandernagore and the victory of Plassey. He became lieutenant 
colonel in January 1759 and commanded the troops at Madras. He 
defeated the French at Wandiwash on 22 January 1760 and took Arcot. 

3. Kissendass (p. 452}—Krishnadas was the son of Raja Rajbalabh 
who was the Diwan of Nawazish Muhammad Khart, Deputy Governor 
of Dacca. The Diwan, anticipating trouble with Sirajud-Baulah, mm 

Krishnadas with his family and treasure to Calcutta on the pretext of a 

pilgrimage to Puri. 

Vol. 11—31 
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4 Mr. Ideiiry Lushlngtoii (p. 453) Arrived in India, on 4 August 1755. 
He was Assistant in the Export Warehouse during 1756-57. He is said to 
have forged Admiral Watson’s signature to the treaty that was drawn up to 
deceive Omichand. He was killed in 1763 during the troubles with 

Mir Qasim. 
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Abdul Aziz, Mir, removed from post of 
Governor of Purnea, xxxiii, 257 ; note 
on, 478. 

Abdullah, asked to assist Jean Law, 238. 
Accountant, 83, 139, 191, 265, 365, 454; 

proposal for permanent incumbent for 
post of, 360 ; see also Pearkes, Paul 
Richard ; McGwire, William. 

Accountant-General, 29, 83. 
Achal Singh, rebellion in Purnea, xxxiii, 

xxxv, 257 ; note on, 478. 
Ache, Comte d’, 42, 114, 472, 
Achilles (Fr. ship), 161. 
Achin, Sumatra, 299, 330; duty on piece- 

goods at, 17. 
Adlercron, Col. J., Regiment of, 130, 260, 

285, 312, 317, 355-6, 452; note on, 480, 
Admiral Watson (ship), 57, 160, 163, 166, 
Admiralty Court, 192; procedural rules 

and jurisdiction, 29-31 ; case of V 
Indien in, 98, Ill. 

Adnett, Lieut. Joseph, enters Coy’s ser¬ 
vice, 355-6. 

Afghans, xxii, 200, 216, 310, 477 ; see also 
Ahmad Shah Abdali. 

Afton, John, death, 208. 
Agent Victualler, 206. 
Agra, 223; proposed Residency at, 12, 62, 

310. 
Ahimberg, see Umar Beg Khan. 
Ahmad Shah Abdali, proclaims himself 

emperor of India, 200; relations with 
Sirajud-Daulah, 217; relations with 
Ghaziud-Din, 478-9. 

Ajax (ship), 128, 131-2, 145, 156, 159-60, 
439, 465. 

Alamgir II, xxxvii, 63, 65, 235, 393, 473, 
478; reported pursuit of Shah Alam 
by, 419-20, 426, 428-9; murdered, 461; 
grants mansabdart to Clive, 464. 

Aldercorn, see Adlercron, CoL J. 
Alderman, see Mayor’s Court. 
Aleppo, 44, 205. 
Ali Gauhar, see Shah Alam II. 
Alinagar (name given by Sirajud-Daulah 

to Calcutta), 249, 275. 
Alivardi Khan, xxvii, 182-3, 474, 476, 

478 ; defeats Sarfaraz Khan, xxii-xxiii, 
477; on good terms with Cov, 168; 
dying speech, 186; widow of, 469; note 
on, 475. 

Allahabad, 259, 428; captured by Shuja- 
ud-Daulah, xxviii. 

—Governor, see Muhammad Quli Khan. 
Alwright, Richard, Commander of the 

London, 46. 
Amadud Daula, see Muhammad Quli 

Khan. 

Amalnama (authority to manage or ad 
minister property), 341, 349. 

Ameer Beg Cawn Bahadre, see Umar Beg, 
Mirza. 

Amirchand, see Omichand. 
Amirul Mumalik, title of Salabat Jang, 

ruler of Hyderabad, q.v. 
Amytt, Peter, 193, 207, 255-6, 304; Chief 

of Lakshmipur, 25; Member of Board, 
xli, 38-9, 43, 53, 83-4, 106, 108, 169-70, 
209, 220, 248, 272, 280; Chief of ftaa, 
282, 338-40, 361, 401-2, 409, 420-3, 425-8, 
431, 473; note on, 471; Collector of 
Consulage, 475. 

Anandaraj I, Gajapati, Raja of VizLana- 
gram, relations with Col. Forde, 39% 
411-3, 422-4, 430; note on, 481. 

Andrews, John, Chief of Bendamurlanka, 
264; Chief of Vizagapatam, 399, 411, 
413, 423-4, 430-1, 444. 

Angel, Corporal-, 185. 
Angria, 184; see also Tukji Angria. 
Anjengo, 160, 263, 273. 
-Chief and Council, 48. 
Ann (snow), 444. 
Annerpoor, pargana N.E. of Calcutta, 341 
Anson (ship), 81. 
Anwarud-Din Khan, 477. 
Arabs, in service of Anandaraj, 423. 
Arasdasses, see ArzdashL 
Aratoon, Mrs Sophia, 399. 
Arcot, taken by Eyre Coote, 482. 
—Nawab, see Muhammad All Khan. 
Arcot Rupee, see Rupee, Arcot. 
Aridge Duckle Court, see Am Dakkil 

Court. 
Armenians, 334, 412; compensation for 

losses during sack of Calcutta 
by, xxviii, 232, 387, 454; Zainifsd&li 
jurisdiction over, xliv; proposal to regu¬ 
late residence in Calcutta, 64, tfi; 
duties on their goods, 77, 352. 

Armstrong, Capt. Andrew, 283. 
Army, Bengal, strength, xxrm, xivi; 

Europeans in, xxxm, 299, 306-7, 358; 
recruits for, 24-5, 55, 69,103, 109-11,11% 
122-3, 126-7, 133, 136, 18% 355-4 JH* 
399; rernforcements, 68, 156, 15&-ft 
baita, 69, 130, 251, 359; hospitals, mmsm- 
nidons, provisions, fortifra&w 
barracks for, 71, UH 28M, 
lations, 78-9, 110-1, 141, 
organisation, 152-6; heavy aoctalhf m* 
194 257; at Baiaiiagar, 281; 
at Calcutta and 2^* 
return 
duty, 284; proposal toreplaoe baksmes. 
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peons and paiks by troops, 364 ; see 
also Military Stores. 

—Commander in Chief, see Clive, Col. 
Robert; Coote, Lieut. Col. Eyre. 

Army, Bombay, 153-4. 
Army, King of England’s, xlvi, 58, 123-4, 

127-30, 132-3, 139, 142, 152, 156, 158-9, 
162, 165, 221, 257, 260, 355-6. 

Army, Madras, recruits for, 24-5, 123-4, 
153; batta, 68-9, 129-30; reinforcement 
for Bengal Army from, 68, 221, 356-7; 
return of officers from Bengal, 154; 
Clive’s justification for prolonging stay 
in Bengal, 236. 

Army Donations, xxviii, xxxvi, xliii, 343-5. 
Arrack, 73, 89-90, 221, 352, 363. 
Arzdasht (written memorial), 186. 
Arzi (petition), 427-8. 
Arzi Dakhil Court (a court where com¬ 

plaints are filed), xlv, 282, 479. 
Asaduz-Zaman Khan, Raja of Birbhum, 

reconciliation with Jafar Ali Khan, 
xxvi, xxxvi. 

Asafud-Daulah Bahadur, title of Salabat 
Jang, ruler of Hyderabad, q.v. 

Asami (customer, purchaser), 22, 361, 401. 
Ashburner, James, writer, 169. 
Ash wood, Benjamin, writer, 168. 
Assay Master, 80. 
Assimbad, see Patna. 
Assistant Warehouse-Keeper, see Frank- 

land, William. 
Aston, T., 127. 
Atcheen, see Achin. 
Attorney, E. I. Coy’s, see Dumbleton, 

William. 
Auditor, 151-2, 365. 
Aurangabad, Gaya Dist., Bihar, 426. 
Aurangs, E. I. Coy’s, xlviii-xlix, 12, 50, 52, 

60, 62-3, 83, 267-8, 277, 287, 310, 386, 
388, 400, 440-1, 445, 447 ; compensated 
for losses suffered during war with 
Sirajud-Daulah, 272-3 ; accounts, 311 ; 
see also Committee of Aurangs. 

Azimabad, old name of Patna, q.v. 

jB aagbuzzar, see Baghbazar. 
Babel Mandeb, Strait of, 90. 
Backergunge, district in E. Bengal, 21. 
Badaul, see BuddaL 
Baddison, Thomas, Commander of the 

Princess Augusta, 4, 162. 
Badjejumar, see Baze Zamin. 
Bafta (a kind of calico, made specially at 

Broach), li; from Patna, 338-9. 
Baghbazar, Calcutta, 75. 
Bahadur Ali Khan, conspiracy against 

Sirajud-Daulah, xxvi. 
Bahar, see Bihar. 
Baillie, Dr—, father of Capt. Hugh 

Baillie, 71. 6 
Baillie, Capt. Hugh, 71. 
Baillie, Capt. Robert, of the Warwick, 308. 
Baillie, William, 14-5, 85 ; not to have seat 

on Board, 24; dies, 294 ; note on, 470. 
Baker, Capt—, of the Cuddalore, 332. 
Baker Gunge, see Backergunge. 

Bakhshi (civil paymaster), xxiii, xlvi, 79 
82, 126, 230, 283, 286, 365, 421, 426, 439 
465, 470. 

Bakhshi-Khana (office of the civil pay¬ 
master), 219. 

Baksari (prob. soldier from Buxar, once 
a great recruiting ground; matchlock- 
man), xlvi, 79, 200, 364. 

Balaji Baji Rao, Peshwa, 235, 477. 
Balaramgarhi, 25, 66 ; occupied and de¬ 

clared seat of Presidency, xviii, 473; 
retransfer of Govt to Calcutta from' 
193. 

—Chief, 84; see also McGwire, William; 
Boddam, Thomas. 

Balasore, Orissa, 89, 215, 226, 238, 244. 
Balasore Factory, staff, xlix, 61 ; invest¬ 

ment, 1, 272, 338-9, 441 ; restoration by 
Sirajud-Daulah, 209, 219 ; note on, 473. 

—Chief, see Playdell, Charles Stafford; 
Johnstone, John; Burdet, John; Rogers', 
Charles; Boddam, Thomas. 

Balasore Road, 7, 177, 300, 317, 329, 346. 
436. 

Baldrick,—, charges against, 96. 
Bali Island, duty on piecegoods from, 17. 
Balwant Singh, Raja of Benares, gives 

shelter to Law, xxxiii, 476 ; urges Shuja- 
ud-Daulah to attack Bengal, xxxiv; 
relations with Shah Alam, xxxvii, 426, 
481. 

Bandamalanka, see Bendamurlanka. 
Bandar Abbas, Persia, 11, 49, 166, 262; 

Coy’s agents at, 218. 
Bandawaun, see Burdwan. 
Bang, see Bhang. 
Bankipore, near Patna, xxxv-xxxvi. 
Banquebazar, 341. 
Banyan (trader, merchant, banker), 402. 
Baptista, John, petition of, 55. 
Bara Bazar, Calcutta, duties from, 75, 352. 
Baranagar, Calcutta, xix, 199, 201-2, 216. 
Barker, Capt. Robert, 189, 284 ; to survey 

lands near Calcutta, 243, 276. 

Barngal, see Baranagar. 
Baron, C., Member of Court of Directors, 

170-1. 
Barqandaz (matchlockman), 422. 
Barrington, F., Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 170-1. 
Barthotta Buzar, see Battala Bazar. 
Barton, James, writer, son of Capt. James 

Barton, 54; overland journey to India, 

Barton, Capt. James, 291, 320, 332, 389; 
appointed Member of Board and Select 
Committee, xli, 153, 157, 169-70 ; sails 
from London for Calcutta, 39, 41-3; 
Master Attendant and head of Marine 
Branch, 42, 86, 387 ; overland journey 
to India, 44, 52, 67; proposal for reduc¬ 
tion of marine expenses, 331 ; to build 
godown at Calcutta, 355; complains 
against pilots, 435; to report on Capt. 
Samson’s conduct, 436; death, 438; his 
rank on Board questioned by other 

" members, 464. 
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Barwell, Edward, writer, 22, 54, 284. 
Barwell, Richard, writer, 54, 96, 145. 
Barwell, William, Member of Court of 

Directors, 34, 108, 122, 408-9. 
Basra, 11, 44, 49, 117, 175, 177, 211, 214, 

221, 262, 460 ; Resident at, 96, 461 ; 
proposal to instruct in Persian Coy’s 
servants at, 208. 

Baston,—, appointed Bakhshi and Pay¬ 
master of Works, 465. 

Batavia, 47 ; duty on export to and import 
from, 18 ; sugar production, 312 ; opium 
for, 393 ; Dutch war preparations at, 
463. 

Bathoe, John, cadet, 69, 98. 
Batson, Stanlake, 194, 367, 376; Member 

of Board, 170 ; Member of Cossimbazar 
Council, 185 ; Member of Patna Council, 
243, 282, 431, 449. 

Batta (extra pay or allowances to public 
servants or soldiers, subsistence money), 
69, 129-30, 218, 221, 251, 355, 359. 

Batta (rate of exchange, discount), 269, 
275, 287, 315, 385-6, 444. 

Battala Bazar, 75. 
Baudgepore, see Bhojpur. 
Bay of All Saints, 161, 171. 
Baze Zamin (miscellaneous or private 

land), 447. 
Beaumont, Anselm, 71-2, 189; appointed 

judge of the Cutcherry Court, 362. 
Becher, Richard, 82, 206, 255-6, 300-1, 303, 

373-4, 377, 397, 415, 418, 460; Member 
of Board, xl, 38-40, 43, 52-3, 106, 108, 
175, 182, 189, 195, 204, 209-10, 212, 218, 
220, 230, 247-9, 280, 298, 306-7, 318-9, 
321, 323, 325, 327, 362, 365-6, 389, 394-5, 
400, 411, 413, 430-2, 463-4; Sea Custom 
Master, 77, 82, 446 ; Import Warehouse 
Keeper, 136 ; note on, 471-2. 

Bedarah, Hooghly Dist., Bengal, Forde 
defeats the Dutch at, xxxviii. 

Beer, George, 41, 43. 
Beerbhoom, see Birbhum. 
Be gars, see Bigha. 
Behar, see Bihar. 
Bellamy, Gervas, dies in Black Hole, 190. 
Benares, 234, 392, 412, 426, 429. 
—Raja, see Balwant Singh. 
Bencoolen, see Fort Marlbro*. 
Bendamurlanka, Godavari Dist., Madras, 

217, 223 ; loss of, 236. 
—Chief, see Andrews, John. 

Bengal, 3, 99, 163, 321, 328, 332, 338, 
420-1 ; condition of Hindus during Mus¬ 
lim rule, xxiv; threatened by Shah 
Alam, Shujaud-Daulah, and the Mara- 
thas, xxix; establishment of British 
power, xxxix; Coy’s affairs in, xl'; 
defence of, 24-5, 204, 250, 256, 316-7, 
326-7, 344, 358; revenues, 33; revolu¬ 
tion in favour of Jafar Ali Khan, 105, 
135, 225-30; imports, 116; Kilpatrick's 
remarks on conditions in, 176; Clive’s 
report of peace in, 261. 

—Governor, orders re. selection by rotation 
ignored, xl, 319-21 ; salary and allow¬ 
ances, xli, 208; share In duty on coin¬ 

age, xlvm ; see also Drake, Roger, jun; 
Watts, William ; Clive, Robert; Vaasit- 
tart, Henry; Verelst, Harry; Cartier. 
John. 

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Nawab of, King 
of Delhi’s revenues from, xxxvii; rev? 
nue payable for Calcutta, Gobindapur 
and Sutanati to, xliv ; against allowing 
Coy to establish mint at Calcutta, xlvit 
59; exactions of, 312 ; see also Sarfaraz 
Khan; Alivardi Khan; Sirajud- 
Daulah; Jafar Ali Khan; Najmud- 
Daulah. 

Benjamin (resinous substance obtained 
from styrax benzoin), duty on import 
from Sumatra, 17. 

Benkulen, see Fort Marlbro\ 
Bennett, Charles, 54. 
Berar, Governor of, see Nizam Ali Khan. 
Berhampore, Murshidabad Dist., Bengal, 

142 ; proposal for fortifications at, 281 -2, 
358. 

Best, Thomas, Commander of the Prime 
Henry, 45. 

Betel, farming of, 89-9©, 353. 
Betelnut, illicit trade in, xxix; proposal 

for Coy’s servants’ participation m trade 
of, xxxi; Calcutta soil unsuitable for 
growing, 353. 

Betsey (schooner), 216-8. 
Betsey (ship), 145, 451. 
Bhang (an intoxicant), 73, 89. 
Bhojpur, Shahabad Dist., Bihar, xxxviii, 

460 ; Rajas of, 428-9. 
Bidar, in Hyderabad State, 477. 
Bigha (a measure of laud), 282, 35©, 447. 
Bihar, restoration of order in, xxxiii- 

xxxviii, 235, 339, 355, 419, 424 43% 
460-1, 476, 481 ; saltpetre from, II, 325» 
338-40, 441, 471. 

—Naib, see Ramnarayan. 
—Naib Diwan, see Shitab Rai. 
Billers, W., 243, 246; Member ©€ Patna 

Council, 282, 449; Chief of Lakshmi- 
pur, 465. 

Bills of Exchange, xliii, 26, 93, 102, 12% 
146-8, 193-4, 206-% 215, 2Z% 244, HH, 
253-5, 285, 287-96, 301-5, 312-4, te% 
367-84, 396-7, 402-10, 414-8, 451-2, 454-60. 

Biiafiapore^ Biremporiv 
Birbhum, Bengal, xxxiii, 260. 
—Raja, see Asaduz-Zanaaa Khan. 
Bisdom, Adrian, Dutch Director oi Qtia- 

sura, 190, 475. 
Black. Collector (Indian A^istaiit the 

Company's Collector at CaKutta^ xltv. 
Back Hole, 55, 19% 46% 
Blewitt, John, Commander of the 

nia, 45- 
Blount, Samuel, Sapereaiga, 5; Mewfer' 

of China Council, 167. 
Board of Ordnanoe^ 245. ^ 
Boddm mmrns* Mb 

417-8, 455; Member of 
and Mint Master, Wf 1 •*§"■ 
4eat at 

' Board, 38-% 
-24% 255, m, 38% 31% 31f4% Mb Mfc 

. 374, m; #4 m 
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355, 448; to examine charges against 
Pearkes, 361, 402; Sea Custom Master, 
365 ; note on, 471. 

Boddle, William, 168. 
Boen, see Boone, Charles. 
Bolts, M., 168. 
Bombay (frigate), Capt. of, see Crichton, 

Capt. —. 
Bombay, 4-5, 26, 35, 57, 115, 136, 162-3, 

202, 234, 240, 249, 286, 357, 412, 446, 
469; saltpetre for, li; ship-building, 9; 
free trade between Sumatra and, 17; 
money for, 33, 101; defence of, 43; 
woollen goods for, 49; custom duties, 
75-6; mint, 79-80; tobacco farm, 89, 
353; troops from, 103, 180, 196, 218, 221, 
356; Court of Quarter Sessions at, 473; 
trial by jury, 474; navy, 475. 

—Governor, see Boone, Charles; Law, 
Stephen; Bourchier, R. 

—President and Council, 145; censured, 
147. 

—Select Committee, 230. 
Bombay Castle (ship), 107, 109, 111, 113, 

169, 254, 372, 395, 398, 410, 414, 431-2, 
434, 

—Commander, see Doveton, Capt. Richard. 
Bonham, Capt. Pinson, of the Norfolk. 4, 

162, 409. 
Bonwick, Charles, 127, 144. 
Boone, Charles, Governor of Bombay, 143. 
Rosanquet, J., Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 170-1. 
Boscawen (ship), 3-5, 161, 300, 308, 329. 
—Captain, see Brammel, Capt. Benjemen ; 

Braund, Capt. Benjamin. 
Boscawen, Admiral Edward, 132. 
Rottens, Major Paul Philip Polier de, 71, 

169; to succeed Major Kilpatrick as 
Major of Fort William, 69, 102, 153, 
155; Member of Board, 70, 153-4. 

Boulton, Henry Crabb, Member of Court 
of Directors, 34, 108, 113, 122, 130, 158-9, 
170-1, 382, 415. 

Boulton, Robert, cadet, 127. 
Bourbon, see Mauritius and Bourbon. 
Bourchier, R., Governor of Bombay, 180. 
Bousse, see Bussy-Castelnau, C.J.P., Mar¬ 

quis de. 
Boyd, John, Member of Court of Directors, 

108, 122, 130, 162, 170-1. 
Bradbridge, Capt.-Lieut. —, 356-7. 
Braiding, Thomas, appointed Master 

Bricklayer, 127, 144. 
Brammel, Capt. Benjemen, of the Bosca¬ 

wen, 264. 

Bl?U284 Capt- Benjamin, of the Boscawen, 

Brazil, 64, 114, 138, 300, 309. 
Brest, France, engagement between fleets 

of Hawke and Conflans off, 171, 
Bridgewater (ship), 178, 189, 300. 
Bnstow, John, Resident at Cuttack, 276, 

Britannia (ship), 47. 
—Commander, see Blewitt, Cant. John 
Broadcloth, lii, 240, 243, 265, 268, 333- 
Br«hiy. Capt. John, 99, 103, 127, 13 

143, 237, 249, 280, 317, 358, 442, 448; 1 

supervise fortifications in Calcutta 19 
20, 35-6, 142, 212, 244, 280-2, 312/340* 
353-4, 364 ; to plan forts at Murshida* 
bad and Rajmahal, 245; suggests mea¬ 
sures to fight French fleet, 330. 

Brooke,—, 413. 
Brooke, Lieut.—, ill, 215. 
Brooke, Robert, Commander of the Earl 

of Holderness, 115. 

Brooke, William, cadet, 109. 
Brooks,—, Coy’s resident at Pulicat, 437. 
Browne, John, Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 35, 38, 55, 98, 104-5, 107, 113, 122. 
130, 170-1, 375, 458, 460. ^ 

Browne, R. writer, 122, 144. 
Broyer, see Brohier, Capt. John. 
Buchanan, Capt.—, death, 356. 
Buchanan, Capt. John, supervises manu¬ 

facture of gunpowder, 12, 59, 191. 
Buck, George, cadet, 55, 69. 
Bucksarees, see Baksari. 
Buddal, east of Malda, Bengal, 1, 267. 
Budge-Budge, 24-Parganas Dist., Bengal, 

captured, xviii, 104, 187-90. 

Budgpore, Buggapoor, see Bhojpur. 
Buggese, Buggesses (name given by the 

Malays to the inhabitants of the Cele¬ 
bes ; applied in the Archipelago to 
native soldiers in European service ; 
piecegoods from the Malay peninsula)' 
17, 433, 462. h 

Bugros, —, Chief of Saidabad French 
Factory, 239. 

Buildings, see Public Works. 
Bullion, 11, 80, 118, 125, 147, 190, 244, 266, 

308-9, 329, 387-8, 439, 444. 
Bulramgurry, Bullramgurrv, see Balaram- 

garhi. 

Buran, see Khulna. 
Burdet, John, writer, 54, 387; Chief of 

Balasore, 473. 

Burdett, Capt. Robert, of the Elizabeth, 
4, 305, 309, 314, 317. 

Burdwan, revenues assigned to Coy, 279, 
320, 343, 453. 

—Raja, xxxvi, 307, 480. 
—Diwan, see Manikchand. 
Burgall, George, cadet, 154. 
Burmese, The, 461. 
Burron, see Khulna. 
Burrow, Christopher, Member of Court of 

Directors, 4, 34-5, 38, 41, 43-5, 55, 98, 
104-5, 107-8, 113-4, 122, 130, 158-9. 

Burrow, John, Member of China Council, 
46-7. 

Burrumpoor, see Berhampore. 
Bussorah, see Basra. 
Bussy-Castelnau, C.J.P., Marquis de, 

Sirajud-Daulah and, xxii, xxvi, xxxiv, 
201, 221, 226-7, 230, 236-8, 478; activi¬ 
ties in the Carnatic, 196; captures fort 
near Bendamurlanka, 217, 223 ; Salabat 
Jang and, 259, 477 ; reported differences 
with the Marathas, 321 ; troubles in 
Golconda, 326; marches from Rajah- 
mundry for Pondicherry, 327 ; succeeded 
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by Conflans to command of troops 
in the Northern Circars, 390, 480; at 
Rajahmundry, 481 ; note on, 475-7. 

Butler, Rev. Henry, 126, 366. 
Buxerry, see Baksari. 
Buxey (ship), 77. 
Buxey, see Bakhshi. 
Buxey Connah, see Bakhshi-Khana. 
Buz Budzea, Buz Buzee, see Budge-Budge. 

Caernarvon (ship), 131-2, 163. 
—Commander, see Huchinson, N. 
Caillaud, Major John, to succeed Major 

Kilpatrick as Major of Fort William, 
69-70, 102; unsuccessful attempt on 
Madura, 251 ; near Madras, 413 ; arrives 
at Calcutta, 439 ; to help Jafar Ali Khan 
to quell revolt in Bihar, 461 ; note on, 
473. 

Calcapoor, see Kalkapur. 
Calcoola, see Geonkhali. 
Calcutta (ship), 123-4, 126-7, 131-2, 144, 

433-4, 438, 451, 461, 465. 
—Commander, see Wilson, Capt. G. 
Calcutta, xx-xxiii, xxxviii, 62, 134, 221-2, 

227, 234, 237, 268, 270, 274, 308, 315-6, 
334, 337, 361 ; recaptured, xvii-xix, xxv, 
xl, 149, 178, 184-7, 193, 198, 200, 205, 
469-74, 476, 481 ; compensation for loss¬ 
es incurred during siege, xxviii, 272-3, 
287, 297, 386-7, 453-4; grant of adjoin¬ 
ing lands to Coy, xxviii, xxx, 232-3, 
259; mint, xxviii, 59, 79-80, 139, 180, 
274-5, 444 ; manufacture of salt in land 
bet. Kulpi and, xxx; defence and forti¬ 
fications, xxxvii, xxxix, xlvi, 78, 90, 101- 
2, 142, 147, 180, 244-5, 280-2, 312, 340-1, 
353-4, 364 ; taxes and rents, xlv, 21, 180 ; 
weavers to be encouraged to settle 
around, xlviii, 335; investment, 1, 14, 
267 ; increase of Europeans, lh; de¬ 
crease in population, 34; Black Hole, 
55, 190; customs, 75-7, 353, 445-6; 
accommodation for Master Attendant 
and staff at, 87 ; cultivation and fanning 
of tobacco, coconut and betelnut, 89-90, 
353; payment of debts by inhabitants, 
93-4; proposal to regulate residence of 
Indians and Armenians, 193; unhealthi¬ 
ness during rains, 251 ; European in¬ 
habitants banned from farming lands 
outside Coy's bounds, 277; Jafar Ah 
Khan's visit to, 320, 348 ; purchase of 
houses for offices and godowns, 354-5; 
Court of Quarter Sessions at, 473, 475; 
trial by jury at, 474 ; see also Alinagar, 
Bara Bazar; Custom House; Fort 

William. 

—Collector, xliv. 
—Governor, see Manikchand. 
Call, T., engineer at Madras, 237. 

Campbell! Oipt. Du^l, killed at Badge 
Budge, 104, 190. 

Campbell, Mrs Mary, widow ot <-api. 
Dugal Campbell, 104. 

Cannaut, see Kanat. 

XQ-Q 

Canton, 4-5, 58, 115, 132, 163, 383, 331; 
members of the China Council at, 47; 
imports, 49, 117; supercargoes at, 58, 
119-20, 125; Coy's Resident at, 167. 

Cape, John, chaplain, 126, 144. 
Cape of Good Hope, 6-7, 161, 395. 
Carconnah, see Karkhana. 
Carnae, Major John, 169, 480; Member 

of Board, 170. 
Carnatic, 196, 223, 250, 476, 
Carpets, import into Bengal, lit. 
Carter,—, 126. 
Carter, E., Commander of the Chester* 

field, 115. 
Carter, Capt. Gilbert, of Bombay Amy, 

110. 
Cartier, John, 54, 68, 362; note on, 473. 
Carvalho,—, purchase of his house, 448. 
Casserabazar, see Cossimbazar. 
Cavidj see Comd. 
Centaur (Fr. ship), 396. 
Chaigneux, Christoper Tbeophilus, cadet, 

154. 
Chambers, Charles, Member of Court of 

Directors, 35, 38, 43-4, 55, 98, 194-5* lf7. 
Chambers, John, judge of the Cutcherry 

Court, 362. 
Chancery, Court of, 27. 
Chandernagore, former French possession 

near Calcutta, xxxiv, 220, 226-7, 238, 
250, 257-8, 260, 267, 312, 444, 471, 479; 
captured, xxi-xxit, xxv, xxxiii, 45, 49, 
51, 63-4, 20!, 203, 212, 214, 218, 221, 
224, 230, 236, 242, 472, 476* 481; 
lition of houses and fortifications in, 
64, 92, 104, 144, 222, 297, 349, 442 ; 
transfer of Frenchmen to Pondicherry 
from, 134, 256, 263-4; Preach hospital 
at, 185 ; effects taken at, 216-7, 241, 244, 
265; fugitives from, 233; French pri¬ 
soners, 314 ; CoL Forde’s entry into, nS. 

—English Governor, xxx. 
—French Governor, see Renault de St 

Germain, P.M. 
—French Governor in Council, fyopwat 

for treaty of neutrality with, wx* 179, 
197, 202-4, 211-2 ; at Chiasuaa, 222-3. 

Chandpur, Tippera Dist., Be&gsd, dfld 
from, 338. 

Chaplains, for Bengal, 102, 126, 144* 
Chapra, Satan Dfet* Bihar, xxxfH, tM* 

401-2; saltpetre fro®*, 361. 
Charley (snow), 435. . _ . « 
Charlton, —* storekeeper of m&esfaM me 

citadel in Calcutta, 354. 
ariton, Francis, 54. 
amagore, see Chaadearn^gorc. 
tarter, |i, SO, 19^ ^ _ 
larterpaity, 
tauki ^sdario® of 
xxxii, 15* m m, m _ 

fourth of Use actual Gwt 
demanded by tte Masalas as 

forbearing to ***8^ ww toww*** 

itsterfeld ^ ^ 
194, 219, 295, 3®24* r 
Ck>mmander, sse & 
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Chhapamal (goods bearing custom-house 
stamps), 352. 

Chhatarpur, north of Benares, 392. 
Chicacole, Ganjam Dist., Madras, 238, 424. 
Chick, Capt. Edward Lord, of the Lord 

Anson, 4, 162. 
Chilka Lake, on coast between Orissa and 

Madras, 238. 
China, 4, 32-3, 41, 45, 49, 101, 115, 118, 

123, 132, 138, 162-3, 309, 324, 450^; 
opium for, li; supercargoes in, 5, 46-7, 
57-8, 119-20, 125; woollen goods for, 48, 
58; trade with, 125, 166-7. 

China Council, 46-7, 167. 
Chinamen (Coy’s ships engaged in China 

trade), 412, 433. 
Chinsura, Hooghly Dist., Bengal, 205, 210, 

222, 461-3 ; defeat of the Dutch at, 479. 
Chinsura Dutch Factory, 473. 
—Director, see Bisdom, Adrian. 
—Director and Council, 223. 
Chittagong, Bengal, proposal for settle¬ 

ment at, 66, 345-6. v 
Chobdar (mace-bearer), 276. 
Chokey, see Chauki. 
Choppermal, see Chhapamal. 
Choromandel Coast, Chorromandel Coast, 

see Coromandel Coast. 
Chout} see Chauth. 
Christians, Indian, 103. 
Chunam (lime), 281 ; sale to private per¬ 

sons forbidden, 352. 
Chuprah, see Chapra. 
Chuta Nabob, see Sadiq Ali Khan. 
Circar, see Sarkar. 
Civil Paymaster, see Frankland, William; 

Mackett, William. 
Qerembault, Nicholas, Member of Board, 

14, 24, 376, 457; note on, 470. 
Clerk of the Market, duties, xlv. 
Clinton (ship). Commander, see Nanfan, J. 
Clive, Col. Robert, xvii, xxviii, xxx, 43, 45, 

64-5, 104, 131, 146, 153-5, 179, 249, 252, 
261, 275, 280, 286, 295, 300, 303, 316, 318, 
321, 325, 355, 379, 389, 394-5, 397, 407, 
451, 457, 459, 466, 471, 479; Governor 
of Fort William and President of Select 
Committee, xl-xli, 38-40, 99-100, 105-7, 
169-70, 197-8, 319, 322-4, 327-8, 365, 390; 
C. in 68, 181-2 ; urged to return to 
Madras, 196-7, 202, 215, 218, 236-7, 250- 
1 ; honours and offer of post of Diwan 
by King of Delhi, 307, 393, 464; Shah 
Alam II seeks assistance from, 420-2, 
427-8; defeats Tulaji Angria, 475; 
achievement and character, xxxviii- 
xxxix, 50, 65, 105, 349. 
Sirajud-Daulah: recaptures Calcutta, 

xviii, 177-8, 189, 195, 469; attacks 
camp of, xix-xxi, 200, 214 ; treaty with, 
196-8, 200-1, 215; intrigues against, 
xxv-xxvi. 

Jafar Ali Khan; battle of Plassey and 
treaty with, xxvii, 228-37, 259, 279, 283, 
299, 342-3 ; relations with the chiefs of, 
xxix, xxxiii-xxxvi, 257-8, 460, 480; 
assistance against Shah Alam II to, 
xxxvii-xxxviii, 414, 419-20, 429, 431 ; 
grant of jagir by, xxxviii, 464 ; obtains 

saltpetre monopoly for Coy from, li 
339-40. 

French: xxxiii, 201-3, 224, 260 ; captures 
Chandernagore, xxii, 211-2, 216-8. 

Cloth, investment, 1, 60, 270-1, 335, 440; 
varieties, li,* trade on west coast of 
Sumatra, 17; for China, Bombay, 
Bengal and Madras, 48, 165-6; from 
Vizagapatam, 324; from Chandpur, 
338; received from Jafar Ali Khan, 
342, 345; building at Lakshmipur for 
washing and dressing, 354. 

Clough, E., writer, 122, 144. 
Coast & Bay (Coromandel Coast and Bay 

of Bengal), 4-5, 7, 33-5, 41, 45-8, 115, 
123, 162, 264-5, 300, 308-9, 452. 

Cobb, Rev. Richard, chaplain, 54. 
Cobbe, Rev. —, chaplain, 190 ; dies, 246. 
Coconut, plan to increase planting of 

trees in Calcutta, 353. 
Coddum Hussan Cawn, see Qadam Husain 

Khan. 
Coinage and Currency, 79-80, 139-40, 243, 

273-5, 277, 298, 362, 364; recognition 
of Calcutta siccas, xlvii-xlviii, 275, 315, 
444; fixation of exchange rate for 
Spanish dollar during war, 125; batta 
on siccas, 287, 355, 385-6 ; see also Bul¬ 
lion ; Dollar ; Gold; Mint; Mohur; 
Rupee; Silver. 

Coja Patrus, Coja Pctruse, see Petrus, 
Khwajah. 

Coja Wajeed, Coja Wazeed, see Wajid, 
Khwajah. 

Colchester (H. M/s ship), 131. 
Collector of Consulage, see Consulage, 

Collector of. 
Collector of Customs, salary, 208 ; see also 

Court, Richard. 
Collector of Rents & Revenues, see Rents 

and Revenues, Collector of. 
Collet—, 84, 185-6, 209, 268, 365-6. 
Collet, Matthew, Member of Board, 38-9, 

43, 53, 106, 108, 220, 255-6, 280, 298, 
301-3, 306, 323, 325, 380 ; note on, 472. 

Collet, William, 321. 
Collins, Capt. Lorenzo, of the Prince 

George, 46, 104, 418. 
Collins, Marmaduke, writer, 168. 
Commercolly, see Kumarkhali. 
Commissary, see Leycester, Ralph; 

McGwire, William; Pearkes, Paul 
Richard; Sumner, William Brightwell. 

Committee of Accounts, 27, 85. 
Committee of Aurangs, 273. 
Committee of Lands, 349. 
Committee of Secrecy, see Court of Direc¬ 

tors, Secret Committee. 
Committee of Treasury, 280, 297, 315, 454. 
Conagoes} see Qanungo. 
Condore, near Rajahmundry, 479-81. 
Conflans, Marquis de, fleet dispersed off 

Brest, 171. 
Conflans, Marquis de, 412; at Rajahmun* 

dry, 327 ; defeated by Col. Forde, 390-1, 
396, 411, 430, 443, 479, 481 ; note 
on, 480. 

Conjeeveram, Chingleput Dist., Madras, 
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Connor, Peter, Deputy Master Attendant, 
438. 

Connys (land measure), 345. 
Consulage, note on, 475. 
—Collector, 192; see also Frankland, 

William; Amyatt, Peter; McGwire, 
William; Pearkes, Paul Richard. 

Cooke, John, Secy to Board, 54, 68, 334, 
206, 213, 303 ; Secy to Select Committee, 
360 ; judge of the Cutcherry Court, 
362 ; Member of Board, 395-7, 411, 415, 
417-8, 453, 463-4, 466. 

Cooke, Capt. William, 46. 
Coote, Capt. Eyre, afterwards Lieut.-Gen. 

Sir Eyre, 304, 402, 409; operations 
against Law, xxxiii; C. in C. and Mem¬ 
ber of Board, xl, 152-4, 157, 169-70; his 
regiment, 127, 156, 158-9, 439, 480; 
allowances, 128 ; residence for self and 
officers, 448-9; defeats Lally, 472; 
march to Bihar, 476 ; note on, 481-2. 

Copper, lii, 12, 60, 62, 116-7, 135-6, 165-6, 
191-2, 219, 240-1, 243, 252, 265, 296, 
309-10, 333-4, 388, 439. 

Coracky, see Khoraki. 
Coral, 5, 247, 313-4, 452; traders, 148. 
Corneloup, James, cadet, 109. 
Cornish, Vice-Admiral Samuel, Comman¬ 

der of His Majesty’s Squadron in the 
East Indies, 133, 156, 159, 461. 

Coromandel Coast (often referred to as 
the Coast), xxxiv, 11, 15, 19-20, 25, 35, 
39, 59, 68, 92, 130, 155, 160, 162, 167, 
251, 260, 262-4, 267, 286, 299-300, 307, 
309, 320, 390, 413, 434, 450, 463; see 
also Coast and Bay. 

Corry Jurie, see Kharijuri. 
Coss, see Kos. 
Cossaes Cogmaria, see Kagmari. 
Cossaes Orna (a kind of thin cloth), 313. 
Cossajinat Doria (a kind of piecegoods), 

271. 
Cossajura (a kind of cloth manufactured 

at Kasijora, Midnapore), 60. 
Cossid, see Qasid. . 
Cossim Ally Cawn, see Qasim All Khan. 
Cossimbazar, xxvi, li, 149, 223, 230, 235, 

299, 316, 354, 385, 420, 471, 481. 
Cossimbazar Dutch Factory, 336. 
Cossimbazar English Factory, xlvu, 93, 

192, 275, 279, 310-1, 441 ; sdzed by 
Siraj ud-Daulah, xvii-xviii, 470, 472; 
investment, xlix-1, 14, 242, 269, 337, 441 ; 
accounts, 25-7; measures to improve 
quality of silk, 31, 63, 335-6, 440; mea¬ 
sures for defence, 61, 101, 142, 
226, 237, 257, 281-2, 340; staff, 61, W, 
245, 450-1 ; restored by Sirajud-Daulah, 

209, 219, 268. _ 7 ^ 
—Chief, 84, 243, 283, 364, 464; see 

Watts, William; Stackhouse,— ; LcW, 
Matthew; Manningham, Charles; Ellis, 

-Ch™nd Council, 15, 183, 273, 287, 

335-8, 340, 440. . ; . H 
Cossimbazar French Factory, see Saidabad 

French Factory. 
Costeley, Martin, 448. ' 

Cotmahs, The, Nawab’s claims on property 
of, 15. 

Cottahf see Kaiha. 
Coungoe, see Qanungo. 
Court, Richard, Member of Board, 53, 106, 

108, 158, 206, 213-4, 302; purchase el 
his house, 354, 448; death, 359; note 
on, 472. 

Court of Admiralty, see Admiralty Court 
Court of Cutcherry, see Cutcherry Court. 
Court of Directors, xxix, 32, 39, 05, 6& 

99-100, 105, 125, 131, 167, 249, 322-3* 
327-8, 357, 471, 481 ; subjects dealt with 
in letters to and from, xvii; o«i mhme 
of dastaks, xxxii, 85, 140-1 ; outlook m 
Indian affairs, xxxix; attitude towards 
Coy’s servants, xlii-xliv, 56-7, 81-2, 114, 
146, 149-50, 152, 465-6; on matiufaerrare 
of gunpowder, xlvi, 59, 67; requited to 
supply saltpetre to British Gam, I; m 
charterparty and letters of marque, 0* 
163-5; on improvement in investaaest^ 
13-4, 137-8; on fortification o£ Fort 
William, 19-20, 35-7, 65-6, 101, 1424; 
on dispute between Holwell and Mayor’s 
Court, 28-9; on judicial administiai*®**, 
30; on improvement in the quality cl 
silk, 31-2; on constitution of Fort 
William Govt, 39-40, 52-4, 106-8, 112* 
169-70; on relations with Sirajod 
Daulah, 40, 50, 63-4; on fortification m 
subordinate settlements, 41, 61, 66, 84-5* 
101-2, 142 ; on spoils of war, 51, 96-7, 
141 ; resolutions thanking Pooock, Wat¬ 
son and Steevens, 65, 167; on 
tration of zamindari, 75-7, am 
general administration, 78, S3-5; am 
military administration, 78-9, 1104, 152- 
5; on mint esmbiiahincait, 7M0; am 
improvement of Fort Willi^a 
ment, 81 ; on marine estabMasafiftt, 
85-9; on French prisoners of war, 92, 
134-5; on sufferers due to sack ol 
Calcutta, 93-5; on relations wi&t Jate 
Alt Khan, 104, 139; on tmMp* 
King’s troops, 127-30; cm fflett 
1356 ; forbffihoiding of landed 
ty by Coy’s servants, 140; a&m 
re. bills of exchpge, 146-7; am 
and Navy Donation, 147 ; am mm 
ties in accounts, 151-2; ostler 
into Krishna Das allair# 157. .T 

—Secret Gmmmrn^ xm, xxxm 
18-9, 31,42,4*4* M, 
209, 218, 224, 244, 28®, 3Q®» ^ 
464; powers, xE-xMi, Ml gmammm* % 

Court of Knag's WemBb 
Court of Oyer and Tesawat^ mm* 
Court of 5#- V ^ 
court of mm#®* 
QmbK i ^ 

jPtcacfi • Factory, 2596®# 
xjoriii, 318; m» om, *(*• _ < 

eeeiwSBr 

242, 34S. 
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Cowrie (shell used as money), 283. 
Coyan, see Kahan. 
Creed, James, Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 43-4, 55, 107, 122, 130. 
Crichton, Capt.—, of the Bombay, 332. 
Crichton, Thomas, Commander of the 

True Briton, 46. 
Cruttenden,—, 147, 285, 296. 
Cruttenden, Edward Holden, 100, 240, 244 ; 

note on, 474. 
Cuddalore (sloop), 332. 
Culna, see Kalna. 
Culpee, see Kulpi. 
Cumberland (ship), 179-80, 196, 202, 218. 
Cusseda, see Kashida. 
Cussore, see Qasur. 
Custom House, in Calcutta, xlv, 208, 446. 
Custom Master, xxxii, xlv, 76, 79, 85, 89, 

446; services of Indian soldiers for, 
xhi ; office and residence, 208 ; to check 
private trade, 333. 

Customs and Excise, administration in 
Calcutta, xlv-xlvi, 75-7, 89-90, 282, 353, 
363, 445-6; regulations in East Indies, 
17-8; proposal to compensate Sirajud- 
Daulah for loss due to stoppage of 
French trade, 65; concession to 
Calcutta inhabitants, 192; E. I. Coy 
exempted by Sirajud-Daulah from pay¬ 
ment of, 201 ; see also Collector of 
Customs. 

Cutcha Petre, see Saltpetre. 
Cutcherry (court, office), 21. 
Cutcherry Court, xlv, 23, 28-9, 74, 283, 

362-3. 
—Judge, see Beaumont, Anselm ; Cham¬ 

bers, John ; Cooke, John ; Hay, William ; 
Leycester, Ralph. 

Cuttack, lii, 136, 238, 265; proposal to set 
up factory at, 140, 276. 

—Nawab, reported alliance with the 
Marathas against Sirajud-Daulah, 197. 

—Resident, see Bristow, John; Gray, 
George, jun. 

Cutts, Charles, Member of Court of Direc¬ 
tors, 108, 113, 122, 130, 158-9, 162, 170-1. 

Cutwa, Cutwah, see Katwa. 
Cypher Code, 41, 52/ 

Dacca, xxxii-xxxiii, li, 226, 244, 259, 279, 
470. 

—Deputy Nawab, see Nawazish Muham¬ 
mad Khan. 

Dacca English Factory, 14, 84, 142, 245, 
313, 342; staff, xlix, 61, 450-1 ; invest¬ 
ment, I, 14, 270-1, 338-9, 440 ,* accounts, 
25-7; restoration by Sirajud-Daulah, 
209, 219, 268-71, 286; arrangement for 
evacuating Coy's servants from, 273 ; to 
send sepoys to Lakshmipur, 278; money 
for, 311, 441; see also Committee of 
Accounts. 

—Chief, 283; see also Clerembault, 
Nicholas; Becher, Richard; Sumner, 
William Bright well; Pearkes, ' Paul 
Richard; Playdell, Charles Stafford: 
Cartier, John. 

—Chief and Council, given discretionary 
powers, 273-4. 

Dacca French Factory, 222. 
—Chief, see Courtin, J. L 
D’Ache, see Ache, Comte d’. 
Dacres, Philip Milner, 315; appointed 

Sub-Accountant, 450. 
Dadni (advance made to contractor), 

xlviii-xlix. 
Dadni Merchants, 60, 149-50, 287. 
Dale, Capt. James, of the Falmouth, 4f 

162. 
Dallal (broker), 61, 270-1. 
Damar (resin, pitch, specially the resinous 

extract of the sal tree used as pitch) 
73, 362. 

Dandi (boatman), 184. 
Dandurra, see Dhandhora. 
Danes, assistance to the French during 

Anglo-French War, 339-40, 391, 400. 
Darbar (court, levee, executive govern¬ 

ment of an Indian State), xxiii, xxxvi, 
22, 28, 61, 85, 142, 272, 274-7, 282-3, 
299, 307, 391. 

Darling (snow), 266. 
Darogha (an officer or inspector), 421-2. 
Dastak (passport generally ; also that given 

by the Government of Fort William or 
the chiefs of English factories for the 
goods of the Coy or their servants, which 
exempted them from duties), 186, 273, 
364; abuse of, xvii, xxix-xxxii, 15, 81, 
85, 140-1, 277-8, 442. 

—Registrar, see Amyatt, Peter; Court, 
Richard; McGwire, William ; Pearkes, 
Paul Richard. 

Davis, Dudley, cadet, 109. 
Davis, Thomas, cadet, 55, 69. 
Daw, James, Master Bricklayer, 127, 144. 
Debuke, T., Commander of the Pocock, 

115. 
Dee, see Dih. 
Deepchund, see Dipchand. 
Delagulle,—, Chef d’escadre, 138. 
Delaval, Capt. Robert, 109-10, 152, 154; 

death, 398-9. 
Delawar (ship), 3, 133, 149, 175, 189, 192, 

197, 205, 210-1, 214, 219, 221, 248, 262, 
285, 295, 304, 313. 

—Commander, see Quallett, J. 
Delawar, J., Commander of the Warwick, 

162. 
Deleval, Capt. Henry, 450. 
Delhi, xxxvii, 63, 250, 310, 392, 426, 428-9, 

478-9. 
Delolls, see Dallal. 
Demondtaguy,—, see Montague,— de. 
Denham (ship), 5, 9, 13, 81, 91, 123, 125, 

128, 132, 134, 151, 192, 285-6, 288, 382, 
404, 439, 456, 465. 

—Commander, see Tryon, W. 
Deputy Master Attendant, pay and duties, 

xlvii, 86; see also Smith, John; Scott, 
Alexander; Connor, Peter. 

Deputy Zamindar, xlv, 283. 
Dethick, T., Commander of the Griffin, 

115. 
Devisme, S., Supercargo at Canton, 119-20. 
Dhandhora (a kind of drum), 275. 
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Dhahiakhali, Hooghly Dist., Bengal, 270. 
Dickson, Capt. —, escapes from Black 

Hole, 55. 
Didar Ali, 238. 
Dih, Calcutta, 75. 
Diler Khan, son of Umar Khan, xxlii 
Diligent (schooner), 99-100, 135, 146 230 

249, 252, 261-3, 281, 295, 299, 451.' 
—Captain, see Macleshin, Capt.—. 
Diligent (sloop), 113, 115, 122, 145. 
Diligent (snow), 118. 
Diller Singh, Raja, 426. 
Dipchand, 15, 27-8, 150 ; note on, 470. 
Dispatch (ship), under construction, 46 * 

renamed Admiral Watson, 57. 
Diwan (minister, chief officer of State 

under Muhammadan Govt; chief finance 
minister), 185, 257, 393, 476-8, 480. 

Dock, Calcutta, 244. 
Dod, Mrs Elizabeth, 67, 362. 
Dod, John, writer, 67, 362. 
Dodalay (ship), 309 ; payment to owners 

disapproved, 92, 149, 188, 285, 384, 452. 
Doddington (ship), 123. 
Dollar, Mexican, xlvii, 274; Spanish, 125. 
Donnellan, Capt. John, 285, 356. 
Doria (striped muslin), li, 14, 271. 
Dorrien, John, Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 34-5, 38, 43-4, 55, 98, 104-5, 107, 
113, 122, 130, 159. 

Doudi, Subadar of, 423. 
Douglas, Charles, free merchant, 151, 248, 

314-5, 377, 386. 
Doveton, Capt. Richard, of the Bombay 

Castle, 46, 104, 395. 
Downes, Peter, 168. 
Downs, road off Kent near Dover, Eng¬ 

land, 4, 44, 121. 
Dragon (sloop), 329. 
Drake (ship), 266. 
—Commander, see Fisher, Benjamin. 
Drake, Capt.—, of the Sea Horse, 434. 
Drake, Nathan, 24, 68, 362. 
Drake, Capt. Richard, of the Hawke, 4. 
Drake, Roger, jun.. Governor of Bengal, 

xvii, 41-2, 52, 141, 175, 182, 195, 204, 
209-10, 212-3, 218, 220, 230, 247-9, 253-6, 
288-9, 293, 298, 300-1, 303-4, 306-7, 318, 
362, 366-7, 371-2, 379, 382-4, 404-5, 417, 
457 ; reasons for his exclusion from 
Fort William Board, 40; permitted to 
continue as head of the senior mer¬ 
chants, 72; his house purchased for 
Import Warehouse, 354-5, 448; flies 
from Fort William, 469; note on, 472. 

Drake, Roger, sen., Member of Court of 
Directors, 4, 34, 108, 113-4, 122. 

Drake, William, writer, 122, 144. 
Draper, Col.—, his battalion, 116, 123, 

127-9, 158, 168, 450; complaint against 
Robert Milligan, 357. 

Drogah, see Darogha. 
Dublin, 455. 
Due de Berry (Fr. ship), 223. 
Dudley, George, Member of Court of 

Directors, 35, 38, 55, 108, 122, 130, 158-9, 
170-1, 404. 

Duke (ship), 308, 330. „ 
—Captain, see Powney, Capt. Thomas. 

Du^oj Aquitaine <H.M.’s ship), 123, 1SS, 

--Captain, see Hewett, Capt.—. 
Duke of Dorset (ship), 4L 113 IhL \77 

404, 40/ 433-4, 438, 455, 457, 461. 
—commander, see Forrester, B. 
Duke of Richmond (ship), 163. 
'—Commander, see Godfrey P 

D™^t0n; ^liam’ 24> 'attorney of 
Dipchand, 4/0; note on, 471. 

Dum-Dum xx, 90, 134, 178, 200, 253. 
Dunny Colly, see Dhaniakhali. 
Durand, Capt.—, penalty for insolent 

behaviour, 21. 

of the 
•a*3’ ,40i ; Proceedings against Coy 
in Mayor s Court, 386. 

Durlabhram Mahindra, xxii, xxxvi, 114. 
186, 228, 231, 260, 275, 341 ; conspiracy 
against Sirajud-Daulah, xxiii, 
xxvii; relations with Jafar Ali 
xxxiv-xxxv, xxxvii, 257-8, 348, m 4; 
arranges payment of jafar Ah Khan’s 
debt to Coy, 259, 278; note on, 477; 
Governor of Orissa, 478. 

Dussmassa Rupee, see Rupee, Das Masa. 
Dusthicks, Dusticks, Dustucks, see 

Dastaks. 

Dutch, The, 145, 184, 257. 
Dutch E.I. Coy, xxxix; assistance to the 

English at Falta, xvii; neutrality during 
capture of Calcutta, xviii; Jafar Ah 
Khan and, xxxviii, 276, 388, 433; agree¬ 
ment re. silk winding at CossimhoEear, 
xlix; trade in saltpetre, li, 62, 338, 34t; 
conduct of servants, 16; Alirardi 3^ 
186-7; informed of the dedamka of 
war against Sirajud-Daulah, 189; their 
ships, 317, 324, 326, 346-7; tbek 
gumashtahs, 334 ; position ms a ms Coy, 
312, 393 ; hostilities with Coy and treaty, 
451, 453, 461-3, 465, 479; at Chmmm* 
473; see also Chinsura Dutch Factory; 
Hooghly. 

Dutch Translator, see Oakes, Edward. 
Dyer, Capt. John, resigns* 45& 

Eaues, R., cadet, 122. 
Earl of Holdemess (ship), 5, 122, 13$, §6t« 
—Commander, see Brooke, BtdbcfL' 
East India Company— 

Investment, xhdu-fii, 13-4, 5&* 5$, 
198, 229, 241-2, 246, 266-72, 31&-2, 
332, 334, 339, 414, 44$-2; in Mmm* 
58; in China and Sumatra, 165; m 

, cloth, 34fl-U 324,335,337 ; 3S& 
Servant, xxxix* xKi, 22, 61, 241, |WNA| 

their character, xvii; ilhcit miaasd 
trade by, xxx—xxxiii; piivate Wife 

. allowed to, xhriii, 61-2; proposal Wm 
t management of Injaad trade Wf.mmam 
' servants, 12* 62, 31#; 
trading with IRzjWJPf 
relations, 3Mb .fWfc 

■ m-% 126:7, J44S5, m 38» 
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335, 359-60, 362-6 ; execution of cove¬ 
nants, 22, 144; Court’s appreciation, 
54, 99, 143, 464; rules of conduct, 
56-7 ; relief to families of war suffer¬ 
ers, 67 ; forbidden to hold lands, 340 ; 
proposal to teach Persian to, 208; 
military personnel asked to work in 
civil capacity, 284. 

See also Bills of Exchange; Bullion ; 
Customs and Excise; French; Jafar 
Ali Khan ; Shipping; Sirajud-Daulah ; 
Trade. 

East Indies, 31, 42, 57, 64, 95, 112, 122, 
138, 153, 156, 158-9, 164, 306, 471 ; trade 
with Sumatra, 16-7; permission for 
Europeans to reside in, 22, 67; French 
position in, 114; reinforcements for, 127. 

Eastcourt (ship), 41, 254, 288-9, 370-2, 382, 
404, 406-7, 455-7. 

—Captain, see Evans, Arthur. 
Echapore, see Ichchapuram. 
Edgecoic (ship), 38, 41, 45, 90, 115, 117, 

132. 

—Captain, see Pearse, J. 
Edinburgh (ship), 266. 
Effingham, Lord, 399. 
Egmoni (ship), 46, 288, 382, 404, 457. 
—Commander, see Venner, John. 
Ejardar, see Ijaradar. 
Elizabeth (ship), 4-5, 7, 10-2, 25, 31, 44, 

304, 121, 131, 139, 151, 300, 305, 308-11, 
317, 329, 355, 390, 439; illicit trade 
aboard, 135, 310; to carry French 
prisoners to Europe, 314. 

—Captain, see Burdett, Capt. Robert; 
Kempenfelt, Capt. Richard. 

Ellis, William, Member of Board, 54, 158, 
169-70, 362; wounded, 464; appointed 
Chief of Cossimbazar, 464 ; note on, 473. 

Ellis, Capt. William, 284, 296. 
Ellore, Kistna Dist., Madras, 430-1. 
Emden, Germany, 91. 
England, 5, 214-5, 237, 250, 328, 332, 469; 

saltpetre for, li; recruitment of troops 
for Coy in, 162; dispersal of French 
fleet planning invasion of, 170-1. 

England, Capt.—, of the Protector, 241. 
Essex (ship), 115, 120, 123, 125, 128, 131-2. 
—Commander, see Jackson, G. 
Estaing, Comte d’, French Brigadier— 

General, taken prisoner, 412. 
Etlack, see Itlaq, 
Europe, li, 161, 175, 189, 191, 195, 205, 

218-9, 230, 241-2, 246, 255, 300, 306-7, 
329, 332-4, 464. 

Europeans, xxii, 76, 78, 80, 84, 157, 192, 
217, 223, 233, 390, 428, 430, 433, 436, 
461-2, 475; payment for losses suffered 
during capture of Calcutta by Sirajud- 
Daulah, xxvlii, 225, 297, 387, 454; in 
Bengal Army, xxxvii, xlvi, 25, 152-3, 
155, ^ 184, 299, 306, 358; outside 
Zamindaris jurisdiction, xliv; jurisdic- 
tion of Justices of the Peace in criminal 
.cases over, xlv; permitted to reside in 
East Indies, 22, 67 ; prohibited from 
holding lands, 140, 277; Sirajud-Daulah 

offers employment in army, 204 ; at 
Chandernagore, 217. 

Evans, Arthur, Captain of the Eastcourty 
104. 

Evans, E., 127. 
Expedition (ship), 39, 43, 45, 52; captured 

by the French, 44. 
—Captain, see Barton, Capt. James. 
Export-Warehouse-Keeper, 82, 241, 267, 

272-3, 334; inspection of raw silk at 
Cossimbazar, 63; requests for deputy 
and assistants, 361-2 ; see also Manning- 
ham, Charles; Frankland, William; 
Sumner, William Brightwell. 

Eyre, Edward, 245. 
Eyres, John, 169. 
Eyton, William, writer, 122, 144. 

Fabart, Daniel, cadet, 169. 
Fakhrut-1 ujar (pride of merchants), title 

of Wajid, Khwajah, q.v. 
Falmouth (Coy’s ship), 4-5, 8, 16, 123, 

131-2, 162-3, 288, 382, 404, 457. 
—Captain, see Dale, Capt. James. 
Falmouth (H.M/s ship), 156, 159. 
—Captain, see Hughes, Capt.—. 
Falta, 24-Parganas Dist., Bengal, xxv, 41, 

45, 93, 102, 149, 151, 176, 187-90, 192-3, 
196, 206, 284-5, 329, 362, 385, 461, 469, 
471 ; market, xvii; meetings of Fort 
William Board at, 178. 

Fanny (snow), 299, 330, 436, 438. 
Faridabad, near Delhi, 428. 
Farman (imperial order or grant), xlvii, 

180, 201, 216, 226. 
Farrukhsiyar, 476; farman to John 

Surman, xlvii. 
Fateh Chand, Jagat Seth, 476. 
Fatehpur, Santal Parganas Dist., Bengal, 

258, 260-1, 431. 
Faujdar (military governor of a district), 

238, 343, 477, 480. 
Faulkland (ship), 161. 
Fayyaz Ali Khan, 420-2, 427-8. 
Feake, Samuel, 98, 109. 
Feake, William, 5. 
Fenwick, Capt. Thomas, 25, 69, 152, 169. 
Fernwell, W., Commander of the 

Valentine, 115. 
Ferrand, Gideon, writer, 168. 
Fethappoor, Fettiahpoor, see Fatehpur. 
Fisher, Benjamin, Commander of the 

Drake, 46. 
Flaction, Capt.—, resigns, 357. 
Fletcher, Capt.—, Commander of the 

Stormont, 465. 
Fletcher, Dr—, 134. 
Flint, James, Member of China Council, 

5, 47, 119-20, 167. 
Fooley Mohurs, see Mohur. 
Foot, John, Commander of the Lathaniy 

4, 162. 
Forbes, T., writer, 122, 144. 
Forde, Col. Francis, 300, 314, 324, 332, 

356, 398, 414, 437, 452, 455, 464, 480; 
expedition to the Northern Circars, 
xxxviii, 326, 359, 390, 394, 396, 400, 
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411-3, 422-4, 429-31, 436, 443; victory 
over the Dutch, xxxviii, 462; enters 
Coy’s service, 154, 317-9; Major of Fort 
William and Member of Board, 355; 
note on, 479. 

Forrester, B., Commander of the Duke of 
Dorset, 115. 

Fort D’Orleans, Chandernagore, 297, 314. 
Fort Marlbro’, Benkulen, Sumatra, 4, 17, 

126, 163, 169, 264, 308, 330, 332; imports 
to, 117; pepper from, 121, 309, 320, 325, 
332, 395; treasure for, 166. 

—Deputy Governor and Council, 8, 109, 
136-7, 163. 

Fort St David, South Arcot Dist., Madras, 
216, 390, 478 ; capture by the French, 
158, 160, 167, 320, 347; demolition of 
houses at, 442. 

Fort St George (sloop), 9, 329. 
Fort St George, 4, 6, 8, 26, 47-8, 50-1, 56, 

59, 115, 123-5, 132, 158, 160, 162, 166-7, 
202, 205, 210, 214, 219, 234, 263, 301, 
357, 388 ; wine for, 10, 117, 123; exports 
for, 11-2, 49, 117, 165, 240, 262, 329; 
trade with Sumatra, 16-7 ; treasure for, 
33, 101, 438-9 ; French attack apprehend¬ 
ed, 262; siege by the French, 412; 
despatch of provisions and military 
stores to, 434-5, 439; see also Madras. 

—Governor, see Pigot, George. 
—Governor and Council, 49, 103, 111, 

126-7, 148, 163, 168, 175, 214-5, 241, 
244, 249, 256, 332, 463; appointment of 
Robert Orme as member of Council, 
111 ; Court’s instructions re. treatment 
of King’s troops, 128-30; agreement re. 
spoils of war, 141 ; instructions to Clive 
before sending him to Calcutta, 177-8; 
withhold money sent for Bengal, 190-1 ; 
urge Clive’s return to Madras, 196, 199, 
236. 

*—Select Committee, 39, 300; despatches 
Clive with troops to Calcutta, 177; 
grants independent powers to Clive in 
war against Sirajud-Daulah, 181-2, 

Fort William (schooner), 188, 263, 434, 
437-8. 

Fort William, 117, 166; fortifications, 
19-20, 36-7, 44, 51, 64-6, 101, 127, 142-4, 
180, 189, 196, 447-8; capture and re¬ 
capture, 39, 42, 54, 175, 178, 188-9, 211, 
344, 469; Court on improvement of 
settlement at, 56, 81; compensation for 
losses during sack of, 63, 91, 102-3, 178, 
188-9, 219; ban on Roman Catholics 
residing in, 64; concession to residents 
re. customs, 192; siege by Sirajud- 
Daulah apprehended, 204-5; see also 
Calcutta. 

—Commander of Garrison, see Minchin, 
Capt. George. 

—Major, see Major of Fort William. 
—Governor, see Bengal, Governor of. 
Fort William Board, 325, 470-4, 476; 

subjects dealt with in correspondence 
with Court of Directors, xvii; Balaram- 
garhi declared seat of, xviii; rotation 
system abolished, xl-xli, 100, 106-7, 

319-20; composition, functions and 
personnel, xli, 23, 39-40, *2 ? 

464o, 469 , censured by Court of Direc¬ 
tors, xhii-xliv, 114, 465-6; judicial 
powers, xlv, 23, 30; taxation, 21, 75 ■ 

chlefs of subordinate settle- 
ments, 23; accounts, 25-7, 191, 205, 
7^'l’x “umtcnauce of records, 51-2, 56, 
68, /8, 14/, 150, 191-2, 222, 315; mi 
management of finances, 92-3; powere 
and composition during war, 112, 153; 
seek help from Bombay and Madras in 
war against Sirajud-Daulah, 179; views 
on treaty of neutrality with the French, 
" ’ re,utions with Madras Govt, 131-2, 

190, 197-8; formation of Select and 
Secret Committees, 188; disagreement 
among members re. causes of fall of 
Fort William, 188; disagreement among 
members re. Navy Donation, 280; m 
political situation in India, 393 ; see dm 
Select Committee at Fort William. 

—President, see Bengal, Governor of. 
—Secretary, 83; apologises for defects iis 

office business, 365-6; see aim Cooke* 
John; Smith, Culling. 

Foulis, Major Sir James, 71. 
Fowler, Capt F., of the Wdpdc, 115, m 
Fox (ship), 4-5, 7, 11, 25, 44, 161, 300, 308, 

314, 329, 333, 372. 
—Captain, see Hume, Capt. Afcxsmlet, 
France, see French. 
Frankland, Capt. Robert, of the Yarmouth, 

Frankland, William, 84, 208, 213, 248, 362, 
368-9, 405, 446, 458, 464; Member of 
Select Committee, xl-xli, 39*#, 111; 
Member of Mint Committee and Mint 
Master, xlvii, 243, 274; Asst Expat 
Warehouse Keeper, 24, 83; Member of 
Board, 38, 43, 53, 106, 108, 195, 209*1% 
220, 248, 255, 298, 321, 325, 35941, 395, 
397, 411, 413, 418, 430-2, 466; mrvtf of 
.Coy’s lands near Calcutta, 140, 299, 307, 
311, 341, 349-51 ; member of Committee 
for Fortifications, 244, 280; Collector of 
Rents and Revenues, 353, MS; Export 
Warehouse Keeper, 365, 449; note 
470-1 ; Collector of Consulage, 475. 

Fraser, Capt.—, 146. 
' Fraser, Alexander, Member of China 

Council, 167. 
Fraser, Capt. John, 190, 283, 

■ Free Merchants, 67, 96, 116, 314*5, 334. 
French, The, xxiv, xxxitf, xxxis* 16* 4!t 

43, 66, 189, 257, 266-7, 314, 329, 35% 
393, 463, 471; relations with StsJisl- 
Daulah, xix, xxi-xxti xxv-xXfl* ,6$, 
179-80, 201-2, 211-2, 216-7, 221-2, W* 
231, 233, 235, 237-8, 471 ; relations- 
Jafar Ali Khan, xxviii, 232* Mt 
relations ■ with llfeR/. 

■ - - oebt .Wan ..dedMtafe 
_s for treaty M w* 
, xviii, 179, 197* 7 

l; :lm 
f its 
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fortifications, 63-4, 216-7, 222, 297, 349, 
442; measures to meet French fleet in 
the Hooghly, 308, 316-7, 330; war in 
South India, 217, 236, 250-1, 318, 321, 
327, 424-5, 433, 472-3, 482; capture 
Fort St David, 158, 160, 167, 320, 347, 
442; French reinforcements for Coro¬ 
mandel Coast, 196, 223, 255, 262, 306, 
344; Col. Forde’s victory over Conflans, 
xxxviii, 168, 326, 390-1, 396, 411, 422-3, 
430, 436, 443, 479-81 ; besiege Madras, 
412-3, 429, 434, 437, 439; French fleet 
for India, 31, 42, 45, 50, 64, 114, 138-9, 
161, 299-300, 306, 324 ; war in Europe, 
114, 131-2, 160, 171 ; Danish assistance 
to the French, 339-40, 391, 400; Peshwa 
promises help to Coy, 235; French 
prisoners of war, 92, 222-3, 314, 386, 
415, 442, 465; transfer of Frenchmen 
from Chandernagore to Pondicherry, 
134-5, 256, 263-4; spoils of war and 
prize-ships, xliii, 51, 98, 111, 141-2, 217, 
435; importance of saltpetre in, lii, 
339-40; letters of marque issued 
during, 6-7, 469; effect on trade and 
communications, lii, 5-6, 8, 48, 113, 
117-8, 253, 265, 320; restrictions on 
Roman Catholics at Fort William 
during, 64, 190. 

See also Bugros, —; Bussy-Castelnau, 
C.J.P., Marquis de; Chandernagore; 
Conflans, Marquis de; Courtin, J.L, 
Chevalier de; Lally, Comte de; Law, 
Jacques; Law, Jean ; Moracin, Leon ; 
Pondicherry; Renault de St Germain, 
PM.; Saidabad French Factory ; 
Sinfrais, M.de,—. 

French Islands, see Mauritius and 
Bourbon. 

French Translator, see Oakes, Edward. 
French, Thomas, 162, 451. 
Fryer, George Samuel, 171. 
Fuita, see Falta. 
Futteapore, see Fatehpur. 

Ganges River, xix, xxii, 179, 211. 

Ganj (market), 178. 
Ganjam, Madras, 443-4, 478. 
Gardner, Charles, cadet, 109. 
Garee (cubic measure used in S. India 

varying much in volume), 434. 
Gatha (coarse cloth), xlix, 220, 242, 269, 

336-7. 

Garland, Nathaniel, 5. 
Gaupp, Capt. George Frederick, 357. 
Gaurhati, Hooghly Dist., Bengal, 463. 
Gaut, see Ghat, 
Gayree, see Vijayadurg. 
Gentoos {Hindus, natives of India), see 

Hindus. 
Geonkhali, Midnapore Dist., Bengal, 438- 
Germany, xxiv. 
Gharetti, see Gaurhati. 

Ghasita Begam, wife of Nawazish 
Muhammad Khan, 183, 474-5; conspi¬ 
racy against Sirajud-Daulah, xxiii, xxv, 
xxvii. 

Ghat (quay or wharf where customs are 
collected), xxxii, 272, 278, 282, 446-7. 

Ghaziud-Din, Imadul-Mulk, 421 ; proposal 
to make Clive agent for revenue collec¬ 
tion in Bengal, xxxvii, 392-3; drives 
Najibud-Daulah out of Delhi, 258; 
reported to be in pursuit of Shah Alam, 
419, 429; relations with the Marathas, 
258, 426 ; relations with Alamgxr II, 428, 
461 ; note on, 478. 

Ghereah, Gheriah, see Vijayadurg. 
Gheria, see Giria. 
Ghulam Husain Khan, xxiii. 
Gibraltar, 34-5. 
Gildard, R., Member of Court of Directors, 

171. 
Giria, north of Murshidabad, 475, 477. 
Glenock, near Glasgow, 132. 
Glover, Capt. Alpkonsus, of the Warren, 

46, 332, 400. 
Gobindapur, site of Fort William, xliv, 

75, 281-2. 
Gobmdaram Mitra, Zamindar, 191-2. 
Godfrey, P., Commander of the Duke of 

Richmond, 162. 
Godfrey, Peter, Member of Court of 

Directors, 4, 34-5, 38, 41, 43-5, 55, 162, 
170-1, 457. 

Godolphin (ship), 41, 372, 457. 
—Commander, see Huchinson, W. 
Golaghar, Hooghly Dist., Bengal, 1, 267. 
Golconda, expedition to, 168, 217, 326, 

347-8, 365 ; see also Forde, Col. Francis ; 
French. 

Gold, xlviii, 17, 79-80, 95, 233, 277, 329, 
342, 345. 

Gombroon, see Bandar Abbas. 
Goodwin, Henry, writer, 121, 144. 
Gordon, Major Robert, allowances, 127-8. 
Gordon, Major William, allowances, 127-8. 
Gough, Charles, Member of Court of 

Directors, 34-5, 38, 43-4, 55, 105. 
Gouin, Capt. John, 356-7. 
Govindram Metre, see Gobindaram Mitra. 
Grafton (HM.’s shijp), 95, 158, 324. 
Graham, Capt. David, Master Attendant, 

9-10. 
Graham, John, writer, 122, 144. 
Grain, xxx; export duty on, 192. 
Grampus (ship), 438. 
Grand Trunk Road, xlvi. 
Grant, Capt. Alexander, resigns, 357. 
Grantham (ship), 7, 11-2, 25, 44, 67, 135, 

160-1, 168, 300, 308, 310, 314, 320, 329, 
333, 366, 372. 

—Captain, see Oliver, Capt. John. 
Gray, George, jun., writer, 54, 72, 194, 

206, 293, 387, 456, 459; account of fall 
of Calcutta, 185; Sub-Secretary, 284; 
Resident at Cuttack, 360. 

Gray, Dr George, 448. 
Great Bazar, see Bara Bazar. 
Great Britain, 5, 30, 48, 210. 
Great Mogul, see Alamgir II. 
Greeks, compensation for losses during 

capture of Calcutta, 387. 
Gregory, Khwajah, 476. 
Griffin (ship), 254, 
—Commander, see Dethick, T. 
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Griffith, Samuel, his house purchased and 
presented to Jafar Ali Khan, 348. 

Gujarat (variety of silk deriving its name 
from), li, 336. 

Gulson, E., writer, 122, 144. 
Gumashtahs, 50, 60, 62, 138, 267-9, 271-3 

311, 334, 336, 400, 440-1 ; oppressive 
conduct of, xxxi; investment through 
Xlviii-li, 13. 6 

Gumbroon, see Bandar Abbas. 
Gunge Bazar, Calcutta, abolition of the 

farm of, 75. 
Gunner, office of, xlvi. 
Gunpowder, 67, 134 ; committee for 

examining manufacture, xlvi, 59; 
importance of saltpetre in manufacture 
of, li; scarcity among the French of, 
lii, 391 ; production, 12, 191, 358-9, 448 ; 
for Bengal, 126 ; supervision of factories, 
284. 

Gurgin Khan, see Gregory, Khwajah. 
Gurrahs, see Garha. 
Gurudas, son of Nandakumar, 480. 
Guzzerat, see Gujarat. 

Hackett, John, 109, 452. 
Hadley, Henry, Member of Court of 

Directors, 35, 38, 55, 98, 104-5, 107, 113, 
122, 158-9, 170-1. 

Hafizullah Khan, son of Sarfaraz Khan, 
reconciled with Jafar Ali Khan, xxxvi. 

Hague, Capt. Thomas, 264, 299. 
Hainggyi Island, in Bassein river, Burma, 

134, 245, 299, 436-7; murder of 
Europeans at, 461. 

—Chief, see Howe, John; Newton, T. 
—Resident, see Southby, Capt. WJH. 
Haji, Khwajah, dismissed from post of 

Mir Bakhshi, xxxvii. 

Haji Ahmed, 474. 
Hakim Beg, 15, 277 ; note on, 470. 
Haldane James, Commander of the 

Prince Edward, 4, 162. 
Hall, Henry, 168. 
Hancock, Tyso Saul, appointed Surgeon at ^ 

Cossimbazar, 451. 

Handle, Edward, license for sale of arrack 
cancelled, 352-3. 

Harcourt (ship). Commander of, see 
Webber, W. 

Hardinge (ship), 403. 
Hardwicke (ship), 41, 44-9, 55-6, 58, 67-9, 

106-7, 123, 319-20, 325-6, 330-2, 356, 
359-60, 362, 377, 387, 395, 398, 434, 
436-8, 443-4, 449, 461, 465. 

—Captain, see Matcham, Capt.—; Samson, 
Capt. John. 

Hare, Francis, 168. 
Harial, Pabna Dist., Bengal, investment 

through gumashtahs, 1, 267. 
Haripal, Hooghly Dist., Bengal, I, 267. 
Harkarah (emissary, messenger), 238, 423, 

425-6. 

Harrington, Charles, 54. .. 
Harrington, Joseph, Member of China 

Council, 47. ^ 

VoL H—32 

H^Irf;0Francis> Commander of the Triton, 

Harrison, John, Member of Court of 
Directors 108, 113, 122, 130, 158-9, 170-1. 

Harrison, Robert John, Supercargo m 

h57na’ 51 Member of China Council, 

Ham? S., Member of Court of Directors, 

Hasbulhukm (document issued agreeably 
to royal authority by the Vazir or otte 
high officer of Govt), 216. 

Hasenclever, Lieut. Christian, 109-10 
Hastings, Warren, 268-9, 279, 348, ml 417, 

452; appointed Member of Cossimbazar 
Council, 245; induces Jafar Ali Khan 
to grant lands bet Calcutta md Bagh- 
bazar to Coy, 341-2, 

Hawke (ship), 4-5, 47, 161. 
—Commander, see Drake, Capt. Richard. 
Hawke, Sir Edward, disperses Fr. fleet 

from Brest, 171. 
Hay,—, Member of Patna Council, 449. 
Hay, William, 308; judge of the 

Cutcherry Court, 362. 
Hazir Ali Khan, rebellion at Pumea, 

xxxiii; defeated by Qadam Husain 
Khan, 478. 

Hector (ship), 115, 117, 120, 132. 
—Commander, see Williams, J. 
Heron, Major—, 70. 
Hertford (sloop), 435-6. 
Hewett, Capt.—, of the Duke of Aqui¬ 

taine, 156, 1^9. 
Hewett, Thomas, writer, 145, 246. 
Hijili, Midnapore Dist., Bengal, 87, 180, 

219, 226, 298, 368, 315, 329, 389, 395, 
412, 434; zamindar of, xxxvi, 367; 
defence measures, 330. 

Hijili Factory, Chief of, see Boddam, 
Thomas. 

Hinde, Thomas, Commander of the 
Onslow, 4, 162. 

Hindus, The, relations with Muslim ruler* 
of Bengal, xxiv; compensation to 
sufferers during sack of Calcutta, xxviii, 
232, 386; lands near Calcutta 
for temples of, 349. 

Hircaras, Htrcarus, see Hafk&roh, 
His Majesty’s Squadron, in the East 

Indies, 7, 31, 122-3, 132, 156* 138-9, 
210; stores for, 165, 329; movement, 
177, 314; helps in recovery of Calcutta^ 
184, 194; see also Navy Donatiost. 

Holland, 204, 340. 
Holland, Capt.—, 435-6. 

203, 303, 3/*-3, 3//, 300,- 00*, 
400-1, 405-7, 415-8, 446, 452-3, 458-9; 
Member of Board and Mwo* Qpmgtt 
tee, xl, 52-4, 106* 108, 17% 
m> 362, 4ii, 450, 
Zamindar of Calcutta, xBv, 3o-4 * -9® 
establishment of Resaiepef a£ 1% 
310; Court’s opinion j% 
with 
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charges against Watts, 182-7; super¬ 
sedes Frankland as Member of Board, 
360; suggestions re. farming of Cal¬ 
cutta zamindari, 447 ; note on, 469. 

Hooghly, Bengal, 141, 186, 226, 244, 276, 
425, 471 ; attack on, xix, xxv, 178, 277 ; 
restrictions re. erection of forts south 
of, xxviii; security measures against ap¬ 
prehended French advance, 316. 

—Dutch Director and Council, 62, 219, 
242, 266-7, 461 -3; claim damages for 
loss of ship in Balasore Road, 346-7. 

—English Factory, 373. 
—Faujdar, xxxvi, 307, 342 ; payment of 

peshkash to, 26; presents to, 276; 
tankhwah on, 343; see also Nanda- 
kumar; Umar Beg, Mirza. 

Hooghly River, xvii, xxviii, 475. 
Hookumbeg, see Hakim Beg. 
Homer, Mann, Supercargo in China, 5, 

167. 
Hoskins,—, Counsel at the Chancery Bar, 

27, 470. 
Houghton (ship), 41, 115, 123, 128, 131-3, 

154, 156, 159-60, 439, 465. 
—Commander, see Newton, C. 
Howe, John, Chief at Hainggyi, 285. 
Howe, Thomas, Commander of the Win- 

chelsea, 45. 
Howitt, Samuel, 454. 
Howrah, Bengal, 475. 
Huchenson, Thomas Howard, Captain of 

the Newcastle, 31. 
Huchinson, Henry, writer, 168. 
Huchinsin, N., Commander of the Caer¬ 

narvon, 162. 
Huchinson, W., Commander of the Go dol¬ 

phin, 115. 
Hugh, T. Fitz, appointed Chief Super¬ 

cargo at Ningpo, 119-20. 
Hughes, Capt.—, of the Falmouth, 156, 

159. 
Hughly, see Hooghly, 
Hull, John, Member of China Council, 

47, 57. 
Hume, Alexander, Member of China 

Council, 46-7. 
Hume, Capt. Alexander, of the Fox, 4, 

333. 
Humphreys, Isaac, cadet, 169. 
Hunter (schooner), 245, 273; auctioned, 

332. 

Hurripaul, see Haripal. 
Husain Quli Khan, 474. 
HusbuMhookum, see Hasbulhukm. 
Hyderabad, 196, 425. 
Hyndham,—, dies at Falta, 192. 

Ibrahim Khan, relations with the Eng¬ 
lish and the French, 424. 

Ichchapuram, Ganjam Dist., Madras, 238, 
478. 

Ijaradar (renter of a village or estate at a 
stipulated rate), 350, 447. 

Ilchester (ship), 4-5, 7, 11-2, 25, 44, 135, 
160-1, 166, 300, 320, 326, 329-33, 366, 
371 2, 395-6, 403, 410-3, 437, 442-3. 

—Captain, see Todd, Capt. John; Ward, 
Capt. James. 

Ilia Grande, see Isla Grande. 
Illiabad, see Allahabad. 
Imadul-Mulk, see Ghaziud-Din. 
Impey, M-, Member of Court of Directors, 

34, 38, 43-4, 98, 104-5, 107. 
Import Warehouse, 315; restitution of 

effects taken by Sirajud-Daulah from, 
219; purchase of house in Calcutta for 
office, 355. 

Import Warehouse Keeper, 82, 286, 309-10, 
333, 438 ; see also Becher, Richard: 
Holwell, John Zephaniah; McGwire, 
William. 

Imports, see Trade. 
Indian Christians, 103. 
Ingelie, see Hijili. 
Inglis, Cornelius, Commander of the 

Shaftesbury, 45. 
Ingram, Capt. William, 154. 
Injaram, Godavari Dist., Madras, 321. 
Irajud-Din Khan, xxvii. 
Ireland, 5, 48, 131-2, 146; recruitment of 

troops for Coy in, 162. 
Iron, 243, 310, 439 ; imports from England, 

lii, 47-8, 116-7, 165-6 ; prohibition of 
trade in, removed in Sumatra, 18 ; illicit 
trade in, 135; sale, 333-4. 

Ironside, Ensign Gilbert, 109. 
Irwin Institute, 399. 
Isla Grande, Brazil, 114, 138. 
Itimad Daula Bahadre, see Muhammad 

Quli Khan. 
Itlaq (tax levied on a defendant as wages 

for a peon stationed over him as soon 
as a complaint is preferred), xliv, 73-4, 
363. 

Jackson, G., Commander of the Essex, 
115. 

Jackson’s Ghat, Calcutta, 446. 
Jacobs, Capt. Nathaniel, 71, 365. 
Jacobs, Mrs Mary, 365. 
Jafar Ali Khan, xxii, xxiv, xlix, 50-1, 59, 

66, 79, 85, 101, 108, 142, 144, 166, 250, 
260, 269, 336, 340-1, 345-6, 386, 440-2, 
447, 451, 454, 470-1, 476-8, 480; sup- 

- plants Sirajud-Daulah, xxiii, xxvi-xxvii, 
225-31 ; succeeds as Nawab of Bengal, 
232, 259, 307 ; main trends in rule of, 
xxix-xxx; weak government, xxxix; 
revolts against, 257-8, 339; relations 
with officers and troops, xxxiii-xxxviii, 
391-2, 413, 419; relations with Durlabh- 
ram, 257-8 ; relations with Shitab Rai, 

'426. 
E. I. Coy: treaty with, xxviii-xxix, 230-4, 

242-3, 251, 272-3, 275-6, 299, 320, 358, 
365; grant of lands to, xxviii, 60, 
275-6, 307, 311, 341-2, 348-50 ; restitu- 

- tion and donation money, xxviii, 102-3, 
141, 150, -272-3, 279-80, 307, 344-5; 
growth in power of, xxx; complains 
.against illicit trade by Coy’s servants, 
xxx-xxxiii; increasing military de- 
pendance on, xxxvi; grants jagir of 
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24-Parganas to Clive, xxxviii; parwana 
for mint at Calcutta, xlvii-xlviii; grant 
of saltpetre monopoly in Bihar to, li, 
338-9; complains against abuse of 
dastaks, 81, 277-8 ; presents by, 104, 
276, 348-9 ; payment of dues to, 139, 
233, 235, 259, 267-8, 275, 277, 279-80, 
307, 311, 325, 342-3, 355, 452; visit 
to Calcutta, 320-1, 326, 347-8. 

Other Powers: payment of chauth to 
Maratbas, 235-6; relations with the 
Dutch, 388, 433, 461 ; measures to 
check Shah Alam II in Bihar, 414, 422, 
425, 429, 461. 

—Son of, see Sadiq Ali Khan. 

Jagannath, 183 ; note on, 475. 
Jagat Seths (title conferred upon Fateh 

Chand, a Marwari banker at Murshida- 
bad, and his successors by Mughal Em¬ 
peror), xxiii-xxiv, xxxiv-xxxv, 118, 197, 
220, 229, 232, 274-5, 277, 442, 473, 476; 
part in conspiracy against Sirajud- 
Daulah, xxvi-xxvii, xxxv ; settlement re. 
payment by Jafar Ali Khan of stipu¬ 
lated money to Coy, 233; dues from 
Jafar Ali Khan, 259 ; opposition to Coy’s 
coining siccas at Calcutta, 444; note on, 
476 ; see also Mahtab Rai, Jagat Seth; 
Swarup Chand, Jagat Seth. 

—Vakil of, see Ranjit Rai. 

Jagdia Factory, Noakhali District, Bengal, 
1, 85 ; Coy’s servants and military with¬ 
drawn from, 222; investment at, 272. 

—Chief, see Baillie, William. 
Jagir (hereditary assignment of land and 

of its rent as annuity), xxxviii, 424. 
Jamadar (officer of police, customs or 

army), 419, 422, 429, 462. 
Jamadialoual, see Jumadi-ul-Awwal. 
Jamadiastamuce, see Jumadi-us-Sani. 
James, Thomas, 43. 
James, Commodore William, 51, 98, 111, 

141, 255. 
Janki Ram, Raja, 399, 477. 
Jankoji Sindhia, 426. 
Tats, The, 428. 
Java, 17. 
Jekyll, Joseph, 168. 
Jenkins, Benjamin, Commander of the 

Tavistock, 4. 
Jenks,—, 354. 
Jeykell, Joseph, see Jekyll, Joseph. 
Jennings, Capt. William, appointed to 2nd 

Company of Artillery, 356. 
Jhilmiti (kind of fine silk), 1, 441. 
Jocelyn, Capt. R., of the Lenox, 159. 
John Bazar, Calcutta, 75. 
Johnstone, —, 284, 324, 326, 333, 362, 365, 

387, 423. t . 
Johnstone, John, Lieutenant's commission 

in the Patriot Band, 312; appointed 
Chief at Balasore, 360, 473. 

Jones, Capt. —, of the Syren, 55, 189, 195. 
Jones, Capt. Jasper Leigh, death, 25, 37. 
Jones, Robert, Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 38, 43-4, 55, 98, 104-5, IOJ. . 
Jumadi-ul-Awwal (5th month of Muslim 

calendar), 421. 

J umadi-us-Sani (6th month of Muslim 
calendar), 428. 

Jungaraul (probably Sankrail, situated on 
the Hooghly in Howrah District, Ben* 
gal), 186, 475. 

Jungogee, see Jankoji Sindhia. 
Jury, Grand, at Bombay, Madras and Cal¬ 

cutta, 72, 474. 
Justices of the Peace, xlv ; at Madras, 111. 

K. agmari, Dacca Dist., Bengal, cossets 
from, 313. 

Kahan (measure of value equal to 128® 
cowries), 18. 

Kalingapatam, Gan jam Dist., Madras, 
435. 

Kaikapur Dutch Factory, Murshidabad 
Dist., Bengal, 462. 

Kalna, Burdwan Dist., Bengal, 317. 
Kalyan Singh, xxvii. 
Kamgar Khan, reconciled with Jafar Ali 

Khan, xxxvi; invites Shah Alam to in¬ 
vade Bihar, xxxvii. 

Kanat (walls of tent, or external screen 
of canvas surrounding tent), 352. 

Karamnasa River, 419, 427-9. 
Karkhana (workshop), 361, 401-2. 
Kashida (a kind of cloth), II, 271. 
Katra, Bihar, investment through gumash- 

tahs, 1, 267. 
Katwa, Burdwan Dist., Bengal, xxvi, 12, 

310; Sirajud-Daulah orders fortification 
of, 226; captured by Clive, 228, 231. 

Kaylor, George Fredrick, appointed Lieut.- 
Fireworker in Bengal Army, Ill. 

Keda, Siam, 299. 
Kedgeree, Midnapore Dist., Bengal, 431, 

434. 
Kellah, see Kila. 
Kelly, James, cadet, 169. 
Kempenfelt, Capt. Richard, of the WM- 

zabcth, 31. 
Kent (H.M.’s ship), 49, 190, 208, 245, 254, 

262; meeting of Board held on, 178. 
Kharijuri, pargana in 24-Pargaaas, 

nue survey of, 351. 
Khilat (robe of honour), 426. 
Khirpai, Midnapore Dtst., Bengal, 1, 267. 
KhoraJd (diet money), 243. 
Khudadad Khan Latif, see Yar Latif 

JOaah. 
Khulna, Bengal* i 267. 
Kiia (fort), 228, 431. 
Kilpatrick, Major Janes, 99, IQ2, 106, H7. 

ffl, ISO, 182, 188; 195-4 283, M; 
. arrives ,{M> Madias to tocomer Cak»«*#» 

' sv!2; SbagiMy raided by, xix; Mesafee* 
.of Board aad Sdtect Committee, «. 

’ ‘ 38-44 43, 52-3,184 175, 28414 21% 2*4 
256; saperrises making of gwpewdoq, 
59; formation of mlbtut cobbt 
mand of, 69; pay md 
Ownmander of Anpyv 70-1, I To* 

» 192: il beam m 
lErKrrvn#* ,246 t I: mm 

V • 471^ 

iTm, Capt Rktadr 195. 
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Kingfisher (ship), 45, 157, 189, 214, 218, 
224, 230, 239-40, 261 ; employed in 
attack on Hooghly, 178. 

King in Council, 27, 29, 470. 
King’s Bench, verdict in the Scarborough 

case, 6. 
Kinnersley, Francis, Member of China 

Council, 119-20, 125, 167. 
Kinsale, Ireland, 131, 169. 
Kissendass, see Krishna Das. 
Kistbundee, see Qistbandi. 
Knox, John, evidence in dispute bet. 

Hoi well and Pearkes, 213-4. 
Knox, John, sen.. Asst Surgeon, 24. 
Koran, xxiii. 
Kos (measure of distance usually one and 

a half or two miles), 422, 430. 
Kotha (warehouse, mercantile or banking 

house), xlviii, 60-2, 189, 448. 
Kotwal (chief police officer), 75; abolition 

of post of, xivi, 79. 
Krishna Das, xxiii, 475 ; alleged bribery 

to secure protection, xlii, 157, 452-3; 
Sirajud-Daulah demands surrender of, 
183 ; note on, 482. 

Krishnananda Sharma, Coy’s gumashtah 
at Cossimbazar, 269; charge of fraud 
brought against, 337-8. 

Kulpi, village on the Hooghly River, 
xxviii, xxx, 232, 263, 276. 

Kumarkhaii, Nadia Dist., Bengal, 268; 
silk from, li, 336. 

La Balaine (Fr. ship), 139. 
La Fidelle (Fr. ship), 139. 
La Fortune (Fr. ship), 139. 
Lac, trade in, li. 
Lahore, 426. 
Lakshmindra, 453. 
Lakshmipur, Noakhali Dist., Bengal, 25, 

61, 84, 209, 279, 311, 401 ; high quality 
of cotton goods produced at, li; 
zamindari granted to Coy, 14-5, 278, 
345. * 

Lakshmipur Factory, 279, 342, 440-1 ; staff, 
xlix, 61 ; investment, 1, 220, 272, 338-9; 
restoration by Sirajud-Daulah, 209; 
measures for protection, 273-4, 278; 
construction works at, 354. 

—Chief, see Amyatt, Peter; Playdell, 
Charles Stafford; Verelst, Harry; 
McGwire, William; Billers, W. 

Laliy, Comte de, 42, 114, 139, 158, 167, 
347-8, 390-2, 394, 412-3, 430-1, 439, 
442-3; note on, 472. 

Lambert, William, writer, 168. 
Land Custom Master, xlvi, 84, 445-6, 474; 

duties, 76 ; salary, 83, 398 ; jurisdiction, 
363; see also Playdell, Charles Stafford ; 
Smyth, Harry. 

Lane, Thomas, writer, 171. 
Lapwing (ship), 178. 
Lascar (Endian sailor; also applied to tent- 

pitchers, inferior artillery men etc.), 10, 
29, 55, 86. 3 9 

Lascelles, Peter, Commander of the York, 
4, 162-3. 

Latham (ship), 4-5, 162-3, 166. 
—Commander, see Foot, John. 
Latour, J., cadet, 122. 
Law, Jacques, to defend Masulipatam, 196 ; 

reported death near Bendamurlanka, 
223. 

Law, Jean, Chief of Saidabad French 
Factory, 222, 413 ; views on downfall of 
Sirajud-Daulah, xx-xxii, xxiv ; relations 
with Sirajud-Daulah, xxvi, 226, 230, 233, 
238-9 ; activities in Bihar and Oudh, 
xxxiii-xxxiv, xxxvi, 234-5, 249, 259-60, 
392, 419, 428; note on, 476. 

Law, Stephen, Member of Court of 
Directors, 34. 

Law, Stephen, Governor of Bombay, 143. 
Lawrell, James, 96, 122. 
Lawrence, Lieut. Col. Stringer, 70, 153-4, 

168 ; C. in C. of English forces in the 
East Indies, 112. 

UActife (Fr. man of war), 138. 
Le Bourbon (Fr. ship), 139. 
Le Comte d’Argenson (Fr. ship), 139. 
L3Elephant (Fr. ship), 139. 
L’Indien (Fr. ship), dispute re. disposal, 51, 

98, 111, 141-2. 
Le Lustre (Fr. man of war), 138. 
Le Mentor (Fr. man of war), 138. 
Le Siecle (Fr. ship), 223. 
Lead, 10, 62, 243, 252, 265, 310, 334, 439 ; 

imported from England, lii, 116-7, 135, 
165-6; sale, 240, 333. 

Legge, Capt. George, of the Queenborough, 
31. 

Lenox (H.M.’s ship), 123, 156, 159. 
—Captain, see Jocelyn, Capt. R. 
Leopard (snow), 434, 451, 461. 
Lewin, R., Commander of the Suffolk, 115. 
Lewis, John, cadet, 154. 
Lewis, Capt. Tom, resigns, 357. 
Lewis XIV, see Louis XXV. 
Leycester, Edward, death, 246. 
Leicester, Ralph, 135-6, 145, 157, 310, 

450; Commissary at Fort William, 
204; judge of the Cutcherry Court, 
362. 

Liell, Thomas, Supercargo, 5. 
Limerick, Ireland, 99-100, 132. 
Limpao, Limpo, see Ningpo. 
Limpo (ship), 46. 
Lindsay, G., Commander of a new ship, 

115-6. 
Lion (sloop), 435. 
Lisbon, 308. 
Lisbon Mail (ship), 113. 
Lively (ship), 188. 
Lockwood, Thomas, Member of China 

Council, 46-7, 167; appointed Chief 
Supercargo at Canton, 58, 119-20, 125. 

Lollcours, bakhshi of Raja Balwant Singh, 
426. 

London (ship), 41, 46, 56, 58, 96-7, 101, 
109, 160, 324, 329, 332-3, 338, 361, 364, 
366, 389, 395, 402, 412, 414. 

London, xvii, xl, 164, 461. 
Long Ells (a kind of cloth), lii, 49, 116-7, 

166. 
Loo (sloop), 331. 
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Look, W., 127. 
Lord Anson (skip), 4-5, 132, 162-3. 

Commander, sec Chick, Edward Lord 
Lord Mansfield (ship), 162-3. 
—Commander, see Macleod, Capt. Alex¬ 

ander. 
L’Orient, port in France, 31, 42, 45, 64, 

306. 
Louis XTV, King of France, 186. 
Louisburgh, Ireland, 132. 
Lowis, Capt.—, 435. 
Lubers, Lieut. George De, 283. 
Luckicondore, see Lakshmindra. 
Lucknow, 412. 
^Rumcd (kind of silk piecegoods), 

Lushing, Bur del, 145. 
Lushington, Henry, 54, 387, 414, 453-4; 

Persian Translator, 360 ; Asst in Export 
Warehouse, 362 ; note on, 482. 

Lutter Khan, see Yar Latif Khan. 
Lyndsay,—, dies, 192. 
Lynn (ship), 372. 
Lyon, James Philip, 168. 

Macdonald, James, supervisor of gun¬ 
powder mills, 143, 359. 

Macdonald, Capt. James, 356. 
Macdonald, John, supervisor of gunpowder 

mills, 284. 
Mace, Capt. James, 44, 51, 66, 101, 143, 

312 ; appointed Chief Engineer of Bengal 
and Member of Board, 34-7, 153; Capt. 
of artillery company, 37, 153; salary, 
37-8. 

McGwire, William, xliii, 72, 169, 312, 383, 
456 ; permitted to return to Bengal, 23; 
Member of Board, 170, 396, 418, 466; 
Collector of Consulage, Registrar of 
Dastaks and Sub-Accountant, 359; 
Commissary to Col. Forde’s expedition, 
359, 414; Secy to Select Committee, 
360 ; Chief of Lakshmipur, 401 ; Import 
Warehouse Keeper and Accountant, 
464-5 ; note on, 470. 

Machulka, see Muchalka. 
Mackellan, J., 127. 
Mackenzie, William, Member of Ghana 

Council, 46-7. 
Mackett, Robert, Member of China 

Council, 46-7; Supercargo at Canton, 
58 119-20 125 

Mackett, William, 305, 373, 375-7, 417, 
460 ; Member of Board, 38-9, 43, 53, 
83-4, 106, 108, 195, 209-10, 213, 220, 244, 
248, 255, 280, 298, 306, 308, 321, 325, 
388, 395, 411, 418, 457, 464, 466; Store¬ 
keeper, Civil Paymaster and Paymaster 
of Works, 365 ; member of committee 
examining charges against Pearkes, 361, 
402 ; note on, 472. 

Mckie, Capt Hugh, 109-10. 
Mclachlin, Peter, 154. 
Mclaren, T., 127. 
Macleod, Capt. Alexander, of the Lord 

Mansfield, 161; of the Marlborough, 
252, 255, 263, 265, 284, 296-7, 308. 

mi 
Macleshjn, Capt.-, of the D%«|, 
Macleshlan, Peter, 240. * 
McNemara, John, Commander of the 

Rhoaa, 45. 
Madagascar Island, 7, 156, 300, 324. 
Madarud-Daulah, attempts to win over 

4^0 1 t0 thC side of Shail Aiam H, 

Madamtitle of Salabat Jane;, nsley 
of Hyderabad, q.v. 

Madeira Isiand, 3-5, 46, 59, 115, 117, itk 
132, 166, 241, 324. ^ 

M5^ira WiDC* !ii’ 240, 252, 400. 
Madras, town and Presidency, xyiii. M 

134, 136-7, 212, 300, 304, 3*0, 324, 327, 
330, 332, 457, 478; mint, xMi, 79, 181, 
274 ; saltpetre for, K, 252; defence. 
24-5; customs administration, 75-4; 
betel farrn^ at, 89; judicial administra¬ 
tion, 111, 4734; position of the French 
in, 250, 348; siege by the French rated, 
429-31, 434, 437, 439, 472; demands for 
money, 432-3; see also Fort St George. 

—Governor and Council, see Wmt St 
George, Governor and Council 

Madras Detachment, see Army, Madras. 
Madura, Madras, 236, 250-1. 
—Governor, see Mahfuz Alt Khan. 
Magee, William, 4534. 
Maghs (natives of Arakan, Burma), 278, 

346. 
Mahabat Jang, title given by the King of 

Delhi to Alivardi Khan, q.v. 
Mahfuz Ali Khan, Governor of Madam 

and Tmnevelly, 236 ; note on, 477-S. 
Mahmud Ally Cawn, see Muhammad Ai 

Khan. 
Mahmud Gooly Cawn, see Mdkmmmi 

Quli Khan. 
Mahmud Nazam, 238. 
Mak mudhiattees (fine sort of muslta; 

kind of piecegoods), 271. 
Mahtab Rai, fagmt Seth, conspiracy 

against Shajud-Daalah, xxE. 
Maidapur, Murshldabad Bte, Bmal, 

232. 
Mainwaring, Roger, C&wm&m&er of tfie 

Tilbury, 45. 
Major of Fort Wiliam, iM, 198; see eim 

Forde, CoL Frauds; Kilpatrick, Major 
James. 

Malabar, 48; Coast of, 5, 141, 215. 
Malacca Strait, 33®, 395. 
Malays, xxxviii. 
Makte Rei^al, 1, 1% 235, 247, 4& 
Mamooda (ship), 215. 
Mandeviie, George, Member of diesi 

Council, 46-7. 
Manikchand, xril-xvfii, xxiii, 2i% XS& 

273; note on, 476*. 

^^247^%^^ St 
372-3, 376, 416, 453, 4SW, 
of Beard and Select 'CtooagBtoSA 
3»-m, 5irS, ms, m, 
319, 321, 323, 32% 327,'HI, 
430-2, 466; el!**#* JMltt M Wm* 
229, 235;' mi 
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Cossimbazar, 364; Export Warehouse 
Keeper, 82, 449 ; note on, 471. 

Mansabdar {quasi-feudal dependent of the 
Mughal Govt who had territory assigned 
to him on condition of his supplying a 
certain number of horse), 388, 424, 464. 

Manship, John, Member of Court of 
Directors, 34, 38, 43-4, 55, 98, 104-5, 107, 
113, 122, 130, 158-9. 

Mapletoft, John, 5. 
Mapletoft, Rev. Robert, 190, 399; relief 

to family of, 67, 362, 449. 
Marathas, The, xxiv, 90, 197, 236, 250, 

321, 391 ; threaten Bengal and Bihar, 
xxix, xxxiv, xxxvi; relations with Shah 
Alam II, xxxvii; relations with Ghazi- 
ud-Din, 258, 426; relations with Nizam 
Ali Khan, 259, 393 ; navy, 475. 

Maratha Ditch, Calcutta, xx, xxviii, 90, 
200, 232, 447; note on, 476. 

March, R., 127. 
Marine Department, administration of, 

xlvii, 85-9, 331 ; see also Master 
Attendant. 

—Superintendent, see Cruttenden, Edward 
Holden. 

Marine Stores, xlvii, 9, 86, 88, 334, 355. 
Marlborough (ship), 3, 102, 113-4, 118, 131, 

134, 139, 146, 151, 175, 177, 190, 205, 
215, 219, 240-2, 244, 246, 252-6, 262-5, 
267, 281, 296, 306, 308, 313, 343, 371, 
455. 

—Captain, see Macleod, Capt. Alexander. 
Marlborough, Duke of. 111. 
Marque, Letters of, 6, 30 ; note on, 469. 
Marriott, Randolph, 268, 362. 
Maskelyne, Capt.—, 215. 
Masnad (throne), 228, 232. 
Mason, Capt. Charles, of the Stretham, 

104, 438. 
Master Attendant, Bengal, xlvi, 9, 55, 208, 
. 263, 265, 301, 329, 331-3, 435-8 ; duties, 

powers and salary, xlvii, 86-9; sugges¬ 
tions for preventing entrance of French 
fleet into the Hooghly, 316-7, 330; see 
also Plaisted, Bartholomew; Graham, 
David; Wedderbum, Capt. Henry; 
Scott, Alexander; Barton, Capt. James. 

Master Bricklayer, see Braiding, Thomas ; 
Daw, James; Raper, John. 

Masulipatam, Kistna Dist., Madras, 91, 
196, 321, 393, 437, 451, 481 ; Col. Forde’s 
march towards, 411-3, 430; captured, 
436, 479-80 ; granted to Coy by Salabat 
Jang, 443 ; placed under charge of John 
Andrews, 444. 

Masulipatam French Factory, Chief of, see 
Moracin, Leon. 

Matcham, Capt. —, of the Hardwicke, 332. 
Maudipoor, see Maidapur. 
Mauphos Cawn, see Mahfuz Ali Khan. 
Mauritius and Bourbon, islands in Indian 

Ocean, 45, 50, 196, 222-3. 
Mayor’s Court, Calcutta, xliii, 24, 27, 72, 

74, 95, 157, 192-3, 314, 363, 386, 447, 
470-1 ; dispute with Holwell, xliv, 28-9; 
jurisdiction, 30, 474. 

—Accountant General, 399. 
—Registrar, see Dumbleton, William. 

Meard, Capt. George, of the Denham, 134. 
Meer Azisse, see Abdul Aziz, Mir. 
Meer Iskoola, see Mir Ishqullah. 
Meer Murdun, see Nazir Ali, Mir. 
Meliish, Francis, 109. 
Merchants, proposal to regulate Indian 

merchants’ residence in Calcutta, 64, 
193; procedure for their obtaining Coy’s 
protection, 80-1 ; special concession to 
coral traders regarding payment, 148* 
9; see also Dadni Merchants; Free 
Merchants. 

Mergui, Lower Burma, 299, 435, 443. 
Mermaid (sloop), 240, 256, 262, 330, 396, 

399; inquiry into loss of, 435. 
Mexico Dollar, see Dollar. 
Mheer Ashrog, see Mir Ashraf. 
Middleton,—, 270. 
Middleton, Samuel, 145. 
Midnapore, Bengal, 238; rebellion in, 

xxxiii, 257; restoration of order in, 
xxxiv. 

—Governor, see Rajaram Singh. 
Milford Haven, inlet, Wales, 132. 
Military Paymaster, 355 ; see also Smith, 

Culling. 
—at Madras, 357. 
Military Storekeeper, 286, 297, 365, 473; 

see also Baillie, William; Mackett, 
William; Holwell, John Zephaniah. 

Military Stores, xlvi, 67, 114, 167, 180, 
192, 206, 212, 222, 249, 281, 285, 308, 414, 
434. 

Millagan, Robert, 69, 450. 
Milligan, Robert, refused commission 

owing to misbehaviour, 357. 
Mills, Capt.—, escapes from Black Hole, 

55. 
Minchin, Capt. George, 70, 207, 455 ; dis¬ 

missed, 42; note on, 472. 
Mingha Bibby’s Gaut, see Munga Bibi’s 

Ghat. 
Mint — 
—Bombay, 79-80. 
—Calcutta, xix, xxviii, 206, 277, 298, 444; 

parwana re., 180, 201, 232, 249; 
establishment and working, xlvii-xlviii, 
79-80, 101, 139, 274-5, 470-1 ; measures 
to check debasing of coins, 364. 

—Madras, xlvii, 79, 101, 274. 
—Murshidabad, 364. 
Mint Committee, xlvii, 243, 274-5. 
Mint Master, xlvii-xlviii, 79-80, 274 ; see 

also Frankland, William; Boddam, 
Thomas. 

Mir Ashraf, 402. 
Mir Bakhshi (Chief Paymaster), xxiii, 

xxxvii. 
Mir Ishqullah, 360-1. 
Mir Jafar, see Jafar Ali Khan. 
Mir Madan, xxiii, xxvi-xxvii. 
Mir Qasim, see Qasim Ali Khan. 
Miran, see Sadiq Ali Khan. 
Mirza Mehdi, murdered, xxxiv, 258, 478. 
Mirza Omar Beg, see Umar Beg, Mirza. 
Mirzapur, U. P., 428. 
Mocha, Yemen, 90, 118. 
Moghol, Mogul, The, see Alamgir H. 
Moguls, see Mughals. 
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Mogul Government, see Mughal Govern¬ 
ment. 

Mohanlal, Sirajud-Daulah’s Diman, xxiii, 
xxvi-xxvii; imprisoned at Murshidabad, 
228. 

Mohur (gold coin), xxxviii, 1, 139-40, 277, 
298, 389, 399. 

Monickchund, see Manikchand. 
Montague,— de, 28-9. 
Moonholl (Mohanlal?), Dutch Chiefs 

bama, 402. 
Moore, Rev. John, chaplain in Bengal, 126, 

144, 451. 
Moore, Capt. Thomas, 29. 
Moors (Muhammadan rulers and people 

of Bengal), xxviii, 51, 141, 185, 226, 341 ; 
restitution money for, 232, 386. 

Mootah Jail, see Motijhil. 
Moracin, Leon, Chief of Masulipatam 

French Factory, 327. 
Morada Doulat, see Muradud-Daulah. 
Moraudbaug, see Muradbagh. 
Moriamni (grant of portion of gross 

produce of cultivated lands in kind, now 
commuted for money), 74. 

Mostise, see Mustees. 
Motijhil, lake and palace at Murshidabad, 

Bengal, 183. 
Mount, see St Thomas's Mount. 
Mount Deli, fort in Malabar Dist., Mad¬ 

ras, 140. 
Mouxadab, see Murshidabad. 
Muchalka (bond or written agreement), 

xxx-xxxi, xlvii, 186, 243, 275. 
Muddar Ad Doula Behadre, see Madarud- 

Daulah. 
Muddar A1 Mulk, see Salabat Jang. 
Muga (kind of coarse silk manufactured 

in Assam), 401. 
Mugghs, see Maghs. 
Mughal Government, 74, 85; exclusion 

from jurisdiction of Mayor's Court of 
subjects of, xliv. 

Mughals, The, 77, 83, 310. 
Muhammad Ali Khan, Nawab of Arcot, 

148, 421, 427, 477-8. ^ , . 
Muhammad Beg, murders Sirajud-Daulah, 

xxvii. , , . 
Muhammad Khan, Mir Bakhsht, xxxvn. 
Muhammad Quli Khan, xxxvii-xxxviii. 

426-8, 432. ^ ^ w . 
Mumford, Capt. John, of the Prince 

Henry, 4. 
Munga Bibi's Ghat, Calcutta, 446. 
Muradbagh, palace in Murshidabad, 

Bengal, 340-1, 452, 462. 
Muradud-Daulah, 431-2. 
Murshidabad, xxii, .?xvi, xxvi^ xmn, 

xxxv xxxviii, xlvii, 185, 203-4, 227- 
3^ 233^ 237, 239-40, 243-5, 251, 259, 
268 272-3, 275, 279, 282-3, 311, 316-7, 
343^ 345-6, 349, 426, 429, 453, 461, 469-70, 
476, 479; Jafar Ali Khan in possession 
of, 228 ; mint at , 364. . nA„ , ^ 

—Chief -and Council, xxxi, 243-5, 269, 

276-8, 286. 
—Kesiaenc, xxx. , , , , - 
Murshidabad Siccas, see Rupee, Murshida¬ 

bad Sicca. 

Muscat, port in Oman, 145. 
Musnud, Mussnud, see Masnad. 
Mustees (a half-caste), 217. 
Mutchulka, see Muchalka. 
Mutway (kind of boat), 271. 
Muzaffar Jang, 477. 

Naj>ia, Bengal, revenue* assigned to Coy, 
320, 343, 453-4. 

—Raja, 480. 
Nagrais, Nagraise, see Hainggyi. 
Naib (deputy), 299. 
Nainsook (fine cotton fabric), 313. 
Najibud-Daulah, 258, 426; note mik 

478-9. 

Najib-ullah Khan, half brother 0i Muham¬ 
mad Ali Khan, 236, 478. 

Najmud-Daulah, Nawab of Bengal, Bihar 
and Orissa, Nandakumar appointed 
Diwan of, 480. 

Nala (watercourse), 276. 
Nallapalli, Godavari Dist., Madras, taken 

by the French, 236. 
Nana Saheb Peshwa, see Balaji Baji Ran. 
Nancy (ship), 188. 
Nandakumar, xxxvii; tahsildar, 343; note 

on, 480. 
Nanfan, J., Commander of the CJm&w, 

115. 
Narayan Deo, Raja of Mohiri, 443.. 
Narayan Sing$ deputed by Sirajed- 

Danlah to Calcutta, 183. 
Nashan, see Nishan. 
Naval Storekeeper, see Collet, Matthew. 
Naval Stores, 206, 333, 414. 
Navy Donation, xxviii, xxxvi, xfiH, 141* 

146-7, 150, 279m 343-5, 452. 
Nawabganj, near Calcutta, rix-xx. 
Nawazish Muhammad Khan, wtHa-lt* 

of Aiivardi Khan, xxiii, 182-4, 475, 181; 
note on, 474. _ 

Nazabulla Cawm, see Najib-utials Kmm. 
Nazir Ali, Mir, conspiracy against Skmko&r 

Daulah, xxiii, xxv, 183; note on, 475. 
Nazrana (ceremonial present), 277. 
Nedrick, Lieut, fineiwker Paul, HL 
Negapatam, Tanjore Dist^ Madras* 433. 
Negrais, Negraise, see Hainggyi. 
Nelhipelli, see Nallapalli. 
Nellore, Madras, 23$. 250. * 
Neptune (Coy's ship), Commander *% see 

Purling, John. 
Neptune% shx^ !» 
Neustra Senhora dos Pmzares (Portuguese 

ship), 113, 137-8. _ _ 
Newagees Mahomed Caw®, 

Mahmud Cawa, see Nawazish Mmam- 
mad Khan. rT - 

Newcastle (ship), Captain see Wastom- 
son, Thomas Howard. m , 

hkwi^ain, Nathaniel, 
Coart of Directors, 34, 

Newton, CL m 
115 

fftus, m 
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Nishan (letter of a prince), 426. 
Nizam Ali Khan, 259, 393, 424, 477 ; note 

on, 479. 
Nizamul-Mulk (Asaf Jah), 477, 479. 
Nizarinny, see Nazrana. 
Noakhali, Bengal, 470. 
Norfolk (ship), 3-5, 81, 131, 163, 247, 264, 

288, 382, 404, 456-7. 
—Captain, see Bonham, Capt. Pinson. 
Northern Circars, Col. Forde’s expedition 

to, xxxvii-xxxviii; ceded to the French, 
477, 480-1. 

Novemberbund (variety of silk), li, 269, 
336. 

Nuddea, Nudea, see Nadia. 
Nulla, see Nala. 
Nundacomar, see Nandakumar. 

Oakes, Edward, appointed Dutch and 

French Translator, 360. 
Oakes, Edward, posted at Cossimbazar, 

451. 
Oakum (loose fibre got by picking old 

ropes to pieces), 73, 362. 
O’Hara, Charles, 90; Member of Patna 

Council, 449-50. 
Oliver, Capt. John, of the Grantham, 4, 

160, 331, 333, 373-4. 
Omichand, xx-xxi, xxiv, 65, 201, 203, 222, 

235, 343, 477, 482; fake treaty with, 
xxvi, 471 ; purchase of saltpetre from, 
xlii, 13, 137, 157, 242, 266-7, 441-2; 
suspected of intrigue against Coy, 64, 
349; note on, 469. 

Onslow (ship), 131, 163, 169, 171. 
—Commander, see Hinde, Thomas. 
Opium, li, 18, 136, 340, 393, 440. 
Orissa (ship), 215. 
Orissa, xxxiv, 237, 473, 475. 
—Governor, see Durlabhram Mahindra. 
Orme, Robert, 408, 457 ; place in Madras 

Council, 111 ; recalled to England, 168. 
Osterley (ship), 161. 
-—Captain, see Vincent, Frederick. 
Qudh, xxxiv, 419. 
—Nawab, see Shujaud-Daulah. 
Oudul Singh, see Achal Singh. 
Owen, Thomas Colby, cadet, 154. 
Oxford (ship), 59, 123, 125, 128, 439. 
—Commander, see Webber, W. 

PACHOTRA DAROGHA (custom inspector), 
15, 277. 

Padang, Sumatra, piecegoods from, 17. 
Paddepar, see Puddapar. 
Pahlwan Singh, Zamindar of Shahabad, 

reconciled with Jafar Ali Khan, xxxvi; 
invites Shah Alam to invade Bihar, 
xxxvii; reduction of, xxxviii. 

Paik (courier), xlvi, 79, 364. 
Paikar (wholesale dealer), 270. 
Palanquin, xlii, 364. 
Paik, Rev.—, chaplain at Fort St George, 

54, 366. 
Palmer, Capt.—, resigns, 357. 

Palmer, Henry, Member of China Council, 
46-7. 

Palmyras Point, headland in Cuttack 
Dist., 7. 

Panchottara (fee of 5% formerly levied 
upon any amount in dispute from the 
successful litigant), 363. 

Paradis, Louis, defeats Mahfuz Ali Khan, 
478. 

Pargana (tract of country comprising a 
number of villages), 14, 178, 259, 299, 
341. 

’ Parisod, Solomon, 55, 69. 
Parwana (order, grant or letter under royal 

seal; license or pass), 243, 273-4, 278, 
281, 307, 311, 338, 325, 426, 440-1. 

Paschoud, Capt. John Francis, 160, 167, 
284, 325; resigns, 357. 

Pathans, Sirajud-Daulah apprehends attack 
from, xxv, 211. 

Patna, xxvi, 222, 230, 234, 312, 334, 355, 
476; rebellion at, xxxiii-xxxiv, 251, 
257; Shah Alam’s march towards, 
xxxviii, 412-3, 421-2, 427-9, 431 ; Jafar 
Ali Khan’s expedition to, li, 392 ; copper 
for, lii, 136, 265, 439 ; purchase of salt¬ 
petre at, 137, 242, 325, 361, 401, 440-2 ; 
Clive’s march towards, 419-20, 431. 

—Diwan, see Shitab Rai. 
—Naib, see Ramnarayan. 
—Nawab, see Sadiq Ali Khan. 
Patna Factory, 310, 338, 431, 450 ; resettle¬ 

ment, 21-2, 62, 101, 138, 241, 243; 
investment, 1, 271-2, 339 ; note on, 473. 

—Chief, 245, 283, 460, 470-1 ; see also 
Pearkes, Paul Richard ; Amyatt, Peter; 
McGwire, William. 

—Chief and Council, 282, 449. 
Patriot Band, 312. 
Pattamar (sort of swift sailing vessel), 263, 

273. 

Pattan (advance of money for manufactur¬ 
ing any article), 220, 271. 

Pattani (goods manufactured to order), 63, 
268-9, 334, 337. 

Patty (ship), 438. 
Paymaster, 215, 354. 
—of King’s Regiment at Fort St George, 

215. 
—of Madras Detachment, 356. 
—of Works, see Mackett, William; Bas- 

ton, —. 
Payne, John, Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 4, 34-5, 38, 41, 43-5, 55, 98, 104-5, 
107. 

Pearkes, Paul Richard, 206, 304, 312-4; 
Member of Board, 38-9, 43, 52, 106, 108. 

' 195, 210, 246, 282, 317, 325 ; minute on 
resettlement of Patna factory, 21 ; 
salary, 24; Accountant, 83 ; purchase of 
saltpetre at Patna by, 137, 242-3, 271, 
441-2; his conduct in the Betsey 
affair, 145, 451 ; evidence against Hol- 
well’s allegations, 213; Collector of 
Consulage, Registrar of Dastaks and 
Chief of Dacca Factory, 359; defrauds 
the Coy, 361 ; suspended, 401-2 ; note 
on, 470. 
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Pearse, Capt.—, of the York, 159. 
Pearse, J., Commander of the Edgecote 

115. 
Peisley, Richard, Member of China Coun¬ 

cil, 46-7 ; Supercargo in China, 58. 
Pelham (ship), 85. 
Penard, Ensign —, relief to family of, 283. 
Penis, Sarah, 28. 
Pepper, 263 ; export from Fort Marlbro’, 

8, 48, 121, 264, 309, 320, 325, 332, 395, 
439 ; for China, 163. 

Percival, W., Chief of Vizagapatam, 99 ; 
arrives at Murshidabad on parole, 236. 

Perpet (kind of blue serge), 265, 333. 
Perrin’s Garden, north of Calcutta, 90; 

gunpowder mills at, 59, 448. 
Perry, Charles, cadet, 109. 
Persia, 4-5, 262; imports for, 57, 117. 
Persian Gulf, 175, 205, 218, 312, 446. 
Persian Language, teaching of, 208, 452. 
Persian Translator, see Lushington, Henry. 
Perwannahy see Parwana. 
Peshkash (offering or tribute paid to a 

great man or to govt), 26, 244, 276. 
Petrus, Khwajah, 199-200, 225; note on, 

476. 
Phipps, Thomas, Member of Court of 

Directors, 35, 38, 105, 108, 130, 158-9, 
294. 

390, 394, 413; .services praised, 54? 1, $1, 
167; negotiations re. Navy Donation, 
279; defeats French squadron mm 
Pondicherry, 433 ; note an, 472. 

Poddar (money-changer or teller tiodkt 
shroff), 385. 

Polier, Major, see Bottens, Major Paul 
Philip Polier dc. 

Pondicherry, 158, 396, 211, 215, 262, 327, 
390-1, 412, 424. 433, 443; transfer of 
Frenchmen at Chandemagore to, 134-5, 
256, 263-4; commercial importance of, 
222; French troops at, 223, 255, 306, 
318. 

—Governor and Council, 264, 
Pooneah, see Puny aha. 
Poornea, see Purnea. 
Port L’Orient, see L’Orkmt. 
Pori field (ship), 38, 41, 45. 
Portsmouth, England. 144, 161. 
Portuguese, The, 113. 508: restitstiosi 

money for, 103, 387, 454 ; loans by C@y*s 
servants to, 137-8; seek refuge is Fort 
William during siege of Calcutta, tft. 

Powell, Lieut. —, 356. 
Pownev, —, Justice of the Peace at 

Madras, 111. 
Powney, Capt. Thomas, of the Duke, 265. 

308. 
Phirmaundy see Farman. 
Phoenix (schooner), 205, 218, 262, 435. 
Phousdar, see Faujdar. 
Phulwari, Patna Dist., Bihar, 432. 
Picaty see Paikar. 
Pieot, George, Governor of Fort St 

George, 40, 111, 189-90, 219, 241, 357, 
451 ; note on, 476. 

Pigou, B., Commander of the Royal Dukey 
162. 

Pigou, Fredrick, Member of Court of 
Directors, 108, 113, 130, 158-9, 170-1. 

Pikey see Path. 
Piscash, see Peshkash. 
Pitman, Lieut. Frederick Cobb, 109-10, 

resigns, 450. 
Pitt (ship), 55-8, 121, 158, 395. 
—Commander, Wilson, Capt Wdham. 
Plaisted, Bartholomew, 72, 294, 385, 415-7 , 

suspended, 9, 22-3; appointed Surveyor 
of Works, 77-8, 364, 448 ; note on, 469. 

Plant Henrv, Member of Court of Direc- 
P1tori 5^43-4. 108, 113-4, 130 158-9 
Plassev, battle of, xxv-xxvn, 227-8, 231, 

235 260-1, 328, 384, 392. 
Playdell, Charles Stafford, 85, 463; Mem- 

her of Board, 170, 365, 397, 411, 418, 
466 ; Chief of Balasore, 209, 272, 338 , 
Chief of Lakshmipur, S60; LandCus- 
tom Master, 365, 446; Chief of Dacca, 
449; note on, 474. 

Plenderleath, —, Surgeon, 145. 
Plymouth (ship), 266. 

■» « 
132 

-Commander, see Debut*. X. 
Pocock, Admiral George, 31 49, 135, W5, 

240, 257, 262-3, 299, 307, 314, 316, 349, 

Price, J., 127. 
Prince Edward (ship), 4-5, 1L 132, 162-3. 
—Commander, see Haldane, James. 
Prince George (ship), 46, 104, 107, 

113, 169-70, 395, 398, 414, 431-t 434, 
452. 

—-Commander, see CMm, 
Prince Henry (ship), 3, 4, 19, 4^ 47 91, 

U5, 123, 131. 133, 153, 156-2, 16&-1, 434, 
441, 45L 465. # 

—Captain, see Mumford, Capt. F®* * 
Best, Thomas. ^ 

Prince of Wales (ship), 45, 47, 574 
—Commander, see Wiilam. 
Princess Augusta (ship), 4-5, Ul9 

264. . ^ 
—Commander, see Baddisom, 
Protector (ship), 178, 180, 215, 296. 
—Captain, see England, Capt * 
Prounea, see Purnea. 
Prussian Company, see Royal mmm 

Gardens, near 
217. 

Prussians, The, rtf 
Public Works, powers of the m 

peats and > 1*"* J* 

&V7 439. 
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Purbud Singh, 215. t 
Purling, John, Comn^nder of the Sand¬ 

wich, 4 ; of the Neptune, 162-3. , 
Purnea, Bihar, 186, 22#, 260 ; suppression 

of rebellion in, 257-Sv 299, 339. 
—Governor, see Qadatrf Husains Khan ; 

Abdul Aziz, Mir. * 
—Nawab, defeated by Sirajud-Daulah, 

197. 

Putney, see Pattani. 
Puttun, see Pat tan. 
Pye, John, free merchant, 193, 297. 
Pyke, see Paik. 
Pytans, see Pathans. 

Qadam Husain Khan, appointed Gover¬ 
nor of Purnea, xxxiii, 257 ; note on, 478. 

Qanungo (village and district revenue 
officer), 243, 259. 

Oasid (courier or messenger), 211, 226, 
426-7. 

Qasim Ali Khan, 471, 473, 482 ; sent in 
pursuit of Sirajud-Daulah, xxvii ; asked 
to proceed from Rangpur towards Patna, 
422, 429; relations with Ramnarayan, 
477 ; note on, 481. 

—General of, see Gregory, Khwajah. 
Qasur (defect or fault; allowance for 

difference in the value of coins; a cess), 
269. 

Oazi (civil judge, usually of towns, under 
Muhammadan Govt), 278. 

Qistbandi (fixed periodical payments of 
the revenue), 343, 453. 

Quallett, J., Commander of the Delawar, 
115. 

Quarter Sessions, courts at Madras, Bom¬ 
bay and Calcutta, xliii, 72, 473, 475. 

Quebec, Canada, 132. 
Queenborough (ship), 300, 308. 
—Captain, see Legge, Capt. George. 
Quick, A., Commander of the Sandwich, 

162. 

RabI-USSANI (4th month of Muslim 
calendar), 423. 

Radgbullub, see Rajballabh. 
Radhanagar, Midnapore Dist., Bengal, 12, 

310; silk from, li, 242, 334 ; residency 
at, 400. 

—Chief, see Watts, Hugh. 
Rafugar (darner), 271. 
Rahim Khan, xxvi, 422. 
Raidurlabh, see Duriabhram Mahindra. 
Rai-rayan (title given to Hindu civil 

officers of high rank, especially the 
finance minister and treasurer of the 
Nawab of Bengal), 342, 348. 

Raitt, Col.—, 189. 
Rajahmundry, Godavari Dist., Madras, the 

French at, 327, 390, 481 ; capture by 
Col. Forde, 411, 413, 422-3, 479. 

Rajaram Singh, Governor of Midnapore, 
xxvii, 238; relations with Jafar Ali 
Khan, xxxiii-xxxv, 257-8; note on, 478. 

Rajballabh, 182-3, 342, 453, 477, 482 ; cons¬ 
piracy against Sirajud-Daulah, xxiii * 
appointed Diwan of Jafar Ali Khan 
xxxvii; note on, 474. 9 

—Son of, see Krishna Das. 
Rajhaam, 223 ; note on, 477. 
Rajmahal, Santal Parganas Dist., Bengal, 

xxvii, xxxv-xxxvi, 101, 183, 233, 238* 
245, 258, 260-1, 427, 429, 431. 

Rambazar, Calcutta, 75. 
Ramji Pandit, 238. 
Ramnarayan, Naib of Patna, xxxviii, li, 

236, 343 ; relations with Jafar Ali Khan' 
xxxiii-xxxvi, 257-8, 299, 316, 339, 392; 
relations with the French, 234 ; solicits 
Clive’s aid against Shah Alam II, 420, 
425, 431 ; relations with Shah Alam IL 
426, 428-9, 432 ; note on, 477. 

Ramprasad, Jafar Ali’s agent at the Court 
of Shah Alam, 426. 

Rangpur, Bengal, 422 ; silk from, li, 336. 
Ranjit Rai, Jagat Seths’ vakil, xx, 65. 

200-1, 203, 473. 

Raper, John, Master Bricklayer, 144. 
Rati (seed of leguminous creeper used as 

basis of weight for gold, silver and 
drugs), 277. 

Raymond, John, Member of Court of 
Directors, 35, 43-4, 98, 104-5, 107, 113, 
122, 130, 158-9, 170-1. 

Raymond, Jones, Member of Court of 
Directors, 4, 34-5, 41, 43-5, 55, 98, 104-5, 
107, 381. 

Read, John, 168. 
Red Lead, 73. 
Redwood, li, 209, 240, 244, 264, 267, 308, 

325, 331, 395, 439. 
Register of Dustucks, see Dastaks, Regis¬ 

trar of. 

Renault de St Germain, P. M., French 
Director of Chandernagore, xxv, 237-8, 
264 ; note on, 478. 

Rents and Revenues, xliv-xlvi, 351-3, 444; 
Holwell’s statement re., 20-1 ; increased 
revenues of Bengal, 33; purchase of 
Gobindaram Mitra’s farm, 191-2 ; income 
from sale of farms, 282; measures for 
collection at Nadia and Burdwan, 453- 
4 ; see also Customs and Excise ; Fort 
William Board. 

—Collector, 73-4, 362-3 ; see also Frank- 
land, William. 

Restitution (ship), law-suit arising out of 
hiring, 135, 157, 256, 263-4, 386. 

—Commander, see Durand, Capt. John. 
Restitution Money, xlii, 179; see also 

Sirajud-Daulah ; Jafar Ali Khan. 
Reveley, R., Member of Cossimbazar 

Council, 354. 
Revell, Henry, Supercargo in China, 5 ; 

Member of China Council, 167. 
Revenge (ship), 135, 141, 215, 255, 263, 

266. 
—Captain, see James, Commodore William 
Revenue, see Rents and Revenues. 
Rhoda (ship), 45, 47, 56, 372, 406. 
-^Commander, see McNemara, John. 
Rhodda (ship), 254. 
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Rice, 17, 309 *, for Fort Marlbro’, 136, 

265 ; for Madras, 434, 439. 
Rider,—, 284, 362, 387. 
Rider, William, Sub-Accountant, 359, 366; 

Sub-Treasurer, 450 ; killed, 464. 
Rider and Barton, 362. 
Ridge, Edward, Public Notary, 315. 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 64, 138. 
Roberts, William, Commander of the 

Prince of Wales, 45. 
Robins,—, 19, 36. 
Robinson, John, 169. 
Rogers, Charles, Chief of Balasore Factory, 

365. 
Rohilkhand, tract in U.P., 427. 
Rohtas, Governor of, see Shitab Rai. 
Roman Catholics, restrictions in Calcutta 

on residence and religious practices, 
64, 190. 

Rooke, Giles, Member of Court of Direc¬ 
tors, 108, 113, 122, 130, 158-9, 170-1. 

Round, William, 168. 
Rous, Thomas, Member of Court of Direc¬ 

tors, 34-5, 38, 43-4, 55, 108, 122, 130, 
158-9. 

Roy Rungeet, Roy Runget, see Ranjit Rai. 
Royal Duke (ship), 5, 131, 162. 
—Commander, see Pigou, B. 
Royal George (ship), 115, 123-4, 127, 131-2, 

144, 433-4, 439. 
Royal Prussian Company, petition re. 

piecegoods saved from shipwreck, 91. 
Roydoolab, Roydoolub, Roydulub, Roy 

Dulop, Roy Dulup, see Durlahhram 
Mahindra. 

Royran, see Rai-rayan. 
Ruffagurrah, see Rafugar. 
Rumali (kind of silk), li, 441. 
Rumbold, Lieut.—, 196. _ _ 
Rungeet Roy, Runget Roy, see Ranjit Rai. 

—ArcotT 91, 134-5, 137, 215, 242, 256, 266, 
285, 315, 330, 348, 400, 436, 449, 453; 
scarcity, 355. 

—Bombay, 315. , , 
—Calcutta Sicca, acceptance ordered by 

Jafar Ali Khan, xlvii; Charles Douglas 
refuses to accept, 315. 

—Das Masa} 269. 
—Madras, 315; scarcity, 355. 
—Murshidabad Sicca, xlvii, 275, 444. 
—Sanwatf 262, 266, 274-5, 285, 315, 386, 

400, 438; payment to troops exclusively 

—Sicca, xxviii, 15, 23, 137, ooft’ 
243, 266, 268-9, 272, 274 278, 286-7, 298, 
342, 352, 355, 385-6, 388-9, 444, 447, 

480-1. 
Rutty, see Rati. . . 
Ryder, William, captain’s commission m 

the Patriot Band, 312. 

$ABIT Jang, honorary title given to 
Clive, Robert, q.v. ... , 

Sadiq Ali Khan, xxxv, xxxyiu, 420, 4Zi, 
47Q 442 • eets Siraiud-Daulah murdered, 
Sii 229- appointed Nawab of Patna, 

xxxvi; relations with the Dutch, xxxtiiL 
462-3; note on, 481. 

Sahukar (banker, money-lender), xxii. 
Saidabad, Murshidabad Dist., Bengal, 233, 

339, 358. * 
Saidabad French Factory, 222, 232, 239, 

476. 

—Chief, see Bugros, ; Law, Jean. 
Saidpur, Ghazipur Dist., U.P., 425. 
Saifur (silken stuff of great value), b, 441, 
St Anne (Dutch ship), damages clairaed 

for loss of, 346-7, 
St Augustine’s Bay, Madagascar, 324. 
Saint George (ship), 9. 
St Helena, 4-5, 7, 42, 45-6, 115, 124, 131-2, 

161-2, 169 ; restrictions on sending slaves 
to, 48; stores for, 59, 209, 252, 2M» 3t& 
389, 395, 397, 410, 418, 465. 

—Deputy Governor and Council, 397, 418. 
—Governor and Council, 161, 298, 410, 

465. 
St Iago, see Santiago. 
St Jago, see Sant Iago. 
St Thomas’s Mount, Chingteput Dtst* 

Madras, 442. 
Salabat Jang, ruler of Hyderabad, !%, 

235; relations with Nizam Ali Khan, 
259, 424, 479; grants Masulipatara m 
Coy, 443 ; note on, 477. 

Salabat Khan, son of Umar Khan, niii. 
Salinagore, see Selangore. 
Salisbury (ship), 189. 
Sally (ship), 216, 218, 317. 
Salt, 73, 136; illicit trade in, xxk-rat 

Coy’s servants’ trading is, xxxi; te«do 
tions on trade in, 18; abolifkm of fwm* 
ing of tax on, 353, 363. 

Saltpetre, 8, 47, 50, 118, 121, 133, 135, 175* 
190, 205, 209-10, 219, 24* 243, 252, 
262-5, 273, 301, 308-9, 529-% M* 41* 
439-40, 465, 473; contract with Dm- 
chand, xlii, 13, 137, 242, 26* 44fjl; 
Coy’s monopoly in Bihar, li-fii, Mh 
338-40 ; proposal for agreement with the 
Dutch re., 62; Pearkes’ dishonesty m 
purchasing, 361, 401 -2, 470; 
among the French, 391 ; ewtehs 
402, 441 ; Khwajah WajA mmwfmy M 

Sambuzar, see 
Samson, Capt- » 333, 435 ^ ^ -- 
Samson, CapL Joins, of the 4* 

48, 319, m 438, 444; imq&f hm cm 
duct of, 436. . ..» 

Sen Sicca (coin struck m the wm*, $mmm* 
etc. year of a Mumbai King s retgstj, s&e 

282, 299, 307, 311, 34% 38% 
Sandwich (ship). 4-5, 131, Ip** 
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Santiago, island, Cape Verde Islands, 324. —Secretary, 360 ; see also, Cooke, John ; 
Santipur, Nadia Dist., Bengal, 1, 60, 267. McGwire, William ; Smith, Culling. 
Sanwat Rupee, see Rupee, Sanwat. Sensoe, see Sawansa. 
Sarapa (complete suit presented as dress of Seraja Doula, Seraja Dowla, see Sirajud- 

honour by sovereign or his representa- Daulah. 
tive), 226,' 276. Seths, see Jagat Seths. 

Sardar (chief, headman), xlix, 336-7, 354. Seven Years’ War, xix, xxi; see also 
Sarfaraz Khan, Nawab of Bengal, xxxvi, French. 

226; defeated and killed by Alivardi Seward, Richard, Member of Court of 
Khan, xxii-xxiii, 475, 477. ' Directors, 170-1. 

Sarhang (commander; skipper of an Shadow, Mrs Sarah, 24, 28, 471. 
Indian ship), 29. Shaftesbury (ship), 45, 47. 

Sarkar (Govt or supreme administrative —Commander, see Inglis, Cornelius. 
body of country), 65, 221. Shah Alam II, first expedition to Bihar, 

Sarkari (belonging to Govt), 219, 225, 236. xxix, xxxvi-xxxviii, 412-3, 419-22, 425-9, 
Sarry (kind of piecegoods?),272. 431-2, 476-7, 481 ; second expedition to 
Saubinet,—, 412. Bihar, 460. 
Saukar, see Sahukar. Shah Jahan II, installed as King of Delhi 
Saunders, Thomas, Member of Court of by Ghaziud-Din, 461. 

Directors, 98, 104-5, 107. Shahnawaz Khan, 424. 
Savage, Henry, Member of Court Shambazar, Calcutta, 75. 

Directors, 34-5, 38, 55, 108, 113,^2^* ^6hamsud-Din, 424. 
130, 158-9. 'jr, Sh&tlmon River, Ireland, 132. 

Sawansa, Jaunpur Dist., U.P., 42£._<r Shatfpit Jang, 478. 
Scarborough (ship), 6. j Shewdh, William, 388. 
Sciadpoor, see Saidpur. j Shipping, 3-10, 31, 41-9, 57-8, 92-3, 100, 
Scinde, see Sind. \7 113/415-6, 118-25, 131-7, 157, 160-2, 171. 
Scotland, 132, 162. \* 190*/252-3, 255-6, 261-5, 300-1, 308-10| 
Scotney, Capt. —, 357. , 345, 324-5, 329-32, 347, 395, 398-9, 434-9 ; 
Scott, Col.—, 19-20, 35-6, 70, 191. ^ H ^ alterations in charterparty, 6, 163-5; 
Scott, Alexander, head pilot, 42, j * ^^hip-building at Bombay, 9; inquiries 

346 ; Deputy Master Attendant, 387, 434^^-^*^into accidents, 90 ; measures to prevent 
436-7; Master Attendant, 438. travel by unlicensed persons, 121 ; use 

Scott, G., 127. of French prisoners as sailors, 314 ; duty 
Scrafton, —, 362. on sale of old sloops and boats, 362 ; 
Scrafton, Luke, xxxiii, 376, 378, 381, 397, see also Marine Stores. 

450, 457 ; deputed to Sirajud-Daulah, 
xx, 199-200, 203; Member of Board, 
170; deputed to Jafar Ali Khan, 227; 
at Murshidabad, 259, 275, 278, 282, 307, 
316-8, 340-2, 345; inquiry into Pearkes’ 
conduct, 361, 402. 

Sea Custom Master, xlv, 82, 365, 398 ; 
duties, 18, 76-7, 80, 445-6 ; jurisdiction, 
363 ; see also Becher, Richard ; Boddam, 
Thomas; Verelst, Harry. 

Sea Horse (sloop), 434. 
—Captain, see Drake, Capt.—. 
Searle, John, Member of China Council, 

167. 
Secret Committee at Fort William, see 

Fort William Board. 
Secret Committee of Court of Directors, 

see Court of Directors, Secret Com¬ 
mittee. 

Seerpaw, see Sarapa. 
Selangor, Malaya, 299. 
Selbeck, J., 122. 
Select Committee at Bombay, 230. 
Select Committee at Fort William, xvii, 

xxix, lii, 3, 18-9, 31, 36-7, 42, 62, 65, 99, 
118, 131, 160, 200, 202, 205, 229, 235, 262, 
264, 272-3, 275-6, 278, 280, 283, 286, 297, 
321, 330-1, 339-41, 343, 346/7, 349, 358, 
365, 388, 394, 398, 414, 419, 430, 441, 
443-4, 469, 471 ; personnel and constitu¬ 
tion, xl-xli, 40, 53, 68, 100, 106-8, 154, 
157, 169, 188, 450; duties, 20, 41, 54, 
314. 

Shitab Rai, Raja, 393, 432 ; relations with 
Jafar Ali Khan, 426; note on, 480. 

Shiv Bhat, Maratha General, demands 
chauth from Jafar Ali Khan, xxxvi. 

Shujaud-Daulah, Nawab of Oudh, 200-1, 
234, 236, 258, 426, 428 ; threatens Bengal 
and Bihar, xxix, xxxiv, xxxvi, 249, 339; 
captures Allahabad, xxxviii; employs 
Jean Law, 259. 

Sicca (silver currency of the Kings of 
Delhi in general use), see Rupee, Sicca 

Silhut, see Sylhet. 
Silk, xxxi, 104, 242, 473 ; from Cossim- 

bazar, xlix, li, 337 ; from Kumarkhali, 
li, 336; from Radhanagar, li, 334, 441 ; 
from Rangpur, li, 336 ; from Tannore, 
400 ; Gujarat, li, 269, 336; jhilmili 
saifur, li, 441 ; muga, 401 ; November- 
bund, li, 269, 336; rumali, 441 ; sannah, 
335 ; defects in grading and winding, 
1-li; Richard Wilder helps to improve 
quality, 31-2, 63, 121, 335, 440, 481. 

Silver, xlvii- xlviii, 5, 17, 42, 58, 67-8, 79- 
80, 95, 233, 362. 

Sind, 166. 
Sinfrais, M. de,—, xxxiii, 239, 360. 
Singhiya Factory, 361, 401-2. 
Sirajud-Daulah, xxviii-xxix, xxxiii, xliii, 

43, 83, 96-7, 141, 157, 223,-242, 249, 267- 
70, 279, 281, 287, 297, 337, 441, 444, 469, 
475, 477-8, 481-2 ; causes of enmity with 
Coy, 15, 183-7, 236; war with Coy, xvii- 
xxi, xlvi, 175, 177-9, 181, 189, 194-7, 199- 
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200, 470-3, 476; negotiations and treaty 
with Coy, xxi, xlix, 63, 182, 196-201, 
203, 205, 209, 215, 217-8, 235-6, 473; 
pays restitution to Coy and their sub¬ 
jects, 40, 179-80, 201, 272-3 ; replaced by 
Jafar Ali Khan, xxii-xxiii, xxv-xxvii, 
225-33; murdered, xxvii, 229, 233; 
parwana to Coy for mint, xlvii, 243, 
274-5; relations with the French, xix, 
xxi-xxii, xxv-xxvi, 65, 179-80, 201-3, 211- 
2, 216-7, 221-2, 226, 231, 233, 235, 237-8, 
471 ; hostilities with Nawabs of Cuttack 
and Purnea, 197; relations with Shuja- 
ud-Daulah, 200-1 ; relations with the 
Afghans, 211, 217 ; Hill’s views on his 
downfall, xxiv. 

Sircarry, see SarkarL 
Sitaub Roy, see Shitab RaL 
Sittacool, Sittarool, see Chicacole. 
Skinner, Russell, 54. 
Slackhouse, see Stackhouse. 
Smith, —, Justice of the Peace at Madras, 

111. 
Smith, Culling, 248, 373, 377, 417, 

455, 465 ; Sub-Import-Warehouse-Keeper, 
136; ensign in the Patriot Band, 312; 
Secy to Board, 315, 388; Secy to Select 
Committee, 360; Sub-Export-Warehouse- 
Keeper, 362 ; Military Paymaster, 388. 

Smith, Daniel, 109. 
Smith, J., cadet, 122. 
Smith, John, Deputy Master Attendant, 

42, 86, 208. 
Smith, John, 298. 
Smith, Richard, Member of Court oE 

Directors, 170-1. 
Smith, Thomas, Supercargo in China, 5. 
Smyth, Harry, at Lakshmipur, 209, 220, 

274 278, 449 ; Land Custom Master, 

465*. 
Smyth, Nicholas, 54, 465. 
Solicitor General, England, 27. 
Somerset (ship), 85, 132. , . 
Sonamukhi, Bankura Dist., Bengal, 1, 267. 
Sonaut Rupee, see Rupee, Sanwat. 
Soojah Dowla, see Shujaud-Daulah. 
Soota Nuty, see SutanatL 
Soubigne, see Saubinet. 
Sourajee Doulet, see Sirajud-Daulam 
Southby, Capt. W. H., Resident at Hamg* 

gyi island, 437; murdered, 461. 
Spanish Dollar, see Dollar. 
Sparks, James, 435. 
Spears, Capt. James, 95-6, 110. 
Speedwell (ship), 188. 
Speke, Capt.-, 146, 452 
Spelman, Capt- Henry, 449-50. 
Spithead, England, 4, 56, 122, 132, 

StackSoi?-, Chief of Cossimbazar Fac- 

tory, xxx, 243. 

Steel, lii, 166. 
Steers, William, 54. in CL of 
Steevens, Commodore Charles, C. m 

h'm s Squadron in the East Indies,^! 
45 50! 64, 300, 307, 314; Rear-Admiral, 

167. 

Steevens, George, Member of Omrt of 
Directors, 35, 38, 434, 55, 98, S®7„ 
113, 122, 130, 158-9, 170 1, 

Stevens, Walton, 168-9. 
Storekeeper, xUi, 86, SB, 365, 436; mt aim 

Mackett, William. 
Stormont (ship), 115-6, 126, 128, 131-2, 

144, 156, 159-60, 439, 465. 
—Captain, see Fletcher, Capt. —. 
Stretham (ship), 104, 438-9, 
—Captain, see Mason, Capt. Charka. 
Sub-Accountant, 83, 190, 312, 359, 411* 

450, 453; see aho Playdell, Chalks 
Stafford; Court, Richard; McGwire, 
William; Rider, William; Dacret, 
Philip Milner. 

Subah (short for sub&hdmr; Nawab of 
Bengal), see Sirajud-Daulah; Jafar At* 
Khan. 

Sub-Export-Warehouse-Keeper, 83; set 
also Frankland, W.; Smith, Culling. 

Sub-Import-Warehouse-Keeper, 83; me 
, also Smith, Culling. 

Sub-Secretary, see Gray, George, jm; 
Williamson, George. 

Sub-Treasurer, 83, §3, 384, 45®; m 
O’Hara, Charles; Rider, William. 

Success (ship), 188, 214. 
Suffolk' (ship), 41, 115, 120, 123, 126, I28» 

132.' 
—Commander, see Lewis, R. 
Suffras Cawn, see Sarfaraz Khan. 
Sugar, 58-9, 312. . 
Sujait Dowlah, Sujait Dula, see Shw$m$r 

Daulah. 
Sulivan, Laurence, Member of Court m 

Directors, 34-5, 38, 41, 43-5, 55, 185* 
113-4, 122, 130, im 367*8, SHr% m 
407, 410, 416. „ * 

Sumatra, 5, 91, 109, 163, 165-6, 394; trade 
regulations for, 16-8; see edm west 
Coast. 

Sumner, William Brigfetwdi, 248, 396; 
Member of Board, 170, 466; OwMlto- 
sary, 2CM; at Dacca, 209. VS. 31$; 
Export Warehouse Keeper, 449. 

Sun Sicca, see Rupee, Sicca. 
Sundar Singh, xxxvi-xxxviii. - 
Sunderland*(HM:s ship)* 95, f$8* 
Summit Rupee, see Rupee, Smmal, 
Sunnod, Surmud, see Smad 
Supercargoes, in China, 5, 46-7, 57*% 

20, 125. 

let, see Sirajud^ulah. 
Surman, John, xlvii. ? 

Swey! ®f «!•,!&> 

Surveyor of Works m GaKd&ta* 

dari, xliv-xbr; * 
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Swarup Chand, Jagat Seth, conspiracy 
against Sirajud-Daulah, xxii. 

Swiss, The, in Madras Army, 357. 
Sydabad, Sydavad, see Saidabad. 
Sykes, Francis, 209, 245, 268-9, 279. 
Sylhet, 281. 
Syrang, see Sarhang. 
Syren (Coy’s ship), 38-9, 45, 55, 115, 160, 

162, 170, 175, 189, 199, 203-4, 214. 
—Commander, see Warner, Capt. Thomas ; 

Jones, Capt.—. 
Syren (Fr. ship), 161. 
Syrian (sloop), 256, 262. 

TaHSILDAR (Indian collector of revenue), 
343, 480. 

Tana, on the Hooghly river, xviii, 189, 
461. 

Tanjore, Madras, 390-1. 
Tankhwah (assignment by ruling authority 

upon revenue of any particular locality 
in payment of wages, pay, gratuity or 
pension), 320, 325, 343, 426, 453. 

Tannore, Malda Dist., Bengal, silk from, 
400. 

Tanzeb (fine muslin), li, 14, 271. 
Tapasses, see Topass. 
Tavistock (ship), 4-5, 161, 264, 371. 
—Commander, see Jenkins, Benjamin. 
Taxation, see Calcutta; Customs and Ex¬ 

cise ; Fort William Board. 
Tedd, Capt. John, of the llchester, 4, 329- 

30, 333 ; dies, 331. 
Tehsildar, see Tahsildar. 
Telingees (inhabitants of Telangana or 

area wherein Telugu is spoken), xxx, 
237. 

Tellicherry, Malabar Dist., Madras, 140, 
263, 273. 

Terrindam (kind of muslin that keeps the 
body cool), 14. 

Thames (ship), 266, 347, 413, 437-8. 
Thames River, 6, 132. 
Thimnait, Raja of, news re. his monetary 

help to Shah Alam, 426. 
-Thomas, T., Member of China Council, 

119-20. 
Thomson, Thomas, Supercargo in China, 

Thornton, W., Member of Court of Direc¬ 
tors, 170-1. 

Tiddeman, Capt.—, 399, 412. 
Tiddeman, Capt. Edward, of the Worces- 

Tiger (ship),’ 189, 308. 
Ttlbury (ship), 47. 
—Captain, see Mainwaring, Roger. 
Tincal (unrefined borax), for Europe, 219. 
Tindal (petty officer of lascars), 29. 
Tinnevelly, Governor of, see Mahfuz Ali 

Khan. 
Tobacco, illicit trade in, xxix, xxxi; taxes 

on, 17, 73, 89-90, 353, 363. 
Toddy, 89. 
Toecher, Lieut. —, 357. 
Toman (Persian coin), 96.' 
Tombrook, Persia, 117. 

Tooke, William, 213; death, 220. 
Toole,—, ordered to return to Europe, 

435. 
Topass (native Christian sprung from 

Portuguese father and Indian mother in 
S. India; artillery man), 103, 184, 217 
257, 316, 430. 

Torin, B., Member of China Council, 119- 
20. 

Torriano, Hillary, Supercargo in China, 5. 
Torriano, Hillary Van Neck, writer, 54. 
Tottenham, Ensign—, 283. 
Trade, E. I. Coy’s, 15, 85, 91-2, 116-7, 191 ; 

agreement with freighters of licensed 
trade, 5 ; imports, 10-2, 75-7,333-4, 352-3, 
363, 475 ; with Sumatra, 16-8 ; enquiry 
re. decay, 34, 311-2; Court’s orders re. 
sale of goods, 59 ; grant of protection to 
merchants, 80-1 ; with China, 124-5, 163; 
concession from Sirajud-Daulah, 180, 
201 ; export goods found intact on 
recovery of Calcutta, 189; see also 
Broadcloth; Cloth ; Copper ; Customs 
and Excise; Dadni Merchants; Free 
Merchants ; Iron ; Lead ; Merchants; 
Salt; Saltpetre ; Silk ; Steel; Wine ; 
Woollen Goods. 

—Illicit, by Coy’s servants, xxix-xxxiii; 
preventive measures, 7, 60, 135-6, 140-1, 
277-8, 310, 333. 

—Private, by Coy’s servants, xlviii, 16, 
61-2, 111 ; allowed to commanders of 
ships, 156. 

Tranquebar, Tanjore Dist., Madras, 262, 
400. 

—Danish Governor, assistance to the 
French, 391. 

Travancore, King of, 48. 
Trichinopoly, Madras, French attack on, 

236, 250-1. 
Trist, Thomas, writer, 122, 144. 
Triton (Coy’s ship), 131, 162-3, 254, 266. 
—Commander, see Harris, Francis. 
Triton (H. M.’s ship), 3, 19, 255. 
True Briton (ship), 46, 169, 371, 456. 
—Commander, see Crichton, Thomas. 
Try all (sloop), discharged from Coy’s 

service, 330. 
Tryon, W., Commander of the Denham, 

115. 

Tuckey, Capt.—, 436. 
Tulaji Angria, defeated by Clive and 

Watson, 471, 475. 
Tullie, Timothy, Member of Court of 

Directors, 35, 38, 55, 105, 108, 113, 122, 
130, 158-9. 

Tuncaw, see Tankhwah. 
Tussuldar, see Tahsildar. 
Twenty-four Parganas, Bengal, zamindari 

given to Coy, xxviii ; see also Zamindar 
of Twenty-four Parganas. 

Umar Beg, Mirza, Faujdar of Hooghly, 
xxiii, xxvi, xxx, xxxiv, 227, 347, 425, 
477. 

Umar Khan, xxiii. 
Umichand, see Omichand. 
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Valentine (ship), 123, 125, 128, 132. 
—Commander, see Fern well, W. 
Vandiwash, see Wandiwash. 
Vansittart, Henry, xxxiii; on Coy's posi¬ 

tion in Bengal, xxxix; appointed Gover¬ 
nor of Bengal, xli, 170; note on, 474; 
friction with Nandakumar, 480. 

Vasmer,—, death at Falta, 192. 
Vaughan, Charles, cadet, 109. 
Velvet, 266, 334. 
Venner, John, Commander of the Egmont, 

46. 
Verelst, Harry, 206, 377 ; Chief of Laksh- 

mipur, 220, 274, 278, 284, 365; to super¬ 
vise Burdwan revenues, 453-4; Sea 
Custom Master, 465; note on, 476. 

Vermilion, 73. 
Victoria (snow), 437, 461. 
Vigo, Spain, 44. 
Vijayadurg, port and fort in Ratnagiri 

Dist., Bombay, capital of the Angrias, 
captured, 184, 475. 

Vincent, Frederick, Commander of the 
Osterley, 45, 47. 

Vincent, Capt. Nicholas, of the Wey¬ 
mouth, 31. 

Vizagapatam (ship), 266. 
Vizagapatam, Madras, 196-7, 215, 236, 297, 

321, 324, 326-7, 331-2, 389-90, 395-6, 399, 
429-31, 435, 444, 479. 

Vizagapatam Factory, Chief of, see Pigot, 
George; Percival, W.; Andrews, John. 

Vizianagram, Raja of, see Anandaraj. 
Vizier, see Ghaziud-Din. 

WaDADARI (farm of the revenue of a 
district, making a contract or engage¬ 
ment), 342. 

Wager (ship), 314, 371. 
Wajid, Khwajah, xix, xxv, 27-8, 179-80, 

277, 339-40, 441, 461 ; saltpetre monopoly 
in Bihar, li; note on, 471. 

Walker, Mordecai, Supercargo in China, 5. 
Waller,—, 209, 273. 
Walpole (ship), 3, 68, 111, 115, 117, 120, 

127, 132, 175, 177, 189-91, 205, 210, 
215-6, 219, 242, 254, 262, 285, 293, 313, 
362, 370-1, 454. 

—Commander, see Fowler, Capt. F. 
Walsh,—, envoy to Sirajud-Daulah and 

Tafar Ali Khan, xx, 199-200, 203, 232, 
295. 

Walton, Bourchier, Member of Court of 
Directors, 170-1. 

Wandiwash, North Arcot Dist., Madras, 
236, 251, 472, 482. 

Ward, F. S., 127. 
Ward, Capt. James, of the llchestery 160, 

331-3. 
Warehouse Keeper, xlvi, 79. 
Warner, Capt. Thomas, of the Syren., 160, 

OU*r, ow, 

410, 412, 414. 

—Commander, see Glover, Capt, Alphe®. 
sus. 

Warwick (ship), 3-5, 7, 10-1. 22, 131, 162-3* 
262-3, 265-6, 284, 290, 2%, 298, Ml, 3§g* 
311 ; illicit trade aboard, 135, 31®. 

—Commander, see Webb, Capt. Nicholas; 
Deiawar, J. 

Waters, Thomas, Member of Court of 
Directors, 170-1, 295, 302, 304, 377, 403. 

Watson (sloop), 256, 262, 331. 
Watson, Admiral Charles, xx-xxii, xxvf* 

xxviii, 31, 40, 42-3, 51, 54, 57, 146, ftE, 
196-7, 200, 203, 227, 237, 24®, 245, 287*% 
290, 296, 444, 472, 482 *, recaptures Fort 
William, xviii, 39, 175, 178, 189; policy 
towards the French, xix, 179, 211, 215; 
services appreciated, xxxix, 39, 56, 57, 
65, 194-5 ; association with Fort William 
Board, 178; captures Chandernagoxe, 
212, 217-8; death, 248, 252; note m, 
471 ; defeats Tula it Angria, 475. 

Watts, Hugh, 268-70; at Cbsstmbazar, 
245; at Radhanagar, 335; Chief of 
Radhanagar, 400, 440-1. 

Watts, William, xxx, HI, m, 206, 247, 
254, 279, 286, 292-3, 304, 340, 3654, m, 
421 ; envoy to Jafar Ali Khan, xxti, 65, 
220-1, 225, 227, 232, 243, 272-4, 342, 
347; Member of Board and Select 
Committee, xl, 38-40, 43, 52-3, 
175, 319, 321, 323, 325, 327, 362, 3W* 
472; Chief of Cossimbazar, 14-5, 242, 
245, 283; salary and allowances, 82; 
replies to Holweli’s charges, 182-7; 
waits on Sirajud-Daulah for execution of 
terms of treaty, 201-4, 211-2, 215, 219, 
222; praised by Olve, 235, 259, 324; 
honoured by the Mughak, 307 ; note 
470. 

Weavers, xlviii-xlix, 60, 278, 311, 335. 
Webb, Capt. Nicholas, of rhe 4, 

10, 262-3, 265, 284, 296, 301. 
Webb, Oliver, 54. 
Webber, W„ Commander of the HmcmrK 

115. 
Webber, W., Commander of the Oxford, 

115. 
Wedderbum, Capt. Henrv, Master Afte*- 

dant, 208, 329, 347, 435-7. 
Welber, William, 155. 
Weller, Capt. Nicholas, 215. 
West Coast (often with reference te 

west coast of Sumatra), 133, 137, 385; 
pepper from, 48; sugar from, 59; mdfr 
procal freedom of trade with, 111 J 
also Sumatra. 

Western, Maximilian, Member of Cotat of 
_1A C 104-5. 

107. 

, ances and other Bly 
leaves for China, 121, 451; 

WRfcms, W., 122, 144. ^ ■ 
Williams, J., if HWNlb 

115. 
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Swarup Chand, Jagat Seth, conspiracy 
against Sirajud-Daulah, xxii. 

Swiss, The, in Madras Army, 357. 
Svdabad, Sydavad, see Saidabad. 
Sykes, Francis, 209, 245, 268-9, 279. 
Sylhet, 281. 
Syrang, see Sarhang. 
Syren (Coy's ship), 38-9, 45, 55, 115, 160, 

162, 170, 175, 189, 199, 203-4, 214. 
—Commander, see Warner, Capt. Thomas ; 

Jones, Capt.—. 
Syren (Fr. ship), 161. 
Syrian (sloop), 256, 262. 

TaHSILDAR (Indian collector of revenue), 
343, 480. 

Tana, on the Hooghly river, xviii, 189, 
461. 

Tanjore, Madras, 390-1. 
Tankhwah (assignment by ruling authority 

upon revenue of any particular locality 
in payment of wages, pay, gratuity or 
pension), 320, 325, 343, 426, 453. 

Tannore, Malda Dist., Bengal, silk from, 
400. 

Tanzeb (fine muslin), li, 14, 271. 
Tapasses, see Topass. 
Tavistock (ship), 4-5, 161, 264, 371. 
—Commander, see Jenkins, Benjamin. 
Taxation, see Calcutta; Customs and Ex¬ 

cise ; Fort William Board. 
Tedd, Capt. John, of the Ilchester3 4, 329- 

30, 333; dies, 331. 
Tehsildar, see Tahsildar. 
Telingees (inhabitants of Telangana or 

area wherein Telugu is spoken), xxx, 
237. 

Tellicherry, Malabar Dist., Madras, 140, 
263, 273. 

Terrindam (kind of muslin that keeps the 
body cool), 14. 

Thames (ship), 266, 347, 413, 437-8. 
Thames River, 6, 132. 
Thimnait, Raja of, news re. his monetary 

help to Shah Alam, 426. 
-Thomas, T., Member of China Council, 

119-20. 
Thomson, Thomas, Supercargo in China, 

Thornton, W., Member of Court of Direc¬ 
tors, 170-1. 

Tiddeman, Capt.—, 399, 412. 
Tiddeman, Capt. Edward, of the Worces- 

Tiger (ship),* 189, 308. 
Tilbury (ship), 47. 
—Captain, see Mainwaring, Roger. 
lineal (unrefined borax), for Europe, 219. 
Tindal (petty officer of lascars), 29. 
Tinnevelly, Governor of, see Mahfuz Ali 

Khan. 
Tobacco, illicit trade in, xxix, xxxi; taxes 

on, 17, 73, 89-90, 353, 363. 
Toddy, 89. 
Toecher, Lieut.—, 357. 
Toman (Persian coin), 96. 
Tombrook, Persia, 117. 

Tooke, William, 213 ; death, 220. 
Toole,—, ordered to return to Europe, 

Topass (native Christian sprung from 
Portuguese father and Indian mother in 
S. India; artillery man), 103, 184, 217 
257, 316, 430. ' 

Torin, B., Member of China Council, no. 
20. 

Torriano, Hillary, Supercargo in China, 5. 
Torriano, Hillary Van Neck, writer, 54.* 
Tottenham, Ensign—, 283. 
Trade, E. I. Coy's, 15, 85, 91-2, 116-7, 191 ; 

agreement with freighters of licensed 
trade, 5; imports, 10-2, 75-7,333-4, 352-3, 
363, 475; with Sumatra, 16-8; enquiry 
re. decay, 34, 311-2; Court's orders re. 
sale of goods, 59; grant of protection to 
merchants, 80-1 ; with China, 124-5, 163; 
concession from Sirajud-Daulah, 180*, 
201 ; export goods found intact on 
recovery of Calcutta, 189; see also 
Broadcloth ; Cloth ; Copper ; Customs 
and Excise; Dadni Merchants; Free 
Merchants ; Iron ; Lead ; Merchants ; 
Salt; Saltpetre ; Silk ; Steel; Wine ; 
Woollen Goods. 

—Illicit, by Coy’s servants, xxix-xxxiii; 
preventive measui'es, 7, 60, 135-6, 140-1, 
277-8, 310, 333. 

—Private, by Coy's servants, xlviii, 16, 
61-2, 111 ; allowed to commanders of 
ships, 156. 

Tranquebar, Tanjore Dist., Madras, 262, 
400. 

—Danish Governor, assistance to the 
French, 391. 

Travancore, King of, 48. 
Trichinopoly, Madras, French attack on, 

236, 250-1. 
Trist, Thomas, writer, 122, 144. 
Triton (Coy's ship), 131, 162-3, 254, 266. 
—Commander, see Harris, Francis. 
Triton (H. M.'s ship), 3, 19, 255. 
True Briton (ship), 46, 169, 371, 456. 
—Commander, see Crichton, Thomas. 
Try all (sloop), discharged from Coy’s 

service, 330. 
Tryon, W., Commander of the Denham, 

115. 
Tuckey, Capt.—, 436. 
Tulaji Angria, defeated by Clive and 

Watson, 471, 475. 
Tullie, Timothy, Member of Court of 

Directors, 35, 38, 55, 105, 108, 113, 122, 
130, 158-9. 

Tuncaw, see Tankhwah. 
Tussuldar, see Tahsildar. 
Twenty-four Parganas, Bengal, zamindari 

given to Coy, xxviii; see also Zamindar 
of Twenty-four Parganas. 

Umar Beg, Mirza, Faujdar of Hooghly, 
xxiii, xxvi, xxx, xxxiv, 227, 347, 425, 
477. 

Umar Khan, xxiii. 
Umichand, see Omichand. 
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Valentine (ship), 123, 125, 128, 132. 
—Commander, see Fern well, W. 
Vandiwash, see Wandiwash. 
Vansittart, Henry, xxxiii; on Coy’s posi¬ 

tion in Bengal, xxxix; appointed Gover¬ 
nor of Bengal, xli, 170; note on, 474- 
friction with Nandakumar, 480. ’ 

Vasmer,—, death at Falta, 192. 
Vaughan, Charles, cadet, 109. 
Velvet, 266, 334. 
Venner, John, Commander of the Egmont 

46. * , 
Verelst, Harry, 206, 377; Chief of Laksh- 

mipur, 220, 274, 278, 284, 365; to super¬ 
vise Burdwan revenues, 453-4; Sea 
Custom Master, 465; note on, 476. 

Vermilion, 73. 
Victoria (snow), 437, 461. 
Vigo, Spain, 44. 
Vijayadurg, port and fort in Ratnagiri 

Dist., Bombay, capital of the Anurias, 
captured, 184, 475. 

Vincent, Frederick, Commander of the 
Osterley, 45, 47. 

Vincent, Capt. Nicholas, of the Wey¬ 
mouth, 31. 

Vizagapatam (ship), 266. 
Vizagapatam, Madras, 196-7, 215, 236, 297, 

321, 324, 326-7, 331-2, 389-90, 395-6, 399, 
429-31, 435, 444, 479. 

Vizagapatam Factory, Chief of, see Pigot, 
George; Percival, W.; Andrews, John. 

Vizianagram, Raja of, see Anandaraj. 
Vizier, see Ghaziud-Din. 

Wadadari (farm of the revenue of a 
district, making a contract or engage¬ 
ment), 342. 

Wager (ship), 314, 371. 
Wajid, Khwajah, xix, xxv, 27-8, 179-80, 

277, 339-40, 441, 461 ; saltpetre monopoly 
in Bihar, li; note on, 471. 

Walker, Mordecai, Supercargo in China, 5. 
Waller,—, 209, 273. 
Walpole (ship), 3, 68, III, 115, 117, 120, 

127, 132, 175, 177, 189-91, 205, 210, 
215-6, 219, 242, 254, 262, 285, 293, 313, 
362, 370-1, 454. 

'—Commander, see Fowler, Capt. F. 
Walsh,—, envoy to Sirajud-Daulah and 

Jafar Ali Khan, xx, 199-200, 203, 232, 
295. 

Walton, Bourchier, Member of Court of 
Directors, 170-1. 

Wandiwash, North Arcot Dist., Madras, 
236, 251, 472, 482. 

Ward, F. S., 127. 
Ward, Capt. James, of the Ilchester, 160, 

331-3. 
Warehouse Keeper, xlvi, 79. 
Warner, Capt. Thomas, of the Syren, 160, 

162. 
Warren (ship), 46, 56, 58, 69, 96-7, 101, 

104, 109, 324, 329, 332-3, 338, 353, 359, 
361, 364, 366, 389, 398, 400, 402-3, 407, 
410, 412, 414. 

—Commander, see Glover, Capt. Alpfioa- 

*«. iu-j. 
284, 290, 296, 298. 301, M. 

311 ; illicit trade aboard, 135, 310, 
Commander, see Webb, Cant Nicholas • 
Delawar, J. * 

Waters, Thomas, Member of Court d 
Directors, 170-1, 295, 302, 304, 377, m 

Watson (sloop), 256, 262, 331. 
Watson, Admiral Charles, xx-xxii, nctL 

xxviii, 31, 40, 42-3, 51, 54, 57, 146, 1*1 
203>111 * 2#, 245, mi 

444, 472, 482; recaptures fart 
William, xviii, 39, 175, 178, 189; 
towards the French, xix, 179, 211, 215 ; 
services appreciated, xxxix, 39, 50, 57, 
65, 194-5; association with Fort William 
Board, 178; captures Ctmmkraaj&re, 
212, 217-8; death, 248, 252; note on, 
471 ; defeats Tulaji Angria, 475. 

Watts, Hugh, 268-70; at Cossimbszar, 
245; at Radhanagar, 335; Chid of 
Radhanagar, 400, 440-1. 

Watts, William, xxx, 141, 189, 206, 247, 
254, 279, 286, 292-3, 304, 340, 365-4 4«f» 
421 ; envoy to Jafar Alt Khan, xxvi, 
220-1, 225, 227, 232, 243, 2724, 342, 
347; Member of Board and Select 
Committee, xl, 38-40, 43, 52-3, 106-8, 
175, 319, 321, 323, 325, 327, 362, JM, 
472; Chief of Cossimbazar, 14-5, 242* 
245, 283; salary and allowances, 82; 
replies to Holwell’s charges, 182-7; 
waits on Sirajud-Daulah for execution of 
terms of treaty, 201-4, 211-2, 215, 21% 
222; praised % Clive, 235, 259, 324; 
honoured by the Mughals, 307 ; note on, 
470. 

Weavers, xlviii-xlix, 60, 278, 311, 335. 
Webb, Capt. Nicholas, of the Warwick, 4, 

10, 262-3, 265, 284, 296, 301. 
Webb, Oliver, 54. 
Webber, W., Commander of the Hsrcomt, 

115. 
Webber, W., Commander of the Oxford, 

115. 
Wedderbum, Capt Henry, Master AM* 

dant, 208, 329, 347, 435-7. 
Welber, William, 155. 
Weller, Capt Nicholas, 215. 
WTest Coast (often with reference to the 

west coast of Sumatra), 133, 137, 3$3; 
pepper from, 48; sugar from, 59; reci¬ 
procal freedom of trade with. 111; w 
also Sumatra. 

Western, Maximilian, Member of Cmaf of 
Directors, 34-5, 38, 434, 55, 98, 104-4 
107. 

Weymouth (ship), 31. 
—Captain, see Vincent, Capt. Nkfeolas. 
Wilder, Richard, silk expert at 

31-2, 63, m, 3354, 48% 4#; a§» 
. ances and other fadKdes, 32-3* SHj; 

leaves for China, 121, 450; asie ms, 
Wilkins, W*, 122, 144. 
Williams, J„ Qmmmt of the B&m, 

115. 
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Williamson, George, 246, 385; loss of his 
bonds, 102; Sub-Secretary, 360, 

Willis, J., 122, 
Wilmers, Diederick Adolph, 111. 
Wilson, Capt. G., of the Calcutta, 115, 465. 
Wilson, Capt. William, of the Pitt, 55, 

324; Commodore of Coy’s ships in the 
East, 57, 

Winchelsea (ship), 45. 
1—Commander, see Howe, Thomas. 
Winckelbleck, Theodore, 109. 
Wine, 59, 117, 123-4, 166, 241 ; see also 

Madeira Wine. 
Winter, Thomas Washington, writer, 54, 

360. 
Witherington, Capt. Lawrence, 25, 37-8. 
Wollaston, John, 54, 145. 
Wood, Francis, Member of China Council, 

47, 119-20, 167; Supercargo in China, 
58, 125. 

Wood, John, 168. 
Wood, R., Chief Supercargo at Canton, 

119-20. 
Woodward, Thomas, 54. 
Woollen Goods, 191-2, 219, 240, 310; 

efforts to increase sale, lii, 11-2, 62, 136, 
252-3, 265, 309, 439; for India and 
China, 5, 47-9, 58, 116, 165-6. 

Woolwich, England, Royal Academy at, 
96. 

Worcester (ship), 4-5, 7, 11-2, 25, 44, 135, 
169-70, 300, 308-9, 312, 326, 329, 331-2, 

389, 395, 398, 401, 410, 414, 429 437 
442-3. ’ 

—Commander, see Tiddeman, Capt 
Edward. r * 

Writers, see E. I. Coy, servants. 

Yar Latif Khan, 228, 469, 477. 
Yarmouth (H.M.’s ship), Captain of, see 

Frankland, Capt. Robert. 
Yatimaud Ad Daula Bhadre, see Muham¬ 

mad Quli Khan: 
York (Coy’s ship), 81, 132, 288, 304, 377. 
—Captain, see Lascelles, Peter. 
York (H.M.’s ship), 123. 
—Captain, see Pearse, Capt.—. 
Yorke (ship), 404. 

Zumindar, Black, see Gobindaram Mitra. 
Zamindar of Twenty-four Parganas, re¬ 

organisation of office, xliv-xlv, 282-3; 
functions^ xliv-xlv, 352; salary of head 
asst at his Cutcherry, 23 ; jurisdiction 
vis a vis Mayor’s Court, 28-30; post 
abolished, 73-4, 140, 144, 353 ; see also 
Cutcherry Court; Holwell, J. Z. 

Zeigler, Capt. Alexander, 96, 109-10, 154. 
Zeypher (Fr. ship), 161. 
Zubdatut-Tujar (best of merchants), title 

of Renault de St Germain, P.M., q.v. 


